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888.

ON A FORM OF QUAETIC SURFACE WITH TWELVE NODES.

[From the British Association Report, (1886), pp. 540, 541.]

Using throughout capital letters to denote homogeneous quadric functions of the

coordinates (x, y, z, w), we have as a form of quartio surface with eight nodes

il = («5 U, V, WY = ; viz. the nodes are here the octad of points, or eight points

of intersection of the quadric surfaces U=0, V= 0, W=0; the equation can, by

a linear transformation on the functions U, V, W (that is, by substituting for the

original functions U, V, W linear functions of these variables), be reduced to the form

Suppose now that the function £2 can in a second manner be expressed in the

like form n=P"-+Q' + R' (where P, Q, R are not linear functions of U, V, W);

that is, suppose that we have identically U^ + F= + W = P'' + Q'+ R% this gives

f7»-P'+F»-Q»+ TF'-if = 0; or, writing U+P, V+Q, W+R = A, B, G, and U-P,
y-Q, W-R = F, G, H, the identity becomes AF+BG+CH = Q; and this identity

being satisfied, the equation 12 = of the quartic surface may be written in the two

forms

D. = {A+FJJr{B + Gf + (C + Hy = 0,

and

D. = {A-Ff-\r{B-Gf + {G-Hf = 0;

viz. the quartic surface has the nodes which are the intersections of the three quadric

surfaces .4+^=0, B + G = 0, C+II=0, and also the nodes which are the intersections

of the three quadric surfaces A —F=0, B — G = 0, C — 11=0. We may of course also

write the equation of the surface in the form

n = A'' + B'4-rp + F"- + G''+H'-=0.

C. XIII, 1
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An easy way of sjvtisfying the identity AF+ BO + CH = is to assume

A, B, C, F, 0, H—ayz, hzx, cxy, fxw, gyw, hzw,

where the constants a, b, c, /, g, h satisfy the condition a/+ hg \-ch = 0\ this being so,

the functions A, B, C, F, G, H, and consequently the functions A+F, B+G, G + H
and A — F, B — G, G —H each of them vanish for the four points (y = 0, z = 0, w — 0),

(z = 0, a; = 0, «; = 0), (a; = 0, y = 0, w = 0), (a; = 0, y= 0, z = 0), or say the points (1, 0,0,0),

(0, I, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1). It hence appears that the quartic suiface

n = ahfz" + bVo!' + (fa?if +pa?wP + g'^yhv'' + h^z-w^ =

is a quartic surface with twelve nodes ; viz. it has as nodes the last-mentioned four

points, the remaining four points of intersection of the surfaces

ayz +fxw = 0, bzx + gyw = 0, cxy + hzw = 0,

and the remaining four points of intersection of the surfaces

ayz —fxw = 0, bzx — gyw = 0, cxy — hzw = 0.

The above is the analytical theory of one of the two forms . of quartic surface

with twelve nodes recently established by Dr K. Rohn in a paper in the Berichte

a. d. Verhandlungen der K. Sdchsische Gesellschaft zu Leipzig, (1884), pp. 52—60.
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889.

ON A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND THE CONSTRUCTION
OF MILNER'S LAMP.

[From the Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society, vol. v. (1887),

pp. 99—101.]

"What sort of an equation is

b'coB(a + d) = acoBe
I
r^d^-fjcos^ f r^cosddO + sin0 j I'^sineddll (1).

Write

X= r^dd, Y= r^cosddd, Z=\ r^amddd (2),
J J 9 J

and start with the equations

dZ^ dY _ dZ
-r^ -r^cos0 -r^sinB ^^'

(^+l\{acose.X -j(Ycosd + Zsine)}=0 (4).

This last gives

(r - a cos 0) dr + ar sin . dO = (5),

and the system thus is

,^ _ dX _ dY _ dZ _(r — a cos 0) dr

— r* — r'cos "" — r'sin ^ — a?-sin^

viz. this is a system of ordinary differential equations between the five variables 0,

r, X, Y, Z: the system can therefore be integrated with four arbitrary constants,

and these may be so determined that for the value /3 of 0, X, Y, Z shall be each

= 0; and r shall have the value ro.

i—

2



4 ON A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION [889

But this being so, from the assumed equations (3) and (4) we have

X=i^7^d0, Y=j r^cosffde, Z= j r'smOde,

and further, by integration of (4),

Xcos + Af sin 5 = a cos d.X- § (Feos ^ + Zsin 6).

Here L and M denote properly determined constants: viz. the conclusion is that

r, X, Y, Z admit of being determined as functions of 6 and of an arbitrary constant

r,, in such wise that

acos^.Z-§(Fcos^ + -?sin^)

shall be a function of 0, of the proper form Zcos^H- Jlfsin ^, but not so that it

shall be the precise function 6' cos (a + 0). To make it have this value, we must

have L = l^ cos a, M = — h' sin a (where L, M are given functions of a, yS, r,), i.e. we

must have two given relations between a, h, a, yS, r,,: or treating ro as a disposable

constant, we must have one given relation between a, h, a, /8.

7* ^— (T COS
The equation d0 = -.—^ dr gives r* — 2ar cos = C, where C^r,? — 2ar„ cos 8.^ — ar sin °

There would be considerable difficulty in working the question out with ?•„ arbitrary, but

we may do it easily enough for the particular value ro = or j-q = 2a cos /3, giving

(7=0 and therefore r = 2a cos ^ : and we ought in this case to be able to satisfy the

given equation not in general but with two determinate relations between the constants

a, b, a, /3.

cos=^d^ = i^+ Jsin2^,

cos* 0d0 = §^ + i sin 2^ + ^ sin 4:0,

cos' ^ sin ^d^ = -
:J
cos* ^.

We have

/•

/'

/
And thence

a COS0.X -^(Yco8 0-\-Zsm0)

4a» cos0{^(^-0) + \ (sin 2/3 - sin 20)}

- -^a» cos 0{^{^-0) + i (sin 2/3 - sin 20) +^ (sin 4y8 - sin 40)]

- i^a^ sin ^
{

- J (cos* ^ - cos* 0)]

= - ^a' cos (sin 2/3 -sin 20)

- ^a' cos (sin 4/3 — sin 40)

+ ^a' sin (cos* /8 - cos* 0),
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where the terms containing yS are readily reduced to | a' cos' /S sin (0-/3); hence also

the terms without /3 disappear of themselves: and we have

a cos ^ . Z - I (F cos ^ + ^ sin ^) = f a' cos' ;8 . sin (0 - y8),

which may be put
= b' cos (6 + 0):

viz. this will be so if we have the two relations

a = ^TT — /3 ; and 6" = — |a' cos' /8.

I make (see figure) Milner's lamp, with a circular section, /8 arbitrary, but a

segment AM (z.SAM = 0) made solid. G in the line SG at right angles to AM
is the C. G. of the lamp, and (?' the C. G. of the oil.

And this seems to be the only form—for the pole of r must, it seems to me,

be on the bounding circle—viz. in the equation r* — 2ar cos ff=C, we must have (7=0.
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890.

NOTE ON THE HYDRODYNAMICAL EQUATIONS.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xv. (1889), pp. 342—344.]

Writing for shortness D = -r + u-j- + v -^ + w ^ , then if from the hydrodynamical

equations

without the aid of the equation

du dv dw _ ^
dx dy dz '

we eliminate V—- , we obtain equations not equivalent to those of Helmholtz,
P

T^^ I V. d d ^d\ ydu
^

dv
^

^,dw .

^^=(^^ + ''d-y+^ri"' ^^d.^^'dx^'^Tx'^'-'

i2P 2v 2t= — ^; , , T T- , as usual), but which, transforming them by
^ ^' ' dz dy dx dz dy dx

means of the omitted equation, agree as they should do with his equations. But

the form of the equations obtained directly by elimination as above, is an interesting

one, which it is worth while to give.

We have

n(— —— ^ - 1) (— -'^~\ -— n + — n
\dz dyj" \dz dy) dz dy '

fd d d d\ fdv dw'
~

\di dx dy dz) \dz dy

d /dv dv dv dv\

dz\dt dx dy dz)

d^ idw dw dw dw
dy \ dt dx dy dz
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where the terms containing second derived functions disappear of themselves, and the
expression on the right-hand is thus

_ du dv dv dv dw dv

dz dx dz dy dz dz

du dw dv dw dw dw
dy dx dy dy dy dz

'

Representing for shortness the Matrix

du du du by
dx ' dy ' dz

dv dv dv

dx ' dy ' dz

dw dw dw
dx' dy' dz

we have

A , B ,C

A', B, C
A", B", G"

a , b , c , and its square by A , B , G ,

a', b', c' A', B', C
a", b", c" A", B", G"

/du dv div\ /du dv dw\ /du dv dw
\dx' dx' dx)' \dy' dy' dy)' \dz ' dz' dz

du du du

dx' dy' dz

dv dv dv

dx' dy' dz

dw dw dw
dx' dy '

dz

viz. the combinations which enter into the foregoing formula are

and

„, _ dv du dv dv dv dw
dx dz dy dz dz dz

'

i^„ _ dw du dw dv dw dw
dx dy dy dy dz dy

'

and the equation thus is D (c' — b") + C" — B" = 0; viz. the three equations are

D{c' -b") + C' -B" = 0,

D(a"-c ) + A"-G =0,

D{b -a') + B -^' = 0,

which are the equations in question.

Observe that we have

G'-B" = (a', b', c")(c, c', c")-{a", b", c"){b, b', b")

= a'c' + b'c + c'c" — a"b — b'b" — b"c",

and thence, writing

we have

p=a(c'- b") + b (a" -c) + c(b- a'),

= ac — ab" + a"b — a'c,

6" -B" + p = (a +h' + c") (c - b") = 0,
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if a + 6' + c" = ; viz. this being so, C — B" = — p, or the first equation is

D (c' -b") = p, = a (c - h") + h {a" -c) + cih- a'),

titi tilt iiu
that is, -Of = f J- + »7 T- + ? J- , the first equation of Helmholtz, and we thus have the

. --r , , , .» ., // ^.i.' •/. du dv dw -
equations of Helmholtz, if a-b +c =0, that is, if j^ + j~ + jT = 0.

The foregoing three equations D (c' — b") + C" - B" = 0, &c., are the quaternion
J J J J

equation {a = iu+jv + kw, '^ = * j~ +i j~ + ^ 5^' 5i~-^' denotes a complete diflferentia-

tion),

of Mr M'Aulay's paper " Some General Theorems in Quaternion Integration," Messenger

of Mathematics, vol. xiv. (1884), pp. 26—37 : see p. 34.
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891.

ON THE BINODAL QUARTIC AND THE GRAPHICAL REPRE-
SENTATION OF THE ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.

[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. xiv. (1889),

pp. 484—494. Read May 6, 1889.]

I APPROACH the subject from the question of the graphical representation of the

elliptic functions : assuming as usual that the modulus is real, positive, and less than

unity, and to fix the ideas considering the function sn (but the like considerations

are applicable to the functions en and dn), then the equation x + iy = sn {x' + iy)

establishes a (1, 1) correspondence between the xy infinite quarter plane, and the

x'y' rectangle (sides K and K') : viz. to any given point x + iy, x and y each positive,

there corresponds a single point x' + iy', x', y' each positive and less than K, K'

respectively : and conversely to any such point a;' + I'y', there corresponds a single point

x + iy, X and y each positive.

I draw in the a;'y'-figure the rectangle A'RC'iy (sides K and K'), and in the

a;y-figure, I take on the axis of x, the points B, C where AB = \, AG = t'- and the

v

D'y' H' C"

a'

M'
1

A" F'

A' B'

G B FMF, C II

point D at infinity. We have thus in the a/y-figure the closed curve or contour

c. XIII. 2
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A'BG'UA' : and corresponding hereto we have in the a;y-figure the closed curve or

contour ABCDA, viz. here D is the point at infinity considered as a line always at

infinity, extending from the point at infinity on the positive part of the axis of x, to

the point at infinity on the positive part of the axis of y, the contour being thus

AB, BC, CD (Z) at infinity on the axis of x); and then D (at infinity on the axis

of y) A. And thus to a point P' describing successively the lines A'R, EC, CD', D'A'

there corresponds a point P describing successively the lines AB, BC, CD, DA : to P'

at D" there corresponds P at D, viz. this is any point at infinity from D on the axis

of a; to 2) on the axis of y. There is no real breach of continuity : in further illus-

tration, suppose that P", instead of actually coming to D', just cuts off the comer, viz.

that it passes from a point y' on CD' to a point a' on D'A' (y', a' each of them

very near to D'): then P passes from a point y very near D on the axis of x (that

is, at a great distance from .4) to a point a very near D on the axis of y (that is,

at a great distance from A): and to the indefinitely small arc 7'a' described by P'

there corresponds the indefinitely large arc 7a described by P.

We thus see that, if P' describe any arc E'F' passing from a point E' of A'D'

to a point F' of B'C, then P will describe an arc EF passing from a point E of

AD to a point F of BC: and similarly, if P' describe any arc G'H' passing from a

point 0' of A'B' to a point H' of CD', then P will describe an arc OH passing

from a point G of AB to a point H of CD.

Supposing E'F' is a straight line parallel to A'x, that is, cutting A'D' and B'C
each at right angles, then EF will be an arc cutting AD and BC each at right

angles: and so if O'H' is a straight line parallel to A'y', that is, cutting A'B' and

CD' each at right angles, then GH will be an arc cutting AB and CD each at

right angles : and moreover, since E'F' and G'H' cut each other at right angles, then

also EF and GH cut each other at right angles.

Supposing, as above, that E'F' and G'H' are straight lines, we have EF and GH
each of them the arc of a special bicircular quartic: the theory was in fact established

in a very elegant manner in a memoir by Siebeck, " Ueber eine Gattung von Curven

vierten Grades, welche mit den elliptischen Functionen zusammenhangen," Crelle, t LVii.

(1860), pp. 359—370, and t. lix. (1861), pp. 173—184.

In particular, if P" describe the line L'M' lying halfway between A'R and D'C

(that is, if A'L' = ^iT'), then P will describe the circular quadrant LM, radius -^ , viz.

vk
in this case the bicircular quartic degenerates into a circle twice repeated : and so if

P' describe successively the lines E'F' and ^,'P,' equidistant from L'M' (AE' = ^K' —rj,

AEi = ^K' + 7)), then P will describe the arcs EF and E^F^ which are the images of

each other in regard to the centre A and circular quadrant LM, and which together

constitute the quadrant of one and the same bicircular quartic.

A bicircular quartic is of course a binodal quartic with the circular points at

infinity for the two nodes : there is no real gain of generality in considering the
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binodal quartic rather than the bicircular quartic, but I have preferred to do so, and

I have accordingly introduced the term Binodal Quartic into the title of the present

Memoir. I present in a compendious form the properties of the general curve, and I

show how the curve is to be particularised so as to obtain from it the special

bicircular quartics which present themselves as above in the graphical representation

of the elliptic functions.

A binodal quartic has the Pltickerian numbers

7)1 n 8 K T I

= 4 8 2 8 12.

The number of tangents to the curve which can be drawn from either of the

nodes is n — 4, = 4 ; and the pencil of tangents from the one node is homographic

mth the pencil of tangents from the other node. Call the nodes / and J: and let

the tangents from / be called (a, b, c, d) and those from J be called {a', b', c', d'),

then if the tangents which correspond to (a', b', c, d') respectively are (a, b, c, d),

they may also be taken to be (b, a, d, c), (c, d, a, b) or {d, c, b, a) : and considering

the intersections of corresponding tangents, we have thus four tetrads of points, say

the /-points, such that the points of each tetrad lie in a conic through the two nodes

:

and we have consequently four conies each passing through the two nodes, say these

are the /-conies.

Starting as above with the correspondence (a, b, c, d), (a', b', c', d'), if the inter-

sections of a and a', b and b', c and c, d and d' are called A, B, C, D respectively,

then we have A, B, C, D for a tetrad of /-points, lying on the /-conic (ABCB).

Writing AB for the two points, the intersections of lA, JB and of IB, JA
respectively, and so in other cases, then the remaining three tetrads of /-points are

AB, CD lying on the /-conic (AB, CD),

AC, BD „ „ {AC, BD),

AD, BC „ „ {AD, BC).

The two points AB may be spoken of as the antipoints of A, B: and so in

other cases.

Any two of the /-conies have in common the nodes /, J, and they therefore

intersect in two points besides : at each of these the tangents to the two conies, and

the lines to /, / respectively, form a harmonic pencil.

Consider the two tangents at / and the two tangents at J": we have a conic

touching these four lines and passing through the tetrad of /-points, or what is the

same thing, intersecting the /-conic in the four /-points: say this is a c-conic. There

are thus four c-conics corresponding to the four /-conies respectively.

We may consider a variable conic, passing through the points / and J; and

such that the tangents thereto at these points respectively meet on a point of a

2—2
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c-conic: the variable conic and the corresponding /-conic each pass through the points

/, J and they meet in two points besides : and the variable conic may be such that

at each of these the tangents to the variable conic and the /-conic form with the

lines drawn to the points / and J a harmonic pencil. The variable conic, as thus

defined, contains a single variable parameter ; and it has for its envelope the binodal

quartic : the binodal quartic is thus in four different ways the envelope of a variable

conic. This is of course Casey's Theorem for the fourfold generation of the bicircular

quartic as the envelope of a variable circle.

One of the /-conies, say (ABCD), may break up into the line IJ and a line, say

the axis (ABCD): we have then the four /-points A, B, G, D on this line. The other

/-conies say (AB, CD), (AC, BD), (AD, BC) are proper conies as before: any one of

these meets the line (A BCD) in two points: and at each of these the line and the

tangent to the conic form with the lines drawn to the points / and J a harmonic

pencil. The binodal quartic is in this case said to have an axis.

But a second /-conic, say (AD, BC), may break up into the line IJ and a line,

say the axis (AD, BC) : we have then the four /-points AD, BC on this line. Writing

moreover A', D' for the two points AD, or say (AI, DJ) = A', (AJ, DI) — D' ; and

similarly B', C for the two points BC, or say (BI, CJ) = E, (BJ, CI) = C'; then the

four /-points are A', E, C , D' , and the axis (AD, BC) may be called (A'FC'U).

The relation of the /-points A, B, C, D and A', R, C, D' and of the two axes is

as shown in the figure : taking X for the intersection of IJ with (ABCD) and Y for

that of IJ with (A'B'C'D'), also Z for the intersection of the two axes, then X, Z
are the sibiconjugate points of the involution AD, BC and Y, Z the sibiconjugate

points of the involution A'D", B'C. The two axes intersect in Z, and form with the

lines ZI, ZJ a pencil in involution.

The two remaining /-conies (AB, CD) and (AC, BD), or as they might also be

called (A'B', CD") and (A'C, B'D'), are proper conies as before : they touch each other

at the points I, J, and have for their common tangents at these points the lines ZI,
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ZJ respectively. Each conic meets each axis in two points ; and at each of these

points the axis and the tangent to the conic form with the lines to /, J" a harmonic

pencil. The binodal quartic is in this case said to be biaxial. The point Z, which

is the intersection of the two axes, may be called the centre.

In the case where an /"-conic breaks up into the line IJ, and a line containing

four /-points, say an /-line, the corresponding c-conic coincides with the /-conic, viz. it

also breaks up into the line IJ and the /-line : the variable conic is a conic through

the points /, J such that the tangents thereto at these points respectively meet on

the /-line. Moreover, the variable conic must be such that at each of its intersections

with the /-conic, that is, the /-line, the tangent to the variable conic and the /-line

must be harmonics in regard to the lines drawn from the point to the points /, J
respectively : but this condition is satisfied ipso facto for each of the intersections of

the variable conic and the /-line. This depends on the theorem that, taking on a

conic any three points P, /, J, then the tangent at P and the line drawn from P
to the pole of // are harmonics in regard to the lines PI, PJ. Thus we have

only three conditions for the variable conic, or, as above defined, it would in the case

in question (of four /-points in a line) depend upon two variable parameters. There

is really another condition—but what this in general is I have not ascertained: and

this being so the variable conic in the case in question (of the four /-points in a

line) depends upon a single variable parameter, and we have as before the bicircular

quartic as the envelope. The foregoing is the axial case ; in the biaxial case, the

same thing happens in regard to the variable conies belonging to the two axes

respectively. Thus in every case we have the fourfold generation of the curve as the

envelope of a variable conic : only in the axial case, the variable conies belonging to

the axis, and in the biaxial case the variable conies belonging to the two axes

respectively, are not by the foi-egoing definitions completely defined. It will be seen

further on how, in the case of the biaxial bicircular quartic, we complete the definition

of the variable circles belonging to the two axes respectively.

Taking the points /, J to be the circular points at infinity, we have a bicircular

quartic. The /-points are the foci, and the /-conies are circles, viz. we have 16 foci

situate in fours upon four focal circles. The harmonic relation of two lines to the

lines through /, J means of course that the lines cut at right angles ; hence the

focal circles cut each other at right angles : this must certainly be a known property,

but it is not mentioned in Salmon's Higher Plane Curves, Ed. 3, Dublin, 1879, and

I cannot find it in Darboux or Casey : it is given No. 81 in Lachlan's Memoir " On
Systems of Circles and Spheres," Phil. Trans., vol. CLXXVII. (188G), and I find it as a

question in the Educational Times, March 1, 1889, 10034 (Prof. Morley). " Prove that,

of the four focal circles of a circular cubic or bicircular quartic, any two are orthogonal,

and the radii are connected by the relation S ifi'^) = 0." The theorem is not as well

known as it should be.

The c-conics are confocal conies having for their real foci the so-called double-

foci of the quartic (more accurately, the common foci are the four quadruple foci of the

quartic) ; we have thus four conies corresponding to the four focal circles respectively.
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each conic intersecting the corresponding circle in the four foci upon this circle. And

we have then the quartic as the envelope of a variable circle having its centre upon

one of these conies and cutting at right angles the corresponding focal circle : the

bicircular quartic is thus generated in four different ways.

Instead of one of the focal circles, we may have a line or axis, and the quartic

is then said to be axial : the foci on the axis may be any four points ; and for a

real curve they may be all real, or two real and two imaginary, or all four imaginary.

The remaining focal circles are real or imaginary circles, cut by the axis at right

angles, that is, having their centres on the axis, and cutting each other at right angles.

But instead of another of the focal circles, we may have a line or axis, and the

quartic is then said to be biaxial : the two axes cut at right angles at a point which

may be called the centre of the curve. The foci on each axis form pairs of points

situate symmetrically in regard to the centre. If on one of the axes the foci are real,

then on the other axis they form two imaginary conjugate pairs ; and conversely : but

if on one of the axes the foci are two of them real and the other two conjugate

imaginaries, then this is so for the other axis also. There are thus only the two

cases:' 1°, foci on the one axis real, and on the other conjugate imaginaries; 2°,

foci on each axis two of them real and the other two conjugate imaginaries: there

is however a limiting case where on each axis two foci are united at the centre,

the other two foci being real on the one axis and conjugate imaginaries on the

other. The remaining two focal circles are real or imaginary circles, cutting each

axis at right angles, that is, having their centres at the centre ; and cutting each

other at right angles, that is, having the sum of the squares of their radii =0. ,

The biaxial form of bicircular quartic is, in fact, that which presents itself in the

theory of the representation of the elliptic functions.

I consider for a moment the case of a variable circle having its centre upon a

given line, and cutting at right angles a given circle. The variable circles pass all

of them through two fixed points, the antipoints of the intersections of the given

line and circle, and which are thus real or imaginary according as the intersections

of the given line and circle are imaginary or real. Hence, considering any one

variable circle and the consecutive variable circle, these intersect in two real points,

when the given line does not meet the given circle (meets it in two imaginarj-

points); but when the given line meets the given circle in two real points, then

the two variable circles intersect in two imaginary points: if however the given line

touches the given circle, then the two variable circles touch each other. Taking now

the curve of centres to be any given curve whatever, and considering one of the

variable circles, and the consecutive variable circle, it at once appears that, if the

tangent to the curve of centres at the centre of the variable circle does not meet

the given circle, then the two variable circles intersect in two real points (which, if

the tangent touch the given circle, unite in a single real point): but if the tangent

to the curve of centres meets the given circle, then the two variable circles do not

intersect. It hence appears that the real portions of the envelope arise exclusively
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from those portions of the curve of centres which are such that at any point thereof

the tangent to the curve of centres does not meet the given circle. In particular,

if the given circle be real, and the curve of centres is a real ellipse enclosing the

given circle, then the real portion of the envelope arises from the whole ellipse : but

if the curve of centres be a real ellipse cutting the given circle in four real points,

then di-awing the four common tangents of the ellipse and circle, it is at once seen

that there are on the ellipse two detached portions such that, at any point of either

portion, the tangent to the ellipse does not meet the circle : and the real portions

of the envelope arise exclusively from these portions of the ellipse.

In the case just referred to, there are on the ellipse four portions each lying

outside the circle and terminating in the four intersections respectively of the ellipse

and circle, such that at a point of any one of these portions the tangent to the

ellipse meets the circle in two real points. Starting from the extremity of one of

these portions of the ellipse and proceeding to the other extremity on the circle, the

corresponding variable circles do not intersect each other, but each of them is a

circle lying wholly inside that which immediately precedes it; and the variable circle

becomes ultimately a point, viz. this point is a focus of the curve : this agrees with

the foregoing statement that the /-conic intersects the circle in the four foci upon

this circle. For the two portions of the ellipse which lie inside the circle, the

variable circle is of course always imaginary. The like considerations apply to the

case where the locus of the centre of the variable circle is a hyperbola or parabola.

The foregoing remarks illustrate the actual generation of a bicircular quartic as the

envelope of the variable circle.

Starting now from the equation

x + iy = sn (x' + iy'),

we have

or putting

these equations are

whence also

_ sn a;' en iy" dn iy' . _ sn iy' on x' dn x'

^ ~ l-k' su' x' sn« iy ' *^ ~ I - k' so!' a/ sn'' iy'

'

sn x' = p, sn iy' = iq

;

_ jo\/l+gM +kY _ gVl-j3M -k-p\
*
~ 1+ kyq' ' y T+¥ff '

"'' ^ ^' = liVfq^ = "'' ^'^ o^ + f^^ put = r%

These equations, considering therein q a,s a, given constant, and ^ as a variable

parameter, determine the curve EF : and considering ^ as a given constant, and q
as a variable parameter, they determine the curve GH. But the eliminations are

easily effected ; we have

p^ ( 1 - k'^q^r') = r= - q"", f/= ( 1 - ¥p''r'-) = r^ -p\
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Hence, for EF,

1+^31-^(1+90^ J^-^Y
^ *^^ l-)fcV3» ' ^+''P9 1-kf^q^'

and consequently

Vl+gM + A^g.

_ g Vl + 9'- (1 +A:'g')r» Vl + ^y- &^(1 + q^) r'
y~ 1-kY

giving X and y each of them in terms of r. And from the first of these we at

once derive

(x"- + ff - lAa? - 2Bf +
l,
= 0,

where

1 + g'
,

1 l + kY 25-0' +^
Similarly, for GH,

^ l-ifcVjy'' ^
1-AVJ9''

l^^^y+^ni^-^^= l-A;'^^ .^+*^«-
l-AV^;j» • 1 + A";J9-

i_/,.vy
and consequently

_ j) V(l - joQ + (1 - A^;?') r" Vl - A:^;j^ + P (1 - jp') r'

^ ~ 1 - /fc^js^

giving X, y each of them in terms of r. And from the second of them we at once

derive

(a;^ + y'^f
- ^Ax" - IBy""+4 = 0,

where

Consider, in particular, the case where the line EF is the midway line LM: here

i 1
y'=\K', and thence t'^ = sn iy' = sn ^t^' = -p , that is, q=^-^: and we thence obtain

\k Nk

A =B= r; the equation of the bicircular quartic is
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viz. this is the circle a? { y"^ — j = twice repeated. As a direct verification, observe

that we have here

1+^

x + iy = s,n {x' + ^iK') =

and hence

,_ sn x + -7^ en x' dn x'
,

vk V^ {l+k)p + iw\ -pKl-k'p''

l+k^l^n^x'

~
^~k(l+kp^)

^ I
,. _ (1 + ^yp' + !-(!+ k')p' + k^-p* _ 1
^ k{l+2kjf + k:'p*) k'

as it should be.

Reverting to the equation

X + iy = sn {x + iy'),

I write successively

y' = \K' - z\ .sn hj = iq,, = sn i {\K' - z'),

and
y' = ^K' + z , sn iy = iq,^ = sn i {\K' + z'^

;

we then have

iji . 1^2 = sn I (^Z' - z) sn t (^Z' + z'), = - t ,

that is, 5192 = 7;; hence for g writing g', or 5^2 . we have in each case the same values

of A and B\ that is, we have the same bicircular quartic corresponding to the

lines E'F' and EiF-[, equidistant from the line L'W : but to one of these lines

there corresponds the quadrant lying inside, to the other that lying outside, the

circular quadrant

«' + 2/'' - T = 0.

The curve

{a? + y^y- - 2Ax'- - 2By' + 4 =

is in four different ways the envelope of a variable circle : viz. the circle may have

its centre on a conic ax^ + /3y^ —1=0, and cut at right angles one of the circles

a:' + y'±l
= 0;

or it may have its centre on the axis of x, or on the axis of y. The circle, having its

centre on either axis, cuts this axis at right angles ; but this condition being ipso facto

satisfied, we do not thereby determine the radius of the circle having for its centre

a given point on the axis : the expression for the radius must be sought for inde-

pendently.

Write for shortness

^ -A-B'
c. XIII. 3
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and consider the circle

where a is a variable parameter. Differentiating, we have

\a . . _ x^A - B

the equation of the circle then gives

that is,

{a^ + y^>^-2Aa?-2Bf^B' + \\A-B), =-p;

or we have

(ar" + y»)» - ^Aa? - 2By' + ^ =

as the envelope of the variable circle

^H
a^ + y"- 2aa; =

,
^ >JA-B- 2a°- + B,

having its centre on the axis of x.

And similarly, the same quartic curve is the envelope of the variable circle

^ + y» - 2y8y = —==fV£ - ^ - 2^^ + 4,
\B — A

having its centre on the axis of y.

If we have in like manner the equation x + iy = en (x' + iy'), then writing, as before,

sn x' = p, sn iy' = iq,

we find

(l-j>')(l + gO p^f{l-J(-p^){l + k-q')

(l+tfqy ' ^ {l+k^pYY
and hence

„ 1 — »2 + o" — i'pV
H-/b»pY '

>• -« +2/-

For the curve EF corresponding to a line E'F' parallel to the axis of x', we
have to eliminate p from these equations; the expression for r' gives

^ l+^5» + A»5V' ^ 1+ iY + *°9'-'»''
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and thence

_ Vl -h g' V - (1 - k') q^ + r^(l + ky) Vl + ky + kyr^
^ ~ 1 + 2tq- + ky

_ q Vl + f - r- VI + k'q" Vl -k'' + k''r'{l + q-)

y
1 + -Iky + ky '

from which we deduce

r^ J- tfiM _ 9 >1 -..2 _ 9 Ri,2(a^ + y'-y - 2Ax^ - 2Bf - -73 = 0,

where

„ -l+2k'+ 2k'q^ + ky ^ „ _ - 1 - 2A^g° + ;!-' (1 - 2^) 9^

A-Hl + 9')
'

AjVCl + 'tY)

which is a bicircular quartic of the foregoing form.

Similarly, for the curve GH corresponding to a line G'H' parallel to the axis

of y', we have to eliminate q : the expression for r- gives

-l+p' + r"- (\-k')p' + r'(l-tp'')

^ 1 - kY - ^^^-?•=

'

^ i-ky- kyr^

{i-}c') + t-i-{i-f) _ i-2kY- + ky
L+ic^q-

i_f^p,_i,y^ '
i-+i-pq- i-ky-kyr^-

Hence

_ >/!- p- \/(T - jfc") ja' + r^ (1 - ky) Vl - ky - ^'p'^"
'^~

1 - 2k'p^ + k^p*
'

_pV-l+p' + r'Vl -Ay Vl -A;' + ^•^^'(l-j)^

^
~

1 - 2A:2p' + A;^

from which we deduce

(a^ + fy - 2Ax' - 2Bf - 73 = 0,

where

„ _ -l + 2k'--2k'p' + k-'p* 1 - 2k^p'' - k' (1 - 2k')p*

^
k'il-p')

' k^^l-ky)

which is again a bicircular quartic of the foregoing form. And we have the like

results for the equation

x + iy = dn{os' + iy')
;

so that, for the an, en, and dn, the curve EF or GH is in each case a biaxial

bicircular quartic of the form

(a;2 j^
yiy _ 2^a;= - 25/ + C = 0.

3—2
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892.

NOTE ON THE ORTHOMORPHIC TRANSFORMATION OF A
CIRCLE INTO ITSELF.

[From the Proceedings of the Edinburgh Mathematical Society, vol. viii. (1890),

pp. 91, 92.]

The following is, of course, substantially well known, but it strikes me as rather

pretty:—to find the orthomorphic transformation of the circle

.r^ + y2 - 1 =
into itaelf Assume this to be

^i + *i/.- i + C{x + iy)-

Then, writing A', B', C for the conjugates of J., B, C, we have

. _ A'{x-iy) + B'
^. 'y^-

i + C'{x-iy) '

and then

^^ AA'(afl + y")+ AB' (x + iy) + A'B (a; - iy) + BB'
^' ^'

1 + C (a;+ iy) + C" (a; - iy) + CO' (a;» + y»)

which should be an identity for a? + y^ = \, x^^ + yj^ = 1.

Evidently C=AB', whence C' = A'B; and the equation then is

1+AA'BB' = AA' + BB',

that is,

.
(1-AA')(1-BB') = 0.

But BR = 1 gives the illusory result

X, + iy, = B,

therefore

1-AA'=0;
and the required solution thus is

. _ A(x + iy) + B
""'^''^'-l+AB'ix + iyY

where A is a unit-vector (say ^ =cosX + isin\) and B, B' are conjugate vectors. Or,

writing B = b + i0, F = b-ifi, the constants are X, 6. /3; three constants as it should be.
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893.

THE BITANGENTS OF THE QUINTIC.

(LETTER FROM PROFESSOR CAYLEY TO MR HEAL.)

[From the Annals of Mathematics, vol. v. (1890), pp. 109, 110.]

Dear Sir,

I have to thank you very much for your letter concerning the bitangents

of the quintic, and am glad you have obtained more simple numerical coefficients

than you had at first. I do not see my way to verifying your result, but assuming

it to be correct, it is a very interesting and valuable one. The relation to Salmon's

Higher Plane Curves (p. 351) is rather curious, viz. the result there given is of the

deg-order 18-54, with an extraneous factor {ax + 0y + yzf, the rejection of which would

reduce it to the proper form, deg-order 18-48 ; whereas yours is of deg-order 24-66,

with an extraneous factor H^, the rejection of which would reduce it to the same proper

form, deg-order 18-48.

But there is another known solution, not by any means a handy one, but which

has no extraneous factor*, viz. if

n = jyH - 4I)'B, + 6B>H„

then the required equation is

Fn=o,

where the facients of the reciprocant are the first derived functions,

d^U, dyU, d,U.

Say this is

{Br-C"--...){d,Ur = 0;

the coefficients A, B, C, &c., are those of O, viz. these are of deg-order 3-6, and

8x^1 &c., are of deg-order 1-4; so that the deg-order is

4 (3-6) + 6 (1-4) = (12-24) + (6-24) = (18-48),

as it should be. It might be worth while to further consider this form, but I doubt

whether, pmctically, the whole question is not too difficult to be worth working at.

I remain, dear sir, yours very sincerely,

A. CAYLEY.
Cambridge, January 17, 1890.

* See Phil. Trane., vol. cxlix. pp. 193—212, [260].
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894.

THE INVESTIGATION BY WALLIS OF HIS EXPRESSION FOR n.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. XXlii. (1889),

pp. 165—169.]

The follo\ving is in effect the investigation by Wallis in the AHthmetica Infini-

tarum (Oxford, 1656) of his well-knowu expression for tt. He obtains the series of

equations which in modem notation are

{x - 3?)" dx = 1,

(a; — iB»)'da; = J-i,

or say, in general,

I

I.

Jo

In the case »i = i, the integral gives the area of a semicircle, diameter = 1, viz.

this is =^,7r, or we have i-^ = 2j7ry ^^ >vriting with him = -. this is 0=0(U

where </)(0), <^(1), <^(2), ... are the series of numbers 1, 2, 6, 20 which are in

fact the middle binomial coefficients of the several even powers, and are the diagonal

numbers in the table which he subsequently considers. As regards the form in which

Wallis exhibits these results, his theorem cxxxili. is:

Si exponatur series Primanorum mulctata serie secundanorum, Residuorum Quad-

rata, Cubi, Biquadrata, &c. ad sericui .^qualium ratiouem habebunt cognitam.
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And then, after an algebraical calculation,

1 1 1

2 3~6
1 2 1 1

3 4'^5~30
13 3 1 1

4 5
"^

6 7 ~ 140

1 1

2. 3^6
1.2 1

3 . 4 . .5 30

1.2.3 1

4.5.6.7" 140

1 1

2.3 6

1 4 1

2. 3*4. 5 30

14 9 1

2.3"4.6"6.7~140

...et sic deinceps; continue multiplicando Numeratores per numeros quadratos et de-

nominatores per binos continue sequentes arithmetice proportionales—viz. he thus

explains the law of his calculated numbers.

He then forms the table

3
7

i 1 n m
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

* Y 10(
IB HI

i
3
1 2 a 3 1 4 5 5

¥ ¥i^
S4«S
T¥T

1
1« 3 ¥ 6 ¥ 10 ¥ 15

i ¥ a«8 w/
H W 4 W 10 ¥/ 20 H¥- 35

8
1 ¥ HF i^F

^ 845
8SI 6 '^ 16 ¥A^ 36 HU^ 70

I

3

T

-J i 1 4 2 4 3 i 4

where the figures in the second column are = 1, those in the fourth column are

= —j— , those of the sixth column are = ^^^ -, and so on: n being in each

case the rank in the column as shown by the right-hand outside column, viz. these

ranks are — ^, 0, ^, 1, ... at intervals of J. And the several even lines contain the

same figures as the several even columns respectively.

Wallis then remarks that, if in any line the first and second terms respectively

are A and 1, then the even lines are as follows, viz. the second line is

A, 1, A

the fourth line is

1*
1? .1.3

A I a'^ I ^ .35
A. 1, 4

J,
l.g, 4 -g,

1

1.

2^4
'2.4'

4^6
2.4'

1.3.5
1.3.6'

2^4 j8

2.4.6'

3^6.7 4.^^
1.3.5' 2.4.0"
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the sixth line is

A, 1, A 1'

6 5^7 6^8
2' 1.3' 2.4'

.5.7.9 6.8.10

1.3. 5' 2.4.6 '
•'

and this being so, he completes the table by inserting a term D in the diagonal

line between the 1 and 2, and calculating the odd lines as follows: viz. if in each

case A is the first term and B the second term of the line, then the complete rule is:

the first line is

1.3
2.4"

A, 1, A

the second line is

A, 1, A

the third line is

A, 1, A
the fourth line is

A, 1, A

the fifth line is

A, 1, A

and so on, the rule for

1

2' ^173' ^^
0.2.4

1.
1.3.5

2
"2'

3
•2'

4
"2'

5
2'

1.3
1.3'

2.4
1.'3'

3^
1.3'

. 4.6
^1—3'

1.

2A
2.4'

3^5
2.4'

4^
2.4'

5.7

1.3.5

A

A

1-274' ^

1 3 5'

2 4 6

1 3 5'

3

1

5

3

7

5'

4 .6 8

1.

1.3.5'
1.

2.4.6'

2^.6
2.4:6'

3.5.7
2.4.6'

4^6^
'2.4.6'

5^7^.
2.4.6'

he odd lines being thus an interpolation from that for the

even lines. Observe that, in the fii-st line ^4 is = oo , and that, in the several odd terms

after the first, A - is =1.

The table thus calculated (I have given here the fractions in their least terms) is

00 ia i lo 3
S Ao 6

T8- Ao 33
T25

1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1

in D ^a 1 5 fa 35
Iff

64n 315

i
3 2 5 3 7

•5 4 9 5

lo 4° 5 1° ^ 04n 105
Itt \¥a 1156

3 15 3 35
"(T 6 83 10 99 15

tV° fci
7 64n ¥ 128ri 231 w° 3003

s n 4 105
1« 10 \v- 20 42« 35

Aa «4n « 128n »8-5- V/n 129
1«

1024n a435

T^V
815
126 5 1155 15 2,^°# 35 6435

128 70

3

7

-i
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in which table D, as the term interpolated between the diagonal terms 1, 2, denotes

the value — as before.
IT

The third line of the table is

1 3 4 3^ 4J3 3.5.7 4.6. 8 ^, 3.5.7.9
gU, 1,

U,
2- gU,

2 4' s.s"-"' 2.4.6' 3.5.7 ' 2.4.6.8'
"•

The successive even terms continually increase but tend to equality, and in like

manner the successive odd terms continually increase but tend to equality ; it seems

to have been assumed that, for any three consecutive terms x, y, z, we have

- > - , that is, w^ > xz. Taking this to be so, we have
X y ^ "

1 ^ "IS 4,

l>i^^ n^>|, |>|^^ 3-^ 2^4' 2^4^ 3^5

3-^5= 4^_6
S2 r, '

\

and these equations give D
less than

V 1'

3^ /4

2.4 V 3'

S'^ .
5"

2 . 4^ 6 V 5

3^5^72

/ o'

V 7'

greater than

^ II
J. 4 V 4'

^ 11
^6 V 6'

l!_ /?
'.8 V 8

2

^5^
2.4

2 . 4^ 6^2.4=.6^8

limits which tend continually to equality. We thus have

4 3.3.5.5.7.7...n =
2.4.4.6.6.8..

the number of factors in the numerator being always equal to the number in the

denominator, and the accuracy of the approximation increasing with the number of

factors.

It is to be remarked that for a square; row m and column n; m or n = —^, 0,

^, 1, §, ... as before; the term of the square is in general H(m + n)-7-Il(m)U(n);

4
thus m = n=^, the term is 11 (1)-=- {11 (^)j^ = 1 h- (^77)^ = -

, =\J; m = 3, >i = | it is
TT

n (I)
-=- n (3) n (i), = | . f . I -^ 6, = -^ ; and so in any other case.

C. XIII.
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895.

A THEOREM ON TREES.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxiii. (1889),

pp. 376—378.]

The number of trees which can be formed with »i + 1 given knots a, /3, 7, . . . is

= (w4-l)"~'; for instance n = 3, the number of trees with the 4 given knots a, /3, 7,

8 is 4- = 16, for in the first form shown in the figure the a, /S, 7, 8 may be an-anged

r»

in 12 different orders (a/878 being regarded as equivalent to 87/30), and in the second

form any one of the 4 knots a, /8, 7, 8 may be in the place occupied by the a

:

the whole number is thus 12 + 4, =16.

Considering for greater clearness a larger value of n, say n = 5, I state the

particular case of the theorem as follows

:

No. of trees (a, yS, 7, 8, e, f) = No. of terms of (a + /S + 7 + 8 + e + 0' a/878e?, = 6^ = 1296,

and it will be at once seen that the proof given for this particular case is applicable

for any value whatever of n.

I use for any tree whatever the following notation : for instance, in the first of

the forms shown in the figure, the branches are a^S, ^y, 78; and the tree is said

to be a/3^7=S (viz. the knots a, 8 occur each once, but /3, 7 each twice); similarly

in the second of the same forms, the branches are a/8, 07, a8, and the tree is said
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to be a^/37S (viz. the knot a occurs three times, and the knots yS, 7, S each once).

And so in other cases.

This being so, I write

(a+/3 + 7 + a + e+0^a^7S6?= 1 a^ G \ 6

+ 4 0^/3 30
I

120

+ 6 a^/S^ 15 } a/37S€?; 90

+ 12 «2/37 60
I

720

+ 24 8^78 1.5 / 360

1296,

where the numbers of the left-hand column are the polynomial coefficients for the

index 4 ; and the numbers of the right-hand column are the numbers of terms of

the several types, 6 terms a*, 30 terms a?^, 15 terms aP^-, &c.: the products of the

corresponding terms of the two columns give the outside column 6, 120, 90, &c.

;

and the sum of these numbers is of course 6*, = 1296.

It is to be shown that we have

1 tree a* . a&'i^e}; (= a°/378e?) ; 4 trees a'/3 . a^Se?" (= 0^/8^786^, ...

,

24 trees a/378 . 0^786^ (= a^ySyS^e^

:

for this being so, then by the mere interchange of letters, the numbers 1, 4, 6, ... of

the left-hand column have to be multiplied by the numbers 6, 30, 15, ... of the

right-hand column, and we have the numbers in the outside column, the sum of

which is = 1296 as above.

Start with the last term affyS.a^ySe^, = a'^/S^y'S^ef We have the trees

6ajS78? (= ea.a^.^y.yB. B^),

where the a, yS, 7, 8 may be written in any one of the 24 orders, and the number
of such trees is thus =24. If we consider only the 12 orders (ayS7S being regarded

as equivalent to 87/3a), then the e, f naay be interchanged ; and the number is thus

2x12, =24 as before.

Now for the 8 of a^yS substitute a, or consider the form a/37a . a/378ef, = a'0^y''Be^.

We see at once in the form eat.a^ . 0y .yB . 8f, which one it is of the two 8's that

must be changed into a : in fact, changing the first 8, we should have ea . a/8 . ^87 . 7a . 8f
which contains a circuit 0/87, and a detached branch 8f, and is thus not a

tree : changing the second 8, we have ea . a^ . fiy . yB. af which is a tree a'^y^Be^,

= af. ae .al3 . ^y . 78. And similarly for any other order of the 8/878, there is in each

case only one of the 8's which can be changed into a ; and thus from each of the

24 forms we obtain a tree a'^^Be^. But dividing the 24 forms into the 12 + 12

forms corresponding to the interchange of the letters e, f, then the first 12 forms,

and the second 12 forms, give each of them the same trees a'd'y^Be^; and the

number of these trees is thus ^ . 24, =12.

4—2
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And in like manner reducing the 0/878 to a'ff", o'y3 or a*, we obtain in each

case the number of trees equal to the proper sub-multiple of 24, viz. 6, 4, 1 in the

three cases respectively (for the last case this is obvious, viz. there is 1 tree

o'/avSef, = ay9 . 07 . oS . ae . a^) ; and the subsidiary theorem is thus proved. Hence the

original theorem is true : as already remarked, it is easy to see that the proof is

perfectly general.

The theorem is one of a set as follows

:

Let (\, o, /9, 7, ...) denote as above the trees with the given knots \, a, yS, 7, ...;

{\ + fi, a, y3, 7, ...) the pairs of trees with the given knots X, fi, a, /3, 7, ..., the

knots X, fi belonging always to different trees; (\ + /jk+v, a, /3, 7,...) the triads of

trees with the given knots X, /x, v, a, /3, 7, ..., the knots X, /u, v always belonging

to different trees; and so on: then if i+1 be the number of the knots X, fi, v, ...,

and n the number of the knots a, /S, 7, ..., the number of trees or pairs, or triads,

&c., of trees is = (i + l)(i + ?i+ 1)""'. In particular, if i = 0, then n being the number

of knots o, /3, 7, . . . , and therefore n + 1 the whole number of knots X, a, /3, 7, . .
.

,

the number of trees is =(n + 1)"~' as before.

As a simple example, consider the pairs (X + fi, a, /3) : here i = 1, n = 2, and we

have (i + l)(i + w + 1)"~'= 2 . 4, =8: in fact, the pairs of trees are

(Xa, aA m), (XyS, ySa, /x), (Xa, X/3, /x),

(/.a, a^, X), (fi0, ^a, X), (/*a, /.^g, X); (Xa, m^), (X/3, /.a).

We may an-ange the trees (a, /3, 7, 8, e) as follows

:

(a, yS, 7, 8, 6) = a^ {jS, 7, S, e); 125= 4x1.4^ = 64 •

+ a/9 . 07 (/3 + 7, 8, 6) +6x2. 4' 48

+ 0/8.07.08 (/S + 7 + 8, e) +4x3.4" 12

+ OjS . 07 . 08 . 06 +1 1

125,

viz. to obtain the trees (o, /3, 7, 8, e), we join on the branch o/S to any tree

(y3, 7, 8, e) : the branches oyS, 07 to any pair of trees (/8 + 7, 8, e) ; the branches

0/3, 07, 08 to any triad of trees (/S + 7 + 8, e) ; and take lastly the tree a/3 . 07 . oS . oe

:

the knots /3, 7, 8, e being then interchanged in every possible manner. The whole

number of trees 125 is thus obtained as = 64 + 48 + 12 + 1 ; the theorem is of course

perfectly general.

The foregoing theory in effect presents itself in a paper by Borchardt, "Ueber

eine der Interpolation entsprechende Darstellung der Eliraiuations-Resultante," Crelle,

t. LVII. (1860), pp. Ill—121, viz. Borchardt there considers a certain determinant,

composed of the elements 10, 12, ... , In, 20, 21, 23, ..., 2n, ..., nO, nl, ... , nn—1, and

represented by means of the trees (0, 1, 2, ..., n); the branches of the tree being

the aforesaid elements, and the tree being regarded as equal to the product of the

several branches: the number of terms of the determinant is thus =(n+l)"~' as

above.
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896.

A TRANSFORMATION IN ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxiv. (1890),

pp. 259—262.]

The formula in question is given in Klein's Memoir "Ueber hyperelliptische

Sigmafunctionen," Math. Ann. t. xxvii. (1886), pp. 431—464, see p. 454, in the form

u
~ivV(/(^))'

^^^"
H^yJ

(the discovery of it being ascribed to Weierstrass) ; and it is also given in Halphen's

TraiU des Fonctions Elliptiques, t. il. (1888), p. 357.

The algebraic foundation of the theorem is as follows: writing

z = i W{ae) + c},

and as usual /, J for the two invariants of the quartic function (a, b, c, d, e'^x, y)*, we

have identically, as is easily verified,

tj^-Iz-J ={d V(a) + b V(e)}S

or say

V(43» -Iz-J)= d V(a) + b V(e).

Hence putting

A =(a, b, c, d, e^a;,, x^y,

B=(a, $«„ a^Yiy,, y
•

and
^"=(«. 'i.yuy^y-.

A, = x^y^ — x^y-i.
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so that

\'J=AGE-Alr--B'E+ 2BCD - C\

then writing

z^^^y{AE) + C\,

so that \^z is a bipartite irrational quadric function of the variables {x^, x^) and

(yi, Vi), we have

V(4^ -Iz-J) =
^^

[D V(^) + B ^{E)],

and we thence infer the existence of a transformation

dz _ ^.{x^dx^-x^dx^ y^dyi- y,dyi
\

^{^z'-Iz-J) '"t V(^) ^ 'J(E) )•

But for the verification hereof and a direct determination of the value of M, observe

that we have

''' = ^» K<^) 2vfe -^ '^^ - !^(^^^ " ^^ I '''}

'

where, attending only to the terms in dx^, dx^,

dA = 4: {(a, b, c, d^x^, ajj)' da;, + (6, c, d, e'^x^, x^ydx^},

= 4! (Aidxi + A^dic,), suppose;

C =(a, b, c^y^, y^yxi' + 2{b, c, d'^y^ 2/o)- aj.ajj + (c, d, e\y„ y^Yx^^

= EiXi' + 2EiXiX2 + E^x^, suppose
;

and therefore

dC =2 [{EiX-^ + E^x^ dx-i + {E^x^ + E^x^ dx^.

Hence

d^ = 2^Ji jtA •* (^I'^^i + ^ !<^2) + 2 {E^Xi + E^x^) dx,

+ 2 {E„x, + ^,a;,) da;^ - y{AE) + C} | (y.da;, - y,da^)l

.

The whole coefficient herein of dx^ is

^ ^ ^ 4, + (£:,«, + E^x,) -^^—^ y,|

.

which is
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which is

and similarly the whole coefficient of dx.2 is

1

-X3V(4)
(-0{i>V(^) + 5V(^)j.

Hence the terms in dx^, dx^ are together

= 1/ A\ yXiOiX^ x^OjXi) —
;

and since the terms in dyi, dy^ are of the like form, we have

dz = |~^ {ahdch - le^dx^) + ^.g^ (y^dy, - yadyOJ x ^—~ ^

,

and combining herewith the foregoing value

we have the required formula

dzIz
\
xidx^ — x^dxi yidy^— y^dy^

As a very simple verification, suppose a = l, 6 = c = d = e = 0; then

{A, B, C, D, E) = (x,\ x^y„ x^%\ x,y^, y,%

and if \ = Xiyi — x^y^ as before, then

where

e^^LMl— or 1 = -'-^^

Also /=0, J=0, and consequently

dz _ dz _d6 _XidXi — x^dxi yydy-i — y^dyi

^J(\!?-Iz-J) ~ 2V(^
~'^~

V^ y^
'

which, in virtue of the foregoing values of ^, ^, is

_ x^dx^-x^dx^ _ yirfya

-

y^dy-,

V(i) V(^)

I remark that an even more simple transformation from the general quartic

radical to the Weierstrassian cubic radical was obtained by Hermite; this is alluded
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to in my "Note sur les Covariants, &c.," Crelle, t. L. (1855), pp. 285—287, [135],

and is given with a demonstration in my paper "Sur quelques formules pour la trans-

formation des int^grales elliptiques," Crelle, t. LV. (1858), pp. 15—24, [235], see No. IV.

;

viz. from the identical relation JU^ — lU^H + iH*= — ^'', which connects the covariants

of a quartic function, it at once follows that if

U={a, b, c, d, e^x, 1)*,

and H is the Hessian hereof,

H = {ac-b\ (ad -be), ae + 2bd-Sc\ 2(be-cd), ce-d^^*-, 1)^
•

then writing

H

we have

dz 2dx

V'(- 42» + ^/- J) \/{(a, b, c, d, e\x, 1)*}

'

which is the transformation in question.
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897.

SUR LES RACINES D'UNE EQUATION ALGEBRIQUE.

[From the Comptes Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences de Paris, t. ex. (Janvier—
Juin, 1890), pp. 174—176, 215—218.]

SoiT /(u) uue fonction rationnelle et entiere avec des coefficients reels ou
imaginaires, de I'ordre n; en supposant que I'dquation f'(u) = 0, de I'ordre n — 1, ait

w — 1 racines, je d^montre que I'^quation /(u) = aura n racines. Pour cela, soit

f{u) =f(x + iy) = P + iQ: je suppose que c denote une quantity positive donnde, et

je considfere la surface c — z = P' + Q', en attribuant k la coordonn^e z des valeurs

positives; c'est seulement pour avoir des maxima au lieu de minima, et pour faciliter

ainsi I'exposition, que je prends cette surface au lieu de z = P-+ Q-. On peut donner

k c une valeur si grande que la courbe c = P' + Q' soit uue courbe fermde qui ne

88 coupe pas, c'est-a-dire un contour simple : cela etant, on peut se figurer ce

contour comme la ligne de rivage d'une ile montagneuse; la valeur de z est au

plus = c, et, en donnant k z une valeur plus petite, =6, on a le contour qui

correspond k I'altitude b: ^videmment, les contours qui correspondent a des altitudes

difiP^rentes ne se coupent pas. II s'agit de prouver que I'tle a precisdment n sommets,

chacun de I'altitude c.

J'dcris

done

et, de plus.

c. XIII.

dx '' ' dy '

dx~ ' dy~ '

dX ^ dX^dY^^ dY^_^
da ' dy dx ' dy

'
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et de ]k

d'p

dai'~
a,

d'Q

daf

dip _
dxdy

h.
d'Q

dxdy

d'P

df
-a,

d'Q

dy'

Cela ^tant, nous avons

4: = ^^-«^'

= -h,

= a,

= A.

-i| = PF-.QZ;

on aura un plan tangent horizontal pour P = 0, Q = 0, ou pour X = 0, F=0; les

valeurs P = 0, Q = 0, appartionnent a la valeur c de z et correspondent a des sommets

de montagne de cette altitude c ; les valeurs X = 0, F= correspondent k des

sommets de col. En effet, nous avons

-i g = Pa-Qh + X'+Y\

-idSy= ^^'^^'

-i p^ =-Pa + Qh + X'+V';

<ionc

i
d'z d^
jix'df \dxdyj

= (Z' + YJ - {Pa - Qhf - (Ph + Qay

= (Z» + Y'r -(P'+ Q') (a- + h'),

valeur positive pour P = 0, Q = 0; negative pour X = 0, F= 0.

A present, nous avons f {x + iy) = X — iY; done, en supposant que I'^quation

f'{x + iy) = ait n — \ racines, il y aura n—\ systemes de valeurs r^elles de x, y qui

satisfont aux equations X = 0, F=0; pour chaque systfeme, il y aura des valeurs

determin^es de P, Q et de la aussi de z; ces valeurs de z seront en g^n6ral

difS^rentes. Ainsi il y aura dans I'ile n—\ cols, dont les altitudes seront en general

diffdrentes : soient Ci, Co, ..., c„_i ces altitudes, commen9ant avec la plus petite.

Pour z = 0, nous avons un contour simple, et de meme pour une valeur quel-

conque plus petite que Ci ; mais, pour z = Ci, nous avons un col ; le contour est une

courbe, figure de 8 ; en donnant a z une valeur un peu plus grande, le contour se

divise en deux courbes ferm^es, ou bien contours simples, extdrieurs I'un k I'autre.

Pour z = Cj, nous avons encore un col ; I'un des contours simples s'est change en

figure de 8, et, pour une valeur un peu plus grande, le contour se divise en trois

contours simples, chacun extdrieur aux autres. En continuant de cette maniere, on

a, pour Cn_i, le col le plus haut; le contour est compose de n — 2 contours simples

et d'une figure de 8 ; et, en donnant k z une valeur un peu plus grande, on obtient

un contour compost de n contours simples, chacun ext^rieur aux autres. Enfin, en
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faisant croitre z, chacun des contours simples doit se rdduire k un point, c'est-k-dir&

qu'il doit y avoir precis^ment n sommets de montagne ; mais il n'y a pas de sommet

de montagne, sinon pour la valeur z = c; done il y a prdcisdment n sommets de

montagne, chacun de I'altitude c. On suppose toujours que I'^quation /' (x + iy) =
n'ait pas de racines egales, mais il peut bien arriver que deux ou plusieurs des

valeurs Ci, c-2, ..., c„ deviennent egales; la demonstration est trfes peu chang^e, en

donnant a z une valeur un peu plus grande que celle qui correspond a I'altitude

des cols d'altitude 6gale; le contour se divise toujours en contours simples, ext^rieurs

chacun aux autres.

II va sans dire que cette demonstration repose sur les memes principes que celles

de Gauss et de Cauchv.

Je reprends la th^orie des racines de I'equation f(u) = ; au lieu de la surface

c — z = P^ + Q-, il convient de considerer la surface (c — ^)^ = P^ + Q', en faisant attention

seulement aux valeurs de z positives et pas plus grandes que c. La theorie est

tres peu changee ; les contours sont les memes qu'auparavant, mais ils appartiennent

k des altitudes differentes ; et, au lieu de maxima z = c pour P = 0, Q = 0, on a des

points coniques, c'est-^-dire, dans File montagneuse, au lieu d'un sommet arrondi de

montagne, on a un c6ne ou un pic.

Mais avec la nouvelle surface, on construit gi-aphiquement I'approximation de

Newton : partant d'une valeur r^elle ou imaginaire approximative u, on obtient la

nouvelle valeur

Wl = M + A = M •

/'(«)

Je repr^sente u par le point (x, y, z) de la surface {c — zy = P^ -\- Q^, ou le point

{x, y) du plan des sommets z — c; et, de meme, Mj par le point {x^, y^, z^) de la

surface, ou (a;,, i/,) du plan des sommets: cela ^tant, si, par le point {x, y, z) de la

surface, on mene la droite de plus grande pente (droite tangente k la surface et

perpendiculaire au contour), cette droite rencontrera le plan dea sommets en un point

{"h, Vi), et Ton obtient ainsi le point (a;,, y^, z^) de la surface, qui repr^sente la

valeur cherchee u^. En particuiier, si les coefficients de f{u) sont r^els, on a

Q = 0;

I'equation {c - zf = F" + (f devient

(c - zy = P^
c'est-k-dire

c-z=±P,
. ou enfin

c-z=±f{x),

et la section verticale de I'ile est formde par des parties de ces deux courbes

symetriques : pour la theorie gdom6trique, on peut evidemment y substituer la seule

courbe c — z =f{x).

5—2
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J'ai propose, il y a plus de dix ans (Amer. Math. Journ., t. ii., 1879, [694]), le

probl^me que je nomme "The Newton-Fourier imaginary Problem," et dans une Note

(Quart. Math. Journ., t XVI., 1879, [736]), "Application of the Newton-Fourier method

to an imaginary root of an equation," j'ai consid^r^ le cas d'une Equation quadratique.

Pour r^uation m» — 1 = 0, on a

2« =K" + 9'
M»-l

Wj = M —

cela donne

et de Ik

i = 4(«-i)', «.-fl = ^J« + l)^

Ui — 1_/U — 1\

Ui + l~\U + l)

Cette derniere equation a rapport aux deux racines -I- 1 et — 1, et, quoiqu'elle

donne les r^sultats les plus ^l^gants, cependant, en vue de la throne gdn^rale, il

vaut mieux consid^rer I'^quation «i — 1 = ^ (m — 1)' qui se rapporte a la seule racine

+ 1.

Je remarque d'abord que la formule originale m, = ^ («-!--) donne

^ = *K^ + ^T7')' 2/i = i2/(i-^.);

done les valeurs de x et Xi seront a la fois positives ou negatives, et ainsi Ton

pent ne faire attention qu'aux valeurs positives. Cela etant, nous avons

{x + iy- Xf
«i + ^^1 - I =

2{x + iy)

De'signons par A le point (0, 1), par B le point (0, —1), par le point (0, 0);

et aussi par P le point {x, y), et de meme par P] le point {x^, 3/1); ^crivons aussi

x + iy = se"'', x + iy — \= re**, x^ + iy^ = rje'* ; I'^quation est

"'^'' = i.e^*'

done

n = i-. ( c'est-k-dire -^P^-^QP)'. ^ s' \
-''-

et

01 = 26
-(f), (c'est-k-dire AP,x=2APx- OPx).

AP'
Je remarque que, dans la g^om^trie des vecteurs, la seule Equation AP^ = >, p denote

r^quation en x^ + iy^, x + iy, c'est-a-dire les deux Equations que je viens de trouver.

Partant d'un point quelconque P, on obtient une suite de points Pj, P,, P3, ...;

et, si le point P est sur I'axe des y(x = 0), tous les autres points seront aussi sur

I'axe de y, et Ton n'approche ni du point A ni du point B. Mais, si la coordonn^e

X a une valeur positive si petite que Ton veut, on arrive enfin infiniment prfes du
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point A, et Ton peut meme (dans un sens qui sera expliqu^ plus bas, mais qui

n'est pas le sens le plus natural) dire que I'approximation est rdgulifere. En effet,

on n'a pas toujours AP^kAP, et ainsi, dans le sens le plus naturel, I'approximation

n'est pas toujours r^guliere. Pour ^tudier cela, j't^cris APi = AP; cela donne AP = 20P,

ou, ce qui est la meme chose, x^ + y^ + ^x = ^, c'est-k-dire que le point P sera situ^

sur le cercle, centre x = — ^ et rayon =|; en ne faisant attention qu'aux valeurs

positives de x, on a un segment compris entre I'axe des y et un arc par les points

(a; = 0, y=±-7q), (« = i, y = 0). Si le point P est sur I'arc, on aura AP^ = AP; si

P est en dedans du segment, alors APi> AP; si P est en dehors du segment,

AP,<AP.

Mais, en supposant P en dehors du segment, et ainsi AP^ < AP, il peut bien

arriver que Pj soit en dedans du segment, et, cela etant, on aura AP2> AP^, et

I'approximation ne sera pas r^guliere. Mais, en consid^rant le cercle x^ + y^ — ^x = ^,

lequel est le cercle, centre A et rayon §, qui touche le secjment au point (x = ^, y = 0),

alors, en supposant que le point P soit en dedans de ce cercle, on aura AP^ < AP,
le point Pi sera aussi en dedans du cercle, et ainsi en dehors du segment ; et les

points successifs P, P,, P^, ... approcheront continuellemeut du point A; I'approxi-

mation sera dans ce cas r^guliere.

II y a ainsi trois regions: le segment, le cercle a? + y^—'^x = l; et le r^sidu du
demi-plan ; on pourrait les nommer r^ions noire, blanche et grise respectivement.

C'est seulement pour un point P a I'int^rieur de la region blanche que I'approxi-

mation est certainement reguliere.

Nous venons de consid^rer en effet les cercles qui ont pour centre le point

A; APi<AP veut dire que le point P est situe sur un cercle plus grand, et Pj

sur un cercle plus petit; mais, au lieu de ces cercles concentriques, considerons des

cercles quelconques qui entourent le point A, sans se couper les uns les autres; et

convenons de dire que c'est un bon pas quand on passe du point P sur un cercle

plus grand a un point Pj sur un cercle plus petit : aveo cette convention on aura,

en general, trois regions, lesquelles cependant ne seront pas les niemes comme au-

paravant. En particulier, si nous considerons les cercles AP = kBP (k une constante

quelconque plus petite que I'unite), alors il n'y a pas de region noire, ou, si I'on veut,

la region noire se r^duit a la seule droite y = 0; done il n'y a pas non plus de

region grise, et le demi-plan entier est region blanche, c'est-a-dire, dans le sens que
je viens d'expliquer, I'approximation est toujours r^gulike. En effet, c'est la la th^orie

k laquelle on est conduit au moyen de I'^quation ——r- = ( | ci-dessus mentionn^e.
Ml + 1 Vm + 1/

En parlant de cercles, j'ai fait une restriction ([ui n'est nullement necessaire

;

j'aurais pu parler d'ovales, de forme quelconque, qui entourent le point A sans se

couper les uns les autres.

J'espere appliquer cette theorie au cas d'une ei)uation cubique, mais les calculs

aont beaucoup plus difficiles.
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898.

SUR L'EQUATION MODULAIRE POUR LA TRANSFORMATION
DE L'ORDRE 11.

[From the Comptes Rendits de I'Acadimie des Sciences de Pans, t. cxi. (Juillet—
D6cemhre, 1890), pp. 447—449.]

L'EQUATION en u, V, en y dcrivant u=x, v = y, est

yU

+ 2/"

+ f
+ f.

(32a;" - 22a;')

(88a* + 22a;

)

165a;*

132«'

+ 2/«(- 44a;"' + 443^") =0.

+ y' -132a;»

+ jr* — 165a;*

+ y'{- 22a;"-88ar')

+ y^ — iiafi

+ y (22a;» - 22a; )

+ 1 . - a;i=

Selon uu rdsultat trouv^ par H. J. S. Smith, pour la transformation de I'ordre

p, la courbe est de I'ordre 2p, et il y a k I'origine un point double, k I'infini deux

points singuliers Equivalents chacun k ^{p—l){p — 2) points doubles, et de plus

{p—l){p—S) points doubles. Au cas p = ll, le nombre de ces derniers points doubles

est done = 80. Cela s'accorde avee I'expression

2) = aji! (1 _ a;8)io (16a:" - 31a;8 + 16)^ (a^ - 301960a;* + . . . + Vf,
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trouv^e par M. Hermite pour le discriminant de la fonction; et Ton voit ainsi que

les valeurs de x, qui correspondent aux quatre-vingts points doubles, sont denudes par

les Equations

16a;^«-31a;« + 16=0,

iK"-301960ar« + ... + l = 0.

Je ne considere que les seize points doubles donnds par la premiere equation.

Cette Equation donne

a,^ = jij(31 + 3jV7), a;* = ^(t + 3'/7), «=>= ^(-3+ iV7);

il y a ainsi quatre points doubles, pour lesquels les valeurs de x sont

\+i
je trouve que les valeurs correspondantes de y sont y = —^ x, savoir que les quatre

v2
\+i

points sont situes sur la droite y = x, et, en changeant successivement les signes
V 2

de i et v2, on voit ainsi que les seize points sont situes, quatre a quatre, sur les

droites

1—

I

\+i \—i1+i
y = —1=^ X,
^ V2

J'ecris, pour abr^ger,

2/
=

m =

^/2
^' 2/ = -7|-^. y=-

41

(done m* = — 1),

done

V2

P = i(-3 + iV7),

2j)^ + 3|) + 2 = 0.

En ecrivant y = mx dans l'equation et en rejetant le facteur a;", puis en ecrivant

a? = mp, l'equation se pr^sente sous la forme

„i,io^io 32m"

+ m' jj' 88wi»

+ m''p^ 44ot"'- 44m»

+ m*p' - 22m" + 132m'- 22m'

+ w' p° m" + 165m« - 16om* - 1

+ m*p^ 22m» - 132m» + 22m

+ ni*p^ 44»i' — 44m''

+ m?p^ -88m»

+ 1 -32m

= 0,
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oil les coefficients ne contiennent que les puissances m", m", m", m', m', m} de m
et se r^uisent ainsi a des multiples de m; il y a aussi un facteur numdrique 8,

et, en divisant par —8m, I'equation devient

4pi« _ ilp8 _ lip' + 22p« + 41/)» + 22p* -Up'-Up* + 4i = 0;

cette Equation est de la forme

{2p' + fip + 2y(p'-fip'+2p*+p> + 2p*-Sp + l)=:0.

La droite y = mx a done, avec la courbe, quatre intersections doubles

p = i(-S±i\/n
c'est-i-dire

^=]M^-'^'^'^--

on demontre sans peine que la droite n'est pas une tangente, et ces valeurs corre-

spondent ainsi k des points doubles de la courbe, c'est-a-dire qu'il y a sur la droite

1 + i .

y = X quatre points doubles. R^ciproquement, cette valeur de a? conduit au facteur

(16a;" — 310;"+ 16)* du determinant de I'equation modulaire.
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899.

SUR LES SURFACES MINIMA.

[From the Comptes Rendus de I'Acaddmie des Sciences de Pay-is, t. cxi. (Juillet—
De'cembre, 1890), pp. 953, 954.]

On peut g^n^raliser tant la definition que la construction de ces surfaces, en

substituant pour le cercle imaginaire k I'infini une conique ou meme une surface

quadrique quelconque.

Je rappelle que, dans la th^orie ordinaire, une surface minima est une surface

telle qu'un point quelconque de la surface est situ^ a mi-chemiu entre les deux

centres de courbure, et qu'une telle surface est le lieu des points k mi-chemin entre

les deux points situes respectivement sur deux courbes de longueur nulle quelconques.

Or on peut rattacher la notion d'une courbe de longueur nulle k celle d'une courbe

de poursuite. Pour expliquer cela, j'observe que, dans le plan, en supposant comme
k I'ordinaire que le lievre coure selon une droite et que le chien et le li^vre courent

avec des vitesses uniformes, la courbe de poursuite est une courbe d^terminde ; mais

si les vitesses varient arbitrairement, alors la definition exprime seulement que la

courbe est une courbe plane. Mais, dans I'espace, si au lieu d'une droite on considfere

une courbe plane ou k double courbure (disons une directrice) quelconque, alors,

quelles que soient les vitesses, la definition precise toujours la courbe, savoir: on a

toujours pour courbe de poursuite une courbe dont chaque tangente rencontre la

courbe directrice. Au lieu d'une courbe, on peut avoir une surface directrice ; dans

ce cas, le nom est moins applicable, neanmoins je le retiens, et je dis que la courbe

de poursuite est une courbe dont chaque tangente touche la surface directrice. Nous

avons, de cette manifere, la definition d'une courbe de poursuite par rapport k une

courbe ou surface directrice quelconque.

A present, au lieu du cercle imaginaire k I'infini, considerons une conique quel-

conque, I'absolue: on ^tablit, comme on sait, par rapport k cette conique, la notion

de la perpendicularite, et ainsi les notions d'une normale et des centres de courbure

c. XIII. 6
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ne cessent pas de subsister. On peut done considdrer une surface telle que chaque

point de la surface soit I'hannonicale par rapport aux deux centres de courbure du

point de rencontre de la normale avec le plan de I'absolue: on a ainsi ce que je

nomme une surface quasi-minima. II va sans dire qu'il faut modifier convenablernent

la notion m^trique d'une aire minima pour qu'elle soit applicable k cette nouvelle

surface.

Pour construire la surface, on prend par rapport k I'absolue deux courbes de

poursuite quelconques, et puis sur la droite, men^e par deux points quelconques de

068 courbes respectivement, I'harmonicale par rapport k ces deux points du point de

rencontre de la droite avec le plan de I'absolue : le lieu de ce point harmonical sera

la surface quasi-minima.

II parait permis de substituer pour la conique absolue une surface quadrique

quelconque, que je nomme aussi Vabsoltie: on a, comme on sait, les notions de la

normale et des centres de courbure. Pour la surface quasi-minima, le point sur la

surface sera I'un des points doubles (foyers) de I'involution form^e par les deux centres

de courbure et les deux points de rencontre de la normale avec I'absolue ; et de m^me
pour la construction de la surface, il faut prendre sur la droite men^e par deux

points quelconques des deux courbes de poursuite respectivement les points doubles

(foyers) de I'involution form^e par ces deux points et les deux points de rencontre

de la droite avec I'absolue.
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900.

JAMES JOSEPH SYLVESTER.

[(Scientific Worthies in Nature, xxv.); Nature, vol. xxxix. (1889), pp. 217—219.]

James Joseph Sylvester, bom in London on September 3, 1814, is the sixth

and youngest son of the late Abraham Joseph Sylvester, formerly of Liverpool*.

He was educated at two private schools in London, and at the Royal Institution,

Liverpool, whence he proceeded in due course of time to St John's College, Cambridge.

In these early days he manifested considerable aptitude for mathematics, and so it

was not matter for surprise that he came out in the Tripos Examination of 1837

as Second Wrangler ; being incapacitated, by the fact of his Jewish origin, from

taking h i« rlpprrpp, hp was not able to compete for either of the Smith's Prizes. In

more enlightened times (1872), he had the degrees of B.A. and M.A., by accumulation,

conferred upon him, and received therewith the honour of a Latin speech from the

Public Orator. He himself says :
" I am perhaps the only man in England who am

a full (voting) Master of Arts for the three Universities of Dublin, Cambridge, and

Oxford, having received that degree from these Universities in the order above given

:

from Dublin, by ad eundem; from Cambridge, ob rnerita; from Oxford, by decree."

He is now D.C.L. of Oxford, LL.D. of Dublin and Edinburgh, and Hon. Fellow of

St John's College, Cambridge. It is still open for him to receive yet higher

recognition from his own alma mater**.

Prof. Sylvester became a student of the Inner Temple, July 29, 1846, and was

called to the Bar on November 22, 1850f. He has been Professor of Natural

Philosophy at University College, London ; of Mathematics at the University ot

Virginia, U.S.A. J; then ten years later Professor at the Royal Military Academy,

* Foster's Hand-book of Men at the Bar.

[** The honorary degree Sc.D. was conferred upon him by Cambridge in 1890.]

+ Foster, I.e.

X The late Prof. Key, of University College and School, was the iirst occupant of the Chair, founded

by Mr Jefferson, once President of the United States, in 1824.

6—2
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Woolwich ; and again, after a five years' interval, Professor of Mathematics at the

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S.A., from its foundation in 1877. Finally,

in December 1883, he was elected Savilian Professor of Geometry at Oxford, in

succession to Prof. Henry Smith*. His first printed paper was on Fresnel's optical

theory (in the Phil. Mag., 1837).

We can here only briefly allude to a communication which was accompanied by

many important results : we refer to the Friday evening address (January 23, 1874)

to the Royal Institution, "On Recent Discoveries in Mechanical Conversion of Motion."

He says:—"It would be difficult to quote any other discoverj' which opens out such

vast and varied horizons as this of Peaucellier's,—in one direction, descending to the

wants of the workshop, the simplification of the steam-engine, the revolutionising of

the mill-wright's trade, the amelioration of garden-pumps, and other domestic con-

veniences (the sun of science glorifies all it shines upon); and in the other, soaring

to the sublimest heights of the most advanced doctrines of modem analysis, lending

aid to, and throwing light from a totally imexpected quarter on the researches of

such men as Abel, Riemann, Clebsch, Grassmann, and Cayley. Its head towers above

the clouds, while its feet plunge into the bowels of the earth."

The only works that Prof Sylvester has published, we believe, are: (1) "A
Probationary Lecture on Geometry, delivered before the Gresham Committee and the

Members of the Common Council of the City of London, December 4, 1854," a slight

thing which had to be written and delivered at a few hours' notice; (2) "Laws of

Verse," 1870; (3) several short poems, sonnets, and translations, which have appeared

in our columns and elsewhere.

Our notice would be incomplete without some record of the honours that have

been conferred upon Dr Sylvester. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society on

April 25, 1839; has received a Royal Medal (1860) and the Copley Medal (1880),

this latter rarely awarded, we believe, to a pure mathematician. On this last occasion,

Mr Spottiswoode accompanied the presentation with the words, " His extensive and

profound researches in pure mathematics, especially his contributions to the theory of

invariants and covariants, to the theory of numbers and to modeni geometry, may be

regai"ded as fully establishing Mr Sylvester's claim to the award." He is a Fellow

of New College, Oxford ; Foreign Associate of the United States National Academy

of Sciences; Foreign Member of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Gottingen, of the

Royal Academy of Sciences of Naples, and of the Academy of Sciences of Boston

;

Corresponding Member of the Institute of France, of the Imperial Academy of Science

of St Petersburg, of the Royal Academy of Science of Berlin, of the Lyncei of

Rome, of the Istituto Lombardo, and of the Socidtd Philomathique. He has been

long connected with the editorial statf of the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics (under

* He commences his Oxford lecture {Nature, vol. xxxiii. p. 222), of date December 12, 1885, with the

words : " It is now two years and seven days since a message by the Atlantic cable containing the single

word ' elected ' reached me in Baltimore informing me that I had been appointed Savilian Professor of

Geometry in Oxford, so that for three weeks I was in the unique position of iiUing the post and drawing

the pay of Professor of Mathematics in each of two Universities."
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one or another of its titles), and was the first editor of, and is a considerable

contributor to, the American Journal of Mathematics; and he was at one time Examiner

in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy in the University of London. He was not

an original member of the London Mathematical Society (founded January 16, 1865),

but was elected a member on June 19, 1865, Vice-President on January 15, 1866,

and succeeded Prof. De Morgan as the second President on November 8, 1866. The

Society showed its recognition of his great services to them and to mathematical

science generally by awarding him its De Morgan Gold Medal in November 1887.

Wherever Dr Sylvester goes, there is sure to be mathematical activity ; and the

latest proof of this is the formation, during the last term at Oxford, of a Mathematical

Society, which promises, we hear without surprise, to do much for the advancement

of mathematical science there.

The writings of Sylvester date from the year 1837 ; the number of them in

the Royal Society Index up to the year 1863 is 112, in the next ten years 38, and

in the volume for the next ten years 81, making 231 for the years 1837 to 1883 : the

number of more recent papers is also considerable. They relate chiefly to finite analysis,

and cover by their subjects a large part of it : algebra, determinants, elimination, the

theory of equations, partitions, tactic, the theory of forms, matrices, reciprocants, the

Hamiltonian numbers, &c. ; analytical and pure geometry occupy a less prominent

position ; and mechanics, optics, and astronomy are not absent. A leading feature is

the power which is shown of originating a theory or of developing it from a small

beginning ; there is a breadth of treatment and determination to make the most of

a subject, an appreciation of its capabilities, and real enjoyment of it. There is not

unfrequently an adornment or enthusiasm of language which one admires, or is

amused with : we have a motto from Milton, or Shakespeare ; a memoir is a trilogy

divided into three parts, each of which has its action complete within itself, but the

same general cycle of ideas pervades all three, and weaves them into a sort of

complex unity ; the apology for an unsymmetrical solution is—symmetry, like the

grace of an eastern robe, has not unfrequently to be purchased at the expense of

some sacrifice of freedom and rapidity of action ; and, he remarks, may not music

be described as the mathematic of sense, mathematic as the music of the reason ?

the soul of each the same ! &c. It is to be mentioned that there is always a

generous and cordial recognition of the merit of others, his fellow-workers in the

science.

It would be in the case of any first-rate mathematician—and certainly as much
so in this as in any other case—extremely interesting to go carefully through the

whole of a long list of memoii-s, tracing out as well their connexion with each other,

and the several leading ideas on which they depend, as also their influence on the

development of the theories to which they relate ; but for doing this properly, or at

all, space and time, and a great amount of labour, are required. Short of doing so,

one can only notice particular theorems—and there are, in the case of Sylvester,
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many of these, "beautiful exceedingly," which, for their own sakea, one is tempted

to refer to—or one can give titles, which, to those familial* with the memoirs

themselves, will recall the rich stores of investigation and theory contained therein.

A considerable number of papers, including some of the earliest ones, relate to

the question of the reality of the roots of a numerical equation: in the several

connexions thereof with Sturm's theorem, Newton's rule for the number of imaginary

roots, and the theory of invariants. Sylvester obtained for the Sturmian functions,

divested of square factors, or say for the reduced Sturmian functions, singularly elegant

expressions in terms of the roots, viz. these were

/,(x)=lia-by(x-c)(x-d)..., Mxy^lia-byia-cYib-cyix-d)..., &c.;

but not only this: applying the Sturmian process of the greatest common measure

(not to /(<r), fix), but instead) to two independent functions /(«), 4>{^)> ^® obtained

for the several resulting functions expressions involving products of differences between

the roots of the one and the other equation, f{x) = 0, <^(a;) = 0; the question then

arose, what is the meaning of these functions ? The answer is given by his theory

of intercalations: they are signaletic functions, indicating in what manner (when the

real roots of the two equations are arranged in order of magnitude) the roots of

the one equation are intercalated among those of the other. The investigations in

regard to Newton's rule (not previously demonstrated) are very important and

valuable : the principle of Sturm's demonstration is applied to this wholly different

question: viz. x is made to vary continuously, and the consequent gain or loss of

changes of sign is inquired into. The third question is that of the determination of

the character of the roots of a quintic equation by means of invariants. In con-

nexion with it, we have the noteworthy idea of facultative points; viz. treating as

the coordinates of a point in ?i-dimensional space those functions of the coefficients

which serve as criteria for the reality of the roots, a point is facultative or non-

facultative according as there is, or is not, corresponding thereto any equation with

real coefficients: the determination of the characters of the roots depends (and, it

would seem, depends only) on the bounding surface or surfaces of the facultative

regions, and on a surface depending on the discriminant. Relating to these theories

there are two elaborate memoirs, " On the Syzygetic Relations &c." and " Algebraical

Researches &c." in the Philosophical Transactions for the years 1853 and 1864

respectively ; but as regards Newton's rule later papers must also be consulted.

In the years 1851—54, we have various papers on homogeneous functions, the

calculus of forms, &c. {Cawb. and Dub. Math. Jouriud, vols. vi. to ix.), and the

separate work "On Canonical Forms" (London, 1851). These contain crowds of ideas,

embodied in the new words, cogredient, contragredient, concomitant, covariant, contra-

variant, invariant, emanant, combinant, commutant, canonical form, plexus, &c., ranging

over and vastly extending the then so-called theories of linear transformations and

hyperdeterminants. In particular, we have the introduction into the theory of the

very important idea of continuous or infinitesimal variation : say that a function,

which (whatever are the values of the parameters on which it depends) is invariant

for an infinitesimal change of the parameters, is absolutely invariant.
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There is, in 1844, in the Philosophical Magazine, a valuable paper, "Elementary
Researches in the Analysis of Combinatorial Aggregation," and the titles of two other
papers, 1865 and 1866, may be mentioned: "Astronomical Prolusions; commencing
with the instantaneous proof of Lambert's and Euler's theorems, and modulating
through the construction of the orbit of a heavenly body from two heliocentric distances,
the subtended chord, and the periodic time, and the focal theory of Cartesian ovals,'

into a discussion of motion in a circle and its relation to planetary motion"; and
the sequel thereto, "Note on the periodic changes of orbit under certain circumstances
of a particle acted upon by a central force, and on vectorial coordinates, &c., together
with a new theory of the analogues of the Cartesian ovals in space."

Many of the later papers are published in the American Mathematical Journal,
founded, in 1878, under the auspices of the Johns Hopkins University, and for the
first six volumes of which Sylvester was editor-in-chief. We have, in vol. i., a
somewhat speculative paper entitled "An application of the new atomic theory' to
the graphical representation of the invariants and covariants of binary quantics,"
followed by appendices and notes relating to various special points of the theory;
and in the same and subsequent volumes various memoirs on binary and ternary
quantics, including papers (by himself, with the aid of Franklin) containing tables of
the numerical generating functions for binary quantics of the first ten orders, and for

simultaneous binary quantics of the first four orders, &c. The memoir (vols. ii. and
III.) on "Ternary cubic-form equations" is connected with some early papers relating
to the theory of numbers. We have in it the theory of residuation on a cubic
curve, and the beautiful chain-rule of rational derivation; viz. from an arbitrary
point 1 on the curve it is possible to derive the singly infinite series of points

(1, 2, 4, 5, ...,3p + l) such that the chord through any two points, m, n, again meets
the curve in a point m + n, m ~n (whichever number is not divisible by 3) of the
series; moreover, the coordinates of any point m are rational and integral functions
of the degree m' of those of the point 1.

There is in vol. v. the memoir, "A Constructive Theory of Partitions arranged
in three acts, an Interact in two parts, and an Exodion," and in vol. vi. we have
"Lectures on the Principles of Universal Algebra," (referring to a course of lectures

on multinomial quantity, in the year 1881). The memoir is incomplete, but the
general theories of nullity and vacuity, and of the corpus formed by two independent
matrices of the same order, are sketched out; and there are, in the Comptes rendus
of the French Academy, later papers containing developments of various points of the
theory,—the conception of " nivellators " may be referred to.

The last-mentioned paper in the Avierican Mathematical Journal was published
subsequently to Sylvester's return to England on his appointment as Savilian Professor

of Mathematics at Oxford. In December 1886, he gave there a public lecture

containing an outline of his new theoiy of reciprocants (reported in Nature, January 7,

1887), and the lectures since delivered are published under the title, "Lectures on
the Theory of Reciprocants" (reported by J. Hammond), same Journal, vols. viii. to

X.
; thirty-three lectures actually delivered, entire or in abstract, in the course of
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three terms, to a class in the University, with a concluding so-called lecture 34,

which is due to Hammond. The subject, as is well known, is that of the functions

of a dependent variable, y, and its differential coefficients, y, y",..., in regard to us

(or, rather, the functions of y', f, ...), which remain unaltered by the interchange

of the variables x and y: this is a less stringent condition than that imposed by

Halphen ("Th^se," 1878) on his differential invariants, and the theory is accordingly

a more extensive one. A passage may be quoted:—"One is surprised to reflect on

the change which is come over Algebra in the last quarter of a century. It is now

possible to enlarge to an almost unlimited extent on any branch of it. These thirty

lectures, embracing only a fragment of the theory of reciprocants, might be compared

to an unfinished epic in thirty cantos. Does it not seem as if Algebra, had attained

to the dignity of a fine art, in which the workman has a free hand to develop his

conceptions, as in a musical theme or a subject for painting? Formerly, it consisted

in detached theorems, but nowadays it has reached a point in which every properly-

developed algebraical composition, like a skilful landscape, is expected to suggest the

notion of an infinite distance lying beyond the limits of the canvas." And, indeed,

the theory has already spread itself out far and wide, not only in these lectures by

its founder, but in various papers by auditors of them, and others,—Elliott, Hammond,

Leudesdorf, Rogers, Macmahon, Berry, Forsyth.

Sylvester's latest important investigations relate to the Hamiltonian numbers:

there is a memoir, GreJle, t. c. (1887), and, by Sylvester and Hammond jointly, two

memoirs in the Philosophical Transactions. The subject is that of the series of

numbers 2, 3, 5, 11, 47, 923, calculated thus far by Sir W. R. Hamilton in his

well-known Report to the British Association, on Jerrard's method. A foimula for

the independent calculation of any term of the series was obtained by Sylvester, but

the remarkable law by means of a generating function was discovered by Hammond,

viz. J?„ E^, Ei, .... being the series 3, 4, 6, ... of the foregoing numbers, each

increased by unity; then these are calculated by the formula

(1 -t)^'+t(l- t)^' -f- <» (1 - 0^' + ••• = 1 - 2i,

equating the powers of t on the two sides respectively : observe, the paradox, t= i,

then the formula gives = sum of a series of positive powers of ^.

Enough has been said to call to mind some of Sylvester's achievements in

mathematical science. Nothing further has been attempted in the foregoing very

imperfect sketch.
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901.

NOTE ON THE SUMS OF TWO SERIES.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xix. (1890), pp. 29—31.]

I CONSIDER the two series

and

8 =

8,=

+
1 + e" 3 (1 + e^"-«)

"*
5 (1 + e^'")

; + ..

+ :

2 + 7ro 3 (2 + 37ra) "^5(2 + 5770)
;+••.,

where a is real, positive, and indefinitely small; these would at first sight appear
to be equal to each other, but this is not in fact the case.

Taking first the series /S,, putting therein 7ra = 2a;, this is

2<S.=
: + .1+ « 3 (1 + 3a;)

"^
5 (1 + 5a;)

Now we have, (Legendre, Thiorie des Fonctions Elliptiques, t. ii. p. 438),

y y y d
r^-2^2T7)-^ 313+7)

^••• = ^+d^'°^^^^+^>'

where C is Euler's constant, ='577...; and if y be real, positive, and very large,

then

r(y+l) = V(27r)/+ie-*+T^+-;

whence, differentiating the logarithm and neglecting the terms which contain negative

powers of y, then the value is = C + log y ; hence, writing y = -, we obtain

1+^+ 2(1 + 2^) + 3(l+3a;)+- = ^-'°g^-

C. XIII.
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Writing herein 2x for x, and dividing by 2, we have

or, subtracting,

-?- +—- + r + ... = i(C + log2)-iloga;.

Hence, writing for x its value, =^Tra, we have

Si = i ((?+ log 2) - i log ^Tra, = i (C + 2 log 2 - log tt) - J log a.

For the series S, we have (Fundamenta Nova, p. 103*) the formula

,, 2K 1
.

1
. _1 . .

i'°^i;^-rT^+3(i+o 5(i+r') '

or, putting herein a=-j^, then 5 = c~ Jc = e~", and thence

1 1 1 ^,j 2K

We have q = e"*", which is real, positive, and less than but indefinitely near to 1

;

hence also k is real, positive, and less than but indefinitely near to 1, say the value
A 9/9

is =l-y3; thence ^•' = V(2^), and K= \ogj-,, = log -7^ ; also K' = ^ir, and therefore

a = ^ = Air -^ log -^TT > whence log —^ = ^ , which is the relation between a and
;

and we thus have — = - log —r^ , = - ; and consequently £1 = J log— , = — J log 0.

The two values thus are

S = - J log a, /S, = i (C' + 2 log 2 - log tt) - i log o,

each depending on logo, tind having for this term the same coefficient —J; but there

is in <S, a constant term J (C + 2 log 2 - log tt), where C is the constant 577. ...

It is easy to see why the series S is not reducible to Si] however small a may be

in the general term . ^ , , then taking n sufficiently large, not only nira is not

indefinitely small, but it in fact becomes indefinitely large ; the general term of the

first series thus approximates to —;^, or the terms diminish somewhat more rapidly

than in a geometric series with the ratio e""" (a small positive value less than but

very near to 1), whereas in the second series the general term approximates to ——
,

or the convergence is ultimately that of the series - + -, r + . . .

.

n' (n+l)"

[• Jaoobi'g Oesammelte Werke, t. i, p. 159.]

I
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902.

ON THE FOCALS OF A QUADRIC • SURFACE.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xix. (1890), pp. 113—117.]

In plane geometry, the focus of a curve is the node of the circumscribed line-

system of the curve and the circular points at infinity; and so, in solid geometry,

the focal of a surface or curve is the nodal line of the circumscribed developable

of the surface or curve and the circle at infinity. And as in plane geometry the

circular points at infinity may be regarded as an indefinitely thin conic, so in solid

geometry the circle at infinity may be regarded as an indefinitely thin quadric surface.

In plane geometry, let it be proposed to find the circumscribed line-system

(common tangents) of the two quadrics

^^y'^^-n t^V- z-

-l-t4-- = 0, --l-?>+-7=0;he a b c

if a common tangent be

then we have

here writing for shortness

we have

and thence the tangent is

viz. we have thus four tangents, and the rationalised form is of course

f^ai*+gy + h'z* - 2ghy'z^ - 2hfz'x^ - 2fgxy = 0.

^x+ rjy +^z = 0,

af + bif -f 0?= = 0,

a'f -l-6V + c'r = 0;

/, g, h = bc' — b'c, ca' — c'a, ab' — a'b,

7—2
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In connexion with the corresponding question in solid geometry, I obtain this

equation in a different manner. We investigate the envelope of the line ^x \-
-qy + l^z = 0,

considering f, »;, f as parameters connected by the foregoing two equations; by the

ordinary process of indeterminate multipliers, we have

and thence, eliminating f, 17, ?, we obtain

^ - + y + _^i_ =0
\a + fia' \b + ijJ>' \c + fic

ax' by' cz' _q

^^'^i^^^iy ,

c'^' =0
{Xa.-iriMj'^ {yJb + lihj'^ {Xc + ficy '

equations equivalent to two equations, from which \ and /t are to be eliminated. The

second and third equations are the derived functions of the first equation in regard

to X, fi respectively; and hence, expressing the first equation in an integral form,

the result is

Disct. {a? OJ) + fib') (\c + /«;') + &c.} = ;

viz. this is

{{be' + b'c) a? + ica' + c'a) y»+ (oti' + a'b) z"]' - 4 {bca? + cay'' + abz') {b'da? + c'a'f + a'6V) = 0,

or developing and reducing, we have the foregoing result, the coefficients entering

through the combinations

/, g, h = bc' — b'c, ca' — c'a, ab' — a'b.

Writing c = — 1, also a' = b' = l, c' = 0: the equation of the first conic is

a?v'

and that of the second may be replaced by the two equations a? + y' = 0, z = 0, viz.

these give the circular points at infinity: we have /, g, h = l, —1, a — b, and the

equation of the line-system is

ar* + 2a?f + y*-2h{a^- y") z' + h^z:" = 0.

If finally, z = \, then for the tangents from the circular points at infinity to the

quadric

a b
'

the equation is

ar« + 2a!»i/'+ y* - 2A (a^- y«) + A' = 0,

where, as before, ,A = a — 6; the four tangents intersect in pairs in the two circular

points at infinity, and in four other points which are the foci of the quadric.
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Passing now to the problem in solid geometry, we consider the two quadric surfaces

3? ifi z^ vfl -abed
a? y"- z^ w^abed

if a common tangent plane hereof be

^x + riy + ^z + cow = 0,

then we have

af 2 + 6,2 + c^+ dm'- = 0,

and the circumscribed developable is the envelope of the plane, considering in the

equation thereof ^, rj, ^, a> as variable parameters connected by the last two equations.

By what precedes, it is at once seen that the resulting equation is

Disct. {x'(b\ + b'fi){c\ + c'fi)(dX + d'fi) + &c.} = 0,

viz. this is a quadric equation in (x', y^, z^, w^), the coefficients a, b, c, d, a', b', c', d',

entering therein through the combinations

a, b, c = be' — b'c, ca' — c'a, ah' — a'b
;

f, g, h = ad' — o'd, bd' — b'd, cd' — c'd.

The developed result is given in my paper " On the developable surfaces which

arise from two surfaces of the second order," Camb. and Bub. Math. Jour., t. v. (1850),

pp. 45—53, [84]. We require here, for the particular case, d = — l, a =b' = c' = 1,

d' = 0, viz. one of the surfaces is taken to be

a? y a-

+ S: + - - w' = 0,
a be

and the other is the circle at infinity ar' + 2/' + ^' = 0, «; = 0; we thus have a, b, c = l, 1, 1

;

f, g, h = 6 — c, c - a, a — b, or now using the italic letters /, g, h to signify these values,

we have /+ g + h = 0. The equation is

+ 2g{g-h)y'z' + 2h{h-f)z^a?

2h{g-h)y^z' - 2f{h-f)z'afi

+ 2p{g-h)af^w' + 2g'(h-f)yV
- 2pgh.(g-h)3?vf - 2fg^h{h-f)y^vf

+ /'(/'- %/0 !>^ +g' ig' - W)y^
+ (p-6gh)fz* + ig'-6hf)z*a^

+ 2gh(gh - 3/») vj'y'z' + 2hf{hf- Zg^) Wz^a? + 2fg (fg - 2,h?) w*xY

+ 2h(gh-2,p)z*xhv'+ 2f(hf-Sg')oe'yV+ 2g {fg - Sh'')fzV
- 2g (gh - Sp)y*xhu' - 2h (hf- Sg') z'yV - 2f(fg-Sh'')xi^z^w^

+ 2(gh- 3/0 x^y^z' - 2 {hf- Sg') x'y^z' - 2(fg- 3h') x'y'z*

+ 2{g-h){h-f)(f-g)x'y'zW = 0.

+ '^f{f-9)«^f

- ^9(f-9)^Y
+ 2h'{f-g)z'w'

-2fgh^{f-g)zV

+ h'{h^-6fg)z*w*

+ {h'-6fg)x'y*
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The equation may be written in the following four forms

:

«*i + (gy* - A^ + ghv^y {y* + 2fz* irz'-2f{y^- 2») w' + f*w*] = 0,

y»e, + (Az* -fa? + V«^)' {« + 2z*a? + iC-ig{z^ -a?)v/' -^ ^] = 0,

«^. + (/«• - gy'+fgv^y [^ + '^y* +f-2h{ai'- f) w« + A%*j = o,

X {/*a? + gY + AV - 25rA3/V - 2hfz'a? - 2/ga?f} = ;

the last of these shows that the circle at infinity a? + y^ + z' = 0, w = 0, is a nodal

line on the surface; this, however, is not regarded as a focal. The other three show

that we have also, as nodal lines, three conies, which are the focals of the given

sorfiEUie ; viz. now writing w = 1, we have, for the quadric surface

the three focal conies

a c

x = 0, _|' + --1 = 0,
h g

y = 0. f -J'-1
= 0.

^ = 0, --+^ -1=0,
g f

where, as before, /, g, h=b — c, c — a, a — b respectively. If, as usual, a, b, c are

positive and in order of decreasing magnitude, then for the ellipsoid

we have the focal conies

- + ^ + --1 = 0,
a b c

a—b a—c

y = 0.-^ -j^ 1=0,
•^ a — b b-c

^ = 0, -^ + ,-^ -1 = 0;a—cb—c
viz. these are an imaginary conic, the focal hyperbola, and the focal ellipse, in the

coordinate planes a; = 0, y = 0, z = respectively.

^
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903.

ON LATIN SQUAEES.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol, xix. (1890), pp. 135—137.]

If in each line of a square of n' compartments the same n letters a, h, c, ...

are arranged so that no letter occurs twice in the same column, we have what was

termed by Euler "a Latin square." Supposing that in one of the lines the letters

are arranged in the natural order abcde..., then in the remaining lines there must

be arrangements beginning with b, c, d, e, &c., respectively, and we may consider the

case in which the bottom line has the arrangement abcde..., and in the other lines,

reckoning from the bottom one in order, the arrangements begin with b, c, d, e, &c.,

respectively : if the number of such squares be = N, then, obviously, the whole number

of squares which can be formed with the same n arrangements is = iV [w]".

Starting with the bottom line as above, then it is a well-known problem to

determine the number of an-angements for the second line; viz. this number is

=i.2.3...n{i-^ + ^2--±rT:74'

and if we assume, as above, that the second line begins with b, then the whole

number of arrangements is this number divided by (n — 1), the quotient being of course

integral. For instance, when n = 5, the number is =120—120 + 60 — 20 + 5 — 1, =44,

which is divisible by 4, and the number of arrangements for the second line is thus

= 11.

But the number of arrangements for the third line will be different according to

the arrangement selected for the second line, and it is not easy to see how in general

the whole number of arrangements for the third line is to be calculated, and the

difficulty of course increases for the next following lines; it may be remarked that,

when all the lines are filled up except the top-line, the top-line is completely determined.
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Imagine the square completed: we may write down the substitutions by which

we pass from the bottom line to itself (this is of course the substitution 1) and to

each of the other lines respectively; we have thus a set of n substitutions, which

may form o ffroup; and when this is so, we may conversely from the group construct

the Latin square. But it is not every Latin square which is thus connected with a

group of n substitutions.

In the cases n = 2, 3, 4 there is no difficulty ; the squares are

6 a, cab, d cab, d c b a, d c b a, d a b c,

ab, b c a, c db a, cdab, c adb, c d a b,

ab c, bade, bade, b d a c, b c da,

abed, abed, abed, abed;

viz. when n=2 the number is 1, when w = 3 it is 1, when n = 4 it is 4; in this

last case, the arrangement bade for the second line gives two squares, but each

of the other arrangements only one square.

In each of the squares of 4, we have a group, viz. for the four squares respectively,

these are

1°, 1, {ab) (cd), (aebd) , (adbe) ,

2° 1, (a6)(cd), {ac){bd), (ad) {be),

3° 1, {abde) ,
{acdb)

,
{ad) {be),

4° 1, {abed) ,
{ac) {bd), {adcb) .

1", 3°, 40 are the cyclical groups of (acbd), {abde), and {abed), respectively; 2° is a

different kind of group.

In the case when n = 5, the whole number of squares is 56 ; viz. there are five

arrangements of the second line each giving four squares, and six arrangements each

giving six squares, 5 . 4 + 6 . 6 = 56. The five arrangements are

b a e e d, b a de e, b e a e d, b d e a e, b e d c a,

a b e d e, ab e d e, ab c d e, ab e d e, ab e d e,

viz. in these cases, the substitutions for passing to the second line are {ab) {ced)

(ab) (ede), (abc) (de), (abd) (ee), (abe) (ed), respectively.

The six arrangements are

b daec, b e a c d, b c e a d, b e d a e, b e d e a, b d e c a,

ab e d e, ab e d e, ab e d e, ab e d e, a b e d e, a b e d e;

viz. in these cases, the substitutions for passing to the second line are (aidee), (abedc),

(diced), (abecd), (abcde), (ahdce), respectively.
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A set of four squares is

e c d b a, e d a b c, e c d ab, e d b a c,

d e b a c, d cb e a, d e ab c, d c a e b,

cdaeb, cedab, cdbea, cedba,

b a e c d, b a e c d, b a e c d, b a e c d,

a b c d e, a b c d e, a b c d e, ab c d e;

and a set of six squares is

e c d ab, e a d cb, e c d b a, e a b c d, e a b c d, e c b a d,

d e b c a, d c e b a, d a e cb, d c eb a. d c e ab, d a e cb,

c a eb d, c eb a d, c e b a d, cedab, cedba, cedba,

b d a e c, b d a e c, b d a e c, b d a e c, b d e a c, b d a e c,

a b c d e, a b c d e, a b c d e, ab c d e, a b c d e, ab c d e.

In a square belonging to a set of four, the substitutions for obtaining from any

one line all the other lines are of a form such as 1, (ab) (ced), (ac) (bde), (ad) (bee),

{ae)(bcd), which are not a group. In the case of a set of six squares, there is one

squai-e of the set (in the foregoing instance the first square) where the substitutions

are of a form such as 1, (abdec), (acedb), (adceb), (aebcd), and which thus form a

cyclical group of five substitutions.

C. XIII,
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904.

NOTE ON RECIPROCAL LINES.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xix. (1890), pp. 174, 175.]

If two lines are reciprocal in regard to a quadric surface, then any point on

the one line and any point on the other line are harmonics in regard to the surface,

viz. the two points and the intersections of their line of junction with the surface

form a harmonic range. This is obvious : the polar plane of the first point passes

through the second line, and thus the second point is a point in the polar plane

of the first point, that is, the two points are harmonics.

But it is worth while to look at the theorem in a different point of view. If

the first line meets the surface in the points A, G and the second line meets the

surface in the points B, D (in order to the four points being real, the surface must

of course be a skew hyperboloid), then AB, BC, CD, DA are lines on the surface.

say AB, CD are directrices, and BC, AD are generatrices, the two reciprocal lines

being the diagonals AG and BD of the skew quadrilateral. Taking on AC & point

P and on BD a point Q, the theorem is that, if PQ meets the surface in the points
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X, Y, then the four points P, Q, X, Y are harmonics. Let the generatrix through

X meet AB, CD in the points S, S' respectively, and the generatrix through Y
meet the same lines in the points T, T' respectively. Then the four lines CB, DA,
T'T, S'S, are all met by an infinite series of lines, and in particular they are met

by the lines CD, BA in the points G, D, T', S' and B, A, T, S respectively. Conse-

quently, writing AH for anharmonic ratio, we have

AH{C, D, r, S') = AH(B, A, T, S).

Consider now the four lines CA, DB, T'T, S'S : these are each of them met by

the lines CD and BA, and also by the line PQ; therefore, by an infinity of lines

(that is, they are directrices of a hyperboloid). They are met by the last-mentioned

three lines in the points C, D, T', S' ; A, B, T, S; and P, Q, Y, X respectively; hence

AH{C, D, r, S') = AH(A, B, T, S) = AR{P, Q, Y, X).

Comparing with the foregoing equation, it appears that

AH{B, A, T, S) = AH(A, B, T, S),

viz. the anharmonic ratio is not altered by the interchange of the two points A, B

:

this implies that the points A, B, T, S are harmonics, viz. the pairs A, B and

S, T are harmonics ; and, this being so, the equation

AH{A, B, T, S)=AH{P, Q, Y, X)

shows that P, Q, Y, X are harmonics, viz. that the pairs P, Q and X, Y are

harmonics ; or say P, Q Are harmonics in regard to the quadric surface, which is the

theorem in question.

8—2
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905.

ON THE EQUATION x"-l = 0.

[From the Messenger of MathemaUcs, vol. xix. (1890), pp. 184—188.]

Wbiting p = cos
Y„ + 1 sin y=^ , I carry the solution up to the determination of

the periods each of two roots, p + p", = 2 cos ^y , &c. The expressions contain the

radicals

o = V(l7), 6 = VIZ (17 -a)}, c = V{4(17 + 3a)-2(3 + a)6},

where a, b, c are taken to be positive (a=4'12, 6 = 5"07, c = 672). Taking for a

moment r to be any imaginary seventeenth root, r = p", then the algebraical expression

for the period P, of eight roots is P, = ^ (— 1 + a), but I assume the vajue to be

Pi = J^(-l + a), and thus determine Q to denote some one of the values 1, 2, 4, 8,

9, 13, 15, 16; similarly, I assume the value of y, to be =J(— l+a + 6); and thus

further determine to denote some one of the values 1, 4, 13, 16 : and, again, I

assume the value of R^ to be =^(— 1 +a + 6 + c), and thus further determine 6 to

denote one of the values 1 and 16. As regards the values of the periods R, it is

obviously indifferent which value is taken, and I assume therefore ^=1. This comes

to saying that the signs of the radicals are determined in suchwise that r shall denote

2-j. Ott
the root cos y- + i sin ^-^ ; and it is to be understood that r has this value.

I write now

Pj = r* + r"" + J-* + r" + r"* + r' + r" + r«,

2?, = r» H-r",
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i

and moreover

R^ = r" + r\

R, = r' +r»,

R, = r^ + r"^,

R^ = r"> + r\

R^ = r" + r-«,

a= P,-P,,

+ ?'i = 2(Q3-Q4),

c = 4 (ii, - iiO,

-c, = 4(i?3-i?,),

+ Ca = 4 (i?5 - i?e),

-C, = i(R,-R,).

It will appear by what follows that a is determined by the quadric equation

a' = 17, but I have assumed that a denotes the positive root re=\/(l7); similarly, b

is determined by the quadric equation 6' = 2 (17 — a), but it is assumed that b denotes

the positive root, b= \/{2{n —a)}; and c is determined by the quadric equation

(^ = 4(17 + 3a) — 2(3 + a) 6, but it is assumed that c denotes the positive root,

c = V{4(17+3a)-2(3 + a)6).

If in the equations I had written bi, c,, Co, Cg, instead of +6,, — c,, +0^, — Cj, then

6, comes out rationally in terms of a, b; and Ci, Cj, Cs come out rationally in terms

of a, b, c; the signs were attached to them d posteriori, in suchwise that the values

of hi, Ci, Ca, Cs might be each of them positive ; for their independent determination,

we have, in fact, for 61" an expression such as that for ¥; and for c,^, C2^ c/

expressions such as that for d'; and taking as above for each of them the positive

value of the square root, we have

a=V(17), (= 4-12),

b = V{2 (17 - a)}, (= .5-07),

6, = V{2(17+ a)}, (= 6-49),

c = V{4 (17 + 3a) - 2 ( S + a)b }, (= 672),

c, = ^[4 (17 + 3a) + 2 ( 3 + a}b], (=13-77),

C = V{4(17-3a) + 2(-3 + a)6ij, (= 5-75),

• 03 = ^14 (17 -3a) -2 (-3 + a) 6,), (= 2-02).

The relations between the periods P are

P, + P, 1,

P.

-A + 4 -4

-P, + 4

17
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that is,

ON THE EQUATION x'" - 1 = 0. [905

P,» = -P, + 4. &c.; a» = l7.

Here for the second square, we have

„, = (P,_P,). = p,. + P,._2P,P, = (-P, + 4) + (-P, + 4) + 8, =-P,-P.+ 16,

and similarly in the other cases which follow.

For the periods Q, we have

<?, Q, <?. ««

Qx

Qt

Qt

1

b 6,

b

so that bbi = 8a, or 6, is given rationally in terms of o, b.

And for the periods R, we have

P, + P., = Qi

,

-Ks + P4 = Qi,

Rr + Rs = Q*,

= 17

Qt+2Q, + * -1 2<2, + <2, + C4 Q. + Q,+ 2Q.

<?i + 2(?, + 4 (?, + 20, + 4 <?. + 2(2, + <?,

2^2 + ^4+4 -1

2(2, + e3 + 4

34 -2a 8a

34 + 2a

Hx R. i?. R, R. Rg Rt

Rx

R.

Rt

R*

R.

R*

Rr

R.

Ji, + 2 R» + R7 R, + R> E, + R, R, + Rs R, + Rs R, + RrR, + R,

Ri+2 R, + R» R4+R0 R,^R, R, + R» R, + R, R, + Rj

R, + 2 R, + R, R^ + R, R, + R, R, + R,Rr + R»

i?. + 2 R^ + R. R, + Rr Rs + R, R, + R,

R, + 2 R, + R4 R^ + R, Rs + R>

je,+2 R4 + R, Ri + R,

R, + 2 R, + R,

R3 + 2
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c Ol Ca Ca

e 4(17 + 3a)-2(3 + o)6 8 (6 + 6,) 4 (2a - 6 + 6,) 4(-2a + 6 + 6i)

Cl 4 (17 + 3a) + 2 (3 + a) 6 4 (2a + 6 + 6,) 4 (2a + 6 - 6i)

<->
4(17-3a) + 2(-3 + a)6i 8 ( - 6 + 6,)

Cs 4(17-3a)-2(-3 + a)6i

where observe that the overlined terms Ri+ R^, R, + Mg, Bg + Ri, and R1 + R.2, have

the values Q4, Q3, Qo, Qi, respectively, and in the last table b^ may be considered

as denoting its value =-j-, so that Cj, c^, c, are each given rationally in terms of

a, b, c.

And from the foregoing resul ;s, we have

+ a), = 1-56,

- a), = — 2'o6,

+ a + 6), = 205,

+ a-b), = - 0-49,

- a + 61), = 0-34,

-a- b,), = - 2-90,

+ a + b +c), = 1-87,

+ a + b -c), = 0-18,

+ « - 6 - cO, = - 1-96,

+ a-6 +c,), = 1-47,

- a + 6, + c.,), = 0-89,

- a + 6, - Cj), = - 0-55,

- rt — 6, — C3), = — 1"70,

- rt - 6, + C3), = - 1-20.

The approximate numerical values have been given throughout only for the purpose

of showing that the signs of the square roots have been rightly determined.
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906.

NOTE ON SCHLAEFLI'S MODULAR EQUATION FOR THE
CUBIC TRANSFORMATION; WITH A CORRECTION.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), pp. 59, 60; 120.]

The e<)uation in question, Crelle, t. LXXli. (1870), p. 369, is

irhere

which must be of course equivalent to the ordinary modular equation

u*-v* + 2uv- 2mV = 0,

where
u = ^^•, V = -yx

;

the resemblance in form between the two equations, with such different meanings of

the S and T in the one case, and the u and v in the other, is very noticeable.

*_ ±^ 16 8
kk'

*"
XX.'

•"
(kk'xxy (kk'wy ~ '

Schlaetli's equation is

that is,

kk' + \\' = 2 {kk'XXy - 4 {kk'wy,
or say

M-'- + X=X.'= = 4 {kkWy - 18 {kk'W) + 16 (M-'\\')l

To deduce this from the Mv-modular equation, we have (Jacobi's Fund. Nova, p. 68,

Ges. Werke, t. i., p. 124),

(l-«»)(l-t;») = (l-MV)«,
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or, multiplying each side by uV, and extracting the fourth root, we have

^/{Ick'W') = uV (1 - mV) = x-x\

if for shortness we write x = u'hi\

The equation to be proved thus is

u' {1 - u') + v^ (1 - 1^)= ^{x - x') -18{x- xy + 16{x - xy.

But from the foregoing equation

(i-?t')(i-v«)=(i-Mvy,

we have

and thence

65

«» + 7;8 = 4uV — 6u*v* + 4mV, = 4a; — 6x^ + 4^^,

yis ^ „i6 = (4a; _ 6a!3 + 4^^)^ _ 2x>
;

and the equation to be proved thus becomes

{4x-6x'+4^) - (4a;- 6a;" + 4a;')'' + 2a;* = 4 (a;- ar") - 18 (x-x^ +lQ(x- ofif.

which is in fact an identity, each side being

= 4a; - 220? + SSa;' - 66a;* + 48a;» - 16a;«.

CORBECTION, p. 120.

I find that I misquoted Schlaefli's equation, viz. in effect, I took it to be

5,* + r,* + 8,S,r, - Srr,^ = O, where S, =^^^^ , T, =^^ :

whereas his equation really is

S*+T*-HST+ ST = 0, where S = 2 ^{kk'), T=2 ^(W)-

2 ^/2 2 \/2
The change is only a change of form, for writing Si = —^ and T, = —^- , the

equation in (S,, T,) is converted into that in (S, T); but it was quite an unnecessary

one, and I cannot account for having made it, as the paper in Grelle must have been

before me.

C. XIII.
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then

that is,

Also

907.

NOTE ON THE NINTH ROOTS OF UNITY.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), p. 63.]

Let ^ be a prime ninth root of unity, so that ^+^+1=0; and write

a = d +6^,

b = e' + e',

c = e* + eo;

a + b + c + e^ + e'=^^-i, =-i,

a + b + c = 0.

whence

a? = b + 2, 6c =6-1,

6= = c + 2, ca = c -1,

<f=a + 2, ab = a-l,

a6 + ac + 6c = — 3,

abc = — 1

;

and a, b, c are thus the roots of the equation a;" — 3a; + 1 = 0. We have

o»6 + 6»c + c'^a = a' +6- + c^ =6,

a6* + 6c' + ca' = 6c + ca+ a6 = — 3,

and thence

- (a»6 + 6»c + c»a) + (a6' + 6c' + ca») = (6 - c) (c - a)(a - 6) = - 6 - 3, = - 9.

The equation a^— 3a; + 1 = is thus such that 0*6 + bfc + c%, and consequently any

rational function whatever of a, b, c, invariable by the cyclical interchange (a6c) of

the roots, has a rational value.
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908.

ON TWO INVAEIANTS OF A QUADEIQUADRIC FUNCTION.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), pp. 68, 69.]

The quadriquadric function

^' (oar" + 2hxy + g'f)

+ 2zw {h'a? + 2hsni -vff )

+ w-'i^a? +2f'xy + cy'),

considered successively as a function of {z, w) and of {x, y), has the discriminants

U, V, equal to

{aal' + 2hxy + g'y"") (fja? + 2f'xy + cy')- (h'x- + 2bxy +fy'' f,

(az" + 'i.h'zw + gvP ) {g'z^+ Ifzw + cvo") - (hz' + 2bzw +f'wf,

respectively. As is well known, these quartic functions have each of them the same

quadrinvariant and the same cubinvariant ; these are the invariants in question of the

quadriquadric function.

The quadrinvariant has been calculated in a different notation, but I am not

aware that the cubinvariant has been before calculated; the two values are as follows:

9—2
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Quadrinvkriant i« Oubinvaruuit U

aM + 8 aV - I

aiV - 94 o«6V + 12

b* + 48 ab*e -48

aegg- +

aeV -

43

la

13

M 4-64

+ 76

-49

ab/r + 79

behh- + 73

i^g' - 94

Vfh' - 96

Vfh - 96

»S*9 - 86

<?rv' - 86

*/** + 78

hfg-h! + 72

cgh^ - 86

et(V - 86

^•* + 8

PK* + 48

/"ft* + 48

W'A/ - 12

17/''7 - 12

SfhK - 48

aVgg- + 88

aVtg^ -130

aVfh' + 6

oV/'A + 6

ab^cfh' + 24

at^f'h+ 24

tyx- -192

Vf'h -192

bW - 48

a^bc/r - 36

abe'hh' - 36

c»fr + 144

»e\M + 144

+881

-634

«w - 86

aW - 86

oeVA* - 86

ocV*" - 86

a\?pg - 72

ab^Pg' - 72

Vcgh* - 72

b^cg'h'' - 72

dbcfgh + 180

abcfg'h + 180

i^fgh + 144

Vf'g'K + 144

+ 648

-432

aeg*^ + 88

aefgg'h - 60

aefgg'h' - 60

acpW^ + 24

oc/^A" + 24

atff'hW + 12

<'bffgg' + 180

abPfV - 144

abff^h - 144

bcgg'hh' + 180

bcfhhr^ - 144

bc/'K'h' - 144

ar-r + S4

cW/l'2 + 54

l^pK^ + 192

h^pK' + 192

Vff'hh' + 96

Vfgg'K + 24

6«/S9'A + 24

l^gig'^ + 12

+ 1101

ipfgi' - 86

a/rg'h' - 36

<^PgV - 36

i^P^ggP - 36

aPgh' + 72

afg-l' + 72

cfglflh- - 36

cfgW - 36

cg^gfh^ - 36

cgg'^h'^ - 36

cf'gh? + 72

cfg'h'^ + 72

bff'g'h'^ -144

b/'YI'h' -144

bpghh' -144

bffgJfi -144

bfoYh - 36

bf'gg-^h! - 36

+ 288

-936

ffV* - 1

fg^^h' + 6

f'g-g'Vi + 6

Pgg'hT' + 24

rgg'h-^ + 24

fPgg'hk' + 12

Ph"* - 64

f'^K> 64

Pg^h? + 54

rg'^h'^ + 54

PfhW^ + 96 '

frh?h' + 96
1

+ 372

- 129

±2866

<<=480

By writing herein /', g', h! =f, g, h, we obtain of course the two invariants of

the symmetrical quadriquadric function.
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909.

ON A PAETICULAR CASE OF KUMMER'S DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION OF THE THIRD ORDER.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), pp. 75—79.]

The general form of equation in question is

+ a/»
A B G A' E

(«-!)= t{t-\y t-

-3=0.

here a; is a function of t ; and A, B, C, A', B', C are numerical constants. For

various given values of A, B, C, and values determined thereby of A', E, C, the

equation admits of a solution in the form a; = rational function of t; the theory in

reference to the cases considered by Schwarz is considered in my paper " On the

Schwarzian Derivative and the Polyhedral Functions," Camb. Phil. Trans., t. xiii. (1883),

pp. 5—68, [744]. But the theory is considered in a more general and exhaustive

manner in Goursat's memoii-, " Recherches sur I'^quation de Kummer," Acta Soc. Sci.

FenniccB, t. xv. (1888), pp. 47

—

127. I consider here one of the solutions given by

him, viz. writing

P = 4< - 5 , X = t^P\

Q = 5< - 4 , Y = Q',

R = 8t"--nt + 8, z = -(t- ly R',

so that, identically, X+Y+Z = 0; then the solution is expressed by either of the

equivalent equations

X fP'

z

1 =
Y
Z

{t- IfR''

(t-lfR-'
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The values of the constanta to which this solution belongs are

But instead of assuming these values in the first instance, I leave the values

indeterminate; and starting from the foregoing expression for x, I substitute this in

thus obtaining fl as a function of t which, as will appear, vanishes identically when

A, B, C, A', F, C have the foregoing values.

I remark that this is, in effect, doing in a somewhat different form for the

particular case what Goursat does for the general case, viz. starting from

with values of A, B, C which belong to the solution considered, he shows that this

is a function of t having no infinities other than (0, 1, oo ) ; that » is not an infinity

of the function or of the fiinction multiplied into t, and that and 1 are each of

them a twofold infinity; that is, that the function is of the form

If + Mt +N A' B' (T

Proceeding to carry out the process, we have

«^_ ^ SQ' 2R'

x-1 t-1" Q M '

^' ^2 1_ SF_2R
X t t-\ P R '

and from either of these equations, collecting and reducing,

X =
(t-iyE»'

where observe that, from the values of x and x — 1 respectively, it appears a priori

that tP* and Q» must be factors in the numerator of x. From this value of x', we have

«' t « - 1
"*" P "^

Q jB
'

and hence, P" and Qf being mere constants,

';-e)=-^,^^,-¥-©-(l)'-(f),
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and consequently

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF THE THIRD ORDER.

_ 1 2 _ 3E"
t^'^(t-iy R K^y-dJ-s-+a TT 91) fR'Y

_i /I 2 2P' 2Q'

* U <-i^ p "^
e

-4T

R

+ A -
t-1

3Q'

-(!-F^-¥-¥)
c B

(t-iy t{t-i)

A'

Putting for shortness

this equation gives

7="' r--r=^'

n = - o= + 2^

P'
p^ -p,

e;

fl
=?•,

- 2j3^ - 2g'- + S?-"

which is

- i (a - 2/3 4 2p + 2g - Srf

+ A(-^ + Sq- 2ry

+ B{-^+Sq-2r){2a-^ + Sp

+ C{2a-^ + Sp-2rY

2r)

= aM-f + 4C-C")-
3ir
R '

+ 0/9(2-25-4(7-5')

+^ (4 + B + C-yl')

+ ap(-2 + 12C')

+ aq{-2+ 65)

+ or (3 - 45 - 8C)

+ /3p(4- 35-6(7)

+ /3g(4-64-35)

+ /3r(-6 + 44+45 + 4C}

+p» (-4 + 9C)

+ g» (-4 + 94)

+ 7^ (-1 + 44+45 + 4(7)

+ gr (6 - 124 - 65)

+ rp{6- 65-12(7)

+ j9g(-4 + 95)

say it IS = La.'—

p

+ Jl/a/3

+ N/3'

+ Fap

+ G(xq

+ Har

+ F'^p

+ G'^q

+ H'^r

+ A'y
+ B"q'

+ (7"r»

+ P"^r

+ G"rp

+ H"pq.

71
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By decomposing a^, op, &c., into simple fractions, this becomes

This is

.- ..-«

+ if(-o + /9)

+ i\r/3'

+i^(-*« +ili')

+ (?(-fa +}g)

.H(-^,.iiHJ)

+ /" (-4/3 + 4;,)

+ G' ( 5/3-5?)

.^'( ..--'»

+4'y

+ 5Y
+ (7V

-^A(«-^')

..".(p-?^^)

+ ^"^(2, -3).

= a'X

+ a{-M--|^-|^-¥ff)

+ /3»JV

+ y3(if- 4i;"+5G' + zr)

+ p''A"

+J9(41"4 tG" + ^ii-"+fF)

+ 9'^'

+ g(-5G•-^F"-i^H" + \G)

+ K7"

+ ;gl-48 + fl'(ll« + 5) + if' (_8t+19)-T£^F"(8t-43)-|G"(8«-13)).

This should be identically =0; making ^" = 0, fi" = 0, C"=0, we find

^ = 1. -8 = -^. C'=4; (.l+£ + C = f).
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and thence

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF THE THIRD ORDER. 73

These values make the coefficients of p and q to be each =0; and they make

the coefficient of R to be identically = 0, viz. we have

and

We have, moreover.

= -4,8 + iH+19H' +\^^F" + S2Q"^

0= UH-SH'-i^F" -S^Q".

L =^-G', M = m-B', N^l-A';

and the coefficients of a and yS are =—M+^ and M—^ respectively; hence the

coefficients of a.\ ^, a. and /S will all vanish if only L = 0, M= i^, N=0, that is,

and we have thus identically n = 0, if only A, B, C, A', F, C have the above-

mentioned values.

C. XIII. 10
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910.

NOTE ON THE INVOLUTANT OF TWO BINAEY MATRICES.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), pp. 136, 137.]

Consider the two matrices

M={a, b ), M' = {a', h' ),

I
c, d I

I

c', d'
1

and their product in one or the other order

MM' = {A,B), M'M = {A„ B,).

C, D CuD,

Then the Involutant is by definition = either of the determinants

/ = /i = 1, a', a, .4,

0, b', b, B,

0, c', c, (7,

1, d', d, Di

1, a, a', A

0, b, b', B

0, c, c', <7

1, d, d', D

viz. it ia to be shown that these two values are in fact equal.

We have

(a', c') (6', d')

MM' = (a, 6)

(c. d)

^(A,B ),

0, D
that is,

A=aa'+bc', B=ah' + bd',

C = ca' + dc', D = cb' + dd',
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and similarly

(a, c) (6, d)

75

that is.

M'M={a', b') „ „ =( A„ B,
),

(c', d') „ „
I
C, A

Ai = aa' + ch', B, = ba' + db',

Ci = ac' + cd', Di = bc' + dd',

viz. Ai, Bi, Gi, Di are obtained from A, B, C, D by the interchange of the accented

and unaccented letters.

We have then, from the first expression for the Involutant,

I = A 0, b, v -B
0, c, c'

1, d, d'

+ G 1, d, d' -D
1, a, a'

0, b, b'

1, a, a'

0, b, b'

0, c, c'

0, c, c'

1, d, d'

0, b, V

= A {be' - b'c) -B {ac - a'c + cd' - c'd) + G (ab' - a'b + bd' - b'd) -D{bc'- b'c),

or substituting for A—D,B and G their values, this is

(aa' - dd' + be - b'c) {be' - b'c) - {ab' + bd') {ae' - a'c + cd' - c'd)

+ {ca' + dc') {ab' - a'b + bd' - b'd)

;

and multiplying out and grouping together the terms in be, b'c', be' and b'c, this is

found to be

= - (a' - d'Y bc^-{a- d) {a' - d') {be' + b'c) -{a-df b'c' + {be' - b'cf,

which is

= - {(a- d) V - {a' - d') b] {{a -d)c'- {a - d') c] + {be - b'c)\

Hence, writing

a = 6c' — b'c, i = ad' — a'd,

b = ca' — e'a, g = bd' — b'd,

c = ab' — a'b, h = cd' — c'd,

we have

that is,

/=-(c + g)(-b + h) + a»,

7 = be - ch + bg - gh + al

To obtain the value of /], we must interchange the accented and unaccented

letters, that is, change the signs of the several quantities a, b, c, f, g, h; but /,

being a quadric function of the six quantities, is not altered by the change; that

is, we have /=/i.

10—2
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911.

ON AN ALGEBRAICAL IDENTITY RELATING TO THE SIX

COORDINATES OF A LINE.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), pp. 138—140.]

The following identity may be verified without difiBculty; but it is interesting

in regard to the analytical theory of the line.

The identity is

= B. G, F
b, c, f
h', C, f

A, B, C

a. b, c

a'. V, c'

- {be' - h'cf {AF+BO + CH)

+ (be' - b'c) (bC - cB) (Af + Bg' + Gh' + Fa' + Gb' + He')

- (be' - b'c) (b'G - c'B) {Af +Bg +Ch +Fa+Gb +Hc)
- {bC - cBy {a'f + b'g + c'h')

+ {bC - cB) {b'G - c'B) {af + af + bg' + b'g + ch' + eh )

-{b'G-c'By {af +bg +ck),

where all the letters have arbitrary values.

It follows that, if

af +bg +ck =0,

a'/' + b'g' + c'h' = 0.

af +af +bg' +b'g +ch' +c'h =0,

AF +BO+GH = 0,

Af +Bg +Gh +Fa +Gb +Hc = 0,

Af + Bg' + Gh' + Fa' + Gb' + He' = 0.

•
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then either

or else
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B, G, F
h, c, /
V, c', f
A, B, 0=0.
a , b , c

a, b , c

Supposing the first three of the six equations are satisfied, then (a, b, c, f, g, h)

and (a, b', c, f, cf, h') are the coordinates of two intersecting lines; and supposing

that the last three equations are also satisfied, then (^4, B, G, F, G, H) will be

the coordinates of a line meeting each of the intersecting lines. The third line is

thus either in the plane of the intersecting lines, or else passes through their point

of intersection; and in fact, the first of the two determinant equations is the condition

in order that the line may be in the plane of the two intersecting lines, and the

second determinant equation is the condition in order that it may pass through their

point of intersection. Each equation is in fact one out of four equivalent forms, viz.

we may have in the first equation {B, C, F), (0, A, G), {A, B, H), or {F, G, H);
and in the second equation (A, B, C), {A, H, G), (H, B, F), or (G, F, C).

The analytical theory may be presented in a complete form by means of the

formulffi of my memoir "On the six coordinates of a line," (1867), Camb. Phil. Trans.,

t. XI. pp. 290—323, [435]. Considering the two intersecting lines (a, b, c, f, g, h) and

(o', b', c', /', g', h'), the coordinates of the plane through these two lines (that is,

the coeflBcients f, 17, f, a of the equation ^a; + Tjy+^z + aw = of the plane) are

there given (see p. 295 *) in a fourfold form ; and if we thence form the condition

in order that the line (A, B, C, F, G, H) may lie in this plane, we have

( 0, c, -B, F )

-G, 0, A, G

B, -A, 0, H
-F -G, -H,

{af' + b'g + c'h, bf - b'f , cf'-c'f ,
- (be' - b'c) ) = ;

ag" — a'g , a'f+ b^ + c'h, c^ — c'g, — (ca' — c'a)

ah'-a'h , bh'-b'h , a'f+b'g + ch', -{ab'-a'b)

gh'-^h , hf'-h'f , f^-f'g , af'+bg' + ch'

viz. the condition is expressible in any one of the 16 forms obtained by combining

a line of the first matrix with a line of the second matrix; thus one form is

(a/' + b'g + c'h) + G {bf -b'f)-B {cf - c'f) - F{bc' - b'c) = 0,

[* This Collection, vol. vii., p. 71.]
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that is,
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= 0.
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B, G, F
b. c, f
b'. c'. /'

the foregoing first determinant equation, which thus belongs to the case where the

line lies in the plane of the two intersecting lines.

Again we have (see p. 296") an expression, in a fourfold form, for the coordinates

of the point of intersection of the two intersecting lines; and thence for the condition,

in order that the line (.4, B, C, F, G, H) may pass through this point, we have

( 0, H, -0, A )

-F, 0, F, B

G, -H, 0, C

-A, -B, -C,

a^ — a'g , ah' — a'k ,

a'f+bg' + c'h, bh'-b'h ,

cg'-c'g , a'f+b'g + ch',

- (ca' - c'a) , - (ab' - a'b) , af + bg' + ch'

viz. the condition is expressible in any one of the 16 forms obtained by combining

a line of the first matrix with a line of the second matrix ; thus one form is

A (be' - b'c) + B (ca' - c'a) + C(ah'- a'b) + (af +bg' + ch') = 0,

( af' + b'g + c'h,

bf'-b'f ,

-(be' -b'c) ,

gh'-g'h

hf'-h'f

N-f'g

) = o.

that is,

A, B,

a, b,

= 0.

a', b', c'

the foregoing second determinant equation, which thus belongs to the case where the

line passes through the point of intersection of the two intersecting lines.

I remark that the original identity may be written in the very compendious

symbolical form
(A, a, a'\ (B, h, h'\-(A, a, a\ /B, b, b'\- _
\F. / f) [C, c. c'J

- F, / /'

B, b, b'

c. c, c

A, a, a'

B, b, b'

G, c, c

viz. here on the left-hand side the second factor denotes the three determinants

be' — b'c, b'G— c'B, Bc — Cb: the whole is a quadric function of these, the coefficients being

AF+BG + GH, af+bg + ch,

a'/' + b'g' + c'K, af + bg' + ch' +fa' + gb' + he',

a'F +b'G + c'H+fA+ g'B + h'G,

Af+ Bg + Gh + Fa + Gb + He,

respectively ; and the right-hand side is simply the product of two determinants.

[• Loc. cit., p. 72.]
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912.

ON THE NOTION OF A PLANE CURVE OF A GIVEN ORDER.
'

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), pp. 148—150.]

We have a complete geometrical notion of a curve of a given order, viz. a curve

of the order n is a curve which is met by any line whatever in n points and no

more; but starting with this definition, how do we know that there exists a curve

of the order n ? and, further, how do we know that it depends linearly on ^n (n + 3)

parameters, or, what is the same thing, that there is one and only one curve which

can be drawn through ^n (n + 3) given points ?

The last-mentioned property does not by itself constitute a definition of a curve

of the order n ; thus w = 2, we cannot define a curve of the second order as a curve

which is uniquely determined by the condition of passing through 5 given points; for

a cubic passing through 4 given points is a curve uniquely determined by the condition

in question; but we may differentiate between these two solutions by adding the

further condition that, when 3 of the 5 points are in a line, the curve of the second

order shall include as part of itself this line. And we are thus led to the definition:

A curve of the order w is a curve which is uniquely determined by the condition of

pa.ssing through ^n (n + 3) given points ; and of being moreover such that, when n+1
of these points lie on a line, it includes as part of itself this line.

Starting from the foregoing definition, the first property is, I think, demonstrable,

viz. the property that a curve of the order n is met by any line whatever in n points

and no more. Thus n = 2 : start with a line chosen at pleasure, and on it take

2 points which are regarded as indeterminate points : to fix the ideas, let one of

these be regarded as depending on a parameter \ and the other on a parameter /*,

(so that when X has a determinate value as.signed to it, the first point becomes a

determinate point, and similarly when /x has a determinate value assigned to it, the

second point becomes a determinate point; and consequently, when \ and /x have
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determinate values, the 2 points are determinate points on the line). Take now any

other 3 points not on the line; then, for the moment regarding the 2 points on the

line as determinate points, we can through the 5 points draw a curve of the second

order; this is the general curve of the second order through the 3 points; for it is

a curve of the second order through the 3 points, and which, when the parameters

X and /x are regarded as undetermined and arbitrary, or choosable at pleasure, might

be made to pass through any other two points whatever. But by hypothesis, the

curve meets the line in question, that is, any line, in two points: and the conic cannot

meet the line in more than two points; for in like manner, starting with the given

line, and upon it 3 points (which may be considered as depending on the parameters

X, II and V respectively), and taking any two points not on the line, we have through

the 5 points a conic; and this conic, regarding the parameters \, fi, v as undetermined

and arbitrary, or choosable at pleasure, will be the general conic through the two

points; for by a proper determination of the parameters, it might be made to pass

through any other 3 points whatever. But, by hypothesis, the conic contains as part

of itself the line; that is, the general conic through the 2 points contains as part

of itself any line whatever, which is absurd.

So again for the cubic, n = 3 : here starting with a line taken at pleasure, we

take on it 3 points, which may be regarded as depending on the parameters X, /t, v

respectively, and we take any other 6 points not on the line. We have through the

9 points a cubic ; and this is the general cubic through the 6 points, for it depends

on the parameters X, /t, v, which might be determined so as to make the curve pass

through any other 3 points whatever; and by hypothesis the cubic meets the line,

that is, any line whatever, in 3 points. And it cannot meet it in more than '3 points

:

for starting with the same line and upon it 4 points depending on the parameters

X, fi, V, p respectively, and taking any other 5 points not upon the line, we then have

through the 9 points a cu]jic which will be the general cubic through the 5 points

(for it depends on the 4 parameters X, /x, v, p). But by hypothesis, the cubic contains

as part of itself the line, viz. the general cubic through the 5 points contains as

part of itself any line whatever, which is absurd. The reasoning is quite general ; and

applying to a curve of the order n, the conclusion is that such a curve meets any

line in n points and no more.
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913.

ON THE EPITROCHOID.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xx. (1891), pp. 150—158.]

If we have a curve C, rolling on a fixed curve C, and consider the epitrochoid

described by a point P, attached to and carried along with the curve C^, then there

i.s a known construction for the radius of curvature at any point of the epitrochoid

;

the construction is probably much older, but I refer to Mannheim, Giometrie Descriptive,

Paris, 188G, pp. 177 and 194. In fact, if Q be a position of the point of contact,

P, the corresponding position of the describing point, Ri and R the radii of curvature

at Q of the two curves respectively, p the distance QP,, and ^ the inclination of this

distance to the common normal at Q, then the radius of curvature x at the point

P, of the epitrochoid is given by the formula

X — p cos ^ \R RJ

I prove this as follows: take Q, Q' consecutive positions of the jjoint of contact.

Pi, P/ consecutive positions of Pi; the centre of curvature is the intersection of the

lines PiQ, P/Q' ; hence, if for a moment M and N are the perpendicular distances between

X M
these two lines at the points P, and Q respectively, we have = -j^ . Let ds be

the element QQ considered as belonging to each of the two curves respectively,

6 and ^i the angles which this element subtends at the two centres of curvature

respectively ; we have ds = Rd = Ridi , whence

The instantaneous centre is Pi, and hence

M = P,Pi' = p{d + 0i); also iV= ds cos
(f> ;

C, XIJ I. 11
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we thus have

X— p ds cos
<i>

or, substituting for tf + ^, the foregoing value, we have the required expression

_^_ = _e_ fl + lV
X — p cos </) V-K R\)

If the curve 0, roll on a straight line, iZ = « and therefore

a; _ p
X — p Ri cos (^

*

Suppose that at any instant we have on the epitrochoid an inflexion, then a; = oo

,

and we have p = iJ, cos <^ ; this denotes that P, is a point of the circle described on

the radius of curvature at Q as its diameter, and we have thus the theorem

:

If at any instant we consider the circle, which has for its diameter the radius of

curvature of the rolling curve at its point of contact with the right line, then each

point on this circle is an inflexion on the epitrochoid described by the same point

as the curve rolls on the straight line.

The circle in question for any point Q of the rolling curve (7, is of course a

circle, having its centre on the normal at Q and its radius equal to one-half of the

radius of curvature; we may call it the circle of double curvature. Regarding Q as

a given point on the curve C7„ and supposing that the circle of double curvature

intercepts the curve C] in a point X, then taking Pj at X, we have the theorem

:

If the curve C, roll on a straight line, then the epitrochoid described by the

point X has an inflexion corresponding to the position of the rolling curve for which

the point Q comes into contact with the straight line.

Consider the curve C^ referred to axes fixed in the plane of the curve and move-

able with it; take x, y as the coordinates of the point Q; a, /S as the coordinates

of the corresponding centre of curvature, and X, Y as current coordinates ; the equation

of the circle of double curvature is

(Z-^)(Z-a) + (F-y)(F-^) = 0,

viz. this is the equation of a circle having for a diameter the two points {x, y) and

(a. /3).

Suppose that C, is a conic; the circle of double curvature at any point Q meets

it in the point Q counting twice, and in two other points, say Pj, Pj, which are

determined as the intersections of the conic by the line P^P^ which joins them. I

propose to determine the equation of this line. The investigation would be more

symmetric for the ellipse, but I nevertheless prefer to consider for the curve C^ the

hyperbola 6»Z» - o'F' - a»6» = 0.
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Representing for a moment the equation of the circle by U = 0, and that of the

hyperbola by V=0, it must be possible to determine the ratio of the coefficients

p, q, in such wise that pU+qV=0 shall break up into a pair of lines, one of which

is the tangent at Q of the hyperbola; and then the other of them will be the

required line PiPo.

The equation of the tangent is l^xX — a^yY — a'^h'' = ; we then see that the

equation of the line PiPi must be of the form h-xX ^-o^yY +rt=0\ and we have

to find p, 5, n so as to verify the identity

{p + q}/) X' + {p- qa') Y^ - p(a+ x) X - p (^ +y) Y+ p (ax + ^y) - ja^/S^

= {VxX -a^yY- a^b') {¥xX + a^yF+ fi)

;

that is, we ought to have

p + q¥ = h*a?,

p-qa^= ay,

p {x+a.) = {n- a'¥) b%

piy +m = {^ + o,'b')a'y,

qd'b' -p{ax + ^y) = na^b'.

It will be recollected that a, /9 denote the coordinates of the centre of curvature

corresponding to the point (x, y) of the hyperbola; their values thus are

«= (a^ +
6»)f,.

;3 = -(a» + 6»)^.

There is no difficulty in finding the values

p.
a*b*

b'' 1 =
b'sc^ + gy
"

a' + b-

whence also

a''b* f/1 1\ , ,

these satisfy the identities in question.

The equation of the line P^P^ is thus

a? + y^

b-'xX-^a^yY-
a'^b'

{af + f)=0,
a' + b

and combining this with the equation

11—2
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of the hj'perbola, we find

that is,

VIZ.

+

and we thence obtain

= 0,

values belonging to the points P,, Pj respectively: these points are thus real or

imaginary, according as x' + y' is greater or less than a' + b'. In the limiting case

a?+ y^ = a' + b', we have X = x, Y=-y, viz. here the circle of double curvature has

its centre on the axis of x, and has double coutact with the hyperbola at the points

{x, y) and {x, —y) respectively.

Suppose, to fix the ideas, x and y are both positive, i.e. that Q is on the

right-hand upper half branch of the hyperbola ; and that a? + y'^= or > a" + fr", so that

P,, Pi are both real. The two values of X are both positive, those of T are

originally both negative, and as Q moves along the half branch of the hyperbola one

of these values increases negatively, the other increases positively until it becomes

= 0, after which it becomes positive and continually increases; say the points P,, Pj

ai'e originally on the right-hand lower half branch, but one of them, say Pj, moves

up to the vertex, and we afterwards have P, on the upper half branch and Pj on

the lower half branch. The limiting case is when P, is at the vertex ; here

——^ = -i giving for {x, y) a real point, which is easily constructed on the upper

half branch. There is thus on the half branch a real position of Q, such that the

corresponding circle of double curvature passes through the vertex of the same half

branch.

Hence in the epitrochoid described by the vertex of a hyperbola rolling on a

right line there is always an inflexion.

Imagine the branch BAB of a hyperbola rolling on the line y = 0, where A is

the vertex, R, B the points at infinity, and so that as x increases positively (that

is, towards the right) the point of contact Q passes from A towards B; and consider

the epitrochoid described by the vertex A. Supposing that the point of contact is

at first at A ; the point il is a cusp on the epitrochoid, the motion of A is at

first vertically upwards, and towards the right, the curve being concave to the axis;

we then come to a position of the point of contact for which there is an inflexion;

the motion of A is still upwards and towards the right, but the curve has now
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become convex to the axis, and the motion continues in this manner as the point

of contact moves along the hyperbola towards B ; when the point of contact is at

B, i.e. when the asymptote has come to coincide with the axis, then the motion of

A is again vertically upwards ; the other half branch of the hyperbola now comes

into contact with the axis; the point A still moves upwards but towards the left,

the cirrve being concave to the axis, and this continues until the point of contact

arrives at the other vertex (i.e. the vertex on the other branch), when the motion

of -<! is horizontal and towards the left, viz. the coordinate y has here a maximum
value, equal transvei-se axis of the hyperbola; the motion of A is thenceforth towards

the left and downwards, until the other asymptote comes to coincide with the curve,

after which it is downwards and towards the right (the point of contact being now
on the half B'A of the original branch B'AB), and ultimately the point of contact

is again at A, and we have y = 0, a cusp; the curve is symmetrical in regard to

the before-mentioned maximum ordinate : it is to be noticed that the distance between

the two cusps is equal to four times the difference between the length of the half

asymptote and the half branch of the hyperbola (this difference being a finite value

expressible by elliptic functions), and that, as already mentioned, the maximum ordinate

is equal to the transverse axis. The above described portion of the curve is of coarse

repeated continually right and left ad infinitum; two consecutive portions intersect

each other, and there is thus a real node vertically above each cusp of the infinite

curve. We have, in what precedes, a complete explanation of the motion of a hyperbola

rolling on a straight line, and in particular our explanation of the form of the

epitrochoid described by a vertex ; the epitrochoid described by any other point of

the curve is of a similar character but must be non-symmetrical in regard to the

maximum ordinate ; and it would not be difficult to explain the form of the curve

for other positions of the' describing point ; but as regards the analytical theory, I

prefer to consider the case of the ellipse.

In the case of the ellipse 6*Z--fa=F*-a'6» = rolling on the line ?/ = (see

figure), take as origin the point which comes in contact with the extremity B of

the minor axis; let «,, y, be the coordinates of the describing point Pi, and for the

point Q, taking ^ as the complement of the eccentric angle, let the coordinates

referred to the axes of the ellipse be

Xi = a sin (/>, yi = 6 cos (^ ;
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the arc BQ is then
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= I V(a' cos=
<f>
+ b' sin» <^) d<f>,

Jo

which is =«^<^, the modulus being the eccentricity e of the ellipse; we then have

for the coordinates of P,

x = OP' = OQ-qF, =BQ-QF.

y = P^P''

where QF and P,F are the projections of P,Q in the direction of, and at right

angles to, the tangent QO at Q; we find the values without difficulty, and we thus

have
/•* ,

. , , . (a'' — f) sin d) cos (f> - aa;, cos <^ + 6yi sin <^

0: =
/^

V(a'cos'<^ + 6'sm'<^)#-^ ^(I. eos» ^ + 6- sm'^ 0)

a6 — bxi sin — ay, cos <^

^=
V(a''cos^<^ + 6«sin^(<))

'

which are the expressions for x, y m terms of a variable parameter <^.

In particular, for the point B at the extremity of the minor axis, a;i = 0, yi = b,

and the equations become

(a " — 6'^) sin <^ cos <f>
+ b' sin <^

a;= I V(a' cos^ <^ + &' sin' </>) d<^
-

'

Jo

which, for a = b, become

V(«'cos-'^ + 6'^sin^</))

ab (1 — cos (f>)

x = a{<f> — sin<f)), y = a{l — cos <^),

the ordinary formulae for the cycloid.

In the case of the parabola F' = 4aX (see figure), taking x^, y, for the coordinates

X II' P' Q

of the describing point P,, and representing those of the point of contact Q by

means of the parameter
<f>,
X = a<f>^, Y = 2a<f>, then the arc ^Q is

= a [(^ V(<^'+ 1) + log {.^ + V(</>' + 1))],

so that, taking the origin at the point 0, which comes into contact with the vertex

A, this is also the value of OQ, and we then have

x=OQ-QF.
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Producing the axis of the parabola to meet the line y = in k, we have

and thence KM= a<f>' + x^ ; and then, if 9 be the inclination AKQ of the axis of

the parabola,

KM' = (a^« + z\) cos 0, MM' = (a(f>'- + x,) sin 9
;

and thence also

Kr = (a<^= + «i) cos d + y^ sin ^, P,P' = (a(f>' + x,) sin d-y,cosd;

KQ = 2a^^ sec 0,

QP' = 2a(^^ sec - (atjt' + a^) cos 0-y,sm 0.

1

also

and thence

We have tan 0= -: , and thence
9

hence
-^'^-Ti^y -"''TiAry -«-^^;

P,P' =

and the values of x, y thus become

that is,

_ g^' + a?!
-
^y,

^
V(0' + i) •

In particular, for the focus of the parabola, a;, = a, yj = 0, and the equations become

a! = olog{<^ + V(<^"+l)),

y = a^/{<fr+l),
that is,

or say

this gives

and we have therefore

^'°M^^/(^

-(-9=iV(f:-')^

J. l»|exp.g) + e.p. (-?)},

viz. as is well known, the epitrochoid described by the focus of the parabola is the

catenary.
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914

ON A SOLUBLE QUINTIC EQUATION.

[From the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. xiii. (1891), pp. 53—58.]

Mr Young, in his paper, "Solvable Quintic Equations with Commensurable

Coefficients," American Journal of Mathematics, x. (1888), pp. 99— 130, has given, in

illustration of his general theory of the solution of soluble quintic equations (founded

upon a short note by Abel), no less than twenty instances of the solution of a

quintic equation with purely numerical coefficients, having a solution of the form

^A+-^B+^/G + ^D, where A, B, C, D are numerical expressions involving only

square roots. But the solutions are not presented in their most simple form : thus

in example 1, a;° + 3a^+2a;— 1 = 0, the expression involves a radical

\/if- (21125 +9439V5)

:

here

(21125 + 9439) ^Jo, = ^5 (9439 + 4225 V5), = V-5 • i (18 + 5 ^5)- (1 + ,/o)- (2 + ^/5),

80 that, taking out the roots of the squared factors, we have as the pi'oper form

of the radical the verj- much more simple form V47 (2 + s/o) \J5 ; where observe that

(2+v'5)(2-V5) = -l, and thence (2 + -y/S) V- 47 (2 - ^5^5 = -^^47 (2 + V5) V5, viz. the

conjugate radicals V— 47 (2 - V5) V5 and V47 (2 + VS) \/5 differ only by a factor 2 + v'5

which is rational in 1 and >Jb. To avoid fractions I consider the foregoing equation

under the form
a:» + 3000a'= + 20000a; - 1 00000 = 0,

and I will presently give the solution ; but first I consider the general theory.

Writing
-4=0', ^'=aY A" = (1^0,

B = fi\ B'=a^-, 5"=/3'S,

C = 7», C" = 7=8, C" = arf,

D=B\ J[)'=/38=, D"=yl^
we have A'D' = a"B^ffy, B'C = aB^-y\ Also

j„_A'F B'D' „„ A'C
J.,,

CD'
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which determine A", E', C", D" in terms of A', F, C, U, aS, ^y; and then

A'A"

^7 ' ^^-aT' ^-^r' ^-^sT'
A =

which give A, B, C, D.

If now we assume a; = a + /8 + 7 + S, and regard A, B, C, D, A', B', C, D',

A", 5", G", D", aS, ySy each as a rational function, we may express x, a?, a?, al^ each

of them by means of rational functions or of rational functions multiplied into

a, /9, 7, 8 respectively: thus,

= a + ^ + 7 + 8,

8y aS c

2£'7 2A'B

A'fi ,
B'B C'a jyy

^y aB aB ^y '

+w^=^*'"*-^'^-+'S"*w.

X =a +/8 +7+8
a^ = a^ + ^-+r + S'

+ 2a^ + lay + 2aS + 2/37 + 2y38 + 278

&c. ; and we thus obtain

3? ^^ qa? -V ra? 'i- sx -¥ t

=A+B+C+D
+ (20aS + 30^7) (A' + H) + 30 {a.B + 2O/37) (£' + C)

¥mA' +F + G' + D') + 2riaB + 0y) + t

lOD'"-..{a.".5§V^-^.ioc".
aB

v.^7+ 10a^82 + 205" + 20D" + SO^rf + SOD"^ + GOa^yB
(Xo

(B" W o ^ .^ \ f-fC .
2m

^,,„, dA'" , F'aB ,^,„ IOC"

-,// aS

+ 7l--f

+ 10/3V + 20Z)" + 20(7" + SOa^'S^ + 30(7" ^ + 600/878

P7 P7
a8

+ 10^=7'' + 20^" + 205" + 30a=8^ + 305" - + GOa^yB

[A" 3J5" „„ ^ .\ (ly 2B'\

^n^+T7-''^^-*-H-^Kr7+^7)^'.

+ 8{5Z)" + ^JV5^^+105" + 1^^

/37
lOa^'S'' + 20(7" + 204" + 30/3V + 304"

J|
+ 600/878

+ «(S+-i'+^°^+'*''^)+'(S + S^)+|
C. XIII. 12
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If, then, «• + 9«* + rx* + sx + < = 0, we have the rational term = 0, and the

coefficients of o, /9, 7, S each =0; in the class of equations under consideration,

these last equations differ only in the signs of the radicals contained therein, so

that one of them being satisfied identically, the others will be also satisfied. In

particular, if 5 = 0, then aS + ^y = 0: the rational term gives

A+B+C + D-10aB{A' + iy-B'-C') + t = 0,

and the term in a gives

5A" + 15^' + IOC" - 102)" + ^ (C'« + 2Jy*) +^ (C'' + 2-0') - 20a=8= + s = 0.

For the equation «•+ SOOOa:" + 20000a! - 100000 = 0, the expression for the root is

x= ^A + ^B + 4/C+^D, where

A = 39000 + 18200 V5 + ( 1720 + 920 <J5) V235 + 94 Vo.

D = 39000 + 18200 V5 + (- 1720 - 920 V5) ^235 + 94 V5,

B = 39000 - 18200 V5 + (- 1720 + 920 -v/5) \/235 - 94 V5,

C = 39000 - 18200 V5 + ( 1720-920^5)^235-94^5,

and where also

A' =- 150 - 70 VS + (- 10 - 2 V5) V235 + 94 V5,

ly = - 150 - 70 V5 + ( 10 + 2 V5) V235T94V5,

£'=-150+ 70V5 + ( 10- 2 V5) V235 - 94 V5,

C = - 150 + 70 VS + (- 10 + 2 V5) V235 - 94 ^5,
and

A" = - 940 - 100 Vo + (- 100 + 20 V5) V235 + 94 V5,

Z)" = -940- 100V5 + (
100- 20 V5) V235T94V5,

5" = - 940 + 100 V5 + ( 100 + 20 ^5) V235 - 94 ^5,

C"=-940+ 100V5 + (- 100- 20 ^5) V235 - 94 ^5.

The foregoing forms arc in some respects the most convenient; but it is to be
observed that we have

A = 2600 V5 (1 + V5) ( 2 + V5) + 40 (1 + V5) (18 + V5) Vi7V5(2 + V5), &c.,

A' 10V5(1 + V5)( 2+ V5) - 2V5 ( 1+ V5)V47 ^5(2 + V5), &c.,

A"= 20(1-V5)(18 + 13V5) +20V5 ( 1- Vo)V47V5(2+V5), &c..

or putting for shortness

V<2 = V47V5(2 + V5), V(2i = V-47V5(2-V5),
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that is,

whence
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(so that, according to a foregoing remark, we have (2 + \/5) VQ = VQi), then we have

A ^ 40 (1+ V5) {65 V5 ( 2 + >J5) + (18 + 5 V5) VQ}, &c.,

A' =-2^f5{l + ^5){ 5(2+ V5)+ VQ}, &c.,

^" = 20 (1 - V5) {
18 + 13 v/5 + V5 VQ}, &c.,

where observe that the term 2 + \/5 is a factor of Q.

Starting from the values of A'. B', C", D', we have

^' = - 2 V5 (1 + V5) {5 (2 + V5) + VQ},

i/ = - 2 V5 (1 + V5) (5 (2 + V5) - VQ},
and therefore

A'D' = 20 (1 + V5)= (2 + V5) {25 (2 + ^J5) - 47 V5},

where the last factor is

= 50-22^5, =-2V5(ll-5V5), =- ^/5 (1- ^/5y(2- ^o).

A'D' = -^/5. 20 (- 4>y (- 1) = 320 ^/5,

A'iy = (aBy^y = 320'^5, and similarly B'C = aB{^yy = -320 ^/5,

aS = — 4 V5, ^y=4i \/5, and aS + /Sy = 0, as above.

We have, moreover,
^' = -2V5(l + V5){5(2 + Vo) + VQ}.

B'= 2V5(l-V5){5(2-V5)-VQi},

4'F = 80 {- 25 - VQQ, + 5 (2 - V5) VQ - 5 (2 + V5) VQi},

= 80 {- 25 - 47 V5 +(5 (2 - ^/b) - 5) VQ},

A'E^^y= 4V5{-25-47 V5 + 5(l-V5)\/Q}

= -20(47 + 5V5) + 20V5(l-\/5)\/Q, =A";

and similarly we verily the values of B", G" and U'.

We have next

A'A" = 160 V5 {(10 + 5 V5 + VQ) (18 + 13 V5 + Vo >JQ)},

or observing that QiJ5 is = 235 (2 + V5), the whole term in
{ }

is

= (505 + 220 V5) + (470 + 235 V5) + (18 4- 13 V5 + 25 + 10 ^/5) ^Q,

= 975 + 455 V5 + (43 + 23 V5) s/Q = 65 -v/5 (7 + 3 ^5) + (43 + 23 VS) VQ

;

or we have
A'A" = 160 V5 {65 Va (7 + 3 V5) + (43 + 23 VS) VQ},

= 160 V5 (1 + V5) {65 V5 (2 + V5) + (18 + 5 V5) VQ),
and consequently

A'A" -f- /37 = 40 (1 + V5) {65 ^5 (2 + V5) + (18 + 5 ^5) VQ}, =^ I

and similarly we verify the values of B, G, D.

12—2

and thence

that is,
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In the proposed equation a;» + 3000a;> + 20000a; -100000 = 0, we have r = 3000,

8 = 20000. t = - 100000, o8 = - 4 VS ; the two equations to be verified thus are

A-i-B + G + D + iO>J5(A' + D'-F-C')- 100000 = 0,

and

5A" + 15B" + IOC" - lOD" - "^ (C"» + 22)'') - 150 V5 (C + 2D') - 1600 + 20000 = 0.
4

As to the first of these, we have A + B + G + D = 156000, A' + 1)' -B' - C = -280 ^/5,

and the equation thus is

156000 + 40 V5 (- 280 ^5) - 100000 = 0,

which is right.

For the second equation, if in the calculation we keep the radicals in the first

instance distinct, we have

5i4" + 155" + IOC" - lOi)" = - 18800 + 3000 -v/5 + (- 1500 + 300 VS) VQ+ (500 + 100 VS) VQi,

- 150 V5 (C + 2D') = {- 450 - 70 >/5

+ (20 + 4 + Vo) VQ + (- 10 + 2 V5) VQi) (- 150 V5)

-1600 + 20000 =18400

-^ (C'» + 2D'') = - '^/ {282000 + 416800 V5

+ (- 8800 - 4000 V5) VQ + (4400 - 2000 VS) VQi}-

Substituting in the equation, we ought to have

= - 18800+ 3000 V5 + (- 1500 + 300V5)\/Q + ( 500+ 100 V5) VQi

+ 52500 + 67500 V5 + (- 3000 - 3000 V5) VQ + (- 1500 + 1500 ^5) VQi

+ 18400

- 52100 - 70500 V5 + ( 5000 + 2200 V5) VQ + ( 2500 - 1100 V5) VQi,

that is,

= (500 - 500 ^5) VQ + (1500 + 500 V5) VQi,
viz.

0= 500{(l-V5)VQ + (3 + V5)VQx},

which is satisfied in virtue of VQ= (2 + Vo) VQi : this completes the verification.
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915.

ON THE PAKTITIONS OF A POLYGON.

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. xxii. (1891),

pp. 237—262. Read March 12, 1891.]

1. The partitions are made by non-intersecting diagonals; the problems which

have been successively considered are (1) to find the number of partitions of an

r-gon into triangles, (2) to find the number of partitions of an r-gon into k parts,

and (3) to find the number of partitions of an r-gon into ^-gons, r of the form

n(jp-2) + 2.

Problem (1) is a particular case of (2) ; and it is also a particular case of (3)

;

but the problems (2) and (3) are outside each other ; for problem (3) a very elegant

solution, which will be here reproduced, is given in the paper, H. M. Taylor and

R. C. Rowe, "Note on a Geometrical Theorem," Proc. Land. Math. Soc, t. xiii. (1882),

pp. 102—106, and this same paper gives the history of the solution of (1).

The solution of (2) is given in the memoir, Kirkman "On the ^-partitions of

the r-gon and r-ace," Phil. Trans., t. CXLVII. (for 1857), p. 225 ; viz. he there gives

for the number of partitions of the r-gon into k parts (or, what is the same thing,

by means of ^ — 1 non-intersecting diagonals) the expression

[r + k- 2]*-' [r - 3]*-'

[/fc]*-' [^ - 1]*-^ '

but there is no complete demonstration of this result.

If k = r — 2, we have the solution of the problem (1) ; viz. the number of partitions

of the r-gon into triangles is

= [2r - 4]'-' -f- [r - 2]'-'.

The present paper relates chiefly to the foregoing problem (2), the determination
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of the number of partitions of the r-gon into k parts, or, what is the same thing,

by means of ifc — 1 non-intersecting diagonals.

2. Assuming for the moment the foregoing result, then for k=l, the number

of partitions is

-1.
for Jfc = 2 it is

r.r-3
" 2 '

for ib = 3 it is

_r+l.r.r — 3.r —

4

12
'

and so on. As a simple verification, k=2, the number of partitions is equal to the

number of diagonals, viz. this is number of pairs of summits less number of sides,

that is,

Jr(r-l)— r, =^r(r— 3).

For convenience, I give the first Table on the next page, which is a tabulation

of the functions

f/i = <c>+ a^+ af+ af + ...+af,

^'^+-+
4.3.2.3.2.1

'"'

TT_ r + S.r+2.r + l.r.r — S.r — 4>.r—5.r~6
•••"'"

5.4.3.2.4.3.2.1 '

&c.

3. And in connexion herewith, I give the second Table on the next page, which
is a tabulation of the functions

V, = af+2x'+ 3of+ 4,af>+... + l^^^x''+\

F.= 14^+72;C + ... + 3 ^-"^-^+/3"-Y7^-^"^ ^'.

5.4.3.4.3.2.1 ^ '

&c.
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r= *= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

3

4 2

5 5 6

6 9 21 14

7 14 56 84 42

8 20 120 300 330 132

9 27 225 825 1485 1287 429

10 35 386 1925 5005 7007 5005 1430

11 44 616 4004 14014 28028 32032 19448 4862

12 54 936 7644 34398 91728 148512 143208 76582 16796

13 65 1365 13650 76440 259896 556920 755820 629850 293930 58786

14 77 1925 23100 167080 659736 1790712 3197700 3730650 2735810 1144066 208012

15 90 2640 37400 302940 1534896 5116320 11511720 17587350 17978180 11767536 4487400 742900

r= k=2 8 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

4 1

6 2 4

6 3 14 14

7 4 32 72 48

8 5 60 226 330 165

9 6 100 550 1320 1430 672

10 7 154 1155 4004 7007 6006 2002

11 8 224 2184 10192 25480 34944 24052 7072

12 9 812 3822 22932 76440 148512 167076 100776 25194

13 10 420 6300 47040 199920 514080 813960 775200 396800 90440

14 11 660 9900 89760 476240 1534996 3197700 4263600 3517470 1634380 326876

16 12 704 14960 161668 1023264 4093066 10744272 18759840 18573816 15690048 6547520 1188640

4. These functions, U and V, are particular values satisfying the equation

that this is so will appear from the following general investigation,

5. Taking tv, y as independent variables, denoting by X an arbitrary function

of X, and using accents to denote differentiations in regard to oo, we require the

following identity:

1.2 ^1.2.3
<^')'

+r^ (^^)" + - = j^ -^ o^^^)' + 170 <^'>" -^ -F'
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which I prove as follows. Writing U to denote the same function of u which X is

of as, I start from the equation

u-x + yU,

which determines u as a function of the independent variables x, y. We have

%ii-yU')=U, %ii-yU') = i,

where the accent denotes diflferentiation in regard to u; hence

du _ Tjdu _ u — x du

dy dx y dx'
or say

dw , , d«

ydy^^^'-^'^dx-
Writing

Mi= \udx,

and therefore

du,

this equation may be written

d'^Wi dur, du du
V 1—

5

i" =w-i u — x^f-;" dxdy ax dx dx

or, integrating with respect to x, we have

du, , „

or say

2 dw, _ 2 (Ml - ^a?) ^ {u - xy

y dy y' ~ t '

that 18,

'dy\ y ) f
6. But, from the equation

u = x-^yU,
we have

2 j^ /M, - \(i^\ _ (w - xy

and thence

«a = io^ + yZ, + j^2 ^' + i-;f73
(^')' + -.

if for a moment Zj is written for \xdx. And hence, from the relation obtained

above, we have the required identity

i'.^'+nlr3(^-)'+r:lfcw+...-(x+JL(z,'+J_3<zT+...f.
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This of course gives the series of identities

2

1T2V4 ^^-y

=

ro ^ ^^-y + {o (^')'

or say

Z> =X',

(Z^)'=|Z(Z%

all of which may be easily verified.

7. I multiply each side of the identity by «^, and write

^' = ^172^4
<^'>"'

;^' = ^ 1.2.3.4.5
(^')"''

We thus obtain two sets of functions U and V, satisfying the before-mentioned equation.

We have

and it will be observed that we have, moreover, the relations

U, = ^x{ar'r,y, U, = ia;{ar^V,y, U, = ^x(ar'V,y

8. In particular, if

then the general term

in X is af~S

in Z» is (r-3)af,

in X' IS ^—

^

^ '

,., . r — 3.r — 4.r — 5
^° ^ ^' 17273

'

c. XIII. 13

X- '^

the first term occurring when r-= 3,

» i>
r == 4,

-2

»>

r =

r =

= 5,

= 6,
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from which it appears that, for this value of X, U^, V„ U», U^, &c., have the

before-mentioned values (No, 2), and further that F„ F„ Vt, V^, &c., have also the

before-mentioned values (No. 3).

9. We do not absolutely require, but it is interesting to obtain, the finite

expressions of these functions. We have

(l-x) tr, = ^(l),

(!-«)• Ut = a!'{2-x),

(1-xy J7, = a:»(5-4a; + a:'),

(l-xf U, = ai'(li-lix + 6x'-x'),

(l-a!)» U, = x'('i2-4:8x+27a^-8x'+x*),

(1 - a;)" Ut'-afi (132 - IQox + llOa,'^' - 44»» + 10a;* - a*)

;

(l-xf V, = af (1),

(1 - xY V, = cc' (4 - 2a;),

(l-x)' V^^afi (U-I2x + Sa^),

{l-xf Vi = af (48 - .54a; -1- 24a;= - 4a;=),

(1 - xf V, = aJ» (165 - 220a; -f- 132a;= - 40a;' + oaf),

and here the factors in ( ) satisfy the series of relations

1 = P,

4-2a;=2(2-a;),

14 - 12a; -t- 3a;» = 2 . 1 (5 - 4a; -1- a;=) + (2 - a;)=,

48 - 54a; -f- 24a;«- 4a;' = 2 . 1 (14 - 14a; + 6a;= - a;») 4- 2 (2 - a;) (5 - 4a; + ar'),

corresponding to

given by the before-mentioned equation (No. 7), between the functions V and U.

10. It is to be shown that, taking Ui, U^, U^, ... for the functions which belong

to the partitions of the r-gon (assumed to be unknown functions of r and the

suffixes), and connecting them with a set of functions Fj, Fj, F4, ... by the

relations

U,= hx (X-' F,)', U, = ix (a;-» F,)', U, = ^x (ar" F,)', &c.,

then we have the foregoing identical equation

{V.+ V,y+V,f + ...) = {U,+ U,y+U,f +U,y' + ...y.
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This implies the relations

V, = 2U,U, + 2U,U„

&C.

Thus, if ?7i is known, the equation

V, = U,'

determines Vo, and then the equation

determines U^, so that Ui, U« are known ; and we thence in the same way find

successively U3 and F,, U^ and V^, and so on; that is, assuming only that Ui has

the before-mentioned value,

Ui=a^ + a!* + af^ + ... + x''+...,

it follows that all the remaining functions U and V must have their before-mentioned

values. But the function

Ui = a^ + a:* + x>+ ...,

where each coefficient is =1, is evidently the proper expression for the generating

function of the number of partitions of the r-gon into a single part; and we thus

arrive at the proof that the remaining functions U, which are the generating functions

for the number of partitions of the r-gon into 2, 3, 4, ..., k, parts, have their before-

mentioned values.

11. Considering, then, the partition problem from the point of view just referred

to, I write Ar, Br, Cr, ... for the number of partitions of an r-gon into 1 part,

2 parts, 3 parts, &c., and form therewith the generating functions

and also the functions

I7. = .iiO? \- AiO^ -t- ..-1- ArX"- -)-...,

u,= 5,^ + ..-1- BrX"^ +...,

u,= C.a;»-t-. ..4- GrX" ^...,

y.= 1^*^+ •
.-^-5,af+''+...,

r

y.=
4

.+^CrXr^'+...,

where observe that the functions U, V are such that

U, = ^x{ar^V^y, U, = ix(ar^V,y, f/, = ^a; («-= F,)', &c.

To fix the ideas, consider an r-gon which is to be divided into six parts.

Choosing any particular summit, and from this summit drawing a diagonal successively

13—2
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to each of the non-adjacent r-3 summits, we divide the r-gon into two parts in

r — 3 different ways ; viz. the two parts are

a 3-gon and (r— l)-gon,

4-gon and (r— 2)-gon,

(r — l)-gon and 3-gon

;

say any one of these ways is

an a-gon and /3-gon, o -t- /3 = r -f- 2.

Next, writing
a + 6 = 6,

that is,

o, 6 = 1, 5,

2, 4,

3, 3,

4, 2,

5, 1,

we divide in every possible way the a-gon into a parts, and the ;8-gon into h parts

(so dividing the r-gon into six parts). Observing that A, B, C, D, E, F are the

letters belonging to the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively, the number of parts

which we thus obtain (corresponding to the different values of a, h) are

A^E^ + B^D^ + C^Gp + D^Bfi + E^A^

,

and summing for the different values of a, y8 (a + /8 = r + 2), the whole nuinber of

parts is

= coeff. «;'•+'' in {U,U,+ U,U,+ U,U,+ U,U,+ L\U,),

that is,

= coeff. af+» in ( 2 CT, [T, -(- 2 [/, JJ^ -f- U^).

12. To obtain the whole number of the partitions of the ?'-gon into six parts,

we must perform the foregoing process successively with each summit of the 7--gon

as the summit from which is drawn the diagonal which divides the r-gon into two

parts; that is, the number found as above is to be multiplied by r. We thus

obtain all the partitions repeated a certain number of times, viz. each partition into

six parts is a partition by means of five diagonals, and is thus obtainable by the

foregoing process, taking any one of the ten extremities of these diagonals as the

point from which is drawn the diagonal which divides the r-gon into two parts

;

that is, we have to divide the foregoing product by 10. The final result thus is

where

we thus have

— Fr = coeff. af+» in {W,U, + 2U,U,+ U,%

— Fr is = coeff. af+' in F,;

V, = W,U,-^2U,U,+ U,\
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13. The reasoning is perfectly general ; and applying it successively to the

partitions into two parts, three parts, &c., we have

V, = 2U,U„

V, = 2U,U, + 2U,U„

where any function V is related to the corresponding function U as above. The
value of Ui is obviously

U, = x' + a^ + a^ + ...=:r^;
1 —X

and hence the several functions U and V have the values above written down ; the

general term of Ut is

[r+k- 2]*-' [r - 3]*-'

[^']*-' [k - 1]*-'

and the number of partitions of the r-gon into k parts is equal to the coefficient

of a;' in this general term.

14. In the investigations which next follow, I consider, without using the method

of generating functions, the problem of the partition of the r-gon into 2, 3, 4 or 5

parts ; it will be convenient to state the results as follows

:

Number of Partitions.

2 parts, 2 ^>

af;

3 parts, -7 2A,

4 parts, ^ (3^ + 2B),

5 parts, ^ {4-A + 8B + 2C)

;

o

where the capital letters refer to different " diagonal-types," thus

:

2 parts,

or 1 diagonal; or 2 diagonals:

3 parts, 4 parts,

or 3 diagonals:

A D

/\

5 parts, or 4 diagonals:ABC
III Cl.l c

viz. if, in a polygon divided into k parts by means of A; — 1 diagonals, we delete

all the sides of the polygon, leaving only the diagonals, then these will present them-

selves under distinct forms, which are what I call " diagonal-types " ; for instance, when

A; = 4,

there are the two types A and B shown in the above diagram for four parts.
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15. It is to be observed that we have sub-tj'pes corresponding to the coalescence

of the terminal points of dififerent diagonals ; thus, suppose

A; = 4.

Writing now A° and B° to denote the forms without coalescences, we have the sub-

types A", A', A" and B'. R, R', F", as follows:

4 parts, or 3 diagonals;

^4° A' A" B° B' B" B"

III Al N /K A A ^ A
where observe that under A" are included two distinct forms, which, nes'ertheless, by

reason that there is in each of them the same number (= 2) of coalescences, are

reckoned as belonging to the same sub-type.

16. The numbers called A, B, C, &c., have values which may be directly

determined. I write down as follows:

1 diagonal, A = —=— .

... , . r-3.r-2.r-l r-3 r-S.r-4, ^..
2 diagonals, A =

j, z ^—= ^ {r + l);

where the calculation is

r-2.r-l=r^-3r + 2

-6 -6

= r — 4 . r -I- 1.

„,. , . r-S.r-2.r-l.r.r+l „/r-3.r-2.r-l r-3\ r-3
3 diagonals, A = ^ 2

(^

^ ^-j - -^

_ r-3.r-2.r- l.r.r + l r-3.r-2.r-l ,r-3
120

""^
6

'' "1~

r — 3.r — 4.r — 5,„ ,,

120
(^ + 7r-+2);

where the calculation is

r — 2.r — l.r.r + l=r* — 2r^— r'+ 2r

-40.r-2.r-l _40^ + i20r- 80

+ 120 + 120

B =

r*-2r'-41r» + 122r4- 40

= r-4.r-5.r''-^7r-|-2.

r — 5.r — 4.r— S.r- 2.r — 1

120

r — 3.r — 4.r — 5

120
('•-l-^-2).
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r-S.r-2.r-l.r.r+l.r + 2.r + 3
4 diagonals, A

5040

^
120

+^
6 ^T"

r — 3.r — 4.r — o.T— 6,=
5040

(r- + 18r^ + 65r);

where the calculation is

/•-2.r-l.r.r+l.r + 2.r + 3 = r« + 3r>- or*- 15r^+ 4r2+ 12r

-126.r-2.r-l.r.r + l - 126r*+ 252r3 + 126r2- 252r

+ 2520 . r - 2 . r- - 1 + 2520?^ - 7560r + 5040

- 5040 - 5040

r« + 3r» - ISlr* + 237r» + 2650r2 - 7800r

= r — i.r — o.r— 6.r^ + 18r^ + 65r.

Also

D _ »'-5.r-4.r-3.r— 2.r — l.r.r+1 ?--5.r-4.r-3.r-2.r-l
5040 120

r — S.r — i.r—o.r—G
(r - 1 . r - 2 . r + 7),

•)• *7 /** ft *• f\ /n 4

5040

r-7.r-6.r-5.r-4.r-3.r — 2.r-l
5040

r — 3.r — 4.r — 6.r — 6

5040

where the calculation is

(r - 1 . r - 2 . »• - 7)

;

r.r+1 =r' + r

- 42 - 42

r' + r - 42

= r - 6 . r + 7.

17. To explain the fonnation of these expressions, observe that

:

One diagonal.—There must be on each side of the diagonal, or say in each of

the two " intervals " formed by the diagonal, two sides ; there remain r — 4 sides

which may be distributed at pleasure between the two intervals, and the number of

ways in which this can be done is

^ r-3
1

Two diagonals.—There must be on each side of the two diagonals, or say in

two of the four intervals formed by the diagonals, two sides ; there remain r — 4

sides to be distributed between the same four intervals, and the number of ways in

which this can be done is

_ ?-3.r-2.r-l~
6
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But we must exclude the distributions where there is no side in the one interval

and no side in the other interval between the two diagonals; the number of these

is that for the case of the coalescence of the two diagonals into a single diagonal,

viz. it is

_r-3
~

1 '

and thus the number required is

r-3.r-2.r-l r-3
6 1

18. Three diagonals, A.—There must be on each side of the three diagonals,

that is, in two of the six intervals formed by the diagonals, two sides ; there remain

r — 4 sides' to be distributed between the same six intervals, and the number of ways

in which this can be done is

_r — 3.r— 2.r — l.r.r + 1

120

But we must exclude distributions which would permit the coalescence of the first

and second, or of the second and third, or of all three of the diagonals. For the

coalescence of the first and second diagonals (the third diagonal not coalescing), the

term to be subtracted is

r-3.r-2.r-l r-3
6 1 '

and the same number for the coalescence of the second and third diagonals (the

first diagonal not coalescing); that is, the last-mentioned number is to be multiplied

by 2 ; and for the coalescence of all three diagonals the number to be subtracted is

_r-3
1 '

we have thus the foregoing value

r-3.r-2.r-l.r.r+l r-3.r-2.r-l ,r-3
120

~^-
G "^^nT'

where it will be observed that we have the binomial coefiicients 1, 2, 1 with the

signs +, -, +.

Three diagonals, B.—There must be outside each of the three diagonals, that is,

in three of the six intervals formed by the diagonals, two sides; and there remain
r - 6 sides to be distributed between the six intervals ; the number of ways in which
this can be done is

r— 5.r — 4.r — 3.r — 2.r— 1

120 '

and there is here no coalescence of diagonals, so that this is the number required.

19. Four diagonals, .4.—There must be on each side of the four diagonals, that
is, in two of the eight intervals formed by the diagonals, two sides; there remain
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r — 4 sides to be distributed between the eight intervals, and the number of ways

in which this can be done is

r — S.r-2.r—l.r.r+l.r+2.r + 3

5040
•

But this number requires to be corrected for coalescences, as in the case Three

diagonals, A ; and the required number is thus found to be

r — 3.r — 2.r — l.r.r + l.r+2.r + 3 „r — 3.r — 2.r-l.r.r + i
o

5040

+ 3

120

3.r-2.r-l -1 r-3

Four diagonals, B.—There must be outside of three of the diagonals, that is, in

each of three of the eight intervals formed by the diagonals, two sides; there remain

r— 6 sides to be distributed between the eight intervals, and the number of ways

in which this can be done is

r — 5.r — 4.r — 3.r— 2.r— l.r.r+ 1

5040

There is a correction for the coalescence of two of the diagonals, giving rise to a

form such as Three diagonals, B; and consequently there is a term

1— 0.1— 4.V— 3.r — 2.r — 1

120 '

which, with the first-mentioned term, gives the required number.

Four diagonals, G.—There must be outside of each of the diagonals, that is, in

each of four of the eight intervals formed by the diagonals, two sides ; there remain

r — 8 sides to be distributed between the eight intervals, and the number of ways in

which this can be done is

r— 7.r— 6.5— 5.r— 4.r — 3.r — 2.r — 1

5040

which is the required number.

20. In the expressions of No. 14, A, 2A, SA + 2B, iA+8B + 2C, if we regard

the terminals of the diagonals as given points, then (1) we have two summits,

which can be joined in one way only, giving rise to the diagonal-type A
; (2) we

have four summits, which can be joined in two ways only, so as to give rise to the

diagonal-type A
; (3) we have six summits, which can be joined in three ways so

as to give rise to a diagonal-type A, and in two ways so as to give rise to a

diagonal-type B; and (4) we have eight summits, which can be joined in four ways

80 as to give rise to a diagonal-type A, in eight ways so as to give rise to a

diagonal-type B, and in two ways so as to give rise to a diagonal-type C; we have

thus the linear forms in question. To obtain the number of partitions, we have in

each case to multiply by r. To explain this, after the polygon is drawn, imagine

c. XIII. 14
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the summits to be numbered 1, 2, 3, .... r in succession (the numbering may begin

at any one of the r summits); regarding each of these numberings as giving a

diflForeut partition, we should have the factor r. But, in fact, the partitions so

obtained are not all of them distinct, but we have in each case a system of

partitions repeated as many times as there are summits of the diagonals, that is, a

number of times equal to twice the number of the diagonals; and we have thus,

after the multiplication by r, to divide by the numbers 2, 4, 6, 8, in the four cases

respectively.

21. We hence have immediately:

—

Two parts, the number of partitions

r . r.r — 3
= 2^-"2Tl~'

Three parts, the number of partitions

_r ._r+l.r.r— 3.7' — 4
~2 3.2.2.1 '

Four parts, the number of partitions

-^{iA+ZB)^ 43 2.3.2.1
'

the calculation being

3 (r» + 7r + 2) = 3r= + 21r + 6

+ 2.r-l.r-2 +2^^- 6r+ 4

or" + 15r + 10

= 5.r + l .r+2;

Five parts, the number of partitions

»^ ^ ^ > 5.4.3.2.4.3.2.1

the calculation being

4 (r» + ISr* + 657-) = 4r^ + 72r2 + 260r

+ 8.r-l.r-2.r+7 + 8r» + 32r= - 152r + 112

+ 2.r-l.r-2.r-7 + 2/^-207^+ 46r - 28

= 14r» + 84r" + 154r + 84

= 14(r' + 6r"+ llr + 6)

= 14.r + l.j' + 2.r + 3.

To complete the theory, it would be in the first instance necessary to find for

any given number of diagonals, k-\, whatever, the number and form of the

diagonal-types. A, B, C, &c. ; this is itself an interesting question in the Theory of

Partitions, but I have not considered it.
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22. Although the foregoing process (which, it will be observed, deals with the

diagonal-types, without any consideration of the sub-types) is the most simple for the

determination of the numbers A, B, C, &c., yet it is interesting to give a second

process. Considering the several cases in order:

One diagonal, A.—The diagonal has two summits ; we must have on each side

of it one summit, and there remain r—4t summits which may be distributed between

the two intervals formed by the diagonals. This can be done in ways, or we

have, as before,

1
A =

Two diagonals, A.—The diagonals have four summits; we must have outside each

diagonal one summit, and there remain r — 6 summits to be distributed between the

four intervals formed by the diagonals; this can be done in
'-—~—'-

ways,

or we have this value for .4°. But the two top summits of the diagonals, or the

two bottom summits, may coalesce ; in either case, the diagonals have three summits.

We must have outside each diagonal one summit, and there remain r — 5 summits

to be distributed between the three intervals formed by the diagonals ; the number
of ways in which this can be done is

r — 4.r- —

3

say this is the value of A'. And we then have A=A'' + 2A',

_r+ l.r — 3 . r — 4

as before. The calculation is

r-b + Q = r-\-\.

23. Three diagonals, A.—See No. 15 for the figures of the sub-types. We have

A=A'' + ^A' + '^A",

where the coefficients, 4 and 4, are the number of ways in which A' and A"
respectively can be derived from A" by coalescences of summits. For A°, the

diagonals have six summits, and there must be outside of two diagonals one

summit; there remain r — 8 summits to be distributed between the six intervals

formed by the diagonals, and we have

r — 7 . r — 6 . r — 5 . r — 4 . r — 3
A'' = -

120

For A', the diagonals have five summits, and we must have outside of each of two

diagonals, one summit ; there remain r — 7 summits to be distributed between the

five intervals formed by the diagonals ; we thus have

•6.r — .5.r — 4.r — 3
A'^'

24

14—2
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For A", the diagonals have four summits; there must be outside of each of two

diagonals one summit, and there remain r — 6 summits to be distributed between

the four intervals formed by the diagonals; we thus have

. „ r — 5.r — 4.r —

3

A g .

The foregoing values give

as before. The calculation is

r-6.r-7=r'-13r+ 42

+ 20.r--6 +20r-120

+ 80 +80

r» + 7r + 2.

Three diagonals, B.—See No. 15 for the figures of the sub-types. We have

£ = fi° + 3JS' + 3£" + B"'.

For J5°, the diagonals have six summits, and there must be outside each of the

three diagonals one summit ; there remain r — 9 summits to be distributed between

the six intervals formed by the diagonals. We thus have

no r — 8.r — 7.r— 6.r — 5.?'— 4^
120

•

Similarly,

„ r — 7.r— 6.r— 5.r — 4 -^„ r— 6.r — 5.r — 4 ™„ r-5.r — 4B ^^ , B g , B = ^ .

Hence
„ r — 5.r — 4 .r — 3 .r — 2. r — 1

^ =
120

'

as before. The calculation is

r-6.r-7.r--8 = r'-21r' + 146r - 336

+ 15.r-6.r-7 + 15r= - 19.5r + 630

+ 60 . r - 6 + 60r- - 360

+ 60 +60

r* - 6^ + llr - 6

= ?• -l.r--2.r- 3.

24. Four diagonals, A.—The figures of the sub-types oi A, B, G can be supplied

mthout difficulty. We have

A^A" ^r<aA• -^ 12.4" + 8A'",
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where I remark that the numerical coefficients 1, 6, 12, 8 are the terms of (1, 2)'.

We have

.o_r-9.r-8.7'-7.r-6.r-5.r-'i.r-3

A' =

A" =

A"' =

5040

r --8 .r--1 .r--6.r-5 r--4 r--3

720

r--7 r --6.r-5 r--4 r--3

120

r--G.r-5 r--4 r~-3

24
and thence

. r — 3.r — 4. r — 5 .r— 6 ,^ =
5040

(r'+lSr^ + eSr),

as before. The calculation is

r -9 .r -8.r -7 = 1^ - 24r^ + 191r - 504

+ 42.r-8.r-7 + 42r= - 630r + 2352

+ 504 . r - 7 + 504r - 3528

+ 1680 + 1680

r^ + 18?-^ 4- 65r

Four diagonals, B.—We have

B = B° + 5R + 9F' + 7F" + 2B'\

where the coefiBcients, 1, 5, 9, 7, 2, are the terms of (1, 1)^(1, 2). We have

jy, r — lO.r — 9.r — 8.r — 7.r— 6.r— 5.r —

4

B' =

B" =

B"' =

B" =

5040

r--9 .r--8 .r--7 .r--6.7---5 . r--4
720

r--8 r--7 r--6.r--5 r--4

120

r--7 r --6.r--5 r --4

24

r--6.r--5. T --4

and thence

B r — 3.r— 4.r — 5.r — 6
''

5040
r-l.r-2.r + 7,
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as before. The calculation is

r_10.r-9.r-8.r-7=r*-34r» + iSl?-* - 2ilir + 5040

+ 35.r-9.r-8.r-7 +35r»- 840r" + 6685r - 17640

+ 378.r-8.r-7 + 378r» - 5670r + 21168

+ 1470 . r - 7 + 1470r - 10290

+ 1680 + 1680

r*+ r>- 317^4- 7lr

-

= r -3.r-2.r-l.r + 7.

Four diagonals, C.—We have

C = Cr + iC' + 6C" + 40'" + 1C^

where the coefficients are the terms of (1, 1)*. We have

„„ r-ll.r-10.r-9.r-8.r-7.r-6.r-5

c =

C" =

C"' =

C^" =

42

5040

r-10 r--9 . r

-

-8. r - 7 . r --6 r--5

720

r--9 .r -8 r- 7.r--6 r--5

120

r

-

-8 r-7.r--6 r--5

24

r-7 .r--6 r--5

and thence

C = r — 7.r— 6.r — 5.r — 4.r — 3.r-

6

2.r-l
5040

I omit the calculation, as the equation is at once seen to be a particular case of

a known factorial formula.

2.5. We may analyse the partitions of an r-gon into a given number of parts,

according to the nature of the parts, that is, the numbers of the sides of the

several component polygons. It is for this purpose convenient to introduce the

notion of "weight"; say a triangle has the weight 1, then a quadrangle, as divisible

into two triangles, has the weight 2, a pentagon, as divisible into three triangles,

has the weight 3,..., and generally an r-gon, as divisible into r — 2 triangles, has

the weight r — 2. It at once follows that, if

W=w + w', or =:w+ w' + 'w", &c.,

then a polygon of weight W is divisible into two polygons of the weights w, w',

or into three polygons of the weights w, w', w" respectively ; and so on. Thus the

2-partitions of an 8-gon (weight = 6) are 15, 24, and 33; the 3-partitions are 114,
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123, 222, and so on. Of course the number of the partitions 15, 24, 33, is equal

to the whole number of the 2-partitions of the 8-gon, that is, =20; the number of

the partitions 114, 123, 222, is equal to the whole number of the 3-partitions of

the 8-gon, that is, it is = 120 ; and so in other cases. It is easy to derive in

order one from the other the numbers of the partitions of each several kind of the

polygons of the several weights 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, &c.; and I write down the accompanying

Table (No. 26), facing page 112, the process for the construction being as follows:

27. The first column (2 parts) is at once obtained. For a polygon of an odd

number of sides, for instance the 9-gon (weight = 7), imagining the summits numbered
in order 1, 2, ..., 9, we divide this into a triangle and octagon, or obtain the

partitions 16, by drawing the diagonals 13, 24,..., 81, 92: viz. the number is =9.
In the Table this is written, 16 = 9 ; and so in other cases. Similarly we divide it

into a quadrangle and heptagon, or obtain the partitions 25, by drawing the diagonals

14, 25, . .
.

, 82, 93 : viz. the number is again = 9 ; and we divide it into a pentagon

and a hexagon, or obtain the partitions 34, by drawing the diagonals 15, 26, ..., 83, 94:

viz. the number is = 9, and here

9 + 9 + 9 = 27,

the whole number of 2-partitions of the 9-gon. For a polygon of an even number
of sides, for instance the 10-gon (weight = 8), the process is a similar one, the only

difference being that for the division into two hexagons, (that is, for the partitions

44), each partition is thus obtained twice, or the number of such partitions is

^10, =5; the numbers for the partitions 17, 26, 35, 44, thus are 10, 10, 10, 5; and

we have
10+10 + 10 + 5 = 35,

the whole number of the 2-partitions of the 10-gon.

28. To obtain the second column (3 parts)—suppose, for instance, the 3-partitions

of the 9-gon; these are 115, 124, 133, 223. We obtain the number of the partitions

115 from the terms
16 = 9 and 25 = 9

of the first column: viz. in 16, changing the 6 into 15, that is, dividing the polygon

of weight 6 into two parts of weights 1 and 5 respectively: this can be done in

eight ways (see, higher up, 15 = 8 in the first column) ; and we thus obtain the

niunber of partitions

9x8 = 72;

and again, in 25, changing the 2 into 11, that is, dividing the polygon of weight

2 into two parts each of weight 1 : this can be done in two ways (see, higher up,

11 = 2 in the first column) ; and we thus obtain the number of partitions

9x2 = 18;

we should thus have, for the number of partitions 115, the sum

72 + 18 = 90,

only, as it is easy to see, each partition is obtained twice, and the number of the
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partitions 115 is the half of this, =45. And by the like process it is found that

the numbers of the partitions 124, 133, 223 are equal to 90, 45, 45 respectively;

and then, as a verification, we have

45 + 90 + 45 + 45 = 225,

the whole number of the S-partitions of the 9-gon.

29. The third column (4 parts) is derived in like manner from the second

column by aid of the first column ; and so in general, each column is derived in

like manner from the column which immediately precedes it, by aid of the first

column. And we have for the numbers in each compartment of any column the

verification that the sum of these numbers is equal to the whole number (for the

proper values of k and r) of the ^-partitions of the r-gon.

It might be possible, by an application of the method of generating functions,

to find a law for the numbers in any compartment of a column of the table ; but

I have not attempted to make this investigation.

30. In the table in No. 2, the numbers 1, 2, 5, 14, 42, &c., of the diagonal

line show the number of partitions of the triangle, the quadrangle, the 5-gon, ..., r-gon

into triangles: viz. these numbers show the number of partitions of the r-gon into

r — 2 parts, that is, into triangles ; and, for the r-gon, writing

k = r-2,
the number is

_ [2r - 4]'^»

~ [r-2]'-»

If, as above, taking the weight of the triangle to be 1, we write

r — 2=w,
then the number is

viz. this is the expression for the number of partitions of the polygon of weight w,

or (w + 2)-gon, into triangles.

31. The question considered by Taylor and Rowe, in the paper referred to in

No. 1, is that of the partition of the r-gon into ^-gons, for p, a given number >3;
this implies a restriction on the form of r, viz. we must have r — 2 divisible by

p — 2. In fact, generalizing the definition of w, if we attribute to a jj-gon the
weight 1, and accordingly to a polygon divisible into w p-gons the weight w, then,

r being the number of summits, we must have

r = (j)-2)w + 2.

In particular, if p = 4i, so that the r-gon is to be divided into quadrangles, then r is

necessarily even, and for the values

w = l, 2, 3, ....

we have

r=4, 6, 8, ....



X
[7*0 face page 112.

7 PABTS

= 132

= 1287

8 PABTS

1111111 1287x2= 2574

6 ) 2574= 429

10 1111112 2002x5 = 10010
5005x4=20020

11111111 5005x2= 10010

= 2002

= 5005

7007

6 ) 30030= 5005
7) 10010= 1430
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916.

[NOTE ON A THEOREM IN MATRICES.]

[From the Proceedings of tlie London Mathematical Society, vol. xxii. (1891), p. 458.]

Pkof. Cayley remarks that a "simple iustance [of the theorem] is that, if the

real symmetric matrix

(a, h, g )

h, A /!

g, f, c\

has two latent roots each = 0, and therefore a vacuity = 2, then it has also a nullity

= 2 [which may be shown as follows], viz. the conditions for a vacuity = 2 are

= 0, hc + ca-\-ah-f^-g''-h? = 0,a, h, 9

h, b, f

9> f. c

or, if as usual the determinant is called K, and if

(A, B, C, F, 0, H) = (bc-f\ ac-g\ ...).

ir = 0, ^+.B + C = 0,

Le.

and therefore

then, if

these equations give

BG-F^ = Ka = 0, AC-&' = Kb = 0, AB-H' = Kc = 0,

BG = F\ AG=G\ AB = H^-

A{A+B + G) = A''-\-H^-^&,

B{A+B + G) = H^+B^+F\
G{A+B + G)=G'' + F^ + 0\

or, if .4 + £ + C = 0, then for real values

A=B = G=F=G = H= 0,
i.e. nullity = 2."
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917.

[NOTE ON THE THEORY OF RATIONAL TRANSFORMATION.]

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. xxii. (1891),

pp. 475, 476.]

In my paper, "Note on the Theory of the Rational Transformation between
Two Planes, and on Special Systems of Points," Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. t. iii. (1870),

pp. 196—198, [450], I notice a difficulty which presents itself in the theory. The
transformaftion is given by the equations

x' : y' : z' = X : Y : Z,

where X, Y, Z are functions {*\x, y, zf, such that X = 0, F= 0, Z= are curves

in the first plane passing through Oj points each once, Bj points each twice (that is,

having each of the Oj points for a double point), Oj points each 3 times, and so

on. We have as the condition of a single variable point of intersection,

a, + 402 + 933 + . . . = n^ - 1,

and as the condition in order that each of the curves X =0, F=0, Z=0, or say

the curve aX + bY+cZ = 0, may be unicursal.

and we thence deduce

0, + 30,+ ...= J («-!)(« -2);

o,+ 3aj + 6a3+...=in(n + 3)-2;

viz. the postulation of the fixed points quoad a curve of the order n is less by 2

than the postulandum (or, as I prefer to call it, the capacity) ^n(n+S) of the curve

of the order n ; that is, there are precisely the three asyzygetic curves X =0, Y= 0,

Z=0. This is as it should be, assuming that the (Oj, a,, Oj,...) points are an ordinary

system of points: but what if they form a special system having a postulation less

15—2
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than o, + 3!J, + 6a, + ... ? If, for instance, the postulation is = a, + 3a2 + Ca3+ ... - 1,

then this would be =in(n + 3)-3, and there would be four asyzygetic curves X = 0,

7=0, Z=0, W=0. I believe this to be impossible; but the only proof which I

can offer rests upon a remark in regard to the form of the tables*, pp. 148, 149,

of my paper "On the Rational Transformation between Two Spaces," Proc. Lond. Math.

Soc., t. in. (1870), pp. 127—180, [447]. I recall that the Jacobian curve J(X,Y, Z)=

consists of a,' lines, a,' conies, a,' cubics, ..., &c., each passing a certain number of

times through the (a,, Oj, a,, ...) points, and that the number of times of passage is

shown by these tables ; thus, loc. cit., n = o, a, = 8, a^ = 1 : the Jacobian consists of

eight lines and a quartic, and we have the table (a,' = 8, a/ =1),

a/ = 8

=

a; = i

<h «s

II II

8

«3

1 1

8 P

showing that the quartic passes through the eight points «!, and through the point

df three times (has a, for a triple point). Imagine a new function W. Then in like

manner J{X, Y, W) = consists of eight lines and a quartic, and this quartic passes

through the eight points a, and the point Oj three times ; that is, the two quartics

intersect in 8 + 3.3, =17 points; and thus the two quartics must be one and the

same curve ; this implies a syzygy between X, Y, Z, W, viz. TT is a mere linear

function of X, Y, Z. The general remark is that, if in the tables wjp is reckoned

as mp', then in the table for the several lines (exclusive of those for which the

outside accented letter is = 0, and therefore the tabular numbers of the line are

each = 0), i.e. for the lines which correspond to a line, a conic, a cubic, a quartic,

&c., respectively, the sums of the tabular numbers are 1^ + 1, 2^+1, S^' + l, 4^+1, &c.,

respectively. This is, in fact, the case for each of the eleven tables (loc. cit).

[* This Collection, vol. vii., pp. 208, 209.]
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918.

ON THE SUBSTITUTION GROUPS FOR TWO, THREE, FOUR,
FIVE, SIX, SEVEN, AND EIGHT LETTERS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxv. (1891),

pp. 71—88, 137—155.]

The substitution groups for two, three, four, and five letters were obtained by

Serret : those for six, seven and eight letters have recently been obtained by

Mr Askwith. I wish to reproduce these results in a condensed form.

The following table shows for the several cases respectively, the orders of the

several groups, and for any order the number of distinct groups. As regards the

case of eight letters, the" numbers mentioned do not exactly agree with Mr Askwith

:

he gives a few non-existent groups, and omits some which I have supplied (see

post, the list of the groups for eight letters) ; and it is possible that there are

other omissions : the several numbers in the column and the sum total of 155 are

given subject to correction.
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3

4

8

13

34

6

6

10

12

20

60

120

1 2 3

1 8 1

4 4 3

8 6 9

6 8 1

1 9 2

1 12 1

1 16 7

3 18 1

4 24 1

2 36 1

2 48 1

1 60 3

1 72 2

1 120 1

1 360 1

1 720 1

1
34

6

7

10

12

14

20

21

24

36

40

42

48

72

120

144

240

2520

5040

38

1 2

8 4

4 6
25 8

6 12

1 15

22 16

3 18

4 24

3 30

12 32

5 36

14 48

3 60

3 64

3 72

10 96

3 120

2 144

1 168

1 180

3 192

1 240

3 288

1 336

3 360

1 384

2 576

3 720

1 1152

1 1440

1 20160

1 40320

155

Here the top line shows the numbers of letters ; each . second column shows the

order of the groups, and each first column the number of groups of the several

orders: the sums at the foot of the first columns show therefore the whole number

of groups, viz.

No. of letters = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

No. of groups = 1, 2, 7, 8, 34, 38, 155"

In the enumeration of the groups, I use some notations which must be explained.

For greater simplicity I omit parentheses, and write ab, abc, ab . cd, abc . def, &c., to

denote substitutions, viz. ab is the interchange of a and b ; abc the cyclical change

a into b, b into c, c into a ; ab .cd the combined interchange of a and b and of

c and d ; ahc . def the combined cyclical changes a into b, b into c, c into o, and

d into e, e into /, / into d ; and so in other cases.

Again, {abc) all, means the complete group of all the substitutions

(1, abc, acb, be, ca, ah)
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upon the three letters ; and so in other cases. In the case, however, of two letters,

I write simply (ab) to denote the complete group (1, ah) of substitutions, and so

also for any substitution such as ab.cd, where the complete group is (1, ab.cd), I denote

the group by (ab . cd). Moreover, {abc) eye, denotes the group of cyclical substitutions

(1, abc, acb) upon the three letters ; and so in other cases.

A group \vill in general contain positive and negative substitutions, and, when
this is so, the positive substitutions will form a group which is denoted by the

symbol, pos. ; the negative substitutions (which of course do not form a group) are

denoted in like manner by the symbol, neg. Thus, (abc) all, pos., or for shortness,

(abc) pos., will denote the group formed by the positive substitutions of (abc) all

;

(abc) pos. is thus the same thing as (abc) eye, but obviously (abed) pos. and (abed) eye.

have quite different meanings. It is to be noticed that, for any odd number of

letters, the substitutions of a group (abc) eye. are all positive, and thus (abc) eye. pos.

is the original group : for any even number of letters, the group (abed) eye. or

(abcdef) eye. contains positive and negative substitutions, but the positive substitutions

thereof form a cyclical group, thus

(abed) eye. pos. = (ab . cd) eye, (abcdef) eye. pos. = (ace . bdf) eye,

and the notation, ( ) eye pos., is thus unnecessary, and it will not be used.

Substitutions or groups which have no letter in common are said to be inde-

pendent. The product of two independent groups is of course a group, and the

components may be called independent factors of the resultant group: we use for

such a product the notation A . B, and call the group a composite group. If each

of the groups A and B contain positive and negative substitutions, we thence derive

a new group, (A . B) pos., viz. the substitutions hereof are the products of a positive

substitution of A and a positive substitution of B, and the products of a negative

substitution of A and a negative substitution of B, say

(A . B) pos. = (A pos. B pos.) + (A neg.) (B neg.)

:

obviously the number of substitutions or order of the group (A . B) pos. is one half

of that of the group (A . B).

A more general, but not perfectly definite, notation is that of (A . B) dim., the

dimidiate of the group A . B. Suppose, for instance, that .4 is a group of substitu-

tions of the letters (a, b, c, d); and that B is the group (ef). Here if A is

composed of two equal sets 1, P, Q, ...; R, 8, T, ..., where the first set 1, P, Q, ...,

is a group, then we have a group 1, P, Q, ..., ef.R, ef . S, ef.T, ..., which is a

group of the form in question, (A . B) dim. But in some cases the group A can be

in more than one way divided into two equal sets the first of which forms a group,

and a further explanation of the notation is required. I do not give at present a

more complete explanation, nor explain the analogous notions trisection (tris.), &c.

Substitutions or groups having a letter or letters in common are non-independent.

It A, B are such groups, then the substitutions of A are not commutable with
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those of B, and we have not in general such a group as B . A or A . B. It may

happen that, although the individual substitutions of A are not commutable with

those of B, yet that the groups are commutable, say we have A .B = B . A, viz.

here the substitutions of il..B are in a different order identical with those of B.A.
We have in this case a gi-oup A .B; this is not a composite group ; and the

notation will never be employed without explanation.

I consider, in particular, the two groups {abc . def) eye. and (abc) eye. {def) eye.

;

in each of them, the six letters (a, h, c, d, e, f) are divided into two sets (a, b, c),

(d, e, /), and the substitutions are the product of an a6c-substitution into a def-

substitution : viz. in the first group the substitutions are

1, abc. def, acb.dfe,

and in the second group they are

1, abc, abc. def,

acb, acb . def,

def, abc . dfe,

dfe, acb . dfe.

We can from each of the groups, introducing substitutions which interchange

(a, 6, c) with (d, e, f), or say by combination with the group (ad.be.cf), derive a

group of double the order; and it is worth while to consider the two cases in

detail. First, for the group

(ad . be . cf) (abc . def) eye.

We have
Arrangements.

abcdef

Sabstitntions.

1.

bcaefd, abc . def.

cabfde. acb . dfe.

defabc. ad.be. cf,

efdbca. aecdbf,

fdecab. afbdce,
say

(ad .be.cf) (abc . def) eye. = (abcdef )g.

This group of the order 6 is, as it happens, the group (aecdbf) eye.

It may be remarked that if, instead of (abcdef) eye, we consider the precisely

similar group (abc . dfe) eye, then operating upon it with the same group (ad . be . cf),
we obtain quite a different form of gioup (abcdef)e. In fact, for (ad.be.cf) (abc .dfe) eye,
we have
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Arrangements.

abcdef,

Substitutions.

1,

bcafde, ahc . dfe.

cabefd, acb . def,

defahc, ad.be. cf,

efdcab, ae . bf. cd,

fdebca
; af.bd.ce;

which is not the cyclical group. See post, six letters, ord. 6. 3.

Next, for the group (ad . be . cf) {ahc) eye. {def) eye. ; we have here

Arrangements. Substitutions.

abcdef 1,

bcadef 06c,

cabdef acb.

abcefd, def

bcaefd, abc . def,

cabefd, acb . def.

abcfde, dfe,

bcafde, abc . dfe.

cabfde, acb . dfe,

defabc. ad.be. cf

efdabc. aebfcd,

fdeabc, afcebd.

defbca, adbecf

efdbca. aecdbf

fdebca, af. bd . ce.

defcab. adcfbe,

efdcab. ae . bf. cd,

fdecab

;

Qav
afbdce

;

saj

{ad . be . cf) {{abc) eye. (def) eye.) = {abcdef )is.

See post, six letters, ord. 18.

The groups thus obtained, with substitutions which interchange the two sets of

letters, are said to be "woven" groups.

By means of the foregoing notations a large number, but by no means all, of

the gi-oups belonging to the several cases of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 letters can be

c. xiii. 16
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represented in a very compendious form. It is, even in the case of 4 letters, proper

to introduce special notations : thus for the order 4, we have (06) (cd), (or as I

generally write it (ac){bd)), and (abed) eye. (which it is convenient thus to represent),

and another group (1, ab.cd, ac.bd, ad. be): this is a woven group (ac .bd){ab){cd),

but in thus representing it, we fail to exhibit the symmetrical character of the

group, and I prefer to represent it as {abcd)t. Again for the order 8, there is a

single group, which I write {abcd%: this can be, in regard to dimidiation, divided

in three different ways into two sets of four, and to distinguish them I write

{abcd\ com. = (1, ac, bd, ac.bd; abed, adbc, ab.cd, ad. be),

{abcd)g eye. =(1, abed, ac.bd, adbc; ac, bd, ab.cd, ad. be),

(abcd)g^Q3. =(1, ab.cd, ac.bd, ad. be; ac, bd,, abed, adcb);

viz. com. denotes that the first set of four is the composite group (ae) (bd) ; eye.

that it is the cyclical group (abed) eye. ; and pos. that it is the positive group

(abcd)t. We have thus, in the case of 6 letters, the three dimidiation foi-ms,

{(abcd)i com. (e/)} dim. = (ac) (bd) + ef(abcd, adbc, ah . cd, ad . be),

{(aicd)gcyc. (ef)} dim. = (abed) eye. + ef (ac, bd, ah . cd ; ad.be),

{(abcd)g pos. (e/)} dim. = (abed)t + ef(ae, bd, ahcd, adcb),

the last of which may be more simply written as {(ahed)^ (ef)] pos.

In the cases of 2, 3, 4, and 5 letters, the groups are as follows

:

2 letters

ord. ord.

3 letters

ord.

4 letters

2 (ah) 3 (ahc) eye. 2 {ah . cd)

6 (ahc) all 4 (ah) (ccl)

J) (abed) eye.

» (abcd)t

8 (abed).

12 (abed) pos.

24 (abed) all

5 letters

ord.

5

6

10

12

20

60

120

(abede) eye.

(abc) eye. (de)

{(abc) all (de)] pos.

(abcde)^!,

(abc) all (de)

(ahcde)^

(abede) pos.

(abede) all

The nature of the gi-oup is in most cases at once intelligible from the foregoing
explanations: thus (ab) denotes the group (1, ab); (abc) eye, the cyclical group
(1, abc, acb): (abc) all, the group of the six substitutions (1, abc, acb, ab, ac, be), and
80 in other cases: but, when a further explanation is required, the nature of the
group is merely indicated by writing down the order as a suffix: thus (abcd\
means a group of four substitutions, (abcd\ a group of 8 substitutions, and so in
other cases. In the case of four letters, the necessary explanations have already been
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given: it may be remarked that the group {abcd)g is that of the substitutions which

leave unaltered the three-valued function ac + bd.

Five letters. Explanations. Five letters.

ord. 10. {abcde)io. This may be written {(abcde)^!,} pos., viz. it consists of the

10 positive substitutions out of the next-mentioned group of 20 substitutions. Re-

ferring to that group, and writing a- = S- = ac . bd, and T = aecdb, the present group

is (1, ff)(l. T, T\ T\ T*), where a'=l, T' = l, aT=T'a, <7T*=Ta, <TT' = T'a, (rT'=T'a:

or, retaining S- instead of <r, say the group is (1, /S^) (1, T, T\ T\ T*).

ord. 20. {abcde)^. The substitutions, distinguishing the positive and the negative

ones, are

-h + -1- —

1, ab . de, abdce. abed.

ac . bd, acbed. abec,

ad.ce, adebc, acde,

ae .be, aecdb. aceb,

be . cd, adbe,

adcb,

aebd,

aedc,

bced,

bdec;

and here, if Seabed, T= aecdb, then the group is (1, S, S\ S'){1, T, T-, T\ T%
where S* = l, r» = l, and generally S'T^ = T» . 2<'S' ; that is,

read

1 T /pi T' T*

1 1 T fi 7" T'

s s T'S T*S TS T'S

S' S' JHg, T'S' T'S' TS'

s* S' rs' TS' J»g3 ys^

ST = T'S,

ST' = T'S, &c.

In the cases of 6, 7, and 8 letters, where the number of groups is larger, I

introduce current numbers for the groups of the same order: thus, infra, 6 letters

order 4, we have the groups 4. i, 4. j, 4. 3, 4.4; and so in other cases, where there is

more than one group for the same order.

16—2
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Six letters. Six letters: the groups are

ord.

2. {ab.cd. ef),

3. {abc . def) eye.

4. I (ab . cd) (ef),

, {{ab)(cd){ef)] pos.

3 {{abed) eye. (ef)] pos.

4 [{abcd)t(ef)] dim.

6. I (abcdef) eye.

1 (abc . def) all,

3 (ad . bf. ce) (abc . def) eye.

8. . (ab)(cd)(ef).

2 (abed) eye. (ef),

3 (abcd)t(ef),

4 [(abcd)s eom. (e/)l dim.

5 {(abcd)s eye. (e/)) dim.

6 {(abcd)a pos. (e/)} dim. = {(abcd)^ (ef)} pos.

9. (aic) eye. (def) eye.

. 12. (abcdef )i2,

16. (a6cd)8(e/), ,

18. I (abc) all (de/") eye.,

2 {(abc) all (de/") all} pos.,

3 (ad.be.cf) {(abc) eye. (def) eye.},

24. I (abed) pos. (e/),

i {(atcd) all (ef)} pos.,

/ 1 afjcdef), )
The ± and + are used for distinction, the ± showing that the

y gronp is one with positive and negative substitutions, the + that it

3 (± abcdef)^,\ is a group with positive substitutions only.

36. I (abc) all (def) all,

a (abcdef )x,

48. I (abed) all (ef),

1 (abcdef )ti,

60. (abcdef )to,

72. (abedef)n,

120. (ahedef^K,

360. (abcdef) pos.,

720. (oicde/) all.
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Six letters. Explanations. Six letters.

ord. 6. 2. {abc . def) all ; the substitutions are those of {abc) all each, compounded
with the corresponding substitution of {def) all ; viz. they are

1, ah. de, abc . def,

ac . df acb . dfe,

be . ef.

ord. 6. 3. {ad . bf. ce) {abc . def) eye. This is, in fact, the group {ad . be . cf) {abc . dfe)

eye. explained in the introductory paragraphs ; only for convenience the letters e, f
have been interchanged. Making this interchange, the substitutions of the group

{ad . bf. ce) {abc . def) eye. are

1, abc. def, ad.bf.ce,

acb . dfe ; ae .bd. cf,

af. be . cd.

It may be added that, writing fB=ad.bf.ce and = abc. def the group is {I, ^){1, 6, 6"-),

where ^=1, e'=l, and ^6 = 6^^, ^ff'^dlS. If U=adbecf then U' = abc.def=0,

and the form is (1, /3)(1, U", U*): see {abcdef^^, infra.

ord. 8. 4, 5, 6; the nature of these groups is explained in the introductory

paragraphs.

ord. 12. {ahcdef^i. The substitutions are

1, ab.ef, ad.bf . ce, abc . def, adbecf

ac .de, af .be . cd, acb . dfe, afcebd ;

he .df ae .bd. cf,

ae .bf. cd,

writing U= adbecf and p = ad.bf. ce, this is

(1, /9)(1, U, U\ U\ U\ U%

U' = \, /3^ = 1, ^U=U%

y8(l, U, U\ U\ U\ U') = {1, U\ U\ U\ U\ U)^.

ord. 18. {ad . be . cf) {{abc) eye. {def) eye.} ; this has been explained in the intro-

ductory paragraphs. Arranging them in a more convenient order, the substitutions are

1, ahc, abc. def, ad.be.cf adcfbe,

acb, abc . dfe, ae .bf . cd, adbecf,

def, acb . def, af .bd .ce; aebfcd,

dfe ; acb . dfe ; aecdbf,

afbdce,

afcebd.

where

and thence
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Six letters. ord. 24. 3. {± abcdef)ti- the substitutions are

+ + 4- - -

1, ac . bd, abe . cdf, abed, ah .cd. ef,

ac . ef, ahf . cde, adcb, ac .he .df,

bd . ef, ade . b/c, aecf, ac .bf. de,

adf. bee, afce

,

ad.bc . ef,

aeb . cfd, bedf, ae . bd .fc,

aed.bc/, bfde, af.bd.ce,

afb . ced,

a/d . bee.

This includes, as part of itself, the group

{{abcd)a eye. (ef)} dim.

;

and it may be written

(ade . bcf) eye. {{abcd)s eye. (ef)} dim.

24. +. (+ abcdef)u \ the substitutions are

1, ah . cd, abe . cdf, abed . ef,

ac . bd, ahf . cde, adeb . ef,

ac . ef, ade . bfc , aecf . bd,

ad.bc, adf. bee, afee .bd,

ae . cf, aeb . cfd, bedf . ac,

af.ce, aed.bcf, bfde.ae,

bd.ef, afb. ced,

be . df, afd . bee

,

bf.de.

This includes, as part of itself, the group {(abcd)a (ef)} pos. ; and it may be written

(ade.hfc) eye. [(abcd)i(ef)} pos. It consists of the positive terms of (abcdef),g, and

might thus be written (abcdef),g pos.

ord. 36. (ahcdef)x', this consists of the positive terms of (abedef)^. The gi-oup

consists of the substitutions which leave unaltered b — c.c — a.a — b.e —f.f— d .d — e.
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hedf, ad . be . ef, adfcbe,

bfde; ae . cf .bd, aedcfb,

af . ce , bd; afbced,

afdceb ;

ord. -48. (abcdef)^. The substitutions are

+ + + +-- - -

1, ab.cd, abe.cdf, abcd.ef, ac, abed, ab.cd.ef, abecfd,

ac .bd, abf.cde, adcb.ef, bd, adcb, ac.bd.ef, abecdf,

ac . ef, ade . cbf, aecf . bd, ef; aecf, ac . be . df abfcde,

ad. be, adf.cbe, afce .bd, Obfce, ac.bf.de, adecbf

ae . cf, aeb . cfd, bedf . ac,

af. ce, aed . cfb, bfde . ac
;

bd

.

ef, afb . ced,

be

.

df, afd . ceb
;

bf.de.

ord. 60. {abcdef)eo; this consists of the positive terms of {abcdef\^.

ord. 72. {abcdefy^- The substitutions are

+ ++ + + --
1, abc, dbc . def ab . de, ad . beef, ah, ab . def, ad.be . ef, adbecf,

aeb, ahc.dfe, ab.df, ad.bfce, ac, ab.dfe, ad.bf.ce, adbfee,

def, aeb. def ab . ef, ae .bdcf, be, ac.def ae.bd.cf, adeebf,

dfe ; ach . dfe ; ae . de, ae . bfcd, de, ae . dfe, ae .bf . cd, adcfbe,

ac .df af . bdce, df, be . def, af .bd. ce, aebdcf,

ae . cf, af.beed, ef; be. dfe, af.be.cd; aebfed.

Six letters.

be..de. bd . aecf de . abc. aecdbf.

be df bd . afce, de . aeb. aeefbd,

be ef be .adcf df. abc. afbdce,

be .afcd. df. aeb, afbecd,

bf . adce, ef. abc, afcdbe,

bf . aecd, ef . aeb
;

afcebd
;

cd . aebf,

cd . afbe,

ce . adbf

ce . afbd,

ef. adbe,

ef.aebd.

This contains, as part of itself, the group (abc) all (def) all ; and it may be written

{ad . be . ef) {(abc) a,\\ (def) al\}. It leaves unaltered the function abc + def.
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Six letters. ord. 120. (abcdef\n. The substitutions are

+ + + + --
1, ab . cf, abcef, abc . d/e, abed, abcfde, ab .cd.ef,

ah . de, abdce, abd. c/e, abdf, abdefc, ab .ce .df,

ac . bd, abefd, abe . cdf, abec, abedcf, ac .be . df,

ac.ef, ab/dc, ahf.cde, abfe, abfced, ac. bf.de,

ad.bf, acbed, acb.def, acbf, acbdfe, ad.bc.ef,

ad.ce, acdfb, acd.bfe, acde, acdbef, ad.be.cf,

ae.bc, acedf, ace.b/d, aceb, acefbd, ae.bd.cf,

ae.df, acfbe, acf.bde, acfd, acfedb, ae.bf.cd,

of. be, adbcf, adb.cef, adbe, adbfec, af.bc.de,

af.cd, adbec, adc.bef, adcb, adcebf, af .bd . ce;

be . df, adcfe, ade . bfc

,

adef adecfb,

bd . ef, adfeb, adf. bee

,

adfc, adfbce,

be . cd, aebdf aeb . cfd, aebd, aebcdf,

bf.ce, aebfc, aec.bdf aecd, aecbfd,

cf.de; aefcd, aed.bcf, aecf, aedfcb,

aecdh, aef . bdc, aefb, aefdbc

,

afbde, afb.ced, afbc, afbecd,

afcdb, afc .bed, afce

,

afcdeb,

afdec, afd.bce, afdb, afdcbe,

afecb, afe.bcd; afed, afebdc;

bcdef, bced,

bdfce. bcfe,

becfd. bdcf,

bfedc; bdec.

bedf.

befc

,

bfcd.

bfde,

cdfe.

cefd.
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This is the remarkable group giving rise to a six-valued function of six letters, Six letters,

not symmetrical in regard to five of the letters. Such a function is

ah .cf . de,

ac .db.ef,

ad.ec . fh,

ae .fd . he ,

af .he .cd;

viz. this denotes any symmetrical function of the five functions ah . cf. de, &c., where

ah . cf. de is a symmetrical function of ah, cf de, these denoting the same symmetrical

functions of a and h, of c and /, and of d and e, respectively.

Writing S = abcd, T = aecdh, V = ahfced, the group (1, S, S\ <S=)(1, T, T\ T", T*)

is convertible with the group (1, U, U^, Z7^ U*, U^), as may be verified by means

of the diagram

:

1 U u-" U' u* U'

1 1 U .1 U'.l U'.l
'

1

u*.\ U'

T T U'.S' U . S'T' U'.S'T'
;

UK T* U'.ST*

T" T" U'.T' U'.ST^ U*.S'T' U .S'T U'.ST

7" rp. U*.ST' U'.S'T' U'.S'T U' . ST U .T'

r* T* U'.ST* U*.T U .S'
1

1

U' . S'T' U'S'.T'

5 S U'.ST'

1

U'.S'T* i U*.S'T' U' . S'T* U .S'

ST ST U*.T' U'.T' U .ST' U' . S'T' U' . S'T

ST^ ST' U .S'T' U* . S'T ' U'.ST U'. T' U'.T'

gjn sr U'.S'T* U .S'T' U'.S'T* U*.S' U'.S

ST* ST* U'.T U' . S' U'.S'T' U . S'T' U*.T*

S' S' U*.S'T' U'.S'T' U'.T* U . ST* U'.T

S'T S'T U'.S'T U*.S'T U'.S'T U'.S'T U .S'T

S'T' S'T' U'.T* U' . ST* U .T U*.S' U'.S'T'

S*T* S'T' U .S'T* U' . S' U'.S U' . ST' U*.S'T*

S'T* S'T* U'.S' U .S U*.ST' U'.S'T* U'.S'T'

S* S' U'.S U'.ST' U . S'T* U' . S'T' U* . S'T*

S'T S'T U .ST U'.T' U*.T' U' . ST' U'.S'T'

girpt S'T' U*.S'T' U .T* U'.ST* U'.T U'.S'

S*T* S'T' U' . S'T U*.ST U'.T' U .T' U' . ST'

S*T* S'T* U'.S'T' U'.S'T* U'.S' U*.S U . ST'

C. XIII. 17
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Six letters. and the group is thus

(1, .... S>)(1, .... r')(l U') or (1, .... U'){1, .... S')(l n
or, since (1, .... S*) (I T*) is a group, we may invert the order of the factors

(1, .... S>) and (1 n
But it is noticeable that we cannot write the group as

(1, .... S>){1, .... U'){1, .... 2") or (1, .... T')(l, .... U>)(1, ..., S').

The 120 substitutions of either of these products are not the 120 substitutions of

the group in question ; but some of these are missing altogether, and others of them

occur twice repeated. And it is to be remarked also that

(1, ..., S»)(l, ..., U') and (1, .... T0(1, .... U>)

are neither of them a group. To illustrate this, I give the following fragment of a

table

STU SUT do. TUS do.

abode/ 000 000 000

abdfce 033 122 330, 412

abec/d 124 032, 251 343

ab/edc 105 150, 331 431, 013

acb/ed 323 111 453

acde/b 044 — 440

ade/bc 113 243 —
viz. here the second line denotes that the substitution abdfce, which is S''T'U^, is in

one way SUT, viz. it is S'U'-T": and in two ways TUS, viz. it is T^U'S" and also

T*U'S\ But acde/b, which is S'T'U*, is not in any way SUT; and so ade/bc, which is

S'T'U", is not in any way TUS.

Seven letters. Seven letters,

ord.

6. . {ac .bd){e/g) eye.

1 {{ac . bd) (e/g) all} dim.

(abcde/g) eye.

. (abcde) eye. {/g),

2 {(abcde)ii,{/g)} dim.

1 (ac . bd) (e/g) all,

2 (ab){cd)(e/g) eye.

3 (abed) eye. (e/g) eye.

4 (abcd\(e/g) eye.

5 {(ab)(cd)(e/g) all} pos.

6 {(abed) eye. (e/g) all} pos.

7 {(abcd)i(e/g) all} dim.

8 {(ahc) all (de)] pos. (/g),

9 {(abed) pos. (e/g) eye,} tris.

7.

10.

12.
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14.

20.

21.

24.

3

4

5

6

7

{ahcdefg\„

{abcde\, (fg),

{(abcde)^(fg)l pos.

(abcdefg)^,

(ab)(cd)(efg) all,

(abed) eye. (efg) all.

(abcd\ (efg) all,

(abcd%(efg) eye.

{iabcd)s com. (efg) all] dim.

{(aicdX eye. (efg) all} dim.

{(a6cd)a pos. (efg) all} dim.

(died) pos. (efg) eye.

(a^ccfe)^ (/5f),

(a6crfe/5r)42,

(abcd)s(efg) all,

(aicd) all (e/^) eye.

(abed) pos. (e/^) all,

{(abed) all (e/^) all} pos.

(abcde) pos. (y^r),

((a6cde) all (fg)} pos.

(a6cd) all (e/5f) all,

(abcde) all (_/^),

(abedefg) pos.

(abcdefg) all.

Seven letters. Explanations,

ord. 12. 9. {(a6cd) pos. (efg) eye.} tris. The substitutions are

1, ab . cd, abc . efg,

ac . bd, acd . efg,

ad. be, adb . efg,

bdc . efg,

acb . egf

ode. egf,

abd . egf,

bed . egf;

36.

40.

42.

48.

72.

120.

144.

240.

2520.

6040.

Seven letters.

17—2
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Seven letters, viz. the 12 substitutions of (abed) pos. are divided into fours, which ai-e connected

with the substitutions 1, efg, egf respectively.

ord. U. {ahcdefg\,: this is (1, P»)(l, Q, Q', (^, Q*, 0=, Q«), where P'^ad.be.cf,

Q = agdecfh, (P0' = 1. Q'=l. P'Q = (^P', see infra, ord. 42. The substitutions are

1, abfcedg, ah . cd .fg,

acgfdbe, ac .bf . eg,

adcbgef, ad.be . cf,

aebd/gc, ae .be . dg,

a/egbcd, a/, cg.de,

agdec/b, ag.bd. ef,

bg .ce . df.

ord. 21. (abcde/g)^ ; this is (1, P", P*) (1, Q. Q'. Q", Q\ Q^, Q'), where

P' = acb. dfe, Q = agdec/b, (P=)' = 1, Q = 1, P»Q=(^P';

see infra order 42. The substitutions are the positive substitutions of (abcdefg)^,.

ord. 24. The last three groups correspond to the before-mentioned three modes

of division of {abcd\ into two sets of four, viz. we have,

24. J ; {{abcd)s com. (efg) all} dim. = {(ac) (bd)} (efg) pos.

+ (abed, adbc, ab . cd, ad . be) (efg) neg.

24. 6; {(abcd)s eye. (efg) allj dim. =(abcd) eye. (efg) pos.

+ ( ac , bd , ab .cd, ad. be) (efg) neg.

24. 7 ;
[(abed), pos. (efg) all} dim. = (ahcd)i (efg) pos.

+ ( ac , bd , abed , adbe ) (efg) neg.

ord. 42. (abcdefg)^: this is

(1, P, P^, P», P\ P»)(l, Q, Q^, Q', (^, Q\ Q'),

where P=aecdbf, Q = agdecfb, P' = l, Q' = l, and PQ = ^P. The substitutions are

+ + + -

1, abc . def, abfcedg, ab .cd .fg , abegdf,

abd . cge , acgfdbe, ac .bf .eg , abgcfe

,

aeb . dfe , adcbgef ad .be .cf , acdebg

,

acf.bdg, aebdfge, ae .be .dg, acefgd,

adb . ceg , afegbcd, af .eg .de, adfbeg,

ade . bfg , agdecfb, ag.bd .ef , adgfec

,

aed. bgf, bg . ee . df, aecdbf,

aeg.cfd, aefcgb

,
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afc . hgd. afbdce,

afg . bee
, afdgeb,

age . cdf, agbedc,

agf. bee

,

agcbfd,

bef.cdg, hcfged ,

bfe .cgd, bdegfc .

)mbmation of the powers of P and Q is

1 Q ^ Q' 0* Q' Q"

1 (1. Q, Q'. ^. 0", Q', «P,
P (1. Q', Q'. Q, Q^ 0", Q')P,

P' (1, Q^ Q. Q', Q": Of, Q') P,

P> (1, Q', Q^, Q^ 0". Q', Q)P\

P* (1. Q', 0", Q^ Q, Q', Q-) P,

P» (1. Q", or, ^, Q\ Q, Q')P';

Seven letters.

read

PQ = (^P, PQ^ = Q'P, &c.

This completes the explanations as to the groups of seven letters.

I proceed to consider the substitution groups of eight letters. The abbreviation A. Eight letters.

refers to Mr Askwith's paper (Quart. Journal of Math., vol. xxiv. (1890), pp. 263—331).

The list is

ord.

2. I (ab.cd.ef.gh).

4. I (ab . cd . ef) (gh).

J (ab . cd) (ef. gh),

3 {iab){cd){ef.gh)] dim.,

4 {(abed) eye. (ef.gh)} dim..

5 {(ahcd)t(ef.gh)} dim..

6 (abcd.efgh) eye,

7 [(abcd)t(ef
.
gh)] dim..

8 (abcdefgh)t. Substitutions are

1, ae.bf.cg.dh,

ac .eg.bd .fh,

ag .ce .bh .df.

6. I (abc.de/) eye. (gh).

2 {(abcdef) eye. (gh)} pos.

i {(ahc . def) all (gh)} dim. [not in A.],

4 {(abcdef ),(gh)} dim.
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Eight lett«r«. 8. I {ab.cd)(ef){r/h),

1 {{ab){cd)(ef)\ pos. (^A),

3 \(ahcd) eye. (e/){ pos. (gh),

4 {{ahcd\{ef)\ dim. {gh),

s (abed) eye. (ef.gh),

6 {ahcd\{ef . gh),

7 (1, aicd, ac.td, adcb) + ef.gh(ac, bd, ab.cd, ad. be),

8 (1, oft.cd, ac.bd, ad.bc) + ef.gh(ac, bd, abed, adcb),

9 (1, ac, bd, ac.bd) + ef.gh {abed, adbc, ab.cd, ad.be) [Not in A.],

10 (1, ac . bd) (1, e^f ./A) + (ae, bd) {eg, fh) = A' (abed . efgh)^,

11 (1, ac. bd) (1, eg .fh) + {ahed, adcb) (efgh, ehfg) =R {abed . efgh)^,

I J (1, ac.bd) (1, e^r .fh) + {ah .cd, ad. be) {ef. gh, eh .fg) = C {abed . efgh\,

13 (1, ac . bd) (1, eg .fh) + {ae, bd) {efgh, ehgf) =U {abed . efgh\,

14 (1, ac.6d)(l, eg.fh) + {ac, bd) {ef.gh, eh.fg) = E' {ahcd.efgh)^,

15 (1, ac . bd) (1, eg .fh) + {ab.cd, ad. be) {efgh, ehgf) = F' {abed . efgh\,

16 {ae .bf.eg. dh) {ac . bd) {eg .fh). Substitutions are

1, ac . bd, ae .bd , eg .fh, agce . bhdf

eg .fh, ae.bf .eg . dh, aecg . bfdh.

ag . bh .ce .df,

17 (1, ac . bd, ac . ef, bd . ef) + gh {abed, adcb, ab .cd.ef, ad . be . ef),

18 (1, ac . bd, ac . ef, bd.ef) + gh {ab . cd, ad . be, abed . ef, adcb . ef),

19 (1, ac .bd, ab .cd.ef ad .be .ef)+ gh {abed, adcb, ac . ef bd . ef),

20 {abcdefgh\. Substitutions are

1, ac .be . dg, ac.bd . eg .fh, afch . bgde,

bd.af. eh, ahef. bedg.

eg. ah. ef,

fh.bg. de,

21 {abcdefgh) eye.,

It A (abcdefgh),,

23 B (abcdefgh),,

24 C (abcdefgh\,

25 D (abcdefgh),.
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(abcdef) eye. (gh),

2 {abc . def) all {gh),

3 {abcdef\ {gh),

4 (1, abcdef, ace . bdf ad .be.cf aec . bfd, afedcb)

+ gh {af.be. cd, ab.cf.de, ad. beef bf.ce, ac.df ae.bd),

5 {1, bf.ce, ac.df, ae.bd, ace. bdf aec. bfd)

+ gh {ab .cf.de, ad.bc . ef ad . bf. ce, af. be . cd, abcdef afedcb),

6 (1, ab.cf.de, ad. beef af.be.cd, ace. bdf, aec. bfd)

+ 9^ (kf- '^^> ^'^ • ^f> ^^ ^^' ad .be. cf abcdef, afedcb).

15. I {abcde) eye. {fgh) eye.

16. . {ab){cd){ef){gh),

2 {abed) eye. {ef){gh),

3 {abcd)t {ef) {gh),

4 {{abcd)s com. {ef)} dim. {gh),

5 {{abcd)a eye. {ef)} dim. {gh),

6 {{abcd)i pos. {ef)} dim. {gh),

7 {abed) eye. {efgh) eye.,

8 {abcd)t{efgh) eye.,

9 {abcd)t{efgh)i,

10 {acbd)a{ef.gh),

M (1, ae.bd) {I, eg, fh, eg.fh) + {ac, bd){ef.gh, eh.fg, efgh, ehgf),

11 (1, ac.M)(l, eg, fh, eg .fh) + {ab .cd, ad . be) {ef . gh, eh.fg, efgh, ehgf),

13 (1, ac.bd){l, eg, fh, eg .fh) + {abed, adcb){ef.gh, eh.fg, efgh, ehfg),

14 (1, ac.bd){l, eg .fh, efgh, ehgf) + {abed, adcb){eg, fh, ef.gh, eh.fg),

15 (1, ae.bd) {I, eg .fh, efgh, ehgf) + {ab.cd, ad.bc) {eg .fh, ef.gh, eh.fg),

16 (1, ae.bd) {I, ef.gh, eg .fh, eh.fg) + {abed, adcb){eg, fh, efgh, ehfg),

17 (1, ac.bd){\, ef.gh, eg .fh, eh.fg) + {ab.cd, ad . be) {eg, fh, efgh, ehgf),

18 (1, ae.bd) {1, efgh, eg.fh, ehgf) + {ac, bd){eg, fh, ef.gh, eh.fg),

.9 (1, ac.bd){\, ef.gh, eg.fh, eh.fg) +{ac, bd){eg,fh, efgh, ehgf),

20 {ae. bf. eg . dh) B' {abed . efgh\

,

ti {ae. bf. eg .dh)C' {abed . efgh)a

,

22 {aebf. cgdh) eye. {ae . bd) {eg .fh),

23 {aebfcgdh) eye. (1, ae.bd).

Eight letters.
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Eight letters. 18. i (abc) eye. (def) eye. (gh),

1 {(abc) all (de)} pos. (fgh),

3 {(abc) pos. (def) poa.} +gh {(abc) neg. (def) neg.| = A (abcdefgh)^,,

4 B (abcdefgh)^.

[A. gives, loc. eit, p. 310, a form which is not a group.]

24. I (abcdef\i (gh),

1 (abed) pos. (ef.gh),

3 {(abed) all (ef.gh)} dim.

4 (a6cde/5rA)M.

30. I (abcde) eye. (/gf^) all,

I (abcde\o(fgh) eye.

3 (abcdefgh)^.

32. I (abcd\(ef)(gh),

1 (abcd)»(efgh) eye.

3 (ahcd\(efgh)i,

4 i {(aicdX (e/5fA)8} dim.

5 Jlf {(a6cd)8 (e/^r/Osi dim-

6 N {(abcd)i(efgh)i] dim.

7 P {(ahcd)s(efghW dim.

8 Q {(a6cd)8 (efghW dim.

9 iJ {(a6ci)8 (efghW dim.

10 (ae.bf.cg.dh)(abcd) eye. (e/^A) eye.

II (etc . 6/. eg . dh) (abcd)i (efgh)i.

[A. has, loc. cit, p. 291 and p. 295, two forms which are identical,

and, p. 275, there is a single form which is, by mistake, counted

as two.]

36. I {(abc) all (de)} pos. (fgh),

1 {(abc) all (def) all} pos. (gh),

3 {(abc) all (def)(gh)] pos.

4 (abcdef)is (gh),

5 (ad . be . cf)A (abcdefgh)ig is = {(abcdef)3e(gh)] dim.

[The group, A., loc. cit., p. 312, is derived from the nou-existent group

of 18, p. 310, and is thus non-existent.]
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48. I (abed) all (ef.gh), Eight letters.

2 (abed) pos. (e/)(gh),

3 (abed) pos. (efgh) eye.

4 (abed) pos. (efgh)i,

5 {(abed) all (e/)} pos. (gh),

6 (± abedef)2i(gh),

7 (+ abcde/)^ (gh),

8 {(abed) all (e/^^A) eye.} dim.

9 j(a6cd) all (e/')(5'A)} dim.

10 {(abed) all (efgh)^ dim.

11 f(a6cde/")48 (s^A)! dim.

I

J

{(a6cde/')48 (£f/t)} pos.

[A. loe. cit, p. 272 is not a group.]

13 (abedefgh)^,

14 (abcd)ii (e/gh\2 tris.

60. I (abcde\o(fgh) all,

2 (abede)^ (fgh) eye.

3 ((a6cde )2o (^A) all} dim.

64. I (abed)g(efgh)i,

i (ae.b/.cg. dh)M {(abcd)^ (efgh)^ dim.

3 (ae.bf.cg . dh)N {(ahcd)^ (efgh)^} dim.

72. I (abe) all (def) all (gh),

1 (abedef)^ (gh),

3 {(abede/)Ti(gh)} dim.

4 (abcdefghy^-

96. I (atcd) all (e/) (£fA),

1 (abed) all (c^A) eye.

3 (a6cd) all (e/grA),,

4 (abcdef)a (gh),

5 (akd) pos. (efgh)^,

6 {(a6cd) all (efgh)s com.} dim.

7 {(died) all (efgh)g eye.} dim.

c. XIII. 18
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Eight lettera. 96. 8 {(abcd) all {efgh)t pos.) dim.

9 {ae.b/.cg.dh)l{abcd),^{efgh)^] tris.

lo (ae.bg. c/.dh)[(ahcd)yi(efgh)a\ tris.

120. I (,abcde\o{fgh) all,

i (abcde/)n {9^\

3 [{ahcdef\«{gh)\ pos.

144. I {abed) pos. (efgh) pos.

, (ad.be. c/) {(a&c) all (def) all (gr/i)}.

168. (abcdefgh),^.

180. (aftcde) pos. (/gfA) eye.

192. I (abed) all (efgh)^,

, (1, a^cA, t^rdA. egfh)\(ahcdef)^(gh)\ dim.

3 (1. 6d . agch, efbgdh, ac . egfh) {(abcdef)a(gh)} pos.

240. (abcdef)i^ (gk).

288. I (ahcd) all (efgh) pos.

1 {(a6cd) all (efgh) all} pos.

3 (ac . bf. eg . dh) (abed) pos. (efgh) pos.

336. (abcdefgh\x-

360. I (atcde) all (fgh) eye.

2 (abode) pos. (^^) all,

3 {(a6cde) all (fgh) all} pos.

384. (1, ag . bh, ef. dh, eg .fh) {(abcdef)^ (gh)}.

576. I (abed) all (efgh) all,

t (ae .bf.eg. dh) {(abed) all (efgh) all} pos.

720. I (abode) all (/^r/t) all,

1 (abedef) pos. (^r^),

3 {(a6cde/) all (gi/i)} pos.

1162. (ae .bf.eg. dh) [(ahed) all (efgh) all}.

1440. (abedef) all (^rA).

20160. (abedefgh) pos.

40320. (abedefgh) all.
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Eight letters, explanations.

ord. 8.

A {ahcdefgh\. The substitutions are

1, ah . cd . ef . gh,

ac . bd . eg . fh,

ad .he . eh . fg,

ae .hf . eg . dh,

of . he . ch . dg,

ag .hh . ce . df,

ah .hg . cf . de.

B {ahcdefgh\. The substitutions are

1, ab . ch . dg . ef, aceg . bdfh,

ad. be . eh . fg, agee . bhdf.

ae .hf . eg . dh,

af . be . cd . gh,

ah . hg . ef . de,

C (abcdefgh)^. The substitutions are

1, ad . hg . cf . eh,

ae . hf . eg . dh,

ah , he . de .fg

,

Eight letters.

Explanations.
Ord. 8.

aceg . bdfh,

agee . bhfd,

ahef . edgh,

afeb . chgd.

D {abedefgh\. The substitutions are

1, ae . hf . eg . dh. aeeg . bdfh,

agee . bhfd,

ahef . chgd,

afeb . edgh,

adeh. bgfc ,

ahed . hcfg

.

ord. 12. The last three groups, the substitutions of which are given in full, are

each of them of the form {(aicrfe/^j (gh)} dim. They may be written

:

{(ahcdef)i2 eye. (gh)} dim. ; viz. here the six substitutions of {abcdef^^ combined with

1 are those of (abcdef) eye.

{{abedef)a pos. (gh)} dim. ; viz. here the six substitutions of {abcdef)^ combined

with 1 are the positive substitutions of (abcdef )i^.

{(abcdef )i2 ± (gh)} dim. ; viz. here the six substitutions of (abcdef ^^ combined with

1 are three positive and three negative substitutions.

18—2

Ord. 12.
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Eight letters. ord 16. I have not thought it necessary to devise any notation for the set of

groups 11 to 19, the substitutions of which are given in fulL

For the remaining groups 20 to 23:

(ae .b/.cg. dh) R (abed . efgh\. The substitutions are

1, ac . bd, ac .bd . ef . gh, abed . e/gh,

eg .fh, ae .bf . eg . dh, abed . ehgf,

of .bg . eh . de, adeb . e/gh,

ag . bh. ce . df, adcb . ehgf,

ah . be . cf . dg, agee . bhdf,

aecg . bfdh,

a/eh . bgde,

ahcf. bedg.

(ae . b/. eg . dh) C (abed . e/gh\. The substitutions are

1, ac.bd, ac .bd .eg ./h, aceg.b/dh,

eg ./h, ab . cd . e/ . gh, agee . bhd/,

ab . ed . eh . /g, a/ch . bedg

,

ad. be . e/ . gh, ahcf. bgde.

ad.bc . eh ./g,

ae .bf . eg . dh,

a/, bg .eh. de,

ag .bh. ce . d/,

ah.bg. cf. de,

(aeb/ . cdgh) eye (ac . bd) (e/ . gh). The substitutions are

1, ac.bd, ac.bd. eg. /h, aeb/.egdh,

eg ./h, ab . cd . e/ . gh, aedh . b/cg

,

ab . ed . eh . /g, a/dg . bech ,

ad.bc . e/ . gh, agbh . eedf,

ad.bc . eh . /g, a/be . chdg,

ahde . bgcf,

agd/. bhce

,

(ibbg . c/de

.
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(aebfcgdh) eye. (1, ac . bd). The substitutions are
^'^Ori^ie"'

1, ac . bd, ac.hd.eg.fh, ahcd . efgh, aebfcgdh,

eg .fh, abed . ehgf, afdechbg,

adcb . efgh, agbhcedf

adcb . ehgf, ahdgcfbe,

aedhcgbf

afbgchde,

agdfcebh,

ahbecfdg.

ord. 18. B {abcdefgh\g. This group, eommunicated to me by Mr Askwith, might Ord. 18.

be written

[((ad .be.cf) {(abc) eye. (def) eye.}) gh] pos.,

or for shortness

[(abcdef)iggh] pos.

ord. 24. (abcdefgh)^. The substitutions are Ord. 24.

1, ac . dg, ace . bdf, ac . bh . df . eg , aceg . bhdf

ae . bd, aec . bfd, ae .bd . eg .fh, agec . bfdh,

ag . bh, acg . dfh, ag . bf . ce . dh, acge . bdfh,

bf . ce , age . dhf, aegc . bhfd,

eg .fh, aeg . bhd, aecg . bfhd,

eg . bh, age . bdh, ogee . bdhf.

bfh.cge,

bhf . ceg

,

ord. 30. {ahcdefgh)^. The substitutions are Ord. 30.

1, abede, fgh, abcde.fgh, ah.ce.fg,

acebd, fhg, abcde.fhg, ac.de. fg,

adbec, acebd -fgh, ad .be .fg,

aedcb, acebd .fhg, ae . bd.fg,

adbec . fgh, be . cd . fg,

adbec .fhg, ab . ce .fh,

aedcb .fgh, ae . de .fh,

aedcb . fhg, ad . be .fh,

ae . bd .fh,

be . cd .fh,

ab. ce .
gh,

ac . de . gh,

ad. be . gh,

ae . bd. gh,

be . cd . gh.
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Eight letter.. ord. 32. Six groups L, M, N, P, Q. R {(abcd\ (e/gh\} dim., the two groups ( \

may be dimidiated

(abed), into (e/gh\ into

A, A', E. E',

B. F. F, F',

c, C, 0. G';

where

A=(l, ac , bd ,ac.bd), E = (l, eg , fh , eg .fh),

B = (1, abed , ac . bd, adcb ), F = (1, efgh , eg .fh, ehgf ),

C ={\, ah. cd, ac . bd, ad . be), Q -{l, ef. gh, eg .fh, eh .fg ),

and A', B, C, E', F', 0' are the tails of the groups (abcd)^ and iefgh\ respectively.

We have then

L {{abed), {efgh),} dim. = AE + A'E',

viz. the substitutions are

(1, ae, bd, ac.bd){\, eg, fh, eg .fh)

+ {ab.ed, ad. be, abed, adbc){ef.gh, eh.fg, efgh, ehfg),

M „ =BF + B'F',

N „ =CO + C'G',

P „ =BG+ B'G' (or GF + C'F'),

Q „ =CE + G'E' {ov AG + A'O'),

R „ ==AF + A'F' (or BE + RE').

For the remaining groups, we have

{ae . bf. eg . dh) (abed) eye. {efgh) eye. The substitutions are

+ + - - + +

1, ac.bd, abed, ac . bd . efgh, ac.bd.ef.gh, abed . efgh, aebfcgdh,

ef . gh; adcb, ac .bd . ehgf, ae .hf . eg . dh, abed . ehgf, aedhcgbf,

efgh, eg .fh . abed, af.bg.eh.de, adeb . efgh, afbgchde,

^hf9> eg. fh. adeb; ag.bh.ee.df, adcb . ehgf

,

afdeehbg,

ah. be . ef . dg ; aeeg . bfdh, aghheedf

agee . bhdf agdfcebh,

afch . bgde, ahbecfdg,

ahef . bedg

;

ahdgcfbe.
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(ae.bf. cg.dh)(abcd)t(efgh)i. The substitutions are

+ + + +
1, ah . cd, ab . cd . ef . gh, aebf . cdgh,

ac . bd, ab . cd . eg . /h, aecg . hfdh,

ad . be, ab . cd . eh . fg, aedh . bfcg,

ef .gh, ac .bd . ef. gh, afbe . chdg,

eg .fh, ac .bd . eg .fh, afch . bedg,

eh .fg; ac .bd . eh .fg, afdg . bech,

ad. be . ef. gh, agbh . cedf

ad .be . eg . fh, agce . bhdf

ad.be . eh . fg, agdf . bhce,

ae . bf . eg . dh, ahbg . efde,

af. be . eh. dg, ahef . bgde,

ag . bh. ce . df ahde . bgcf.

ah.bg . cf . de;

ord. 48. {(ahedef)ta(gh)\ dim. The substitutions are

Eight letters.

Ord. 32.

Ord. 48.

1, abed, ac .bd, abe.cdf ab.cd.ef +gh

add, ac . ef, aeb . cfd, ac .be . df,

aecf, bd . ef; ahf . ede, ac .bf . de,

afce

,

afb . ced, ad.bc . ef,

bedf, ade . bfe, ae .bd . ef,

bfde; aed . bcf, af .bd .ce;

adf. bee,

afd . bee

;

{{abcdef)„{gh)] pos. The substitutions are

1, ah . cd, ae . bedf, abe . cdf + gh

ac . bd, ae . bfde, ahf . ede,

ac . ef, bd . aecf, ade . bfc,

ad.bc, bd . afce, adf.ebe,

ae . cf, ef . abed, aeb . cfd,

af . ce, ef . adcb

;

aed . bcf,

bd. ef, afb . ced,

be . df, afd . ceb

;

bf.de;

ae, ab . cd, ac . bedf, ac .bd . ef; abfcde,

bd, ad . be, ac . bfde,

ef; ae . ef, bd . aecf,

af . ce, bd . afce,

be . df, ef . abed,

bf.de; ef . adcb

;

abecdf,

adecbf,

adfcbe,

aebcfd,

aedcfb,

afbced,

afdeeh ;

ac , abed, ab . cd . ef, abecdf,

bd, adcb, ac .bd . ef, abfcde,

ef ; aecf, ae .be . df, adeebf,

afce , ae .bf . de, adfcbe,

bedf, ad .be . ef aebcfd,

bfde ; ae .bd. cf aedcfb,

af .bd. ce, afbced,

afdeeh

;
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Eight letters. {ahcdefgh)ti. The substitutions are

1, oc . df, ace . hdf, ab.cf.de, gh, ad. bchefg, ahch . defg,

ae . hd, acg . bdh, ab.ch.de. fg, ad . hgfehc, abgf . cdeh,

ag . bh, aec . hfd, ac . df. eg , bh, be . afgdch, aceg . bhdf,

bf . ce, aeg . bhd, ad. be . ef . gh, be . ahcdgf, axge . bdfh,

bh . eg, age . bhd, ad.be . cf . gh, cf . abgdeh, aecg . hfhd,

eg .fh, age . bdh, ad.be . ch . fg, cf . ahedgb, aegc . bhfd,

bhf . ceg, ad. bg . ch. ef, gh . abcdef, ofeh . bgdc,

bfh . cge, ae . bd . eg .fh, gh . afedcb, afgb . ched,

af.be.cd. gh, agce . bdhf

af.bg.cd. eh, agec . bfdh,

ag. bf . ce . dh, ahcb . dgfe,

ah.bc.dg.ef, ahef.bcdg.

ah. be . cf . dg,

(abcd)a {efgh)a tris. The substitutions are

] 1, + abc ef9> + acb egf.

ab cd ef.gh, adb ehf, abd efh.

ac bd eg.fh, bdc fhg, bed fgK

ad be eh.fg, acd egh. ode ehg.

Old. 64. ord. 64. {ae . bf. eg . dh)M [{abcd\ {efghW dim. The substitutions are

+ - + + - - +
1, abed, ac . bd, abed . efgh, ac . ef . gh, ae .bd. efgh, ac .bd.ef . gh,

adbc, eg.fh, adbc . efgh, a^. eh.fg, ac .bd. ehfg, ab.cd. ef.gh,

efgh, ac.eg, abed . ehgf bd . ef . gh, eg.fh. abed, ab.cd. eh.fg,

ehgf, ac . fh, adbc . ehgf, bd.eh.fg, eg .fh . adbc ; ad. beef . gh,

bd.eg, aecg . bhdf ab.cd. eg, ad. be. eh.fg,

bd.fh; agce. bhdf, ab.cd. fh, ae.bf.eg.dh,

aecg .bfdh, ad.be. eg, ae.bh.eg.df,

agce . bfdh, ad.bc .fh; af .be .ch. dg,

afch . bgde, af .bg .eh. de,

aJief . bgde, ag .bf . ce. dh,

afch . bedg, ag .bh. ce. df,

ahcf . bedg

;

ah.be . cf. dg,

ah.bg . ef. de

;

aebfcgdh,

aebhcgdf,

aedfcgbh,

aedhcghf,

afbechdg,

afbgchde,

afdeehbg,

afdgchbe,

agbfeedh,

agbhcedf,

agdfcebh,

agdhcebf,

ahbecfdg,

ahbgcfde,

ahdecfbg,

ahdgcfbe
;
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{ae.bf.cg . dh) N {{ahcd\ iefgh)g} dim. Eight letters.

Ord. 64.

The substitutions (all positive) are

1, ab . cd, ab . cd . ef . gh, ac . efgh, abed . efgh,

ac . bd, ab . cd . eg . fh, ac . ehgf, abed . ehgf,

ad. be, ab.cd.eh.fg, bd.efgh, adcb . efgh,

ef . gh, ac .bd . ef . gh, bd . ehgf, adcb . ehgf,

eg .fh, ac .bd . eg . fh, eg . abed, aebf . cgdh,

eh .fg, ac .bd . eh. fg, eg . adbe, aebh . cgdf

ac . eg, ad.bc . ef . gh, fh . abed, aecg . bfdh,

ac .fh, ad .be . eg .fh, fh . adeb, aecg . bhdf

bd . eg, ad .be . eh . fg, aedf . bhcg,

bd .fh, ae . bf. eg . dh, aedh . bfcg,

ae . bh . eg . df, afbe . chdg,

af . be . eh . dg, afbg . ehde,

af . bg . eh . de, afch . bedg,

ag .bf.ce. dh, afch . bgde,

ag .bh . ce . df, afde . bgch,

ah .be . cf . dg, afdg . bech,

ah .bg . ef . de, agbf. cedh,

agbh. cedf,

agce . bfdh,

agce . bhdf,

agdf. bhee,

agdh . bfce,

ahbe . cfdg,

ahbg . cfde,

ahcf . begd,

ahcf . bgde,

ahde . bgef

ahdg . beef.

ord. 72. {abcdefgh)n- This group, communicated to me by Mr Askwith, may be Ord. 72.

written

[{abedef)T2gh] pos.

ord. 96. [{abed) all {efgh\ com.) dim. This means Ord. 96.

{abed) pos. (1, eg, fh, eg . fh) + (abed) neg. residue.

c. xiii. 19
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Eight letters, {(obcd) all (efah), eye.} dim. This means
Ord. 96.

(aicd) pos. (1, efgh, eg .fh, ehgf) + (abed) neg. residue.

{(oicd) all (efgh), pos.} dim. This means

(aicd) pos. (1, e/.gh, eg .fh, eh.fg) + (abcd) neg. residue;

viz. each form (efgh\ is divided into two sets, which are combined with (ahcd) pos.

and (abed) neg. respectively.

ord. 96. (oe. bf. eg . dh) l(abed)i.i (efgh)a} tris.

The substitutions (all positive) are those of

{{abcd)ia(efgh)it] tris., viz.

I 1 , + abc e/9. + aeb egf.

ab cd ef . gh, adb ehf, abd efh.

ac bd eg.fh. bdc fhg, bed fgh,

ad be eh.fg. aed egh
,

ado ehg.

together with the following 48 substitutions

ae . bf . eg . dh, aebf . cgdh, ae . bgdfeh,

af . be . eh . dg, aecg . bfdh, ae . bhcfdg,

ag .bh: ce . df, aedh. bfeg, af . bgcedh,

ah .bg . ef . de; afbe . chdg, af . bhdecg,

afch . bedg, ag . bedhcf,

afdg . beeh, ag . bfchde,

agbh . cedf, ah . becgdf,

agce . bhdf, ah. bfdgce

,

agdf. bhee , be . agcfdh,

ahbg . efde , be . ahdfcg,

ahef.bgde, bf . agdech,

ahde . bgcf; bf . aheedg,

bg . aechdf

bg . afdhce,

bh . aedgef

bh . afcgde,

ee . afbgdh,

ce . ahdgbf

ef . aebhdg,
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cf . agdhbe,

eg . afdebh.

Eight letters

Ord. 96.

eg . ahbedf

eh . aedfbg.

eh . agbfde,

de . afbhcg,

de . agehbf,

df . aebgch,

df . ahegeb,

dg . aeefbh,

dg . ahbfee,

dh. afcebg,

dh. agbecf.

•

{ae.bg .cf. dh) [{abcd\, {efgh\^^ tris. The

[{abcd)a (efgh)^} tris., viz.

substitutions (all positive) are those of

1 1 , +abc efg , + acb egf,

ab . cd ef . gh, adb ehf, abd efh,

ac . bd eg . fh, bdc fhg, bed M>
ad. be eh.fg, acd egh , adc ehg.

together with the following 48 substitutions

ae .bf.ch. dg,

ae .bg.ef . dh,

ae .bh. eg . df.

aebf . chdg,

aebg . cfdh

,

aebh . cgdf.

af .be . eg . dh. aecf . bgdh,

af.bg.ch.de,

af .bh . ce . dg.

aecg . bhdf,

aech . bfdg,

ag .be . eh . df. aedf . bhcg

,

ag .bf .ce . dh,

ag .bh . cf . de,

ah . be . cf . dg,

aedg . bfch ,

aedh . bgcf

,

afbe . cgdh

,

A

ah .bf . eg . de, afbg . chde

,

ah . bg . ce . df; afbh . cedg

,

afce . bhdg

,

afeg . bedh

,

•

afch . bgde

,

19—2
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Eight letters.

Ord. 96.

Ord. 168. okL 168. {abcdefgh)i,

Thisis(l,S»,/SO(l, T,

a/de . bgch ,

afdg . bhce ,

afdh . hecg ,

aghe . chdf

,

aghf . cedh ,

agbh . c/de ,

agce . b/dh

,

age/ . bhde ,

agch . bed/ .

agde

.

bhcf

,

agdf . bech ,

agdh . bfce ,

ahbe . cfdg

,

oAbf . cgde

,

ahbg . cedf

,

ahce . bgdf

,

ahcf . bedg ,

ahcg . bfde ,

ahde . bfcg ,

ahdf . bgce ,

ahdg . beef

.

. , r«) (1, f7, . .
.
, U'), where S = bdcgef, T = abcdefg, U = ahbfgecd;

it is a derivative of {abcde/g)a = {l, S\ S*)(l, T, ..., T'), see post (abcdefgh)^^,.

Ord. 192. oi-d. 192. [Two forms not examined.]

Ord. 288. ord. 288. (ae.bf.cg . dh) (abed) pos. (e/gh) pos.

The substitutions are those of (abed) pos. (e/gh) pos., viz. the 144 substitutions

1 1,

ab . cd e/ . gh,

ac . bd eg ./h,

ad. be eh./g.

abc e/g,

aeb eg/

abd e/h.

adb eh/

acd egh,

ode ehg,

bed fgh.

bdc fhg.
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ce.afbgdh, cf.aebhdg, cg.aeb/dh, ch.aebgdf,

„ afdhbg, „ aedgbk, „ aedhbf, „ aedfbg,

together with the following 144 substitutions, viz.

ae . bf . eg . dh, aebf . cgdh, afbe . chdg, agbe . cfdh, ahbe . cgdf,

ae . bg . cli . df, aebg . chdf, afbg . cedh, agbf . chde, ahbf . cedg,

ae .bh. cf . dg, aebh . cfdg, afbh . cgde, agbh . cedf, ahbg . cfde,

af. be . ch . dg, aecf . bhdg, afce . bgdh, agce . bhdf, ahce . bfdg,

af.bg.ce. dh, aecg . bfdh, afcg . bhde, agcf . bedh, ahcf . bgde,

af . bh . eg . de, aech . bgdf, afch . bedg, agch . bfde, ahcg . bed/,

ag . bh. ce . df, aedf. bgch, afde . bhcg, agde . bfch, ahde . bgcf,

ag . be . cf . dh, aedg . bhcf afdg . bech, agdf . bhce, ahdf . becg,

ag .bf . ch . de, aedh . bfcg, afdh . bgce, agdh . beef, ahdg . bfce ;

ah.bg . cf . de,

ah.be . eg . df,

ah . bf . ce . dg;

ae . bfcgdh, af. bechdg, ag . beefdh, ah . beegdf

„ bfdhcg, „ bedgeh, „ bedhef, „ bedfcg

„ bgchdf, „ bgeedh, „ bfchde, „ bfcedg

„ bgdfch, „ bgdhce, „ bfdech, „ bfdgce

„ bhcfdg, „ bhcdge, „ bhcedf „ bgcfde

„ bhdgcf; „ bhdecg; „ bhdfce; „ bgdecf;

be. afchdg, bf.aecgdh, bg.aechdf, bh.aecfdg

„ afdgch, „ aedhcg, „ aedfch, „ aedgcf

„ agcfdh, „ agchde, „ afcedh, „ afcgde

„ agdhcf, „ agdech, „ afdhce, „ afdecg

„ ahcgdf, „ ahcedg, „ ahcfde, „ agcedf

„ ahdfeg; „ ahdgce; „ ahdecf; „ agdfce;

ord. 336. (abcdefgh^^. This is

{1,S,S', S\ S\ S'){1, T,

where S = bdcgef, T=abedefg, U=ahbfgeed; it is a derivative of

{abedefg)^={\, S, .... S'){1, T, ..., T").

It will be noticed that there are some alterations in the numbers of the groups

of the several orders as stated in the Table, p. 118, and that the immber here

obtained for the total number of the groups of eight letters (instead of 155 as in

the table) is 157. Some of the groups, in particular those of the order 192, require

further explanation.

Eight letters.

Ord. 288.

„ agbhdf, „ agbedh,

„ agdfbh, „ agdhbe,

„ ahbfdg, „ ahbgde,

„ ahdgbf; „ ahdebg;

afbhde,

afdebh,

ahbedf,

ahdfbe

;

afbedg,

afdgbe,

agbfde,

agdebf;

de . afbheg, df. aebgch, dg . aebhcf, dh . aebfeg

,

„ afegbh, „ aeehbg, „ aecfbh, „ aeegbf

,

„ agbfch, „ agbhee, „ afbeeh, „

„ agchbf, „ agcebh, „ afehbe, „

„ ahbgcf, „ ahbeeg, „ ahbfce, „

„ ahefbg; „ ahcgbe; „ ahcebf;

., T'){1, U, ..., W),

afbgce,

afcebg,

agbeef,

agcfbe.

Ord. 336.
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919.

ON THE PROBLEM OF TACTIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxv. (1891),

pp. 104—127.]

1. I REMARK that the problem "to draw a circle touching each of three given

circles" is not properly a problem with eight solutions, but it is a set of four

problems 6ach with two solutions: viz. if a, b, c are the radii of the given circles,

^ the radius of the tangent circle, and r, s, t the distances of its centre from

the centres of the given circles respectively, then in the four problems respectively

we have
r=a + % r= a + ^, r = a + ^, r = a + '$r,

s=6 + ^, s = -b+'5t, s= 6+B-, s = -6+^,

t=c+^, t= c + ^, <=-c + ^, «=-c+^;
and thence also

s— t = b — c, s — t- — b—c, s -t= b+ c, s — t = — b+c,

t —r = c—a, t — r= c — a, t—r = — c — a, t — r = - c — a,

r— s = a—b, r — s= a + b, r — s= a — b, r — s= a + b,

where a, b, c may be regarded each of them as positive ; but the sign of each

distance r, s, t, and of the radius ^ is not assumable at pleasure, but analytically

it comes out as a result in the solution, or it may be found by geometrical con-

siderations. Thus, if the given circles are external to each other, then in the first

problem we have two solutions, a first tangent circle touched externally by each of

the given circles, and a second tangent circle touched internally by each of the given

circles; and taking r, s, t, ^i, ^2. each of them as positive, the signs in the two

solutions respectively are

r = a + ^1, r = — a + %, or say — r = a - ^„,

s = b+'^i, s = -b+%, -s = b-%,
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and so in other cases. The second, third, and fourth problems are, it is clear, derived
from the first problem by the change of (6, c) into (-6, c), (b, -c), (-b, -c)
respectively: so that only the first problem need be considered, viz. this is as above

whence also

s — t = b — c, t — r = c — a, r — s = a — b,

where b — c, c—a. a — b are given magnitudes the algebraical sum of which is = 0,

viz. they are one of them positive, and the other two each negative, or else two of

them each positive, and the remaining one negative.

2. The most simple and straightforward geometrical solution is that given in

the Principia, Book I. Lemma XVI. ; I reproduce this as given in Motte's translation

(The Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy, by Sir Isaac Newton, translated

into English by Andrew Motte, 8°, 2 vols., London, 1729),

"Lemma XVI. Froin three given points to draw to a fourth point which is not

given three right lines whose differences shall be either given or none at all.

Casf 1. Let the given points be A, B, C (see figure) and Z the fourth point

which we are to find: because of the given difference of the line AZ, BZ, the locus

R\

of the point Z will be a hyperbola whose foci are A and B and whose principal

axe is the given difference. Let that axe be MK Taking PM to MA as MN is

to AB, erect PR perpendicular to AB, and let fall ZR perpendicular to PR; then

from the nature of the hyperbola ZR will be to AZ as MN is to AB. And by

the like argument the locus of the point Z will be another hyperbola whose foci

are A, G, and whose principal axe is the difference between AZ and CZ; and QS
a perpendicular on AC may be drawn to which (QS), if from any point Z of this

hyperbola a perpendicular ZS is let fall, this (ZS) shall be to AZ as the difference

between AZ and CZ is to AC. Wherefore the ratios of ZR and ZS to AZ are

given and consequently the ratio of ZR to ZS one to the other: and therefore if

the right lines RP, QS meet in T, and TZ and TA are drawn, the figure TRZS
will be given in specie, and the right line TZ, in which the point Z is somewhere

placed, will be given in position. There will be given also the right line TA and

the angle ATZ; and because the ratios oi AZ and TZ to ZS are given, their ratio

to each other is given also ; and thence will be given also the triangle ATZ whose

vertex is the point Z. Q. E. i.
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Case 2. If two of the three lines, for instance AZ and BZ, are equal, &c.

Case 3. If all the three are equal, &c.

This problematic lemma is likewise resolved in Apollonius's Book of Tactions

restored by Vieta."

3. Newton, in fact, considers the hyperbolas AB and AC, each of given axis,

having the foci {A, B) and {A, G) respectively, and having PR, QS for the

directrices which in the two hyperbolas respectively belong to the common focus

A. The required point Z thus lies on a given line through the intersection T of

these two directrices; and its position on this line is determined by the condition

that the distances AZ, TZ shall be in a given ratio: the locus of the points which

satisfy this last condition is of course a circle; and the position of Z is thus

determined as the intersection of the given line by a given circle (which I will call a

Newton-circle); there are two intersections giving points Zi, Z„, which are the centres

of the two tangent circles respectively: and the line as a locus in quo of these two

points is of course a determinate line, but Newton's circle is only one of a singly

infinite series of circles through the two points: any other solution of the problem

gives therefore the same line, but not in general the same circle.

4. In what immediately follows, I use for convenience the letter F in place of

the foregoing letter T.

Effecting Newton's construction, first as above, with the points A {B, 0) ; and

then in like manner, secondly with the points B {G, A), and thirdly with the points

C{A, B); and in regard to a hyperbola AB or BA, writing AB for the directrix

which belongs to the focus A, and BA for the directrix which belongs to the focus

B ; then

For hyperbolas AB, AG, we have intersection of directrices AB, AG is a point

F; for hyperbolas BG, BA, we have intersection of directrices BG, BA is a point

G; for hyperbolas GA, GB, we have intersection of directrices GA, GB is a point H.

Hence these three points F, G, H lie in a line, which is the line containing

the required points Z^, Z.^; or say it is the line Z,Z^.

The points Zi, Z^ are determined as the intersections of this line by a circle

which is the locus of the points whose distances A, F ^ve in a given ratio; similarly

they are determined as the intersections by a circle which is the locus of the points

whose distances from B, G are in a given ratio ; and they are determined as the

intersections by a circle which is the locus of the points whose distances from C, H
are in a given ratio. We have thus three Newton-circles: if the centres of these

are F', G', H' respectively, then clearly these points lie on a line F'G'H', which

bisects at right angles the line (or chord) Z^Z^\ the points A, F, F' are obviously

in a line, as are also the points B, G, G', and the points G, H, H' ; or (what is

the same thing) consideiing for a moment the line F'G'H' as a given line bisecting

ZiZi at right angles, then the centres F', G', H' would be found as the intersections

of this line F'G'H' with the lines AF, BG, GH respectively.
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The points Z^, Z„ being determined as above, then the points of contact ai, /Si,

7i of the circle Z^ with the circles A, B, C respectively are points of intersection

of the lines Z^A, Z^B, Z^C with these circles respectively; and similarly the points

of contact a,, ^2, 72 of the circle Z^ with the same circles respectively are points of

intersection of the lines Z^A, Z^B, Z^C with these circles respectively.

5. I compare with Newton's the construction in which the centres Z^, Z^ are

determined by means of the points of contact with the given circles: I may refer

to Prop. 10, pp. 118—120 of Casey's Sequel to Euclid (12°, Dublin, 1881). We have
here the line Z^Z.^ determined as the line through the radical centre D. of the three

circles A, B, C, perpendicular to an axis of symmetry (say the axis containing the

three centres of direct symmetry) of the same circles: this point D. is the centre

of the orthotomic circle. And if the common chords of the orthotomic circle and the

circles A, B, C respectively meet the axis of symmetry in the points a, b, c; then

we have a,, Oj, as the points of contact of the tangents from a to the circle A ;

A. A as the points of contact of the tangents from b to the circle B ; and 71, 7^

as the points of contact of the tangents from c to the circle C: the suffixes 1 and

2 can and must be so applied that the three lines Aai, J5/3], Cy^ meet in a point

Zi of the line ZiZ„, and the three lines Aa.2, B/S^, Gy, in a point Z^ of the same

line. We thus obtain the required points Z^ and Z^.

6. Taking the equations of the three circles to be

{x - ay + (y - a,f = a\

{x-^y + iy-0,y = ¥.

(« - 7)'' + (2/
- 7i)= = C-,

I wish to obtain the equations of the line Z^Z^ and of the three Newton-circles

;

but I will first find, by a separate analytical investigation, an expression for the

length of the chord ZiZ^.

Writing /, g, h for the distances BG, CA, AB of the points A, B, C from each

other; r,, «,, <j for the distances of Zi from these points respectively, and r,, s^, t^

for the distances of Z.^ from these points respectively ; we have a triangle whose

sides are /, g, h, and two points Zi, Z.^ whose distances from the vertices are r^, Si,

ti and Tj, Sj, tj respectively ; and we can in terms of these data find an expression

for the distance a; of the points Z^, Z^ from each other. In fact, considering any

four points 1, 2, 3, 4 and any other four points 1', 2', 3', 4', then if 11', 12', &c.,

denote the squared distances of the points 1 and 1' from each other, of the points

1 and 2' from each other, &c., we have between the several distances the relation

= 0,0, 1 , 1 , 1 ,
1

1, 11', 12', 13', 14'

1, 21', 22', 23', 24'

1. 31', 32', 33', 34'

1. 41', 42', 43', 44'

C. XIII. 20
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and thence, taking the points 1, 2, 3 and also the points 1', 2', 3' to be the points

A, B, C respectively, and the points 4 and 4' to be the points Z^ and Z, respectively,

we have the required relation

0. 1, 1, 1, 1 =0,

1, 0. h\ g\ r,'

1, h\ 0, /», «,'

1, g\ f\ 0, f,'

1, r», «=", t\ a?

A=f* + g* + h*- 2g'h'' - 2A»/» - 2/y.

viz. putting for shortness

this equation is

Aa? + = 0,0, 1, 1, 1, 1

1, 0, h\ g\ r,'

1, h\ 0, ,A V
1, g\ f\ 0, e,»

1, 7^, s\ t\

where the determinant has the value

(r» + r,»)/» (-/» + ^» + A») +/^ {(«,» - r^) {r^ - s}) + (fe/ - n^) (n= - s^)\

+ (s» + s,») ^» ( /^ - 5r' + A') + fl-' {(n» - «,») (s,' - «,') + (r,>- s,=) (s,^ - «,=)}

+ («i' + «,») A» ( /^ + sr^
- A')+ A' {(«:» - «.») (<»' - r.r) + (s.» - t^) («,' - r.»)}

- 2/yA».

7. For the points Z^, Z^, the distances r,, «,, ti and rj, Sa, U have the values

a + ^i, 6 + ^1, c + ^i and a + ^2, 6 + ^s, c + ^o respectively, where S^i, ^2 are the radii

of the tangent circles ; substituting these values, we find

Aa:» + 221 + 233 (^, + ^2) + 2) (^1= + V) + 26^,^2 = 0,

where
at = ay -^ (- /' + flf" + A") +/Hc» - ttO (a^ - 6») -/yA»

+ c'A» (
p^-g""- h^) + A" (6" - c») (c» - a%

33 = o/» (-/' + 5r» + /O 4-/^ (c - a) (a - 6) (2a + 6 + c)

+ cA' ( />' + 5f»-A>) + A''(6-c)(c-a)(a + 6 + 2c),

+ 5"( f'-f + h')

+ A»( f' + g^-h'), =-A,
g= 4/»(c-a)(a-6)

+ 45r'(a-6)(6-c)

+ 4A» (6 - c) (c - a).
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But ^1, So are the roots of an equation in S, which is at once obtained from

the foregoing equation by putting therein x = 0, % = %, =S: viz. if, for shortness,

(S = 'D + e, =-A + 4>{p(c-a)(a-b) + g"-{a-b)(b-c) + h''(b-c){c-a)},

then the equation in ^ is

we have therefore

and consequently

that is,

Ag^'a^ + 22lg^ - 453-g + 2) (4©= - 221S) + 221S (S - 2)) = 0,

or, reducing,

Ag^a^ + 4 (S^ - 2lg) (2) - 6) = 0,

that is,

AgV = 4(8-^-2(g)g,

where A, 33, 6, @ have the values given above ; we hence find

S" _ 216 = - IP -{b- cf} {g' - (c - a)'} {h' -{a- by] x{f* + g* + h*- 2g%' - 2h'p - 2/y)

{/'- (6 - of] {g' - (c - ay} {h^ -(a- by] A
;

and, putting for x its value ZZi, the equation thus reduces itself to

6= (zz,y = - 4 {/^ - (6 - cy} ig'
- (c - ay} [h' -(a- by} e.

8. The denominator factor g' and the several numerator factors of {ZZ^y may
be accounted for. It is to be observed that {ZZ^y does not contain the factor A of

33^— 2i@. If A = 0, the centres of the circles A, B, G are in a line; the two tangent

circles are circles situate symmetrically in regard to the line ABC, that is, their

radii are equal, and the line through their centres is bisected at right angles by

the line ABC; the radii are equal, and thus 33^ — 216 = 0, but the centres are not

coincident, and thus ZZi is not = 0. The expression for {ZZ^^ assumes a more simple

form, for we have g= — A + @ = @, and the formula thus becomes

g {ZZ,y = - 4 {/= - (6 - cy} [g' - (c - ay} [h' -(a- by}.

If in this formula g = 0, then we have ZZ^^x; in fact, the circles A, B, C
have here a pair of common tangents, and the tangent circles are these common

tangents : each of the centres is thus a point at infinity, and the distance of the

two centres is to be regarded as = infinity. In verification observe that, if the circles

have a pair of common tangents, then, taking the intersection of these for the origin,

a P, Q, R be the distances of the centres from this origin, we have

P : Q : R = a : b : c;

and therefore

f : g : h = b — c : c — a : a — b;

WuGDCG
g, =(c- a){a-b)f'- +ia -b)(b-c) g' + ib - c)(c-a) h',

contains a factor (6 — c) + (c — a) + (a - b), and is thus = 0.

20—2
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Supposing A not = 0, then 33" — 2(6 is = 0, that is, the two radii are equal

only if one of the factors /'-(6-c)', g'-(c-ay, h'-(a-by is = 0, and in this

case we have also ZZ, = ; the two tangent circles are here coincident. The equation

f^-{b — cY = signifies that the circles B, C touch each other internally, or, what is

the same thing (if, as was initially assumed, the radii b, c be taken to be each of

them positive), the point of contact is a direct centre of symmetry; hence, when

y« _ (t _ cf = 0, the two tangent circles are coincident. And similarly if gr' — (c — af = 0,

or if h^-(a-by=0.

9. If in the general formula we have 6 = 0, then ZZi = x>\ the circles A, B, C
have here a common tangent and one of the tangent circles becomes this common
tangent; we have thus a centre at infinity, and the distance of the two centres is

thus also infinite.

To show that S = is the condition of a common tangent, suppose that the

three circles have a common tangent, and let P, Q, B. denote the distances of the

points of contact from any fixed point on this tangent : we have

g' = (R-Py + ic-ay,

h^ = (P-Qy + (a-by,

equations which I represent by /', ^r", k' = a-+ I'', /?= + m^ y + n-, where o + /9 + 7 = 0,

l + m + n = 0. We have

and forming the corresponding values of f—g^ + h'', f^ + g^ — h?, and multiplying by

/«, g^, h'=a' + l', ^ + m\ y' + n' respectively, we find

- A = - 2o»?rtre - 2^nl - 2<flm. - 21""^^ - 2m?ya - 2n'a^.

But the last three terms hereof are

= ^H- a" + /S" + 7=) + m' (- /3= + 7= + a=) + H» (- 7» + a= + y9»),

which is

= a'im^ + n^-f) + 0'{n^ + l^-m?) + 'f{l' + 7n'- n'),

and this is

= - 2a»m« - 2/3*»Z - 2yHm.
Hence we have

- A = - 4a»mw - 4/S*ni - 47^;?^,

that is,

= — 4/*»m - 4:g^l — 4thHm,

or replacing I, in, n by their values, we find

-A ^{f'{c- a){a-b) + g^{a-b){b - c)-\- h'ib - c){c-a)],

which is the required condition (5 = 0.

10. It would at first sight appear that the distance ZZ^ of the two centres
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would always vanish if g=0. But if A, B, G are real circles, this condition (S = 0,

implies

/' - ff° _ ^^

(b-cf {c-ay~(a-bf'

whence A = 0, and this being so we have S = - A + (S, =0, and the value of ZZ^

instead of being =0, is or appears to be infinite. In proof, take for a moment the

origin at A and the line AB for the axis of «; we have thus (0, h) for the coordinates

of B, and taking (x, y) for the coordinates of (J, we have g'^ = a? + y''; /= = {h- xf + yl

Writing as before I, m, n, to denote b — c, c—a, a — b respectively, we have

je= m,n{(h-xy + y''}+nl(ai' + y')+ lmh\

= m(n+l)h^ + n(l + m){x^+ y') - Imnhx,

= - m* - n^ {a? + y") - 2mnhx,

= - (mh + nxf - n-y'^,

mh
and thus, for real values, 6 can only vanish for y = 0, x = ; these values of x, y

give f'——^, g^ =—^ , that is, -^ = .^^ = — , or writing for I, m, n their values, they

give

(6-c)» (c-af {a-bf
11. But for imaginary circles the condition @ = does not imply A = 0,

and supposing @ = 0, the distance Z^Z, is = ; the equation 33" - 21S = 0, is not

satisfied, and thus the two radii are unequal ; it would seem that we have concentric

circles Z^, Z.^ each touching the three given circles A, B, 0, and this would imply

that the radii a, b, c were equal to each other: this cannot be the case, for the

only relation is that given by the foregoing condition (5 = 0. The explanation of this

paradox is that the two circles Z^, Z^ are not really concentric, but it is only the

distance ^,Z, of the centres which is =0, viz. the centres are points on an imaginary

line a; - a + I (y - /9) = 0.

In verification hereof, I start from two circles Z^, Z,,

(a;+l)» + (y+i)» = m»,

(x-iy + (y-iy= n",

having for centres the two points (—1, —i), (1, i) the distance of which two points

from each other is = 0. Consider for a moment a conic having these two imaginary

points for its foci ; viz. writing f, r) for the coordinates of a point of the conic, the

equation is

VK^+ ly + iv+if] - V{(^- 1)' + ('?-*?} = m-n;
we thence obtain

{^+iy+(v+ir=(m-ny+2(m-n)^{(^-iy+iv-iy} + i^-iy + {v-iy,

that is,

4 (f + ir)) - (m - ny = 2 (m - m) V((f - 1)' + {r)- iy],
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or putting m — n = 2k, we have

^ + ir,-k' = k V{(? -iy+(v- i)'}.

and thence
A^ (r +'?')- (I

+*'»)' =^'

for the equation of the conic. The last preceding equation gives

or say
.

VKf - 1)" + {V- i)'} -n = -i(7n + n) +>-^

;

and we have similarly

VKI + ly + (»; + *)'l
- "» = - M'w + ") +^X^ •

This being so, it at once appears that, if (f, ij) are coordinates of a point on

the conic, then the circle

{x-^y + (y-vy = a\

where

is a circle touching each of the given circles Z^, Z^. In fact, the distance of the

centre from the point Zi is V{(^ + 1)^ + ('? + *)''!. which is =a-\-m, the sum of the two

ra(fii ; and similarly the distance of the centre from the point Z2 is V{(^ — 1)'' + ('7 — 0*).

which is =a + n, the sum of the two radii.

Hence if (|', t]'), (^", rj") belong to any other two points on the conic, and we

write

a = — ^ (m + n) + i, .

we have

for the equations of three circles A, B, C each touching the two circles Z^, Z^.

Writing as before /, g, h for the mutual distances BC, CA, AB of the centres of these

circles, then

and similarly for g^ and A'. But we have
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and therefore

and similarly

and hence

g=^ = ^'{f -r-i(V-V')i;

^j = i{f -^'-iiv -r,')\,

/' a^ h^/— +-^— +-^ = 0, that is, g = 0,b—cc—aa—o
viz. it thus appears that the condition @ = applies to a pair of circles Z^, Z^

which are not concentric, but which have for their centres two imaginary points the

distance of which from each other is =0.

This completes the explanation of the denominator and numerator factors in the

expression for the distance Z^Z^ between the centres of the two tangent circles.

12. I consider now the analytical solution : the equations of the given circles

A, B, G are

{X-ay + iY-a,y-a' = 0,

(X-yy + iY-y,y-c^ = o,

viz. (a, a,), (/9, ySi), and (7, 71) are the coordinates of the centres and (a, b, c) are

the radii. Taking (x, y) for the coordinates of the centre of the tangent circle and

^ for its radius, the equation of the tangent circle is

{X-xy + {Y-yy-^'' = 0;

and if we write r, s, t for the distances of this centre from the points A, B, C
respectively, that is,

r^,/{{x-ay + {y-a,y},

s = V{(^-/3)= + (2/-A)'j,

t=^/{{x-yy + (y-y,y};

then for the determination of the unknown quantities x, y, ^ we have the three

equations

7- = a + ^, s=fc + ^, t=c + ^,

or eliminating ^, the centre is determined by means of the hyperbolas

8 — t = b — c, t — r = c— a, r — s = a—b;

these three hyperbolas have, in fact, two common intersections which are the two centres

^1, Zi.
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In all that follows, I write, as before, b-c, c-a, a-b = l, m, n; the last-

mentioned equations are therefore

8-t=l, t-r = m, r-s = n,

and we deduce

viz. writing

and therefore

these equations are

21 ' 2m ' 2n '

/ii + ?»<s + «r=o,

= T+^n, =R + \l, =S + ^m;

R, S, T are each of them a linear function of the coordinates (a;, y), say we have

R = Xx + \y + Xo.

S = fix + /j,iy + fi.,,

T = vx + v^y + Vi,

y8-7 A-7i /3' + /3i'-y-7i'
where

X, \i , "^ — —

/*. /*!, M2=-

" , Vl, Vi=-

l ' I ' 21

7-« 7i -«i 7' + 7i' - tt° - «i°

TO ' TO ' 2to

n '

n ' In

13. From the two equations r=S—i^i=T-¥^, we deduce the equations of a

line and a circle.

The line is S — T — ^ (to+ w) = 0, viz. substituting for S and T their values, this is

m n ^

that is,

or, since l + m-\-n = 0, the equation is
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which is symmetrical in regard to the three circles. The equation may be written

I (r^ - «=) + m (s- -b-) + n (f- - c") = ;

and it thus appears that the line passes through the radical centre of the three circles.

We have

{v —fj.)r=v (S — ^7H) — fi{T + ^n) = — (fi,v,-fiiv)y + vfi^ — fj,v.,
— ^(mv + «,u. ),

("i - f^i) r = Vi{S — ^m) — fii (T+ ^n) = {/xv, - fj^v) x + I'/i, - fxv.j, - ^ {mvi + ?i/ti,),

and thence

[(v-^f + {v,-,.,r]^=[v{S-km)-f^{T+\n)Y + [v,{8-\m)-,x,{T+^n)\\

which is the equation of a circle ; in fact, on the left-hand side and right-hand side

the only terms of the second order in (x, y) are [{v — fif -\-{vi— iJb^^]{x- + y-) and

{fiv^ — fi^vY {x^ + y") respectively. We have thus the equation of the Newton-circle F;

but I reduce the form by substituting for /n, yu-j, /ij, v, vi, v^ their values. Writing for

shortness

la -\- m^ +ny — K
,

lui + m^i + nyi = K,

,

/871 - /3,7 -I- 701 - 7ia -f a/3i - o,^ = fl,

(/3 -7 )(«' + «!') + (7 -a)(^ + /3,0 + (« - /3 ) (7' + 7i') = n,

(A - 7i) (»' + «i') + (t. - aOW + /81') + («. - A) (f + 7i^) = n,

,

after some easy reductions the equation is found to be

4 {K- + K,') {a~ + y' - 2ax -2a,y + ar + a,-)

= { 2%-l-n +(/3 -7)m»i-|-(m-«)^p

-I- {- 2nx +U, + (/3, - 7,) mn + (m - n) Z,)l

14. To further abbreviate, I write

(fi-y)mn + (m- n)K = F, (^,-y,)mn + (m - n) K, = F^
,

(y-a)Til +(n -l)K=G, (y,-a,)nl +{n -I )K, = G,,

(a-0)lm+{l -m)K=H, (a, - /3,) Im + (I -ni)K, = H,;

also

i(o»-|- a.0 + m(y8^-|- A0 + n(7= + 7,') = ;

and then writing down the three equations, we have

4 {K' + AV) r'' = i-2nx+U, + F,r + (2% +U+Ff,
4 {K' + K,^) s' = (- 2nx -I- ri , + G,r + {-my +n + 0)\

* {K' + Ki'yt^ = (-2nx+n, + H,r + {my + II +H)\

which are the equations of the three Newton-circles, each meeting the chord

Ir' + ms" t iif' + Imn = 0,

or, say
- 2Kx - 2K,y + H -|- hm, = 0,

in the points Z,, Z^.

c. XIII, 21
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15. The first of these equations is

- 2 J4 (K' + A-,') a - 2n (H, + f,)1 ^

- 2 {4 {K' + K,') a, + 2n (n + F)] y

+ 4 (/f' + A-,') (a» + a,«) - (n, + F,f - (H + F)-' = 0,

* * ^'
{4(^»+A','-n»)x-4(A'» + ;i',')o +2n(n, + F,)i'

+ |4 {K-^ + A-,' - n') y - 4 (
A-' + K,') a, - 2n (O + ^)1»

+ 4 (A'» + A-,' - n») {4 (A-^ + A-,') (a' + a,') - (H, + F,f - (D + Fy]

-{4(A'» + A',»)a-2n(n. + J^,)l'

- {4 (A-' + A-,') a, + 2n (n + i^))= = 0,

where the last term is

- ^{K^ + Ki'){U, + F,f

- 4(A'» + A',»)(n +Fy
- 16 {K' + Ki') {a' + a,') n^

-16(A'» + A',»)»(o>+a,=)

+ 16{K'+ K,')an{n, + F,)

-16{K' + K^)a,a{U+F)

(K^+Ki')[-i(U, + F,y-*{n + Fy

- 16 («» + o,') n- + i6on (n, + f,) - i6a,n (n + F)}.

It thus appears that the equation of the Newton-circle F is

4 (A-» + A-.^ -!!»)= K^ - f )" + (y - fi?)

= (A"^ + A'.^) {(n, +F,r+{n+Fy
- 4an (n, + F,) + 4a,n (n + F) + 4^ (a= + o,») n=}

= (A-» + A-.O Rn, + i?', - 2an)» + (11 + J^+ 2a,ny].

where the coordinates of the centre are

2(A-' + A-,')a-n(n, + f,)

^ 2iK'+Ki')a, + n(n+F)
'

2(A''»-i-A',»-n»)

and

™^'

=

HK^'+Kf-ii'y '^"' + ^' - 2"">° + (n + ^ + 2a,n)»)

;

and similarly for the Newton-circles G aud H.
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+ ^ = 0,

16. The centres are in a line at right angles to

- tKx - 2K,y + + Imn = 0,

say the equation of this line is

K,x- Ky +^ = 0;
then we ought to have

K, (2 {K^ + AV) a - n (n, + F,)] - JiT [2 {K"- + K,^) a, + H (n + F)]

that is,

2{K' + K,'){K,a - Ka^)-{K,U, + KU)ii-(K,F, + KF) n + 2{K' + K,^-D,')^ =0.

This should agree with

2 (£» + K,') (K,^ - K^,) - {K,U, + KU)D.- (K, G, + KG)n + 2 (K' + A? - fl^) ^ = 0,

viz. we ought to have

2{K^ + K,-){K,{a-^)-K{a,-/3,)}-{K,{F,-G,) + K{F-G)}n = 0.

This can be true only if Ai(a — /3) — A(a, — /3i) is a multiple of 12; and, in fact,

= (a-fi) {la^ + m^, + rvy^) - (a, - A) (^a + w;8 + ivy)

= i (a/9i - ai/3) + m (a/3. - a,^) + »i {- (;S7, - /S, 7) - (7ai - 7, a)j

= — n (/37i - /3i7 + 7a, - 7ia + a/3i - ai/3), = - wO.

The equation to be verified thus is

-2n(K' + K,')-K,{F,-G,)-K{F-G) = 0,

and here

F- G = (^-y)mn -{y - a)ln+ {l + ni - 2n) K
= aln + fimn -y{l + m)n — SnK = {n — Sn)K = - 2nK.

Hence

and similarly

-K (F -G) = 2nK\

-KAF,-G,) = 2nK,^;

and thus the equation is verified.

17. Writing for shortness

(87. - /3i7. 7a. - 7ia. «/3. - «./8 = X, y, Z,

and therefore fi = Z+F+.^; we have

2 (A'^ + K^") (Ka - Ka,) - (KF+K,F,) fl

= K {mni0 - y)( X - Y- Z)

+ nl {y - a)(-X+Y-Z)
+ Im (a -^){-X-Y+Z)]
+ A,{mn(/3.-7,)( X- F-.^)

+ nl (7.- a,)(-X+F-Z)

+ ^« (a, -A)(-X-F+Z)).
21—2
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To verify this, observe that the left-hand side is

2 (A'' + if,») (mZ- nY) - {(/9 - 7) mtiK + (/3, - 7,) miiK, + (w - )/) (K' + K,^) fi},

or putting herein X ¥ Y ¥ Z ior il, this is

(JT' + A-,») \(n-m)X + lY- IZ] - mn j(y9 - 7) A" + (A - 7,) K,] (
A' + F+ Z),

which is thus

= mn!(/8-7)A + (/3,-7.)^.l( X - Y - Z)

+ nl 1(7 - «) A + (7, - a,) A,} (- Z + F- Z)

+ Im \{a - ;8) A- + (a, - A) K,] (- Z - F+ ^).

The equation to be verified thus becomes

(A> + A,') |(n - m)Z+ iF- IZ]

= m»((;8-7)A + (A-70^.}2Z

+ ni i(7 -«)A + (7,- a,) A,} (-Z+F-Z)
+ ?m {(a -/3)^ + (a. -y9,)^.}(-Z- Y+ Z).

This breaks up into two equations,

K[{n-m)X + lY-lZ]= mn(0- y)2X

+ nl (y-a)(-X+Y-Z)

+ hn{a-^)(-X-Y+ Z);

and a like equation with the suffixed letters. And the equation just written down
observing that each side is a linear function of X and Y—Z, again breaks up into

the two equations

(n- m)K= 2mn (/8 - 7) - nl (7 - a) - Im (a - /9),

IK= -7il{y-a)-lm{a-^),

which are at once verified: in fact, for the first equation the right-hand side is

= {nl— Im) a + (2m/i + /m) /3 + (- 2mn - nl) 7,

= (n -m) la+ {in + 1) m^ + (- iin -l)ny,

= (n -m){la+ m/S-f ny), = {n - in) K

;

and similarly in the second equation the right-hand side is ^

(- nl - Im) a + Im^ -(- Iny, =l{la + m^+ ny), = IK.

Writing then

*= K {mn(^ - y){X-Y-Z)

+ nl(y -a)i-X+Y-Z) + lm{a -^)(-X-Y+Z)]
+ A, {»m (/9, - 7,) (Z - F- Z)

+ nliy,- a,)i- X + Y - Z) + l,n{a,- ^,)(- X - Y + Z)l
we have

* = (A,n, -f- A'n ) n - 2
( a'^' + Jx^ - no ^.
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This equation determines *, and thus the equation of the line of centres is

2 {K'- + K,' - n») {K,x - Ky) + {KU + ^,n,) fl - * = 0.

18. This line meets
- 2Kx - IK^y + @ + Imn = 0,

in the mid-point of the chord Z^Z^. We thus have for the coordinates x, y of this

mid-point

2 {K' -f if,» - H') {K' + K,') x + K, [(Zn + K,U,) n-^}-K{K' + K,- - fl») (© + Imn) = 0,

2 (if= + K,^ - ^) {K' + if/)y-K {{KU + K,U,) fi - *j - if, {K' + K,' - Xl=) (@ + z„i„) = o.

The perpendicular distance of the centre of the circle F from the chord is

_ - 2Kf- 2KJ, + Q + Imn

here

2 {K/+ KJ,) = j^,^l-,_^, [2 (ir» + K,') {Ka + K,a,) - n {K (U, + F,) - AT, (D + F)}],

KU,-K,U= (a' + ai'){K(^,-y,)-K,(^-y)}

+ (^ + A=) {K (7. - «i) - ^1 (7 - «)}

-(- (7= 4- 7i') |if («: - A) - i^i (« - /3)}

= fi {f (o= + a,'') + m{^+ /8,=) + n (y^ + 7,=)} = n@.

KF,-K,F= mn{K{^,-y,)-K,{^-y)} = lmnn.

Thus

2 (A7+ a:,/,) = ^,^^,_^, {2 (K^ + K^) {Ka + K,a,) - £1^0 -f i,«n)},

and hence the numerator of the fraction is

A-' + g'-fl' 5" ^ ^^' "* ^'''* ^^" "^ ^''^'^ ^ "' ^® ^ ^"'"^ + '^'
^

^^'
" "'^ ^'^ + ^"""^J

Thus the perpendicular distance of the centre of the circle F from the chord Z^Z^ is

= 2 {K^+ If-n^) {- ^ ^^'^ + ^'"'> ^ ® + ^""^

'

moreover, by what precedes, we have

^^"^ = 2^K^lKf-n') ^f^" + '^ + -"'"^' + (n, + i^, - -lany}.

19. Hence also

(Z.Z,/ = -^^^-^^ [{U + F+ 2a,a/ -1- (n. +F,- 2oLQ.f - {@ + Imn -2{Ka + K^a,)]'].
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We have

K*+ K,*-il^ = (la + m$ + nyY + (ia, + m$t + ray,)" - (0y, - /3,7 + 7a, - 71^ + a/9i - ai^)*

;

but
/^ = (/3-7)'+(A-7.)^

^' = (7-«)' + (7.-«.)'.

A»=(a-)8)= + (a. -A)^
and hence

_/. +^= + A» = - 2 (7 - a)(a - /8) - 2 (7, - a,)(cr, - ^,),

whence

-/' (-/' + f + ^') = {2 (7 - a) (a - /8) + 2 (7, - a,) (a> - /3,)) {(^ - 7)= + (/9. - 7i)'}

;

or forming the like values of — g' (/' — g'+ h*) and — h- {f' + g- - h^) and adding, we

have
A =/* + g* + h*- 2g-h- - 2/*»/» - -Ipg-

= 2(7-a)(a-/8)(A-7.)' + 2(7. -«i)(«i-/8.)(^-7)'

+ 2(a -/8)(/9- 7)(7.- «i)= + 2K-/S,)(A-7i)(7- «)'

+ 2(/9-7)(7- a)(cr, _ y9,)= + 2 (/9, - 7.) (71 - «.)(« -/8)»

= -4[a,(/9-7) + A(7-«) + 7i(a-/3)!= = -4n^

But
mn/» + nig'' + ZwiA' = mm (/3» + /3r + 7' + 71= - 2 (/37 + A7i)l

+ nl [rf + 7,= + a= + a.= - 2 (7a + 710,))

+ Im {a^ + a,- + /3= + /3,- - 2 (a/3 + o^ySO),

= _ i^ (a^ + a,=) - Hi« (/3= + ^,0 - «= (7= + 7,0

- 2mw (/37i + y(3i7)
- 2nZ (7a, + 71a) - 2lm (a/Si + a^fi),

= -(la+ vi0 + nyY - (kj + myS, + 717,)',

4 (
A'^ + A,'') = - 4 (m7?/2 + nlg^ + lmh% - 4n2 = A,

4 {K-- + K{' -D?) = ^-^ {mnp + «,i^'' + Imh'').

(S = 4 (mn/'' + nig"- + im^''),

(J = - A + 4 {mnf- + nig- + im/i"),

4 (Z» + A,') = - g,

4 {K^ + /Tr - n») = - 6,
hence

K^ + K,^ - m

Thus

and therefore

But

and thus

(^» + if .' - n»)» ~ (s»
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and we have

{Z,Z,y- = -^ [(n + ^+ 2a,ny + (n, + F,- 2any- -[& + Imn -2(Ka + K,a,)Y].

20. This should agree with the expression in No. 7, that is, we ought to have

(II+F+ 2a,ny + (n, + F,- 2any -[@ + lmn-2 (Ka + K,a,)Y = (/' - 1') (g^ - ni') {h' - n%

and this breaks up into the equations

(U + 2a,il) + (U,-2any = fyh'

2F(n + 2oifi) + 2F,
( n, - 2aa) -{%-2(Ka + K,a,)Y = - g^H' - h'/^m' -fY>i'

F- + Fi' - 2lmn (6-2 {Ka. + if,a,)} = f'mhi' + g^nH' + hH^m?

- Pm-n- = - Vmhi^,

which may be separately verified.

21. In fact, we have

n + 2a,fl = (/3 - 7) (a= + «,=) + (7 - a) (/S'^ + ;3,=) + (a - /3) (7= + 7,^

+ 2«, {-(^ - y) a, _ (^ _ a) A - (a - ,8)7,),

= (^ - 7) {0? - a,0 + (7 - a) W' - «i' + (ai - A)^} + (« - ^) {7= - ar + (7. - a,)=l,
.

= a=(^-7) + /3=(7-a) + 7=(a-/3) + (7-a)(a,-/30^ + (a-/3)(^,-a,)^

= - (/3 - 7) (7 - a) (a - /3) + (7 - a) (a, - /3,)= + (a - /3) (7, - «,)=,

or, putting for shortness

18-7, 7-a' a-/3 = \, /u., i/; A-7i. 7i-«i. ai-A = X,, /a,, i/,,

(where the letters \, /a, v, X,, ^1, r, have a meaning different from that assigned to

them in No. 7), this is

n + ia^D. = — Xfiv + fiVi" + r/ii'-,

and similarly

III — 2a n = — Xi^i'i + /iif- + I'l/ii-.

Also
/', f, h- = X- + V, fx- + /i,\ ^= + i/f

,

and the first equation thus becomes

(- \fiv + fiVi- + vfj^'y + (- \)/iii'i + p^v'^ + v,fi-y- = (\= + Xi=) (/A- + /ij-) (1-= + Vi-),

or if on the left-hand we write X = — /«. — i/, X, = — fti — i^, , this is

Jj;
(/^^ + /i,=) + M ("= + !':=)}'•=+ (i/j (m= + yai=) + /ii (r^ + I.;-) p,

which is

= (fi' + MiO ("' + "I'O (/*' + 2a'1' + I'- + yUi' + 2/[fii/, + i-i-)

which is right.
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22. For the second equation, we use the values

n +2o,n = v (m' + Mi') + M (»'' + «'i').

n .
- 2o n = V, Oit» + /*,») + Ml ("' + ".•)

;

and the equation to be verified thus is

2^ \v (fi' + /*,') + M («^ + "i')! = -l"- (M.' + Ml') ("^ + "i')

+ 2F, {v^ ifi.' + Ml') + Ml ("' + ".'); - m' (v"- + V,') (V + \,=)

- [e - 2 (iifa + K,a,)Y - n' (V + W) (m' + Mi')

;

we have
F = 7nnK + (m - n) (la + mfi + wy) = mn\ + (m - n) (— nii' + iifi),

that is,

F = — mh/ — n'fi ;

and similarly

Fi = - mV, -«Vi-
Also

e - 2 (A"a + iT.a,)

= i (a' + o,») + m (/^ + A') + « (7= + 7,=) - 2 1^ (a= + a,») + m (a^ + a,j8,) + « (ay + ai70},

= - i (a' + a.') + J« (/3^ + ^i' - 2a/3 - 2a,^,) + n (7= + 7^^ - 2a7 - 2ai7,),

= m {(a - ^f + (a, - A)'l + « 1(7 - «)' + (7i - «i)'l.

= m (i/» + »/,••') + n {fi? + Mi'O-

The left-hand side is

- 2 {m?v + n> ) (i- (m' + /^i') + /^ ("' + "1')}

- 2 (mVj + re'Mi) {"1 (m" + Mi') + Mi ("' + "i'))

-l»t(i'''+r,»)+?i(M' + Mi-)}',

which is

= m= {- 2 (i/^ + 1/.") (m= + Mr) - 2 (mi- + Mi-'i) ("" + "r) - ("' + v,J}

+ 71= (- 2 (mi^ + M.i'i) (m' + Ml') - 2 (m' + Ml') ("' + "1') - (m' + Ml')'}

= -i^(M= + M,0 ("' + ".')

- TO' (i/' + I/,') (m'^ + 2mi' + v^ + Ml' + 2miI'i + "1')

- li' (m' + Ml') (m' + 2m'' + "' + Ml' + SmiI'i + "1').

which is equal to the right-hand side.

23. For the third equation we have as above

F= — vv'v — m'^m> Fi = — m?Vi — n^fii

,

e-.i{Ka + K,ai) = m (v'' + v,') + n (/j.' + Mi').
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and the equation thus is

(mV + M»= + (mVi + n>i)' - 2inwi {m (v" + i/j^) + n (/*" + fj.i')}

here the left-hand side is

= (m*-2lm'hi)(v' + v,')

+ (n* -2lmn')(fj? + /j,i')

+mV (X» + Xi' - fj.^
- fi^' - v' - vi"),

which is

= (X' + Xi") ni'n''

+ (y + Ml") n" (n' - 2lm - Tri")

+ («^ + I'l") m" {m? - 2ln - ri'),

which is equal to the right-hand side.

24. The fourth equation is the identity — l^mW = — I'mM', and the whole equation

is thus verified: viz. the analytical solution leads to the expression

e« {Z,Z,y 4 {/' - (6 - cY} [g^ - (c - ay} [h^ - (a - bf} (S,

obtained by an independent process in No. 7 for the squared distance of the two centres.

c. xxJi. . 22
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920.

ON ORTHOMORPHOSIS.

[From the Qtuirterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathenmtics, vol. xxv. (1891),

pp. 203—226.]

1. The equation a;, + tyj = <f){a; + iy), where <^ is in general an imaginary function

(that is, a function with imaginary coefficients), and where {x, y), («], y^) are rect-

angular coordinates, detennines a;,, y,, each of them as a function of («, y), and

hence, first eliminating y, we bave a set of curves depending on the parameter x,

and secondly eliminating x, we have a set of curves depending on the parameter y;

we have thus two sets of curves, or say trajectories, which are orthomorphoses of

the two sets of lines x = const, and y = const, respectively. They thus cut everywhere

at right angles, and are moreover such that, giving to the parameters values at equal

infinitesimal intervals (the same for x and y respectively), they form a double system

of infinitesimal squares; say that we have two systems of square trajectories <Si and T.

We may assume at pleasure a trajectory 8, and also the consecutive trajectory S'
;

but it is at once seen geometrically that the entire system of trajectories <S and T
is then completely determined. For at any point t oi 8 drawing a normal to meet 8',

and on 8 the element tt' equal to the normal distance at t, then at t' drawing a

noi'mal to meet 8', and on iS the element t't" equal to the normal distance at t',

and 80 on, we divide the strip between 8 and 8' into infinitesimal squares: at the

successive points of 8' drawing normals, and on these measuring ofif distances equal

to the successive elements of 8', we construct a new curve 8", at the same time

dividing the strip between 8' and 8" into infinitesimal squares; and proceeding in

this manner, we obtain the series of curves 8, 8', 8", 8'", &c., and at the same time

the series of curves T, T', T", T"\ &c., proceeding from the points t, t', H', if", &c.,

respectively, and forming with the first set of curves the double system of infinitesimal

squares.
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2. But to translate this into Analysis, and to obtain the equations of the two

sets of curves, we proceed as follows*.

Suppose that the curve S is given in the form

«i=i?, yi = q,

where p, q are given real functions of a variable parameter 6: we obtain a series of

square trajectories (S and T, one of the first set being the given curve S, by forming

from these equations the equation

and writing therein 6 = x + iy. In fact, for the value y = 0, this equation becomes

001= p, yi = ?i where p, q are now the same functions of x which they were originally

of 6, and the elimination of x leads therefore to the equation of the given curve S.

More generally, we may take 6=f{w), an arbitrary real function of w, and then

assume w = x + iy: in this case, for y — 0, we have as before Xi=p, yi = q, where

p and q are now the same functions of f(x) which they originally were of 0, and

the elimination of x from these equations thus leads as before to the given curve S.

We have next to determine /(w) in suchwise that the curve corresponding to

an infinitesimal real value e of y shall be the given consecutive curve S'. We
assume that this curve S' is given by the equations

x^=p+yP, y^ = q + yQ,

where p, q are as before and P, Q are given real functions of ^; 7 is a real

infinitesimal. The expression for w as a function of 6 is then determined by the

condition

7 = Cdw = -
/n ,p- ,' pQ-qP

where p', q are the derived functions of p, q in regard to ^: C is a real constant,

the value of which may be assumed at pleasure. Say we have

• {p^ + q'^) dO
Cw

~J p'Q-<iP
'

where the integral may be regarded as containing a real or imaginary constant of

integration x^, + iy^ ; but this being so, we ultimately have

w + a;„+iyo = «+iy, or w ^ {x - x^) + i {y - y^),

which is the same thing as iv = x + iy.

3. We may, in the expressions for x^, y^, substitute for 6 any other real value

61 whatever, say the equations thus became Xi = pi+'yPi, yi = qi + yQi, values which

give
a^i + iyi =Pi + iqi + 7 (A + iQi) ;

• The investigation is taken from the memoir, Beltrami, "Delle variabili oomplesse sopra una superfloie

qualunque," Annali di Matem., t. 1. (1867), pp. 329—366.

22—2
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the proof consists in showing that there exists for dj a value, diflfering infinitesimally

firom d and such as to reduce this equation to

the value assumed hy p + iq on substituting for w the value w + ^4 : for this being

so, it is obvious that we have for S' the curve in the series of curves 8 which

corresponds to the value X of y in w = a; + iy. The value of ^, is

for this gives

.p'P + q'Q ,p'P+q'Q

and since y is infinitesimal, we may in the terms 7P, and 7Q, of x^ and y, write

61 = 6, and so reduce these terms to 7P and 7Q respectively : we thus have

^ p ' P'^ + i'Q p >p'Q-q'P

, ^ ,pP + q'Q^ ^ ,
,p'Q-q'P

y^=q, + yQ, = q- yq ^^:^^^,T + yQ, = 9 + 7P yT~^

'

or for ~-

—

\- substituting its value ^ -j-
, these values are

p'+q' ° U aw

y ,dd y ,dd

which give the before-mentioned equation

a;i + iyi=p + tq + (p +tq) ^ ^,
And the proof is thus completed.

The following two examples are given by Beltrami.

4. First, let the curves S, S' be given confocal ellipses,

^' + ^1 = 1
^1'

I

yi'_ _,
a"

"^
fr" • a^-2cy ¥-261/

Here

p = a cos ^, q = b sin 0,

whence
j9'2 + 5^2 = a^ sin= ^ + 6" cos»

;

whence

P = cos ^, Q = - ^ sin ^,
a

p'Q - q'P = -^ (a= sin" ^ + 6= cos= 0),
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Cw=\—^de =— 6, or taking C = -^ , then w = e,

and for the two sets of curves we have

a^ + t^j = a cos (a; + iy) + ih sin {x + ty),

which are two sets of confocal conies. In verification, write

cos x = X, sin «= X', whence X^ + X'^=l,

cos iy = Y, sin iy = iY', „ F" - Y''^ = 1,

a;i + iy, = a(XY- iX' Y') + ib (FZ' + iY'X),

x,= X {aY-hY'l

y, = X'{bY-aY'),

and then

that is,

and consequently

X*

T/\2 * i

Z'»
= a^ — ¥, which are the curves T,

^^ -''» » J? )j '^

)

(aF-6F')= (6F-aF')^

where observe that

{aY-bYJ-{bY-aYJ = {a'-P){Y-'-Y'')^a-'-h\

so that, putting (aF— 6F')' = a^ + /t, we have

(6F-aF')= = a= + ^-(a--60. =^>'' + ^,

and thus the curves S are the confocal ellipses

aM-A +6^ = ^' '^^-^^'

and similarly, since X'^ + X'^ = 1, putting (a^ - 6^) X' = a= + A;, we have

{a? - b^) X'-' = a''-b'- (a^ + k), =-b'-k,

and thus the curves T are the confocal hyperbolas

x' JfL _
a' + k h'+ k

= 1, -k<a^>b\

5. Next, let the curve S be a circle and the curve S' an interior non-concentric

circle. It is convenient to take the circles, such that they have for their common

chord the line yi = and each meets this chord in the points Xi = ± i.

This being so, the equations of the two circles are

ai" + Vi - 22/i cosec /* = - 1,

*i' + Vi^ — 2yi cosec /u. (1 — 7 cos'' fi) = — \,
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and we have
p= cot /* cos 0, q= cot fi sin + cosec fi,

P = — cot fi COB 0, Q = — cotfi sin — cos' fi cosec 0,

giving
!>'»+ 5'» =cotV.

p'Q - 5'P = cotV (1 + cos M sin ^),

d0 -i- /I 1 4.U J sin ft d^
'v = Cdw T—„ , or if (7 = -:

, then dw = :;—; r—g

.

7 1/u.w
1 + cos /x sin 5

'

sin /* 1 + cos ft sin ^

The integral of this may be written

tan (^w - i^iya) = cot J ft tan (J tt + i ^)

;

and if we here assume for the constant of integration y^ a value such that

tan ^iya = i tan ^fi,

we find for w the equation
tan ^w = cot fie^ + i cosec ft,

we have w = x + iy, and
(Cj + iy, =p + iq = cot ft e** + i cosec ft,

hence
a^i + iyi = tan ^ (a; + iy)

;

or writing, as we may do, 2x, 2y in place of x, y respectively, say

x-^ + iyi = tan {x + iy),

for the two sets of curves S and T.

Writing tana;=X, taniy = iF, this gives

. _ Z + iF _(Zj^iF)ajfiX7)

_ X{1 -F') _ F(l + Z^)
^'~

1 + Z'F' ' ^'~ 1 + Z«F»'

a;,= + y,'-(F+l)y, = -l,

a;,» + 2/.»-(Z-^)a;,= 1,

for the curves S and T respectively. The value F=cot^fi gives the original /S-curve

^i" + y\ — 2yi cosec ft = — 1.

We have thus the well-known system of orthotomic circles, where the circles of the

one set pass through the points a;i = 0, yi = ± 1, and those of the other set through

the antipoints Wi = + i, yi = 0.

that is,

and therefore

and thence
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6. A different solution is given in the Dissertation referred to below*: I reproduce

this, giving the proof in a somewhat altered form. The equations of the curve S
and of the consecutive curve S' are taken to be

^{x, y) = 0, <t>ix, y)-2u^fr(x, y) = 0;

in the investigation, we introduce the conjugate variables z = x-\-iy, z=x — iy, and

write
<f>,

yjf to denote the values assumed by the functions
(f>

(x, y), y^ {x, y) when
X, y are replaced therein by theii* values in terms of z, z, viz. x = ^{z + z),

y = -^.{z—z). But in the first instance we may, without attending to the meanings

of z, z, consider </>, i/r as denoting each of them a given function of the two co-

ordinates z, z.

Suppose now that the functions f{z), fi (i) are determined by the equations

where in the first integral, after the calculation of -p, z is expressed as a function

of z by means of the assumed relation <^ = 0, add in the second integral after the

calculation of -,-
, z is expressed as a function of z by means of the same relation

^ = ; and where in each integral the constant is properly determined, as presently

appearing.

We have

where the expression on the right-hand side is = 0, if only = 0; that is, (/> being

= 0, we h&ve f {z)dz +fi {z)dz = 0; and consequently / (2:) -t-y"i(i) = const., viz. this last

equation, existing as a consequence of the equation
(f>
= 0, can be nothing else than

a different form of the equation <^ = 0. We may, by a proper determination of the

constants of integration of the two integrals, make the constant of the last-mentioned

equation to be =0; we thus have the relation /(z) +/i (2) = 0, equivalent to the

relation
<f>
= 0.

Writing now z + hz, z +Sz in place of z, z respectively, where Sz, Bz are arbitrary

infinitesimal increments, we have

f(z + Sz)+Mz+Bz) = 0,

equivalent to

(l>(z + &z, z + Bz) = 0,

* Meyer, Ueber die von gerade Linien und von Kegehchnitten gehildeten Schaaren von Isothermen, sowie

Uber einige von tpecielUn Curven dritter Ordnung gebildete Scliaaren von Igothermen: Inaugural Dissertation

der Universitat za Gottingen ; 4°, Zurich, 1879. I quote the title in full as it explains the object of the

paper ; the Isothermals referred to are, of course, systems of orthotomic curves S and T : Plates i. to v.

exhibit cases where the curves of at least one of the systems are conies, and Plates v:. to xiv. cases where

the curves of at least one of the systems are cubics ; the discussion of the several systems is very full

and interesting.
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that is,

equivalent to

and if we here assume

then we have

equivalent to

that is, in virtue of

equivalent to

/(z) +/' (z) Bz +/, (i) +// (f) Bz= 0,

^^fz'^^P^-'-'

Sz = -u^f'(z),

Bz u^f,'(z),

f{z)+f,iz)-2u = 0,

. i 1 d<f>^ I dcf,)

'^-''\j(z)Tz^fmM-^'

/'(.) = lgandy;'(.)=lg.

<i>
- 2uyjr = 0.

There is the difficulty that the last-mentioned values of f'{z), fi'(z) do not

subsist absolutely, but only when <^ = 0; the answer to this is that the equation

<j>
— 2mi^ = 0, where u is infinitesimal, is in effect the equation <^ = 0. Supposing that

z, z, instead of being connected by the equation (^ = 0, are connected by the equation

<f>
— 2w^ = 0, then the value of

1 d4 _J__d±
f'z dz "^/Z {z) dz

'

instead of being actually equal to 2^, will be equal to 2^ plus an infinitesimal

value containing the factor u, and consequently on substituting this value in the

expression

[
1 d^ _\^ d4

•P ''\f'{z)dz"'f^{z)dz\'

and neglecting powers of u, we obtain as above the expression ^ — 2m^.

If we now write z = x + iy, z = x — iy, and assume that the equation ^ {x, y) =
is a real equation, then clearly f{z), fi{z) as above defined will be conjugate functions

of z, z respectively: and u being no longer infinitesimal, we shall have

/ (zr) = M + iv,

an equation implying the conjugate relation

/, (z) = u- iv.

Considering this equation f{z) = u-\-iv as thus denoting the two equations, and
successively eliminating the parameters v and u, we obtain first a system of curves

S depending on the parameter u, and secondly a system of curves T depending on

the parameter v, which are two systems of orthotomic curves. And by what precedes,

it appears that the curve S belonging to the value m = of the parameter u, and
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the consecutive curve S' belonging to a real infinitesimal value u = u, are the given

curves
4>{.x,y) = and ^{x, y)-2u^{x, y) = 0,

respectively.

here

7. For instance, let the curves S and S' be the circles

ar'+2/2_i = o, a?-\-y'-l-2ux = 0;

^ = zz-l, yfr=^{2+z),

1 d<f) _ 2z z 2

yfr dz z + z 1 «'+!'^ z + -
z

whence, adding ^rr for the constant of integration,

\-r ^dz=2 tan-' z + ^tt.

The two sets of curves are thus given by

u-\-iv= tan~^ z = tan-' {x + iy), 2 tan~' {x + iy) = u — \ir-\- iv,

x+iy = tan {^u — ^tt + iv);

tan(^M — jTr) = o, tan ^iv = i^,

that is,

viz. here, if

that is,

giving

and thence

^ g (1 - /y) ^ /gCl+g")
'^

1 + a^^^ ' ^ 1 + a='^»
'

for the two systems of curves. The first of these, substituting for a its value, becomes

a?" + 2/^ - 1 - 2a; tan M = 0,

and thus the curves, for m = and u infinitesimal, are

x' + y^-\ = and a? + y^-\- 2ux = 0,

as they should be.

8. Reverting to the first-mentioned solution, the equation of the circle x^ + y^=l
is satisfied by x^ = cos 6, y, = sin 0, and we have therefore Xi + iy^ = e**, and hence by

what precedes, writing for convenience X + iF instead of x + iy, we have

a;, 4- iy, = e** <^+»i'»

c. XIII. 23
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{<!> being any real function) for a set of curves S and T, or say S^ and T^, wherein

one of the curves (S, is the circle ar,' + yi' = l; in fact, writing F= 0, we have

a;, +ty, = e**'-'^', and thence a:, — ty, = 6"'**-^', and consequently a;i'+y,'— 1=0 for one

of the Si curves.

But similarly, if i/r be any real function, then we have a; + ty = e'* '^+'^' for a

set of curves S and T, wherein one of the S curves is the circle a^+y'-l=0, and

thus the two equations a^ + tyi =e'*'-^+*^', a; + ly = e** '^+*^' establish a correspondence

between the two circumferences Xi' + y,' — 1 =0 and a? + y^ — 1 = 0. To eliminate the

X, Y, we may write

iy}r(X + iY)= hgix + iy),

or say
-y{r{X + iY) = i log {x + iy)

;

then <^{X + iY) is a real function of -'«|r(Z+iF), say it is =/{-i/r(Z+ iT)}, and

it is thus =/{tlog(a; + iy);, or we have

a:, + iy, = e'/ i
• '<« (*+<»>}

:

as the formula for the correspondence in question. In verification, observe that changing

the sign of i, we have

Xi-iy^ =e-'/{-<ios(»-'V)};

here if a^+y'— 1 = 0, that is, (a;+ty)(a; — ry)= 1, we have

log {x - iy) = - log (a; + iy),

and the last equation is

a:, - iyj = e - <^ i* '"8 («+»»)},

80 that we have a;i' + yi^ — 1 = ; and thus the two circumferences a- + y- - 1 = and

^\ + J/i''
~ 1 =0 correspond to each other.

9. We may write down a priori a formula which must be equivalent to the

foregoing, viz. if <^ (a; + iy) be a real or imaginary function of a; + iy, and ^ be the

conjugate function (obtained by changing the sign of i in the coefficients), the formula is

•

., + iy. = 'H^±^).

^\x + lyj

in fact, here changing the sign of i, we have

\x — %yl%yl

which if ar" + y2 - 1 = 0, that is, {x + iy) (x — iy) = 1, becomes

\x-¥%yl
•" 'y^-^{x^iyy
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and the two equations give a;i= + y,^ - 1 = ; the two circumferences thus correspond

to each other. It is to be noticed that, if the numerator function contain a factor

(x + iy)'", say if
<f)

(x + iy) = (x + iyy" yfr (x + iy), then the denominator will be

{x + iy)~^ -v/r f

\x + ly

and the formula thus becomes
{x + iy)^y^{x + iy)

Oi + »yi — —
^

J
—r

,

^ U + iy)

which is thus not really more general than the original form. I recur further on

to this transformation between the two circumferences.

10. The curve S may be taken to be a closed curve enclosing a singly connected

area F (say such a curve is a Contour), and the curve 8' a like curve lying wholly

inside S, and such that the normal distance between the two curves is everywhere

infinitesimal. It is not in general the case, but it may happen that the successive

curves S", S"', &c. will be all of them like curves (each enclosed in the preceding

and enclosing the succeeding one), of continually diminishing area, and continually

approximating to a point: the curves T will then all of them pass throiagh this

point and may be called Radials. We may say that the area F is then squarewise

contractible, or contracted, into a point.

11. In particular, a circle is squarewise contractible into a point, viz. if the

point be the centre, then the curves S are concentric circles, and the curves T are

radii; as is known and will appear, the circle is also contractible into any interior

eccentric point whatever. It may be remarked that (the squares being infinitesimal)

the numbers of the contours and radials are each of them infinite, but further the

number of contours is infinitely great in comparison with that of the radials. Thus

in the case just referred to, if to construct a figure we imagine the circumference

of the circle divided into any large number n of equal parts, the radials will be

the n radii drawn to the points of division : taking the radius to be = 1, and writing

for shortness a= — , the sides of the successive squares along any radius will be a,

a(l— a), a(l— a)", ..., and we require an infinite number of these to make up the

entire radius; 1 =a {1 + (1 — a) +(1 — a)-+ ...) ; viz. the number of radials being any

large number n whatever, the number of contours will be actually infinite.

12. We may compare the circle as thus contracted into its centre, or rather

the quadrant of a circle, with an infinite strip of finite breadth divided into squares

by two sets of parallel orthotomic lines: here if x^, y-^ refer to the positive quadrant

of the circle x^^+yi' = \, and x, y to the infinite strip x = Q to — oo, y=0 to ^tt,

we have x+iy = log {x^ + iy,), that is,

x = \og^/{x,^ + y,% 2/ = tan-' J';

the successive concentric quadrants correspond to equal lines parallel to the axis of

y, and the successive radii to infinite lines parallel to the axis of x.

23—2
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13. Considering the contour S as given, then for a consecutive interior contour

S' assumed at pleasure, the area F does not contract into a point: but we have

the theorem that the consecutive contour S' can be found, and that in one way

only, such that the area F shall contract into a given interior point. To do this

is, in effect, to make the given area to correspond say to the circle x^^ + y,' — 1 = 0,

the contour S and the successive interior contours to the circumference of the circle

and to the circumferences of the successive interior concentric circles, and finally the

given interior point of F to the centre a;, = 0, 3/1 = of the circle : and thus the

theorem is identical -mth Riemann's theorem "It is possible and that in one way

only to make a given singly connected area F correspond to a circle, in such wise

that a given interior point of F shall coiTespond to the centre of the circle, and

that a given boundary point of F shall correspond to a given point on the circum-

ference of the circle." The last clause as to the given boundary point of F is

necessary in order to make the correspondence a completely definite one, for without

the clause it would obviously be allowable to give to the circle an arbitrary rotation

about its centre.

14. The proof depends on the following lemma*.

For the given area F, it is possible to find, and that in one way only, a real

function f of the cooi-dinates {x, y) satisfying the following conditions

:

(1) f is throughout the area finite and continuous, except only that in the

neighbourhood of a given point thereof, taken to be the point a; = 0, 3/ = 0, it is

==\og'J(x' + y').

(2) At the boundary of the area | is = 0.

(3) Throughout the area f satisfies the partial differential equation

'^ + '^-^ =

In fact, if f be thus determined, it follows from (3) that we have

— ^dx + -:rdy
dy dx ^

an exact differential, whence putting this =dr), or determining r) by the quadrature

''=/(-i'^-+i^2')'
we have

dri _ d^ dr} _ d^
dx dy' dy dx'

and thence f + ii; = a function of a; + iy.

* This proof is taken from the paper, Christoffel, "Sul problema delle temperature stazionarie et la

rappreseutazione di ana data superficie," AmuUi di Matem., t. i. (1867), pp. 89—103.
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Writing then «, + iy^ = 6^+'"' = i/r (a; + iy) suppose, we have an orthomorphosis of

the area into the circle x^ + y^—\ =0, viz. for any point {x, y) of the boundary

1 = 0, and consequently x^ + iy^ = e''', thence ^i — iy^ = e"*'', and therefore x^ + i/i' — 1 = 0,

or the point corresponds to a point on the circumference of the circle. Also, for a

point x, y in the neighbourhood of a; = 0, 2/ = 0, we have

that is, for a; = 0, y = we have a;i = 0, 2/1 = 0, or the given point of F corresponds

to the centre of the circle.

Some further considerations as to the continuity of 7] would be requisite in order

to show that to the series of circles Xi + yi = c^ as c continuously increases from

to 1, there correspond closed curves surrounding the assumed origin and each other,

and passing continuously to the boundary of F, and thus to complete the proof that

we thus obtain an orthomorphosis of F into the circle x-^ + y," = l ; but I abstain

from a further discussion of the question.

15. Reverting to the lemma, this in the first place asserts the existence of a

• function f satisfying the prescribed conditions, and next that the function is completely

determinate, or say that there is but one such function. As to the latter point,

suppose that there is a second function |i sati-sfying the same conditions, then

throughout the area ^ — ^1 is finite and continuous ; by general principles in the

theory of functions, this implies that the function has throughout the area a constant

value, and since this value at the boundary is = 0, it must be always = 0, that is,

f — f, = 0, or ^1 = f. As to the former point, it is to be remarked that we obtain

-^y + -^ = as the general condition for a minimum value of the double integral

||Jf_2j +(-^\ldxdy; if then we assume that there exists a function f = () at the

boundary of the area, and finite and continuous throughout the area, except only

that in the neighbourhood of a given point thereof say x = 0, y = 0, it becomes

= log VC^' + y^)> and that for all the values which satisfy these conditions it is such

that the above-mentioned double integral taken over the given area shall be a

minimum, it follows that there exists a function f satisfying the conditions of the

lemma.

16. As a simple illustration, suppose that the area F is that of the circle

a^ + 2/» = l, and that the excepted point is the point x = 0, y = 0, the centre of the

circle. We have here a function f satisfying the conditions of the lemma, viz. this

is f = log V(a^ + 2/^^ ; tbe resulting value of 17 is 7; = tan~'-, and we have then f+t'i;

a function of a; + iy, viz. this is = log (x + iy). Hence e^+''' = x + iy, and the resulting

orthomorphosis of the two circles is the identical one

«i + iyi = x + iy,

viz. we have
a-i = «. 2/1 = y-
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17. The contraction of a circle to a given eccentric point has, in fact, been

exhibited in the foregoing example in No. 5, but I resume the question from a different

point of view. Writing for shortness z, = a;i + ty„ z = x + iy; using also a bar for

the conjugate function, z = x — iy, and so in other cases a = a + ai, S = a - ai,

/9 = ft + bi, &c., the general formula of (7) may be written in the form

z — a z — ^
z, =

l~az \-fiz

viz. we thus have a transformation between the circumferences a? + y^ - \ = 0,

a;,> + yj« _ 1 = 0. In fact, repeating the verification, the change of sign of i gives

z — a
^1 = l-oz" l-/3i

Here the product of the o-factors is

^i — (gg + 5^) + gg

1 — («i + oz) + aazz

'

which, if zz = 1, becomes = 1 ; the same property exists as to the /3-factors, &c.,

and hence putting zz = l, we have ^,ii = l, that is, the two circumferences correspond

to each other. The correspondence would have subsisted if a factor e** had been

introduced into the expression of z^, but the effect is merely to rotate the circle

a!j«+ y,2 _ 1 = about its centre, and there is no real gain of generality.

18. The most simple case is

Zi =
z — a

1—az'

I assume here that Oj = a + ai, is an interior point of the circle a;' + y'' — 1 =
(viz. a^ + si'Kl); hence z = a gives £^i=0, viz. to the point x = a, y=a, within the

circle a^ + y' — 1 = 0, there corresponds the centre of the circle x^-\-y^—\ — 0; and

we have in this equation the theory of the squarewise contraction of the circle to

the eccentric point x = a, y = a.. There is no loss of generality in assuming a = ;

doing this the formula becomes

_ z — a

1 — az

where a'< 1, or if to fix the ideas a be taken to be positive, then a< 1.

19. To compare with a former investigation, writing | + ii? = log (^i + ij/,), we have

x — a + ty _^/{(x-af + y''

and consequently

^{(x-ay + y^}

+ i tan" y ay

X — a 1 — ax\
'

f=log
V{(1 - axY + ay}

'

which is = at the boundary «= + y^ - 1 = 0, and is finite and continuous throughout

the area except in the neighbourhood of the point x = a, y = 0, for which it is
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(pt (lit

= \og*J{{x—ay + y-]; moreover, | satisfies the partial differential -=-? +^ = and
die' dy^

starting from the given value of f we should obtain the foregoing value of r), and
thence x-^ + I't/i = e^+*'', that is,

x — a + iy z — a
Xi + tyi=z ^, or Zi = -

,^ 1 —ax — aiy 1—az

as the equation for the orthomorphosis of the circle xi' + y{'—l = into the circle

a^ + y^ — 1 = 0, the centre aij = 0, yi = corresponding to the eccentric point x = a, y = 0.

20. In further development of the solution, writing

. _ zz — a(z + z) + d'
^'^' ~ l-a{z-\-z)+ a'zz

'

that is,

""'^^
d'ix^ + y'')-2ax+l'

and then assuming x^' + y^ = X-^, we have as the contour corresponding thereto

«= + y- + a- - 2ax = \^ {a^ (x" + y^) - 2ax +1},

that is,

(x' + y") (1 - a»\0 -2a(l-\')x + a^-X' = 0,

or say

or, what is the same thing.

The equation may also be written

showing that the contour circles all pass through two imaginary points

x = i[l + a), 2/=±Ji(^-a).

21. Writing next

. _(x— a + iy)(l —ax — aiy)
*' ^'^' (l-axy + '^' '

that is,

-a + x(l+a')-a(x' + y') ^ y(l-a')
^'
~

(1 - axf + ay ' ^' (1 - axf + ay

'

then to the radius Xi — 0yi = O corresponds the radial

-a + x{l + a^)- a(x' + y")- ey{l - a') = 0,
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that is,

{x-a)(w-l)+r + ey[l-a) = 0,

which is a circle passing through the two real points y = 0, x = a, or -, being the

antipoints of the before-mentioned pair of points.

22. Hence for the contraction of the circle a?->ff-\-^ to the interior point x==a,

y=0, calling this point A, and taking A' the image hereof (coordinates a; = -
, y = o],

we see that the contour circles are the circles all passing through the antipoints of

A, A', and having thus for their common chord the line bisecting AA' at right

angles, and that the radial circles are the circles all passing through the two

points A, A'.

In what precedes, the distance AA' is =— a, or say the half distance is

= 1
(
— a) , but altering the scale so as to make this half distance = 1, and more-

over taking the origin at the middle point of AA', the equations of the contour

circles and the radial circles assume the forms

a^ + yi- 2aa; +1 = 0,

and

a^ + f- 20y -1 = 0,

respectively.

23. It is better, interchanging x, y and altering the constants, to write these in

the forms

x' + y'-ia -Ax -1=0,

viz. as in effect appearing in No. 5, these are the equations derived from x + iy = tan (u + iv)

where tan u = a, tan iv = ib.

24. Passing now to the form

_ z — a z — fi

^'~l-az 1^0z'

to obtain the most simple instance, I write a = 0, 6 = V2, so that the form is

z(z-^2)
' l-z^/2'

we thus obtain

- _ zz [zz - V2 (^ + i) + 2}
^'^'~

\-^'2.{z + z) + 2zz •
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and thence
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^^^'~-^~
{x^/2-\y + 2f

'

so that the circumference x^ + y,2 - 1 = corresponds to the two circumferences

x^ + y^-\=0, ar^ 4 2/' - 2 V2 a; + 1 = 0. The second of these is {x - V2)2 + y" - 1 = ;

hence, putting ^ + -7^ instead of x, the two circles are
^J2.

(- + ^J + y=-l = 0, ^-72y+^^-i=«'

(the former of these being the circle originally represented by a^ + y — 1 = 0), and

the last equation becomes

x,'+y,'-\ = ^T^y'-Mi'^-^^^-'y'-^

that is.

2{x^ + f)

25. Writing here x^' + y^^ — c= = 0, we have

x'' + y'' - i ¥ X ^/2] [a? + y- -^- X >J2} +2{x^ + y^) (1 - c?) = 0,

(id' + fy-{2(f+l)af'-(2c^-l)y' + ^ = 0,

a bicircular quartic which (or rather a branch whereof) is the contour corresponding

to the circle Xi' + y^- — c- = 0. For c = l, the curve breaks up into the two circles

and for c = 0, it breaks up into

(
« + J-J+j--o, (--Jjf+j-o,

that is, into the two points y = 0,
V2-

We have to consider the curves for

values of c between these two values c = 1 and c = 0.

26. For any such value of c, the curve consists of two symmetrical ovals,

situate within the two circles respectively: we are concerned only with the oval

lying within the circle ( x + -
j
+y- — l = 0; this is shown in the figure for a value

of c, slightly inferior to 1, vi^. it is an indented oval close approximating to the

unshaded portion of the circle, say this is the contour S' consecutive to the circle

which is the contour S.

Ab c diminishes and becomes ultimately = 0, this oval continually diminishes,

C. XIII. 24
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after a time losing the indentation, and approximating more and more to the form

of a circle having for its centre the point a; = — -.„, y = 0, which is the centre of

the circle, and ultimately reducing itself to this point.

It will be noticed that the consecutive contour S' as shown in the figure is not

at an infinitesimal distance from every part of the circle which is the contour S;

for a part of the circle, the consecutive contour or contour at an infinitesimal distance

is a part of the symmetrically situated oval, lying outside of the circle. And thus

in the present case we do not obtain a contraction of the circle into its centre

:

what we do obtain is a contraction of the unshaded portion of the circle into the

centre; this is as it should be, for the only contraction of the circle into its centre

is by the series of concentric circles.

27, For the radials, writing as before x + -7^ in place of x, that is, •z + —rTL in

place of z, we have

z,=ofj+ iy^ = -^ ^^^^ "^-^^
, = — z + - = — x — iy

. r'^V2)(^ V2) i . ,h(a;-iy)
iWj = ^ y-— , =-z + ^ = — a:-ty +^ ^

.

"^ -z z •^ jc'+y

Hence

_ ,

jic _ — X {ofi + y- - \)

y - y ^y ^ -y(^ + y' + i)
^' ^ x^ + y''' x' + y^

and thus to the radius Xi — ^y, = there corresponds the curve

«(a^ + y'-i)-%(a^ + 2/' + i) = 0,

or say

{x-0y) {a^ + y^)-:^(a;+ 0y) = 0,

a circular cubic. In particular, for the line x^ = 0, we have ^ = 0, and the curve is

a;(ar' + y'-i) = 0, or say ar' + y»-^ = 0, the half circumference of which is shown in

the figure: for the line yi = 0, we have 5 =00, and the curve is y(a^ + y'+l) =
that is, y= 0.

The curve passes through the origin x = 0, y = 0, and the equation of the
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tangent there is x+ 0y = 0. Moreover it passes through the centre of the circle,

a; = ^ , iy = 0, and the equation of the tangent there is easily found to be

We may find where the curve cuts the circle («+-7n) +2/^-1=0, viz. this is

ar* + 2/2 = — a; V2 + i, and substituting in the equation of the curve, we find

or say

«^-Oxy+-^y = 0,

a hyperbola which by its intersections with the circle determines the points in

question. There are two real intersections, but of these only one is in the arc

bounding the unshaded portion of the circle: the other intersection serves to determine

by symmetry the intersection of the circular cubic with the other boundary of the

unshaded portion : see the figure which exhibits the path of the circular cubic

through the unshaded portion, and into and beyond the shaded portion or lens. I

remark that the two systems of curves are considered by Meyer and shown in his

Plate XUI.

28. The formula
z — a

1 — az

has been considered for the case of an interior point a; the case of an exterior

point a might be considered in like manner, but it is obvious that we pass from

one to the other, by a transformation — for Zj ; and it thus easily appears that, if

a be an exterior point, we obtain a transformation between the area of the circle

"^i' + yi' — 1 =0 and the infinite area exterior to the circle a^ + y" — 1 = 0.

Similarly, in the formula

z — a z —
Zi = ^

,

1-az l-^z

the case considered (a = a = 0, /9 = 6 = \/2) has been that of an interior point a, and

an exterior point /9. I omit the case of two exterior points, since this can be by

the transformation — for Zi reduced to that of two interior points, but it is proper
Zi

to consider this last case.

29. Considering then the case

z — a . z —
Zi = ^-

,

\-az.l-0z
24—2
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where a, /8 are interior points, the most simple case is when a=a, ^ = — a, positive

and < 1. Here

^'~l-aV
and we have

or say

^. ,^, 1
(l-a^){(^ + y»)»-l}

which last form shows that to the circumference (c^ + y^ — \= 0, there corresponds the

circumference a? + y^ — \ = (and besides this, only the imaginary curve «= + y' + 1 = 0).

Writing iti' + y,' = c', we have the contour

{ea* -l){a? + y^y -2a''(d'-l)(x'-y^) + c^- a* = 0,

a bicircular quartic. For c = 1, we have as already mentioned the circle x' + y^ — l=0;
for c less than 1, a curve lying within this circle, diminishing with c, and after a

time acquiring on each side of the axis of x an indentation or assuming an hour-

glass form ; for the value c' = a*, the equation becomes

{a*+l)(a^ + yj - 2a» (or' - y') = 0,

and the curve is a figure of eight, the two loops enclosing the points y = 0, x = a

and X = — a respectively ; and as c* diminishes to zero, the curve consists of two

detached ovals lying within the two loops of the figure of eight, and ultimately

reducing themselves to the two points respectively. There is no difficulty in finding

the equation of the curves corresponding to a radius x^ — dy^ = 0, but the configuration

of these curves is at once seen from that of the former system. We may in the

present case say that the circle is squarewise contracted to the figure of eight; and

then further that each loop of the figure of eight is squarewise contracted to a

point ; but we do not have a squarewise contraction of the circle to a point.

30. A closed curve or contour may be squarewise contracted not into a point

but into a finite line: we see this in the case of a system of confocal ellipses,

which gives the contraction of an ellipse into the thin ellipse which is the finite

line joining the two foci. There is a like contraction of the circle ; this is, in fact,

given by the formula due to Schwarz, "Ueber einige Abbildungsaufgaben," Crelle,

t. LXX. (1869), pp. 105—120 (see p. 115) for the orthomorphosis of the ellipse into

a circle: this is

UK 1
<r, + iy, = sn

j
— sin"' {x + iy) I

,

where, if a'— 6'=1 and a = cos-jj^ , or, what is the same thing, i6 = sin—-^, then

the ellipse -^ + -^—r = 1 is transformed into the circle x^ + yi — r? = 0. The contours

and trajectories for the ellipse are the confocal ellipses and hyperbolas respectively

;
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and for the circle, they are two sets of bicircular quartics, such that the portions

^vithin the circle have a configuration resembling that of the confocal ellipses and
hyperbolas within the ellipse. To investigate the formulae, it is convenient to introduce

the function

X +i Y, = sin~i (x + iy)
;

we then have

or say
X + iy = sin (X + iY),

ic = sin Z cos i Y, iy = cosX sin i Y,

so that to any given value of Y there corresponds the ellipse

and then

or if

cos^iF — sin'^'iF
= 1,

«i + iyi = sn — {X + iY);
TT

»= sn

c = cn

2KX
IT '

2KX

iSi = sn
2KiY

= V(l - s"), Ci = en —^ = v'(l + Si^),
7r

d = dn ?^ = V( 1 - iV), d, = dn^^= V(l + k%%

then

giving

ic, = sCidi

1 + i-^sV

'

x,^ + yc

_ Sicd

and therefore «,' + y,- - 7 = if 1 — ks^^ = 0, that is, if Si = -77 , or since
K \/IC

2KiY ., 2KiY ,.„, „ ttK'
-Si = sn ——— , if ——— = iiK , or F = ^-^ ;

TT 4Z

hence defining a as above, it appears that the elliptic periphery — + f = 1 corre-

sponds to the circumference xi' + yi'— T = 0. By the introduction of X+iY as above,

the circle and the ellipse are each compared with a rectangle ; the reduction of the

2K
circle to the rectangle, as given by the foregoing equation a;i + W] = sn — (X+iY),

TT

or what is substantially the same thing by an equation x^ + iy^ = sn (X + iY), is

more fully discussed in my paper, Cayley: "On the Binodal Quartic and the graphical

representation of the Elliptic Functions," Gamb. Phil. Trans., t. xiv. (1889), pp. 484

—

494, [891], and in a paper "On some problems of orthomorphosis," Crelle, t. cvii. (1891),

pp. 262—277, [921].

31. The whole theory, and in particular Riemann's theorem before referred to.
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are intimately connected with Cauchy's theorem, "If a function f{z) is holomorphic

over a simply connected plane area, and if t denote any point within the area, then

where z denotes x+iy, and the integral is taken in the positive sense along the

boundary of the area." See Briot and Bouquet, Thiorie des fonctions elliptiques (Paris,

1875), p. 136.

Here in order to obtain by means of the theorem the value of the function

/(z) for a given point t(=a + ib) within the area, we require to know the values of

/(z) for the several points of the boundary: viz. if z refers to a point P on the

boundary, and if we represent the value f(z) by a point P, in a second figure, then

these points P, form a closed curve or boundary in this second figure, and we require

to know not only the form of this boundary, but also the several points P, thereof

which correspond to the several points P of the first-mentioned boundary, or say we

require to know the correspondence of the two boundaries: this being known, we

have by the theorem the value of f(t), that is, the point Oi + it, \vithin the second

area, which corresponds to the point t = a + ib within the first area. The (1, 1)

correspondence of the two areas is of course implied in the assertion that f{t) has

a determinate value, determined by means of the given values of f(z) along the

boundary.
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i

921.

ON SOME PROBLEMS OF ORTHOMORPHOSIS.

[From Crelle's Journal der Mathem., t. cvii. (1891), pp. 262—277.]

In the interesting Memoir, Schwarz, "Ueber einige Abbildungsaufgaben," Crelle,

t. LXX. (1869), pp. 105—120, the author considers the orthomorphic transformation

(or, as I call it, the orthomorphosis) of a square into the infinite half-plane, or into

a circle, and of a rectangle into the infinite half-plane. It is of course easy to

deduce the orthomorphosis of the rectangle into a circle ; and then, by giving a

proper value to the modulus of the elliptic function involved in the formula, we
obtain the orthomorphosis of the square into a circle, this solution (although equivalent

thereto) being under a different form from that previously given for the square.

But as appears from my paper " On the Binodal Quartic and the Graphical Repre-

sentation of the Elliptic Functions," Camb. Phil. Trans, vol. xiv. (1889), pp. 484—494,

[891], there is for the rectangle (and consequently also for the square) an orthomorphosis

wherein the boundary of the rectangle or square corresponds, not to the circumference,

but to the circumference together with two twice-repeated portions of a diameter.

I propose to consider in I. these several transformations: II. relates to the ortho-

morphosis of a circle into a circle.

1. We are concerned with the elliptic function sn for which K' = 2K, and also

with the elliptic function snl of the lemniscate form. The modulus in the former

case is

k = -^ "--^
, = (V2 - 1)^ = 3 - 2 \/2, or say V^ = ^2 - 1, 4= = 'v'S + 1.

For the lemniscate function snl, the modulus is =i, and if (with Gauss) we write

Jot for the value of the complete function K or F^, then we have ^ct = ^(V2 — 1),
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= K^k, where k has the foregoing special value: I notice the numerical values

ii!r = 1-311028, it = 3- 2^2 = sin 9* 52', /fc = 1-582548. The relation between the lemnis-

cate function snl, and the sn with the foregoing value of k, is easily shown to be

rr rr (t+l)8nlM + tV2 , „ \ -v" 1+*
'JksaTJ='^ —; p^, where U -\\K =---—ifU;

(t-l)sn w + V^ 2VA;

and it may be added that we have

TT
^

dnf7'=

(i-- 1) snl M + V2

^/2

(i-- 1) snl

'

ii + V2

M + V2 V k

ll + k v(l - snl u) (1 + i snl u).

2. The Schwarzian orthomorphosis of the rectangle into the infinite half-plane

is given (Memoir, p. 113) by the formula X-^-\-iYi = sa{X + iY), where the modulus

is real, positive, and less than unity. Here, see the figures \{XY) and 2(ZiFi),

the rectangle ABGD, the sides of which are AB=2K and BC = K', is transformed

into the upper infinite half-plane (ri = -l-), the four comers of the rectangle corre-

sponding to the points A, B, G, D on the axis of X, where OB{=OA)=l, 0C{= OD) = r-

3. We can, by a properly determined quasi-inversion (as will be explained),

transform the X^ F,-figure into a new figure see figure 3 (X« Fa), the infinite X,-axis

being transformed into the circumference of a circle (the radius of which may be

taken to be =1) and the infinite half-plane into the area within the circle. The

four points A, B, C, D are thus transformed into points on the circle, which if the

quasi-inversion be a symmetrical one, will be situate, A and B symmetrically, and
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also C and D symmetrically, in regard to the axis OY^: and in the case of the

before-mentioned modulus ^ = 3 - 2 V2, for which the rectangle ABGD becomes a

Fig. 3* (XjY^).

square, the quasi-inversion may be so determined that the points A, B, C, D shall

be situate midway (that is, at inclinations + 45°, + 135°) in the four quadrants of

the circle.

4. But if in figure 1 we take BL=\K' and draw FL parallel to OX, then as

shown in my memoir above referred to, the foregoing transformation X,4-iFi = sn(X+iF)
changes the rectangle OBLF, the sides of which are OB =K and BL = \K', into the

quadrant OBLF of figure 2, OB = 1 (as already mentioned) and radius OL = —j=.

.

Hence completing the rectangle JRSLM, the sides of which are RS = 2K and SL = K',

(viz. this rectangle differs only in position from the first-mentioned rectangle ABGD),
we have an orthomorphosis of the rectangle RSLM into the circle of figure 2: but

so nevertheless that to the boundary of the rectangle there corresponds not the

circumference of the circle but the boundary RGSBLFMAR composed of the circum-

ference and the portions SB, BL and MA, AR (that is, BL, AM each twice) of a

diameter of the circle. See post No. 12.

5. The Schwarzian orthomorphosis of the square into a circle is given (Memoir,

pp. Ill—113) by the formula Xi + iy, = sn\ (x + iy) ; viz. here—see figures 4 (xy) and 5

{x^yi)—the square ABGD, the half-diagonals whereof are each = ^ct, corresponds to

the circle radius =1 of figure 5, the four points A, B, G, D oi the circle being

the quadrantal points as shown in the figure. Figure 5 is, in fact, figure 3 turned

through an angle of 45' ; and it thus appears that Schwarz's lemniscate solution for

the square into a circle is the quasi-invei-sion of his solution for the rectangle into

the infinite halt-plane, when by putting ^• = 3 — 2 V2 the rectangle is made to be a

square. See po8t Nos. 13 and 14.

[• The scale of this figure is double that of figures 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 in this paper.]

C. XIII. 25
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6. The general formula of quasi-inversion whereby the infinite Z,-axi8 is changed

Fig. i {xy). Fig. 5* (x,j/,).

into a circumferencef radius unity, is

X^ + iY,=
l + Mi(X, + i7,)

'~ M(X, + iY,) + i
'

where M is real. In fact, writing this equation in the form

X,+ iY,:
l + Mi(X, + iY,)

we have

'i{l-MiiX,+iY,)}'

l-Mi(X,-iY,)
X,

*^2-_i{i+jif,-(x,_iF0)'

and thence Z/ + Yj' — 1 = 0, if only Fj = ; that is, the infinite Xj-axis is transformed

into the circumference X^^ + F/ — 1 = 0.

Writing Fi = 0, we have

X, + iY,=
1 + Mix, 2MX, + i (M'X,^ - 1)

MX, + i M^X," +

1

80 that to a pair of points (+ X,, 0) there corresponds a pair of points (+ Xj, Fj)

situate symmetrically in regard to the axis OY^.

The equation gives

M(X.^iV^.'^<^f .

Hence, writing this in the form

M(X,-¥iY,) =
l-i(X, + iY,)

-i{l+i{X, + iY,}}'

[* The scale of this figure is double that of figures 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 in this paper.]

+ I use here and elsewhere the term circumference rather than circle, to mark more clearly the

distinction between the cnrre and the included area.
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M(X,-iY,) = j
l + i{X.-iY^)

i{l-i{X,-iY,)]'

and consequently M" (X^" + 17) -1=0, if only F, = ; that is, the circumference

X' + Y' — Yfi = is transformed into the infinite Xj-axis.

Although for the purposes of the present memoir we require the coefficient M,

yet there is no real loss of generality in assuming ilf = 1, and the transformation is

best studied under the form

see post No. 11.

7. As already mentioned, the coordinates (X^, Yi) and (X^, Y«) are connected by

an equation of the foregoing form, and in the ease of the square (A; = 3 — 2 V2 as

before), the corresponding values for the points A, B, C, D should be

V2 '

\ -i

V2
'

A,

B,

C.

X, + iFj = -l, X, + iY, =
'

Z, + iF.= 1, X, + iY,=

D,

X.UY.= I X. + iY. = '^,

X. + iF. = -|, X. + iY, =-^\
The proper value ofitfisil/ = V2 — 1, ='/k; the required formula thus is

l + iV^(Zi + tFi)
Z, + iF,=

Vi(Zi + iFO + »

or say

Thus for the point B, we should have

1-i—

'

vk = -^ : , that 18, V A; =
;

—^^ =
,

Lzl_i l-i-tVI j_J^
V2 Vfc

which is right. And similarly for the point G, we should have

1
*

\/i .. . . 1 V2-Z + 1 V&

VA 1 + 1 • \^ l + i-tV2 1-i^k'

which is right. And similarly for the points A and D.

25—2
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8. We connect the square ABCD of figure 1 with that of figure 4 by the equation

Z + iF-itA" =
2VX-

{x + iy)
;

:, we have for the four points respectivelyin fact, recollecting that \K' =K= rr,

A, X + iY = -K, x-k-iy = -\v:
,

B, Z + iF= K, x+ iy = -^wi,

C, X + iY= K+iK', x + iy= ^m
,

D, X + iY =-K + iK', x + iy= ^m,

values which satisfy the relation in question.

9. Hence writing

we have

X + iY=TJ, x-\- iy = u,

\+i
^

2V/fc

which is the relation in No. 1 between the arguments U, u of the elliptic functions

sn, snl. We have Z, + iF, = snf7, «, + iy, = snl m ; and consequently

V/t^Z , ijrv (i±l)(^L±M±M
' ''

(i-l)ix, + iy,) + \/2
'

Hence, substituting for V^(X, +tFi) its value in terms of X^+iYo, we find

(i + l){Xi+iy,) + iV2 _ l-i(X^+J/Y^
{i-l){xj + iyt) + '/2 X^+iY^-i

an equation which (multiplying on the left-hand side the numerator and the denominator

each by
~f=]

may be written

1-i
1+i

V2 l—i{X, + iY^)

^J(xj + iy,)-l
Xo_ + iY,-i

that is, we have

Xi + i7i= —j^ (a;, + iy^.

an equation which shows that the figure 5 is in fact the figure 3 turned through

an angle of 45°. We have thus proved the conclusion stated in No. 5 as to the

connexion between the lemniscate solution for the square aud the solution for the

rectangle.
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10. It is convenient to collect here the several equations relating to the

orthomorphosis of the square. We have

Z,+iFj = sn(Z + iF), A; = 3-2V2;

^1 + iy\ = snl {x + iy)
;

^rk{X. + iY.) = ^i±^^^^^±M±i^,

1 +
1"

X., + iY, = -j=- («i + iy,)>

which are the equations connecting together the coordinates of the five figures.

11. I examine more in detail the above-mentioned transformation

l + t(Z, + i70
.

see the foregoing figures 1 (XY) and 2 (X, F,), in which we now regard the two

circles as having each of them the radius unity; changing the sign of i, the equation

gives

A. -tr, - x;-iY,-i '

and we hence find

' + -^a ~Z,»+F,» + 2F, + 1'

consequently if X' + F,' + 1 = 0, then also X.," + F^^ + 1 = 0, or the transformation

changes the first of these imaginary circles into the second of them : or say it

changes the concentric orthotomic of the circle X,- + Fj'* — 1 = into the concentric

orthotomic of the circle X^"+ F^^* — 1 = 0.

We have moreover

y _ 2Z, _ Zi'+F.'-l
'~X'+F,» + 2F, + 1' '~Z/+ F.^ + 2F + 1'

values which give the foregoing expression for X^^ + Y^- But we further obtain

2

Za»+F,»-1-- F =2 ,. II
(Z,^+F^-i+2/.F)

M ' Z.^+F,^ + 2F, + l '

and it thus appears that the circumferences

Z,»+ F^ - 1 + 2/.tF, = 0, Z,^+F,^-1--F, = 0,
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correspond to each other. These are circles passing through the pairs of points

(l'i = 0, Z, = ±l), (Fa = 0, Za= + 1) respectively; or imagining them in the same

figure, say they are circles which belong each to the series of circles x' + y^ — l + 20y = 0,

and which moreover cut at right angles at the points y = 0, a; = + 1. But attending

more carefully to the nature of the correspondence, it is to be observed that taking

Y positive, and giving to X any positive value from to oo , we have in figure 2

an arc LJM lying wholly within the upper semicircle LFM; and that, corresponding

hereto in figure 3, we have an arc LJM lying wholly within the lower semiciicle

LOM; and that as in figure 2, the arc LJM lies nearer to the semicii-cumference

LFM or to the diameter LOM, so in figure 3 the arc LJM lies nearer to the

diameter LFM or to the semicircumference LOM. Thus the upper semicircle LFM
of figure 2 corresponds to the lower semicircle LOM of figure 3 ; but so that the

semicircumference LFM of the first figure corresponds to the diameter LFM of the

second figure; and the diameter LOM of the first figure to the semicircumference

LOM of the second figure. And further supposing that Fj is still positive, but that

(i has any negative value from — oo to 0, we have in figure 2 an arc in the

upper half-plane lying wholly outside the semicircle ; and corresponding thereto in

figure 3, an ai'c lying wholly inside the upper semicircle LHM; that is, in figure 2

the infinite space in the upper half-plane outside the semicircle corresponds in

figure 3 to the space within the upper half-circle LHM; the infinity of figure 2

corresponding to the semicircumference LHM of figure 3, and the semicircumference

LFM of figure 2 to the diameter LFM of figure 3. And thus in figure 2, the

upper half-plane inside and outside the semicircle corresponds in figure 3 to the

lower and upper half-circles, that is, to the whole circular area OLHM of figure 3.

It is to be observed, moreover, that we have

that is, the circles X{'+Yi'+1 +2\X, = and X^^ + Y^' + I + 2XX^= con-espond to

each other. Imagining the circles as belonging to the same figure, these are one

and the same circle of the series a^ + y^+1 — 2aa; = each passing through the pair

of points (a; = 0, y = ± i) which are the antipoints of the pair (y = 0, x=±l);
these circles thus cut at right angles those of the series x' + y''—l+ 20y = 0. We
have, by meaqs of the two series of circles, an easy construction for the correspondence

between the figures 2 and 3.

12. In explanation of No. 4, observe that, starting from the equation

X, + iY^ = an {X + iY),

and writing snX = P, sn iY=iQ, we have

that is.
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and thence

^r+ F,^ = --^'t^^ = ,. (if Xr+ }? be put =r=);

hence

P= ( 1 - k-'Cr-r') = »•= - Q^ Q= ( 1 - A;^P^rO = »-^ - i^.

Now considering in figure 1 any line in the rectangle parallel to the axis of X,
that is, taking F constant and therefore also Q constant, and proceeding to eliminate

P, we have

^^- 1-A^gv — ^ + ^^^-13^^.
and consequently

^.=^#^^'-w- A;=Q=r=,

„ ^ QVr+Q'-(I+A;^')r'Vl + A:'Q'-A;'(l+Q^)r'

giving Zj, F, each of them in terms of Q- and r^ =Zi^+F,=. The former of these

equations, replacing therein r^ by its value, gives easily

where

(Z.» + Y.^r - 2AX,^- 2BY,' + ^ = 0,

! + (?
,

1 1 + ^0° o«_o^, 1 .

I

viz. we have thus the equation of the curve, a bicircular quartic which in figure 2

corresponds to the line parallel to the axis of Z, in figure 1.

In particular, for the line LM of figure 1 we have Y=^K' and thence

tQ = sn^iif' = -r=, that is, Q = -—, and thence A=B = y; the equation of the bicircular

quartic is

(Z,^+F,=)=-|(Z,= +F^) + ^,
= 0;

viz. this is the circle Z,= + F,^ - t = twice repeated, and we have thus this circle,

or rather the half-circumference LFM of figure 2, corresponding to the line LM of

figure 1. More simply,

—;=^ snZ + 7- en Z dn Z ,

Y^v /r^l•t-^ ^^ '^^ (l+k)P + is/l-P'.l-k'P'
Zi +iy, = sn(Z + ^lA )= - —

l+)fc^isn'Z '^kd + kP^)
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A (1 + 2i-P» + Ar'P*)

that is, X,»+F,'-T = as before. It is easy to see that the points A, 0, B oi

figure 1 correspond to the points A, 0, B of figure 2, and hence that the area of

the rectangle AOBLFMA of figure 1 corresponds to that of the semicircle AOBLFMA
of figure 2.

Returning to the equation Z, + tF, = sn(Z +iF), if we write herein successively

F. = iA" - y9, sn iY, = iQ, = sn i {\K' - ^),

T, = ^K' + ^, sn i l\ = iQ, = sn i {^K' + /3),

and

then we have

that is, QtQ^ = j-: hence for q writing Q, or Q^, we have in each case the same

values of A and B, that is, we have the same bicircular quartic for two lines

parallel to and equidistant from the line LM, but to one of these (viz. the line

between LM and BA) there corresponds the half-perimeter lying within the semi-

circumference LFM, and to the other of them (viz. the line between LM and CD)

there corresponds the half-perimeter lying without the semicircumference LFM.

It may be shown in like manner that, to any line in figure 1 parallel to the

axis OY, there corresponds in figure 2 a bicircular quartic of the like form

(Z,^ + Y.y - iAX," -2BYi' + ^^
= 0.

13. Similarly in explanation of No. 5, observe that, starting from the equation

Xt+iyi — BDl(a; + iy) and writing snla;=^, snliy = i Bn\ y = iq, we have

that is,

and thence

writing x + y — ^vr, we have

en X

au =-P Vl - q*

l-pY • yi
g Vl — p*

vrr p'
8nv = , that is, o=

'^ —

^

. or 0" = ^^
, that is, — =1;

^ dna; ^ VH-p» ^ I + p- 1-pY

and thus to the line w + y = ^vr, there corresponds the circle Xi' + yi^ — l=0. More

precisely, to the line CD of figure 4, there corresponds the quarter-circumference CD
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of figure 5: and similarly to BA, AB and BC of figure 4 the remaining quarter-

circumferences BA, AB, BC of figure 5 ; that is, to the whole boundary of the square

in figure 4 there corresponds the whole circumference of the circle in figure 5.

14. To any line in figure 4, parallel to the axis Ow or to the axis Oy, there

corresponds in figure 5 a bicircular quartic of the form xi' + y^ — 2Axi^ — 2By,'' —1=0.
The investigation is substantially the same as that contained in No. 12, and need

not be here given. But it is remarkable that also, to any line of figure 4 parallel

to a side of the square (that is, to any line x±y = c), there corresponds in figure 5

a bicircular quartic of the like form (for the sides of the square, or lines a; + y = ± ^ra-

of figure 4, this bicircular quartic becomes the twice repeated circle x^ + y,* — 1 =
of figure 5, which is the result just obtaioed in No. 13). I investigate this result

as follows. Writing, as in No. 13,

snl x=p, snl iy = i snl y = iq,

we have, as above.

Now assuming between x and y the relation x-\-y = G, and writing snl C=c, this gives

_ p ^1 —q* + q'/l—p*

to obtain the required curve, we must between these equations (three independent

equations) eliminate p and q. We have

_p 'J\ — q* + q'J\—p*

and consequently

(i+/»Y)c=(i-i>Y)(«. + y.).

or, writing for convenience JQ = 1 — p-q-, this equation gives

n= ^^
.

Xi-^yi + c

Hence ilxi = p'Jl—^, ilyi = q'^l —p*; these equations may be written

n»a;,= = p'-{l-n)q\

nv = -(i-")p'+ 9".

and from these equations obtaining the expressions for p^ and q\ and thence the

expression for p'^q', =1 — 11, we find, after some easy reductions,

02 4 n — H)
{(^.^ + 2/1^)' -

11 + i^Tn *>V =.-4i^ •

But we have

1-fl {x, + y,y-c^'

or substituting this value, the equation becomes

C. XIU. 26
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that is,

Writing for a moment ir,' + y,'=P, x^y^-Q, this is

1^

an equation which contains the factor P + 2Q; throwing this out, the equation becomes,

after an easy reduction,

P-2Q-|,(P + 2Q)}=0,(P-l)«+ (l-C)-

that is,

(^« + y,» - 1)' + (1 - c«) |(a;, - y,)' -
^,

{<c, + 3,,)'| = 0,

the required equation. Transforming through an angle of 45° by writing

_ ak + ih _ Xj — yt
^~

'Vl '
^'" V2 '

(where observe that the axis of x^ is the line FH of figure 5), the equation becomes

{x,^ + y,^ - 1? + (1 - c^) (2y,» - \ 2x„^ = 0,

or writing c = cos 7 and therefore 1 — c^ = sin" 7, this equation becomes

(aj,» + y,")' --^ x,^-2 co8= 7 . 2/./ + 1 = 0,

a curve consisting of two indented ovals situate symmetrically in regard to the axis

Fy^ of figure 5. In fact, writing in the equation y.^ = 0, we have for x^ two real

positive values ; but, writing x^ = 0, we have for y^ two imaginary values. For 7 = 0,

the equation becomes

{x^^ + yir-2{x^ + y^) + \ = 0,

that is, we have the circle x.^ + 1/2'^ — 1 = twice repeated. One of the ovals is

shown in figure 5 ; the portion of it lying within the circle agrees with Schwarz's

figure, p. 113, turning this round through an angle of 45°.

For the lines x — y = C of figure 4, we have in figure 5 the same system of

bicircular quartics turned round through an angle of 90°.

II.

15. I consider the general problem of the orthomorphosis of a circle into a

circle : we can, for the transformation of the circumference of the circle x' + y*- 1=0
into that of the circle a;,' + y,' — 1 = 0, find a formula involving an arbitrary function
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or (what is the same thing) an indefinite number of arbitrary constants. In fact,

writing for shortness z=x + iy, Zi^x^ + iyi, and z, z^ for the conjugate functions

X — iy, «! — iyi ; also ^ {z) for a function of z involving in general imaginary coeffi-

cients a + lb, &c., and ^ {z) for the like function with the conjugate coefficients

a — ib, &c. ; then if we assume

^'"^S)'

where m is any positive or negative integer, this implies

l\'

^'"HJ)

consequently, if x' + y'' — l = 0, that is, zz==l, or z = -, we have
z

z, = *(-J '"*{i

or z,i, = 1, that is, x^ + yi* — 1 = 0.

In a slightly different form, taking a, yS, &c., to denote any imaginary quantities,

and a, /8, ... the conjugate quantities; assuming

i>{z) = {z-a){z-^)...,

and taking m for the number of factors, we have

^^ {z-<x)(z-^)...
' (l-M(l-y9z)...'

and then (repeating the demonstration) we have

^ (z-a){z-'B)...
"' (l-ai)(l-^i)...'

which, ^vriting therein z=- , becomes
z

i-)e-^)-
,z '^)\z '^l- {l-az){\-M-. 1

('l_?)('l_^V..'
(^-«)(^-/3)

and consequently, if i = - , then also ii = - as before.

z

A
We may in the expression for z^ introduce a factor ^, or, what is the same

thing, a factor A which is such that AA = 1. In particular, we thus have the solution

A{z-(t)
''- {\-az) '

26—2
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giving

which, for zz=l, becomes

. A(z -a)
^1 " 1- az '

1(1 — az)
^1

z--a

so that {AA being =1) this gives ZiZi = l.

16. This is a solution with three arbitrary constants, viz. A (which may be

put =cos\ + i8in\) is a single arbitrary constant, and a, =a + ib, is two arbitrary

constants; and these constants may be so determined that a given point in the

interior of the one circle, and a given point on the circumference thereof, shall

correspond respectively to a given point in the interior of the other circle and to a

given point on the circumference thereof According to a well-known theorem of

Riemann's, any two simply connected areas included within given closed curves

respectively may be made to correspond to each other, and that in one way only,

under the foregoing conditions as to a pair of interior points and a pair of boundarj'

points: and we have, in what just precedes, the solution of the problem in the case

of two equal circles.

17. In the case of any other solution, we thus know that the correspondence

between the two circumferences cannot and does not imply a (1, 1) correspondence

between the areas of the two circles : but it is interesting to enquire what happens.

I take a very particular case

zi2-2)

and therefore

and consequently

that is,

ZiZ^ =

^'~ l-2z '

_ z(z- 2

)

^'~'l-2z '

_ zz \zz — 2 (£; + i) + 4}

l-2(2: + i) + 4zi '

so that, writing a^ + y'' — 1 = 0, we have «,= + 3/1^ - 1 = 0, a correspondence of the two

circumferences. But to the circumference ^i" + yi'
— 1=0 there con-esponds not only

the circumference a^ + 3/^ — 1 = 0, but another circumference. In fact, writing x{'+yi'=l,

we have
4!(ai' + y'')-4a; + l = {a:^ + y^){x' + y^- 4* + 4),

that is,

{sfi + y^ - 4!a; {a:^ + y"") + 4>x- 1=0,
or

(a? + 2/= - 1) (ir= + y^ - 4a; + 1) = 0,

and there is thus the other circle

aJ' + j,>_4a; + i=o, or say {x -2y + y^-S=0,
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viz. this is a circle, coordinates of centre (2, 0) and radius = Vs, cutting the circle

ai' + y- -1=0 in two real points. Referring to the figures 6 (xy) and 7 (a;,y,), and
obsen'ing that Xi = 0, i/i=0, that is, 0, = 0, gives z=0, or z = 2, that is, the points

Fig. 6 {xy). Fig. 7 (Xjiji).

x = 0, y = 0, and x = 2, y = 0, we see that to the centre in figure 7, there

correspond in figure 6 the points 0, M which are the centres of the two circles.

To any small closed curve, or say any small circle surrounding the point of

figure 7, there correspond in figure 6 small closed curves surrounding the points

0, M respectively; and if in figure 7 the radius of the circle continually increases

and becomes nearly equal to unity, the closed curves of figure 6 continually increase,

changing at the same time their forms, and assume the forms shown by the dotted

lines of figure 6. It thus appears that, to the whole area of the circle x-^ + y^ — \ =
of figure 7, there correspond the two lunes AGB and ABD of figure 6; or if we

attend only to the area included within the circle af + y^—\=0 of this figure, then

there corresponds not the whole area of this circle, but only the area of the lune

zlz — l)
ACB : and thus that the assumed relation Zi = -z—^-- establishes, in fact, an ortho-

morphosis of the circle a;,'' + y,- — 1 = into the lune ACB which lies inside the circle

a? + y' — 1=0 and outside the circle (« — 2)^+ j^' — 3 = 0. It may be added that, to

the infinite area outside the circle a,^ + y^^ - 1 = of figure 7, there con-espond in

figure 6 first the area of the lens AB common to the two circles, and secondly the

area outside the two circles: we have thus an orthomorphosis of the area outside

the circle a;,' + y,' — 1 = into these two areas respectively.

A somewhat more elegant example would have been that of the correspondence

_ z(z- V2)

^'"l-V2z'

here, corresponding to the circumference a;]^ + ?/j- — 1 = 0, we have the two equal

circumferences a^ + y'— 1 = 0, and (x — V2)^ + 2/^ — 1 = 0: and to the whole area of the

circle a;,'+ y,' — 1 = 0, there correspond two equal lunes ACB and ABB.
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922.

NOTE ON THE LUNAR THEORY.

[From the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. Lii. (1892), pp. 2—5.]

In the Lunar Theory, in whatever way worked out, the values ultimately obtained

for the coordinates r, v, y should of course satisfy identically the equations of

motion ; and that they do so, is the ultimate verification of the correctness of the

results obtained. It can hardly be hoped for that such a verification will ever be

made for Delaunay's results; and yet it would seem generally that the labour of

such a verification of the results to any extent, while exceeding (and possibly greatly

exceeding) that of obtaining these results by any method employed for that purpose,

ought still to be, so to speak, a labour of the same order. And one can, moreover,

imagine the process of verification so airanged as to be a process of mere routine

which could be carried out by ordinary computers. But, however this may be, I

think it is not without interest to exhibit the verification to a very small extent,

viz. to e, m*.

I think there is an advantage in using capital letters for the ajguments, and I

accordingly write (instead of Delaunay's g), to denote the mean anomaly.

The equations of motion are

:

d?r

dv
'

/dvy dD,

— r ^cos

d I Ay\ , . /(

or say

- dy'

m'f'
fl = —,j- (f cos'H —

J), where cosH = cos y cos (v — «'),

il =—Tj
- f^ it cos' y cos' (V — v) — i\;
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and thus the equations become

d-r { , (dvY (dy-f[ nW mVa'=' ,„ ,, , ,„ „ „, ,,

dt
"^ '''^' y \Tt) =1^ '' ^~ ^ ''*'^" y ^'° ^^^ ~ ^"'^J'

* I ^J + '^ SI" y cos y
(^^J

= ^;;j- »-^ f- 3 sm y COS y i + i cos (2w - 2?;')}.

To simplify as much as possible, take the Sun's orbit to be circular, i.e. r' = a',

v' = mnt; also neglect y*: the first and second equations are

di'
~ '

[di) + r»^ '"^^ f^ + ^ '=*'' ^^^ " ^^ )5'

r» .

(J^
= niWr» {- f sin (2v - 2i;')}

I

d „ /dv

and if for convenience of working we write a = l, n=l, then the first equation may
be written

and similarly the second equation is

and the third equation may be disregarded.

The two equations should be satisfied by Delaunay's values, putting therein

e' = 0, y = 0; say by the values

+ (m» + i^m' + i^m*) cos 2D

+ (I TO*) cos 4Z)

+ e(l-j^^7n') coaG

+ e (f|?«») cos (2D + G)

+ e (J^TO + i^m') cos (2D - 0) ;

v = t

+ (JgJ-??i» + f|m' + ^m') sin 2D

+ iM^''*) sin 4D

+ 2e . sin G

+ e (V-mO sin (2D + G)

+ e(^m + ^m') sin (2D -G);
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D = (l-m)t, G = (l-^m')t,

The verification for the first equation is

(v' = mt).

ld^_
rdP

/dt/y 1
m'{-i-f(cos2r)-2t;')} =

Const. -1 +1 =

+ im= -j^m" =

+ 2to« -W"»* -A"»' -ftm« =

Cos2i) + 47«' - jyLj,i> + 3m» -fm» =

+ J5lm' -^m» +J^m' =

+ ^m< _ J^m* +^m* =

Cos 42) + 8«i« -i^m* +s^m* -f|m« =

CoaG c -4e 3e =

-Jem' + 3ej/t' — |e7>i' =

Co8i2D+0) e^m> e(-^m=) e(-L^-mO e(-3m>) =

Co8(2D-G) e«i(¥) em(-i^) m(^) =

m'(-A) m»(-^) m^W) m" (3) = 0.

The verification for the second equation is

2dr d*
+ |m^sin(2t)-2t;') =

Sin2i) + 4»?i' --y-m^ H-fm" =

+ i^m' -^m» =

+ J^m.* -^am* =

Sin4Z) + ^»i* -5^m* + ^ni* =

SinG e.2 + e.-2 =

e . 37?i» + e . 3m» =

Sin (2D +G) e. ^^m' e . - i|^??i» e . 3to» =

Sin(2i)- G) e.^m e .
-^m =

e.H'»^ e . - ffm" e .
- 3m» = 0;

and the verification is thus completed.
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The following intermediate results may be recorded ; - = 1 + t^,

Co8 2i)

Cos4i)

CosG

Cos 2D + G

Cos 2D-G

X'
=

+ Jem"

+ e?»^

Sin2i>

Sin4i)

SinG

Sin (2Z) + G=)

Sin {2D - G)

— log r =

^m^ - It

,»2 + Jj^wi' + s^m*

e(l-fm^)

e{^m + i^vi%

-V-wi'' + M«*° +W™'
^»-m*

e(2-fm=)

ldr_
r dt

~

e{l-W)

d'rvL r
These were, in fact, made use of for finding the foregoing values of r, j-, &c.

C. XIII. 27
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923.

NOTE ON A HYPERDETERMINANT IDENTITY.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxi. (1892), pp. 131, 132.]

The following is in effect a well-known theorem ; but I am not sure whether

it has been stated in a form at once so general and so precise.

If

ft = (*)(a;i, yiV*(«2, y2)^(«3, y^y^iif:*, y*)-^ ••

be a function separately homogeneous, and of the degrees A, B, G, D, ... in' the sets

of variables (a;,, y,). (a^s. S^j). ('^s. y»). ('"4, Vi), • respectively; and if

then

(^23-l-i5 31 + C12)n = 0,

when the variables (a;,, 1/,), {x^, iji), {X3, y^), (a;,, yt). ..., or only the variables (xi, y^,

(^. ^a). (^» Vt) 8^6 therein severally replaced by {x, y).

In fact, we have

iin = (a;,f + y,97,) fi, BH = (a;,^^+ y^r).^, CD, = (a^jf, + 2/3%) ^

;

thus the expression is

= {(a^i^i + y^V^ 23 + (aj^l^s + y^r).,) 31 + (aJsf, + 2/3973) 12} fi,

and if we herein replace the variables {x^, y^), {x.^, y.^, (x,, y^ in so far as they

appear explicitly by {x, y), the expression becomes

= {(«;f1 + yvi) 23 + (x^, + yv.) 31 + (a;?. + yn,) 12} n,

where the factor in { }, substituting for 23, 31, 12 their values ^2% — fs^. ^sVi — ^\Vi>

^iVi~^iVi> becomes identically =0. The value of the expression is thus =0; and of
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course it remains =0 when, consequently upon the foregoing change («,, r/i), (x^, y^,

(a;,, y,) each into (x, y), we also change (f„ tj,), {^„, r]„), (^,, rj,) each into (f, t,);

and if we also change (x^, y^, &c., into {x, y).

It is clear that fl may denote the covariant symbol

n = 23-3P12i'i4»24'34f... U^V^W.T^...,

where U, V, W, T, ... denote quantics

(a, ...'^x, yf, {a', ...$«, yf, ...

of the degrees m, n, p, q, ... respectively, and Ui, Fa, &c., are the corresponding

functions (a, ...^oh, y,)™, (a', ...'$^X2, 2/2)", &c., the values of A, B, C being here

A=m-^-y-B-...,

B =11 — 7— a— 6— ...,

C=p-CL-^-^-...;

the theorem expresses the property that the covariants 12n, 23fl, 3112, are linearly

connected together; or, writing it in the form (A12 — Cl3 + B23)il = 0, we have the

proper linear combination J. 12X1 — (7 13Ii of the two covariants 1211 and 13X1, equal to

— B23n, a determinate multiple of 23fl. Speaking roughly, we say that the difference

of the covariants 12fl and 13fl is equal to 23X1.

27—2
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924.

ON THE NON-EXISTENCE OF A SPECIAL GROUP OF POINTS.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxi. (1892), pp. 132, 133.]

It is well known that, taking in a plane any eight points, every cubic through

these passes through a determinate ninth point. It is interesting to show that there

is no system of seven points such that every cubic through these passes through a

determinate eighth point.

Assuming such a system: first, no three of the points can be in a line: for, if

they were, then among the cubics through the seven points we have the line

through the three points and an arbitrary conic through the remaining four points,

and these composite cubics have no common eighth point of intersection.

Secondly, no six of the points can be on a conic : for, if they were, then among

the cubics through the seven points we have the conic through the six points and

an arbitrary line through the remaining point, and these composite cubics. have no

common eighth point of intersection.

Taking now the points to be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ; among the cubics through

these, we have the composite cubics {A, P), (B, Q), (C, R), where A, B, C are the

lines 67, 75, 56, and P, Q, R the conies 12345, 12346, 12347 respectively; by what

precedes, the points 5, 6, 7 do not lie on a line, and the points (6, 7), (7, 5) and

(5, 6) neither of them lie on the conies P, Q, R respectively.

The common eighth point of intersection, if it exists, must be

{A, B, G)
;
(A, Q, R), (B. R, P), (C, P, Q) ;

(P, B, G), (Q, G, A), (R, A, B); or (P, Q, R).

There is no point (A, B, C).

There is no point {A, Q, R): for Q, R intei-sect only in the points 1, 2, 3, 4,

no one of which lies on A ; and similarly, there is no point {B, R, P) or (G, P, Q).

B, G intersect in 5, which is a point on P; and thus 5 is the only point

(P, B, C). Similarly, 6 is the only point {Q, G, A) and 7 is the only point (R, A, B).

P, Q intersect in 1, 2, 3, 4, which are each of them on R ; hence 1, 2, 3, 4

are the only points (P, Q, R).

Hence the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 present themselves each once, and only

once, among the intersections of the three cubics, and there is no common eighth point

of intersection.
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925.

ON WAKING'S FORMULA FOR THE SUM OF THE mth POWERS
OF THE ROOTS OF AN EQUATION.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxi. (1892), pp. 133— 137.]

The formula in question, Prob. I. of Waring's Meditationes Algebraicce, Cambridge,

1782, making therein a slight change of notation, is as follows : viz. the equation being

ic" + 6a;"-i + ca;»-2 + da;"-^ + . . . = 0,

then we have

(-r'S„=

— mc b'"'^

+md 6"-'

— Jne^Um-4

+ mf)

— m.m —4: .cd,

-m.g'^

+ m . m — 5 . ce

+ ^m.m— 5.d'

— ^m.m — 4.m— 5 .c*^

Jm-o

lb"

+ 7n.h']

— m.m — 6. cf

— m . m — 6 .de

+ ^ »i . in — 5 . ni — Q . chl
j

+ m . i

+ m .m — 7 . eg

+ m .m — 7 .df

+ \m . m — 7 . e'

— \m, .m — Q.m—7. &e

— \m .m — 6.m — 7.cd''

+ Jjm .m—o.m—6.m—7.c*,

-h"

+ &C.,

where, reckoning the weights of b, c, d, e, ... as 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., respectively, the several

terms are all the terms of the weight m, or (what is the same thing) in the
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coeflScient of i"'~* we have all the combinations of c, d, e (or say all the

non-unitary combinations) of the weight 0, and where the numerical coefficient of

6'»-»c'=dV... (c-|-d + e+... = ^),

= (-)•i+»-i-«+-
m.m-(0-S + l).m-{d-B + 2)...m-i0-l)

Ilc.nd.IIe...

Thus for the term 6'''~*c'e^, ^ = 8; c, d, e = 2, 4, 1 respectively (the other exponents

each vanishing), and the coefficient is

,,,m.m— 6.m — 7 , „ _
^"^

lT2Ti '
=-im.m-6.m-7,

as above; and so in other cases.

For the MacMahon form

or say

1 +6aJ-l- j-2 + ...=(l -ar)(l -/3a:)...,

r+xy"''+i:i^"~'+-"=(2/-«)(y-/9)---.

we must for b, c, d, ..., write b,
1.2' 1 .2.3'

or say

(-)"*. S™= 6™

c

"^1.2

+ "^1.2.3

e ^

""1.2.3.4

-Him.m
3(j%)J

+ &C.,

(-)"'n(m-l);S„= n(m-l)

-ITmj
2

+ ""^1.2.3

""^1.2.3.4 ]

m-3/ c V

respectively: we thus have

b'

-1-&C.,
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the numerical coefficient of

i'^-VdV ... (c + d + e + ... = ^)

being

(_y^,^g+ Um.m-(e-8+l).m-(e-8 + 2)...m-{()-l)
^

' nc.nd.ne...(n2)"(n3)''(n4)''...

It is convenient to write down the literal terms in alphabetical order {AO),

calculating and affixing to each term the proper numerical coefficient ; thus taking

1 + 6a; + c j^2 + ••• = (1 -a«)(l - /3a;) (1 - 7a;) ...,

we find

- 120/S, =g 1

6/ .- 6

ce . — 15

<P .- 10

6% . + 30

hcd . + 120

c^ . + .30

Vd . - 120

6V . - 270

b'c . + 360

6« . - 120

+ 541

this expression, as representing the value of the non-unitary function S^, being in

fact a seminvariant.

It is to be remarked that the foregoing expression for the sum of the mth
powers of the roots of the equation

*» + 6a;"-' + cx''-^ + . . . =

is, in fact, the series' for x'" continued so far only as the exponent of b is not

negative: see as to this Note XI. of Lagrange's Equations Num/riques. For the d
posteriori verification, observe that we have

, c d
x + b + -+--] ... = 0,

X x^

or writing for a moment u= — b, say this is

x = u+ fx.
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where

f —_-_-— — — &c

Hence, by Lagrange's theorem,

— •mu:
\u w' V?

J»?m"»-' (- + -i + -i-

1

1.2

\M m' M* y ) 1 . Z . .i

+ &C.,

where the accents denote differentiations in regard to u. This is

= M™

- 7ft [cvT^ + du^-* + ew"-* +^'»-»

+

gu^-* + . .
.

}

+ ^m {(m - 3) c»«'^* + (m - 4) 2cdM'»-'' + (m - 5) (# + 2ce) it"

-\m. {(7ft - 4) (7ft - 5) c'M"-'+ . . .
J

+ &C.

+ «""'
. — 7ftC

— vvA

— ine + ^7n . 7?j. — 3 . c^

— mf+ ^Tft . Tft — 4 . 2cd

— vfig + ^Tft . 7ft — 5 . (d* + 2ce) — ^7ft . 7?i — 4 . 7)i - 5 . c'

+ «"-».

+ &C.,

which, putting therein m= — 6 and multiplying each side by (—)", is the before-

mentioned formula for (—)'"(Sa"* : in that formula the series being continued only so

far as the exponent of h is not negative.

I notice also that we cannot easily, by means of the known formula

iSa"»/3P = So™ . /SaP - iSo^+p,

deduce an expression for Sa™^P: in fact, forming the product of the series for Sa"*,

Sa'' respectively, this product is identically equal to the series for Sa."''*'^, or we seem

to obtain = Sa"^Sa}' — /Sa™+P ; to obtain the correct formula, we have to take each

of the three series only so far as the exponent of b therein respectively is not negative

:

and it is not easy to see how the resulting formula is to be expressed.
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926.

CORRECTED SEMINVARIANT TABLES FOR THE WEIGHTS
11 AND 12.

[From the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. xiv. (1892), pp. 195—200.]

The tables in my paper, " Seminvariant Tables," American Journal of MatJiematics,

vol. VII. (1885), pp. 59—73, [831], are not in the best form, but the deviations present

themselves only in a few columns of the tables for the weights 11 and 12, viz. in

the former of these two columns, and in the latter a single column, ought to be

replaced by linear combinations of other columns; there are, besides, columns which

should be new named ; in regard hereto, there is a point of theory which requires

to be made clear. I remark that in each table the literal terms are in alphabetical

order (-40); this is the proper order for the final terms, and although (as about to

be explained) the proper order for the initial terms is the counter order (00), yet

as the tables cannot be at the same time arranged in the one and the other order,

I adhere to the AO as the proper arrangement for the terms of the tables; we

have, however, to introduce the notion that, in general, it is not the top term of

a column which is to be regarded as the initial term, and in connexion herewith

to consider how the columns are to be named. An instance first presents itself

for the weight 11 : we have, see column 5 of the table for that weight here given,

a seminvariant

fg + 1

bci

bV + 70

;

C. XIII. 28
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this is to be regarded, not as a seminvariant fg — 6'e' (it is hardly necessary to

remark that, here and elsewhere the — is not a minus sign, but a mere stroke),

but as a seminvariant c'A — If^, viz. c'A is a term entering into the seminvariant,

and which, although it is in AO subsequent, it is in CO precedent, to the terms

fg, beg and bf^. The seminvariant contains the term — 16c*A and other terms with

the letter h, and it is a misnomer to call it ^ — fe", a name implying that the

highest letter thereof is g. Instead of the stroke, it would perhaps be better to

write 00, for instance d'h oc 6V, where of course oo would be used as a more con-

ventional symbol.

For greater clearness, I give here the express definition of counter order, {CO),

viz. whereas in AO we begin with the lowest letters, in CO we begin contrariwise

with the highest letters. A term containing a higher letter or higher power of such

letter precedes a term containing a lower letter or lower power of the same letter

—

or in the easiest form, the counter order is the alphabetical order corresponding to

the reversed arrangement z, y, ...,/, e, d, c, b of the letters.

A symbol, as c'A — J'e" above, may be regarded as referring to a set of terms

<?h, 6V and all the terms which are in CO subsequent to c^h and in 40 precedent

to 6'e': as by supposition the terms are arranged in AO, the set includes no term

lower than b'e^, or say the bottom term 6'e^ is also the final term of the set, but

it does include terms fg, beg and 6/' higher than c'A, and thus the top term fg is

not, but c'A is, the initial term of the set. It should be remarked that a seminvariant

ch — b'^ need not include all the terms of the set as just defined: there may very

well be terms with a coefficient zero, or say accidental zeros ; an instance presents

itself, weight 10, where in the column eg — bd' we have Oce", no term in ce'.

The changes actually required are very slight, viz.

Weight 11, instead of

fg — 6'e', we require c^h — ft'e", old fg — b^^, new named,

d'h - b'd\ „ fg - W^ linear combination {fg - b'e') + 8{d'h~ W),

cfe" - b'd\ „ c»/ - b'd>, old de" - b>>d', new named,

cV - b'c*, „ dd' - 6'c% linear combination {dd' - ¥d') + 6 {c^- b^c*)-

Weight 12, instead of

cf - bed', we require d'g - bed', old cf - bed', new named,

d'g - c»d'

,

„ cf - c'd^ linear combination (c/' - bed') - 5 {d'g - c'O') ;

but I have thought it desirable to give the complete tables for the weights in

question, 11 and 12; and I have also rearranged the entire columns of the two
tables so as to present in each of them the finals in AO. This is the case with

the existing tables, except that there is a single transposition in the table weight 10.
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Instead of the columns cdf—b*d^, ce- — &, we ought to have ce^ — c", cdf—¥d'. The

complete list up to the weight 12 is

w =

2 c -6»

3 d -6'

4 e -c*

c» -6*

5 f -b<?

cd -If

6 g -d"-

ce — (?

d" - 6V
c* -6«

7 h -b(P

cf -be'

de -6V
e'd-V

8 i -e"

eg — erf'

df - Pd"

e' -e*

c'e - bV
cd' - 6V
c* -6»

ic =

9 3 - ftt"

c/t - rf»

c?s' - iccP

ef - h'd^

<?f - be'

cde - 6V
rf» - 6V
c»rf-6»

10

ci — ee^

rf/i - 6V
ej, -6rf»

/« -c^'d'

<?g - b^cO'

cdf- b*d^

d'e - 6V
d'e - bV
c'd"- bV

c» -y

w =

11 ^ -6/'

cj — rfe'

rfi — bee'

eh - cd^

eVi -5V
fg -bH'

cef - bcH'

cdg - b^cd'

dj - b&

cJ -b'd'

de- -6V
<?de - b'(?

cd' - 6V
c'rf -6"

10 =

12 m -<?^

c/fc -«/=

ei -e'

rfy' -bT
fh -bde'

f -c'e'

ceg -d*

eH - b'ce'

d'g -bed"

c/" -<^d^

edh -6V
def -bW
e= - b'c'd'

cV -c«

<^9 - b*cd^

ed'e -6V
c'df -b'd'

d' -b*c*

c*e -bV
cV -bV
c" -b''

The two new tables are as follows:

corrected.

some accidental numerical errors have been

28—2
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Table, Weight 11.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

I O di eh c^h f9 cef cdg <Pf Cf de" c'de cd> c*d

I + 1

bk

ej

di

eh

fg

- 11

+ 35

- 75

+ 90

- 42

1

i

+ 2

- 9

+ 14

- 7

+ 1

- 2

+ 1

+ 1

- 1 + 1+1
Vj + 20 - 2

bei - 90 + 9 - 3
i

bdh + 240 + 16 - 4

10 beg

bp

e^h

edg

cef

dV

de>

VH

-420

+ 252

-63

+ 42

-30

+ 70

-21

-56

+ 35

+ 9

- 6

+ 10

-26

+ 7

+ 24

-15

+ 2

- 2

+ 6

+ 3

- 2

- 6

+ 10

- 5

- 5

- 6

- 16

+ 58

+ 5

-100

+ 60

- 5

- 6

+ 2

+ 45

-100

+ 60

+ 1

-3

+ 6

-4

+ 1

-3

+ 2

+ 1

-1 +1 + 1

bkh - 8 + 32

Vdg + 8 + 20 - 48 + 8 -1

20 t^ef - 4 -18 + 40 -1 +3

10

20

10 11 12 13 14
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Table, Weight 11 {continued).

10 11 12 13 14

21

30

40

SO

56

I cj di eh c-^h fg cef cdg dV cV de^ c'de cd^ c*d

bc-g

bcdf

bce^

bdre

<?S

cHe

cd»

Vh
Iflcg

bUf

Ifie"-

Vcde

b'cP

bc'e

be^(I>

c*d

b-;j

b*cf

b*de

b'c'e

f^cd'

Vc'd

bc>

Ifif

Vce

6»(f

b*cH

b>c*

b'e

b'cd

b^d

6V
b»c

6"

+ 8

-16

+ 10

-15

-24

+ 45

-10

+ 27

-45

+ 20

- 62

+ 232

-205

+ 20

- 54

+ 90

- 40

- 16

+ 56

-112

+ 70

- 6

+ 408

-405

+ 20

-270

+ 450

-200

-288

+ 270

+ 216

-360

+ 160

+ 14

-11

- 1

- 9

+ 14

- 6

- 8

+ 9

+ 6

-16

+ 8

+ 3

- 2

- 3

-30

+ 27

+ 2

+ 27

-45

+ 20

+ 5

+ 18

-23

-27

+ 51

-24

- 2

+ 6

- 2

- 6

+ 4

- 6

+ 3

+ 3

+ 4

- 6

+ 2

+ 4

- 2

- 3

+ 6

- 8

- 2

+ 6

- 1

- 4

+ 3

+ 8

-10

+ 3

- 3

- 8

-18

+ 2

+ 36

-36

+ 34

-48

+ 18

+ 3

-36

+ 14

+ 72

-78

+ 30

- 9

+ 12

-30

+ 20

- 3

- 8

+ 6

+ 2

+ 24

+ 16

-18

-24

+ 9

-16

+ 12

-48

+ 72

-27

+ 32

-48

+ 18

+ 1

- 1

- 2

+ 1

- 3

+ 5

- 1

+ 1

+ 8

- 7

- 5

+ 3

- 7

+ 2

+ 10

- 5

+ 2

- 4

+ 2

+ 1

- 1

- 9

+ 4

+ 15

+ 11

-12

- 6

-39

+ 29

+ 32

-23

- 8

+ 6

+ 1

- 4

- 3

+ 6

+ 14

- 4

-26

+ 1

+ 24

-11

+ 2

bP de' bctf cd' iV V^ 6c«<P 6»cd2 5c» b^'d"- bV 6V 6V 6"

21

30

40

50

56

±638 ±188 ±70 ±132 ±664 ±1640 ±57 ±170 ±43 ±278 ±192 ±35 ±98 ±48
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10

20

30

Table Weight 12.

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 10 17 18 19 20 21

40

m ck ei dj fh 9' eeg cH d'g 1 cp cdh def e» cV c'g c<f« c^df d* cU c'<P c«

m + 1

bl

Ck

dj

ei

6»*

- 12

+ 66

-220

+ 495

-792

+ 462

+ 3

-16

+ 40

-70

+ 42

- 3

+ 16

- 40

+ 70

- 40

+ 1

- 4

+ 3

+ 25

- 24 + 1

hcj + 15 - 45

Mi -25 - 4 + 25

beh + 30 + 12 - 30 -125

bfg

cH

cdh

ceg

cf

def

-14

-15

+ 40

-70

+ 42

- 8

+ 3

- 8

-22

+ •24

+ 24

-36

+ 15

+ 12

+ 150

-400

+ 700

-420

+ 30

+ 113

+ 50

+ 680

-676

-670

+ 925

-400

- 12

- 70

+ 100

+ 80

-200

+ 100

+ 1

-1

-1

+ 2

-1

TT
-4

+ 8

-5

+ 4

- 8

+ 5+ 2

-19

+ 12

+ 2

- 4

+ 2

+ 18

- 17 + 1

b^ci -135 -2

bHh + 360 + 200 + 4 - 4

b'eg -630 -525 + 100 -1 -8 + 8

bc'-h

+ 378 + 336

-15(5

- 64 + 1 + 5

+ 4

- 2 - 2 -

- 12

bcdg + 350 -200 + 2 -4 -30 + 4

beef -105 + 20 -2 + 2 + 37 - 8 - 2 - 54

t<P/ -280 + 320 -2 + 46 + 16 - 72

bde^

^g

eHf

+ 175 -200

+ 100

+ 200

+ 2

-1

+ 2

-4

+ 8

-49

+ 20

-49

- 4

- 4

+ 32

- 64

+ 114

+ 54

- 12

+ 1

-3 + 3

eiPe

d*

b*i

+ 126 + 1

-3

+ 1

-5

+ 1

-32

+ 91

-32

+ 28

-44

+ 18

+ 40 + 162

-342

+ 135

- 18

+ 54

- 27

+ 1

-2

+ 1

+ 4

-2 - 2

+ 1

-1 + 1

l^ch -4 + 20

b^dg + 4 + 20 - 4

b'ef -2 -18 + 12 + 2 + 36

bVg + 4 -15 - 60 -3

bhdf -8 -24 -24 + 120 + 216 + 6 - 6

b^ce'

b^O'e

+ 5 + 45

-10

-30

+ 20

- 75 -360

+ 66

+ 64

- 6

-2

+ 2

+ 2

-6 -1

be>f + 27 + 12 -162 + 3 - 9

be^de -45 + 60 + 486 -180 + 4 -8 -6 -15

bed'

c*e

c»cP

+ 20 -40

-30

+ 20

-252

- 81

+ 64

+ 108

+ 81

- 54

-4

-2

+ 2

+ 7

+ 1

-2

+ 8

+ 4

-5

+ 24

+ 30

-28

-12

TT
+ 8 -1 +1

10

20

I
30

40

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
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Table, Weight 12 {continued).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

m cfc ti dj fh ' ceg cH d^g cP cdh d^f e3 cV c^g cd!'e c^d/ d* c*e c'd» c«

bVi - 8

b*cg + 28 + 3

IHf -56 -144 - 3 + 3

b*e-
' + 35 + 135

+ 108

- 27 + 1

- 6 + 24

l^cde -180 + 108 -4 + 9 + 10 + 30

bVe

+ 80 - 64

- 54 + 2

+ 1

+ 2

- 4

- 7

-16

-75

+ 8

- 4

bVd'

bc*d

+ 36 + 4

-4

+ 1

-12

+ 8

- 2

- 1

- 9

+ 14

- 4

+ 6

+ 48

+ 2

-16

+ 30

-48

+ 16

+ 3

+ 2

- 1

- 3

- 6

+ 4 + 1

l^cf + 3 -21

b'de - 1 - 4 -15

b*c"-e - 3 + 3 + 60 + 6

b*c(P

b'c'd

+ 2 + 8

-10 -40

-48

+ 68

- 3

- 6

+ 3

+ 22

bV + 3 + 12

+ 6

-24 + 3 -15 - 6

Vet -15 - 4

+ 10 + 16

-24

-23

+ 30

- 1

-30

Vt

+ 9 - 3

+ 1

+ 21 + 15

b-'cd + 2 + 14 -20

b'c' - 3 - 9

- 4
1

bV

b^\

1

+ 3 + 15

- 6

i'- + 1

9" cp e' vp bde" A' d* b'ee" bed? c»<P 6V 6»(P yc'd* C6 ¥cd? 6V 6«d» b*c* i'c" Iflc'' 6"

48

50

60

70

77

±1024 ±212 ±82 ±1740 ±2854 ±946 ±12 ±46 ±325 ±190±298 ±1664 ±442 ±18 ±52 ±51 ±258 ±156 ±48 ±68 ±32
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927.

ON CLIFFORD'S PAPER "ON SYZYGETIC RELATIONS AMONG
THE POWERS OF LINEAR QUANTICS."

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. xxiii. (1892),

pp. 99—104.]

The paper in question, originally printed, Proc. Land. Math, Sac, t. III. (1869),

pp. 9 12, is reproduced No. xiv., pp. 119—122, of the Mathematical Papers (8vo.

Lond. 1882), where it is immediately followed by the paper No. xv., "On Syzygetic

Kelations connecting the Powers of Linear Qnantics," pp. 123—129. The author,

after referring to theorems in M. Paul Serret's GeomAtrie de Direction (Paris, 1869),

proceeds as follows:
—"By the use of Professor Sylvester's method of contravariant

diflferentiation, I have arrived at certain extensions of these' theorems, which I now

proceed to explain," and he then states his Theorem I. : In oixier that a system of

N points in a plane should all lie on a curve of the order n, it is sufficient that

the pth powers of their distances from an arbitrary line should satisfy a linear

homogeneous relation, the number JV being given by the formula

i^ = ian (11 + 3) + i (/8 + 1) (^ + 2),

where a is the quotient, and yS the remainder of the division of p by n, so that

p = an + fi, and /3<n. And he then gives Theorem II., a like theorem as regards

points in space ; and, further, two Tables, A and B, for the values of iV corresponding

to given values of n and p in the two cases respectively.

Theorem I. is incorrect for the first value of N in Table A, viz. if n = l, p = 2,

then N = 5; the theorem here is : In order that a system of five points in a plane

may lie in a line, the sufficient condition is that the squares of their distances from

an arbitrary line shall satisfy a linear homogeneous relation; or, what is the same

thing, if the squares of the distances of the five points satisfy a linear homogeneous

relation, then the five points will lie in a line. The right conclusion is that four

of the five points will lie in a line.
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Before proceeding further, I slightly modify the form of the enunciation by

defining (in the case of the plane figure) the power of a point to be its distance

from an arbitrary line ; or, what is the same thing, to be the nilfactum of the

line-equation of the point ; that is, for the point {x^, yi, z^), the power is

where a, /3, 7 are arbitrarj' coefficients, or, if we please, line-coordinates. I say that

azi + ^yi + yZi is the first power, (ouci + ^yi + yZiY the second power, and so on. Clifford's

Theorem I. thus is: If the pth powers of the N points satisfy a homogeneous linear

relation, the N points are on a curve of the nth order.

In the case 71 = 1, p = 2, we have five points whose second powers satisfy a

homogeneous linear relation; that is, if (Xi, y,, Zi),...,(xs, y^, z^) are the coordinates

of the five points respectively, we have

X, (ax^ + fiy, + yz,y+...+\{ax, + 0y, + yz,y = 0.

It is implicitly assumed that the points are distinct points, and we thus exclude

such solutions as

\, = X., = X, = 0, (a-j, yt, Zt)=k(xs, y„ z,), k'\i + \, = 0.

Here o, /8, 7 are arbitrary, and the relation is equivalent to the six equations

\ia;,2 + . . . -I- Xs^;/ = 0,

\yi' + .: = 0,

X,z^' + ... = 0,

Xiyi^i + ... = 0,

Xi^i*, -f-... = 0.

\xjyi+ ... = 0;

X's, we have the relation

a?l^ yi', z', yi^i , 2:1a;,, x^yi

«k\

xi.

a>^\

x,\

= 0.

viz. this means that each of the determinants, obtained by selecting in any manner

five out of the six columns, is =0. This is a twofold relation, and thus it cannot

be equivalent to the threefold relation

fl/J, X2, X^f Xiy

Zu

which expresses that the five points are in a line.

C. XIJL

= 0,

29
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But we see further that the twofold relation expresses that the five points are

such that we can, through them and an arbitrary sixth point («„ y„ z,), draw a

determinate conic; and this is the case only if four of the five points are in a

line; viz. the conic is then the line-pair composed of this line and of the line

joining the remaining two points. The right conclusion therefore is that, if the above

linear relation is satisfied, then four of the five points lie in a line.

Clifford's proof is rather indicated than carried out, but, from the reference to

contravariant differentiation, and from the second paper mentioned above, it must have

been as follows:

Starting from the linear relation considered as an identity in (a, ^8, 7), and

operating upon it with ^a + qS^ + rdy, p, q, r denoting arbitrary coefficients, we obtain

5^1 (pan + qyi + rzi) (ctr, + ySy, + 7^^,) + . . . + Xj (px, + qy, + rz,) (ax, +% + yz,) = ;

hence, determining the ratios of p, q, r, say by the equations

P^i + qy* + rzt = 0, px, + qy, + rz, = 0,

and, instead of Xiipxi + qyi + rz^, &c., writing A,, &c., we have

A, {ax-, + ^y, + yz^) + As (eur, + ^y^ + yz^ + A, {wc^ + ^y, + 723) = 0,

a homogeneous linear relation between the first powers of the three points (a;,, y,, z^,

(x„ y^, z^), (a;,, ^3, z^. We thus see that these points, say the points I, 2, 3,

are in a line; and, similarly, by different determinations of p, q, r, that the points

1, 2, 4 are in a line ; and that the points 1, 2, 5 are in a line ; that is, the

points 3, 4 and 5 are each of them in the line 12 joining the points 1 and 2

;

that is, the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are in a line.

But, if we examine the reasoning more closely, it appears that the first conclusion,

1, 2, 3 are in a line, depends on the assumption that neither 1, 2, nor 3 is in the

line 45. Suppose, for instance, that 3 was in the line 4.5, the equations

pa!,+ qyi + rzt = 0, pxi + qy, + rz, = 0,

imply pxj + qy, + rz, = 0, and we have

X, {pxi + qy, + rzr) (ax^ + ^y, + yz^) + \^ (px, + qy^ + rz^) {ax, + $y, + yz,) = 0,

or say

A, (ouc, + /3j/, + 7^,) + A2 (oucj + ySya + yz^ = 0,

satisfied by
(«i. Vu Zi) = k (iBj, y^, z,), kAi + A^ = 0,

that is, by making the points 1 and 2 coincident. Thus, if 3 be on the line 45

(and similarly if 1 or if 2 be on the line 45), we cannot infer that 1, 2, 3 are in

a line.

I assume, therefore, that neither 1, 2, nor 3 is in the line 45 ; we here conclude,

as above, that 1, 2, 3 are in a line. Suppose for a moment that 5 is not on this

line; 4 cannot be on each of the lines 15, 25, 35, and I assume, in the first instance,

*
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that it is not on any one of these lines ; thus the points 1, 2, 4 are no one of

them on the line 35, and hence, by the like reasoning, 1, 2, 4 are in a line ; that

is, 4 is on the line 12, or, the points 1, 2, 3, 4 are' in a line. If, however, 4 is

on one of the lines 15, 25, 35, say it is on 35 ; then it is not on 25, and no one

of the points 1, 3, 4 is on 25 ; hence, by the like reasoning, 1, 2, 4 are in a line.

In this case, however, 4 being, by supposition, on the line 35, can only be the point

3 ; that is, 3 and 4 would be coincident, a case which need not be considered. The

correct conclusion from the reasoning thus is, not that 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are in a line,

but that some four of these five points, say 1, 2, 3, 4, are in a line.

It is easy to see that, if we have on a line four points, then there exists

between the second powers of these points a linear homogeneous relation. For let the

distances of the points from a fixed point of the line be a, b, c, d respectively; and

let the arbitrary line meet the line in a point at a distance r from the fixed

point. The distances of the four points from the point are thus equal to r + a,

r+b, r + c, r+d respectively ; and hence, writing k for the squared cosine of the

inclination of the two lines, the second powers of the four points are = k(r + a)-,

k(r + by, k(r + cf, k{r + dy respectively ; and we have thus, between the second

powers pi, Pi, Pi, Pi of the four points, the homogeneous linear relation

= 0.Pi' 1, a,

Pi, 1, b,

p^' 1, c,

?4, 1, d.

Moreover we can, in an infinite number of ways, form a linear combination

Aipi + A^p^ + A^pt + AiPi

of these second powers, which shall be independent of r, and have any given value

whatever. We can therefore make this sum to be equal to the second power of any

point 5 whatever (not on the line containing the four points) in relation to the

arbitrary line ; that is, given the four points in a line, and any other fifth point,

we can establish between the second powers of these five points a linear homogeneous

relation

Aipi + AtPi + AtPi + A^pt + AtPi = 0,

with non-evanescent values for each of the coefficients A. We thus see how, to the

linear homogeneous relation between the second powers of the five points, there cor-

responds properly the non-symmetric relation : four of the five points are in a line.

The most simple cases are when p=n, viz. p = n = 2, iV=6; p = n='i, iV=10,

and generally JV = ^ (n -I- 1) (n + 2) ; and for these Clifford's theorem is easily verified.

I have not examined the other cases, but it is probable that in each of them a

correction is required.

29—2
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928.

ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONGRUENCY.

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. xxiii. (1892),

pp. 185—188.]

If the lines of a congruency are considered as issuing from the several points

of a surface, or say as the quasi-normals of a surface, then the fundamental geo-

metrical theory is established by an analysis closely similar to that for the theory

of the curvature of a surface ; viz. it is shown that each quasi-normal is intersected

by two consecutive quasi-normals in two points respectively (corresponding to the

centres of curvature), or say in two foci ; we have on the surface two series of

curves of quasi-curvature—only these do not in general intersect at right angles ; the

intersecting quasi-normals form two series of developable surfaces, each touching the

surface of centres (or focal surface), along its cuspidal edge, &c. ; and, in particular,

each quasi-normal is a bitangent of the focal surface, touching it at the two foci

respectively.

But the analysis assumes a very diflferent form if we consider the congruency

by itself, without thus connecting it with a surface. Regarding the congmency as

determined by means of two equations,

U{a, b, c,f, g, h) = 0, V{a, b, c, f, g, h) = 0,

between the six coordinates of a line {af+bg + ch = 0, as usual), I take (a, b, c, /, g, h)

for the coordinates of a particular line of the congruency, (Oi, 6,, Ci, /i, g„ A,) for

those of a consecutive line. Denoting, for shortness, the derived functions

{da, Oi, dc, df, dg, dh) U

by F, 0, H, A, B, G, and similarly those of V by F', G', H', A', E, C, we have

a^F + bfi + cH +fA -f g,B + h,C = 0,

chF' + b,0' + c,H' +f,A' + g,B' -h hfi' = ;
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viz. the consecutive line (a,, b,, Ci, /j, g^, hi) belongs to the linear congruency defined

by these two equations.

Forming with these a linear combination

{\F+fiF')ci, + i\G + ^G')b,+ (\H + fiH')ci + {XA + ^A')f, + (XB + ^tB')gi + (XC+ ti.C')}h = 0,

we may determine the ratio \ : /i by the equation

(\^ + fiA') (XF + (iF') + {XB + fiB') (XG + fiG') + (XG + fiC) (XH + fiH') = 0,

that is,

X'(AF+BG + CH) + \^{AF' + BG' + CH' + FA' + GR-i-HC')+,j.^A'F'+RG' + C'H') = 0;

we have thus two values of X : /j,; and, denoting the corresponding values of

XF+fiF', ..., XC + fiC by (y;, g^, h.„ a^, b^, c.) and {/.„ g^, h,, a„ b,, c,) respectively,

we have

and
a^/j + b^g^ + CjAa = 0, a^fs + b^g^ + c^h^ = 0,

Oi/a + ^i9i + oA +/i(i2 + gA + Kc-i = 0,

Oi/s + hgz + CiK +/iaa +gA + ^Ca = ;

viz. we have thus two lines {a^, b^, d, /,, g^, h^, {a,, b,, Cg, fs, g,, A,), not in

general meeting each other, each of which is met by the line (oj, bi, Cy, /i, g^, Aj);

say, for shortness, the lines (a, b, c, /, g, h), (a,, 6,, Ci, /,, gi, A,), (o^, h, c^, f^, g^, h),

(oj, 6j, C3, /a, g3, A3) are the lines 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively.

We may, in the foregoing investigation, substitute, for the coordinates of the

line 1, those of the line ; and it hence appears—what is indeed obvious—that the

line meets each of the lines 2 and 8. Supposing now that the lines and 1

meet each other, that is, that we have

a/, + bg^ + cA, +f(h + gbi + Ac, = 0,

then it is clear that the line 1 must pass through the intersection of the lines 0,

2, or else through the intersection of the lines 0, 3 ; in fact, if and 1 intersect

in a point not on the line 2 or 3, then we have the line as a line passing

through this point and meeting each of the lines 2 and 3 ; and also the line 1 as

a line passing through this point and meeting each of the lines 2 and 3; that is,

the lines and 1 would be one and the same line.

It thus appears that, considering the line as given, we have two lines 2 and

3 each meeting this line, say in the points P^ and P3 respectively; and that, this

being so, the consecutive line 1 meets the line either in the point P^ or else in

the point P„ viz. that there are two consecutive lines 1, say Ij and I3, meeting

the line in the points 2 and 3 respectively. These points are thus given as the

intersections of the line (a, b, c, /, g, A) with the lines (a.,, 62. C3, /a, g^, A,),

(a,, 6„ C3, /a, g„ A,) respectively ; viz. supposing that X : fi is determined by the

above-mentioned quadric equation, and calling its roots X^ : fi„ and X3 : /^j, then we

have

«!!, b.i, Ci, fi, g.,, hi = X.iA + fi.iA', ..., X^H + fi^H',

«3, h,, C3, fs, gi, h.i = X,A + fi^A', ..., XjH + fj^H'.
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For the point 2, we have

hy — gz + aw = 0, . h^y — g^z + OaW = 0,

— hx . +fz + bw = 0, —Ihx +/a«+6sW = 0,

gx-fy . +cw = 0, g-iX-fiy +CaM; = 0,

— ax—hy—cz . =0, - a,a; — b^y — CjZ . = 0,

each set of four equations being equivalent to two equations, in virtue of the relations

a/+ bg + ck= 0, a^j + b^g^ + Cih, = respectively. There is no completely symmetrical

expression for the values of x, y, z, w. according as we derive them from the first

equations, the second equations, the third equations, or the fourth equations of each

set, we obtain

«;= 0, : ag,-g(h

'^bf.-fb, : a
= cfi-f&, : cg^ - gc2

X : y : z ah^ — ha.2

bhi — hbn

where

= bCi — chi ' ca« — oCa : ab^ — ba^

ghi-hg^,

f9i - 9fi'

;

of 2.

®i = -/Oa -bgi-chi, = a/2 + gbi + hc^,

B^^-afi-gb,- cK, ^fch + bg« + hc^,

&a = ~ aft, — bg^ — hc^, =/a3 + gb^ + chi,

= — af, — bg., — ch.2, =fa^ + gb^ + Acj.

For the point 3, we have, of course, the same formulae, with the suffix % instead
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929.

NOTE ON THE SKEW SURFACES APPLICABLE UPON A GIVEN
SKEW SURFACE.

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. xxiii. (1892),

pp. 217—225.]

The question was considered by Bonnet, in § 7 of his " Mdmoire sur la theorie

g^n^rale des surfaces," Jour. £cole Polyt., Cah. 32 (1848); I resume it here, making

a greater use of the line of striction.

We may construct a skew surface, inextensible but flexible about its generating

lines, as follows: Imagine a flexible extensible plane, and in it the rigid parallel

lines L, Z,, L^, L^, &c., connected each with the following one by the rigid lines

Pi.
A..

4

PQ\, PiQi, PiQi, &c., where PQ, cuts L, i,, P1Q2 cuts Zj, L^, &c., at right angles;

the angles LPP^ LjP^P^, L2P2P3, &c., are taken to be to, w,, to.,, &c., respectively.

Keeping the line L fixed, we may twist the whole plane LiL^Lj ... round PQ,, so

that the line Z, becomes inclined at a small angle to i, these lines now having

PQ, for their shortest distance, and the lines L^, L3, &c., remaining parallel to L,

in its new position; the foregoing twisting implies an extension (increasing with the
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distance on each side from P) of the strip or element between the lines L, Z,

;

after this twisting, we imagine the strip in question to become rigid. The amount

of the twist is such that, if d<f> be the inclination of the lines L, Z,, we have

d<f> = PQ, -v- T, viz. the twist d<f> is in a certain proportion to the shortest distance

PQt. Similarly, keeping the line i, fixed, we twist the whole plane Z2Z3 ... round

PiQ,, the amount of the twist or inclination d(f> of the lines Z, and Z, being

= PiQa-=-T, ; after the twist, we imagine the strip or element between the two

lines Zj, Z.^ to become rigid. Proceeding in this manner, we have the series of rigid

elements LL^, L^L^, LiL^, &c.
;

putting the line Z in any given position, and then

keeping it fixed, we may turn the element LL^ round this line so as to bring Z,

into a certain position ; then, keeping Z, fixed in this position, we may turn the

element L^Li round Z, so as to bring Zj into a certain position, and so on. To

explain this further, imagine through a point a series of lines K, K^, K„ K,, &c.,

such that the inclination of K and Ki is equal to that of Z and Zj, the inclination of

Ki and K^ is equal to that of Zj and Z^, and so on, all these inclinations being

otherwise arbitrary; or say that we have the double-triangle strips or elements KKi,
KjK^, K^Kg, &c., bounded by pairs of lines, at given infinitesimal inclinations the two

lines of a pair to each other, and forming a flexible double pyramid, which may be

bent into any given form whatever assumed at pleasure ; and this being so, we see

that the system of the strips or elements LL^, LjL^, L^L^, &c., may be so bent

that the lines Z, Z,, Zj, &c., shall be parallel to the lines K, K^, K^, &c., respectively.

Supposing the distances PQi, PiQi, P2Q3, &c., to be all of them infinitesimal, we
have a skew surface containing upon it a curve P^P^Ps, &c., which is the line of

striction, viz. this is the locus of the point on a generating line which is the

nearest point to the consecutive generating line. The line of striction cuts the

several generating lines at an angle a, variable from line to line, which is called the

obliquity ; and the inclination between two consecutive generating lines is in a certain

ratio to the shortest distance between the two lines. Let the inclination = shortest

distance -;- t, this magnitude t being variable from line to line : its reciprocal t~'

is called the " torsion " ; so that the obliquity to and the reciprocal of the torsion t

may be regarded as functions of s, the arc of the line of striction measured from

any fixed point. The skew surface is thus composed of rigid strips or elements,

each included between two consecutive lines. We have further seen that the surface

may be bent by turning these rigid elements about the successive generating lines,

in such wise that the generating lines become parallel to the generating lines of an

arbitrary cone, which is called the " asymptotic " cone (otherwise the director cone)

;

say the surface may be bent so that it shall have a given asymptotic cone.

I consider a given skew surtiace ; I take x, y, z for the coordinates of a point

on the line of striction, and a, /S, 7 for the cosine-inclinations of the generating line

through this point; x, y, z, a, /3, 7 are regarded as functions of s, the length of

or distance along the line of striction measured from any fixed point thereof; and I

use accents to denote differentiation in regard to s. We have

w + ^' + r^i,
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and therefore

also

and therefore
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oa' + /3/3' +77' =
;

a;'2 +y'2 +/2 =1

x'x" + y'y" + z'z" = ;

x, y', z' are the cosine-inclinations of the tangent at the point x, y, z.

I remark also that, writing

so that p is the radius of absolute curvature, we have pcd', py", pz" for the cosine-

inclinations of the binonnal (or perpendicular to the osculating plane).

If from the point {x, y, z) we draw a perpendicular to the consecutive

generating line through the point (a; + dx, y + dy, z + dz), this will also be perpen-

dicular to the generating line through the point (x, y, z), and we thus find

a'x' + /8'3/' + y'z' =

as the condition that the point {x, y, z) may be, as it is assumed to be, a point

on the line of striction.

For the proof hereof, take for the moment x^, yi, z^ the coordinates of F, and

Oi> A) 7i for the cosine-inclinations of L; then, considering the line PQi, this passes

through P and cuts the line Z,; taking its equation to be

Y-y _Z-z
A B C

this meets the line

and we thence find

X-x, ^Y-y,^Z-z,

A, B, C 1=0.

Xi-a;, yi-y, Zi-z
;

Writing a;,, y,, «, = a; -f- a;' rf«, y+y'ds, z + z'ds, ds divides out, and we have

^ i^iz' - 7iy') + B {y,x' - a,/) + C {a,y' - j3,x') = ;

the line in question cuts Zi and L ; that is, we have

Aa, + B0, + Cy, = 0,

Aa +B0 +Cy =
;

or, eliminating A, B, C, we find

(/871 - /3i7) (/Si^' - 71^') + (7«i - 7ia) (7i«' - a.^') + («^i - «i^) (""iJ/' " A«') = 0,

that is,

(a.a;' + /S.y' + 7,/) (aa, + /S/S, -I- 77.) " («^' + /Sy' + 7^') ("i' + A' + 7i') = 0.

c. XIII. 30
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But we have

and, writing

we find

aatj +^A + 77i = a' + /S' + y + (aa' + /Sis' + 77') <^ = 1

;

the equation thus is

(a,x' + /3,y' + 7,/) - (ax' + fiy' + 72') = ;

that is,

a'x' + /3'i/' + 7V = 0,

the required equation.

Calling the inclination of the generating line through the point {x, y, z) to the

tangent of the line of striction the "obliquity," and denoting it by w, we have

ax' + /Sy' + 72' = cos w.

Calling the inclination of the two consecutive generating lines divided by the

shortest distance between these lines the "torsion," and denoting it by t~', we have

/n /^/, /„ sin^ «a

In proof hereof, if for a moment <^ is the inclination of the lines L and i, to

each other, then

cos ^-aa^Jr /3/3, + 77,

;

and therefore

8in» ^ = (/37, - A7? + (7a. - 7i a)" + («A - ai/Sn

viz. writing

«!. /9], 7i = a + a'rfs, /3 + /S'rfs, y + y'ds,

this is

sin'' </) = ds=' {(/Sy - /S'7)' + (7a' - 7'a)' + (a/3' - o'/3)»}

= rfs» {(a* + ^+'f) (a'' + /3'' + 7'') - (««' + ^^' + yy'fh

= d^ia'' + 0'' + 7'=)

;

whence, if for a moment the shortest distance between the two lines is called B,

then we have

sin d> , sin <f)

B ds sin m'

that is,

the required equation.
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We have thus the five equations

x'^ + y'^ + z'- = 1,

aV + /S'y' + y'z' = 0,

ax' + ^y' + 7^' = cos &>,

sin'cu

235

a'2 + ^'2 + y2 = '

T

and if we herein consider a and t as denoting given functions of s, all the skew

surfaces which satisfy these equations will be surfaces applicable one on the other.

Adding to the foregoing the derived equations

aa +/3/3' +77' =0,

x'x" + 2/'y" + z'z" = 0,

ax" + ^y" + 72" = — sin tu . to',

ojjo'" + ^y'" + -fz'" + a'x" + /S'y" + 72" = - sin « . o)" - cos « . to'^,

we find without difficulty

/ o' ' ^^—nf 'jui-^ ay' - ^00'

a-' P< ^ =—z— '
—;;:

—

> —z—

>

T T T

^•y' — y9'7, 70' - 7'a, o/9' - a'/S =

Putting, for shortness,

— x' + a cos to — y' + /3 cos nu — / + 7 cos to

T
'

T
'

T
'

and, as above,

we find

e = - sin CO . to" - cos to . to'2 - {ax'" + /3y"' + 7/"),

V =
|

«
, /3, 7

a;", 2/", ^"

p-^=x"^ + y"'-Vz"r

V' = sin=ft)('- -to'^"!, T =^ =V sin to 1- -—r
vl-pw^

and to these may be joined

^z' - '^y' = (3= { Va;" + to' sin w {y'z" - y"z%

yx' -az' =p-{Vy" + a sin to (z'x" - z"x')},

rjy' -0x' = p"-{W z" + to' sin to (poy" - x"y')\.

30—2
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I remark that, supposing the line of striction to be given, that is, (x, y, z) to

be given as functions of s, and moreover the obliquity w to be given as a function

of s, the position of the generating line through the point {x, y, z) will be given,

and also the torsion t"'. In fact, among the foregoing equations, we have

a= +^- +7" =1.

ax' + ^y + 72' = cos w,

m" + /8y" + 7^" = - sin w . to,

which equations determine a, /8, 7, that is, the position of the generating line; the

position of the consecutive generating line is then also determined ; we thus have

a'. /S', 7', and thence the torsion, which is given by the foregoing equation

sin o) r pij
T = >. V 1 — prw \

p&
'^

Supposing that the line of striction is not given, but that the obliquity w and

the torsion t~' are given as functions of s, we have then the foregoing five equations,

which are not sufficient for the determination of x, y, z, a, 0, 7; but, joining to

them an assumed homogeneous relation between (a, /8, 7), the six quantities will be

determined. The assumed homogeneous relation between (a, /8, 7) is the equation of

the asymptotic cone ; and we have thus the theorem that, given the asymptotic

cone, and also the obliquity and the torsion as functions of s (the arc of the line

-of striction), then this line of striction, and the skew surface the locus of the

generating lines, will be determined.

We have between a, /S, 7 the assumed homogeneous equation, say Z7=0; and

among the foregoing equations, the equations

a= + ^ + Y==l, and a'^ + ^'^ + 7'^ =^^

.

T

a given function of s; these equations give, by means of an integi-ation, a, /S, 7

as functions of s; and we have then the above-mentioned equations

x —a cos o), y' — /3 cos w, z —y cos « = t (^y — 0y, ya' — y'a, a/8' — a'/3),

which give, by integration, x, y, z as functions of s. And the skew surfaces thus

obtained for an assumed asymptotic cone U=0 will be the required system of skew

surfaces applicable the one on the other.

For example, if co, r are constants, and we take, for U=0, the equation

y--c(a' + ^) = 0,

that is, if we consider the skew surfaces of constant obliquity and torsion and which

have for asymptotic cone a right circular cone : it easily appears that the line of

striction is a helix traced upon a right circular cylinder, and that the generating

lines are at a constant inclination to the axis of the cylinder, and all of them

touch the cylinder. In fact, for such a surface (a kind of helicoid), it is in the first
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place obvious that the helix is the line of striction, and next that the obliquity and
the torsion are each of them constant.

Supposing that the obliquity and the torsion are a, t, and that the inclination

of the generating lines to the axis of the cylinder is 90° — w — S, S being a given
constant, we find

T cos S cos (qj + S) ( s sin a>
X = .—^^ cos ^

sin Q) (t cos (ft) + S)\
'

T cos h cos (to + 8) . f s sin o) 1

V = -—^ sm \ ^ j-y

,

sm ft) (t cos (ft) + h)]

z =ssinS;

,
, f\ • f

s sin ft) )
a = - cos (ft) + S) sin

\
—-^\

,

[t cos (ft) + 8)J

o / , s\ f
ssinft) )0= cos (ft) + 6) cos -^ -j-k

(t cos (ft) + 6)]

7 = sin (ft) + 8)

;

where observe that the line of striction lies on the circular cylinder,

radius = t cos S cos (ft) + S) -r- sin m.

In particular, if S = 0, we have

8 *!

X = T cot ft) cos .— , a = — cos a sin— •

,

T cot ft) T cot ft)

S 9
?/ = T cot ft) sin , B = cos &> cos

,

T cot ft) T cot ft)

z =0, 7 = sin ft)

;

and, for S = — w, we have

5 Sin ft)

a =-
. s sin ft)

- sin
T

8 sin ft). 5 sin ft)

T

2 = — s sin ft), 7 = 0.

The first of these is the skew hyperboloid of revolution

X^+Y-"- (Z» + t") cot^ ft) = 0,

(radius of gorge = t cot &>) ; and the second of them is the helicoid (radius of cylinder

= TC0t&)), the generating lines of which are the tangents perpendicular to the axis

of the cylinder; these are, in fact, surfaces found by Bonnet in his memoir above

referred to. We may imagine the surface passing from the first form, in which the

semi-aperture of the asymptotic cone is w, through the series of forms belonging to

the general formulse involving S, to the second form, in which the semi-aperture is

= 90°, i.e. in which the asymptotic cone is replaced by a plane.
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930.

SUE LA SURFACE DES ONDES.

[From the Annali di Matematica, Ser. II., t. xx. (1892), pp. 1— 18.]

1. 1l y a, dans les Annali di Matematica, torn. ii. (1859), deux Notes tres

int^ressantes sur cette surface : Combescure, " Sur les lignes de courbure de la surface

des ondes," pp. 278—285, et Brioschi, " Osservazioni sulla medesima quistione," pp. 285

—

287. Je me propose de r^produire et d^velopper cette theorie, en changeant les

notations et rarrangement des recherches de la maniere qui me parait convenable.

2. Je prends a, b, c pour les carr^s des semiaxes {a>b> c), et j'dcris

A, B, C = a + b + c, ab + ac + bc, abc
;

a, ^, y = b — c, c — a, a — b,

(a + /S + 7 = 0, et ainsi, « = +, 7 = + et y8, =—0—7, =— , et en magnitude absolue

plus grand que a ou 7):

f= a^+ f+ z';

7]= aa?+ by'+ cz-,

^=a(b + c)a:f + b(c + a)f- + cia + b)z\

et de la r^ciproquement

ffyx' = ^— at] — bc^,

yay'=^-br)-ca^,

0/9^2 = f— cf? — ab^.

3. L'equation de la surface est

^— f+a6c = 0,

et de la, en ^crivant ^=^ — ahc, on obtient pour un point de la surface

^ya? = (f - a) (17 - be),

yay^ = (f - 6) (1; - ca),

a^z- = (f - c) (97 - ah).
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Equations qui donnent les valeurs des coordonnees {x, y, z) du point en termes de
deux parametres f, 17. Je remarque que ces equations donnent

= 1,

V z^
1

—

-— =0-
7] — be t) — ca ij — ab

la premiere equation, en y consid^rant f comme ddnotant ofi + y' + z-, et la seconde

Equation, en y considerant i) comme ddnotant ax^ + by^ + cz^, sont equivalentes Tune

et I'autre a I'equation fi; — ? + abc = de la surface.

4. Je prends \, fi, v pour les cosinus des inclinations de la normale (ou, ce

qui est la meme chose, de la perpendiculaire par le centre sur le plan tangent) aux

trois axes, et v pour le carre de la longueur de ce perpendiculaire, v = (Xa; + ny + vzf ;

on a

\ = ^{a^ + v-a{b + c)},

l*=^{b^+V-b(c+a)},

v = ^{c^ +V-c(a+ b)},

et de 1^, par I'equation X' + /i,^ + 1/' = 1, on a

a/37J>= a (^-a)(r}- bc){a^+v-aib+ c)]'

+ 0i^-b)(v-ca){b^+V-b{c+a)Y

+ y(^-c)(v- ab) {cf + 17 - c (a + 6))»,

Equation laquelle (en r^duisant a moyen des relations a + /3 + 7 = 0, tta + 6^ + C7 = 0,

a=a + 6'/3 + c'7 = - a/37, «fec.) devient

ayS7i)» = ay87 (?i; - 0) (^ - r + ^? - -B)

;

et ron a ainsi

5. Ou trouve de meme manifere

\x + ny+vz= rj >

aXx + bfty + CVZ = '^{V - ^ + -^^ - B),

bc\x + ca^iy + abpz = ^{-{^V-G)iv-B)-Cir,-^ + A^-B)];

ou, en y substituant la valeur de D,
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La premifere de ces Equations donne

[930

v =
^,-C

V-^ + A^-B'
et de Ik r^ciproquement

aXx 4- Ofiy + cvz = v i\/ Pn-G '

bc\x + cany + abvz = - (i; - 5) ^ ^_^ + a^-B ~ ^ V ^
f^^^C

'

b(^-A^ + B)-G _ t. _ ^ t , 5 .

g-a.g-6.g-c

On a ainsi les formules

\x+ fiy + vz= Vv,

a\x + bfiy + cvz= -^,
\v

- C
bcKx + cafiy + abvz = — ?; Vv + 5 Vv—=;

et de la aussi

a(6 + c)Xa;+6(c + a)/iy + c(a + 6)i/2= 'i}'Jv +

6. On pent introduire dans les formules v au lieu de t) ; les deux parametres

seront ainsi : g, carr6 de la distance au centre ; v, carr^ de la perpeudiculaire sur

le plan tangent.

On a d'abord

i7-6c = g'-(a + 6 + c)g + a(6 + c) + g — g.g — 6.g —

c

t;-g

= (g_a)|g_6_

_g-a

c +
g-/>.g-c

l;-g

V —

g

{6c-(6 + c)w + i;g};

}•

et ainsi

et de meme

^ya^ =^^{bc-(b+c)v + v^}.

yay* = ^^^^ {ca-{c +a)v + v^},

o/3z= =^1^ {a6 - (a + 6) v + t)g},

lesquelles sont les expressions des coordonn^es g, i], f en termes des parametres g, v.
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7. On a

et de la

j.^,(g-a-^-^-f-c

et de mSme

v — ^
On a aussi

\ V — ^J V — ^
et de la

_« v — a.^—b.^ — c

D J^ '

ce qui donne

„ (v-by, . . ^,

<^^'^ = ^^^^{ab-ia + b)v + v^},

lesquelles sont les expressions de X, fi, v en termes des parametres f, v.

8. On obtient

«^7 {-^ + -^ + -^1 = ^
t:

. a (?J - a) (6c - (6 + c) ?; + rf

}

(t> — a » — B — cj v.v — ^ ' ^ ^ '"'

+ ^{v-b){ca-{c +a)v + v^}

+ y(v — c){ab —(a+ b)v + v^},

ou, en reduisant comme auparavant,

ti — a V — 6 i; —

c

= 0.

9. Je rappelle que I'^quation du plan tangent eat

Xx + fiy + vz — '^v = 0,

oh V est determine comme fonction de X, fx, v par I'dquation qui vient d'etre donnee

;

et qu'en considerant X, fi, v, v comme des parametres variables qui satisfont k cette

^nation et k I'^quation X' + /i" + v' = 1, Ton obtient la surface comme enveloppe de

ce plan tangent.

10. On a ainsi v comme I'une des racines de I'equation quadrique

e-a e-b 0-c

en d^notant par u I'autre racine, on a done

^ - 1(6 + c) X» + (c + a) /*= + (« + b) f') 6 + bcX- + cap? + abv'' = e-u.0-v,

C. XIII. 31
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-et de 1^

u + v= {b + c)X'+ (c + a)fi-+ (a + b)v',

uv = 6c\'+ ca/t»+ abv'.

La premifere de ces Equations peut aussi s'^crire sous la forme

A -u- v= a\^+ bft' + cir',

«t la seconde sous la forme

B-uv = a (6 + c) V + 6 (c -f tt) /i^ + c (a + b) v'.

11. J'observe que \, /t, v sont les cosinus des inclinations de la perpendiculaire

par le centre sur le plan tangent au point x, y, z, la longueur de cette perpendiculaire

^tant Vti; il y a un plan tangent parallfele qui corresponde aux mSmes valeurs de

X, n, V, et evidemment on a alors Vm pour la longueur de la perpendiculaire sur

ce plan tangent parallfele ; autrement dit, les ^uations de deux plans tangents sont

\X + nY + vZ - -Jv = 0,

\X + tiY+vZ-Vu = 0.

II convient de remarquer qu'on a pris («, y, z) pour les coordonnees du point de la

surface qui est le point de contact du premier de ces deux plans, et qu'ainsi les

deux quantit^s v et u n'entrent pas symetriquement dans les formules.

12. En substituant dans I'expression de u + v ou uv, ou ce qui est plus simple

dans celle de A — u—v, les valeurs de X^ /*', v' en termes de v, ^, on obtient

a^y{A—u- v)= -—7..aa{v — ay {be -(b + c)v + v^}

+ 0b (v - by {ca - (c + a)v + t)f

}

+ yc (v— cy {ab — {a+ b)v + v^},

equation laquelle (en r^uisant comme auparavant) devient

A — u — v = A—2v-\ z.{v~a.v — b.v-c\,
w.t; — f

'

'

c'est-i-dire

/ f\/ \ v — a.v — b.v — c
{v-^)(v-ii) = ,

equation qui donne dans des formes tres simples, f en termes de v, u, et aussi u en

termes de v, f.

13. Ou a comme auparavant

» =
V-^ +A^-B'

je cherche I'expression de u en termes de f, ij. En ecrivant pour abr^ger

V-^' + A^-B = M,
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"-a = -^(^-a){a^ + 'r,-a(b + c)},

v-b = ^{^-b)[b^ + V-b(c+a)].

'"- ^ = M^^~ ''H'^^ +V-C (a+b)],

et de la

_ _ v-a.v-b.v-c _ [a^^-rj — « Q> + c)} 1^^ + ^? - ^ (c + a)} {c| + t? - c (a + b)\

^ '^- v.v-^
~

M{^^G) '

ou enfin, et en restituant pour M sa valeur,

{^-Gy-[a^-\.rt-a{b + c)][b^ + 7i-c{a + b)\[c^+ 'n-a{b + c)]

14. On peut introduire dans les formules u au lieu de f, et ainsi exprimer les

cooi-donnees, &c., en termes des deux parametres v, u. On a pour cela

v — a.v — b.v — c

done

De plus

^-a = {v-a)\\-ir

^==v-

v — b.v — c

V .V — u

v.v — u

v — a

v{v — u)
[be — (b + c)u + uv}

be —{b + c) v + v^ = {v — b){v- c) — v{v — ^)

.... , , ... , v-a
J

,' v-a\ u-a.v-b.v-c
— (v — b)(v-c)-(v-b)(v-c). = v -b.v—c.il =

.

Done
1 ^ — a,, /. ^ .., ^ — a. u — a. v — b.v — c v.^ — a.u—a

r)-bc= ^—
T. {bc-{b + c)v + v^ =- ^ r = *

,'

^—

f

v—^.v — u v — a

ou enfin, k moyen de la valeur de f — a,

n — bc = \bc — (b + c)u + uv\
V — u ^ '

- 0y^ = '*../!'l^„v.°' l^c -{b+c)u + uv\\

Done

et de meme
u — b .V — b , , , ,„- I'^y^ =—7 ^ ca - (c + a) M + uvY,

' " v{v— uf^

- a8z'' = ^ ~
" ~ lab -(a + b)u + uv}\

Equations qui donnent les coordonndes x, y, z en termes des deux paramfetres v, u.

31—2
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15. De la valeur ci-dessus donn^ pour rj — bc on ddduit celle de rj; en effet,

on trouve

tj{v— u) = bc(v — a) + (u -a){—{b + c)v + uv]

= v {u* - (a + b + c)u + ab + ac + be} — abc,

c'est-k-dbe

v—u v—u

ainsi i; est la meme fonction de v, n et de v, f.

16. De plus

/97X' = {!L-^ (^,c _ (6 + c) « + vf).

<;'est-a-dire

et de raSme

v.v — ^

_ u — a.(v — ay.v — b.v—c
v.v — ^.v — u '

— /87X' =u — a.v— a,

— yttfi' = u— b.v— b,

— aHv^ = u— c.v— c,

^uations qui se d^uisent plus simplement des Equations

\= + ^= + v' =1,

+ -^ H = 1,

Je rappelle les Equations

v — a v — b V — c

u—a u—o u—c

\x+ fiy + vz= V«,

aXx + bfiy + cvz =
Vw'

G
a(b + c)\x + b{c + a)fii/ + c(a + b)vz = 7}'^v + -p;

et j'ajoute aussi celles-ci

v" -1 v — u

et de meme
{v — ay (v — by (v — cf V. V — ^ V — a.v — b.v — c'

, + ,

v' v—u
(u-aY {u-by (u-cy

17. Formules differentielles. Nous avons

u — a.u — b.u — c'

dv
\dx + fidy + vdz = 0, xdX+ i/dfi + zdv = ^-T=;

\v

2a/87 (aXdx + bfidy + cvdz) = -75 {af + »; — a (6 + c)) 2^'yxdx + &c.

aa= -^ [a^-\-v-i^Q> + c)}[{v-bc)d^-^{^-a)dr,]

^^'^\b^ + r,-b{c+a)][{r,-ca)di+^^-b)dr,]

+^ [cf + ^ - c (a + 6)1 [(7; - at) df + (f - c) dv].
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ou, en r^duisant comme auparavant,

c'est-a-dire

ou enfin

2(aXda:^b^dy + cvdz)=-^^p^^^d^+^V^J^^.i:ldr„

- dv
a\dw +b/j.di/ + cvdz = — | Vwdf + i "f .

et de la en dififerentiant I'dquation

on deduit

Vt;'

dXx + hfjLij + cvz = ~
,

vv

asdX + hydjx + czdv = ^ 'Jvd^ + i -^ — i ^7=
V y v v«

18. Nous avons de plus

2^'^xda; = (v- be) d^+(^- a) d-q,

done

et de mSme

J^r^-bpi^ri^-a)d^
^ — a.t) — be

4^,rfy. =
\{v-ca)d^ + {^-b)dvY

^ " ^-b.v-ca

4,^^,, ^ \(v-ab)d^ + (^-e)dnY
^— e.rj—ao

et de Ik, aprfes les reductions n^cessaires,

4( d^+ df^ d.-)= /~^/V;' ^^^ +—.—^^^
-.

f — a.f-o.f — c T] — be .r) — ca.r] — ab
dv',

4 (atZar' + 6rfy + cda') = -
c-h ^^^ X^'l^lfZ'i. C^r,^^—a.^—b.^ — c i) — bc.r} — ea.r) — ab

en ^crivant la premiere de ces equations sous la forme

d^ = EdP + 2Fd^dv + Gdi\
on a

E = i F=0, G = i

245

^ — a. ^ — b.^ — c'
'

ij — be.r) — ea.r) — ab'

19. De plus, de I'^uation \' + fi^ + v' = l, et des valeurs de u + v et uv, on deduit

\<iX + fidfi + vdv = 0,

aXd\+ bfidfi+ evdi' = ^{du+ dv),

bcXdX + cafidfi + abvdv = \ {vdu + udv).
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20. Equation diff^rentielle des courbes de courbure de la surface. En partant

de r«^quation

dk, dfi, dv =0,

dx, dy, dz

\ , fi, V

ou plus simplement des Equations

dK : dfj, : dp = dx : dy : dz,

^quivalentes a cette premifere ^uation, on d^duit

(xdX + ydfj. + zdv) (aXdx + h^dy + cvdz) - {xdx + ydy + zdz) {aXdX + bfidfi + cvdv) = 0,

c'est-a-dire

^ (- ^vd^+^) + d^ {du + dv) = 0,

Vt; \ vi;/

ou enfiu

dvdt) +vdud^ = 0,

laquelle eat la forme la plus simple de I'^quation dont il s'agit.

21. On a ici

bi^--A^ + B)-C v-a.v- b.v-c

et il s'agit de substituer ces valeurs dans I'equation diffdrentielle. J'ecris- pour un

moment
H U

1) u =

oil Ton a

H^v{^-A^ + B)-C,

U=-v^ + Av-B + -;

I'equation devient

- (v - ?) {dHdv + vd^dU} + (dv - d^) (Hdv + vud^) = 0,

et Ton trouve

dH=(^'-A^ + B)dv + {2^-A)vdl

dU^U^ + A-^'^dv- vdl

et en substituant ces valeurs, on obtient

[i^{v-^)-vU]d^-{(v-^)(^^-^'^-vU+H\dvd^ + [-{v-i){'^'-A^ + B) + H]d^ = Q.

Le coefficient de d^ est if - Aii^ + Bv — C, c'est-a-dire v— a.v-h .v-c\ de mSme,
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le coefficient de dv- est f^ - .4f + 5^ - C, c'est-k-dire ^-a.^-b.^-c. Le coefficient

de — dvd^ est

(^^-C-^v + ^) + (v^^-Av' + Bv-C)-\-iv^-'-Av^ + Bv-C),

= f (2v'-Av + ^)- Av' + 2Bv - SC

;

I'e'quation differentielle est done

(v^-Av' + Bv-C)d^-- If (2v'-Av + ^)- Av' + 2Bv - 3cl dvd^

22. Mais on a identiquement

^-a.v-b.v — c

+ ^ — b.v — c.v — a

+ ^ — c.v — a.v-b

1 / C\
-f .-.v-a. y-6.M-c = f f2w^-yly+ j -^«- + 2i?u - 3C,

done en divisant par

I'dquation devient

v^ — Av- + Bv — C, =v — a.v— b.v — c,

\v — a V —0 V — c vj V — a.v — b.v — c

23. De mime, en substituant dans I'equation dvdr) + vdud^ — les valeurs

viii^-Au+B) ^ V —a. v — b. v—c
V = :

—

7.
. ^ = v-~

on obtient

— u v — u

(v>-Av"- + Bv - 0)dM»- |m ^20=' - ^d + -) - ^«- + 25y - Sol dvdu

+ (M» - ^M^ + JSit - 0) dv^ = 0,

ou, ce qui est la merae chose,

In — a u — b u — c
du'

, J /u — a u — b u — c u\ ,„ u — a.u-b.tt-c— dudv 1 r H ] + dv'

.

; =
\v — a v—b v—c V

I

V— a.v— b.v— c

les (Equations diffdrentielles entre f, v et entre u, v respectivement sont ainsi precis*?-

ment de la meme forme : on pent verifier sans beaucoup de peine qu'en introduisant

dans la premiere equation a au lieu de f par la substitution

V — a.v — b.v —
^=v ,* V— a

on obtient la seconde Equation : c'est 1^ un th^orfeme d'analyse assez remarquable.

24. L'equation differentielle en «, v est changee en entrechangeant ces deux

variables : cela doit etre ainsi, car autrement les deux courbes de courbure par le
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point de contact du plan tangent \X + fiY + vZ - "Jv^O, et les deux courbes de

courbure par le point de contact du plan tangent parall^e \X + fiY+vZ — \/u =
seraient parallfeles les unes aux autres, ce qui n'est pas en general vrai. Pour que

les deux ^uations soient identiques, on doit avoir

, fu — a u — b u — c u\
V — a.v — o.v—c.i H——J

+ — 1

\v — a V — V — c vj

J (v —a V —b V —c v\

\u — a u — b u—c ul

c'est-i,-dire

w(2i;»-4»+ -) - Av" + tBv - 3C=t; ('2«2 -^m + -) - Au^ + 'i.Bu - 3C,

ou enfin

(m - 1») {2uV - il (u + 1>) MV + 25ut; - C (m + u)! = ;

« = r donne le plan a I'infinitd, qui coupe la surface selon les deux coniques imaginaires

'''*+ y' + •2" = et ojc' + iy" + «' = 0, et aussi les plans tangents singuliers qui touchent

la surface chacun selon un cercle r^el ou imaginaire ; je n'ai pas consid^r^ la courbe

sur la surface que Ton obtient en dgalant a zdro I'autre facteur.

25. Rayons de courbure.

Les Equations de la normale au point (a;, y, z) sont

X = x-BX, Y= y-Rti, Z = z-Rv,

et, en supposant que les coordonnees X, Y, Z se rapportent k un centre de courbure,

on a
dx = RdX, dy = Rdfi, dz = Rdv,

et de Ik

xdx + ydy + zdz = R {xd\ + ydfi + zdv),

c'est-k-dire d^ = —pr ; done R = '\/v -^ , =6 Vv, en posant 6 = -^: 6 est done d^termin^,

en fonction de f, v, par I'dquation

\v — a V — V — c vJ V — a.v— b.v — c

et les deux rayons de courbure sont alors donnas par la formule R = 6 Vt;.

26. Surface des centres de courbure. En ^crivant pour R sa valeur, = ^v, nous

avons

X = x-xe^v, Y= y-iJ.d'Jv, Z^z-vd'Jv,

oil X, Y, Z d^notent les coordonnees d'un point de la surface cherch^e; et si nous

formons les expressions 3, H, Z analogues a f, t;, f, savoir

5= Z»+ F»+ Z\

H= aJf»+ 6F»+ cZ",

Z =a(6 + c)X= + 6(c + a) T' + c (a. + 6) Z»,
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on obtient sans peine, a moyen des valours trouv^es pour

\a; + fj,y + pz, a\x + bfiy + cvz, aX' + b/ju' + cv'', &c.,

E = ^-20v + eh),

H = 77-2^7; + e^v {A-u- v),

Z = ^ + G-2e(riv+C) + 0H}(B-uv);
ou comme auparavant

\v — a v—o v—c vj V — a .V —b .V — c

v^^-Al + B)-C
" ^3| '

/ i-N/ X v — a.v-b.v — c
(v-^){v-u)= ;

en eliminant entre ces six Equations les cinq quantitds f, 17, 0, v, u, on obtient

I'equation de la surface des centres en termes de 3, H, Z qui sent des fonctions

donnees des coordonn^es X, Y, Z d'un point de la surface.

27. Je remarque que les sections principales de la surface des ondes sont des

courbes de courbure de cette surface; en particulier, pour fixer les idees, la section

par le plan z =0, savoir le cercle f — c = et I'ellipse rj — bc = sont des courbes de

courbure. Pour I'une ou I'autre de ces courbes, il y a une suite des courbes de

courbure de I'autre espece qui coupent le cercle ou I'ellipse a angle droit, et qui sont

symetriques aux deux cotes du plan z = 0. En consid^rant par exemple I'ellipse, les

normales k la surface aux points successifs de cette courbe sont situdes dans le plan

de xy et se coupent selon une courbe dans ce plan, la d^veloppee de I'ellipse, laquelle

est une courbe sur la surface des centres ; I'ordre de cette d^veloppee est = 6. Mais,

de plus, chaque nonnale de la surface k un point («, y, 0) de I'ellipse est rencontr^e

par les normales de la surface aux points (x, y, ± Sz) au-dessus et au-dessous du

point de I'ellipse : les points d'intersection ferment une courbe dans le plan de xy,

laquelle est aussi une courbe sur la surface des centres, et de plus elle est une

courbe cuspidale sur cette surface : nous aliens voir que I'ordre de cette courbe

est = 6. De mSme pour le cercle, la developp^e du cercle est le point x = 0, y=0,
lequel a ce que je crois doit etre consid^r6 comme cercle infiniment petit (ou deux

droites imaginaires) x- + y'' = 0; le cercle donne lieu aussi a une courbe qui est une

courbe cuspidale sur la surface des centres, et nous allons voir que I'ordre de cette

courbe est =4. La section de la surface des centres par le plan xy est done

composee comme suit

:

developpee de I'ellipse, ordre 6

courbe cuspidale, ordre 6, trois fois, „ 18

d^velopp^e du cercle, „ 2

courbe cuspidale, ordre 4, trois fois, „ 12

38,

c. XIII. 32
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et il paratt ainsi que I'ordre de la surface des centres de la sar&ce des ondes doit

Stre =38.

28. Je m'arrete pour un moment pour consid^rer la mSme theorie par rapport k

rellipsoide — + t^ + - = 1. La section par le plan z = est ici I'ellipse — + "^ = 1;

et pour la surface des centres on a dans le plan de xy, la d^velopp^e d'ellipse,

courbe d'ordre 6, et aussi une courbe cuspidale laquelle est une ellipse. En effet,

pour trouver I'^uation de cette courbe, on a pour les coordonnees X, Y du point

oil la normale au point (x, y, z) rencontre le plan ^ = 0, les Equations x = X -^ - z,

y=Y+-z; c'est-^ire X=x(l j, F=y(l— t]- Dans ces equations x, y ae

Sp" 1/"

rapportent a un point de I'ellipse —h r- = 1 ; en ^liminant entre les trois equations

X, y, on obtient -. -r, + tl ^ = 1> ou ce qui est la meme chose —5- -\ :r = l." {a — cfifi — cf ^ ce

La section principale de la surface des centres est done compos^e de cette ellipse

trois fois, et de la d^velopp^e de I'ellipse —h j- = 1 ; I'ordre de la section, et ainsi

I'ordre de la surface des centres, est done 6 + 3.2, =12, comme cela doit ^tre.

29. De m^me pour la surface des ondes on a x = X + - z, y=Y+- z, c'est-k-dire

Y_ _ x\a^ + r)-a(b + c)}

c^ + V-c(a + b) '

•^ c^ + n-cia + b) '

ou pour 2 = on a (f — c) (j? — ab) = 0, equation qui donne : 1", le cercle | — c = ;

2°, I'ellipse 97-06 = 0.

1°. Pour le cercle f= c, en ecrivant xf = cd, y- = c (1 — 6), nous avons

V=ac6 + bc(l-e), =c(b + ye)

et de 1^

a^+V-a{b + c) = b^ + cyd,

b^ + i]-b{c+a) = b0 + cy6,

c? + 17 - c (a + 6) = c (/3 + 7^),

valeurs qui donnent

I c{fi + yd)] 'Jcfi + ye

F=vavrr-^li--M±Ml ^_a^viZ!;
I cO + 7^)J Vc/3 + 7^
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done

SUR LA SURFACE BES ONDES.

X"'+Y':
a'0' 1

c i^ + yOr'

et de la

courbe de I'ordre 4, cuspidale sur la surface des centres.

2°. Pour I'ellipse r) = ah, en ecrivant x- = 60, j/^^ = a (1 - 6), et de la

f=60 + a(l-0), =a-ye.
on obtient

valeurs qui donnent

a^ + V-aib + c) = -a{0 + yO),

b^+V-b{c+a} = -bi0 + yd),

c| + j; - c (a + 6) = - 6/3 - oyd.

Z.V5V5 j,.?.^-^)} = _V6^,

done

b0''^aa-~'^'(b0 + cyey'

*/0(1-0)
b0 + cy0

'

0\/i-0

'"^bfi+cy0'

^ Yl- -an nJ0a-O)-acL0 _ „ 0(1-0).
/8 a

"'^'^^
> (b0 + cy0y '

~
'^ b0 + cy0

'

^ y^_ ,
0'(i-0f

6/S^"aa»~'^ (6/3 + c^*'
et de la

251

(X^ Y^\fX^_Yy_ , x^ r=

courbe de I'ordre 6, cuspidale sur la surface des centres.

30. On aurait pu d^velopper la theorie des courbes et rayons de courbure k

moyen de la formule ci-dessus donn^e, d^ = Ed^^+2Fd^di} + 0drf (F=Q), mais pour

eela il faudrait trouver plusieurs expressions qui ne sent pas encore ealculdes, savoir

les coefficients des formules

d?x = ad^ + 2a'd^ d/rj + a"*/',

d^ = 0d^ + 2/3'df dr, + 0"d7,-.

d^z = yd^ + 2y'd^ dr) + y'drf,

32—2
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et puis

SUB LA SURFACE D£S ONDES.

E, F', G' = \a + fi0+vy, Xa' + /t^' + py', Xa" + fi^" + vy".

[930

En prenant comme auparavant R pour le rayon de courbure on aurait alors, (Salmon,

Geometry of three dimenswns, Ed. 4 (1882), p. 347),

et

R, Ed^, Gdt)

EG. E'd^ + F'dri, F'd^+G'dr,

dv, RE'-E'G, RF
-di, RF', RG'-EG'

= 0,

= 0,

formules pour les courbes et rayons de courbure: en particulier, I'^quation difiP^rentielle

des courbes de courbure peut s'^crire sous la foi-me

drf, -d^dv, d^- ;=0.

E, 0, G

E, F', G'

Au reste, cette ^uation en d^, dt) se dMuirait plus simplement de I'^quation

dvdr)+v du d^ = 0, en y introduisant les expressions de v, u en termes de f, ij.

31. Courbes g^oddsiques sur la surface. L'equation differentielle du second ordre

des courbes g^oddsiques depend seulement des coefficients E, F, G, savoir en supposant

F=0, cette Equation est

Ed^{-E,d^' + 2G,d^dr} + G^d7f)

-Gdv{ E\d^' + 2E^d^ dv - G,dv')

-¥2EG( d^d'v-dvd'^ )=0,

ou ce qui est la mSnie chose

(- EE^, 2EG, - GE„ EG^ - 2GE^, GG^) (d^, dvf + 2EG (d^ d-v - dr) d-^) = 0,

ou

El, E3, (?,, Gi =
dE dE dG dG
d^ ' dt) ' d^ ' dr)

respectivement, voir Cayley, " On geodesic lines, in particular those of a Quadric

Surface," Proc. London Math. Soc, t. iv. (1872), p. 197, [-508]. Nous avons vu que pour

la surface des ondes dont il s'agit les expressions de E, G sont

f— a.f — 6.f —
c'

tj — bc.Ti — ca.ri-ab'

et Ton obtiendrait de la sans peine les expressions des coefficients de la fonction

cubique {—EE,, ...)(df, dtjY qui entre dans l'equation differentielle.
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931.

ON SOME FORMULA OF CODAZZI AND WEINGARTEN IN
RELATION TO THE APPLICATION OF SURFACES TO
EACH OTHER.

[From the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. xxiv. (1893),

pp. 210—223.]

An extremely elegant theory of the application of surfaces one upon another is

developed in the memoir, Codazzi, "Mdmoire relatif a I'applieation des surfaces les

unes sur les autres," Mem. pres. d VAcaddmie des Sciences, t. xxvii. (1883), No. 6,

pp. 1—47 ; but the notation is not presented in a form which is easily comparable

with that of the Gaussian notation in the theory of surfaces. I propose to reproduce

the theory in the Gaussian notation.

Codazzi considers on a given surface two systems of curves depending on the

parameters t, T respectively ; the curves are in the memoir taken to be orthogonal to

each other, but this restriction is removed in the general formula given p. 44,

Addition au chapitre p-emier. For a curve of either system, he considers the tangent,

the principal normal, or normal in the osculating plane, and the binormal, or line at

right angles to the osculating plane (say these are tan, prn and bin). For a curve

of the one system, that in which t is variable or say a t-curve, he denotes the cosine-

inclinations of these lines to the axes by the letters a, b, c, thus:
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and he writes also I for the inclination of the principal normal to the normal of the

surface, ,- dt for the angle of contingence, or inclination of the tangent at the point

(t, T) to the tangent at the point (t + dt, T), and , dt for the angle of torsion, or

inclination of the osculating plane at the point («, T) to that at the point (t + dt, T),

or, what is the same thing, the inclination of the binormals at these points respectively.

And he gives as known formulae

da _, dm db _ dm dn <^ _i <^"

dt dt ' dt dt dt ' dt dt

'

where a, b, c denote

(a«, b^, c-e), (ay, by, Cy), or (a^, 6^, Cz).

He uses the capital letters

Ax, Ay, At, Bx, By, Bi, Cx, Cy, Cz, L, ^ dT, j= dT

with the like significations in regard to the curve for which T is variable, or say

the T-curve ; for greater clearness I give the accompanying figure.

Codazzi writes further

dm , dm . , dn dl

W^"^' ="•
-dt'"^^

="• di-dt^""'

dM
J. j-r dM . r Tr dN dL TU-^yCosi=[7, jySmZ=F, -^-^=W;

also, if s, S are the arcs of the two curves respectively,

ds _ f^'S' _ p

and he obtains a system of six formula?, which in the Addition, p. 44, are presented

in the following form—only I use therein 0, instead of his b, to denote the inclination

of the two curves to each other:
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(v - ^ ) + (m sin ^ - w cos 8) (v- ^^

255

du dU a ,dW . ._=_cos^+^sm5 + «;

dU du . dtv . ^ ,„__ =„ cos^ +^sin^+F
df)'

dv . dV\ d-'d

\dT , + sin e{uU- wTf) - cos 6 (uW+wU) = 0,dT dtjdt dT

R{ucos 6 + w sra 6) = r {U cos, 6 + TTsin 6),

J, a( de\ dR ^ dr
iJsm^f.

-^^J
+ ^-^-cos0 =

^y,

dRa fir »t^\ «>• a dR

In the Gaussian notation, taking p, q for the parameters, we have, with the slight

variations presently referred to, •

dx = adp + a'dq + Jarfp^ + a^dpdq + a"dq-,

dy = bdp + b'dq + ^^dp- + ^'dpdq + ^"dq\

dz = cdp + c'dq + ^"ydp^ + y'dpdq + y"dq\

A, B, C=bc' — b'c, ca' — da, ah' — a'b,

E, F, G = a^ + b'-\-c"; aa' + bb' + cc', a"' + b'' + c'-

;

and therefore

dic' + dy^ + dz'' = Edp- + 2Fdpdq + Gdq^ ;

E', F', G' = Aa + Bfi + Cy, Aa + £0' + Cy', Aa" + B^' + Cy"
;

and I take fui-ther

o), ft)', ft)" = ao + 6/8 +cy , aa + 6/3' + cy'

,

aa" + 6/9" + cy"
,

tsr, w', tsr" = a'a + 6'/9 + c'y ,
a'a' + 6'/3' + c'7', a'a" + 6'/8" + c'7",

X, V, \" = a= +^ +rf ,
a'- +/S'-' +7'=, a"2 + /S"'' +7"',

M, /i', m" = a'a" + y8'/3" + 77". «"« + /3"/3 + 7"7. ««' + /3/8' + 77'
,

.£;\-a)^=A, G\"-'sr"^=A",

where it is to be noticed that ¥'', E, F', G', are written instead of Gauss's A, J), D', D",

and (o, ft)', ft)", or, or', or" instead of his m, m', m", n, n', n" : and that he gives for the

last-mentioned quantities the values

m = ,dE , ,dE „ dF , dG
^Ip' "^=*rf^' '"^ =dq-^d^'

dGdF ,dE , , , dG
dq'

or, say

<o=^Ei, w' = \E„, w' = Fi — ^Gi,

^ = Fr-\E,, r^' = kGu ^" = ^G„

where the subscripts (1) and (2) denote differentiation in regard to p and q respectively.
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Observing that the cosine-inclinations of the tangent to the p-curve are as a, b, e,

and those of the binormal or perpendicular to the osculating plane are as by - cfi,

ca — ay, a/3 - 6a, we easily find

_ o ^ _c_
ax, Oy, a^- ^, ^j^, ^g,

_by—c0 ca — 07 a^ — ba
Cz, Cy, Cz ^^ ,

-"^^/A"
' V^ '

; h h _ -^"~"'" E^ — bm Ey — cm
"" ""' "' TWT' ~WW ' 'JeK

'

and for the cosine-inclinations of the normal of the surface

we find

cos

sin

A A A -^ ^ ^i**. *»»! **»— p-> y Y>

J _ A (by-c§)+ 5 (CO- 07) + C(a^-ba.)

_ ia'+¥+ (?) {a'a + b'^ + c'y) -{aa' + bb' -k-cc') (aa+b^ + cy )

FVA
EvT — Fay

, A(Ea-a<o) + B(E^ - bm)+G(Ey-co))
^

or, since Aa + Bb + Cc=0, this is

. ,_E(Aa + B0 + Gy) _EWE

We ought therefore to have

E'^'E + {Era - Fcof = F=A, = {EG - F') {E\ - o)^)

;

or, omitting the terms F-(o^, which destroy each other, and throwing out a factor E,

this is

Ei:t^ - 2Fra<o + G<o'-X {EG -F') = \ {EG - F") - E"'
;

viz. putting for EG-F'' its value, ^A^ + B'+C-, and for the other terms theii-

values, this is

{a? + 6' + c') {a a + 6'/3 + c'yf - 2 (aa' + bb' + cc') {a'a + b'^ + c'7) (aa + 6j8 + cy)

+ (a'= + 6''+c'=)(a= + /?- + 7'0

= {A^-\-B'-\.C^){a^ + ^+y-^)-{Aa + B^+Gy)\

The right-hand side is here = {By - C^y + {Ca -Ayf + {A^ - BaY; the left-hand

consists of three parts, the first whereof is

{a {a'a + 6'/9 + c'y) - a' {aa. + bff + 07)}== {-By + C/3)%
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and similarly the other two parts are

i-Ca + Ay)- and {-A0 + Baf ;

the equation is thus verified.

dm
di

dn

di
We require Codazzi's "^" and ^, or say ^ and ^; these are to be obtained

from the equations

dm
dp

dn

d^'

d a _Ea — am dm d by — c^ _ Ea — aco dn

dp \IE V^A dp ' dp VA VA'A dp

'

vEA dp dp V^

and the values obtained should satisfy

d Ea — aco a dm, by — c0 dn

dp \/EE.
~~>

I find

dp VA'A

dm n/A dn >JE

dp E ' dp

>i/E dp \/A dp

a , b , c

^ ,a, P, y

a,, A, 7,

where Hi, /S,, 7, are the derivatives of a, j3, 7 in regard to p; and the equation

to be verified thus is

a , b , c

d Ea — am _ a>/A (by- c/3) V-^

dp^'EK ~~ E^E AVA
a, /3 , 7

«!, A, 7i

dm
First, for -r : the derivatives of a, E are a and 2 (aa + b^ + cy), = 2a) ; we thus

have

which is

viz. we have

da _ a aco _ Ea — aco

dp^' ~1JE~E1JE~ E^E '

_ Ea — aco dm
~^'JeK 'dp'

dm _ VA
dp~ W'

dn
Next, for -7- : using a subscript d) to denote derivation in regard to p, we have

A = Ex. — at', and thence

A, = ^iX + EXt - 2a)<B,

= 2wX, + E.2 (aa, + /3/3i + 77,) - 2&) (\ + aa, + 6/3, + C7,),

= 2 [Eiaa, + /3^, + 77,) - co {aa, + 6A + 07,)),

= 2(a,Z+/3,7 + 7,.?),

C. XIIL 33
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if, for a moment, „
X, Y, Z=Ea-ato, E^-b<o, Ey-ca,;

these values give identically

aX + ^Y+yZ=A, and aX + bY+ cZ= 0.

[931

Hence we have

which must be

we thus have

dp' -J^ \/^ ^VA

X (in,

~ vTA dp

'

(H - cA) A - (67 - cyS) {a,X + ^,Y+y,Z)= -^-^ ^

;

or, putting the left-hand side in the form

-(by -c/9)(a,Z + /3,F + 7,^)

-(/87a-A7)(«^+ bY+cZ),
this is

and we thus find

=-X

dn _ ,/E

dp~ A

a , b , c

a, /3 , 7

Hi. /?!. 7l

a , b , c

a, /3 , 7

«!. /3,, 7,

we have

a , b , c

a, ^ > 7

For the verification of the equation

d_Ea — aw__ a^JA (by - cfi) V-g

dp^EA E^/E Av/A
a,, yS,. 7i

(J?a — ao)), = Ea^ — a (aa, + ftySj + C71) + aw — a\,

(EA\ = 2^" (aa, + /3^, + 77,) - 2Ea (aa, + 6/S, + C7,) + 2Aa),

and hence the equation is

{E' (aai + 00, + 77i) — Ew (auj + bBi + C71) + u>] (Eg — am) Ea,— a (fiWi+ b0j+ 7,) + aio-a\

EA V£A
"*"

Vl^

aVA (by-c0)^/E

E^JE AVA

a , 6 , c

a
> , y

«i, A, 7i

Oonsidering first the terms without a,, 0„ y,, these give

- o) (Z?a - aw) + £ (ow - a\) = -a(E\.- a-)
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which is identically true; and then the remaining terms with Oi, /Sj, 71 give

- [E (aoi 4- /3/Si + 77i) - « (««! + 6/3i + C7,)} (^a - aa) + {Ea^ - a (aa, + 6;S, + 07,)} (£'\ - «")

\ a , b , c

= (67-0/8)^1 a, /9, 7

i «!. A, 7i

On the left-hand side, the whole coefficient of a, is

= -(Ea- awf + {¥ + c-) {E\ - w%
which is

= - -EW + 200^© - a»a)= + (6^ + c") ^\ - (&= + &) <o\

= E{- Ea? + 2aao) + {Jf + c-) \ - w^]

;

and, substituting for E, w, and \ their values, this is found to be

= £ {(6= + C)O + 7=) - (6/3 + C7)=} . =E(by- c^f.

Similarly the whole coefficients of /8, and 71 are found to be

= E{by-c^){ca-ay), and £ (67 - c/3) (a/3 - 6a),

respectively; and thus the left-hand side becomes

a , b , c

^iby-c^E

as it should do.

We have

where

Oi, /3i, 7,

tan I = Q'

= aa -f- b/3 + 07 , suppose,

Q = Ev-F(o = {cB- bC) a + (aC-cA)^ + (bA - aB) 7, = a'a + b'/3 + c'7, suppose,

P=-I-(?=F»A,

and we have hence to find -^. Using, as before, a subscript d) to denote derivation

in regard to p, we have*
dl _ QP^-PQ,
dp F' + Q' '

the numerator is

= (a'a + b'/3 + c'7) (a Oi + b /S, + c 7, 4- a; a + b, ^ -I- Ci 7)

-(aa + b/3 + C7) (a'a, -I- b'/S, + c'7, + a/a + b//3 4- c,'7)

= - [(be' - b'c) (;S7, - /8,7) 4- (ca' - c'a) (7:-, - 7,3) 4- (ab' - a'b) (a^. - a,/3)]

4- Q (a,a 4- b^ 4- c.7) -P (a/a 4- b//3 4- c.'7).

33—2
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For the first part hereof,

be' - b'c = sJE [B (hA -aB)-C (aC - cA)]

= ^E[A{aA->tbB + cG)-a{A^ + B'-\rG% =-aV-^E,

since aA + bB + cC = 0; and similarly

ca'-c'a, ab'-a'b = -6FV-£^, -cV-^/E,

respectively; and thus the first part is

= F» V-ff {a (/37, - /8.7) + b (7a, - 7,0) + c (a/3, - «,/3)},

a , b , c

= FV^ a, iS. 7

a,, A, 7i

Hence, dividing by

>JE

the first part of -r- is

a , b , c

a
. ^ . 7

oti. A, 7,

For the second part of the numerator, we require

aaj + /Sb, + 7C1 and aaj' + /Sb,' + 70/

;

the values of a, b, c are A sjE, B i^E, C sJE, where E^ = 2&), and hence

a,« + b^ + C7 = (AV^+ ^)a+(AVi?+^)/8 + (0,V^+^)7,

From the values

we have

= V^(^ia + 5,^ + C,7) + ^(^a + i^^ + C7).

il, 5, G = bc'-b'c, ca'-c'a, ab'-a'b,

A„ Bi, Ci= ^c' - yb' + 67' - c^', ya' - ac + co' - ay, ah' - /3a' + aff - ba,

and thence

A,a + 5,/8 + C.7 = - [a (^7' - fi'y) + b (7a' - y'a) + c (aff' - a'/3)],

a , b , c

a
. /3 , 7

«', ^', 7'

a , b, c

a,o + b,/3 + 0,7 = - Vj5

Hence

a. /S, 7 +

a', /S', 7'
!

)^'

v^
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Next, we have
a', b', c' = cB — bC, aC— cA, bA—aB,

and thence

oai' + /3bi' + 7c/

= (67 - c/3) ^, + (ca - 07) £i + (a/S - 6a) G,

= (by - c/3) (c'yS - by -V by' - cff)

+ (ca — ivy) {ay — c'a + ca' — ay')

+ {a^-ba) (b'a - a'/3 + a^' - ba)
;

the portion hereof, which is quadric in a, /8, 7, is

= - (0= + /8-- + 7=) (aa' + bb' + cc') + (ao+ 6/S + 07) (a'a + 6'/3 + c'7),

= — XF+ WVT,

and the remaining portion, which is lineo-linear in a, /8, 7 and a', ff, y, is

= (aa' + ^/3' + 77') (a' + 6^ + c-) - (aa + 6/3 + C7) (aa' + 6/3' + cy'),

= /i^ — woj
;

we thiis have
aa,' + /3b,' + 7c,' = -\F+ Efi" + a> («r - w').

Hence the second portion of the numerator, or

Q (aa, + )Sb, + 7c,) - P (aa/ + /3b,' + 7c,'),

261

18

= {Ev - Fto) -sjE

a, 6, c

a, /3, 7

a', /9', 7

«^'
+ ^^ -E',/E {- \F+im"E + w (x>r - ft,')).

v^

There are two terms, + E' -^Eco'or and - E' »/Ea>a, which destroy each other, and

thus the whole second part of the numerator is

a, b, c

= -(Em-Fw) a, /3, 7 -E'^/E(jx"E-\F)+-'^{(o'E-<oF),a, /3, 7

«', /8', 7'

and, for the coiTesponding part of ^ , we must divide this by P' + Q", = F'A.

Hence, finally, we have

a , 6

,

c

a
, ^ , 7

0.. y3,, 7,

^^s/E
dp A

/
j

a, 6, c

i
I
a, ^', y

- E' ^E {,i"E - \F) + ^'" (u'E - ioF)
\jhi

I
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where I recall that the values of w, ur, w', X, and /ti" are aa + b^ + cy, a'a + b'0 + c'y,

aa' + Iff + cy', a' + /3^ + y-, and aa + fiff + 77', respectively. Observe that the fii-st term

in this expression for -7- is

We thus have

~ dp'

dm , Eisr — Fa

dvi . , E'

dn _dl ^ 2s/E
~ dp dp VA

a , b. c

a
, ^, 7

«!, A. 7i
i

F»A
\{iirE-(oF)

a, &, c

«> /8. 7

a'> /3', 7'

+ ^' ^/E {fjJ'E- \F) - ^^ (o)'^- wi^)

and we thence obtain at once the values of U, V, W; viz. these are

,, dM , Qa"-Fm"

„ dM . J G'

_ dN dL 2 VG
dq dq~ VA"

F^A"

a , , c

{(o"0-m"F) a", 0", y"

<^2 , P'2 , 7j

+ G' V(? (mG - X'T) -^^' (bt'G - bt"^)^ ,

where o,", /Sj", 70" denote the derived functions of a", /3", 7" in regard to q, viz.

these are the third derived functions of x, y, z in regard to q.

We have, moreover,

dx' + dy-'-irdz^=Edp''-ir2Fdpdq + Gdq\ = r^ dt^ + 2rR cos 6 dtdT+ B^ dT''

;

that is,

and therefore also

r = V^, R = ^/G, cos^ =

sin 6 =

s/EG'

^EG~-^' ^ F_
-^EO ' '^'EG
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Writing p, q in place of t, T, and for r, R substituting their values, then, with

the foregoing values of u, v, w, U, V, W, Codazzi's six equations are

du dU . dW .

-^ = -^r- COS 6 + -j" sin
Tq -^p— ,^..^0^.{v-'^) + iUsine-Wcose){v -1).

= j- cos^ + -^ sin ^+ W [v — J-) +(« sin p— «' co8^)( K — ^-1,

{^ + ^^ -^ + ^{ne {uU-luW) - co&e{uW+ wU) = 0,

VG(MC08^ + wsin^) = v'^(f7cos^+ Tf sin(9),

,n a( de\d^/0 . d^E

V^8in^(F-^)+^cos^ =^.
I take the opportunity of remarking that Gauss, in § 11 of his memoir, gives

the first and second of the formulae

a F» + o(i!r F-w G) + a'{<o F-i!t E)-AE' = Q,

o' F» + o {v'F- <o' G) + a' (co'F-m'E)- AF' = 0,

a"V^ + a {m"F-w"G) + a' (a>"F - vt"E) -AG'=0,

(each of them one out of a system of three like equations), where, as before,

V^^EG-F\

E', F', G' = Aa + B^+Cy, Aoc'+B^ + Cy', Aa" + B^" + Cy",

to, u>', to" =aa +b/B + cy, aa' +b0' + cy, aa" +b^" + cy",

vr, w', Ts" =a'a + b'^ + c'y, a'a + b'^ + c'y', aa" + b'0" + cy",

= Fj-^E„ ^Gi, ^Gi.

These are, in fact, the formulae (IV.),

dJ'x (11) da; (11) da: ^ ^

d^x (12\ dx _ \12\ dx

dpdq \l\ dp |2j dg"^^'- ""'

d?x (22) dx 1 22] dx „ „

d4'-U\dp-U]d.i'-'-'^^ = ^'

of the memoir, Weingarten, "Ueber die Deformation einer biegsanien unausdehnbaien
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Flache," Crelle, t. c. (1887), pp. 296—310; viz. the symbols correspond to those of

Weingarten, as follows :

—

E, F, G = a„, a,j, a^,

E', F', G' = — c„ \/a, — C)2 V'*. ~ Cjj Va.

A, B, C= pX, pY, pZ.

~^' ^'dq' d^~^df'
as, (0,0) =

-J-

„ dOi-i . duu , da^ , da^
'''''''' =^-^1^' ^ dp' *d^'

and thus Weingarten 's symbols, \ -,\ , &c., have the values

1) a

|?}-J[«"(-i'^)-"(t-*t)]-

values which give, as they should do.

\ d >Ja

i^a dq

The foregoing comparison serves to explain the notation of Weingarten's valuable

memoir.
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932.

ON SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS AND SEMINVARIANTS.

[From the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. xv. (1893), pp. 1—74.]

The principal object of the present memoir is to develop further the theory of

seminvariants, but in connexion therewith I was led to some investigations on

symmetric functions, and I have consequently included this subject in the title. The
two theories, if we adopt the MacMahon form of equation,

= l+bx + ^a^+^x^ + ...,

may be regarded as identical ; but there are still two branches of the theory, viz.

we may seek to obtain for the symmetric functions of the roots expressions in terms

of the coefficients (which expressions, in the case of non-unitary symmetric functions,

are in fact seminvariants), or we may attend to the properties of the functions of

the coefficients thus obtained and which we call seminvariants. But I do not in

the first instance use the MacMahon form, but retain the ordinary form of equation

0=l + ba; + cx' + da? + . .
.

, and we have thus only a parallelism of the two theories,

and in place of seminvariants we have functions which I call non-unitariants. In

regard as well to these as to unitariant functions, I consider certain operators

0,, A, P — 66, and Q — ^wh, which under altered forms present themselves also in

the theory of seminvariants.

As regards seminvariants, I consider what I call the blunt and sharp forms

respectively: the great problem is, it appears to me, that of sharp seminvariants,

otherwise the /-and-jP problem— viz. for any given weight we have to determine the

correspondence between the initial and final terms in such wise as to obtain a

system of sharp seminvariants. I obtain a " square diagram " solution, which is so

far theoretically complete that for any given weight I can, without any tentative

operation, determine by a laborious process the correspondence in question: but I

am not thereby enabled to establish or enunciate for successive weights any general

rule of correspondence ; and my process is in fact, as regards practicability, far

inferior to that which I call the MacMahon linkage, but of the validity of this I

have not succeeded in obtaining any satisfactory proof

C, XIII. 34
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I establish an umbral theory of seminvariants which will be presently again

referred to, and I consider the question of the reduction of seminvariants. The final

term of a seminvaiiant may be composite (that is, the product of two or more

final terms), and that in one way only or in two or more ways, or it may be non-

composite. In the case of a composite final term the seminvariant is. reducible, but

the converse theorem that a seminvariant with a non-composite final term is irreducible

is in nowise true ; the reason of this is explained. An irreducible seminvariant is a

perpetuant. In regard to perpetuants, I reproduce and simplify a demonstration

recently obtained by Dr Stroh as to the perpetuants for any given degree whatever:

viz. the generating function for perpetuants of degree n is

= aJi"->-i^l_ar'. 1 -a;* ... 1 -a;";

the theorem was previously known, and more or less completely proved, for the

values n = 4, .5, 6, and 7. Dr Stroh's investigation is conducted by an umbral

representation,

(ax + 0y + yz + ...)", x + y + z+...=0,

of the blunt seminvariants of a given weight.

I consider in regard to seminvariants the theory of the symbols P — Bb and

Q — 2(ob, and the derived symbols T and Z, each of which operating on a seminvariant

gives a seminvariant. These are, in fact, connected with the derivatives (f, F) of a

quantic f and any covariant thereof F; but except to point out this connexion, I do

not in the present memoir consider the theory of covariants.

The Coefficients (a, b, c, d, e, ...) or (1, b, c, d, e, ...). Art. Nos. 1 to 9.

1. I consider the series (a, b, c, d, e, ...), or putting as we most frequently do

a=l, say the series (1, b, c, d, e, ...) of coefficients, the several terms whereof are

taken to be of the weights 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... respectively. We form with these sets

of isobaric terms, or say columns of the weights 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ... respectively, for

instance, 12 3 4 5 6

I c d e f 9
6' be bd be ¥

b> & cd ce

¥c b'd d'

¥ be'

b'c

b'

b'-e

bed

c»

b'd

b*c

6'
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and generally a set or column of any given weight. In each term, the letters are

written in alphabetical order.

Taking the whole or any part of a column, for instance the whole column

(d, be, b'), or the part (e, bd, d') of the next column, we may by supplying powers

of a in such wise as to leave unaltered the terms of the highest degree, that is, by

reading these as {a?d, ahc, I?) and (ae, hd, d') respectively, regard them as homogeneous

sets of a given degree in (a, h, c, d, e, ...); and thus generally we may speak of

the degree of a set of terms.

The terms of the several columns as above written down are in alphabetical

order, AO; viz. we supply as above the proper powers of a, reading for instance

col. 4 as a'e, a^bd, a^&, at^, ¥, where the terms are in alphabetical or dictionary order.

Each column is derived from the preceding one by Arbogast's rule, it being

understood, for instance, that 6*, that is, ah*, gives the two terms ah^c and I/', that

is, 6'c and 6°; and so in other cases.

2. We attend in particular to the non-unitary terms, or non-unitaries, e.g. in

col. 5, /, cd, which contain no b; and to the power-ending terms or power-enders,

60*, 6", which end in a power. It will be observed that, whenever by Arbogast's

rule a term in one column gives two terms in the next column, the second of

these is a power-ender; and thus in any column the excess of the number of terms

above that in the preceding column is equal to the number of power-enders.

3. I consider the notion of conjugate terms : representing, for instance, the terms

/ be cd

by dots in the form

and reading the number of dots in columns instead of in lines we derive the

conjugate terms

fr" 6>c 6c-,

and so in other cases. It is clear that the relation is a reciprocal one (thus the

conjugates of 6°, ¥c, be' are /, he, ed respectively). Moreover, a term may be its

own conjugate; thus cd^, arranging the dots in lines and reading them in columns,

• • : is again cd'.

It is at once seen that non-unitaries and power-enders are conjugate to each

other; hence in any column, the non-unitaries and the power-enders are equal in

number, and a preceding result may be stated in the more complete form: in any

column the excess of the number of terms above that in the preceding colunm is

equal to the number of non-unitaries or to the number of power-enders.

4. The terms of the several columns may be arranged in counter-order GO, thus

:

34—2
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c d e f 9

b' be bd be ¥
6» (? cd ce

6'c ¥d h'e

b" b<?

b'c

b"

bed

b^d

c»

v

b*c

6«

viz. we arrange here according to the highest letters. The counter-order is, in fact,

the alphabetical order with the reversed arrangement {..., g, f, e, d, c, b, a) of the

alphabet, but in the separate terms we retain the alphabetical order, thus writing

as before bf and not fb. Observe that the difference between the two arrangements,

AO and CO, first presents itself in the col. 6.

In this CO arrangement, each column is derived from the next preceding one

by a rule as follows: We operate on the lowest letter of each term, being a simple

letter, not a power, by changing it into the next highest letter, and we further

operate upon each term by multiplying it by b, the operation or (as the case may
be) two operations upon any term being performed before operating upon the next

term.

5. If we compare a column in .40 with the same column in CO, for instance

AO CO AO CO rev.

9 9 9 6«

¥ ¥ ¥ b*e

ce ce ee bv

d? b'e d» c?

6V d? b'e m
bed bed bed bed

f m c? d'

m <f b>d ¥e

6V b'd' b'(^ ce

¥c b*e ¥c ¥
b> b' b' 9
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it will be seen that the terms are conjugates of each other, the first and last, the

second and last but one terms, and so on ; or, what is the same thing, if we reverse

the order of either column, then the pairs of conjugate terms will appear each in

the same line ; of course, here a self-conjugate term such as bed is put in evidence.

6. By writing a, h, c, d, ... = ao, Oi, a^, a^, ..., or more simply 0, 1, 2, 3, ...,

we connect the theory with that of the partition of numbers: in particular, the

terms of a given weight correspond to the partitions of that weight, or number of

ways in which that weight can be made up with the parts 1, 2, 3, .... It may be

remarked that, in a partition, the parts are usually written in decreasing order,

whereas (as remarked above) in a literal term the letters are written in alphabetical

order. Thus we have 321 and bed; it would be more correct to write the partition

as 123.

It is frequently convenient, retaining the letters b, c, d, ..., to write for instance

q= a„ (a a numerical suffix), meaning thereby that q is the letter corresponding to

the place a in the series 1, 2, 3, If instead of the indefinite series (1, b, c, d, ...)

we consider, as is sometimes convenient, a definite series of terms (1, b, c, ..., q = a„),

then <r is said to be the "extent" of the system. The next preceding letter p will

naturally be = a,_, ; and if, increasing the extent by unity, we introduce a new letter

r, this will be 0^+,, and so in other cases, the notation being for the most part

used merely as a convenient way of showing the place of a letter in the series.

7. Considering the terms of a given weight, or say a column, in AO or GO,

we may represent any portion of the column by means of its initial and final terms,

say / and F, by the notations I&oF and IcoF respectively. But a much more

important notation is /caF; viz. this represents the series of terms of given weight

which are in CO not superior to 7, and in AO not inferior to F (a like notation,

which however I do not employ, would be I&cF; viz. this would denote the series

of terms which are in AO not superior to / and in CO not inferior to F). The

definition of IcslF has been given in the above general form, but we are in fact

exclusively or chiefly concerned with the case where 7 is a non-unitary and F a

power-ender. It is to be observed that, considering the AO column as given, then

to form from it the set or interval IcaF we may disregard altogether the terms

which are in the AO column inferior (posterior) to F, for by the definition none of

these enter into Ic&F, but it may very well be that there are in IcaF terms which

are in the AO column superior (anterior) to /. An instance of this first presents

itself for the weight 11; viz. here a portion of the AO column is (fg, ¥j, bci, bdh,

beg, bf, <?h, cdg, ...): hence in IcaF, if the initial term be c'h, for instance in

(fhcab'f^, we have terms fg, beg, bf^ which are in AO anterior to the initial term

(?h. In order therefore to form IcaF from the AO column, we must first take the

terms (if any) which being in CO posterior to I are in the AO column anterior to

I, and then from the portion laoF of the AO column reject the terms (if any)

which are in CO anterior to I. In particular, starting from the AO column, and
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arranging the non-uuitaries thereof in CO and the power-enders in AO, for instance,

weight 12, these are

m 9'

de cp

dj e*

ei 6V«

<H hd^

fh (JV

There is no difficulty in writing down the terms of the several sets or intervals

mcagr^ mcac/'^ mcae*, ..., ckcag*, c^cac/'^ ....

Instead of ca we may, if we please, use, and in fact I generally use the conventional

symbol oo , or write m oo g', vi oo c/"", &c. In any such set, the terms need not be

arranged in AO; if for any purpose it is more convenient, they may be arranged in

CO; but of course the definition of the meaning must not be departed from. The

expressed initial is the highest term in CO, and the expressed final the lowest term

in AO.

8. I diminish a term by replacing successively each letter thereof by the next

inferior letter; for instance, if the term is cdf, then the diminished terms are

Dcdf, = bdf, c^f, cde, and so Dh-df, = hdf, hHf, b-de (where the diminished b is a,

that is, 1). Conversely, we may augment a term by replacing successively each letter

thereof by the next superior letter; for instance, Abdf, =b'df, cdf, bef, bdg, where

the first augmentation ¥df is obtained from the a (which may be regarded as latent

in the term operated upon). Operating upon the letters in order beginning with the

lowest, the several diminutions may be called Z),, D^, D,, ..., and the several aug-

mentations A^, Ai, A^, ... (where An is in fact multiplication by 6). We diminish a

set by diminishing successively the several terms thereof (the diminished terms being

taken without repetition ; that is, each such term once only). Similarly, we may augment

a set by augmenting successively the several terms thereof (the augmented terms

being taken without repetition). It is to be noticed that the two operations are

not reciprocal to each other ; if we diminish a set, and then augment the diminished

set, we obtain indeed all the terms of the original set, but in general we obtain

also terms which are not included in the original set.

9. It requires some consideration to see that we have D(I so F) = (A-^ * D^F),

where D^F is the diminution performed upon the highest letter of F. Take any

term M of D{IxF), the several diminutions DiM, D.,M, ..., B^M are arranged in

descending order: BiM the highest and D^M the lowest, as well in CO as in AO.

If then BiM is in CO not superior to Bil, then all the BM's will be in CO not

superior to Bil ; and similarly, if B^M is in AO not inferior to BgF, then all the

BM's will be in AO not inferior to B^F. And this being seen, then if we take
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N a term of {D^I cc DgF), and consider the successive augmentations ^o-^, A^N,..., A^N
of N, then these will be in ascending order A^N the lowest and A^N the highest

in CO as well as va. AO. It may happen that A^N or this and neighbouring terms

are in GO higher than /, and that A^N or this and neighbouring terms are in ^0
lower than F, but there will always be a term or terms which is or are in GO
lower than / and in AO higher than F\ and thus not only every term of I){IooF)
will be a term of {D^I x D^F), but conversely every term of {D^I <x> DgF) will be a

term of D(IocF), and we thus have the required relation J) (I co F) = (1)^1 cc DgF).

Symmetric Functions of the Roots. Art. Nos. 10 to 31.

10. We consider a set of roots a, /3, y, 8, e, ... either indefinite in number, or

else definite, for instance a, y8, 7, 8. The symmetric functions (rational and integral

functions) are in the first instance denoted in the usual manner

Sei = a + 0+y + B + ..., Sa/3 = ay3 + ay + /Sy + . .
.

,

«a=/3= a»;8 + 0)8^ + a'y + ay- + /3^7 + /87= + . .
.

,

viz. the S refers to all the distinct combinations of like form with the combination

(o, a^, or a-/8, as the case may be) to which it is prefixed. By omitting the S and

instead of the roots considering merely their indices, these same symmetric functions

would be 1, 11 (or 1"), 21, &c., and then if instead of the numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., we

introduce the symbolic capital letters B, G, D, ..., the same symmetric functions

will be represented as B, &, BC, &c. (21, that is, 12 is written as BC, and so in

other cases, the letters in alphabetical order). The letters B, G, D, ... are considered

as being of the weights 1, 2, 3, ... respectively, and thus the symmetric functions

of a given degree in the roots are represented by the terms of that weight in the

symbolic letters B, G, D, ..., thus the symmetric functions of the degree 4 are E,

BD, C', B'G, B*; of course these terms may be arranged in AO or in GO as may

be most convenient for the purpose in hand. The capital letters B, G, D, ... are in

fact umbrae, but to avoid confusion with subsequent notations I do not in general

thus speak of them. A form such as ^Sfa" or Sa.*^^, in which there is no index 1,

is said to be non-unitary ; but a form &ol or Sol^^, in which there is an index = 1

or two or more indices each = 1, is said to be unitary : or, what is the same thing,

in the symbolic representation by capital letters, the form is non-unitary or unitary

according as it does not or does contain the letter B.

11. In the ordinary theory of symmetric functions, we connect the coefBcients

(1, h, c, d, ...) with the roots (a, /3, 7, ...) by the equation

and we thus have

.6 = a +/3 -f-7 +..., Sol 1

-|-c = 0;S +oiy + ^y+..., =Scc^ , =P,

= B,

&c., &c.

;

-Sal3y, =P, =&,
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and it is to be remarked that, for any given number of roots, there will be this

same number of coefficients : we may for instance have

that is,

or

or

l+bx + cx' + da^=l-cuE.l-^x.l-yx,

-b = a +/3+7,

+ c = afi + ay + ^y,

-d = a/Sy

;

and similarly if the number of roots be = 4, or any larger number.

12. The symmetric functions of a given degree, say 4, in the roots, viz.

Sa^, Sa?fi, Sa?^, Sa'^y, Sa^yS,

4, 31, 2^ 2l^ 1*,

E. BD, C-, &C, B*,

are equal in number to the combinations of the weight 4 in the coefficients, viz.

e, bd, c", 6\;, b*;

and the terms of the one set are in fact linear combinations (with mere numerical

multipliers) of the terms of the other set; but more than this, we have for instance

e=a^yB+ ..., that is, e = B*:

bd = (a + 0+y + B ...)(a^y + a^B+ayS + ^yS ...) contains only terms a-'/Sy and 0/87S,

that is, 6d is a linear function of B'C and B*

:

c- = (a/8 + ay + a8+^y + ^8 + yS.. .)" contains only terms a^^, a-/37 and a/378, that

is, c^ is a linear function of C^ B^C and B'; and so on.

13. We have in fact the Table IV (a) which I quote from my paper " A Memoir

on the Symmetric Functions of the Roots of an Equation," Phil. Trans, t. 147 (1857),

pp. 489—496, [147],

II e bd e' b'c b*

Sa* = i =£

Sa'13 =31 = BD

Sa?^ = -I' = C»

Sa'^y = 2P = ff'C

Sapy&= l* = B'

inserting on the left-hand outside margin the new symbols E, BD, &c., with their

+ 1

+ 1 + 4

+ 1 + 2 + 6

+ 1 + 2 + 5 + 12

+ 1 + 4 + 6 + 12 + 24
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explanations : the
[

;
indicates that the table is to be read according to the columns,

e = + IB*, bd = + IB'C + 4£^ &c. This table gives conversely a Table IV (b), read

according to the lines and serving to express the symmetric functions E, BD, &c.,

as linear functions of the combinations e, bd, &, b-c, b* of the coefficients.

14. The (o) and (6) tables ai-e given in the Memoir up to X (a) and X (b)

:

it is proper to quote here the (6) tables up to VI (b) with only the change of

svibstituting on the outside left-hand margins the literal terms such as E, BD, &c.,

instead of the symbols 4, 31, &c., originally used to denote these symmetric functions

—

it is to be observed that the left-hand symbols are in AO, the upper symbols in

CO, this distinction first manifesting itself in the Table VI (6), so that it was necessary

to go as far as this in order to put in evidence the true form of the tables.

11(6).

c b-

111(6).

d be ¥

IV (6).

hd e b'c

c -2 + 1 D

BC

B>

-3 + 3 -1 E

BD

(P

B^C

B*

-4 + 4 + 2 -4 + 1

IP + 1 + 3 -1 + 4 -1 -2 + 1

-1 + 2 - 2 + 1

-4 -t-1

+ 1

V(6).

f he cd h-'d he' Wc W

F -5 + 5 + 5 -5 -5 H-5 -1

BE + 5 -1 -5 + 1 + 3 -1

CD + 5 -5 -1-1 + 2 -1

IPD -5 + 1 + 2 -1

BC -5 + 3 -1

B>C + 5 -1

J5» -1

C. XIII. 35
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VI (6).

g hf ce Ve cP hcd ¥d e' bV b*c

[932

6 - 6 + 6 + 6 -6 + 3 -12 + 6 -2 + 9 - 6 + 1

BF + 6 -1 -6 + 1 -3 + 7 -1 + 2 -4 + 1

CE + 6 -6 + 2 + 2 -3 + 4 -2 -2 + 1

2)' + 3 -3 -3 + 3 + 3 - 3 + 1

B'E - 6 + 1 + 2 -1 + 3 - 3 + 1

BCD -12 + 7 + 4 -3 -3 + 1

(? - 2 + 2 -2 + 1

I?D + 6 -1 -2 + 1

J»(7 + 9 -4 + 1

&G - 6 + 1

5* + 1

It is hardly necessary to remark in relation to these tables that if there are

only two roots, then d = 0, &c., viz. Table II. is not affected but all the subsequent

tables assume a simplified form ; if there are only three roots, then e = 0, &c., viz.

Tables II. and III. are not affected but all the subsequent tables assume a simplified

form ; and so on.

15. We have between the differential symbols "bi, de, da, •• and 9., 3^, 9^, ...

certain relations which it is interesting to develop : it will be convenient to consider

successively the cases, three roots, four roots, &c.

In the case of three roots, starting from

- 6 = a +/3 +7 ,

c = ayS + ay + I3y,

-d = 0^7,

we have

da=-db + {B+y)dc-^ydd,

dfi = -db + (y + a)dc- yadd,

dy=-db + {a +/3)a,-a/83<j,

equations which give conversely db, 3c, da as linear functions of 9a, 9^, dyi I write
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down the three equations thus obtained together with a fourth equation which I will

explain. The four equations are

a — j8.a — 7 " yS — y.yS —

a

— Oi,
= a da + -5 a <^3 +

a — /3.a— 7 (S — y.p — a

a /9

o-/9.a-7^°"^y9-7.y8-a'-3c = „ o, _ 9a + ^ ^V-_8^ +

7^
a

7--a.y--;3 *'

y a
7--a.7--/3^^'

7 a

7--a.7-_^^v.

_ 1
-^5v.— Prf

— a ^a + 75 7^ da +
a — p. a — 7 p — y . p — a -y — u-.-y — 1^

In verification of the last three equations, observe that they give

-di + {^ + y)dc-^yda

a— «(^ + 7) + ^7 ^ ^-^(^ + y) + 0y , 7^i7i^+7)+^a— 5 ^ Oa T o 5 Op T a Cv >

a — p.a — y p — y.p — a y — a.y — p ^

that is, —db + (^ + y)de— 0ydd = da- and similarly from the same three equations we

deduce the values of dp and dy', the three equations are thus equivalent to the

foregoing three equations for 3„, 9^, dy.

As to the first equation, to avoid confusion with a root S, I have ^vritten therein

8' (afterwards replaced by S) to denote the degree of a function homogeneous in

(a, b, c, d), upon which the symbols are supposed to operate; this is also the degree

in the roots a, /3, 7. The four equations give

-a(da— o)- bdb- cdc-ddd= ^-^

—

da + &c., = 0,

since

a.' + ba^ + ca + d = 0, /S» + 6/8= + c/S + rf = 0, r' + bY- + cy+ d = 0.

The equations thus give

ada+hdb + cde +ddd = 8',

which is right, and the first equation is thus verified.

16. From the last three equations for db, d^, da, we deduce

- 33j - 263c -cod = o 3" + ~o 9^ + — '—^ dy,
a — p.a — y p — y.p-a 7 — a.7 — yS ^

= da + d^ + dy,

a result more easily deducible from the first set of three equations for da, d^, dy-.

but I have preferred to obtain it in this manner for the sake of the remark that

it is a peculiarity of this combination of db, dc, dd that the coefficients of 9„, 9^, 9y

35—2
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become integral functions of the roots (in the actual case constants and =1): for a

somewhat similar form

— (CCb + <Wc), = 5 0, + -Q n Ofi + 5 Oy,
tt — ^.a-y p — y.p — tt y — a.y—p

the coefficients are fractional.

We at once have
ada + 0dfi + y^y =696 + ^cdc + ^ddd,

viz. these symbols operating upon a function of the roots of the degree a>, or what

is the same thing, a function of the coefficients of the weight co, are each of them

equivalent to a constant factor a>.

Again, we have

a9. + ^fi + y% = - (6- - 2c) d^ - {be - M) 3<, - bdda,

= -b (bdb + cdc + dda) + 2cdb + Sddc,

or since oS,, + 69j + c9<, + (©<; = 8' (if as before 8' is the degree of the function operated

upon) and therefore bdb + cde+ ddd = 8' — ttda or say =B' —da, this is

a=9. + /3^^^ + y% = -bB' + bda + 2cdb + '^ddc,

80 that we have here another form — bB' + bda+ 2cdb + Sddc, for which the coefficients

of 9a. dfi, dy are integral functions of the roots.

17. In the case of four roots, the corresponding equations are

-b=a +/8 +7 +B,

+ c = a/3 + a7 + aS + ^y + ^B+yB,

— d = a/37 + K/^S + "^yB + 0yB,

+ e = a^yB,

and we then have

9. = - 96 + (^ + 7 + S) 9, - (,S7 + /3S + yB) da + 0yBde,

dfi = -db-\-iy + B + a)dc-(yB + ya+ Ba) 9^ + 7809.,

9y = - 9i + (8 + a + /8) 9, - (8a + 8/3 + a/3) d,i + Sa/39e,

di=-db + (a+^+y)dc-{a8+ay+ 0y) da + a/379„

and the converse set of equations, which for shortness I write in the form

—
9ffl + 8', —96, —9c, —da, -de

^,>,»,l,0
^

^4,3,2,1,0
^ y,», 2,1,0

^ g4, », >,i,o

9.+a-^.a-y.a-B ' ^-y.^-B./S- 98 + 9y +
7 — 8.7 — 0.7 — /9 ^ 8 — a.S — /S.S —

7
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We have, in like manner as in the former case,

- 436 - 369, - 2c5rt - dde= 3„ + d^+ 9^+ 95,

696+ c9,+ rf9d+ e9e= a9a + ;89^ + 79^+ Sa^, = w,

- 68' + 69„ + 2c96 + 3(Z9, + 4e9<j = oPd^ + fi'd^ + 7=9^ + B%
;

and similarly in the case of five or more roots.

18. In the case of o-' roots, I write m = fv, and for shortness

0a' = o-'96 + (<r'-l)69,+ + ld,n,

P= bda+ 2cdb + -iddc +...+ a'mdi

,

so that, besides the equation 69}, + cdc ... + Jnd,n = Sada = to, the "foregoing investigations

show that we have
e^ = - Sda,

P-bB= Sa'd,.

The operand for these symbols is a symmetric function of the roots, which is thus

also a function of the coefficients: it is of the degree w in the roots, and consequently

of the weight q> in the coefficients, and its degree in the coefficients is taken to be

= 8. It is sometimes convenient to represent this operand, qua function of the roots,

by T and, qua function of the coefficients, by U, so that we have in general T = f/".

If T be a non-unitary function of the roots, then we may say that T, = U, is a,

non-unitariant.

19. I give some illustrations of the equation 0^= —Sda- Suppose

T=^U = Sa* = E=-ie + 4!bd + 2(f- 46-c + 6*

(Table IV (6)) ; <r' must be =4 at least and I take it to be 4 and 5 successively

;

we thus have
0, = 496 + 369, + 2c9d + dde,

05 = 596 + 469, + 3c9,j + 2d9,

,

omitting from 0, the term ed/ which is obviously inoperative. For any number whatever

of roots, we have

-iSa..-Sa< = -4Sa' = -4(-3rf+36c-6'), =12d -126c + 46=,

aud this should therefore be the value as well of (^^E as of ("i^E. The calculations

may be arranged as follows:

%,E

4 . 4d-86c + 4fr= d + 16 -4 12

36. 4c -46^ 6c -32 + 12 +8 -12

2c. 46 6^+16-12 + 4,

d. -4
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d-20 -8 12

6c- 40 + 16 + 12 -12

6» + 20-16 + 4.

5 . 4d-86c + 46'

46 . 4c - 46'

3c. 46

d.-4

giving in each case the right result.

20. In the foregoing example, 8a* was a non-unitary function of the roots, but

I take the case of a unitary function. Suppose

T= U = Sa^^ = BD = 4!e-bd-2d' + b*c.

Here — iid, . Sa'0 is ncTt independent of the number of the roots ; in the case of 4

roots, we have

-Sda.Sa^ff = -SSa-^-'iSa.\ = -3(3d-6c)-3(-3rf + 36c-6^), =Orf-66c + 36»;

and in the case of 5 roots, we have

- Sda . Sa}'0 = - 2Sa'^

-

4Sa'. = - 3 (3rf - 6c) - 4 (- 3d + 36c - 6^, =U - 96c + 46'

;

and these should therefore be the values of %iBD and Q^BD respectively. The

calculations are

®,BD

4 .- d + 26c rf-4 +4

36.-4C+ 6^ 6c + 8 -12 -2 -6

2c.- 6 6» +3
!
+3,

d. + 4

@,BD

5 .- d + 26c d-5 +8 + 3

46.-4C+ 6^ 6c + 10 -16 -3 -9

3c.- 6 6' +4 + 4.

2d.+ 6

giving in each case the correct result. We have 0, — 0j = 3(, + 69c + c3rf + d9c, and the

examples show that performing this operation on the non-unitariant Sa^, = E, we

obtain a result = ; whereas for the unitary function Sa.^0, = BD, the result is not

= 0.

21. Considering the question generally, I take the highest coefficient in U to

be q = a„ (a equal to or less than «), or what is the same thing, the extent of U
to be =<r ; this implies that a' is at least = a ; and taking it to be first = a; and

then to be any number greater than a, we have
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where the function U operated upon by @„ and ©,- respectively is in each case the
same function of the coefficients. It is easy to see that, if T is a non-unitary

function of the roots, then whatever be the number of the roots we have <S0, .T = a
determinate symmetric function of the roots, and consequently = a determinate function

of the coefficients. We thus have %^U and ®,JJ equal to each other; that is,

(6,-0,) f^=0;
we may write

®a=<Tdj, + {a -\)hdc + ...+ pd^,

Ha' = a'du + {cr'-l)bdc+...+i<T'-a + 1)^5,,

for the subsequent terms of (i)^, as involving 9,., 9,, &c., are inoperative; hence

writing

^=di + bdc + cdb + +pdg,

or as we may more simply express it

A = db + bd, + cdi,+ ...,

we have ©» — ©» = (ct' — a) A, and consequently A [/"= ; A is thus an annihilator of

any function U of the coefficients which is equal to a non-unitary function of the

roots ; or more shortly A is an annihilator of any non-unitariant.

22. Similarly, from the two equations @„ = — Sda > and 0<^ = Sda regarded as

operating upon a non-unitary function, we deduce o-'©, — a€)a' = {<t — a) Sda • the left-

hand side is here ={<r — o-') A, , if

A, = W, + 2ca6 + ScSd+... + {a-l)pdq,
or say

A, = 69c-f-2ca6-i-3cad + ...,

viz. we have Aj = Sd^ ; for instance, if as before

T = [/= /Sa^ = - 4e + 46d -1- 2c^ - 46^0 -I- h\

then

(6Sc+ 2cad -«- 3d9e) (- -te 4- ^bd + 2c' - 46^c + ¥) = Sda . So*, = iSa', = 4 (- 3d + 36c - b'),

as can be at once verified. It is to be noticed, however, that Sda operating upon a

non-unitarj' function of the roots does not in every case give a non-unitary function

;

and thus successive operations with A, will not give a succession of non-unitariants.

23. I investigate the foregoing result in regard to A in a different manner;

suppose, for instance, that T = U is the non-unitary function Sa* of the roots,

(=-4.e + 4:bd + 2& - 46^c -I- b*).

The number of roots is at least = 4, and I take it to be = 4, say the roots are

o, /3, 7, S. Consider a fifth root 0, and let T, = t/j = Sa* be the like function for

the five roots, we have T, = T-t-^, or say Ui=U+ff*. Write -6,, Cj, -d^, e^, -j\
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for the sjminetric functions of the five roots; Uj will not involve /, and it will be

the same function of bi, c,, d,, e, that U is of b, c, d, e, say we have

Ui= Uik, c, rfj, e,).

But we have
b, = b- 6, Ci = c—bd, di = d — c6, e, = e — d0;

and thus the foregoing equation L'i= U+6* becomes

U{b-e, c-bd, d-cO, e-de)= 11+6*;

it is in fact easy to verify that, for the foregoing value of U, the terms in 6, &, 0^

all vanish, and that the expression on the left-hand becomes = U+ 6*. But attending

only to the term in 6, this is = — 0{db + hdc + cdd + ddf)U, = — 6^U; viz. this terai

vanishing we have AU=0, the result which was to be proved.

In the case of a unitary function, for instance T=U=8c^^, here introducing

the new root we have L\= U + 0Sa? + 6'Sa ; or there is here a term in 6, and

instead of ^^7=0, we have AU = So?, or the unitary function is not annihilated by A.

The foregoing investigation is really quite general, and establishes the conclusion

that A is an annihilator of every non-unitariant.

It is to be noticed that 0, and A are operators, which leave each of them the

degree unaltered but diminish the weight by unity : the operator P — bB, and another

operator ^Q — bto which will be considered, increase each of them the degree by unity

and also the weight by unity.

24. Coming now to the equation

P-bB = S<iC'd,,

it is to be remarked that, if a' = a; the expression for P ends in qdp where, as

before, q = o, is the highest coefficient in the operand ; since the operand thus contains

q, the next succeeding term in rd,j would be not inoperative, and in order to include

it in the expression of P we may take a' = a + 1; we thus have

P = bda + 2cdb + Sddc + ... + (<7+ 1) ?-5„

or as we may more simply write it

P = bda + 2cdt + 3ddc+...;

the operation thus increases the extent by unity. The symbol ;S^a'3a operating upon

a symmetric function of the roots, gives, whatever may be the number of roots, the

same symmetric function of the roots : and we see further that, operating upon a

non-unitary function, it gives a non-unitary function of the roots. Hence P — b8

operating upon a non-unitariant gives a non-unitariant. I give an example.

25. Suppose, as before,

T= U=Sa* =E= -'ie + 'ibd + 2c''-Wc + b*;
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here S = 4, and therefore

P-bB = hda + 2cdb + 3c©,. + 4eSrf + 5/8, - 46.
We have

6Vaa . Sa* = 4fi'a^ = 4 (- .5/+ 56e + 5cc^ - Wd - 56c= + .56'c - ¥),

and this should therefore be the result of the operation P-bB: the calculation is

281

6. -12c + 86d + 4c= - 46=c / -20 -20

2c. 4d - 86c + 46= be -12 + 16 + 16 + 20

Sd. 4c - 46^ cd + 8 + 12 + 20

4e. 46 b'd + 8 -12 -16 -20

5/- - 4 b<? + 4-16 - 8 -20

-46. - 4e + 46rf + 2c-" - 46=c + 6* b'c

6»

-4+8 + 16

- 4

+ 20

- 4,

ich is the right result.

•

We have seen that everj- non-unitariant is annihilated by A ; it at once appears

that conversely every function of the coefficients which is annihilated by A is a

non-unitariant: it is, in fact, a symmetric function of the roots, and unless it were

a non-unitary function of the roots it would not be annihilated by A. Non-unitariants

are analogous to seminvariants ; the precise relation between them will be shown

further on.

26. We can, by an investigation similar to that for seminvariants, show that

P — bS operating upon a non-unitariant gives a non-unitariant. In fact, considering

the two operations A and P — 68, we have

A(P-68)t = A(P-68) + A.(P-6S),

the meaning being that, if upon any operand U we perform first the operation P — 6S

and then the operation A, this is equivalent to operating on U with the sum of

the two operations A (P — 6S), and A . P — 68, the first of these symbols denoting the

mere algebraical product of A and P — 68, the second of them the result of the

operation A performed upon P — 68. We have similarly

(P-6S)At = (P-6S)A + (P-68).A.

Hence observing that A (P - 68) and (P - 68) A are equal to each other, and

subtracting, we have

A(P - 68)t - (P - 68) At = A . (P -68)-(P- 68). A.

But from the values

A = adi, + bdc+ c9d+ ... ,

and

P - 68 = 6Sa + cBf, + da. + ... - 68,

C. XIII. 36
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and thence

A . (P - 68) = ada + 2^6 + 3cac + . . .
- 8,

(P-68).A= We, + 2cac+...,

A.(P-bB)-(P-bB).^ = ada + bdb+cdc...-B, =0,

since B is the degree in the coefficients. Hence writing down the operand U,

A.(P-bB)U-{P-bB).AU=0,

where for greater clearness I have inserted the dots, to show that A operates on

{P-bB)U, and (P — bB) on AU. Taking [7 to he a non-unitariant, we have AU=0;
and this being so, the equation gives A.{P-bB)U=0, viz. this shows that {P-bB)U
is a non-unitariant.

27. There is another symbol ^Q — ba>, which is precisely analogous to P-bB, viz.

operating upon a non-unitariant, it gives a non-unitariant : to is, as before, the weight

of the function operated upon, and the expression of Q is

iQ = cdb + Scldc + 6edd + --- + h'^io- + 1) ra,,

or say

^Q = cdb + Mdc + 6edd + ....

The proof is exactly similar, viz. we have to show that

A . (iQ - b<o) - (iQ -bm).A = 0.

We have
A.{^Q-ba>) = bdb + Scdc + 6dda+...-(o,

(iQ-M.A= cd, + Sdda+...,

and the difference of the two expressions is

bdb + 2cdc + Mda + ...-co, =0,

since w is the weight of the function operated upon. Hence, as before, if tT be a

non-unitariant and therefore AU=0, we have A.{i^Q—b<o)U=0, that is, {^Q — bm)U
is also a non-unitariant.

28. The symbol ^Q — ba has no simple expression in terms of 3,) 9^. 9y. •••,

and the form varies with the number of the roots: thus for 3 roots, it is

for 4 roots it is

for 5 roots it is

ca» + Ma'^~ +ba)d.-7 ;
-f-&c.

\.o-/3.a

CO* -I- Sda' + Geo" + 10/a
=-{( + ba]da + &c.a— /3 .a—y. a— B . a-

and so on. It is not easy to find the effect of such a symbol upon a given

symmetric function of the roots, nor in particular when the function is non-unitary

is it easy to show genei-ally that the result is non-unitary.
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It is to be remarked that, if the function operated upon is of the degree 8 in

the roots, then we must for ^Q — bio take the expression with 8+1 roots; for

instance, if the function be of the degree 5 in the roots, then, qua function of the

coefficients, this contains /, and it must be operated' on with

^Q-bo), = cdb + Sdd, + 6edd + 10/5, + 15^9/ - tob,

viz. this expression, as containing g, gives the 6-root expression for ^Q—beo.

29. Suppose for instance the function operated upon is F= <Sa° ; here taking

the 6-root expression, this gives

ca° + Sda* + 6eo? + 10/a' + 1 5ga

a — ;8.a — 7.a — 8.a — e.a—
$+ 6a 1 a* + &e

!•

or omitting for the moment the outside factor — 5, the expression in
[ } is easily

seen to be

= cH, + MH, + 6eH, + lO/H, + log + bSa',

where Ht, H,, H., Hj denote the homogeneous functions of the degrees 4, 3, 2, 1

respectively: the values of these are obtained by adding together all the lines of

the Table IV (6), all the lines of the Table III (6), &c. : the terms exclusive of

6/Sa' thus are

c{-e + 2bd + c-- 3b°-c + b*)

+ 3d{-d+2bc -b')

+ 6e (- c + b')

+ 10/ (-6)

+ I5g . 1,

and these are = Sa^fi + Sa*^ + Sa?^, as appeai-s by the following calculation:

5a»/3 Sa*^ SaPfi^

9

¥
ce

6»e

iP

bed

b'd

r*

bV

b*c

b'

+ 15 + 15 + 6 + 6 + 3

-10 - 10 - 1 - 6 - 3

- 1 - 6 - 7 - 6 + 2 -3

+ 6 + 6 + 1 + 2 + 3

- 3 - 3 - 3 -3 + 3

+ 2 + 6 + 8 + 7 + 4 - 3

- 3 - 3 - 1 - 2

+ 1 + 1 + 2 — 2 + 1

-3 - 3 - 4 + 1

+ 1 + 1 + 1

+ 15

- 10

- 7

+ 6

- 3

+ 8

- 3

+ 1

- 3

•+ 1

36—2
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The omitted term bSa', that is, —S2. Sc^, is — Scf — Sc^0 ; the addition hereof

destroys therefore the non-unitary term <Sa'y3, and thus the required expression,

restoring the omitted factor -5, is - 5 (- Saf + Sa*^ + Sa?^), or say =oQ-5CE-oD',
a non-unitary form: this then should be the result of the operation

iQ - 6ft), =cdb + 3ddc + 6eSd + 10/9, -|- 15gdf - ob,

performed upon
^V = J^= - 5/-I- 5be + ocd - ob'd - 56c« + 5b'c = b'.

Performing the calculation so as to omit on each side a factor 5, it is to be shown

that O-CE-Lf is

c{e-2bd-c' + 36'c - b*)

-t- 3d (d- 26c + 60

H- 6e (c - 60

+ 10/(6)

+ Vog{-\)

- obi-f+be + cd-b^d-bc' + b'c-i^).

Collecting the terms, and comparing the result with the expression for G — CE — D-,

we have

9
— 15 -15 — 6 -6 - 3

¥ + 10 + 5 + 15 + 6 + 6 + 3

ce + 1 + 6 + 7 + 6 _ 2 + 3

b'e -6 -5 -11 - 6 — 2 -3

(P + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 - 3

bed -2 -6 - 5 -13 - 12 - 4 + 3

V>d + 3 + 5 + 8 + 6 + 2

c= -1 - 1 - 2 + 2 - 1

6V + 3 + 5 + 8 + 9 - 1

h*c -1 - 5 - 6 - 6

¥ + 1 + 1 + 1

and the two expressions are thus identical.

30. Suppose again, 6 roots as before, and that the function operated upon is

Sa?^ ; we find a./So'^ = Sa^/Sa" + 2a/Sa» - 5a*, and the general term is

_ 3
(C^3da^+j6ea3 + 10/a^-^15ga ^^ ^, ^^,

_^/ca-H-3d«* + 6.a3+10/-a'-fl5,« N^_^^3
va — p.a — 7.8 — o.a — e.a — ^ /

+ 5
, (CO? + 2,do^ -I- 6ea» -|- 10/a' + 15ffa

jS.a — 7.a— S.a — e.o —

f

/ca'
-I- 6a) 0*.
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This gives

- 3 (C/r, + -MH, + 6e + hSa^) So?

- 2 (CH, +U + hSte) So?

+ 5 {CH, + UH, + 6eH, + lO/H, + log + bSif),

which is found to be

= -3{BD+C' +bSa')Sa?

-2{BC + bSa.^) Sa'

+ o{BF+CE + B' + bSa').

bSa'> = -SaSa? = -Sa'-Sa?^, =-E-BD,

bSa? = - SaSd? = -Sx^- Sa% =-D- BC,

bSa? = - SaSa' = - Sa« - Sa'0, =-G- BF;

the expression thus is

=:-3{-E+C').C

-2{-D ).D

+ 5{-G + CE + D"-),

Here

285

Here

and

that is, - 3 (- So.* + Sa'^'-) Sci'

- 2 (- Sa' ) So?

and the whole is

Sa'Sa* =Sa' + Sa*^, =G+GE,
Sa'Sa' =Sa' +2Sa'^, =G + W\
Sa'Sa.'^ = Si'^ + SSa'^^-'f, = CE + 30»

;

-S{-Q-CE+(GE + 3(70}

- 2 (- G - 2i>')

+ 5i-G + CE+D^),

which is = oCE + 9D^ — 90' (a non-unitary form). This then should be the value of

^Q-b(o, =c8b + Sdde + 6edd + 10/9, + 15gd/ - 5b,

Sa'^', =GD = 5/- 5be + cd + 2¥d - be'.

operating upon

31. There is for non-unitariants a theorem which is a much more simple form

than the transformation of it afterwards obtained for seminvariants : viz. for any

non-unitariant we have ^U =0 = {db+bdc + cda+) U; attending only to the portion

U' of U which is of the highest degi-ee, it is clear that we have (69c+c3d+ ...) U' = 0,

and if we herein diminish the letters, then (dij + bdc + ...) U" = 0, where U" is what

U' becomes by a diminution of, the letters ; that is, U" is a non-unitariant, viz. in

any seminvariant, the terms of highest degree U' are obtained from a non-unitariant

U" by a mere augmentation of the letters: e.g. 2e—2bd + c^ is a non-unitariant

weight 4; augmenting the letters, we have 2bf—2ce + d'' which with a change of

sign is the portion of highest degree of the non-unitariant 2g — 26/+ 2ce — dK
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27ie MacMahon Form of Equation. Art. Nos. 32 to 34.

32. The equation connecting the coeflBcients and the roots is here taken to be

x' + ... = l — ouc.l - 0a- .1 —yx ...

.

d
l+I^ + r2'^+1.2.3'

As to this it may be remarked that, if we had started with a form of the nth

order with binomial coefficients,

l+^bx + '^^^^^ca^ + ''-''~\-l~^ da^+... = l-7x.l-0w.l-ya-...(n factors),

then writing herein - for x, and also na, n0, ny, ..., for a, 0, y, ... and putting

ultimately n = x , we have the form in question.

We pass from the ordinary form to the MacMahon form, by writing for

d e J c d e f p7/7 ^ c
t>, C, «, 6, . . . , , , - A ,

, c d e

T' 172' 17273' 1.2.3.4' °^ **^'
' 2' 6' 24' 120' 720'

All the results obtained for the ordinary form will, after making therein this change,

apply to the new form. We thus find

0, = <ydb + (o- - 1) 26a, + (o- - 2) Zcda + ... + 1 apo,,

0,. = ff'db + (o-' - 1) 2W„ + (<7' - 2) 3c?., + ... + (<r' - 0- + \)<rpdq,

0,-0.,. = (a' -a) A,

A = Sfc + 26Sc + 3c9d + ... + (7p3„

= S6 + 2W, + 3cad + ....

P=69«+ cdb+ rf3e + ...+ rdq,

= 68„+ cdi+ ddc + ...,

Q= cdt, + 2ddc + ...-¥<rrdg,

= cdb + 2dde + ....

where

or say

Also

or say

or say

The change a, /8, % ... into na, n/3, ny, ... would change ;S0., Sada, St.^^ into

n~'Sda, Sada, nSa^, respectively (n = oo): but this change is, in fact, compensated for

by the introduction into the formulae of the binomial coefficients as above ; it is

— ;Sio, /Si«/3, ... not —nSa, n^Sa^, ... which are equal to b, ^c, ...; and the conclusion

is that we have to retain without alteration the symbols tS9„, Sada, Sa^a' thus in

the new form as in the old one, we have @iSa* = -8da.Sa* = -4:Sa\ see the example

avte No. 23.

33. In the new form, a non-unitariant is annihilated by the operator

A, =di, + 2bdc+Scda+...,
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and conversely any function annihilated by A is a non-unitariant ; comparing here-

with the subsequent theory of seminvariants, this is in fact the theorem that a

non-unitariant is the same thing as a seminvariant ; or to state this more explicitly

:

for the MacMahon form of equation, a function of the coefficients which is a

non-unitary symmetric function of the roots is a seminvariant.

I consider for instance the Table VI (b), but attend only to the non-unitary

portions thereof, viz. the lines G, CE, D', C^: I convert these into columns, at

the same time changing the arrangement of the headings (j, hf, ce, &c., from CO

to AO: and then making the foregoing change b, c, d, e, f, g into b, ^, ^, ^7,

T9n' 79?S'
^^^ *^ avoid fractions multiplying the whole by 720, I form the table

- 720

11 C Z>= CE G

1 — 2 + 3 + 6 - 6

6 ¥ + 2 -3 - 6 + 6

15 ce — 2 -3 + 2 + 6

20 (P + 1 + 3 -3 + 3

30 hH + 3 + 2 - 6

60 heel -3 + 4 - 12

90 c' + 1 — 2 - 2

120 Wd — 2 + .6

180 bV + 1 + 9

360 ¥c - 6

720 h' + 1

[cP] [c«] [6V] [b']

which is to be read according to the columns : and observe that the outside left-

hand numbers are to be multiplied into the numbers of each column: thus the first

column is to be read

C' = Sa^/8^^ =^^Q(-2g + nhf- SOce + 20d%

the second column is to be read

I> = <SV/8' =
^Iq

{Sg - 1 86/ ... + 90c'),

and so on.

By what precedes, the columns are seminvariants,—as afterwards explained, "blunt"

seminvariants; and they are named as such by the outside bottom line of symbols

with a [ ] ; viz.

[d^] = (-2g+ 126/- Wee + 20cZ-). [c'] = C^ff - ^W-- + 90c'), &c.,
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where it will be observed that the symbol within the
[ ] is, in fact, the power-

ender which is in AO the lowest term of the column; and further that this is also

the conjugate of the capital letter symbol at the head of the column.

c d €
The (6) Tables I to X, with only the change h, c, d, e, ... into b, h, g, 2i'

"

are given in my paper, " Tables of the Symmetric Functions of the Roots to the

degree 10, for the form

1 +bx + -^'^+ ...=il-ctx){l - ^x)(l-yx) ...,"

American Mathematical Journal, t. vir. (188.5), pp. 47—56, [829].

34. By what precedes, it appears that P — bB operating on a seminvariant gives

a seminvariant, and that Q — 26<o operating on a seminvariant gives a seminvariant

:

these operators will be further considered in the development of the theory of semin-

variants. We see further that ^A, =bdc + Scdd + (>dde+, operating on a seminvariant

gives sometimes but not always a seminvariant, e.g.

(bdc + Scda + 6dde) (e - 'ibd - Sc" + 126='c - Q¥) = 6 (d - 36c + 2b').

Seminvariants—the I-and-F Problem, and Solution by Square Diagrams.

Art. Nos. 35 to 47.

35. Writing

1=1,

b, = b+ e,

c, = c + 26^ + e-,

rf, = d + 3c^ + 36^- + e^,

e, = e + 4d0 + 6c^ + 46^ + 6*,

Sui.,

then there are functions of the unsuffixed letters which remain unaltered if for these

we substitute the suffixed letters: any such function is termed a seminvariant. We
have for instance

Ci = c+lbe + e°-,

_6,» = - b^-2be - ff',

d,= d + 3cd +Sbe°;

- 36,c, = - 36c - 66=^ - 36(9=,

-See -66^-3^,

+ 26,' = 26^ + 66^^ + 66^ + 2^,

i.e., Ci - 61" = c - b\

di - 36, c, + 26i» = d - 36c + 26',
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and thus c-6^ d- 86c + 26' are seminvariants ; they are, in fact, the first and second

terms of the series

c-h\

d - 36c + 26^

e - 46d + 66^c - 36*,

/ - 56c + \0¥d - lOb'c + 46»,

g-6bf+ lob'e - 20b'd + lob*c - 5b\

where the law is obvious ; the numbers in each line are binomial coefficients except

the last number, which is the next binomial coefficient diminished by unity. The
successive terms are, in fact, what Ci, di, e^, fi, gi, ... become upon writing therein

e=-b.

36. Any rational and integral function of these forms is a seminvariant, and it

is to be observed that we can form functions for which (by the destruction of terms

of a higher degree) there is a diminution of degree ; for instance,

(e - 46d + 66=c - 36^) + 3 (c - 6^)^

gives a seminvariant e — 46d + 3c-.

It is important to remark that a seminvariant is completely determined by its

non-unitary terms ; thus for e — ^bd + 3c^ the non-unitary terms are e + 3c^ and for

this writing gj -I- 3c,^ and for e^ , c, substituting their above values for 6= — b, we
reproduce the original value e — 4bd + 3c-.

37. It is at once seen that a seminvariant is reduced to zero by the operation

A, =db + 268c -1- 3c9d + ..., or say that A is an annihilator of a seminvariant ; in fact,

if in any function of 6, c, d, ... we write for these the suffixed letters 6i, c,, d^, ...

then the coefficient of herein is at once found by operating on the function of

(6, c, d, ...) with A, and therefore in the case of a seminvariant the result of this

operation must be =0. And conversely, every function of (6, c, d, ...) which is

reduced to zero by the operation A is a seminvariant.

38. For a given weight, the number of seminvariants is equal to the excess of

the number of terms of that weight above the number of terms of the next

preceding weight, or what is the same thing, it is equal to the number of power-

enders of the given weight. More definitely, considering the terms of a semin-

variant as arranged in AG, we have seminvariants the finals whereof are the several

power-enders of the given weight : and we arrange the seminvariants inter se by

taking these power-enders in AG: thus for the weight 6, we have seminvariants

[rf-*], [c*], [6'c''], [6"] ending in these terms respectively. We may, if we please, consider

all these seminvariants as beginning with g, or say the forms may be taken to be

c. XIII. 37

k
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g{ao)d^, g{&o)<f, g{ao)b'd', g(&o)b'. Such forms are, in fact, furnished by the Mac-

Mahon equation: viz. up to the weight 6, we thus have for the present purpose

-s-2

I

1 e

2 V

C

-6

II D
-24

II C E

-r 720

II

9

(? D^ CE G

1 - 2 + 3 + 6 - 6

6 ¥ + 2 - 3 -6 + 6

15 ce -2 - 3 + 2 + 6

20 d' + 1 + 3

+ 3

-3

+ 2

+ 3

- 630

60 bed - 3 + 4 - 12

90

bM

+ 1 -2

- 2

- 2

+ 6120

180 6V

b*c

+ 1 + 9

- 6360

720 6« + 1

read for instance

[c»] =

&c.

H-120

II CD

-2 1 d -3 1 « + 2 -4 1 / + 5 -5

+ 1 3 be + 3 4 bd - 2 + 4 5 be -6 + 5

6 6» - 1 6 c'

12 6'c

+ 1 + 2

4

10 cti

20 6'rf

+ 1

+ 2

+ 5

- 5m
[6-]

24 6* + 1 30 be'

60 6»c

120 b>

- 1 -5

+ 5

- 1
[<^] [b*]

[rf»] [C] [6V] [6«]

25f + 126/- SOce + 20d>,

S^r - 186/- 45ce + 60^^ + 906=6 - 1806cd + 900*,

[be'] [6»]

I say that [d'], [(f], [b'c% [b'] are "specific" when they are regarded as standing

for these tabulated functions; but in general I take them to be "indefinite," that is,

I regard them as denoting (as above) any seminvariants ending in d', c", 6^, 6'

respectively.
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39. The seminvariant [d"] is of the fonu (g oo d% including those terms which
are in CO not superior to g and in 40 not inferior to d»: by a combination of

[d'] and [c^], we obtain a seminvariant (cexc^) containing terms which are in CO
not superior to ce and in 40 not inferior to (f: similarly, from [d% [c»], [6V] we
obtain a seminvariant (d^ccbV); and from the four forms a seminvariant (c'oot'):

these four seminvariants

9 + 1

¥ - 6

+ 15

- 10

ce + 1

- 1

-1
(P + 1

6»e

bed + 2

- 1

-6

+ 4

+ 4

& + 1

m
6«c» -3 -3

+ 3¥c

b> - 1

(ffoscp) (ce 00 c") (rf^ 00 iV) ((T* 00 6«)

are said to be "sharp" seminvariants: viz. considering the final as given, a shai-p

seminvariant is one having an initial which is in CO as low as possible; or

considering the initial as given, it is one having a final which is in AO as high as

possible. A seminvariant which is not sharp is said to be "blunt."

40. The sharp seminvariants are in general designated as above, (g oo d^), &c.

:

but it is sometimes convenient to give the numerical coefficients of the initial and

final terms respectively : as to this, it is to be noticed that the coefficient of the

initial term is in most cases, but not always, =1,—we might of course take it to

be always = 1, but we should then in the excepted cases have fractional coefficients,

and it is better to avoid this by giving a proper value to the numerical coefficient

of the initial term ; the numerical coefficient of the final term is in general different

from + 1, and it is not in general a multiple of the numerical coefficient of the

initial tenn. As an instance take dh oo 6V, the more complete expression of which

is 4d/t 00 — 3.56=e^ The sharp seminvariants up to the weight 12 are designated in

this more complete form in the table post No. 62.

41. In the calculation of the sharp seminvariants by elimination as above, it

will be noticed how unitary terms disappear: thus in combining [d''] and [c'] so as

to get rid of g, the term bf disappears of itself, and we have as above the form

37—2
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(ce 00 c') beginning with the non-unitary term ce. We may, in fact, write b = 0; we

thus have

[d'] = -2g-'60ce + 20d*,

[c»] = 2g- 45ce + 60d» + 90c',

giving S [cf] + 2 [c?] = — IHO {ce - cf — c'), and then ce — d? — (?, putting therein for c, d, e

the values c - 6*, d — 36c + 21?, e — i-bd + 6¥c — 36*, gives the complete value ut supra,

ce — d* — b''e + 2bcd — c*, and we thus see d priori that this contains no term hf, but

in fact begins with ce. And in carrying out this process for any higher given

weight, it is proper also to arrange the non-unitary terms not in AO but in CO,

and then in each case beginning with the terms highest in CO and eliminating as

many as possible of these terms we obtain the sharp semin variant. Consider for

instance the weight 12: taking the finals in AO, we have here

(in 00 g% (m oo cf% (m x e"), (m « 6»/^), . .

.

the initials in CO are m, ck, dj, ei, ... and it might at first sight appear that the

foregoing process of elimination would lead to the forms (m oo g^), (ck oo cf), (dj oo e"),

(eicobY"), •••', we in fact have the form (moo*;'); and if from (mccg^) and (mooc/"')

we eliminate m, we obtain the form (ck oo cf) ; but we cannot have a form (dj oo e')

(for a form beginning with dj is of necessity of the degree 4 at least); what

happens is that when from (m x g-), (m co cf^) and (m x e') we eliminate m and ck,

the next term dj disappears of itself, and (the following term ei not disappearing)

the resulting form is (ei x e^) : to obtain a form beginning with dj we must use

the fourth form (m x by), and we thence obtain (dj x 6^""). Arranging the initials

in CO and the finals in AO, we thus have

m-

ck-

dj

ei

-of

that is, we have the sharp seminvariants m x ^r'', ck x c/', ei x e", d; x 6y, . .
.

; these

are the results given by the MacMahon linkage as will be explained further on, but

I will first approach the question from a different side.

42. It has been seen that we have A, = 86 + 269^ + '^c^d + . .
. , as the annihilator

of a seminvariant. Considering in the first place the entire set of terms, say for

the weight 6, 5r(ao)6', we assume for a seminvariant the sum of these each

multiplied by an arbitrary coefficient ; the number of coeflScients is equal to the

number of terms of ^(ao)6*. Operating with A, we obtain a function of the next

inferior weight 5, containing all the terms of Dg(ax))b'^, that is, of /(ao)6^ each
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term multiplied by a linear function (with mere numerical factors) of the arbitrary

coeflBcients : the expression thus obtained must be identically = ; and we thus find

between the arbitrary coefficients a number of linear relations equal to the number

of terms /(ao) b^ : these relations are independent ; for it is only on the supposition

that they are so, that the number of coefficients which remain arbitrary will be

11 — 7, =4, agreeing with the number of the seminvariants [dP], [c'], [bV], [6*];

whereas if the relations were not independent, there would be a larger number of

seminvariants.

But if, instead of the whole set g (ao) 6", we consider a set (g x <P) or say

(ce X d') and assume for a seminvariant the sum of these terms each multiplied by

an arbitrary coefficient, then operating as before with A . we obtain between the

arbitrary coefficients a number of relations equal to that of the terms D (ce <x> c'),

and if this be less by unity than the number of the terms of ce oo c^ say if we

have (1 —Z))(ce 00 c^) = l, then there will be a single seminvariant ceooc*. We, in fact,

find (1--D): (g 'XxP), (ce oo cr'), (c^- oo 6V), (c^oob% each =1, and thus establish the

existence of the foregoing seminvariants g oo <P, ce <x> c^ d^ <x> b^c^, c' x ¥. And similarly

if in any case we have (1 — D) (/ x ^) = 2 or any larger number, then we have 2

or more seminvariants IxF.

43. It will be convenient to write down at once the system of square diagrams

for the several weights 2 to 16 ; each of these may theoretically be obtained by a

direct process of calculation such as I exhibit for the weight 10, but the labour

would be very great indeed, and I have in fact formed the squares for the weights

11 to 16, not in this manner but by the MacMahon linkage.

w = 2 w = 3 W = i M) = 5

C'

1

1

/

cd

1

1

be'

I
= 6

1

1

1

1

h

of

de

<?d

1

1

1

1

c» l^<? b' bd^ b<? bV ¥
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10 = 8

eg

'if

c'e

ccP

[932

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

ceP Vd^ c* 6V 6V 6»

M)=9

J

ch

dg

«/

cde

cP

c'd

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

b^ (P bed' bW be* 6V 6V

10= 10

ib '\.

ci ~'i
/'

dh "J.,
,,''

eg '~'\ ^,''

c'g \ 2 ,-'

P 1 /

cdf 2

ee"
,.-'

1 '\^

dU '^1^

c»« /
'^1

c»<P ,X ^^i.

c» ,•'
\

% % % *« % S' 5* :«
•* 1 »" s, a 3. &
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The subsequent squares w = 11 to 16 are, for convenience, given at the end of

the present memoir (pp. 331 et seq.).

44. It is to be observed that in each square the outside left-hand terms are

the non-unitaries in CO and the outside bottom terms are the power-enders in AO.
I have inside each square written down only the significant numbers, but we might

fill up the whole square. For instance, when w = 7, the filled-up square would be

de

<?d

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

-1 1 2

1

bd" b(? bV

where in the first column the numbers relate to the sets h oo bd', cfoo hd?, de oc hd^

and (fdoobd^ (this last set d'doobd' is non-existent since c'd is in AO inferior to

6cf, i.e. as well for the set as for the diminished set, number of terms is = 0, and

we have for the compartment — 0, =0). And similarly for the remaining three

columns. The process of thus filling up the whole square is a direct and non-

tentative one, and the conclusions to which the numbers lead are as follows: col. 1,

the final being bd", the initial cannot be c'd, de or cf, but taking it to be h, we

have the seminvariant h oo bd\ Col. 2, the final being bc^ the initial cannot be c'd

or de, but taking it to be cf we have the seminvariant cf<xib&: it may be added

that the top number 2 shows that there are two seminvariants h oo 6c', these are of

course the foregoing ones hoobd' and cfoobc^. Similarly, col. 3, the final being ft'c",

the initial cannot be d'd, but taking it to be de, we have the seminvariant de <x> 6'c^

and col. 4, we have the seminvariant c'd oo 6'.

For the several weights up to 9, we have simply units in the dexter diagonal

of each square, viz. the non-unitaries in CO correspond to the power-enders in AO,

or the sharp seminvariants are c oo 6^ dec b^, &c. See post, Table of Reductions,

No. 62, which exhibits these correspondences.

45. For the weight 10, we have deviations: the figures 1 and 2 denote as follows:

1 - D k x/2 = 1

ci „ ce^ „ 1

dh „ b^e- „ 1

eg „ bd^ „ 1

P „ c'd' ., 1

cV „ b'cd' „ 2

ce' „ c» „ 1

cdf „ b'd' „ 2

d^e „ 6V „ 1

&>e ,. 6V „ 1

(fd^ „ b'c' „ 1

C „ 6" „ 1,
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and they indicate the shaip seminvariants k xf^, ci oo ce', &c. : where observe that

the power-enders being in ^0 as before, the non-unitaries are not in CO, but we

have inversions (c^g, /') and (cdf, cc").

In particular, (1 — D) (/° 00 c^d") = 1 indicates the seminvariant y"" oo c'd"

;

means in the first instance that there are 2 seminvariants c'g oo b'c(P, but here the

set (^g 00 It'ccP includes as part of itself the set f^ oo c'd^ ; so that, if (^g oo b'ciP is

used to denote any particular form, then the general form is d'g oo b^c(P plus an arbitrary

multiple of /^ oo c^d', and we have thus virtually a single form c'g oo b"cd^. And
similarly, the set cdf oc b^d' includes as part of itself the set c^<x>c?\ and thus the

general form cdfccb*d^ is = particular form plus an arbitrary multiple of ce^ooc', or

we have virtually a single form cd/"oo b*d:'.

I remark that it would be allowable to take as a standard form of c^g oc h^cd^,

a form not containing any term in f^, and similarly for the standard form of

erf/" 00 b*d^ a form not containing any term in ce'' ; but this is not done in the tables.

46. The diagram for weight 10 is constructed by the following calculation

;

viz. in col. 1 we calculate {\—D){k oof) and for this purpose write down the

terms of kaof^, and D{k oof) in CO: in col. 2 we calculate (1 — £)) {ci <x> ce^), and

for this purpose write down the terms of Z; oo ce" and D{k oo c^) in CO, the terms

of ci 00 ce^ and D {ci oo ce') being thence found by rejecting the terms k, bj and the

term j at the head of the two halves of the column. So in col. 3 we calculate

{I —D) {dh 00 6V), and for this purpose write down the terms of {k oo 6V) and

D{koob'e?) in CO, and for dhaob^e- and D{dh-¥(?) reject the terms k, bj, ci, bH

and j, bi at the head of the two halves of the column. And so for the remaining

columns. It is to be remarked that there is in each successive column a continually

increasing number of terms to be rejected ; by a properly devised variation of the

algorithm it would have been possible to avoid writing down these terms at all, but

for greater clearness I have inserted them.
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11 12

20

30

40

42

ft J k j ft J ft J ft j k J k j k i k J k j k j ft j

l>j bi bj
1

bi bj bi bj bi bj bi bj bi b) bi bi bi bj bi bj bi bj bi bj bi

ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch ci ch

dh dg bH b^h bH b'h m b'h bH b'h b'i b'h bH b'h bH b'h bH b'h bH b'h bH b'h bH b'h

eg ef dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg dh dg

P bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg bch beg

eg ef b'h V>gm b^g ¥h yg b% b'g Vh Ifig bVi Vg b'h b'g b'h b'g b'h b'g b'h b'g

bdg bdf '9 «/ '9 «/ eg ef eg ej eg ef eg ef eg ef eg ef eg ej eg ef

c'g Cf bdg bdf bdg bdf bdg bdf bdg bdf bdg bdj bdg ~bdf bdg bdf bdg bdf bdg bdf bdg bdf

r- be' c'-g cj e'g e'J e'g c'f c'g c'f e'g c'f e'g c'f c'g c'f e'g c'f c'g c'f e'g c'f

bef cde b'cg V^cj b'cg b'cf b'cg b'cf Wcg b'cf b'cg b'cf b'cg b'cf b'cg b'cf b'cg b'cf b'cg b'cf b'cg b'cf

cdf P be' r- be'f be' b*g b*f b*g b*f b*g b*f b*g b'f b*g b*f b'g by b*g b*f

«e* bef cde bef cde bef cdeP be' f be' P be' P be'P be'P be' P be'

cdf Vde cdf b'de cdf b'de bef cde bef cde bef cde bef cde bef cde bef cde bef cde

b'df d» b'df bc'e U'df bc'e cdf b'de cdf b'de edf b'de cdf b'de edf b'de cdf b'de cdf b'de

«» he's eP bc'f d' b'df bc'e b'df bc'e b'df bc'e b'df bc'e b'df bc'e b'df bc'e b'df bc'e

d»e ce» bed' ce- bed' bc'f ti^ce bc'f bhe bc'f b'ce bc'f b'ce bc'f b'ce bc'f b'ce bc'f b'ce

Ve* b'e' b'e' c»d Wcf

ce'

d'

bed'

b^cf d^

bcd^

b'cf

by

6»e

d'

b'cf

cP

b'cf

b^f

b'e

d'

b'cf

b'f

¥e

d'

b'cf b^e

/// d'ce'

bcde bcde b'e' WcP b'e' b^d' ce' bed? ce' bed' ce' bed' ce' bed? ce' bed?

hd> e^e

bcP

d'e

bcde

c^d

b'c'd

d'e

bcde

cH

b'c'd

b'e'

iPe

¥d'

cH

b'e' b'd'

c'd

b-'e'

d'e

¥d'

c'd

b'e'

d'e

b'd?

c'd

b'e' b'd'

d'e c'd(Pe

(,»(f b'de lr>de be* bcde b'c'd bcde b'c'd bcde b'c'd bcde b'c'd bcde b'c'd

c»e A bHe b^cd b'de Ved b'de b*ed b'de b*cd b'de b*cd

b'c'e b'c'e A be* c'e be* e'e ¥d c'e 6«d c'e b'd

6(P bd» b'c-e b'c'e I^c' b'c'e be* b'c'e be* Vc'e be*

c'd' c'd' b*ce b*ce b*ce b'e' b*ce b'e' b*ce b'e'

l^ccP b'cd'

bcH

bd'

c'd:'

i/'cd'

b*d'

bcU

bd'

c'd'

b'cd?

bH'

bc'd

b'c'd

c^

b'e*

bh

bd'

c'd'

b'cd'

b'd:'

be'd

b'c'd

b'cd

c»

b'e*

y>c' 6«e

bd'

c'd'

b'cd'

¥d'

be'd

l^c'd

b^cd

b'd

e>

¥e'

Vc

6«e

bd'

c'd?

b'cd'

b*d'

be'd

b'c'd

b'cd

b-'d

bV
b-'e

c"

b*e' b'e*

b*c'

bV

b'-c*

b*c'

b'e'

}fic

b"

6-5 = 11- 10 = 14-13= 14-13= 12-11= 19 -17= 12--11 =
!

19

1

-17 = 14 -13= 14 -13= 11 -10= 6-5=

—
1 *

•> 1 1 1 1

1 1

. XIII.
38
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47. As to the first of the foregoing inversions d'g, /^ it is proper to remark,

that filling up two compartments of the square we have

c'g

r

1 2

1 1

where the meaning of the numbers (i, i) has to be considered: the first (i) seems

to indicate a seminvariant c?g <x> c'd', but there is in fact no such form, what it really

indicates is a form Oc'g+f' ooc^cf, that is, pcccFd?; and similarly, the second (i)

seems to indicate a seminvariant /" x h-cd'^, but there is in fact no such form, what

it really indicates is Z''
oo <?d^ + Oh'cd'', that is, p x c'd^ The explanation is correct,

but to make it perfectly clear some further developments would be required. The

like remarks apply to the inversion cdf, ce*.

The MacMahon Linkage. Art. Nos. 48 to 52.

48. We require the two theorems:

The first is: if a seminvariant S has q for its highest letter, then dqS is also

a seminvariant.

The second has presented itself for unitariants {ante No. 31); for seminvariants

the form is less simple, viz. If in any seminvariant, attending only to the terms of

the highest degree, we therein change h, c, d, e, ... into h, 2c, 6d, 24e, ... and then

diminish the letters (that is, replace each letter by the next preceding letter) and

c d &
in the result so obtained change 6, c, d, e, .. . into b, ^ , ^ , ^ , ... we obtain a

seminvariant. For instance g — 6bf+15ce—l0d^, in the terms of degree 2, making

the numerical change we have - 7206/"+ 720ce — 360(i^ and then diminishing the letters

and making the numerical change, we obtain -720^ + 720-^ — 360;;-, that is,
4

-30(e-4M + 3c'),

a seminvariant.

For the proof, observe that the equation AS = 0, attending therein only to the

terms of the highest degree, gives {2bde + Scda + ...)S'=0, if S' denote the terms of

the highest degree: making the numerical change, this is (63c + c3d+ ...)iS", if S" is

what S' becomes thereby; diminishing the letters, this is {di, + bdc + ..)S"' = 0, if S'"
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is the diminished value of S", and finally making the numerical change, if T be

c d
what S'" becomes on writing therein b, ^, ^, ... {or b, c, d, ..., this gives

(96 + 269, + ...) 7 = 0,

viz. T is a seminvariant.

49. Assume that, for the weights up to a certain weight w, the forms of the

sharp seminvariants are known: and for the weight w consider a seminvariant I(ca.)F:

here if / be given, the first theorem establishes a limit F' such that F is in AO
not higher than F'. For instance, when w = 12, if I=dj, the coefficient of j as being

a seminvariant can only he d <x> If, and thus the seminvariant contains a term b^j, or

the final term F must be in 40 not higher than 6'j; the degree is thus =4 at least.

Similarly, if F be given, then the second theorem determines a limit /' such

that / is in CO not lower than /'. Thus when w = 12, as before, if F=b*cd'', then

diminishing the letters we have bc^, a term belonging to fee bc^ ; the diminished form

has thus terms a*{a'f, be"), so that augmenting these the seminvariant has terms

b*{b'g, cd') and thus the initial term / is in CO not lower than b'g.

50. A limit for / or F, when the other is given, can also in some cases be

found as follows: Considering a seminvariant of the weight w as before, and denoting

its extent and degree by cr and B respectively, then we have aB — 2w = or positive

;

2w
that is, <tB = 2w at least ; here given /, we have cr, and then S = — at least ; and

c
2w

given F we have B, and then o- = -k- at least.

51. We may now explain the MacMahon linkage ; for a given weight, we write

down in two columns the initials or non-unitaries in CO, and the finals or power-

enders in .40: by what precedes, it appears that we cannot combine the terms of

the one column each with the term opposite to it in the other column ; what we

do is: beginning with the top of the column of initials, we combine successively

each term with the highest admissible term in the column of finals : or beginning

with the bottom of the column of finals, we combine successively each term with

the lowest admissible term in the column of initials.

38—2
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62. For the weight 12, the linkage is

read downwHrds.

[932

shown by
not in AO
higher than

a^ bl k ^P
j „ be'(c CO 6» ) A b'^k ck

y——or b'k

(d „ b' )j b'j dj' -_^^____— e» bdi ch „ (P

(e „ c' )i cH ei
——jy b'j i „ e'^

(c« „ b* )i bH c'i S _^____

—

bde" b^dh eg „ cflP

{/ „ bc')h bc'h /A'^^''"\ ^^cV Weg df „ b'd'

{cd „ 6» )h m cdh^^^xT^d^ bT «' „ e*

(ff „ d' )y rPg

^'^S<
^--""^^^^^c^ bH h „ bcP

{ce „ <? )<j <?y ceg--^^ \.^^_^^^,^bccP b'dg cf „ be'

(d^ „ b\')y bh'^g A--"-' ' ><'''' b'ef de „ b'

(c' „ 6' ).<; b'ff '^^--.^^^
^--^ \iV b'h 9 „ d^

(?/• » be' )f bcY c/'XC ^______6W b*d/ ce „ (f

{de „ 6V)/ iV/ def -^^^^«..w b'e' d' „ 6V

{o'd „ ¥ )/ bV o'c//^^^^^' 6W c' „ b\

(«" „ c* )e c*e «'^S<
'"'''^

^ftVcf 6V / „ be'

(c»e „ 6V)e bVe cV \^,__-6V b'de cd „ 6'

K „ 6V; e b*c'e cdJ'e
'

""~^6«rf» bV e „ c'

(c* „ b» )e b'e e^e~^ ^^^—^6V b\P c' „ b*

id' „ ¥c')d

(c'd„ b< )d

b'c'd

b'd

rf«

Tft t

b'e

bhl

d „ 6»

c „ 6»(rOr oV

(c» „ 6'» )c 6'»« » I lO
c° o'"

lower than

not in CO
shown by

read upwards.

Thus, beginning at the top of the cohimn of initials, m is to be linked with jr',

that is, we have (n» oo g') ; ck with cf, that is, we have {ck <x> cp) ; dj cannot be

linked with e", for the final must be in AO not higher than b'j, but it is linked

with the highest term ¥/^ for which this condition is satisfied, that is, we have

{dj « 6'/') ; ei is then linked with the highest admissible term e', that is, we have

(et « e*) ; and so on.
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Or beginning at the bottom of the column of finals, i" is linked with c«, that
is, we have (c« x 6'»), 6V ^yj^ij ^^^^ ^.j^g^j. jg^ ^^ j^^^^ (c'd' oo i'c") ; b'c' cannot be
linked with d*, for the initial must be in CO not lower than b'e, but it is linked

with the lowest term c*e for which this condition is satisfied, that is, we have
(c*e X b'<^) ; and so on.

The Umbral Notation. Stroh's Theory. Art. Nos. 53 to 56.

53. Employing the umbrae a, /3, y, 8, ..., which are such that

a=^ = y, ..., =b; a= = /3» = 7^ ..., =c; a'=ff' = y> =d;

and so on, then for instance

(a-0y = a'-2a^ + ^, =c-26»+c, =2(c-6»),

a seminvariant

;

(a - /Sy (a - 7) = a» - 2a»j8 + a/9'' - a'y + 2a^y - ^y,

= d-2bc + bc-bc + 26> - be, =d-Sbc + 2b\

a seminvariant : and so in general any rational and integral function of the differences

of the umbrae developed and interpreted is a seminvariant. For the seminvariants of

a given weight, e.g. w = Q, Dr Stroh* considers the function

fl'= (oa; + /3y + 7^ + Sm; + e< + ?m)',

where x, y, z, w, t, u are numbers the sum of which is =0, or we may if we

pleaae have more than 6 such numbers: the expression is obviously a function of

the differences of the umbrae and it is thus a seminvariant. To develop its value,

observe that after expansion of the sixth power we have sets of similar terms, for

instance 0*3;* + /9*y + . . . which putting therein a''=/3' = 7', ... =^ become =g.Saf, and

generally each set becomes equal to a literal torrn multiplied by a symmetric function

of the X, y, z, w, ... ; introducing capital letters to denote the elementary symmetric

functions of these quantities, and recollecting that their sum is assumed to be = 0,

say we have

1 + Ci^ + Dtt' + Ea* + ...=l-x>i.l-yn.l -ZH ...,

(that is, = 8x, +C = Sxy, - D = Sxyz, &c.) then by aid of the Table VI (b) writing

therein 0, C, D, E, F, G for b, c, d, e, f, g, we find

n* = (or + /3y + 7^: . . .)' = a'/Sfa^ + 6a»/3/Sflj»r/ + &c.,

• S«e the paper "Ueber die SymboliBohe Darstellung der GrundsyzyKanten einer binaren Form sochster

OrdnanK nnd eine Erweiterung der Symbolik von Clebsch," iUilh. Ann. t. xxxvi. (1890), pp. 262—308, in

particalar § 10, Daa FormengyBtem einer Form unbegrenzt hoher Ordnung.
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as shown in the following table:

[932

9

(? 2)' CE G

1 &!• -2 + 3 + 6 - 6

+ 6 ¥ Si^y = + 2 -3 -6 + 6

+ 15 ce Sx^f = — 2 -3 + 2 + 6

+ 20 dP S^y' = + 1 + 3 -3 + 3

+ 30 Ve Sx*yz = + 3 + 2 - 6

+ 60 hcd Su^yh = -3 + 4 - 12

+ 90 <? Sx'fsr = + 1 -2 - 2

+ 120 b^d Sa?yziv = -2 + 6

+ 180 b'c' Sx^zw = + 1 + 9

+ 360 b*c Sa?yzwt = - 6

+ 720 b' Sxyzwtu = + 1

[dr\ [(?] [6V] [6«]

the numbers whereof are, it will be observed, identical with those of the foregoing

table No. 33, relating to the MacMahon equation.

This is to be read

fl« = C» [d=] + IP [c»] + C'^[6V] + [¥l

viz. 12' is a linear function of C', D", CE and G, the coefficients of these, being

given functions of (i, c, d, e, f, g), which given functions are the specific blunt

seminvariants which have been already called [d'], [c'], [6V] and [6"]. And so in

general, the developed value of D,'^ afifords a complete definition of these specific blunt

seminvariants of the weight w. Observe that a, yS, 7, 8, ... are umbrje in nowise

connected with the roots a, /3, 7, S, ... before made use of, and that B, G, D, ...

are actual quantities in nowise connected with the symbolic capitals B, C, D, ... before

made use of.

54. The capital and small letter symbols are conjugate to each other. It will

be convenient to give here, in reference to subsequent investigations, a table of these

conjugate forms up to the degree 6 and weight 15.
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55. We can, by means of the umbral notation, write down for the blunt sem-
invariants of a given weight (indefinite forms, not the above-mentioned specific forms)

expressions far more simple than those which are given by the foregoing theories:

we can, in fact, find without diflSculty monomial umbral expressions ; and in many
cases obtain also the sharp forms. To illustrate this, I consider the weight 10: I

write down for convenience the symbols of the sharp forms (though the knowledge
of these is in nowise required) and I form a table as follows

:

Sharp forms,

finals in AO.

k 00
/>

1 (— /sr

ci „ ce' 2 (a-py(a-yy-

dh „ 6V

eg „ b<P

3

4

5

(a-fiy(a-y){a-S)

(a-Py{a-yr{a-8)

(a-Py{a-yy(a-Sy

c'g „ b'ccP 6

7

(a-^)«(a-y)»(a-8)(a-c)

(a-/3)*(a-y)»(a-8)»(a-c)«

cdf „ bW
d'e „ 6V

8

9

(a-/3)«(a-y) (a - S) (a - .) (a

(a-py(a-yy{a-8y{a-e)(a.

-0

-0

c'e „ 6V 10 (a-py{a-yy{a-&){a-.){a--Oi'^-v)

(^d^ „ b'a' 11 {a~fiy{a-y) (a-S) (a - c) (a

-

-i)(a-r,)(a-e)

c» „ 6>» 12 {a-fiy{a-y){a-S) (a - c) (a--0(a-n){a-e){a-i){a-K)

It will be observed that all the differences used are a — yS, — 7, ... containing each

of them an a ; hence in all the forms we have a'", = k; in (a - /3)>°, the lowest

term (in AO) is a»y8=, =/"; in (a-^y(a-yy, the lowest term is a*^.y\ =ce»; and
so on, viz. in each case the lowest term is the final term of . the sharp form set

down in the same line.

56. The form (a — ^S)'" gives at once the sharp form k aof^ ; we thus develop it

:

OjlO 5(9^ „8^ jj7^3 „6^4 ^5^.

0"> a^ a-/38 a»/3' a.*^"

1 -10 +45 -120 +210 -252

+ 1 -10 +45 -120 +210

= 2 (A -106j +45ci -120dA + 210e^ -126/»);

(a - ^y (a - yy contains a term a", = k and thus gives a blunt form kaoce'' ; if instead

of it we employ the form (« - y8)« (a - 7) (/8 - 7), then here as before the lowest term
is a*^.y\ =ce', but there is no term a": there is a term a»/3, =bj, but as this
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cannot appear, we must have terms of this form destroying each other. The simplest

mode of effecting the development is to write

ia-^na-y)(^-y) = (a-^y{a^-y(a + ^) + rf]:

we may herein put at once 7=6, 'f = c, and thus the form is

(a-^)«{o/S-6(a + y9) + c};

I develop thus:

(a-^y 1, -8, +28, -56, +70, -56, +28, - 8, +1,

+ 1, - 8, +28, -56, +70, -56, +28, -8, +1

(o-y8)»(a + /3)l, -7, +20, -28, +14, +14, -28, +20,

16; - 8ct + 28dh - 56eg + 70/"

+ 1 - 8 +28 - 56

-b/ Ij - Ibi + 20cA - IMg + 14e/\

U 1 - 7 +20 - 28 + 14 j

+ c / It - 86/i + 28c^ - b&df + Id^
U 1 - 8 + 28 - 56 j

-7, +1

- - 14

k

bj + 2 - 2

ci - 16 + 2 - 14 + 1

dh + 56 + 56 - 4

eg - 112 -112 + 8

r + 70 + 70 - 5

bH + 14 + 14 - 1

hch - 40 - 16 - 56 + 4

hdy + 56 + 56 - 4

he/ -28 - 28 + 2

c-y + 56 + 56 - 4

cdf -112 - 112 + 8

ce' + 70 + 70 - 5

±23,

which, in fact, exhibits the calculation of the sharp form ci co ce-. The disappearance

of the term in bj will be noticed.

0. XIII. 39
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Instead of (a — ^y(a — y) (/3 - B) which contains a'", that is, k, we may take

(a-^riy-By,
that is,

(t - 8bh + 2Scg - 56d/+ 3oe») (c - 6«)

:

this is ciaot'e", a blunt form ; by subtracting from it ci x ce^, we could obtain the

next sharp form dh x b'e^ ; but this in passing ; it does not appear that there is any

monomial umbral expression for the last-mentioned form.

I do not stop to examine the next following forms, but pass on at once to the

last of them ; instead of the expression given, we may take the expression

(a - ^y (7 - sy (€ - 0' (v -ey{c- Ky,

that is, (c-b% which is in fact the sharp form c^ooi".

Seminvariants of a given Degree : Generating Functions. Art. Nos. 57 to 59.

57. We may consider the seminvariants of a given degree, and arrange them

according to their weights: thus in each case writing down the series of finals, and

for a reason that will appeal- also the conjugates of these finals (see Table of

Conjugates, ante No. 54).

For degree 2, or quadric seminvariants, we have

2 3 4 5 6 ...

C b' - C\ e - G\ 6?

there is here for every even weight (beginning with 2) a single form, and for every

odd weight no form : the number of forms of the weight w is thus = coefF. of x^

in a?^(\—a?), or writing for shortness 2 to denote 1 — a;^ (and similarly 3, 4, ... to

denote \—a?, 1— a:*, ...), say that for degree 2, Generating Function, G.F., is =x-^2.

For degree 3, or cubic seminvariants, we have

3 4 5 6 7 ...

D, ¥ - CD, b<? Ifi, c» G^'D, b<?

the counting is most easily effected by means of the conjugate forms ; these contain

all of them the factor D, and omitting this factor we have all the combinations of

G, D which make up the weight w — 3, viz. for weight w, we have number of ways

in which w — 3 can be made up with the parts 2, 3 : that is,

for degree 3, G.F. is =«'-;- 2.3.

Similarly for degree 4 or quartic seminvariants, we have terms each containing

E, and removing this factor, we have all the combinations of C, D, E which make

up the weight w — 4, viz.

for degree 4, G.F. is =a^-=-2.3.4
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Thus for degrees

2,

the G.F.'s are

= 2^-=- 2,

3. 4. 5, 6,

afi^2.3, a^-r2.3.4, «»^2.3.4.5, a!»^2.3. 4,5 . 6, ...

58. We may analyse these results by separating the finals into classes. I use

the expression b, c, d, ... are discrete letters, meaning thereby that they are distinct

letters, not of necessity consecutive but with any intervals between them. Thus
deg. 3, if (6, c) are discrete letters, then the finals are b\ and bc^; deg. 4, if b, c, d
are discrete letters, then the finals are 6*, bc^, b^d', and bed"; and so on, the number
of classes being doubled at each step, as will presently appear for the weights .5 and

6 respectively.

I notice also a property of the conjugates of these classes ; for b^ and 6c'

themselves the conjugates are D and CD, and these occur as factors, D in the

conjugate of every form of the class ¥ (for instance conjugates of c^ d^ are D', B^),

and CD in the conjugate of every form of the class bc^ (for instance, the conjugates of

bd^, ce- are CD, C-D-)\ and the like in other cases, viz. for any class whatever the

conjugate of the first or representative form occurs as a factor in the conjugates of

the several other forms belonging to the same class.

59. With these explanations, the expressions for the several G.F.'s are obtained

without difiiculty, and we have

class C, b"- 0. F. = x--r- 2,

„ D,¥ „ =a^-3,

„ CD, bd" „ =a3»^2.3;
we ought here to have

deg. 2,

deg. 3,

«»H-2.3 = a?^3 + sd>^2. 3, viz. in verification

a» af.2 = aT'-oc^

= a?;

deg. 4, class E, ¥ G.F. = *^^4,

„ DE, b<f „ =a5'^3.4.

„ CE, b^e „ =a^^2.4,

„ CDE, bed' „ =^-2.3.4;
we ought here to have

ir«H-2.3.4= x*^^ + x'^3.4i + oe»^2 4 + «"-;- 2. 3. 4, viz. in verification

a* = «*.2.3 = x*-afi-x' + a^

+ x'.2 + x'-af

+ af.3 + af -a?

+ a^ + a^

= 0^;

39—2
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deg. 5, class F,

EF,

DF,

OF,

DEF,
CEF,

CDF,

GDEF,

and for the sum of the eight terms

Q.F.

which may be verified as before.

deg. 6, class 0,

FG,

EG,

DG,
CG,

EFG,

DFG,
CFG,

DEG,
CEG,
CDG,

DEFG,
CEFG,
CDFG,
CDEG,

CDEFG,

and for the sum of the sixteen terms

G.F.

which may be verified as before.

6»

bed'

bc^d'

bcdd'

= a;'-r2.3.4.6.

G.F.=!if ^5,

a? H-4.5,

a* -4-3.5,

x' H-2.5,

a!>=-^3.4.5,

«!»»-=- 2. 4. 5.

a;>» -i- 2 . 3 . 5,

a;'<-=-2.3.4.5;

6"

h<f

¥(f

¥(?

¥(?

bed*

bc'd'

bd'd'

b-cd^

b^c'd^

b^cd"

bcde'

bcd"^

b^cd^

bcdef

G.F.^a/' ^6,
«"' ^ 5 . 6,

of H-3.6,

of 4-2.6,

«"-=-4.5.6,

a^* 4- 3 . 5 . 6,

a^' 4- 2 . 5 . 6,

a;"' 4-3. 4. 6,

a^» -^ 2 . 4 . 6,

a:^! 4- 2 . 3 . 6,

a;'8^3.4.5.6,

a;" 4- 2 . 4 . 5 . 6,

a;'" 4- 2 . 3 . 5 . 6,

a;" 4- 2 . 3 . 4 . 6,

a,'^" 4-2. 3. 4. 5. 6:

= a;' 4-2. 3. 4. 6. 6,

Reducible Seminvanants—Perpetuants. Art. Nos. 60 to 64.

60. Seminvariants of the degrees 2 and 3 are irreducible—or say they are

perpetuants. Hence by what precedes, as regai'ds perpetuants

for degree 2, G.F.=a?^2;

for degree 3, G.F. = a^^2.S.

For the degi-ee 4 (if as before b, e, d denote discrete letters), then the finals are

6*, 6c', b^c" and bcd\ For a final b* =¥. ¥ or 6^0* = ¥ . c^ we have evidently a product

of two quadric seminvariants ending in ¥ and 6", or in ¥ and &, with the same

final tenn as the quartic seminvariant ; so that, considering the quartic seminvariants
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arranged with their finals in AO, and adding to such quartic seminvariant a proper

numerical multiple of the product in question, we obtain a quartic seminvariant the

final term whereof is in AO higher than the original final term b* or bV, and such

quartic seminvariant is thus said to be reducible; a quartic seminvariant not thus

reducible is a peqDetuant. The quartic perpetuants are consequently those which end

in be' or bed-. The lowest form is that ending in bc\ of the weight 7. Taking the

sum of the G.F.'s for the forms bc^ and bed'' respectively, the G.F. for quartic

perpetuants is

a,-' -=-3. 4 + 3^^2.3. 4,

viz. this is

«' (1 -«=) + *»-=- 2 . 3 . 4,

or finally

G.F. = x'^2.3.4:.

As an instance of a reduction, we have

(d^ 00 b'c') - (c 00 6") (e 00 c>) = (ce oo c»),

viz. this is

(d 00 6V) = (c - 6-) (e - ibd + Sd') - (ce - d' - b-e + 2bcd - c%

We have also

(d'' X 6V) = (dcc b'Y + 4 (c X b'^f,

viz.

(d 00 b^c") = (d- 36c + 2/>»/ + 4 (c - b^f,

but this is not a reduction, there are on the right-hand side terms of the degree 6,

which is higher than the degree of the seminvariant d'' x 6-cl In general, we say

that a seminvariant of any given degree is reducible when we can, by adding to

it products of its ovm degree of seminvariants of inferior degi-ees, reduce it to a

seminvariant the final of which is in 40 higher than the original final.

61. For the degree 5 (taking b, c, d, e to denote discrete letters), if the final

be ¥, be*, b'(f, b'c^, bc-d- or b^cd^, then the seminvariant will be reducible ; a perpetuant

must have therefore a final bed" or bcde-. But it is not true that every quintic

seminvariant with either of these finals is a perpetuant. To explain this, observe that

the first mentioned six finals are some of them in one way only, some of them in

two ways, expressible as a product of power-enders, or say they are singly, or else

doubly, composite : viz. we have

6» = 6».6'; bc* = c-.bc°-; bV = b'.(^; b'c^ = cK ¥ = ¥ . bc^

;

bc^d' = c- . bd' = d- . be'' ; ¥cd- = ¥ . cd-.

For a doubly composite form, for instance 6V, forming first the product of the quadric

and cubic seminvariants ending in c^ ¥ respectively, and secondly the product of the

quadric and cubic seminvariants ending in ¥ and be" respectively, we have two products

each with the final b'e', and forming a linear combination so as to eliminate this

term bV, we have thus it may be a quintic seminvariant with a final such as bed'

or bcd^, and the process then furnishes a reduction of such a quintic seminvariant.

Or on the other hand, it may be that the finals of the degree 5 all of them
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dissippear, and we have a relation between products of the form in question (i.e. of

a quadric and a cubic seminvariant) and seminvariants of a degree inferior to 5, say

this is a quintic syzygy.

In particular, a non-composite final first presents itself for the weight 12, viz.

here the finals are h'ce', bed'', c'(P, the last of these is doubly composite, and it

furnishes a reduction of bed". For the weight 13, the finals are 6'/^ We*, 6cV,

bd*, c'd' which are each of them singly or doubly composite : for the weight 14,

they are b-cf-, t-c", bcde', de^ and cd*, and here the doubly composite form fui-nishes

a reduction of bcdei'. For the weight 15, we have a final bc^ which gives a quintic

perpetuant. I have, in fact, in my paper "A Memoir on Seminvariants," American

Journal of Mathematics, vol. vii. (1885), pp. 1—25, [828], worked out the theory of

quintic syzygies and perpetuants, and subsequently connecting this with the present

theory of finals, I succeeded in showing that, when the doubly composite final contains

a h, then there is not a reduction but a syzygy ; we thus have

O.F. for finals 6V, bH\ ... =0? ^2,

„ bc^d-, ... =a^i-=-2.4,

whence for the two forms

G.F. is x'^2+x''^2.A = {x'(l-x*) + a!"]^2. 4,

or saj' for S^, the number of quintic syzygies G.F. is =«'-=- 2. 4.

I further satisfied myself that the finals for the quintic perpetuants are bcO^,

and bdOef^, viz. the b, c, e, f being discrete letters, the interposed denotes that

the c and e are not consecutive letters. The conjugates of these fonns contain the

factors D^EF and CD'EF respectively, and it hence appears that the G,. F.'s are

= a;" -i- 3 . 4 . 5 and a;" -=- 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 ; adding these, we find

for quintic perpetuants G.F. is = «"* -r 2 . 3 . 4 . 5,

which expression was given in the memoir just refen-ed to: the result was obtained

by investigating in the first instance an expression for S^, the number of quintic

syzygies of a given weight. The course of Stroh's investigation to be presently

given is difi'erent ; he determines directly the number of perpetuants, and we may
if we please use conversely this result to obtain the number of syzygies.

62. The foregoing theory of reduction is independent of the form of the

seminvariants, which may be blunt or sharp at pleasure : the actual formula} will

of course be difi'erent, and they are very much more simple for the sharp semin-

variants, viz. here in many cases a seminvariant is found to be equal to a product

of seminvariants of inferior degrees. I subjoin the following table of the reduction

of the several sharp seminvariants up to the weight 12; the forms referred to are

the tabulated forms, and to mark that this is so I write down in each case the

numerical coeflBcients of the initial and final terms, viz. instead of cccb', doc b^, &c.,

I write c oo — 6", doc 26', &c. As appears by the table, these are for shortness denote<l

by C, D respectively, and so for weight 4, the forms are called E, E^, for weight

5, F, F.i, for weight 6, G, G^, G,, Gt, and so on, the unsuffixed letters having thus

an implied suffix, not but 1. The table is
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Table of Reductions.

w=
1

w =

2 coo -6»
1

11 I X 2526/2 L

3 doo 26^ i)
2cj „ 35(f«2

di „ 106c«2

eh „ 20cd'

is

4 < « 3c« £
(^„b* £, = c. 16c2/j ,,-706V

fg „ 16062^8

cef „-26c2(P

L, =
L. —

-DI+L^+ 2L^

acj,-L^

5 f a> -66c'' F Ly = ~^\(EG-L,)

ci„-2fc» F, = CD

12

cdg „ ib'cd!'

d^f „ 35c»

12cS/ „-206»<P

de^ „ 186V

cHe „ 2l5c3

C(P „ 6bV
c*d „ 26"

L, =

il4 =

DI,

6 3 OD - 10d2

ce „ -c»

<P „ -362ca

G
G,

G, =
G, =

CE-G3

!s{FG,-L,)

-DI^+SLg

DE"-

CDG,

CDG,

7 h 00 20i(P

c/ „36c3

de „ 66»c=

c»d „ 26'

H

H, =
H, =

C*D

TO X 462g2

3cfc „ 42c/2

ei „15e^'

ISdi „ 37862/28 t X 3oe' I iCK-M,

Zdf „ 1062(P h = CG-I^

25/fc „ 1756(ie=

32 „ 125c«e2 M, = ^(25£/- 2571/3 -43/,)

«» „ 9c* h = E' ceg „ d* M, = T^(G2-il/e)

c'« „ 6'c' h = CGj cH „ Sb'ce^ M, = CK,

ccP „ 3l*c» h = CGj 5d^g „ 206cd3 3/9 = -3GG.,+ 5EI.,-2M,

c* „ 68 Ir = Ca c/2 „ 20c='d2 Jl/,„ = GG,-M,

I
A^Ah ^Kh*a^ il^i,

- CK,

» j CD -lobs' J 18<ie/ „ SOft'fP ilA,= iV (lOC/fj - I6O.V7 - 32il/s + 54J/,J

2ch „ -20<P r. «» „ 3662c2(P J/,3 = i(9CA'5-9il/i„-3/,,)

dg „ -ibcd* J,
c2e2 „ c» ^14 = G.'

ef „ -206»cP J, = \{2CH-J.,-1J^
c»^ „ 26''cd2 ^15 = C2/,

2c»/„-36c« -r> = i{EF-J,) ccPe „ 362c» i^.6 = £^-i>/,4

ede „ -263c' -r, = DG^ 3c'd/ „ 106»(i2 M„ = CiT,

d» „ -66»c» J, = DGt d* ,, OiV M,^ = ff.'

c»d„-26» Js = CD
c*e „-36''c5

c3d2 „ 368c2

c" „ 6"

C'Gj

10 k X - 126/2

ci „-5cc2

K
C^G

4d/. „ -356V ^3 = CI-K„

16ei7 „-806(P ^4

/» „-32c2<P Jf. = ^{16EG-K,)

cV „ -26»c(P ^. = CI,

cc» „-3c» AT, = EG,

3cd/ „ - 106*(P K, = CI,

(P« „ -96V if, = EG3

e^e „-b*c> Ku = CG,
e'd? „ -9Vc^ ^.1 = CG^
c» ,,-6^° A'lj = c.

Where no reduction is given, the form is irreducible, i.e. it is a perpetuant.
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63. As to these reductions, it may be observed that in very many cases we
have the sharp seminvariant given as an actual product E^ = C-, F^ = CD, Gi = C', &c.

We have next other reductions such as Gs = CE— G„ where on the right-hand side

there is a single product; this has a final the same as that of the seminvariant

which is to be reduced, so that, eliminating this term from the seminvariant and

product in question, we have an expression which must be a linear combination (with

numerical coefficients) of the preceding seminvariants of the same weight. To take

a less simple example, Ls = — DI + L3 + 2Li; here L, = —fg + l6c%... — 70b^e-, and

DI={d-Sbc+ 2b') {{...+ Sod') has the final +706'e». The verification is

- JDI = - di ... - 706'e=

+ L3 = di — 2eh + fg

- 2Li = 2eh - 2fg

u = fg ... -706'e^.

The only case in which we have on the right-hand side two products is (d'g <x> hcd^),

M» = — SGG2 + 5EI^ — 2My ; viz. here the final of M, is bed' which is incomposite

(viz. it is not the product of two power-enders), this is in fact the first instance of

a quintic seminvariant with an incomposite final and which is nevertheless reducible.

For observe, the next seminvariant Mk, has the final (fd-, which is a product in the

two ways c" . cd- and c' . rf- ; we have thus the two products (e x c-) (eg qo cd-) and

(ce <x><f){g 00 d^), that is, EI.2 and GG^ with the same final (^d-, and combining them

so as to eliminate this term we have an expression having the final bed', and

which is thus expressible in terms of M^ and preceding seminvariants: the verification is

2GG, = - 3ceg + Sd'g ... + mbed' - 30cr'#

^- 5EIi = + oceg

-2Mr =-2ceg + 2cp + 2d-g

406crf' + SOc'fl!'

Jf, 2cp + od'g ... + 20bcd\

64. I annex to this a table (taken from the square diagrams) for the initials

and finals of the sharp seminvariants for the weights 13, 14, 15, and 16.
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1

I

13 n 00 bg^ N 15 p 00 cA^ P 16 g 00 P Q
cl „ dp J^2 cm „ d.92 ^2 CO „ ch' O2
dk „ bcP 3 ei „ P 3

em „ eg' 3

ej „ be^
4 dm ,, bcg^ 4

dn „ b'^h^
4

/« „ c,/e2
5 fk „ bep 5 fl „ bdg'

B

<^j „ v>P 6 si „ cdp
6 ak „bp

ft

gh „ bHe^ cej „ de^ 7
eek „ c^g'

7
ceh „ bcV

8 en „ 6V 8
hj „ ceP 8

<P/i „ bd*
Q dy „wdp

S
i' ., dp 9

cfg „ c«d3
10 hi „ bc-y

10
egi „ e* 10

cdi „ V»ce^
11 cfi „ bce^

11
chti „ b'cg'

11

deg „ bkd'
12 cgh „ fc(f-e»

12
c^k „ b^eP 12

dp „ bchP
13 d/A ..c^deS

13
dej „bcdp

13

e'h „ 6V 14 e^A „d^
14

dfi „ bd^
14

eY „ b*d?
15 cdk „ 6'c/^ 15

eH „cV» 15

c^f „l^cH
16 dfi „ bV

16
ch' „ cV 16

ed?f „6c«
17 <^eh „ b'cde'

17
dgh „ cd%2 17

<?dg „ }fc^
18 dg' „ bcV

18
cdl „ b*g' 18

ede' „W 19 efg „bed*
18

dej „ Wdp 19

c«/ „6'<P 20 e'fg „ c^d^
20

c'ei „ b"-cy
20

d»e „ 6V
21 c'j „b\r' 21

efh „ bW 21

c»<fe „6V 22 e*b „ b*de^ eg' „ b'd^e'
22

c»<P „ i<»c2 S3 ccPh „ V^ch-
23

c'fh „ bcHe' 23

c>d „ fc" M edeg „ Vd*
24

cY „ bd'
24

p „ b c'd-'

edp „ be*d'
25

20

PH „eV-
ce'g „ c'd*

25

26
14 00 A' ce-'f „ W'ce' c^k „ b*cf' 27

cm „ cy" 0, d?g „ b^cd^
28

cdH „ 6V 28
«* „ ep

> d?ef „ WcM^ edcA „ U<cde' 29
dl „ b^g' 4 (?ef „ bd cdfg „ b'c\'

30

Si „ bdp
5 c*h „ bV .

d'eq „ b-cd*
31

gi „ cy- c'O'f,, b^d^
32

cep „ bcH^ 82
eei „ cf'

7 de' „ b'^c-d" d'P „ c\P 33
/>» „ dh'-

8 e'de' „ bV c-dj „ fc'/2
34

c^k „ 6«cr'2
tt e'dg „ b''cd^ d^A „ b'de' 36

(Pi „ 6V
10 cd^e „ b^c'^ c^ej „ bVe'

36

c/ft „ fccde^
11 (?f „ bU-

37
cV^ „ bH'

37

eg' „ cV 12 d? „ b^c*
38

de'f „ 6'cW 38

d/s „crf*
13 c*de „ iV 88

e* „ b'c*d'
39

cdj „ b*P 14 c^d^ „ b"c' c'e' „c8 40

deh „ Me' U M „ 6«
41

cH „ b''ce-
41

e'g „lfic^e^

eUg „ b'd*
IS

cH'g „ V>cd?

cHef,, b^,^d^
42

17 43

ep „ bcd^
18

cdV „ bV 44

c'p „c*d'
19

(?dh „ bV 45

cH „ b*ce' 30 cd^f „ b''d^
46

ed'g „ fc»ed»
21

cV „ 6Vd2 47

edtf „ Vk^d'
23

d*e „ b^c" 48

ce» „ c7 23
e'g „ l^cd'

49

Mh „ 1fit»
24

cMh „ bV 50

<P/ „ ft'd' 2S
c*df „ 6"d2

61

d?e' „ b*c'd'
26

cM* „ bV 52

cV „ 6V 27
eh „ i^'cs

S3

d*g „ b'cd' 39
c»d' „ b^'c' M

e'd^e „ 6V SB
<? „ 6i«

55

80

3]

fy ., ffic? 83

c*d^ „b^V 88

c' „ 6'«
84

It would be interesting to complete this into a table of reductions as given for

the weights 2 to 12.

C. XIII. 40
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The Strohian Theory Resumed: Application to Perpetuants. Art. Nos. 65 to 71.

65. We can by means hereof establish, in regard to the specific blunt semin-

variants, a general theory of reduction, or say a theory of the relations which exist

between the seminvariants of a given degree and the powers and products of semin-

variants of iuferior degrees. To exhibit the form of these, it will be sufficient to

take Q a sum of two parts, =D,' + il", but the more general assumption is ft a

sum of any number of parts, = il' + Q," + il"' + .... Taking then fl = fi' + n", where

for the CI' and CI" separately the sum of the {x, y, z, ...) is =0, suppose that to

the (0, G, D, E, ...) of £1 there correspond (0, C, D\ E', ...) for ft' and (0, G",

B", E", ...) for ft". We have

G = C' + G",

D^U + D",

E=E'-»rE" + G'G",

F = F' + F" +G'D" + C"D\

G = G'+0" + c'E" + G"E' 4- nn',

the law of which is obvious.

66. We have, for instance,

ft* = (ft' + ft")^ = ft'* + eft'-^ft"'' + ft"*, (since ft' = 0, ft" = 0),

that is,

(C + G'J c" = C"V + QC'¥ . G"b^ + C"'d'

+ {E' + E" + G'G") b* + E'h* + E'V

where, and in what follows, (?, b*, b'' are for shortness written instead of [c^], [6*],

[6"] to denote the specific blunt seminvariants ending in c^, 6*, ¥ respectively.

The terms in G'*, C"', E\ E" are identical on each side of the equation and

destroy each other: omitting these, we have only the terms in C'C" which must be

equivalent on the two sides of the equation, and comparing coefficients we find the

relation

2c' + 6* = 6 . fr" . 6',

which of course means 2[c'-'] + [6*] = 6 [fr-] [b% viz. this is

2 (2«- 86d + 60=) + (- 4e + 166d + 12(^ - 486»c + 246*) = 6 (- 2c + 2b'')\

In like manner, for ft' = (ft' + ft")*, we have

(C + G'J . d»

+ (i)' + D'J . <?

+ (C + G") {E' + E"+ G'G") . 6»c»

+ (G' + C" + G'E" + G"E' + D'D") . b'
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equal to

+ D'- .c'

\+ G' . b"

[+E

C"» .(ZM+lof C'K(f^C".b' + 20B'.lf.D".b'+l5C'\b"-j C'^.c^^+i C- .a- \

\+E".b*j

+ G"E".b'd'

+ G" . ¥

Here omitting the terms which destroy each other and comparing the coefficients

of the remaining terms, viz. C'C" + G"'G', D'U' and C'E" + C"E', we find the relations

'3d- + b''c''= 15.c-.6-,

2c' +6" = 20 . 6^ b\

b'd'+b" =15.^»^6^

which may be easily verified. There are on the right-hand side only products of

two parts, but this is on account of the .special assumption fl = fl' + fi", a sum of two

parts.

67. I write now

flj = ouc + yg?/ , S^x = 0,

il3 = eui!-\- ^y + yz , /Ss* = 0,

fii = aa; + /3?/ -f- 72 -f 8w , StX = 0,

ni = ax + ^y + ^2 + Bw + et , S^x = 0,

nt = ax + ^y + yz + Sw + et + ^u, S^x = 0,

and I say that flj and II) cannot break up: but that flj breaks up if it becomes

a sum of 2 + 2 terms (i.e. a sum of two parts fij for each of which S^x = 0, and

so in other cases) : that fij breaks up if it becomes a sum of 2 + 3 terms, H^

breaks up if it becomes a sum of 2 + 4 or 2 + 2 + 2 terms, or if it becomes a

sum of 3 + 3 terms : and similarly for any higher suffix.

The condition that O^ may break up is x + y = 0, x + z = 0, or y + z = 0, or what

is the same thing it is U3 {x + y) = 0, where lis {x + y) is the product of the three

sums each containing x; this is a symmetric function, we in fact have

^z(x + y) = a?+ x^ {y + z + lu) + X {yz + ytv + zw) + yziv, = xyz + xyw + xzw + yzw, =— D.

The condition in order that fl, may break up is x + y = 0, ..., or w + t = 0, say this

is 11,0 (a; + y) = 0, where n,„(a; + 2/) denotes the product of the ten sums x + y, ..., w + t.

It will be shown that we have 'n,,{x + y) = - 1>E+CDF-F\

The condition in order that flj may break up is, x + y=0, ..., or t + u=0,
or again if x+y + z = or x + t+u = 0, viz. it is Uu{x+y)'n.ioix + y + z) — 0, where

Uii{x + y) is the product of the fifteen sums x + y, ..., t + u, and ITio (« + 3/ + ^) is the

product of the ten sums x + y + z, ..., x + t + u, each containing x : Ila(x + y) and

40—2
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n,o(a; + y + z) are symmetric functions, the expressions for which will be given further

on : the weights in the capital letters are 15 and 10 respectively. And similarly for

n with any higher suffix, we have the condition that this may break up.

I introduce the factors TliX = E, IliX = — F, n,x = G, ... respectively and write for

D,t Mj = n4a;n3 (a; + y) = - DE as above,

n, it/,5 = Djajn.o (a; + y) = - F{- IfiE + CDF- F") as above,

n, M^=U,xna(x + y)n,oix + y+z),

where observe that, for the even suffixes of fl, the last factors 113(0; + ^), nio(a; + y + z), ...

denote the products of the sums x + y, x + y + z, ... which contain x, that is in each

case the products of only half the whole number of such linear factors. The suffixes

of M show the weights in the capital letters C, D, E, F, G, ... viz. these are

4 + 3, =7, 5 + 10, =15, 6+15 + 10, =31, and so on; the law is obvious, and for

fl„ the weight is =2''-'-l.

68. To explain the Strohian theory of perpetuants, I assume explicitly as presently

appears. For perpetuants of any given degree 8, we consider in Hi"" {w = S at least)

the terms containing seminvariants of the given degree: for instance when S = 4, w= 12,

these are

C*E .Ifp

+ CD'E.bde'

+ C'E^ . cV

+ E' . d\

where the capital expressions all contain as factor the letter E of the weight 4.

By making n to break up, it is assumed that we obtain all the reductions of the

seminvariants of the degree and weight in question; and every such seminvariant, if

it be reducible, will be reduced by means of the residting formulae. Now there are

seminvariants which are not reducible by these formula?: in the example just

considered, the seminvariant bde^ has the coefficient CB^E containing the factor

DE, = xyzw (x + y){x+ z) (x + w) which vanishes when D.^ breaks up ; so that, supposing

n^ to break up, the seminvariant bde' disappears from the formulffi, and we have no

reduction of this seminvariant. And again it is assumed that every seminvariant

which does not in this way disappear from the equation is reducible. The iiTeducible

seminvariants are thus the seminvariants which, when D, breaks up into a sum of

two or more parts, disappear from the formulae; viz. the seminvariants which thus

disappear are the perpetuants.

69. In the case considered of quartic seminvariants, it has just been seen that,

for the weight 12, bde'' is a perpetuant; and so in general for the weight w, every

quartic seminvariant, multiplied into a product of capitals which contains the factor

DE, is a perpetuant: for the weight 7 the only term is DE.bd', viz. the product
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of capitals is here = DE ; and for any higher weight w we have products which

are equal to DE multiplied into products of the weight w — 7 in C, D, E: and we
thus see that the G. F. for quartic perpetuants is =«'-;- 2 . 3 . 4.

70. For quintic perpetuants, we consider in Q.^'"' (w = 5 at least) the terms which

contain quintic perpetuants; for instance, when w = 15, the terms are

C'F . by

+ C'D'F.b'dp

+ C'EF . hc^p

+ D^EF . bce^

+ CE-F . bd"-e'

+ CDF-' . (?d^

+ F^ . d\

where the functions of the capitals all contain the factor F; the finals by,

b^df, ... are arranged in AO. Supposing il^ to break up, we have an expression

M, = - IPEF + CDF'' - F\ which is =0, and using this value of M to eliminate the

term D'EF which belongs to the seminvariant bc^, the final whereof is highest in

AO, viz. writing D'EF = - M + CDF" - F\ the expression is

G'F . }fg-' that is C'F . by

+ C"-D'F.b'df' + C"D'F.b"-dp

+ G^EF .bc^f + C'EF . bc'p

+ (-M + CDF'-F').bce^ -M .bc^

+ CE'F . bd'e' 4- CE"F . bd'e"-

+ CDF" . c"d^ + CDF' .{c'de' + bce')

+ F' .d" + F' .{d'-bc^);

and here when fij breaks up, we have M=0, that is, the seminvariant bce^ disappears

from the equation, and it is thus a perpetuant : but by, b^df, bc"f" and the com-

binations &de^ + bc^, and d" — bce^ are severally reducible.

The degree 15 is evidently the lowest degree for which there is an irreducible

quintic seminvariant, and for any higher weight w the number of such seminvariants

is equal to the number of capital terms which have the factor D"EF, viz. this is

equal to the number of terms weight w — 15 which can be made up with C, D, E, F\

and hence

for quintic perpetuants G. i^. = «" -r 2 . 3 . 4 . 5.

71. For the degree 6, M = YlfxYlu{x + y)Y{io{«^ + y +z) is a function of the capitals

of the weight 31, and we thence at once infer that

for sextic perpetuants G. i^. = a;'' -r^ 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 . 6.
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But it is worth while to write down the expression for M: I do this, annexing to

each term the seminvariant (i.e. final term) which belongs to it, arranging these

final terms in ^10; the value thus arranged is

finals in ^0

+ 1 J>E^FG bed'

-2 CB'EF'G bdehi-

+ 1 C']>F>6 bff'gi'

+ 2 B'EF'G be/h'

-2 CDF*G hf'gh'

+ 1 F'G bg'

-1 n^EG^ c'di'

+ 1 CD*FG' cd'hi'

+ 1 C'D'-EFG' cdegf

-4 D^E-FG" cdfh'

- 1 C'BF'G^ c^fi'

- 1 jyF^G^ ce^h'

+ 4 CBEF'G' cefgh^

+ 1 CF'G^ cph"-

+ 4 EF'G^ ofg*

- 1 C'D'G' d'gi'

+ 4 B'EG' d^eh\

It thus appears that the single sextic perpetuant of the weight 31 is 6m', and

generally that, for any higher weight, the sextic perpetuants are such that the

conjugate capital terms contain each of them the factor I>E-FG.

The like reasoning shows that

for perpetuants of degree n, G.F. is =a'=""'~'-=-2.3.4 ... ?;.

Investigation of the Values of the Foregoing Functions l\i^{x+y), 0,5 (a; +y) and

Hio (« + 2/ + ^). Art. Nos. 72 to 74.

72. If as, y, z, w, t are the roots of a quintic equation, say

\-x.\-y.\-^.\-^u.\-t = {l, B, C, D, E, F^X, 1)'=0,

we require the product U,„{x + y) of the sum of two roots in the, particular ease

B=0. But in order to the determination of the expression for U,o(x + y + z), we
require the value of Uu(x + y) in the general case, B any value whatever.
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Writing

x = -^(e + Q)),

and therefore

we have

(e + coy -2B(e+ ^y + iG(e + <»y -sD{e + ^y + i6E{e + «) - •s2F = o,

and the like equation with — m for w. Heace writing o)^ = M, we have

(^ - 2Be* + 4C^ - sDe' + le^-^ - ^2F) +m (lo^ - 125^ + \we - sd) + M' {he - 2B) = 0,

(od* - SB6^ + 1200" - IQDd + 16E) + M{loe' - 8Be + 4:C) + MK1 = 0,

which are of the form A + BAf + CM" = 0, A' + B'31 + G'M'' = 0, and give therefore by
elimination of M the equation

-{CA'-C'Ay+(BC'-B'C){AB' -A'B) = 0;

the left-hand side is here a function of of the degree 10 vanishing when + x + y = 0,

and which must therefore be, save as to a numerical factor, the product !!„, (0-\- x + y).

And we thus find

n,„ {0 + x + y)

f24(9» - 485^ + / 56C \ ^ + /- 12D \0-' + ( Q4:E \0 + /- S2BE\Y
~

\ 1+165^,' V-245aj \+^2BD) U 32^ Jj

j40^-485^+/ 80 \0 + ( 8Z> \[ |40(9'- 1125^«+ / ISGON 0»
*

1 U UB^I \- 8BC)\ [+ SOB' )

f-120D \0* + /' OE \^ + / 320if \&' + /'-2bQBF\0 + ( 12SCF\\

\2SDE}\
,

/-120D \0*+/ OE \^+/ 320if \0'+/-25GBF\0 +
f

\

'^[-200BC) (+1925Z)) (-645£:) (+128G^) [-

which is

= 1024^'" + . . . + 1024 (- F" + GDF+ 2BEF - BO^F - I>E + BODE),

and which therefore for 5 = gives

73. Suppose now x, y, z, w, t, u are the roots of a sextic equation, say

\-x.\-y.\-z.\-w.\-t.\-u = (l, B, 0, D, E, F, G'$\, 1)« = 0.

Considering here the product U^ (x + y + z) of the sums of 3 roots, if B = 0, this

will be a perfect square (for each sum x + y + z is equal to — a sum (tu + t + u)) say

it is the square of ni„{x + y + z), where the x+y + z i-efers to the ten sums each

containing x, and we wish to find this function Ilii, (x + y + z). Writing for the

equation whose roots are y, z, w, t, u,

\-y.\-z.X-w.\-t.\-u = (l, B', G', ly, E', F'^X, 1)',

I
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we have by what precedes ni„(^ + r/ + z) = a function (*$0, 1)'°, viz. this is the above-

mentioned function with Bf, C, U, E', F' in place of the unaccented letters.

Introducing a new root x and for X writing as we may do ff, we have

e-x.e-y.e-z.e-w.e-t.e-u={e-x).{\, r, c, jy, e', F^e, i)»

{\,B,C,D,E,F,0\e,\)';
that is, we have

B = B' - e ov conversely, R =B+ 6,

G = G'-B'e C' = C + Bd+ 0";

D = u-G'e iy = i)+Gd + Be^+ 0',

E = E'-iy9 E' = E+I)0+Gff' + Be^+ d*,

F = F'-E'e F'=F + Ed + I)e' + Cff> + B9* + 9', =-|,
G = - F'0,

where I have retained B, but the value hereof is in fact =0. In the foregoing

function (*^0, 1)'° ^vith the accented letters, writing for these their values B' = 0,

G' = G+0', iy = D + G0+&>, &c., which belong to B = 0, we find

1024n,o {0 + y + z) = - (48(9' + o6C^ + 24,D0^ + 64,E0 + 32^)*

+ {}60^ + 8G0 + D){lU0'+ 264:00' + 72D0*+ 128 {G^+E)0> + 192F0' + 128GE0

+ 128{CF-DE)},
which equation divides by 64. Writing herein = x, we have

16n,o (x + y + z) = -{6af'+7Ga?+ Wad' + 8Ex + 4-Ff

+ {2a? + Cx + D) {18a;' + 33C«» + Wx* + 16 (C^ + ^) <c» + 24>Fa? + 160^* + 16 {CF - DE)},

where af^ + Gxi^ + Da? + Ea? + Fx+ G is = : the value ought, in virtue of this equation,

to reduce itself to a mere function of the coefficients, and we in fact find that the

equation is

lGn,„ {x + y + z) = (160" - 64^) (of + Gx* + Da? + Ea? + Fx) + IWDF - IQD^E - \6F\

reducing itself to

- (16C^ - 64^) G + UCDF - IQDr-E - 16f^

viz. dividing each side by 16, we have

n^o {x + y + z) = 4:EG - G-G -F''+ CDF - D'E,

which is the required result. The equation (^-1)' = 0, for which

X, y, z, w, t, u= 1, 1, 1, - 1, - 1, - 1,

gives a numerical verification.

74. I find also, for the same value B — 0, the function IIi, (as+ y). Writing, as

before,

x = -\{0-\-a,).
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and therefore

we have

and the like equation with -w for to. Hence writing ay' = M, we have

(6<9^ + WCff>- 2'iDd"-+32E0-32F) + M{2Od' + 1QG0-8D) + M''.60 = O,

say these equations are aM' + bM^ + cM + d = 0, pM- + qM + r = 0. Eliminating M, we
have

a-.f a = l,

-ab.qr-- 6=15^+ 4(7,

+ oc (- 2pr^ + q^r) c = 150* + 2W0» - 2^D0 + 16^,

¥b'.pr' d= 0^+ iC0*- 8D0' + l6E^-32F0 + 6iG,

+ ad {3pqr — y")

+ bc{—pqr) p= Qd^

+ bd (- 2p'r + pq-} q = 20^ + 16C0 - 8D,

+ C.ioV r= 60' + 16C0'-24>n^ + 32E0-32F,

— cd.p'q

+ d\p' = 0.

The equation, as far as I have calculated it, is

- 32768^' - ... - 32768 {-D'G+F'- CDF"- + D'EF) = :

the left-hand side is here = — 32768nu(a; + y); and we have therefore

n,5 (x + y)=- D'G + F'~ GDF'' + D'EF,

the required result. It may be remarked that, writing G= and throwing out a

factor — F, we have —F^ + GDF— IJPE, which is the expression for ITio (« + 1/) in the

quintic equation.

We have

n.jKn,, (.« + y) n,„ (« + y + ^)

= G\-iyG-\- (F^ - CDF + D^E) F] |(4^ -G'^)G-F^ + CDF- D^E],

the developed expression whereof is the foregoing value

M = D*E'FG-2CD'EF^G +k,c., ante No. 71.

C. XIJI. 41
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The Operators P-Sb and Q- 2<ob. Art. Nos. 75 to 84.

75. The analogous theory for non-unitariants is established, ante Nos. 24 et seq.

For seminvariants, we have

P = bda+ cdb +ddc + ...,

Q = cSb + 2ddc + ...,

or more definitely, if the seminvariaat operated upon be of the degree B, the weight

^ and extent a, say its highest letter is a„ =p, then

P = bda + cdb+ ^c + --- + qdp,

Q= cdi + 2ddc+...+a-qdp,
then we have

P-Bb, Q- 2wb,

operators each of them of the deg. weight 1.1, viz. each of them operating upon a

seminvariant S of the deg. weight B.m gives a seminvariant S' of the deg. weight

S + 1 . o) + 1 ; moreover, a new letter q is introduced, or say the extent is increased

from o- to tr+l. For the proof, it is only necessary to show that A (P — 68) S and

A (Q — 2ba>) are each = 0, but it is unnecessary to do this, as the like proof has

already been given for non-unitariants.

The two seminvariant operators were first considered in my paper " On a theorem

relating to seminvariants," Quart. Math. Joum. t. XX. (1885), pp. 212, 213, [844].

76. We may, instead of P — Bb and Q — 2mb, consider the linear combination

Y=2w{P-Bb)-B{Q-2o>b), that is, 2wP-BQ, which is of deg. weight 0.1, viz. it

leaves the degree unaltered, while increasing as before the weight, and also the extent,

each by unity. And again, the combination

Z = a(P-Bh)-{Q-2cob),
that is,

aP-Q-{<TB o)b,

where observe that a-P — Q, = (rbda + io- — l)cdi,+ ... +lpdo does not contain the new

letter q ; the operator Z is thus of the deg. weight 1 . 1 increasing the degree and also

the weight each by unity, but leaving the extent unaltered.

There is a special case which it is important to attend to, we may have

^S — 2a> = 0, viz. this is the case when the seminvariant operated upon is in regard

to the letters comprised therein an invariant. Here the two combinations F, Z are

equivalent to each other, each of them is =o-63(, + (o-— l)c3j + ... +l^o, which is an

annihilator of the seminvariant (invariant) operated upon. Hence in this case we

cannot replace the original forms by the linear combinations, but must retain one

(no matter which) of the original forms P — Bb, Q — 2o)b.

77. We can, by means of the foregoing operators, starting from the quadric

seminvariants c — b', &c., derive in order the seminvariants for the successive weights

3, 4, 5
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Thus writing down the series of finals (in 40 as before),

c\ bc\ d% bd\ e\

b* b' & be' C(P

6V b'd' b'd'

6* b'

6».

&c,

I proceed as follows, observing, however, that when the function operated upon is an
invariant seminvariant we must instead of Z write F — 8b.

b* emerges, b' = Zb', c" emerges, bd'^Zc^, # emerges, b<P = Zd-,

b* = Zb" b" = Z¥ (f= Ybc' b&> = Zc'

b'd' = Zbc' ¥c^ = Zb'c'

b' = Zb^ b' = Zb^

e' emerges,

cd'' = Ybd'

b'd' = Zbd'

c* = Ybc^

6V = Zbc"

b^d" = Zb'c''

6' = Zb\

viz. whenever the seminvariant to be obtained has a final containing 6, it is obtained

by means of the operator Z (or it may be P — Bb), but when there is no b then

by the operator Y.

The seminvariants operated upon may be blunt or sharp, but there is an advantage

in operating on the sharp forms as these are more simple, and we thereby obtain

for the next superior weight forms more nearly approximating to the sharp forms.

We do not however by thus operating on a sharp form obtain directly a sharp form

;

to do this, the form obtained must be modified by adding thereto a numerical multiple

or multiples of a preceding sharp form : and thus the theory does not determine

beforehand the forms of the sharp seminvariants. But making at each step the

necessary modification (if any) we have thereby, when the sharp seminvariants of the

next preceding weight are known, a very convenient process for the calculation of

the sharp seminvariants of any given weight, in the AO arrangement of their final

terms. Thus for the weight 10; kccf is taken to be known, the next two forms

ci « ce" and dh <x> 6V are calculated each from _;' oo b^, the expression for which is

=j - 9bi + 2{)ch - 28dg + Ue/+ IGb'h - oGbcg + lUbdf- iQbe-.

We have for j <x>bef', 8=3, <a = 9, o- = 9 : and therefore

^Y=6bda + ocdi, + 'i^ddc + Sedd + 2/5, + gd/- idh - 2jdi - Skdj

,

Z = 9bda + 8cdi + 7ddc + 6edd + 5/9, + 4^gdf+3hdg + 2idh +jdi - 96.

41—2
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78. I exhibit the calculation as follows:

[932

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 + -- 70 •

k + 1 -3 - 3 + 3

ei

- 10

+ 45

+ 12

- 45

+ 18

-20

+ 30

- 65

- 30

+ 135 + 70 + 1

dh -120 + 80 + 80 -360 -280 - 4

eg + 210 - 84 + 14 - 70 + 630 + 560 + 8

bH

-126

- 64

+ 28

-16
+ 28

- 70

-878 -360

- 70

- 6

- 1

bch + 120 + 160 + 280 +280 + 4

bdg -168 -224 + 112 -280 -280 - 4

be/ + 84 + 336 -280 + 140 + 140 + 2

<^g -280 -280 -280 - 4

cdf + 560 + 560 + 560 + 8

-350 -350 -350 - :,

ifih

b\g

6V

:k256 ±23

Z(j 00 b^)

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 t H--18 *

k

+ 18 -9 - 9

ei

dh

- 72

+ 140

+ 40

- 84

- 32

+ 56

+ 32

-128 - 72 + 4

eg -168 + 56 - 112 + 256 + 144 - 8

P + 70 + 70 -160 - 90 + 5

bH - 81 + 32 + 81 + 32 - 32

bch + 180 +256 -168 - 180 + 88 + 128 + 216 - 12

bdg -252 -392 + 448 + 252 + 56 -128 - 72 + 4

bef + 126 +672 -700 - 126 - 28 + 64 + 36 - 2

c'g -448 - 448 -128 - 576 + 32

cdf + 896 + 896 + 256 + 1152 - 64

c«> -560 - 560 -160 - 720 + 40

d»«

V>h - 144 - 144 - 144 + 8

b'cg + 504 + 504 + 504 - 28

b^df -1008 -1008 -1008 + 56

6»«« + 630 + 630 + 630 - 35

±149
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The numbers (1, 2, ..., 9) and (1, 2, ..., 10) at the head of the columns refer

to the nine terms 6W„, ocdi, of ^F, and the ten terms 9bda, 8c3(,, ... of Z
respectively, these several operations being performed on (j <x> be'') the value of which

is given above : the daggers f denote the additions which have to be made in order

to obtain the proper initial term, viz. for the first f the added term is +ii(kaof')

and for the second f the added term is + 32 (ci oo ce^) : the headings -=- 70 and ^ - 18

explain themselves, and the columns headed with an asterisk * give the results, viz.

the first of these is {ci « ce^) and the second of them is (dh oo 6V). As appears above,

the value of the first of these is used in the second f column for obtaining that

of the second of them.

79. We may operate with P — Bb and Q — iwb on a product (deg. weight B . (o)

ST of two seminvariants S, T, deg. weights 8'
. cu' and B" . to" respectively, S = S' + B",

ro = m' + to". We have

(P - Bb) ST=S.PT+T.PS- (B' + B") bST, =S{P- B"b) T+T(P- B'b) S,

where (P — B'b) S and (P — B"b) T are each of them a seminvariant. And similarly,

(Q - 20)6) ST = S.QT+T.QS-2{fo' + w") bST= S{Q- 2(o"b) T + T(Q- 2co'b) S,

where (Q — 2a>'6) S and (Q — 2a)"b) T are each of them a seminvariant. That is,

operating either with P — Bb or Q— 2o)6 on a product, we have a sum of products

;

and therefore also operating upon a sum of products (each product being of the

deg. weight (o .B) we have a sum of products, each product in such sum being of

the deg. weight w + 1 . 8 + 1, and moreover of the extent o- + 1. And instead of binary

products, we may, it is clear, consider ternary, quaternary, &c., products.

The like theorem applies to the derived operators F and Z, but as to F there

is a specialty to be noticed. We have

Y.ST=2co(P- Bb) ST-B(Q -- 2cob) ST,

= 2a, {S (P - B"b) T + T(P- B'b) S}-B{S{Q- 2w"b) T+T(Q- 2w'b) S],

= S {2« (P - B"b) T-B(Q- 2«"6) T}+T {2w (P - B'b) T-B(Q- 2<o'b) S],

where the whole of the right-hand side as being equal to Y .ST is of the degree

/ B B' B"\

8, but except in the particular case (- = -^' = ^'j *^^ separate products S
{ }

and

T
{ ] which occur on the right-hand side are each of them of the degree B + l.

It is scarcely necessary, but it may be proper, to remark that we frequently

combine by addition a seminvariant S of the deg. weight B . to with a seminvariant

T deg. weight B-e.to of the same weight but of an inferior degree, but when this

is done we regard the T as standing for a'T, and as being thus of the same deg.

weight B.(o. We have

(P - Bb) a'T = a'PT + TPa' -{, + B-e)ba'T = a' IP -(B-e)b} T+ T(P - eb) a',
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where {P- eb)a' ={e-e)b = 0, and consequently {P -bB)a'T = {P -{B - e)b]T; viz. for

the operation upon T, we regard P - Bb as standing for P — (8 — e) 6. As regards Q,

we have (Q — 2ci)b)a'T = (Q-2a>b)T; viz. the degree of T does not here present itselfl

80. We may write

(2coP-BQ)S = S',

the new seminvariant S' being of the weight w + 1 ; hence also

{(2a, + 2)P-BQ}. {2a,P -BQ}8=: S",

where S" is of the weight to + 2; viz. we have an operator

{(2a, + 2)P-8Q).{2«P-SQl.

which, operating on a seminvariant of the deg. weight S . a>, gives a seminvariant of

the deg. weight B.w + 2. This is

= (4a>» + 4a>)(P» + P.P)-(2o, + 2)8(PQ + P.(2)-2a,8(QP+Q.P) + SMQ' + Q.Q),

where P*, PQ, QP and Qf are the mere algebraical squares and products, while P . Q
and Q . P denote respectively P operating on Q and Q operating on P ; and since

PQ = QP, this is

= (4a,^ + 4a,)(P^ + P . P) -(4a, + 2) BPQ - 2 (a, + 2) BP.Q-2wSQ . P + S'(Q' + Q . Q).

Kecollecting that

we have
P.P = cda+ ddi,+ ed, +...,

P.Q= ddb + 2edc +...,

Q.P = c8a + 2^36 + 363, +..., =P.P + P.Q,

Q.Q= 1.2d56 + 2.3ea, + ...,

and attending to the relation just obtained Q,P = P.P + P.Q, we find that the

operator may be written

(4a,= + 4a,) (P-^ - (S - 1)P . P}

-(4a, + 2)8{PQ-a,P.P-^(8-3)P.Q}

+ S^{e»+<2.Q-i(4a,+ 2)P.Q};

in fact, here the terms in P', PQ, Q> are in the original form, while those in

P.P, P.Q, Q.Q are

(4a>= + 4a,) (1 - 8) P . P + (4a,» + 2a,) 8P . P -
^ (4a, + 2) (8^ -SB) P .Q + B'Q.Q

+ H4« + 2)8-^ P.Q,
which are

= (4a,»+ 4a, - 2a,8) P . P - (4a, + 2) 8P . Q + 8^Q. Q,

agreeing with the original form

(4a,' + 4a,)P.P-(2a, + 2)8P.Q-2a,8(P.P + P.Q) + 8»Q.Q.
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81. I find that each of the three parts is separately an operator, viz. that we

have
P=-(S-1)P.P,

PQ-<oP.P-i{8-S)P.Q,

each of them an operator which, operating on a seminvariant of deg. weight S . w,

gives a seminvariant of deg. weight S . w + 2.

1 verify this for the first of the three operators, say

n = P--{S-l)P.P==P' + P.P-B&,
if for a moment

P.P, =cda + ddb + ed,+ ...

is put = 0.

Here for a seminvariant S, we have

ns = (P'+p.p-Be)s=P(PS)-B^s.

Writing S' = (dP — bB) S, then S' is a seminvariant, degree =8+1, and then if

S" = (aP-b(S + l))S', S" is a seminvariant, degree =8 + 2. We have PS = a~' (S' + bSS),

and thence

nS= Pa-' (S' + bSS) - ms, =-b(S' + bSS) + P (S' + bBS)

-

SBS.

Here

P (/S ' + bSS) = PS' + cBS + bSPS, =S" + b(S + l)S' + cBS+ bS (8' + bBS),

and hence

nS=S" + 2bSS'+{c8 + b'iS'-S)}S-SeS

This will be a seminvariant if A.nS=0; we have

/^.nS=AS" + 2bSAS' + {cB + b^B''-8)}AS-B{A@ + A.@)S

+ 2BS' +{2bS + 2b (B^-8)}S,

or, omitting the terms in AS", AS', AS which respectively vanish, this is

= 2SS' + 2bS'S-BiA& + A.@)S.

But since PS= S' + bBS, and from AS= we deduce = (@A + @. A)/S, the equation

becomes

A.nS=2BPS-B(A.@-@.A)S,
and from

A= adi + 2bd, + 3cdd+...,

0= cda+ddb+ edc+...,

we have
A.@ = 2bda + Scdb + iddo + ...,

0.A= cdb + 2ddo+...,

I
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and thence

A.e-e.A = 2Wa + 2cat + 2da„ + .... =2P,

and we have thus the required equation A . nS = 0.

82. If instead of P, 6, we write B, C, so that

B= bda+ cdb+ ddc+...,

C = B.B= cda+ ddi,+ edo + ...,

and put further

IJ = B.G= dda+ edt,+ fdc + ....

E^B.D= eda+ /db+ gdc+ ....

then the foregoing operator is J?- — (8- 1)0, or i-eversing the sign, say it is (S — 1)C — fi»,

which is the first of a series of operators

(S - 1) C - 5*,

(S_l)(8_2)i)-3(8-2)J5C +25'.

{B-1){B-2}(B-S)E-4>(B-2)(S-S)BD + 6{S-3)B'C-SB\

which are of the deg. weights 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, &c., respectively, viz. operating upon a

seminvariant of deg. weight B . to they leave the degree unaltered, but increase the

weight by 2, 3, 4, . . . respectively.

It is to be observed that JS*, BC, B', &c., denote the mere algebraical powei-s

and products of the symbols B, C, D, &c., without any operation of one symbol on

another.

As a simple illustration, take (G — B^) (ac — b') : here,

C{ac-b^) = e-2bd+ c^

-]p = -{2bddA + c%'){ „ ) -26d + 2c-

I Value is e — 46d + Sc*

;

and similarly for (0 - Br) (ae - 4:bd + Sc"), here :

C(ae-46d+3c'') = 5f-46/+(6+ l)ce- W
-B' = -{2bfdad, + 2catidd + d'dc'){ „ ) -26/ + H ce- 6d'

Value is g-Qbf +15 ce-lOd'.

A direct proof may of course be obtained for any one of the foregoing operatoi-s;

viz. calling it XI, it may be shown that ACIS is = 0. I have not considered the like

question of the derivation of series of operators from the other two forms

PQ-a,P.F-i{B-d)P.Q and Q^ + Q.Q -^{io> + 2)P . Q
respectively.
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83. I do not wish in the present paper to go into the theory of covariants, but

it is nevertheless proper to point out the connexion which exists between the covariant

theory of derivation and the operators P and Q.

Consider a quantic (a, 6, c, ..., a = a^^x, yY; any covariant hereof is (-4, B, G, ...^x, yY,
where ^ is a seminvariant say of degree S and weight, w = ^ (o-'S - ^i), or /* = ah — 2a),

reduced to zero by the operation A = a36 + 269,. + . . . + o-V3a' : and if we write

then

The derivative (/ F) is

^^ = a'Jxia + (a' - 1) cSj, + ... + a'dv,

= daj" . dyF— dyf , dxF

= (a,h,...\x, yy-^ £a^-' + . .

.

— (b, c, ...^x, yy-^ fiAx^-^+ ...

= (aB-^J)A,...\x, yy+i^-",

that is, A being a seminvariant, we have aB — fibA a seminvariant, or say

(<}>„ — fib) A = sem. ^' = a'h — 2a»

;

and similarly

(^o- — fih) A = sem. /n = o-S — 2(o.

Hence

[^a — (f)a'—(lj.
— fjif) b} A, and jo-'</), - a-<f)a - (o-'/x — o-/i') b] A

are each of them a seminvariant: but

<}>„ = abda +(a- —l)cdi,+ ...,

<t><x- <l>,'
= (a- - a') {bda + cdb + ...)= (ff — a')P,

fj,
— fi'=(a- — o-')S;

the first form, omitting the factor a — a', is = (P — Bb) A : similarly

a'(ji,-a<f>^ = (a-a-')(cdt, + 2ddc+...) = (a-a')Q
and

and the second form is

<r'fi — afj,' = (<T — a) 26),

= {Q-2cob)A.

We thus see that the operators P — Sb and Q — 2(»6 upon a seminvariant A depend

on the derivation of / upon a covariant which has A for its leading coefficient : the

order of / is arbitrary, and we have thus two distinct forms.

84. As an illustration, consider the quantics

(1, b, c, d, e, f^x, yY,

and

(1, b, c, d, e,f, gjx, yf:

C. XIII. 42
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each of these has a covariant the leading coefficient of which is

A=/-5be + 2cd + 8b^d - etc",

viz. these are

/ + 1 6/ + 5 • • • •

be - 5 ce -16

cd + 2 d» + 6

b'd+ 8 6»e - 9

be' - 6 bcd + 38

c» -24

\x, y)», and (

+ 11 + 49

aud we find without difficulty

+ 11

(gx d?){cexc?){d'xb'c')

+ 55

(/i. F.) = -16 -10

{U F,) = 1 -34 -16

(P- 36)^= 1 -18 - 6

(Q - 106) A= b -74 -20

[932

/ + 1 9 + 1 • • • •

be - b bf + 2

cd -> 2, ce -19

bH+ 8 d^ + %

be' - 6 b-'e - 6

bed + 44

(t" -30

\^, y)\

and thence

(P- 36)4= (/„P.)- (/„ P.)

(Q-106)4 = 5(/„ P,)-6(/„ P),

viz. we thus have P — 36, and Q, — 106 upon /x h& each given as a linear function of

the derivatives (/,, Pi) and (/j, F^, where /i, /j are the quintic and the sextic

function, and Pj, P, are like covariants of these functions respectively.
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a>= ll

I

cj

di

eh

c'^h

fg

cdg

cef

d^f

de^

c'de

cd*

M

\

X
^1,

•1

a. ..-•''

,2"

X \^

-1..

"i

'1.

-i_

-i.

1

« IM r-i

w == 12

m \
ei 1.

dj \ 2

ei 1

eH 3 ,''

fh 1 \^ _/'

edh 4

9* 1

eeg 1
,'

iPg 1

c^9 V', 4

cP X
def ,'' 1

"'^

c-'df
,,-•' \, 3

e» I s.

cV _,•*' 1

cdPe 1
'\_

c*e
/ 2

d* / 1

c»<P l.

c« 1-—

u

"o, ti "« ?L, "« 1 % "« % % ^ % % "« % ^ % 5> %

42—2

fa



[The Tables for w = 13, 14, 15, 16 are given on the accompanying lithographed sheet.]
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933.

TABLES OF PURE RECIPROCANTS TO THE WEIGHT 8.

[From the American Jotimal of Mathematics, t. xv. (1893), pp. 75—77.]

In the tabulation of Pure Reciprocants it is convenient to write a = 1 ; we thus

have for all the reciprocants of a given weight a single column of literal terms which

(as in the Seminvariant Tables) I arrange in alphabetical order AO, and the several

reciprocants have then each of them its own column of numerical coefficients: the

form of the table is thus similar to that of the seminvariant table, the only difference

being that for reciprocants the final terms are not in general power-enders : as in the

seminvariant table, the columns of the table are arranged inter se \vith their final

terms in AO. As remarked in my paper, "Corrected Seminvariant Tables for the

Weights 11 and 12," Amer. Math. Joum., t. xiv. (1892), pp. 195—200, [926], it is

not in every case the top term of a column which should be regarded as the initial

term ; but to the extent 8, to which the reciprocant tables are here carried, this remark

has no application.

I recall that the notation is the modified one employed by Halphen, and by

Sylvester* in his 12th and subsequent lectures, viz. a, b, c, d, ... denote

1^ 1^ ,^ ,d^
^da?' ^daf' ^^d^' ^da^'"-

respectively. As already noticed, a is put = 1, but it is to be in the several terms

restored in the proper powers so as to obtain for the reciprocant a homogeneous

expression of a degree equal to the original degree of the final term ; thus d — 36c + 26'

is to be read as standing for a^d — Sabc + 2¥.

The ultimate verification of the expression for a pure reciprocant consists (as is

known) in its annihilation by the operator

F= 2a^6 + .5aR + (6ac + 36^ da + {7ad + Ibc) d, + (Sue + 8bd + icf) df+ &c.,

or, say

V=2di +5bdo +(6c +36»)9d + (7d +76c)ae + (8e + 86d + 4c^) 3/ + &c.

;

[* American Journal of Mathematics, t. ix. (1887), p. 7.]
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thus for the reciprocant 50e- 1756d + 280* + 1056'c, the result obtained is

2 (- 175d + 2106c) + 56 (56c + 1056») + (6c + 36») (- 1756) + (7d + 76c) (50),

or, collecting, this is

= 0, as it should be.

The tables are

d -350 + 350 ± 350

be + 420 + 280 - 1050 + 350 + 1050

6" + 525 - 525 ± 525,

c +4

b* -5

+ 4

-6

d + 1

be -3

b^ + 2

+ 3

e

hd

b-'c

b*

+ 50

-175

+ 28

+ 105

+ 16

-40

+ 25

+ 183 +41

-175 -40

/ + 10

be

cd

-40

-12 + 4

bH + 65 - 5

b<? + 16 -12

b'c

b'

-39 + 23

-10

+ 91 +27

9

¥
ce

d'

b\

bed

c»

bH

6V

b*e

b*

+ 14

- 63

-1350

+ 1470

+ 1782

-4158

+ 2130

+ 800

- 875

-1000

+ 2450

- 1344

+ 35

+ 125

- 750

+ 256

+ 500

+ 165

- 300

+ 64

-240

+ 300

-125

+ 5576 + 3250 + 1018 + 364

- 5508 - 3254 _ 365

h + 7

de

- 35

- 539

+ 605

+ 560

- 650 + 50

6y + 735 - 700

bee + 306 - 290 - 150

bd^

<^d

-2135

+ 1001

+ 2275

- 1036

- 175

+ 28 + 16

b'e -1485 + 1500 + 100

b^ed + 3465 - 3710 + 630 - 40

6c»

b'd

- 1295 + 1988 - 84

- 350

- 48

+ 25

b'c"

b'e

V

+ 63 - 259

+ 210

+ 152

- 155

+ 50

+ 6119 + 6386 + 1018 + 243

-5489
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t + 420

bh

eg

df

- 2310

- 32704

+ 57750

- 20460

+ 1176

- 8085

+ 7040

+ 20433

21542 + 625

% + 45500 - 1470

hcf - 28392 + 18963 - 61299

bde

CtP

- 90900

+ 103740

- 38320

- 16940

- 27160

+ 26460

+

+

69062

80248

85554

+

+

4375

49700

55125

+ 3200

- 3500 + 500

6*/ - 69615 - 9555 + 40866

J»ce + 83538 + 28098 - 106218 + 128625 - 8000

6»d» + 92820 + 12740 - 54782 - 61250 + 4375 - 625

bi^d

b*e

- 102102 - 52822

+ 21560

+ 191590

73304

378

+

156800

84868

78750

+ 9800

- 5376

+ 5000

-3000

+ 1024 + 256

Ved

Vd

+ 1176 + 183750

102165

- 12250

+ 6580

+ 5750

- 620

-2500

- 1280

Ve

+ 175 - 2025

+ 1600

+ 2400

- 2000

+ 625

+ 383768 + 116037 + 403375 + 452993 + 29130 + 8774 + 3281

-384803 -116032 -403077 -453040 -29126 -8750 -3280

I remark that in the last of these tables the first column, say i oo h&d, which

ends in he'd, is a more simple form than Sylvester's Pg, =i<x>c*, (Amer. Math. Journ.,

t. IX. p. 35), which ends in c* ; Pg is in fact a linear combination, first col. + 6

second col. of the first and second columns of the table : the second column, say

cgoo c* is Sylvester's (a^cg), t. ix. p. 124.
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934.

NOTE ON THE SO-CALLED QUOTIENT GjH IN THE THEORY
OF GROUPS.

[From the American Journal of Mathematics, t. xv. (1893), pp. 387, 388.]

The notion (see Holder, " Zur Reduction der algebraischen Gleichungen," Math.

Ann., t. XXXIV. (1887), § 4, p. 31) is a very important one, and it is extensively

made use of in Mr Young's paper, " On the Determination of Groups whose Order

is the Power of a Prime," American Journal of Mathematics, t. xv. (1893), pp. 124

—

178; but it seems to me that the meaning is explained with hardly, sufficient

clearness, and that a more suitable algorithm might be adopted, viz. instead of

Gi=G/r„ I would rather write = T,.QG, or QG,.r,.

We are concerned with a group G containing as part of itself a group F,, such

that each element of Fj is commutative with each element of G. This being so, we

may write

G = QG,.r„

where QGi is not a group but a mere array of elements, viz. if Fi = (l, A^, ..., A,),

and QGi = (l, B^, ..., Bt), then the formula is

(? = (1, B„ .... Bt){l, A„ .... A,),

where it is to be noticed that the elements B are not determinate ; in fact, if Ag

be any element of Fj, we may, in place of an element B, write BA^, for

jB(1, A^, .... A,) and BAe{\, A^, ..., A,)

are, in different orders, the same elements of G.

But, G being a group, the product of any two elements of G is an element of

G ; viz. we thus have in general

BiAt.BiAf = BtAii\
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that is,

BiBj= BieAi^Aj''^Aj~^ (i, j, unequal or equal),

where the B/e is a determinate element of the series 1, B^, .... Bi, depending only

on the elements B; and Bj into the product of which it enters ; and it is in nowise

affected by the before-mentioned indeterminateness of the elements B: say Bi, Bj

being any two elements of the series 1, B^, ..., Bt, we have the last preceding

equation wherein B^ is a determinate element of the same series.

We may imagine a set of elements 1, B,, ..., Bt for which, Bi, Bj being any

two of them and Bt a third element determined as above, we have always BiBj = Bic,

that is, these elements 1, B^, ..., Bt now form a group, say the gi-oup G^; the

original elements 1, £,, ..., Bt (which are subject to a different law of combination

BiBj= B]cAiiAj~^Aj~^, and do not form a group) are regarded as a mere array con-

nected with this group, and so represented as above by QG^ ; and the relation of

the original group G to the group Fj (consisting of elements commutative with those

of (?) and to the new gi-oup G, is expressed as above by the equation

G = V,.QGu =QG,.T,.

Cambridge, 2 June, 1893,

C. XIII.
43
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935.

SUE LA FONCTION MODULAIRE x^^-

[From the Gomptes Rendiis de I'Acadimie des Sciences de Paris, t. cxvi.

(Janvier—Juin, 1893), pp. 1339—1343.]

Selon les notations usit^es, on a

Xco^\/kk'=2^q^-^l+q.l+(f.l+^...;

or, d'aprfes une transformation trouv^e par M. Glaisher, on a ".

J_,_H'^.J_t, l+g° q(l+q*) qHl+g")

1+q'^l+^^l + q''^-- (l-q'^y (1 - q*f
^ (1 - q'f

-'

et de 1^, en integrant,

log 1 + 9 . 1 + 5M + 5'

done

l-^'' ^l-q* ^ l-q

q^ — q~^ ' c^— q'

,+ •••;

ou, en ^crivant q = e*'",

_ ni RtTW \^ / Jl 1 1 _ \

^ ~ "'
\_ 24 2t \8in TTft) 2 sin 27r<» 3 sin Stto)

' "

" /

„! riVa) 1 ^ cos mr ~|

= 2' exp. -^-j- - ^. 2„—.

—

'^

1_ 24 2t «. sin WTTwJ

« = 1 jusqu'^ n = x, forme qui met en Evidence I'^quation ;>(;((» + 2) = 1*^0).
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Mais nous avons

' +ix. cosmir
n sin mrco JiVo) tt m (nw — m)

'

m = 1 jusqua m=+x et m = - 1 jusqua ??i = - c» .

On a, dans les parentheses, d'abord les termes

lJ^n_l 1_
2i TTft) U' 2'

•"
3=

et I'expression de x^" devient ainsi

1 1^ "Hi

2i TTw 12
'

in

24a)

'

X(o = 2'^ exp.
ITTW ITT t -, _, COS

n24 24a) ^ 27r

nir cos mTr"!

(?ia) — m) J
'

ou, ce qui est plus commode,

Xfo = 2* exp. "'''-^+^(S.-'S.-S3 +S.)^^J_J,24 24a) 27r

ou les signes sommatoires (S = 2,s2,„ se rapporteut: S^ aux valeurs impaires de m et

ji; /Sa aux valeurs impaires de m et paire.s de ?i; Sg aux valeurs paires de m et

impaires de n ; /S, aux valeurs paires de m et n. En omettant I'expression —: —
-^

du terme somm^, on peut consid^rer Si, S.^, S^, S^ comme d^notant les quatre sommes

dent il s'agit.

Considerons d'abord S^; en supposant que m', n soient I'un ou I'autre ou tous

les deux impairs, on peut donner a m, n les valeurs 2m', 2n' ; 4m', 4?i'; 8m', 8n' ; ...;

on obtient

S, = (Si + S, + S,} (^ + ^, + |:,
+ ...) = HS.+ S, + S,).

et le terme /Sf, — (So — iS, + St dans I'expression de ^'^ devient ainsi

Dans /S,, Si, ou S„ en supposant que m', n' d^notent des nombres relativement

premiers, on peut donner a m, n les valeurs m', n' ; Zm', 3n' ; 5m', 5n' ; . . . : on

obtient ainsi, pour chacune de ces sommes,

^ =<p4 + ¥^^ + -)=f^'

ou, au c6t^ droit, m et n sont des nombres relativement premiers ; le terme devient

amsi

et nous avons

^ (|6'. - §S, - f S3) = "^ {S, - ^S, - ^S,),

XO) = 2* exp.
jVo) i-rr ITT ri , „ , r, ,

1

24 24a) 12 n {no> — m)_

43—2
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Je m'arrSte pour remarquer que cette expression s'accorde parfaitement avec des

r^sultats trouv^s par M. Dedekind {(Euvres de Riemann, Leipzig, 1876, p. 447). En
m

effet, en donnant a w la valeur w = — + t'a, a une valeur positive tres petite, M.

Dedekind trouve les valeurs de \ogk et log A;'; en ajoutant ces valeurs et en ne

faisant attention qu'aux termes qui deviennent infinis pour a = 0, on a

log kk' =12 log x:<»
= 24^,

m et n tous les deux impaii-s

;

log kk' = 12 log X'^ — ~ 12^,

m et w I'un impaii', I'autre pair.

iri
Ici A =

24)1 (nw — m)
, et les valeurs de log;;^<a sont ainsi

vir

respectivement.

12 n{nu) — m)
et - ITT 1

24 n{na> — m)

Diins I'expression de ^(w, il convient de reunir les termes qui correspondent aux

valeurs — m, + m, c'est-^-dire au lieu de ^ ^_ —^^ , on doit ^crire
n (neo — ni)

'

1 / 1 1 \ 2(0 _

n \nm — m no) + ml nW — m^

'

on a ainsi finalement

Xjto = 2* exp. IT - 24^ +¥ ^^" ~ *^» - ^^'^
n=a,» - vi^

oh. je rappelle que m et n sont des nombres positifs relativement premiers, et que
les signes sommatoires /S,, S.^, S3 se rapportent, Si aux valeurs impaires de m et n,

S3 aux valeurs impaires de m et paires de n, S, aux valeurs paires de m et impaires

de 71.

^^
a 2
—5 auquel se rapportent les sommations^crivant au lieu de », le ter

ft)

se change en i_„2 i '^° P^ut ^changer les lettres m et n, et I'expression de

X f j devient ainsi identiquement celle de x«. c'est-^-dire la forme met en evidence

la relation x{ ) = X'^'

II y a cependant, dans cette analyse et par rapport a I'^change des lettres m
et n, une difficult^ qu'il convient d'^carter. Dans la formule

1 1 .^ cosmTr / , . ,v , ,,

.
= - + ^mz—— (m = l jusqua +00 et — 1 jusqua — x

),smx X x — mir
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' +is. COS niTT

n sin^ mrci) wVo) ir
"* n (nco — m)

'

il est necessaire que la variable x ait une valeur finie ou au moins infiniment petite

par rapport aux valeurs extremes de m ; ainsi, en derivant pour x la valeur niro),

les valeurs extremes de n doivent etre infiniment petites par rapport a celles de m,

et la somme que nous avons denot^e simplement par S^Sm —, ; signifie r^ellement^ '^ n{na> — in) "

1V /I

n {nai — m)
, savoir les limites pour n sont 1, i/ et pour m ces limites sont — 1,

— fi et +1, 4-ft ou ^ et V sont des nombres infiniment grands, mais — = x, ou, ce

qui est la m^me chose, la somme est 2n2„ ou V est un tres grand
n (nco — m)

'

nombre qui devient enfin = x . En reunissant les termes pour m et — ?«, la somme

k consid^rer est 2„2™ -r-^ -, et il s'agit de faire voir qu'il est permis de substituer

pour cela la somme
n'oi' — m-

^ji^n
n'oa' — m'

(f = 1 a v = 00 ).

La difference des deux expressions est une somme double n = \ jusqu'a n = v et

m = v-\-\, jusqu'k m = », savoir cette somme est ^gale k

\ r 1 1 1 ]
C09i/7r|+

[^._(^ + l)2 ^2_(^ + 2y+a)'-(i; + 3)»
•'•]

_r__i \ + 1
...1

— cos VTT r_^ 1
+ L_ 11

aussilaquelle somme (sauf pour une valeur imaginaire o> =— + ia, a positif 1 devient

petite que Ton veut en donnant a v une valeur suffisamment grande ; c'est-a-dire

qu'on peut negliger cette diflP^rence et ainsi considerer la somme 1n%a —tz—ZT^)

'

dont je me suis servi dans I'investigation comme ayant pour n et pour les valeurs

positives ou negatives de m les memes limites 1, v (i/ = oo ).

La forme trouvde pour ;^a) met en Evidence que <a = 0, a) = x, et &> = +

des valeurs essentiellement singuliferes pour la fonction.

sont
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936.

NOTE ON UNIFORM CONVERGENCE.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society o_f Edinburgh, vol. xix. (1893), pp. 203—207.

Read December 5, 1892.]

It appears to me that the form in which the definition or condition of uniform

convergence is usually stated, is (to say the least) not easily intelligible. I call to

mind the general notion: We may have a series, to fix the ideas, say of positive terms

(0)x + (l)x + (2)„ ... + «,...

the successive terms whereof are continuous functions of x, for all values of x from

some value less than a up to and inclusive of a (or from some value greater than

a down to and inclusive of a): and the series may be convergent for all such values

of X, the sum of the series <})x is thus a determinate function <f)X of x; but tj}X is

not of necessity a continuous function ; if it be so, then the series is said to be

uniformly convergent ; if not, and there is for the value x = a a breach of continuity

in the function <f>x, then there is for this value x = a a, breach of uniform convergence

in the series.

Thus if the limits are say from up to the critical value 1, then in the

geometrical series I +x + x'+ ..., the successive terms are each of them continuous up

to and inclusive of the limit 1, but the series is only convergent up to and exclusive

of this limit, viz. for x=l we have the divergent series 1 + 1 + 1 + ..., and this is

not an instance ; but taking, instead, the geometrical series

(1 - x)+ (1 - x)x + (1 - x) a^ + ...

,

here the terms are each of them continuous up to and inclusive of the limit 1, and

the series is also convergent up to and inclusive of this limit ; in fact, at the limit
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the series is + + 0+.., We have here an instance, and there is in fact a dis-

continuity in the sum, viz. x<l the sum is

1
(l-a;)(l +«+«' + ...), :(1-.).^, =1

whereas for the limiting value 1, the sum is + + + ..., =0. The series is thus
uniformly convergent up to and exclusive of the value «=!, but for this value there

is a breach of uniform convergence.

I remark that Du Bois-Reymond in his paper, "Notiz liber einen Cauchy'schen
Satz, die Stetigkeit von Summen unendlicher Reihen betreffend," Math. Ann., t. iv.

(1871), pp. 13-5—137, shows that, when certain conditions are satisfied, the sum 4>x is

a continuous function of x, but he does not use the term "uniform convergence," nor

give any actual definition thereof.

M. Jordan, in his "Cours d'Analyse de I'l^cole Polytechnique," t. i. (Paris, 1882),

considers p. 116 the series s = Mj +it., + M3+ ..., the terms of which are functions of a

variable z, and after remarking that such a series is convergent for the values of z

included within a certain interval, if for each of these values and for every value of

the infinitely small quantity e we can assign a value of n such that for every value of p,

Mod («{„+, + w,i+2 + . . . + Un+p) < Mod e,

e being as small as we please, proceeds :

—

" Le nombre des termes qu'il est n^cessaire de prendre dans la serie pour arriver

a ce resultat sera en g^ndral une fonction de z et de e. Neanmoins on pourra tres

habituellement determiner un nombre n fonction de e seulement telle que la condition

soit satisfaite pour toute valeur de z comprise dans I'intervalle consider^. On dira

dans ce cas que la s^rie s est uniform6)nent convergente dans cet intervalle."

And similarly, Professor Chrystal in his Algebra, Part II. (Edinburgh, 1889), after

con-sidering, p. 130, the series

a; + 1 . 2a; + 1 2a; + 1 . 3a; + 1
+ ...+

(n — l)a;+ 1 . naj + 1
+ ...

for which the critical value is a;=0, and in which when a; = the residue i?„ of the

series or sum of the (n + l)th and following terms is =
^

proceeds as follows:

—

Now when x has any given value, we can by making n large enough make ——r^

smaller than any given positive quantity a. But on the other hand, the smaller x is

the larger must we take n in order that ——j may fall under a; and in general

when X is variable there is no finite upper limit for n independent of x, say v, such

that i{ n>v then Rn < a. When the residue has this peculiarity the series is said to

be non-uniformly convergent ; and if for a particular value of x, such as « = in the
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present example, the number of tei-ma required to secure a given degree of approxi-

mation to the limit is infinite, the series is said to converge infinitely slowly.

And he thereupon gives the formal definition : If for valves of x within a given

region in Argand's diagram we can for every value of a, however small Mod. a, assign

for n an upper limit v INDEPENDENT OF x, such that, when n > v. Mod. it„ < Mod. a,

then the series 2/(«, x) is said to be uniformly CONVERGENT within the region in

question.

The two forms of definition (Jordan and Chrystal) appear to me equivalent, and

it seems to me that consti-uing the definition strictly, and applying it to the above

instance

(l-x) + (l-x)x + (l-x)a^+...,

the definition does not in either case indicate a breach of uniform convergency at

x=l, viz. the definition shows uniform convergency from x = to x = l—€, e being

a positive quantity however small, or (as I have before expressed this) uniform con-

vergency up to and exclusive of the limit 1 ; and further, it shows uniform convergency

at the limit 1. For at this limit, the series of terms is + 0+0-f-..., the residue

or sum of the (ji-l-l)th and subsequent terms is thus also + 0-fO + ..., and we get

the value of this residue, not approximately, but exactly, by taking a single term of

the series. Jordan and Chrystal calculate, each of them, the residue from the general

expression thereof by writing therein for a; or ^ the critical value ; and then, comparing

the value thus obtained with the values obtained for the (n + l)th and subsequent

terms of the series on substituting therein for a; or ^ the critical value, they seem to

argue that the discrepancy between these two values indicates the breach of uniform

convergency.

It may be said that the objection is a verbal one. But it seems to me that

the whole notion of the residue (although very important as regards the general theory

of convergence) is irrelevant to the present question of uniform convergency, and that

a better method of treating the question is as follows:

Considering as before the series

(0)x + (l)x + (2)«-l-...+(n),-h...,

where the functions (0),, (1),, (2)x, ... are each of them continuous up to and inclusive

of the limit x = a, and the series has thus a definite sum <f)X, this sum is primd

fade a continuous function of x, and what we have to explain is the manner in

which it may come to be discontinuous. Suppose that it is continuous up to and

exclusive of the limit x = a, but that there is a breach of discontinuity at this limit

:

write x = a — e, where e is a positive quantity as small as we please, and consider the

two equations

<^ = (0)^ + (l), + (2)^4-...,

<}>a = (0)a+{l)a + (^)a+..-.
then we have

^a-<t>x =ep^
X

(1)«-(1).

a — x
+
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Hence if the sum of the series in { }
is a finite magnitude M, not indefinitely large

for an indefinitely small value of e, we have <j)a — t})x= eM, which is indefinitely small

for 6 indefinitely small, and there is no breach of continuity; the only way in which

a breach of continuity can arise is by the series in ( }
having a value indefinitely

N N
large for e indefinitely small, viz. if such a value is — , then <}>a— <f)x = e. — , = N, and

€ €

as X changes from a — e to a, the sum changes abruptly from <f)(a— e) to ^ (a — e) + N.

The condition for a breach of uniform convergency for the value a; = a, thus is

that, writing x = a — €, e a positive magnitude however small, the series

(O)a-(O).
,
(l)a-(l).

,

a — X (a — x)

shall have a sum indefinitely large for e indefinitely small, or say as before, a sum =

For the foregoing example, where the series is

{l-x) + x{l-x) + af'{l-x)+...

the critical value is a = 1 : we have here (n)x = x"{l —x), and consequently

(n)a- (n)j: _ a"-a;" _ a'»+' - «"+'

a — x a—x (a — x)

= — a;" for a = 1.

N

The series

thus is

for «=!—€, viz. we have

(0)<.-(0),^(l).-(l),

a — x a — x

1 -1
1-a;'

-1
<^l-(/)(l-e) = e.— , =-1;

which is right since by what precedes

0(l-e)=l, <^1 = 0.

C. XIII. 44
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937.

NOTE ON THE ORTHOTOMIC CURVE OF A SYSTEM OF LINES
IN A PLANE.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxii. (1893), pp. 45, 46.]

Considering in piano a singly infinite system of lines, then to each point of

the plane there corresponds a line (not in general a unique line), and we can

therefore express in terms of the coordinates {x, y) of the point the cosine-inclinations

o, /3 of the line to the axes. The differential equation of the orthotomic curve is

then cdx+ fidy = 0, and it is a well-known and easily demonstrable theorem that

adas + /3dy is a complete differential, say it is =dV; the integi-al equation of the

orthotomic curve is therefore V=
j
(adx + ^dy), = const, and we see further that V

is a solution of the partial differential equation (-j—
) + {

;?- I =1.

If the lines are the normals of the ellipse |--t- = 1, then, writing the equation

of the normal at the point X, Y in the form

a , trs h

suppose, we have

and therefore

x = ax

a + X'

oaf

F =

by'
-1 = 0,

(a + xy ^(b + xy

which last equation determines \ as a function of x, y. We have a, y8 proportional

X T
to — ,

-J-;
or say we have

whence
a + X. +X

+ - t
if» {a + Xf^ib + Xf
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or, writing for convenience

r k'
= 0,

(viz. this equation defines k as a function of x, y and X, that is, of x and y), we have

- ^ o_ Xy

and we ought therefore to have

\ / xdx ydy \

k\a + \ ' b + x)
+

a complete differential, =dV.

This is easily verified, for from the assumed value

we deduce

'^*-^^U+\+6 + xJ+'^^l(a + \)»"'(6T\y-

and we have therefore

dV = Xdk
k2X' 4

dk

k
'

where k denotes a function of (x, y) defined as above; hence the equation F= const,

gives k= const., or the equation of the orthotomic curve is given by the system of

equations

aa? by^

(a + xy'^(b + xy ^ ^'

of ^
(a + X)^

"'
(6 + X)''

^
X=^ 2 »

where t is a constant ; these equations (eliminating X) give, in fact, the equation of

the parallel curve of the ellipse, and k denotes the normal distance of a point on

the curve from the ellipse. I recall that the first equation may be replaced by

a^ ^ f k
-r, --1=0,

a + X +X X

and since the derived equation hereof in regard to X is the second equation, we

have the equation of the parallel curve in the known form

Disct. {(X+ k){X + a){X + b) - (b + X) x'' - {a+ X)y^} = 0.

I notice further that, considering k a function of x, y as above, we have

that is,

as it should be.

fdVy (dVY_ 1 f

[dx) '^[dyJ 4A^
i

dk dk/<

\dx) \dy k' ((a + 5^)'
+
(b+xrr

dVy (dVV _
dxl^Kdy) '

44—2
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938.

ON TWO CUBIC EQUATIONS.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxii. (1893), pp. 69

—

71.]

Startino from the equations

2 + a = 6»,

2 + c = a^
then eliminating h, c, we find

that is,

{a* - 4a' + 2)= - (a + 2) = 0,

a« - Sa" + 20a* - 16a= - a + 2 = ;

we satisfy the equations by a = b = c, and thence by

a" - a - 2 = (a - 2) (a + 1) = :

there remains a sextic equation breaking up into two cubic equations; the octic

equation may in feet be written

(a-2)(a+l)(a5 + a'-2a-l)(a»-3a+l)=0,

and we have thus the two cubic equations

«» + «.== -2a;- 1 = 0, ar'-3a;+l=0,

for each of which the roots (a, b, c) taken in a proper order are such that 2 + a = b-,

2 + 6 = c=, 2 + c = a'.

It may be remarked that starting from y' + y'-2y — 1 = 0, y^ = x+2, the first

equation gives (y - 2yy -(y--iy = 0, that is, y' — 5y* + 6y^ — l=0, whence

that is,

{X + 2y - 5 (x+ 2f + 6 (x + 2) - I = 0,

a^ + x^-2x-l =0.
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And similarly, starting from f-Si/+l=0, y"- = x + 2, the first equation gives

(f - Syf -1=0. that is, f -Qf + dy"-! =0, whence

that is,

{x+2y-Q{x+2y + 9{x+2)-l=0,

ar" - 3a; + 1 = 0.

To find the roots of the equation !jc^ + a^—2x — l = 0, taking <o an imaginary

cube root of unity, and writing a = <^{T (2 + 3to)}, y3 = ^{7(2 + 30)")}, where observe

that 2 + 3w, 2 + Sm" are imaginary factors of 7, viz.

7=(2 + 3a))(2 + 3ft)0,

and therefore also a' + yS' = 7, a/3 = 7, then the roots of the equation are

3a = - 1 + a + /3,

36 = - 1 + toa + (0-^,

3c = - 1 + m^a + o/3.

I verify herewith the equation a" = 2 + c, viz. this gives

(- 1 + a + /8)" = 18 + 3 (- 1 + w'-^a + ©jS),

or writing herein 2a/8 = 14, this is

a" - (2 + 36)'') a + y8= - (2 + 3ft)) ;8 = 0,

that is,

or finally

satisfied in virtue of o/8 = 7.

For the second equation a;' - 3a; + 1 = 0, o) denoting as before, the roots are

a^'-f/S^a +/3"-|a=^ = 0,

a = ffl* + ft)', whence a^ = o)^ + ft) + 2, = 2 + c,

6 = ft)* + ft)*, „ 6^ = ft)^ + ft)' + 2, = 2 + a,

; ft)' + ft)'. c^ = o)' + ft)' + 2, =2 + 6.

The equation a;*- 53;"+ 6«- 1 = 0, which, writing therein a; + 2 for x, gives

a^ + x'-2x-l=0,

is considered in Hermite's Cours d'Analyse, Paris 1873, p. 12, and this suggested to

me the foregoing investigation.
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939.

ON A CASE OF THE INVOLUTION AF+BG+CH=0, WHERE
A, B, C, F, G, H ARE TERNARY QUADRICS.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxix. (1893), pp. 182—186.]

We have here the six conies

J.=0, B = 0, (7=0, F=0, = 0, H= 0;

the curves AF= and BG = are quartics intersecting in 16 points, and if 8 of

these lie in a conic H =0, then the remaining 8 will be in a conic C = 0. I take

the first set of eight points to be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 ; the quartics AF= and

BO = each pass through these eight points ; and I assume for the moment

^ = 1234, i;'=5678; 5=1256, 6^ = 3478,

viz. that -4=0 is a conic through the points 1, 2, 3, 4, and similarly for F, 0, B.

Here Zf = is a conic through the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or attending only to

the last four points it is a conic through 5, 6, 7, 8 ; we have therefore a linear

relation between F, 0, H, and supposing the implicit constant factoi-s to be properly

determined, this may be taken to be F-\-0 + H = Q; the identity AF+BO+GH =
thus becomes F{A — C) + O{B — G) = 0. We have thus F a numerical multiple of

B — G, and by a proper determination of the implicit factor we may make this relation

to be F=B—G; the last equation then gives = C — A, and from the equation

F+0 + H = 0, we have H = A — B; the six functions thus are

A, B — G, or if we please, A—D, B — G,

B, G-A B-D, C-A,

G, A-B G -D, A-B,

where D is an arbitrary quadric function. The solution

{A-D){B-G) + {B-D)(,G-A) + {G-D){A-B) = Q

of the involution is an obvious and trivial one.
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But the case which I proceed to consider is

^ = 1234, i^=5678; 5 = 1256, (? = 3478;

here AF=0, and BG = 0, meet as before in the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and in

eight other points, say that

^=0, B = meet in 1, 2 and in two other points a, /8,

^ = 0, (? = „ 3, 4 „ „ 7, 8,

^ = 0, 5=0 „ 5, 6 „ „ 6, ?,

^• = 0, G = „ 7, 8 „ „ V, 0;

then the 8 points a, /3, y, S, e, ^, r], 6 will lie in a conic C = 0.

I take y- - zx = for the conic H=0; for any point in this conic we have

X : y : z = l : 6 : 0^, and we may take 0^, d„, 0^, 0^, 0^, 06, 0,, 0^ for the parameters

of the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 respectively.

Write (a, h, c, f, g, h^x, y, zy = for the conic A, =1234 = 0; therefore we have

a + b0' + c0'+fff' + g&' + h0 = 0-0i.0-0.,.0-0s.0-0t;
or, if

PlZSi = ^1 + 02 +0Z+ 04,

9l334 = ^1^2 + 0i 03 + ^1 ^J + 0^03 +000^ + 0-304,

»"l2M = 010^03 + 010-30* + 0^03^4, + 03^3^*)

*1334 = ^1^2 ^3 ^4.

then

C=l, y^ Pl23i> I i/
=^ 5^1234 ) " ^= ^1234) ^ ^ *1234 )

or, writing g = — \, we have

SisM ar" + 5'i234 2/' + 2' - i^um ^.2 - J-isM «2/ + '^ (y' - 2«) =

for the equation of the conic in question. We may without loss of generality put

X = ; and then if, in general,

£1=180? + qy^ + z^ —pyz — rxy,

we have A = £1^^ = for the conic ^ = 0. And thus the equations of the four

conies are

^=n,254 = 0, F=£l^, = 0; B=n,^=0, 0=0^478 = 0,

or, as for shortness I write them,

A = a=o, F=n' = 0; 5=n"=o, c=n"',

viz. in n the suffixes are 1, 2, 3, 4, in fl' they are 5, 6, 7, 8, in D." they are 1, 2, 5, 6,

and in H'" they are 3, 4, 7, 8.

I find that the implicit constant factors of AF and BG are 1, - 1, and con-

sequently that the form of the identity is

nn' - fi"n"' + (y- -zx)C = o,
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where C is a quadric function to be determined ; or, what is the same thing, we have

(sx' +92^+ z^-pyz - rxy ) (sV + q'y- + z^-p'yz - r'xy ),

- (sV + j'y + 2» - p"yz - r^'xy) {8"'a? + t("f + «» - p"'yz - r"'xy),

+ {f-zx)C= 0.

Writing for shortness

we have

p = a + a'

g = aa' + /8 + /8'

r =a/3' + a'/3

e, + 0., = a , 6^ = ,

^3 + ^4 = <"'
. ^3^4 = ff f

^6 + ^« = «"
. ^8^6 = ^"

,

^7 + ^8 = *"'. ^7^8 = /9"'.

/ = «" +a"'

5' = aV"+/3" + /3"'

r'=a"y?"' + o"'/9"

«'=/S"/8"'

g"' = a'a"' + a'/9"' + a"'/3'

»-"' = a'/3"' + a"'/9'

p" = a + a"

g"=aa"+j8 + /3"

r" = a/9" + a"/9

s" = /9/3"

In the last-mentioned equation, the first and second lines together are a quartic

function of (x, y, z), say the value is

= Ax* + By* + Cz*,

+ Fy'z + Gz^x + Hcfiy,

+ ly:^ + Jza? + Kacy^,

+ La?yz + Mxy-z + Nxyz"^,

+ PyV + Qz-a? + R(i?y\

where after all reductions

A
B

C

F
G
H
I

J
K
L
M
N
P
Q
R

= qq'-q"q'

= 1-1
= -pq'-p'q+p"q"'+p"'q"

= 0-0
= - rs' - r's + r"s"' + r"'s"

= -p-p'+p"+p"'

= 0-0
= -qr'-q'r + q"r"' + ^"r"

= -ps'-p's+p"s"'+p"'s"

p,-' + p'r-p"r"'-p"'r"

:-r-r' + r" + r"'

: pp' + q + ^-p"p"'-q"-q"

: s+S-8"-s"'

= 0,

= (a/S"'-a"'/3)(a'-a")

+ (a'r - ct"^') (a - a'") - (^ - ^") (/9 - y9"'),

= 0,

= (a - a'") (/3' - ^") + (a' - a") (y8 - /9"'),

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= 0,

= (a/3'" - a"'^) (/3" - ^') + (a'/3" - a"^') (^" - /3),

= {ar - a"'y8) (^' - /3") + (a'^" - a"/3') (/9 - /9"'),

= (a/3'" - a'"^) (a" - a') + (a'^" - a"/3') (a"' - a),

= (a - a'") (^" - /3') + (a' - a") (/3"' - yS),

= 0,

= (/3'-/3")(^-/3"'),

= TV-' + gs' + q's - r"r'" - q"s"' - q"'s" = :
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values which satisfy

F + N = 0,

K+L =0,

B +M+Q = 0.

The quartic function is thus seen to be

= (y^ — zx) {By"- + Fyz — Qzx + Kxy) = 0,

viz. we have By^ + Fyz - Qzx + Kxy = for the equation of the conic C = 0.

Moreover, substituting for p, q, r, s, &c., their values, we have finally for the

required involution

[j8/SV + (aa' + ^ + 0)f + z^- -(a + a') yz - (a/3' + a'/3) xyl

X [^"^'V + (a"o"' + /9" + ^"') f + z'-- (a" + a'") yz - {a'T + a"'/3") xy}

- [/8/3'V + (oa" + /8 + /3") f-+z"--{a+ a") yz - (a/9" + a"/8) xy]

X [/3'/8"V + («'«'" + ^' + ^"') 2/^ + ^= - {a! + «'") yz - (a'^" + a"^) xy\

- {f -zx)x / f [{a^'" - a"'/3) (a' - a") + (a'/3" - a"^') (a - a'") -(^-DW - /3")]\

+ yz [(a - a'") (^ - ^") + (a - «") (/3 - /3"')]

-^^[(/9-/3"')(/3'-^")]

- a;y [(a;S"' - a"'/3) (/3' - r) + («'/3" - a"/3') (/3 -D]

= 0.

It will be recollected that this is the solution for the case j1 = 1234, i''=5678;

5=1256, G = 3478: being that to which the present paper has reference.

C. Xlll. 45

i
7
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940.

m

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF (l+n'x)".

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxii. (1893), pp. 186—190.]

It is a known theorem that, if — be any fraction in its least terms, the
n
m

coefficients of the development of (l+n''x)" are all of them integers, or, what is the

same thing, that

m.m — n...m — (r — l)n,
1.2... r

is an integer. The greater part, but not the whole, of this result comes out very

simply from Mr Segar's very elegant theorem. Messenger, vol. xxii. (1893), p. 59, " the

product of the diflferences of any r unequal numbers is divisible by (r — 1)!!" or, as

it may be stated, if a, /3, 7, ... are any r unequal numbers, then ^^(a, /S, 7, ...) is

divisible by ?i(0> 1, 2, ..., r-1).

In fact, writing r+1 for r and considering the numbers

m+n, n, 2n, Sn, ... (r—l)n;

then neglecting signs

f* (a, /3, 7, . . .) is = m.m — n ... m — {r—l)n,

X In .2n ... (r— l)n,

X ln.2n ... (r — 2)n,

X In . 2n,

X In,

which is

=m.m -n ... ?n—(r— 1)71 X ni'-''"' X 5'i(0, 1, 2, ..., r — 1).
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and similarly

fi(0, 1. 2, .... r) = 1.2.3...r-x?J(0, 1, 2, ..., r-1);

so that, omitting the common factor ^^(0, 1, 2, ..., r — 1), we have

m . m — ?i . . . m — (r — 1) n . mi''-''"' divisible by 1 . 2 . 3 . . . r.

It thus appears that the fraction

m.'m — n...m — (r — l)n
1~. 2~T7 r

'

when reduced to its least terms, will contain in the denominator only products of

powers of the prime factors of n; and it remains to show that multiplying this by

n'' it will become integral, or what is the same thing that

1.2. ...r

in its least terms will not contain in the denominator any prime factor of n.

Considering in succession the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, ..., first the number 2,

we see that in the product 1.2.3....r, the number of terms divisible by 2 is = (h) .

the number of terms divisible by 4 is =
( t )

> t^^* by 8 is =
( q )

. and so on, where

(5) denotes the integer part of ^, and so in other cases. Hence the product contains

the factor 2, with the exponent
(9)

+ (7) + (o) + ••• 'which exponent is less than

T T T
_ + _+_+... ad m/

is less than r, say it is less than (r). Similarly for the number 3, the product

contains the factor 3, with the exponent

which exponent is less than

V T" 7*

- +-+^ + ...adinf.

is less than ^r, say it is at most ={^r); and so it contains the factor 5 with an

exponent which is less than {r, say it is at most =(ir-), and generally the prime

factor p with an exponent which is less than _ -. r : say it is at most =(^7t^)-

This is

1 .2.3... »•= l2<'''3'i''' 5'i»
K.

45—2
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where K ia a whole number. Hence if ?i = 2"3*5'' . .
. , we have

[940

n'

1.2.3...r

and here for every prime number 2, 3, 5, ... which is a factor of n, that is, for

which the corresponding exponent o, /8, 7, ... is not =0, the exponents ra— {r),

r^ — {^r), ry — (^r), ... are all of them positive; and thus the fraction in its least

terms does not contain in the denominator any prime factor of n; this is the

theorem which was to be proved.

Mr Segar's theorem may without loss of generality be stated as follows: if

/8, 7, ... are any r — 1 unequal positive integers (which for convenience may be

taken in order of increasing magnitude), then ?* (0, /3, 7, ...) is divisible by

f*(0, 1, 2, ..., r— 1). A proof, in principle the same as his, is as follows:

We have the determinant

1 afi, ay,

b

c

divisible by 1, a, a",

b

c

viz. the quotient is a rational and integral function of a, b, c, ... with coefficients

which are positive integers; hence putting a^b^c, ... =1, the quotient will be a

positive integer number. Considering the numerator determinant, and for a, b, c, ...

writing therein 1+a, 1+6, 1 + c, ... respectively, where a, b, c, ... are ultimately to

be put each = 0, the value is

1, l+^.a + ^^a^.., l + 7ia + 72a2+

b

where /9x, ^, denote the binomial coefficients

/3 /8./3-1
, &c.

1' 1.2

attending only to the lowest powers of a, b, c, ... which enter into the formula, this is

1,

1, A, /3,

1. 7i. 7j

1, a, a',

1, b, b\

1, c, c\
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or what is the same thing it is
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=M 1,

1. 7. 7°.

1, a, a"

1, h, ¥

1, c, c'

, =M^i{O,0,y,...) 1, a, a',

I, h, h\

1, c, c^

where Jf is a mere number: it will be recollected that in this form, a, b, c, ... are

not the original o, 6, c, .... Putting herein /9, 7, ... =1, 2, ..., the denominator

determinant is

M^i(0, 1,2, ...) 1,

1,

1,

a, a,

b, b\

c, c^

and hence the quotient, which as already seen is an integer number, is equal to

f*(0, /8, 7, ...)-7- 5'*(0, 1, 2, ...), the theorem in question.

m
The original theorem as to the form of (1 + n'x)" is a particular case of

Eisenstein's very general theorem that, in the development of any algebraical function

of X, it is always possible by substituting for x a proper multiple of x, to make all

the coeflScients integers. It may be remarked that this would not be so if we had only

m .m — n . ... m — (r — l)n . n^''~^

divisible by 1 . 2 . . . . r ; for then, writing Nx for x, the form of the coefficient would

have been

and there would be no value (however great) of N by which the denominator factor

jj}r.r+i could be got rid of.
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941.

NOTE ON THE PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
Er + Ss + Tt+U{s'-rt)-V=0.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxvi. (1893),

pp. 1—5.]

It is well known that this equation, R, S, T, U, V being any functions whatever

of (a?, y, z, p, q), in the case where u admits of an integral of the form u =f(v)
(u, V functions of x, y, z, p, q, and / an arbitrary functional symbol) can be integrated

as follows ; viz. taking rrii, m^ as the roots of the quadratic equation

m?-Sm + RT-UV=0,
(that is, writing mi + m.2 = S and mirrii = JRT— UV), then, to, denoting either root at

pleasure, and 7^2 the other root of the quadratic equation, if the system of ordinary

differential equations

ni^dx — Rdy + JJdq — 0,

— T dx + msdy+ Udp = 0,

— Vdx + TTi^q + R dp = 0,

— Vdy + Tdq + niidp = 0,

—pdx—qdy+ dz = 0,

(equivalent to three independent equations) admits of two integrals u — const, and
V = const., the solution of the given partial differential equation is u =/(f).

In fact, to prove this, we have

du— X ( midx — Rdy + Udq)

+ /x (- T dx + nyiy + U dp)

+ V {— V dx + m^q + R dp)

+ p{- Vdy+Tdq + m,dp)

+ o-(— pdx — q dy + dz),
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j-= \mi — ij,T—vV — frp,

T- = — Xti + /iWij — pV — aq.
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and thence

du

dz

du

dp

du

dq

a,

= /mU + vR + pnii

= \U + M?i2+ pT

du du du du , ^

,

, „ „ , , „ „ , , ™ v

^ + T- 9 + T- s + ~ < = \ (- iJ + CTif) + yu, (mj + f/s) + 1/ (Es + m2<) + p (- V+ m,s + Ti).

which equations may be represented by

d{u)

dx
= AX +Bfi +Cv +Dp,

^ = A'X + £> + C'v + D'p
;

and for \, p,, v, p writing \', pf, v', p', we have similarly

^ = A\' + Bp-' + Cv' + Dp,

d{v)

whence

dy
= A'\' + B'p,' + C'v' + D'p';

d (m) d (v) d (u) d (v) AX +Bp, +Cv +Dp, AX' + Bp,' + Cv + Dp

A'X + B'p. + C'v + Up, A'X' + JS>' + Cv' + D'pdx dy dy dx

The determinant is

= {AD' - A'D) (Xp - X'p) + (BD' - B'D) (pp' - p.'p)

+ (CD' - CD) {vp' -vp) + (BC - B'C) ipv' - plv)

+ (CA' - CA)(vX' - v'X) + (AB'- A'B) (Xp.' - X'p).

The determinants AD' — A'D, &c., each of them contain the factor

0, =Rr + Ss + Tt+U{s''-rt)-V;
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viz. we have
AU-A'D= ??i,©, BC -RG =-m^e.

Biy-B'D=- T@, CA' -C'A = -R@,

CD'-C'D = - V%, AR-A'B= Ue,

values which give

{AU - A'D) {BC - B'C) + (BD' - B'D) {CA' - G'A)

+ {CU - CD) (A B' - A'B) = &(-m,m,+ TR- VU) = 0,

as it should be.

Hence, when the partial differential equation © = is satisfied, we have

d{u) d (v) d (u) d(v) _^
dx dy dy dx '

and we thence have u =/(v) as the integral of the partial differential equation.

It should be possible to express analytically the conditions in order that the

systems of differential equations may have one or each of them two integrals.

It is interesting to remark that, if each of the two systems of ordinary differential

equations has only a single integral, these two integrals do not lead to the solution

of the partial differential equation. Consider, for instance, the case

R = 0, S= x + y, T=0, U=0, V==p + q;

the partial differential equation is here

(x + y)s-(p + q) = 0,

which has an integral

z = (x + y) {f (x) + 1' (y)} - 2 {</, (a;) + 1 (y)},

where
<f>,

-v/r are arbitrary functions: the equation in m is m^ —m{x + y) = 0, the roots

of which are m = 0, and m = x + y.

For ?«! = 0, nii = x + y, the system of differential equations becomes

dy = 0,

— ip + q)dx + (x+ y) dq = 0,

— pdx + dz =0,

which has only the integral y = const. ; and similarly for mi = x + y, m^ = 0, the system

becomes
dx=0,

— {p + q)dy + {x + y)dp = 0.

— qdy + dz —0,

which has only the integral x = const. And these two integrals y = const, and x = const.

do not in anywise lead to the integral of the partial differential equation.
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I take the opportunity of remarking that the complete system of conditions in

oi-der that the diiferential

Adx + Bdy + Gdz + Ddtv

may be = Mdll is as follows: viz. writing

A, B, C, £)=1, 2, 3, 4;

dB_dC dC _dA dA_dB dA _dD dB _dD dC dD_^^
dz dy ' dx dz' dy dx ' dw dx' dw dy ' dw dz ~

' ' '
' '

^ '

where of course 12 = — 21, &c., and

123 = 1 . 23 + 2 . 31 + 3 . 12, &c. ; 1234 = 1 . 234 - 2 . 341 + 3 . 412 - 4 . 123,

is =0 identically;

1234 = 12 . 34 + 13 . 42 + 14 . 23,

then the conditions equivalent to three independent conditions are

234 = 0, 341=0, 4l2 = 0, 123 = 0, 1234 = 0.

In fact, the first four equations are

2 . 34 - 3 . 24 + 4 . 23 = 0,

-1.34 . +3.14 + 4.31=0,

1.24-2.14 . +4.12 = 0,

-1.23-2.31-3.12 . =0;

hence, multiplying by 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively and adding, we have the identity 1234=0,

so that these four are equivalent to three independent equations: and multiplying by

12 . ^ - 31 . 1/ + 14 . p,

-12.x . +23.I/ + 24./3,

31.x- 23. /ti . +34./3,

- 14 . X - 24 . /A - 34 . 1/

respectively, (where X, /i, v, p are arbitrary), we have

( 1 . X + 2 . ;i4 + 3 . 1- + 4 . p) (23 . 14 + 31 . 24 + 12 . 34) = 0,

that is,

23.14 + 31.24 + 12.34 = 0, or 1234 = 0,

the fifth condition.

C. XIII. 46
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942.

ON SEMINVAKIANTS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxvi. (1893),

pp. 66—09.]

I WISH to prove the following negative: a given sharp seminvariant is not in

every case obtainable by mere derivation from a form of the same extent and of the

next inferior degree. The meaning of the statement will be explained.

According to the general theory developed in Clebsch's Theorie der bindren

alyebraischen Formen, Leipzig, 1872, the covariants of a given binary quantic / are all

of them obtainable, the covariants of a given degree from those of the next inferior

degree, by derivation (Ueberschiebung) of these with /; viz. if the covariants of the

next inferior degree are P, Q, &c., then the covariants of the degree in question are

all of them included among the forms

if,pri=fP), if, py, if PY,...,

(/, QT , (/, Qy. (/. QT.-,

&c.,

the index of derivation for (/, P) being at most equal to the degree of / or to that

of P, whichever of these is the smaller, and so for Q, &c. The forms thus obtained

are far too numerous ; but rejecting repetitions, we have a complete system of the

covariants of the given degree, viz. every covariant whatever of that degree is a lineai-

function (with numerical multipliers) of the several distinct forms thus obtained by

derivation.

We can therefore, by linear combination as above, obtain all the sharp covariants

of the given degree, but we may very well have a sharp covariant not included among
the several distinct forms thus obtained by derivation, but only expressible as a linear

combination of two or more such forms ; or say we may very well have a sharp
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covariant not obtainable by me7'e derivation from the forms of the next inferior degree

;

and it is important to verify that there are sharp covariants not thus obtainable by

mere derivation. I remark that the notion of a sharp covariant does not present

itself in Clebsch, and that it will be presently explained.

Passing from a covariant to its leading coefficient which is a seminvariant, the

statement may be applied to seminvariants ; viz. it is to be verified that there are

sharp seminvariants not obtainable by mere derivation from the seminvariants of the

next inferior degree. But we have to introduce the notion of " extent " so as to

connect the seminvariant with a quantic of some paiticular order, thus, if the highest

letter of the seminvariant is /, we say that the extent is = 5, and thus connect it

with the quintic

(1, b, c, d, e, f\x, yf.

The notion " sharp " applies to the seminvariants of a given weight. Suppose,

for instance, the weight is = 8 ; we have a series of initial or non-unitary terms

i, eg, df, (?, &c., and a series of final or power-ending terms e"^, cd"^, Ifd^, &, &c., and

we denote by eg — & (where observe that here and in all similar cases the — is not

a minus sign, but is simply a stroke), the whole series of terms (including eg and &)

which are in counter-order (CO) subsequent to eg, and in alphabetical order (.40)

precedent to &; and so in other cases. This being so, arranging the seminvariants

with their final terms in AO, we have the seminvariants

i — e^,

eg — ed^,

df- b'd',

e -e\

&c.,

viz. we have a seminvariant i — ^ containing all or any (in fact, all) of the terms of

this set as above defined ; a seminvariant eg — cd^ containing all or any of the terms

of this set, a seminvariant df— b^d" containing all or any of the terms of this set

;

and so on. These are sharp forms ; a seminvariant ending in e", must of necessity

have the leading term i, and thus belong at least to the octic

(1, b, c, d, e, f g, h, i^x, y)\

a seminvariant ending in cd^ must of necessity have a leading term as high as eg,

and thus belong at least to the sextic

(1, b, c, d, e, f, g'^x, yf.

Any linear combination of these would be a seminvariant i — cd^, belonging to the

octic, but it is not a sharp form ; the final term ed^ does not of necessity imply

an initial so high as i (in fact, as we have seen, it only implies the lower initial eg):

and so in other cases.

For the quintic (1, b, c, d, e, f\x, y)\ we have (for the weight 8 and degree 4)

the seminvariants df- iPd^ and e^ - c*, this last belongs, of course, also to the quartic

(1, b, c, d, e'^x, yf, it is, in fact, the squared quadrinvariant {e- ^bd-V^c^f. I wish to

46—2
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show that df- b'd^ is not obtainable by mere derivation from the covariants of degree

3 of the quartic.

The quintic and its covariants up to the degree 3 are

il=( 1 5b 10c lOd 5e f 5*. y)'.

say
(1, 6, c, d, e,f\x, yj\

B=( e +1 / -1 b/+l

bd-i be -3 ce - 4

c' +3 cd + 2 cP +3

l[a;. y)'.

(e-c\ f-cd, hf-d'\x, yf;

C = (c-b\ d-bc, e- c\ f- cd, hf- d\ cf- de, df- e^'^x, y)\

D = {ce-&, cf- c% df- cd\ hdf- d%x. yf,

E^if-bd', bf-&, cf-&d, df-cd\ ef-d?,p-d-e^x, yy,

F=(d-b\ e- b% f- h?, bf-c', cf- c% df- cd\

cf- d\ p - d% bp - de\ cf' - e'-^x, yy.

Hence all tbfe covariants of the degree 3 are A^, AB, AC, D, E, F, where

AB = {e-d',f-bc^ bf-c', cf-cfd, bcf-cd\ bdf-d\ bef-d% bf-d'f^x, yf

AC = (c-b\ d-bc,...J_x, yf';

and the derivatives are

(A, A^y ,
(A, A') , &c. weights of leading coefficients are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

{A, ABy, (A, AB), &c 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

(A, ACy, {A, AC), &c 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

(A,Dy ,{A,D) , &c 6,7.8,9

(A, Ey ,
{A, E) , &c 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

{A, Fy ,
{A, F) , &c 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.

The terms giving rise to a seminvariant of weight 8 are

<e -c\f- bc\ bf - c», cf- c'd, bcf- cd']

iA,ABy^[
. /d , c , 6 ,1 \

(A. By =

e , d , c , b ,

{ce-&, cf-d'd, df-cd-\

\ c , b , 1 }

= df- c*,

= df-<^,

= df-<^.^^'^^ =\ d , c , b , 1

(^, Py .f -/^ e-6'c./-6c^, 6/-C. cf-0% df- cd'l ^^_ ^^^

\ J y
C , Ct , C , , I

)
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where to explain the algorithm, I remark, that if

A=(Ao, A„ A^,...^x, yY and D = (D„ D„ Do,...^x, y)\

then

represented as above by

{A, By

{A, DY = D„A,-2D,A, + D,A„

A, A, Alfce-c^, cf-c'd, df-cd?
A., A,, aS~\ c , b , 1

The result is in every case given as df— & ; in each case there is only a single

term c.&, =c*, and the term in c* certainly presents itself. In (J., ABf there is a

single term d.f, =df, and in (-4, By a single term df, and thus the term df certainly

presents "itself: in {A, Ef there are two terms d.f, =df and df and it is conceivable

that, inserting the proper numerical coefficients, these might destroy each other: if

this were so, the form instead of being df—c^ would be ^ — d^\ and similarly in

{A, Fy, there are two terms df = df and df which it is conceivable might destroy

each other, and the form would then be e'—c*. But in every case we have the term

c*, and it thus appears that the form df— b'd" is not obtainable by mere derivation.

The form in question is in fact obtained by a linear combination of df—c* and

e^ — (T*, viz. writing down the leading coefficients of the covariants if^ and H, we have

3// 25^ =

# 3

e» _ 2

bcf - 9

hde -15 + 16

cV + 30 -12

cd-" - 12

Vf + 6

h'ce - 15

V<P + 42 -32

he'd -48 + 48

c* + 18 - 18

3

_ 2

- 9

+ 1

- 18

- 12

+ 6

- 15

- 10

viz. the form in question df— b^d^ is = Mf- 2e- — I0¥d'.
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943.

. ON RECIPKOCANTS AND DIFFERENTIAL INVARIANTS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxvi. (1893),

pp. 169—194, 289—307.]

I USE the term Keciprocant to denote a function of an ai'bitrary variable or

variables and its differential coefficients, not connected with any differential equation;

and Differential Invariant to denote a function of the coefficients of a differential

equation and the differential coefficients of these coefficients. Halphen's differential

invariants are thus reciprocants, but the term reciprocant is not made use of by him.

I have entitled the present paper " On Reciprocants and Differential liivariants "

;

in the earlier part, (except that for preserving a chronological order, I briefly refer

to Sir J. Cockle's Criticoids, which are differential invariants or rather seminvariants),

I attend almost exclusively to Reciprocants, reproducing and explaining, and in

some parts developing, the theories of Ampere, Halphen in his first two memoirs, and

Sylvester.

I.

The notion of a reciprocant first presents itself in Ampere's " Mdmou'e sur les

avantages qu'on peut retirer dans la thdorie des courbes de la consideration des

paraboles osculatrices, avec des reflexions sur les fonctions diffi^rentielles dont la valeur

ne change pas lors de la transformation des axes," Journ. £cole Polyt. t. vii. (1808),

pp. 151—191 (sent to the Institute, Dec. 1803)*. We have (p. 167) for the radius of

curvature the expression

(i+y^)^

y" '

* A reciprocant, the Schwarzian derivative, occurs in Lagrange's memoir, " Sur la construction des cartes

giographiques," Nouv. Mem. de Berlin, 1779, (Euvres, t. iv. p. 651, but scarcely gita reciprocant, viz. the form

question^ - I I '^ ) , presents itself in the equation

/"'("+f) , ff"{u+ ti)y_F"'{u-ti) _ fF^^-Ji)y
/'(u+ft) ~^\f'{u+ ti))

~ F'(u-ti) ^\F'{u-ti)J
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and for the parameter of the osculating parabola the expression

54y"°

and it is explicitly noticed that each of these expressions remains absolutely unaltered
when the coordinates x, y are changed into any other (rectangular) coordinates whatever.

The functions here spoken of are thus orthogonal absolute reciprocants ; the

change which leaves them unaltered is that of x, y into X, Y, where

X =xcQsd-^ysm6 + a, Y= — x sin + y cos + ^.

For the moi-e general change

X = ax + by + a, Y = ex + dy + ^,
we find without difficulty

Y> ^ c + d^'
Y" = («c^ - ^c) y"

a- by' (a-byj '

and thus there is not an identity of form in the expressions

(l + F'O* ,
(l+y'^)i

yi, ana -y, .

But if we disregard factors, or (what is the same thing) attend to the equations

y" = and Y" = 0, we see that for this more general change one of these equations

implies the other; each of them is, in fact, the condition for an inflexion of the

curve in (x, y) or {X, Y). .

II.

The differential invariants, or rather seminvariants, called " Criticoids," were con-

sidered by Sir James Cockle in his paper " On Criticoids," Phil. Mag. t. xxxix. (1870),

pp. 201—221 ; these will be more particularly considered further on, but at present

it is sufficient to remark that the functions in question are connected with a linear

differential equation, viz. they are functions of the coefficients of a linear differential

equation, such that effecting thereon a transformation of the dependent variable, say

y=f. Y, where f is an arbitrary function of the independent variable x, the function

i.s equal to tlie like function of the coefficients of the new equation. For instance, if

by the transformation in question y=f.Y we transform

then we have

and thence

dl'ii ^, dv „ • . d''Y c^ndY ^,^ .

%^„ + 2b--^ + cy = {) mto -j^„ + 2B y^ + GY=0,
dx' dx '' dX- dX

B = b+-^, C = c+-2b-^+-^,

G-B'-B' = c-¥-b',

where F is the conjugate function of /, an equation implying that each side thereof is equal to one and

the same constant; u-ti is of course not a function of u + ti, and thus we have here no property that

the function f- S (— I remains unaltered when for the arguments x, y thereof we substitute X, Y,

r ' \r)
determinate functions of these arguments.
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(where the accents denote differentiation in regard to x) : and thus c — V — h' is an

invariant of the form in question ; say it is an a-seminvariant of the differential

equation.

III.

We have four important Memoirs by Halphen, (1) "These d'Analyse sur les

invariants diffdrentiels," Paris (1878), (2) "Sur les invariants diffdrentiels des courbes

gauches," Jour. £cole Polyt. Cah. xlvii. (1880), pp. 1—102; (3) "Mdmoire sur la

reduction des Equations diff^rentielles lineaires aux formes int^grables," Mim. Sav.

Strang, t. XXVIII. (1883), pp. 1—297, and (4) "Sur les invariants des Equations

differentiellea lineaires du quatrifeme ordre," Acta Math. t. III. (1883), pp. 325—380.

In the Memoir, Halphen (1), the investigations are in the first instance presented

in a geometrical form ; the author considers for instance the inflexions of a plane

curve, and so obtains the invariant y", or using his notation

d*y_
1.2. ..A; daf^

= at,

say the invariant a^ of the weight 2 ; similarly, the consideration of the sextactic

points gives him the invariant Oa'as — Sa./i./ii + 2^/ of the weight 9 ; and that of the

points of nine-pointic contact a more complicated invariant of the weight 27 : and

with these he forms absolute invariants. But the formal analytical definition is

given § 3, "Thdorie des invariants differentiels jusqu'au huitieme ordre exclusivement,"

viz. considering the general homographic transformation

cue + /Sy +7Z =

then if the equation

a"a; + ^"y + 7"

/(a^. V'

dy

dx'

"^ -o!'x + ^'y + y"'

da^J

is unaltered in form by the change {x, y) into {X, Y), or what is the same thing

if the function

dy d^\
dx''A'^'^'i'-

be unaltered save as to a factor, then such function is said to be a differential

invariant: and the quotient of two functions having the same factor, which quotient

is therefore unaltered, is said to be an absolute invariant. We may for these terms

substitute reciprocant, and absolute reciprocant respectively. The theory is scarcely

worked out from the definition, and indeed, as will presently appear, it is by no means

easy to work out directly from the definition, even the foregoing sextactic invariant

o^/aj — Sajaja^ + 2a/. I remark that, in what follows, instead of Halphen's Ojj, a,, a^, Oj,...

I write a, h, c, d,..., viz. these are used to denote respectively

d?y

da?'

,d'y
A
d^
dx*' ^^da?'-
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dij
the first differential coefficient -— being denoted by t. The foregoing invariant, or say

the sextactic reciprocant, is thus = a?d — ^ahc + 26'. (See post, XI.)

IV.

For the analytical theory, we have as above

„ ^ ax +0y +7 Y_ a'a? + ^'y + y'

oi"x + ^'y + y"' ^-a"x + 0"y + y"''

taking h, k for the increments of x, y respectively, we have

k =th +ah'' +bh^ +ch* + dh' +...,

and, similarly, taking H, K for the increments of X, Y respectively, we have

K=TH + AH' + BH' + CH* + DH'>+ ...

,

and we require the relations between the two sets of coefficients (t, a, h, c, d,...) and

(T, A, B, G, D,...): I propose to develop these up to d, D, so as to obtain the

theory for the form a^d — 3a6c + 26'.

Writing for shortness ^, ti, ^ for

ouc + % + 7, ax + /3'2/ + 7', ol'x + ^"y + 7"

respectively, we have

X + H = ^ g + oA +/3A;

a" (x + h) + /3" (y + k) + y"' ~
? + a"h + /3"A

'

and thence

H =
^+a"h + ^'k r'

if

^(^+a"h+fi"k)

Ph + Qk

H =

or, for i substituting its value,

(P + Qt)h+Q jah' + bh' + cA* + dh')

f {5-+ (a" + ^"t) h + /3" (aA'' + bh? + cA* + dh')\

'

L{h + \ (ah'' + bh' + ch* + dh')}

~ ni

+

^" 1^ + ^"
i"-^" + ^^' + ''^^ + '^^°)}]

'

if

i = P + Q« , \

i" = a" + ^"<, \" =

C. XIII. 47
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or, putting fi = j, say this is

h + \ {a¥ + bh* + ch* + dh^)

1 + L" [h + \" {ah''+ bh" + ch* + dh')}

then

Similarly, if

P' = a'^-a"v. Q'= /3'?-/3"'?. L' = P' + Q% >-' =
p/^(^-^,

and m' = |>

%'K =
h + \' {ah'' + bh? + ch* + dh")

'*" "
1 + X" (A + X" {ah' + bh* + ch* + dh')}

'

we have thus found H and ^ each of them in terms of h, and the elimination of h

leads to an equation between H and K expressible in the form

K=TH + AH^ + BH» + CH* + DH\

Writing for convenience

that is,

we have

aA» + bh^ + ch* + dh' = h£l,

a = ah + bh'' + ch'+dh*.

h{l + \n)
1^ ~\+L"h{\+\"D.y

i.'K =
h{i+\'n)

and thence

i + L"h{i+x"a)'

„ ^„i+vn i + vn

since, when A is small or say il = 0, we have K = TH ; viz. we thus have T= —,.
II

Developing, we have

K = TH{\-\-{\'-X)^-X{-M-\)D,' + X^{\'-X)D?-\'{\'-\)il*].

We have
il = ah + bh^ + ch^ + dh*,

A = - n - -, n= + -. (26'- ac) fl»-i (o6» - babc + a'd)D.*
a a" a' a'

= pfi+ q£l'+ ril"- sil*,

suppose, and hence
{pn+qil'' + rQ,' + sa*){l+xn)^ \+L"{pil-\-qQ.' + rD? + sD,*){\+ VH)

pa + {q+ Xp) n' + (r + Xq) O' + (s + Xr) fl'

~
1 + L"pn + L" {q + X"p) ri« + L" (r + X"q) IP + L" {s + X"r) n* '

which gives H in terms of il, and conversely fl in terms of f?. We assume

n:=XH+YH' + ZH' + WH*

;

K is then given as above in terms of H, fl, that is, in terms of H, and it is

assumed that we have
K = TH+AIP+ BH' + CH* + DH'.
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In the foregoing expression for K, substituting for H its value

and comparing coefficients, we find

A={X'-X)x X,

B = (X'-\)x Y - \X\
G=(\'-\)x Z -\.2XY +\'X\
D = (\'-\)x W-\ {2XZ + FO + X' . SX'Y- VZ*

;

and we have then, from the relation between H. fl, to find the values of X, Y, Z, W.

We have
p(XH+ YH'- + ZE' + WH* )

-IjlH

+ {q + Xp) ( X'H' + 2XYH' + {2XZ + F») H')

-fiH.L"p {XH+YH^+ ZH' )

+ (r + \q)( X^H' + 3X^Y.H* )

-i^H.L"{q + \"p)( X'H' + 2XYH')

+ {s + \r)( X^.H' )

- fiH . L" (r + X"q) ( X^H^ ) = 0.

Equating coefficients, we have

pX — ij.= 0,

pY +(g + Xp)X'- fiU'pX = 0,

pZ +(q+ Xp) 2XY+ (r + Xq) Z' - fiL"pY- fiL" (q + X"p) X« = 0,

pW + {q + Xp) {2XZ+ 7») + (r + Xq) ZX'Y+ {s + Xr) X'

-fiL"pZ-fiL"(q + X"p)2XY-fi.L"(r + X"q)X*=0,

and substituting for p, q, r, s their values, we find successively after reductions, which

for W are somewhat troublesome, the values

X = fia,

Y =fi'{b + aL" - a'X},

Z = /*• }c + 2bL" + aL"" - 3abX + 2a'X' - da'XL" + a^X"L"},

W = fi.*{d + ZcL" + SbL"' + aL"' - (4ac + 2b') X + lOa'^bX" - 5a'X'

- \2abXL" + 2abX"L" - Qa'X"" + 2.a?X"L"-' + lOa'X'L" - 4>a'XX"L"}
;

these values are to be substituted for X, Y, Z, W in the foregoing expressions of

A, B, C, D.

I add the formulae
Q' Q _ FQ'-P'Q

^'^'W+Wi P+Qt~{P + Qt){F'+Q't)'

Pqr-P'Q = (a?- a"^) (^'?- /S"'?) - (^r - /3"^) (a'f - a"^)

a, a'. a" = ?

/3, P, /3"

f, V, ?

a, a , a

^, /3', ^"

7. 7'. 7"

= (a"^ + y3"2/ + 7") /3, 7
/

7

47—2

ff

I,
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= a {d'x + /S'V + 7") - a" (oa; + y3y + 7) + < (iS {a"x + y3"y + 7") - /3" (oa; + /3y + 7)!.

P' + Q'< = a'?- ci'v + (/S-? - /3"7?) t

= OL {ax + ^'y + 7") - a" {a'x + /3'y + 7') + «
{y3' (a"a; + /3"y + 7") - ^" (a'x + /9'y +7')),

that is,

P + Qt = a . /3 , 7

a , /3 , 7

« , -1, y-te

P' + Q'< =

whence X' — X is known.

Also

aad

^ a"x + 0"y-iy"

^-L" F + Qt '

a', /8'
, 7

a", /8" , 7"

« ,
- 1, y-te

,_ g a"^ + ^"y + 7"

P' + Q'<

^~/ z p + yr

V.

We have

and then

^ = (X' — X) /M,

and thus a is a reciprocant, viz. a = is the condition of an inflexion.

I remark that ac — b' is not a reciprocant ; we have

AC-B' = (X-\'y{XZ-7^),

XZ-Y* = fi* {(ac - ¥) -a-^{b- o'X) + a" (X" - X) L"},

and thus AC—B^ is not a multiple of ac — b', even in the particular case L" = 0.

I notice further that we have

{4,AC - 5^) = (X' - X)'' {iXZ-5Y'+ 2XX'Y - X'X'},

= (X' - X)^ /M* {4ac - 56^ - 2abL" - a'L"' + 4a»X"i"},

viz, in the particular case L" = 0, we have

4,AC-5B' = (X' - X)" fi* (4ac - 56*),

and thus in the particular case L" = (or say, if a" = 0, /3" = 0, that is, if X, Y are

mere linear functions of x, y) we have 4ac — Si"* = a reciprocant. But in the general

case now in hand, it is not a reciprocant.

We have now to consider the sextactic form a?d — Zahc + 26^ We have

A^D - SABG +2B> = (X' - X)» {X^W- SXYZ + 2F» + XZ» (XZ- F»)},

and we proceed to calculate the expression in
( }. Writing for shortness

X ~ fia,

F=/c.'(6 + aL"+Y,),

Z = /x» (c + 2bL" + aL"" + Z,),

W = ^i*{d+ 3cL" + SbL"" + aL"' + W,),
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and then, omitting a factor /t', the expression is

= a-d - Sabc + 26'

+ a'Wo- Sa (b + aL") Z, + {(- 3ac + 66^) + QahL" + Sa^i"^} F,

+ 6 (6 + aL") F„= - 3a FoZo + 2 Fo»

+ Xa» {ac - 6" + a^o - 2 (6 + ai") F„ - Y,%

where the terms after the first term are in fact = ; and this being so, we have

A'^D- SABC +2B' = (\' - \y /x" (a'd - Sabc + 26'),

and thus a^d — 3a6c + 26' is a reciprocant ; but observe that the factor being here

(\' — X)' /J,', and in the equation A = {X' — X) fia the factor being (V — \) /x, we cannot

with the reciprocants a and aH — 3a6c + 26' form an absolute reciprocant.

To verify the evanescence of the above-mentioned terms, observe that, considering

first the terms independent of L", we have

a= Fo = - 4a'cX - 2a''6'\ + lOa'hX^ - 5a«X,',

- 3a6Z„ = + 9a^bV^ - Qa*bX\

+ (- Sac + 6b') F„ = + 3a'cX - Ga'b^X,

-'3aY,Z, = - 9a*6\= + 6a'\',

+ 66 Fo" = + 6a*bX\

+ 2F„' = -2a'X^

+ Xa" (ac - b') = + a^cX - a'bV^,

+ Xa'Zo = - 3a*6\^ + 2a«\',

+ Xa\-2bYo = + 2a*bX\

+ XaK- F„' = - a'X'

;

the sum of which is in fact = 0. And next for the terms containing L", we have

a'Tr„ =
- 12a'6\i" + 3a'6\"X" - ea*XL"' + Sa'X"L"^+ lOa'X'L" - ^a'XX"L",

- 3a6Z„ =

+ 9a'6XZ"- 2a^bX"L",

- Sa'L"Z, =

+ 9a^bXL"

(6a6i"4 3a»X"^)F„ =
- 6a'6x2;"

-SaYoZ,=

+ 6(6 + oZ")F.»=

+ Xa'Z, =

- 2\a» (6 + aL") F. =

the sum of which is also =0.

+ 9a*XL"' - Sa*X"L"'' - Ga^X^L",

- Sa*XL"\

- 9a'X^L" + Sa^X\"L",

+ Qa'X'L",

- 3a»\»i"+ a^X"L",

+ 2a'X'L",
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Before going further, it is proper to remark that a, b, c, ... as representing the

second, third, &c., differential coefficients of y are considered as being of the orders

2, 3, 4,..., and the order of a reciprocant is taken to be the order of the highest

letter contained therein: the degree means the degree in these letters a, b, c, ..., and

the weight the weight in these letters, reckoning them as of the weights 2, 3, 4

A reciprocant is a homogeneous isobaric function of a, b, c, ..., not involving y or the

first differential coefficient.

VI.

To the reciprocants thus obtained, say

U= a, F= o»d - Sabc + 26»,

Halphen adds another reciprocant A (that of nine-pointic contact) which he expresses

in the form of a determinant.

Writing down in connexion therewith its developed expression, we have

A = b, c, d, e , f , = a« df + 1

a, b,

0,

c ,

b-,

d ,

2bc ,

e

2bd + c"

e' - 1

-a?, + a' bcf - 3

0, a\ lab, 2ac + b", 2ad + 26c bde + 3

0, 0, a\ Sab , 3ac + 36'

+ a*

c^e + 4

cd^ -

W + 2

6'ce — 5

6'd» - 1

6c'rf + 14

c* ~ 4

+ a» b'cd - 10

6V - 5

+ a* 6"^ + 4

6*0" + 15

+ a' ¥c - 12

+ a« ¥ + 3,

where observe that the whole term in the highest letter / is a* {a^d — Sabc + 26')/,

viz. the coefficient of f is the reciprocant a" {a^d — Sabc + 26'), agreeing with a genei-al

theorem given by Halphen.

A is of the degree 8 and the weight 24, and it is seen without difficulty that

the factor is = (V — Xf /j,". He remarks that 25A' — 27 F' vanishes for a = (viz. it
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becomes 256. 276^^-27
. 2566" = 0), and not only so, but that it in fact contains the

factor a*. Assuming that this is so, viz. that the terms in a", a, a», a» all of them
vanish, I have calculated the terms in a*, and have thus obtained an incomplete
expression for the quotient (256A" - 27 F») -^ o*, viz. this is

J3' = (256A'-27F0-^a*= 256a»(d/ -e")'

+ 2886" 6»/ + 48

b'ce +120

b'<P - 64

bc'd + 9288

C + 81;

where I remark that the term in 6" presented itself in the form

256 (546«/- 13o6isce + mb'od^+ 53466"c='d + 94776'V)

- 27 ( 17926'8d»-483846Vd + 907206«c*).

We have thus Halphen's reciprocant H of the weight 64.

The reciprocants thus far obtained are consequently

deg. weight factor

J3'=(256A»- 27 F»)-a<

1

3

8

20

2

9

24

64

(X'-k)^

(X'-X)V

(X'-x)V^»

(X'-X)-,.«

VII.

Reciprocants of the same degree and weight have the same factor, and may thus

be combined in the way of addition, viz. R and S being reciprocants of the same

degree and the same weight, then (a, yS being constants) we have aR + 0S a reciprocant

of the same degree and the same weight. The quotient of two such reciprocants has

the factor unity, or say it is an absolute invariant. Thus A' and V" have each of

them the degree 24 and weight 72, so that aA' + /3F* is a reciprocant; in particular,

256A' — 27 F' is a reciprocant having the factor a*, and it thus gives rise to the

foregoing reciprocant H = (256A' - 27 V") -=- a*.

Moreover A' -;- F' is an absolute reciprocant.

Any two reciprocants M, S of the same degree and same weight, or, what is the

same thing, any absolute reciprocant R-i-S gives rise to a reciprocant RS' — R'S, where
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the accents denote differentiation in regard to x (a' = Sb, 6' = 4c, c' = 5d, ...); the order

of the new reciprocant thus exceeds by unity the order of R or 8, whichever of them

is of the highest order.

From U, V, A, which are of the orders 2, 5, 7 respectively, it is thus possible to

deduce a series of reciprocants T,, T^, Tw, ... of the orders 8, 9, 10,..., respectively:

viz. we have from the absolute reciprocant A.'V~', first a reciprocant 3 FA' — 8 FA,

which, however, contains the factor U', and we have

ITT, = 3 FA' -8 FA.

We then have the absolute reciprocant U*Tg , V~*, leading to

T,=UVT,' + 4 ( Ff/' - UV) T„

then the absolute reciprocant U*T,. V"^, leading to

r,„ = UVT,' + 4 ( FZ7' - fUV) T„
and so

T„ = UVT,: + 4 ( Fi7' - fUV) T,„

n = UVT'^, + 4 { FtT' - |(n - 6) UV] 7^,

.

Halphen considers that these are the only distinct reciprocants of the orders

2, 5, 7, 8, 9,..., n\ but remarks that we can, with the reciprocants up to any given

order, form algebraical combinations, in some cases containing as factor a power of the

reciprocant U or F, so that, rejecting this factor, we have a new independent

reciprocant, that is, a reciprocant not expressible as a rational and integral function

of inferior reciprocants ; an instance hereof is the foregoing reciprocant

i? = (256A»- 27 F»)--a\

Other like forms are given by Halphen, viz. writing with him T for shortness in

place of Ti, we have for T the following expression in the form of a determinant

r= 36, 2a, a, 0,

4c, Sb, b. a. 2a»

bd, 4c, c, 26. bah a'

6e, 5d, d, 3c, 6ac + 36' 3a6

7/. 6e, e, U, lad + 76c 4ac + 26»

and then

89, V. /. 6e, Sae + 86d + 4c» oad + 56c

T,={V*T-^H)^U,

G ={U*T' + QH)^V\

= {2f7AT' +2'(8f/''A - SCTA')} -- F,

©, = (e + J(?)-r-F,

©2 = (©> - ^^F) - U,
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where 6 is given explicitly in the form of a determinant, viz. this is

377

0,= -432 c, d, e , f . g , h

f . 9

f
2ae + 26ci + c', 2a/+ 26e + 2cd

2ad + 26c , 2ae + 26d + c"

^a?c + Mh- , 3a»d + 6a6c+6»

where ©2=0 is the differential equation of the ninth order of the general cubic curve.

Halphen's S, = UVT + ^{VU' - UV')T, is the above-mentioned reciprocant T,;

U is cbnnected with by the formula 2A(S - F^'Ci) = U*T-.

Halphen considers incidentally (p. 56), what may be called a polar relation of the

variables X, Y and x, y ; viz. this is

c
, d, e f .

h. c , d e

a, b , c d ,

a\ 2ah, 2ac + ¥ 2ad + 2bc,

0, a\ 2ab 2ac + ¥ ,

0, , a' Sa'b
,

x = dy

dx' ^ '^dx
y-

whence conversely

dY „dY „
''=dx' y=^dx-^-

We may here express F and its differential coefficients in regard to X, say

Y, Fj, Fa in terms of y and its differential coefficients in regard to x, say

y, y\, yi< ••• (to avoid confusion with other formulae, I purposely use these notations,

abstaining from the introduction of the letters a, b, c, ...). The geometrical signification

is that x, y, being point-coordinates, then X, Y are line-coordinates. We find, without

difficulty,

^ I y -y, Y _ - 3/2^4 -3y.' y _ - y^-y, + lOy.y3.V4 + 1 0.%^ .

l',=a;, -^2=-, »^3= 3 .
^4- "1

, ^i- —^ , ®c.
2/2 2/2 ys ya

Hence, in particular,

9 Y,^Y, - 45 Fa F3 F4 -F 40 Y,' = - ^, (9y,»y, - 45y,y3y, + 40y/).

viz. the differential equation Qyiy^ - ^oy^yty, + 40y3' = (in the former notation

a'd — 3abc +2h^ = 0) of the conic in point-coordinates gives, as it should do, the

equation of like form 9F2'F5 — 45F2F)F4-(- 4OF3' = of the conic in line-coordinates.

The geometrical applications throughout the memoir are very extensive and interesting.

I

VIII.

In Halphen's second memoir " Sur les invariants differentiels des courbes gauches

"

(1880), instead of a single dependent variable y a function of x, we have two

dependent variables y, z, each of them a function of x.

c. XIII. 48
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The relations between the original variables x, y, z, and the new variables

X, Y, Z, are of the general homographic form

X, F, Z = ^ 1
at

where
^ =ax +/8y +fz +S ,

T) =a'x + ^y + 7'2 + S' ,

f = a "'^ + y3"y + 7"^ + ^"
,

a, = a"'« + /3"'y + 7"'^ + 8"'.

but he does not from these formulae deduce the expressions of Y,, Y„, ..., Z,, Z,„... in

terms of y, y", ..., z , ^", . • • ; the investigation is in some measure a geometrical one.

The notation employed is

w = TV(y ^^ -y ^ ).

viz. M is here the most simple reciprocant, the equation w = is obviously the condition

of a plane curve:

.n y z
an=

6„ =

4.5.6.

-1

y z

y"'^(n) _ yW\^l

3.4.5...« y'V-y'V '

n greater than or equal to 4 ; viz. these two singly infinite series of symbols

04, tts, 0,,..., 64, 6j, hi,..., together with u, are used for the expression of the doubly

infinite series y("*iz<"' — yWi^itmi, by virtue of the identity

or, as this may be written,

1.2...m.l.2.../i

The most simple reciprocant (after u) is

V = Oe — 265 — 80405 + 80464+ 204',

or rather m'd, which is an integral function of the differential coeflScients: the signi-

fication of the equation v = ^ is that the tangents of the curve belong to a linear

complex. This is a property belonging to the tangents of a skew cubic, and the skew

cubic thus satisfies the differential equation m = 0. Another reciprocant is obtained

w = hi- ai>^ - 40564 + 404=64 - 2a4='a5 + 264" + a} + 04*,

or rather vhu, which is an integral function of the differential coefficients: and the

skew cubic satisfies the second differential equation w = 0. The formulae enable the

determination of the osculating skew cubic at any point of a skew curve.
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i

i

The general theory is developed in a compact form in the theorems I. to VII.,

and it is shown that the investigation of all the reciprocants depends upon that of

two reciprocants of the seventh order. The geometrical applications of the theory are

very extensive and interesting.

IX.

Before going further, I remark that the homologic transformation

Z = aa; + /3y + 7, F= a'a; + yS'y + 7',

(which is in point of generality intermediate between Halphen's homographic trans-

formation

X = ax + ^y + y Y =
a'x + ffy + y

a"x + ^'y + 'y"' a"a; + I3"y + y" '

and Sylvester's special transformation X = y, Y = x, and which includes as a particular

case the rectangular transformation

X = xco&d + ysin6, Y=—xsin6 + ycos6),

does not appear to have been explicitly considered. Writing as in the general case

t, a, b, c, ..., for y', i^y", y,..., and T, A, B, G,..., for Y,, ^F„, ^F,„,...; also taking

h, k for the increments of x, y, and H, K for those of X, Y respectively, we have

H = ah+^k, k = th + ah'' + bh' + ch* + ...,

K = a'h+ ^k,

that is,

H = {a +0t)h + {ah' + bh'' + ch*+ ...),

K = {a' + yS'O h + ^ {ah' + bh? + ch* +...),

which, by the elimination of h, must lead to

K=TH + AH' + BH' + CH' + ....

We have

and we write

and thence

moreover

and therefore

\ =
/8 V = -,

yS'

\' -\

a + fit' '" a' + ^t'

a/3'-a';8 .

1 ,_ 1

a + j3t' ^ a' + ^'t'

r=^,.

48—2
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Also

whence, if

then

and we have

giving

ON RECIPR0CANT8 AND DIFFERENTIAL INVARIANTS.

Cl = ah +bh'' +ch* +...;

1

P = a'

1 ,

q =-->b.

r =-i(ac-2n

s = - - (a=d - 5a6c + 56»),
d

H = (a + /SO A + /SAO, = (- + ySn) {pn + qil^ + rQ." + ...),

[943

where, substituting for p, q, r, ..., their values,

X =na,

Z =ti\c- Sab\ + 2a'X,=,

W=ix*.d- (4ac + 2b') \ + lOa'bX' - ba^X",

and then

giving

where

Jr-R-7'l+^ rrrp l+X'(XH+YH^+...)
l+\n' ~ 1+X(XH+YH' + ...)'

A =\'-X.X,

B =X'-\.Y - XX',

C =X'-X.Z -X2ZF+VZ',

D =\'-\. W-X{2XZ+Y')X\SX'Y-X'X*,

whence, substituting for X, Y, Z, W, ..., their values, we have T=-,, ut suprd,, and
A*

A = {X' — X)
fj,

. a,

B ={X' -X)fi\b-2aFX,

C ={X' -X)iJ?.c- 5a6\ + 5a«\S

D =(X'-X)fj.'.d + (- Qac - 36») X + 21a»6\= - \^a*X\
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It will be observed that yi! enters only into the equation T=—,: there are thus

no reciprocants containing t, i.e. there is here nothing analogous to Sylvester's impure
reciprocants. But we have as reciprocants, all his pure reciprocants, for instance

^AG-bB^ = (V - Xf (4ac - 56^, &c.

Putting
= 0, /3 = 1, a'=l, /8'=0,

then

\ = -, \' = 0, /^ = 7. m' = i;

then T—-, viz. we have here no arbitrary constant entering into this equation only,

and there are thus reciprocants containing t. We have, in fact, the formulae of Sylvester's

theory.

In the rectangular case,

a = cos 0, /3 = sin Q, a' = — sin 6, ^' = cos 6,

we have
cos O + tsin 6

T = — sin + t cos d

'

where 6 enters into the other equations, and there are thus impure reciprocants con-

taining t, and reciprocants pure and impure which are not reciprocants in the general

homologic case ; but I do not go into the question of these orthogonal reciprocants.

X.

We have next Sylvester:
—"Lectures on the theory of Reciprocants" (reported by

J. Hammond), Ainer. Math. Joum., t. viii. (1886), pp. 196—260.

The lectures were delivered at Oxford, Inaugural Lecture, Dec. 1885, starting from

the Schwarzian function*

which acquires only a factor by the interchange of x and y,

In lecture 2, pp. 203 et seq., Sylvester considers the general theory of the functions

which remain unaltered, except as to a factor, by the interchange of a;, y : viz. writing

t,a,b,c,... iory',y",y"',y"",...,

or again
t, a„, Oi, a„ a„... for y', y, y, inf'\--.

Schwarzian =^ -\ {^-^= (,\-l
/^V^ '^C''^^^

"'
) , ^here the reciprocaut iis —.bt-a'.
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and so

T, a, /3, 7,... for x,, x,„ x,„, x„„, ....

or again
2^, ««, «i, ttj, Oj, ••• lor X,, \x„, pc„i, g'ja;,,,,,...

he gives the equations

a = — a -7- 1', or Uo = - a„ -r- <*,

= -bt + Sa> H- <^ a, = - a,« + 2a„' -;- <»,

/y = - cf + lOaht — 15a^ -i-f, ol = - a.jP + 00^04 - 5ao' -7- f,

and obtains with (a, 6, c, ...) reciprocants such as a, 26i — 3a^ &c., viz. we have

a =-<^ a,

26<-3a= = -f.2/92'-3a»,

and further on, like forms with (oo, a,, a^, ...).

It is to be remarked that it is preferable to deal with the quantities {a^, a^, a^, ...)

which represent (|y", ^y'", ^y"",---) rather than with (a, b, c, ...) which represent

(y', y", y'",...). I do this in the sequel, changing the notation, and writing {t, a, b, c, ...)

to denote (y, \y", ^y'", -^y"", ), viz. my {t, a, b, c, ...) are not Sylvester's (t, a, b, c, ...),

but are his {t, a,,, Oi, a^,...).

A reciprocant with Sylvester is thus a function of y and its differential coefficients

in regard to x, which except as to a factor remain unaltered when x, y are intei'-

changed, or say, when x, y are changed into X, Y, where X = y, Y= x. This is a

much less general change than Halphen's, and thus every reciprocant (Halphen) is a

reciprocant (Sylvester), but not conversely. The reciprocants (Sylvester) are far more

numerous. I remark that incidentally Sylvester considers reciprocants, which remain

unaltered save as to a factor, when x, y are changed into X, Y, where

X=ax + l3y + j, Y=a'x-j- ^'y + y,

which again is a less general change than Halphen's—it has been in what precedes

alluded to as the particular case L" = 0, that is, a" = 0, /3" = 0. It may be remarked

that the proper orthogonal substitution corresponding to Sylvester's substitution is not

X = y, Y=x, but X = y, Y=—x, viz. we have here the determinant a/8' — a'yS = + 1.

I develop Sylvester's theory of reciprocants ; but I wish first to point out the

resemblance in form between this theory and that of seminvariants. In the theory of

seminvariants, from the set of quantities (a, b, c, ...) in connexion with an arbitrary

quantity 0, we deduce a new set (a, 6', c', ...), where

a' = a,

b' =b + ad,

c' = c + 2be + aff',

d' = d+ 3c6 + Sbe^ + a6',
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or, what is the same thing, if 0' = — 6, then

a = a',

b=b'+a'e',

c=c' +2b'e' + a'0'\

383

and this being so there exist functions which are the same for unaccented and the

accented lettera respectively ; for instance, a', =a:

ad = ac-^ 2ab9 + a-d-,

- 6'2 = - 63 _ 2abe - a^e^-,

that is, a'c' — V- = ac — ¥ ; and similarly

a''d' - Sa'b'c' + 2b'' = a'd - 3a6c + 2¥, &c.

;

these functions a, ac — ¥, a^d — Sabc + 26', &c., are called seminvariants.

Similarly, in Sylvester's theory of reciprocants, starting from y, a given function

of x, we have {t, a, b, c, ...) denoting (y', ^y", ^y'", i^y"")', and conversely {t', a', V, c, ...)

denoting {x,, \x,„ \!c„,, ^x,,,, , . . .) ; taking h, k for the increments of x and y respectively,

we have

k = th +ah'' +bh^ +ch* + dh'' +...,

h = ^k + a'k' + b'k? + c't + d'kf' + ...,

which equations determine the relations between (t, a, b, c, d,...) and (t', a', b', c, d', ...),

viz. we have ttf=l, and then

a = — a -i-f,

b' =-bt +2a^ -=- i=

,

c' = - cV + 5abt - ba* -=- f

,

d' = -(i<'+(6ac + 36»)«'-21a=6« +14a< -r- i»

,

e' = - e<* + {lad + 7bc) f - (28a=c + 28a60 1^ + 84a'6« - 42a» -> t'\

and conversely.

a = — a

h =- b't' + 2a'=

c ^ - c't'^+ oa'b't' - oa'

-<",

-«'',

-«'',
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and we thence deduce functions which have equal or opposite values for the accented

and unaccented letters respectively; these functions may or may not contain t, if.

Thus we have

a't'-^--— at-^

{b'f - a') t'-' = -(bt-a^) <-',

(2cr

-

5a'b') tf-i = - {2ct - oab) r %

(4a'c'- 56'*) tf-*= (4ac - 56'
) t-*,

1(1 + 1'^) b'- 2aY j
«' -

' = [{\ + f)b- 2aH} ir*,

&c.

These functions of the unaccented letters, or say the same functions omitting the

exterior power of t, are called Reciprocants ; thus we have the reciprocants a, bt — a'

let — oab, iac — 56'', (1 +P)b — 2aH, &c. Observe that, when the exterior powers of t are

omitted, then the values are equal or opposite to those with the accented letters save

as to a power of t, viz. the forms are

a = — a'^,

bt-a" =-(b't' -a'')f,

2ct -oab = - (2c't' - ba'b') f,

4ac-56= = (4a'c'- 56'=) ^,

{(1 + t')b- 2aH] = - {(1 + 1'") V- 2a''^] f

,

&c.

A reciprocant is said to be odd or even according as the sign on the right-hand side

is — or + ; the index of t on the right-hand side is said to be the weight of the

reciprocant. Reciprocants may be combined in the way of addition if and only if

they are each of them of the same weight and parity, viz. this being so, then if

X, X',..., are mere numbers, XR + TJR + ... will be a reciprocant of the same weight

and parity with each of the reciprocants R, R',

Reciprocants may in every case be combined in the way of multiplication ; viz.

two or more reciprocants may be multiplied together giving a reciprocant the parity

of which is the sum of the parities, and its weight the sum of the weights of the

component reciprocants. Thus bt — a^ and 2ct — oab being odd reciprocants of the

weights 6 and 7 respectively, we have {bt — a") {2ct — 5a6) an even reciprocant of the

weight 13.

A reciprocant is pure or impure according as it does not or does contain t.

The foregoing equations for a', b', c', . . . , may be obtained each from the next preceding

one by operating upon it with

^tr^{2adt-\-^hda + ^i,+ 5ddc +...),

where \ is a positive integer, =3-1- weight of the letter operated upon (3 -F 3, =6 in

operating on d! to obtain e, 3 + 4 = 7 in operating on e to obtain /', and so on).
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For example,

e' = i«-' {2adt + Sbda + 4cS6 + 5dd, -^ 6eda) d'

= r' i^dt + ibda + ^cdi 4- ^dd, + eda) d,

viz. operating herewith on

d', = (- d^ + (6ac + 36'') t^ - 2la?bt + IW] ^ t\

we obtain

t\ P . f , t , ff> -=-<",

2ad
,
- 14a»c - lab", 5&a% - 42a»,

36c , -21a6^ 2Sa%

46c
,

- 14a'c ,

5ad
,

-e,

- e, Tad + 76c, - 28a»c - 28a6», 84a»6, - 42a»,

the value given above.

The proof is at once obtained : except as to a numerical factor, the operation is

in fact equivalent to the differentiation of a function of y, and its derived coefficients

y", y", ..., in regard to x.

Any pure reciprocant is reduced to zero by the operator

F= 4 . i a»86 + oabdc + 6 (ac + ^6^) da + 7 (ad + be) de + 8(ae + bd + ^c^)df+ ...,

or say V is an annihilator of any pure reciprocant: compare herewith the theorem

A, = ddb + 268c + 3c9<j + . . . is an annihilator of any seminvariant ; and conversely, any

homogeneous isobaric function of a, 6, c, . . . reduced to zero by F is a pure reciprocant.

For instance, for the pure reciprocant 5ac — 46^ we have

(2a''dt, + oabdc) (4ac - ob') = - 20a''6 + 20a=6, = 0.

Any rational and integral homogeneous reciprocant, operated upon with

G, = (3bt - 3a») "da + (4c< - 4a6) 36 ^{hdt- oac) 3^ + . .
.

,

produces a like reciprocant. Thus operating upon a with G, we obtain 3bt — 3a', or

say bt — a', and operating hereon again with G, a new reciprocant, and so on.

The series of reciprocants thus derived from a is

a,

bt- a\

2ct — oab,

2dt' - 6ac t + la%

-^¥

c. xiii. 49
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2et*- lad

- 7bc

14/5? - o6ae

-o6bd

-280"

&c.

These are, in fact, connected with the terms of

<» + 8a»c

+ Uab',

t' + lOSa^d

+ 199abc

+ 3S¥

t- 88a>c

- 121a»6^

vv<

dy
\ogt,

Wt' dy)
logf,

Wt dx

where observe that dxt = 2a, dxa = 36, d^b = 4c, &c. Thus

/I d\, , a /I dV, . Ida 3{bt-a^) .

A like generator for pure reciprocants is

H, =4i(ac-¥)db + o{ad-bc)dc + 6(ae-bd)d4+ ...;

thus operating herewith upon (4ac — 56^), we obtain

(4ac - 6=) (- 106) + 5 (od - be) 4a, = 20a^d - 60a6c + 406',

viz. we have thus the pure reciprocant a'd — Sabc + 26'.

In repeating this process, we may reduce by means of powei-s and products of

earlier reciprocants, and we can also in many cases throw out powers of the recipro-

cant a. Thus forming the expression for H {d'd — 3a6c + 26'), this is given by column 1

of the annexed form : multiplying by 25, and adding 24 (4ac — 56°)^ so as to eliminate

the term in 6*, we obtain the expression in col. 4 : or throwing out the numerical

factor 3, and also the factor a, we have the

1. 2. 3. 4, 5,

H. 25^", 24J5r^ -3,

a'e + 6 + 150 + 150 -1- 50 a'e

a*hd -21 - 525 -525 - 175 ahd

aV -12 - 300 + 384 + 84 + 28 ac'

ai^ + 51 + 1275 - 960 + 315 + 105 b^c

h* -24 - 600 + 600 •

reciprocant + 50a'e — &c. in col. 5, and the outside right-hand column of literal terms.
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We thus obtain the series of pure reciprocants

387

a'e + 50

abd~ 175

M? + 28

6V +105

a?f + 10

a'he - 40

a'cd - 12

ab'^d + 65

ahe^ + 16

Vc - 39

a'g + 14

ahf- 63

ace - 1350

ad^ + 1470

6^e +1782

6cc«-4158

(? + 2310

aVt +

a%g -

«v-
o'^rfe +

aby +

ahce +

abd''-

a(?d +

Ve -

Vcd +

he -

7

35

539

605

735

306

2135

1001

1485

3465

1925

art +

am -

a^cg -

a'df +

aV +

ab'g +

abcf +

aide —

a(?e —

acd^ +

by -

b\e +

bH-" +

hc'-d -

420

2310

25648

9240

21780

36680

85386

191730

59220

120540

126945

252126

169260

419034

129360

+ 1176

- 8085

+ 7040

- 1470

+ 18963

- 16940

- 27160

+ 26460

- 9555

+ 28098

+ 12740

- 52822

+ 21560

I remark that a pure reciprocant not included in the foregoing series is

d?ce + 800

a?d^ - 875

ab^e - 1000

abed + 2450

a<? - 1344

bV - 35

XI.

Halphen assumes that a'd-3ahc+2b' is the sextactic reciprocant, or, what is the

same thing, that the general conic satisfies the differential equation of the fifth order

d'd - Zabc + 26' ; the proof is as follows.

The general equation of the conic may be written

y + Ax + B=>^k »J{x —a.x — 0),

which depends on the five parameters A, B, k, a, ^.

49—2
*
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We have

or say

y *^
tv(a;-a.a;-/3) (a; - a . a; - yS)*)'

^ -iVA-(a-/3)'

{a; - a . a; — /8j*

'

y-* = (^)-U--* (a - y3)-*a; - a . a; - /3

;

dx

that is,

or say

and we have thus the differential equation f j-j y" * = 0. This gives

3/"-V"'-ty""V"= = o,

2/"-*y^ -W'-h"'y""

9y" - S^/v _ 45^' -iy"'y"" + 40y" - '^y'"' = 0,

9y"y _^^y"y"'y"" +40/'^ =0.

But y", y"', y"", y^ = 2a, 66, 24c, 120d, and the equation thus is 4320(a=d-3a6c+26')=0,

viz. it is a?d - 3a6c + 26' = 0.

XII.

Sylvester's Lectures are published in the American Mathematical Journal as follows:

Lectures 1 to 10, t. viii. (1886), pp. 196—260; lectures 11 to 32, t. ix. (1887), viz.

11 to 16, pp. 1—37, 17 to 24, pp. 113—161, and 25 to 32, pp. 297—352 ; and lectures

33 and 34 (34 by Mr Hammond), t. x. (1888), pp. 1—16. In the footnote p. 7 to

lecture 12, writing yi, ya, 3/3, 2/4, ..., for the derived functions of y, he adopts definitely the

notation t, a, h,c,..., to mean the reduced functions, y^, Y^aViy i~2~Qy»' 1 >> s 4 ^*' "
In lecture 13, p. 20, he introduces the term Principiant—" instead of the cumbrous

terms Projective Reciprocants or Differential Invariants, it is better to use the single

word Principiants to denominate that crowning class or order of Reciprocants which

remain to a factor prhs, unaltered for any homographic substitutions impressed on the

variables"—that is, Halphen's Differential Invariant = Principiant. And in lectures 22

et seq., Sylvester develops an important theory in regard to Principiants, connecting

them with reciprocants and seminvariants, viz. he considei-s a series of seminvariants

N, A^, Ai, Ai, ..., and a series of reciprocants M, A, B, G, ..., such that the semin-

variants formed with either sets of capitals are identical with each other (for instance

AtAt — Ai*= AC— B'), and that any such seminvariant is a Principiant.
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In what follows,

instead of N, Ao, A^, A2,..., I write N, A, B, C, ...,

and instead of M, A, B , C, ..., I write m, 21, S3, S, ...,

so that N, A, B, C, ..., are seminvariants and 3Ji, 81, 33, S, ..., are reciprocants.

The expressions of these functions up to E, (S, are

N= A= B= 0= 82)= 6I!=

389

oc + 1 a'd+ 1 ah + 1 «y + 1 a'g + 8 a'h + 6

6= -1 abc-3 a%d~ 4 a?be - 5 a'bf - 48 a% - 42

¥ +2 c" - 2 cd — 5 ce - 48 cf - 42

ab^c + 10 a'b'd + 15 iP - 25 de - i5

6* - 5 b<? + 15 aWe + 168 a*by + 168

ai^c — 35 bcd + 342 bee + 345

a»6» + 14 c' +

aWd-

bV-

ab*c +

aPb' -

56

452

681

1020

340

bd' + 180

c^d + 174

aWe - 510

b'cd- 1578

be' - 522

a'b*d + 1299

6V + 2622

ab'c -2877

a»6' + 822

+

1

+ 3 + 11 + 45 + 1594 + 5616

In terms of the fundamental seminvariants as indicated by their initial and final

terms

acaab^ = ac-b\ a''dcci^=a^d-3abc + 2¥, &c.,

the expressions of these functions are

iV = (oc 00 b'),

A = (a'd 00 b>),

B = {a?e <x> a?c?) - 5 (aV 00 b*),

C = {a*/<x>a'bc') - 7{a'cdco¥),

8i) = 8 (a'g 00 a*d') - 168 (a*ce 00 aV) - 113 {a*d' 00 a'bV) + 340 (aV x b'),

2E=2 (a'h 00 a*bd') - 32 (a'c/x a=6c') - 37 (a»de x a*c^) + 137 (a%d» x 6')-
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4aR= 9tc= 2<8=~ 46= 8!D= 48(S=

[943

oc + 4 o«d+l a** + 2 a*/ + 4 aV + 8 a»h + 48

6' -5 abc-S a'bd- 7 a»6e - 16 a*b/ - 36 a% - 240

V +2 c' - 4 cd- 20 ce - 48 c/ - 336

ab^c + 17 a'6»rf+ 45 d' - 25 <fc - 360

aob* - 8 bc'+ 52

a6>c- 103

a'b' + 38

a'i** + 114

bed + 282

c» + 56

a^i'c? - 295

6V - 513

a6«c + 657

a'b' - 200

My + 840

bee + 2184

6<;= + 1140

e'd + 1392

o»6'e - 2400

6W- 8880

ic" - 3504

aWd + 5955

6V + 13836

ab'c -13065

a»6' + 3390

+ 4-5 + 3 + 19 + 139 + 1117 + 28785

In terms of the fundamental reciprocants of the table, a7ite p. 387, say these are

4ac-o6' = P„ a»d-3a6c + 263 = P3, 50a^e- ... + 1056'c = P4. lOa'/- ... -Sgi'c = P.,

14a»^ - . . . + 23106=^0 = P„ 7a%-...- 19256c= = P, *

the expressions of these functions are

4«BJ = P„

2l = P„
5033 = aP4-8P2^

40S=4aP5-38P,P3,

28002) = 200a^P. + 1266aP2P4 - 30270OP3' - 9128Ps»,

1680e = 240a'P, + 2940aP,P5 - SloGaPsP, + 2373p3P3l

Sylvester remarks that a Principiant, e.g. a'd — Sabc + 26', is at once a reciprocant,

and in the theory of seminvariants (where a, b, c, ..., are the coefficients of the theory)

a seminvariant ; and conversely that any reciprocant which is also a seminvariant is a

principiant : qua seminvariant, the principiant is annihilated by

n = cidb+2Wc + Scda + 4>dde + 5edf+...,

* The eighth column +420o'i... + 129360c'', is not the proper value of P^; the proper vahie is a linear

combination of the eighth and ninth columns, eighth column +6 ninth column, viz. /'5=420a'i... - 1021026c^d

:

Bee as to this my paper "Tables of Pure Beciprocants to the weight 8," Amer. Math. Jour., t. xv. (1893),

pp. 75—77, [933].
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and qud, reciprocant is annihilated by

F= 2a% + 5abdc + (6ac + 36=') da + (Jad + 76c) 9e + (8ae+ 86d + 4c») 9/ + . .
.

;

and any function which is annihilated by each of these operators is a principiant.

We form the foregoing series of functions N=ac — ¥, A, B, C, ..., as follows, viz. if

G' = i'iac-5b-)db + i5ad-7bc)dc+i6ae-9bd)dd + {7af-Ube)de+...,
then

5A = O'N,

6B = G'A,

10 = O'B + NA,

8D = O'G + 2NB,

9E=0'D + 3NC;

and similarly we form the foregoing series of functions M, 21, 33, S, . . .
, as follows, viz. if

&' = 4,(ac-b')db+5(ad~bc)dc+B{ae-bd)dd+7{af-be)de+...,

(& is Sylvester's G), then

521 = ®'m,

633 = @'2l,

7(5 = @'33 - 5Di2l,

8D = ®'g - 2a«25,

9g = @'!D-3«9l6.

As already mentioned, N, A, B, C, ... , are seminvariants, W, 91, 33, S, ..., are

reciprocants. Putting for shortness ^b = d, the two sets of functions are connected by

.(4 = 21, or conversely 21 = ^,

5 = 33- ^21, 33 = S+ eA.

C =6-26133+ ^21, S = + 2^5+ d'A,

D = 2) -35(5 + 3^33 -^21, 2) = D + 361(7 + 35^5 + 61^,

so that, one of the sets being calculated, the other set can be at once deduced there-

from. These equations give

AC-B' = m-'^', ul^D- 3450 + 25' = 21^2) -32133(5 + 223', &c.,

viz. as mentioned above, any seminvariant in the letters A, B, G,..., is equal to the

same seminvariant in the letters 2t, 33, (5, . .
.

; or, what is the same thing, any principiant

has the same expression in the letters A, B, G,..., and in the letters 21, 33, S, ...

respectively.

We have thus the entire series of Principiants,

AC-B", AW-3ABG+2B', AE-4:BD + 30\ kc.

<.
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We may express Halphen's reciprocants in terms of the capitals A, B, C, .... We
have

U=a, V=A, A = AC-B'.

To obtain formulae for the higher reciprocants, we require the derived functions

A', B, C where the accent denotes diflferentiation in regard to x.

We have

dx = Sbda + 4ca6 + 5ddc +...,

(whence in particular a' = 36, 6' =46, c' = 5c, ..., as is obvious). Hence, writing

0' = a(3bda + 4cS6 + 5ddc + ...)-b (Soda + 5bdb + Icdc + ••).

this may be written

Q' = ddx — ^w.

if w be the weight of the homobaric function operated upon, reckoning the weights of

a, b, c, ..., as 3, 5, 7,... respectively, and consequently the weights of A, B, C,..., as

15, 20, 25,... respectively. We thus have

5A=(adx-10b)N,

6B=iadx-lob)A,

7C =((idx-20b)B+ NA,

8D = {adx-25b)C + 2NB,

9E = (adx-30b)D + MC,

of which the first gives only A=a'd — Sabc + 2bK The other equations give the

required formulae

aA' = 6B +15bA,

aF = 7G +20bB- NA,

aG' = 8D + 25bG -2NB,

aD' = 9E+30bD-SNG,

Halphen's H is given by U*H= 25QA" — 27 V^, viz. we thus have

a*H = 256 (AG-B'Y- 27A\

His T is defined by the equation U'T='3VA' -8V'A, that is,

a'T = 3^ (AG - B'y - 8A' (AC- &),
which is

= 3A (AC'-2BE + GA')- 8A' (AC-B'),

= SA'G'-6ABB' + (-5AG + 8B')A',

or substituting for A', R, G', their values we find

a*T= 24 (AW -3ABG+ 25»),

which expression for the reciprocant T was given by Sylvester.
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Halphen's T^ is ~{V*T-IH), viz. we thus have

6aT, = 244*(^22)_ ^ABG + 2£») - 256 {AG- B^f^ 21A\

His G is given by V^G = [/"«2^ + QH, viz. we have

^=a*G = 576 {A^D-^ABC+ 25»)» + 2604 {AG-Rf - 243^",

where the whole divides by A'^; throwing out this factor, we find

a*G = 576 {A^J> - 6ABGD + ^AG^ + 4£»Z) - SB'G') - 2434'.

From the expression for T, I find

a'T' = 216A''E - 2884£i) - 5044(7=' + 5765^C + 1152 {A-'D - SABG + 2fi»),

and I thence deduce for Halphen's 0,

= y {2 U^T' + T (8 £/-'A - 3 U^')\,

the formula

a*0 = 432 (AG- R) (AE - 4,BD + SC) - 576 (A'D" - 6ABGD + 44C" + 4>BW - SB'G"),

or, what is the same thing,

= - 144 (4C - B') (AE- A>BD + 3(7'') + 5764 (AGE-AD' - B'E + 2BCD - G*).

Also 0, = ^(0 + i 0), that is, a*®, = ^ (a*© + la*Q),

= ^{{AG- £') (AE - 4iBD + 30') - (A^B^ - 6ABGD + iAG' + 4>B'D - SB'G%

or finally,

a*0, = 432 (AGE-AD'-B'E + 2BGD - C) -^s.A\

Again,

0, = -1 (0. -^rF)
= ^ (0, - ^'^- r4 ),

whence
o»e,= a«0,-4^a*r4,

or substituting,

a'0, = 432 (AGE-AD' -&E+ 2BGD - G') - 5404 (A'D - SABG + 25') - ^^A'.

Writing
AG -B' = C,

A'D -SABC+ 2^ = 13,

A^EP - QABGD + 44C' + 45'i) - SB'C' =

,

AE -4B2) + 3C» = I,

AGE- AD -B'E + 2BGD -G' = J,

C. XIII. ^^
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the foregoing results become U=a, V= A, A = C,

a*H (Halphen) =256C»-27^»,

a*T = 24D,

6a'T, = 244*D-256C'+27^«,

a*0 = 5760 - 243^',

a*e = 14401 + 576^J,

a*e, = 432J - i^A',

©•Oj = 432J - 540^D - !^A'.

XIII.

The letters t, a, b, ..., of a reciprocant represent (it will be remembered) mere

numerical multiples of the derived functions of a variable y, in regard to the inde-

pendent variable x, and thus equating any reciprocant to zero, we have a dififerential

equation in y. For instance, if the orthogonal reciprocant c (1 + 1") — 5abt + 5a' be put

= 0, (t, a, b, c = yi, ^y^, ^ya. i^iViX tbis is the differential equation

^4 (1 + 2/i') - 10^,2/22/3 + 152/2= =

of the order 4. The integral hereof is expressible by the two equations

dt f tdtf dt [ tdt

where U, Fare real functions of a parameter t, viz. U + iV={l+itY, U — iV=(l — ity,

{i = V(- 1) as usual}, so that U=l-I5t^ + 15t* -f, V= 6t - 20i^ + 6t^ ; and k, \, fi, v are

the four constants of integration. In verification hereof, we have

whence

hence

, _ dt , _ tdt

's/{kU + XV)' '^^~:7(jcU+\V)'

dy

dx
= yi, =t,

dt
yt = -i- = 'J(KU+ '\.V), or say y.^=KU+XV,

and thence, using an accent to denote differentiation in regard to t, we have

2y,= KU' +\V',

or, eliminating the k and X,

2^=:kU"+\V",

y^ , U , V =0.

2«/=2/3, U', V
iy. , U", V"
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Substituting for U, V either of the above-mentioned forms, there is in each case
a factor in t which divides out; rejecting this factor, the equation is found to be

2y,(l+f)-20<y,y, + 302// = 0,

that is, substituting for t its value = y^, and throwing out the factor 2, we have the
differential equation

2/4 (1 + yi") - I0i/,y,y, + Uy,' = 0.

XIV.

But when the reciprocant equated to zero is a Principiant, we have the far more
important results obtained in Halphen's Memoir (1): and which are, in Sylvester's

lectures, exhibited in a more complete form by expressing Halphen's reciprocants in

terms of the foregoing functions A, B, G,.... I recall that a, b, c, ... are numerical
multiples of differential coefficients of the orders 2, 3, 4,... respectively; A, B, C, ...

contain d, e, f, ... respectively, that is, differential coefficients of the orders 5, 6, 7,...

respectively, so that according as the highest capital letter is A, B, C, ... respectively,

the order of the differential equation is 5, 6, 7, ... respectively.

But the equation, Principiant = 0, may be interpreted in a different manner, viz.

if instead of regarding the differential equation as an equation for the determination

of y, we regard therein y as a. given function of x, (that is, (x, y) as the coordinates

of a point on a given curve}, then the differential equation serves for the determination

of those points on the curve for which a given condition is satisfied, or say it is the

condition in order to the existence of a singular point of determinate character.

Halphen's lowest reciprocants are : as ah-eady mentioned

:

F = a^d - 3a6c + 26', = A,

A ,=AG-BK

J7 = 0, that is, a = 0, is a differential equation of the second order, viz. it is the

differential equation of a line : otherwise it is the condition for a point of inflexion.

F = 0, that is, A = Q, is a differential equation of the fifth order, viz. it is the

differential of a conic : otherwise it is the condition for a sextactic point.

A = 0, that is, AC—R- = Q, is a differential equation of the seventh order, it is

the condition for what Halphen calls a point of coincidence, viz. this is a point on a

given curve, such that for it the cubic of nine-pointic intersection becomes a nodal

cubic having the point for node and through it one branch of eight-poiutic intersection

and one branch of simple intersection. Observe that this is more than the condition

that the cubic of nine-pointic intersection shall be a nodal cubic, and accordingly A =
is not the differential equation of a nodal cubic. In fact, a nodal cubic depends on

8 parameters and has therefore a differential equation of the order 8 ; this will be

obtained further on. But A = is the differential equation of the order 7 of a curve

such that every point thereof is a coincident point.

50—2
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The differential equation of the order 7,

2*. 7». {(\ - 2) (X + 1) (2\ - 1)1', A' - 3». 5» (V - X + 1 )» F« = 0,

has the integral o = ^V"*- where a, (i, y represent arbitrary linear functions Ix + my + n

:

we may without loss of generality take the linear functions to be of the form

X + my + n, introducing in this case another constant G, and writing the integral

equation in the form a = (7/3V~* '> the number of arbitrary constants is thus = 7.

If \=2, —1 or ^, the integral equation is a = ^-\ a = /9~V or a = /Sl7*; or say

it is /9' = 07, y = 0/8 or o" = /Sy, viz. each of these represents a conic. The differential

equation is here V = 0, viz. we have the foregoing result that F = 0, that is, .4=0,

is the differential equation of a conic.

If \ = 00 , or 1, the differential equation is

2'.7'. A=-3'.5=.F8 = 0;

the integral equation is here of the form - = log - ; in fact we have -=(-). or for

a, y9, and 7 writing Xa, yS + X7, and X7 respectively, this is - = 1 + ^ , which when
7 \ X7/

X is indefinitely large becomes - = exp. -
, that is, - = log - . And similarly for X =

7 7 7 7
and X=l.

If X' — X + 1 = 0, that is, if X = — w, where <u is an imaginary cube root of unity,

the differential equation is A = 0, that is, AC— ^^=0 (of the order 7 as in, the general

case). The integral equation is a = y3~'"7~"", viz. this is the equation of the curve every

point of which is a coincident point.

If X = 3, the differential equation is 2'A3-3=F' = 0, or say 256A' - 27F» = ;

Halphen's H is a. function such that C7'*5^=256A'— 27F^ so that this is

H, = U-' (256A» - 27 F«) = 0.

The integral equation is a = ^'y~^, that is, 07* = /S', or the curve is a cuspidal

cubic, depending upon 7 constants; and it thus appears that the differential equation

of a cuspidal cubic is the equation of the order 7

a-* {256 {AG-B'f - 27^'} = 0.

Write

© = 64 {A'D- - 6ABCD + iAC + 4:B'D - SR-G') + 1444» (A'B - 'MBG + 2^) + 81A'

= 64D + 1444=D + 81^«,

* = 8 (AW - SABG + 2B>) + 9A* = 8D + 9 A*,

^=3072(^O-£=)» =3072C=,

where identically
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Halphen and Sylvester find that, for a cubic curve the invariants of which are

S a.nd T {S = -l + l\ T=l -201^-81' for the canonical form a^ + y" + ^ + 6lxyz = 0), we
have

4^,Sf = 02 - 4*^,

(0 an arbitrary multiplier); and we thence have

(@a_4^ip)3 64S»

that is.

(@3 _ g@<|,\jr ^ g^2,f2^2 ys '

ya (02 _ 4*'*-)3 - 64^' (0= - m<^^ + GA^^y = 0,

ya
or if, as with Halphen h = ^^r^, , then

d4o'

(03 _ e©*'*- + GA'^y - A (02 - 4>^^y = o,

which is the differential equation of the order 8 of a cubic curve having the absolute

invariant S^^T\

If for shortness

P=02_4*^,

i2= 03 - m^'V + 6^2^,

P» 645' .

then the foregoing equation ^= -,„^ gives

jj2- y2 - h '

and thus for a nodal cubic we have Q = 0; we thus have

P = 0, for the differential equation of a cubic for which >S = 0,

R=0, „ „ „ » ..
2'=0.

Q = 0, „ „ ,.
nodal cubic,

these being each of them of the order 8. But the equation Q = is reducible to a

more simple form. We have

Q = R'- P'= 0' - ©" =^
- 12©^$^ + 12©^*^

+ 360='*'^ - 4802*2^-

- 72&^A'^^ + 64$'N["

+ 3GA*^*

12A^& '

- 1202*"-

J-72A"-@^'ir).,

+ 64$^^

+ 36^ ^'^^
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or, since in the expression in

this is

(2 = ^

the first and second terms are 12€)-(J*« -*=) = 0'Ni',

05

- 72J.»e<I>

+ 64*'

V+364'^
I

+ 64*'

[+ 4324< (^=0 - *^)j

or finally

Q = -^r. {(0 _ 36^2* + 216A'y - 64 (* - 9A*y\.

We thus have for the differential equation of the eighth order of the nodal cubic

(0 -36^^ + 216^')'' - 64 (* - g^*)" = 0,

or, since

= 640 + 144^»D + 81^1 », and * = 8D + 9^*,

the differential equation of the eighth order for the nodal cubic finally is

(640 - 144^ ''D + 27A'y + 32768D» = 0.

Halphen has 03 = for the differential equation of a cubic curve. Putting, as before,

I=AE-4BD + SO,

J = AGE-AD^-B'E+2BGD-C\

(and therefore IC — ^J=n, P — 27J'' = Quartic Disct.), then, by what precedes, the

differential equation of the order 9 of a cubic curve is

a-» {432J - 540^D - ^^A"] = 0.

Recapitulating.

Order. The differential equation for a cubic curve:

—

8. for which invt. 8 = 0, is

P = 0= - 12288C' (8D + 9A*) = 0,

8. for which invt. T=0, is

E = 0' - 18432C' (8D + 9^*) + 556231 04C»^- = 0,

8. nodal cubic

Q -r- (3072^?)' = (64a - 1444'D + ^lA^f + 327681^ = 0,

8. for invt. US^-rT^ = h, is {h-l)E^-hQ=0,

9. for general cubic is 1728J -21604D-2434'' = 0,

where for shortness is retained to signify its value

= 640 + lUA^B + SlA".

Halphen by a polar transformation finds that these same differential equations,

changing therein the sign of D, apply to curves of the third class : in particular, the

last equation, changing therein the sign of D, applies to the general curve of the

third class, or sextic curve with nine cusps.
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XV.

A vei-y important notion in the theory, as well of Seminvariants as of Reciprocants,

is that of MacMahon's Multilinear Operator, see his paper " Theory of a Multilinear

Partial Differential Operator, with applications to the theories of Invariants and Reci-

procants," Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, t. xviii. (1886), pp.- 61—88: this operator plays so

important a part in the theories to which it relates, that I venture to reproduce the

definition of it in what appears to me a simplified and more easily intelligible form,

and to recapitulate some of the leading properties.

I take with him the letters to be (a,,, ^i, eta, as, ...) = (a, b, c, d,...), viz. the first

letter is a^ or a, the second is Oj or b, and so on, but when we are not concerned

with a term of indefinite rank, I use always (a, b, c, d, ...) and the like in regard to

any other series of letters. This being so, the definition of the Multilinear Operator

of four elements, which is here alone in question, is

(/*, V : in, n\ =

(M )A 9a Si, 9o 9,, . . • da.

+ (/x+ v)B 8^ Oo S<j 9e 9o„+i

+ ljj,+ 2v)C 0. 9d s. 9/ ... ^a,^

+ {n+Zv)D e. s. 9/ 9. ... 9<,„+3

where

m =

1

A = a K
B = h ah

C = c ac + Jfi"

D = d ad + be

w — a™m

a'

a"'->c + J(m-l)a»'-'6^

oT-'d + (w - 1) o"-' 6c + 1- (ot - 1) (m - 2) a'^-W,

e obtained successively from that oi A, =
mwhere the expressions for B, G, D,..., ar

by Arbogast's rule of derivation, viz. we operate on the last letter of a term, and

when there is a last but one letter which in alphabetical order immediately precedes

the last letter, then also upon the last but one letter, and whenever the term thus

obtained ends in a power, we divide by the index of the power. Thus the term

^ {m - 1) a^'^b' in the third line gives in the fourth line

him-l) a""-'. 26c + h(m- 1) (m - 2) a'^-'b .b\i,

= (m - 1) a"^bc + ^(m-l) (m - 2) a"^=6».
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that is,

Going a step further, we form in this manner the expression

E= a'»-'e+(m-l)a'»-»(6d + ic=')

+ n»» - !)(»« - 2) {a'»-». Wc + (m - 3) a™-«6 . 6». \],

E= a"*-'e

+ 0"*-' {(m-l)bd + i(m-l)d'}

+ a™-». i (wi - 1) (m - 2) b'c

+ o"^. ,», (m - 1) (m- 2) (m - 3) 6*.

which is sufficient to explain the rule.

It may be noticed that, the operator being linear in fi, v, we have

(/A, v; m, n) = fi{l, 0; m, n) + v(0, 1; m, n).

2%e Alternant of two multilinear operators.

If P, Q are the two operators, we have as usual

P.Q= PQ + P*Q,

where P . Q denotes the successive operation first with Q and then with P upon any

operand, PQ is the mere algebraical product of the operators, and P • Q is the operator

obtained by the operation of P upon Q.

Similarly,

Q.P = QP+Q*P,

and since QP is the same thing as PQ, we obtain

P.Q-Q.P = (P*Q)-(Q*P),

either of which equal expressions, or say rather the second of them, is called the

alternant of P, Q and is written [P. Q] : viz. as the definition of the alternant, we have

[P.Q] = (P*Q)-iQ*P).

We have the remarkable theorem, that the alternant of any two operators (/*', v' ; m', n),

(fi, V ; m, Ji) is an operator (fii, Vi', to,, tIi) ; where

^ = (m'+m-l) |^,(^+ nV) -£(/t' + nv')^

,

,, .,m—l,m'—l,
"i = (w —n) vv-\ ,~ liv iiv,m m
nil = m + m — 1,

Uj =n' + n,

or since n»i, «i have such simple expressions, say it is an operator (jj^.pi; m' + m-l,7i' + n),

where /*,, r, have the values just written down.
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We see at once how these values »i, = m' + m — 1, ni = n' + n, arise : Q = {fi, v \ m, n)

contains the letters (a, h, c, d, ...) in the degree m, and it contains differential symbols 9

which, operating on any function of these letters, diminish the degree by 1 ; similarly

P=(fi', v \ m', n) contains the letters (a, h, c, d, ...) in the degree m', and it contains

the differential symbols 9 which, operating on any function of the letters, diminish the

degree by 1. Hence P*Q contains the letters in the degree (m' — l)+m, and similarly

Q *P contains them in the same degree (m — 1) + m' : thus in the alternant the degree

is m'+m — l. Again, in Q the weights of the successive functions A, B, G, ... are

0, 1, 2,... and these are combined with differential symbols 9,1^ 9a„+]' ••• which operating

on any function of the letters diminish the weight by ?i, «+l,... respectively: that

is, the terms Ada„, Bda.n+i' each diminish the weight by Ji. So in P — (/i', v ; m', w')

the weights of the successive terms A, B, C, ... are 0, 1, 2,... and these are combined

with differential symbols 9o^,, 9o„, , ... which operating on any function of the letters

diminish the weights by n', n' + l,... respectively. We may say that Q is a sum

of terms such as ®t9a^^, where the subscript k oi @ denotes the weight of @

;

operating hereon with P, the corresponding term of P*Q is of the form ®k-n'da^^^,

or (what is the same thing) the general form of the terms of P * Q is ©j, 9o„,^„^j. ; and

in like manner this is the general form of the terms of Q*P; and it is thus also

the general form of the terms of the alternant [P.Q]. It thus appears that, admitting

the alternant to be an operator (/ttj, v, ; m,, Wi), the value of ?ij is n' + n.

As an instance of the theorem, we may take

[(1, 0, 1, 1), (1. 0, 2, 1)]=(1, 0, 2, 2),

we have here

(1, 0; 1, 1)«(1, 0; 2, 1)-(1, 0; 2, 1)*(1, 0; 1, 1),

adb ^a'db ^a^b adi

+ R + abd. + abdc + &9,

+ cdd + {(w + ^b')da + {ac + hb')da + cdd

+ dde + (ad + bc)d^ + {ad + be) de + dde

+ e9/ + {ae + bd + ^c^)df + (ae +bd+^c^)df + edf

= o(a9<, + 69d + c9e + d9/+ ...)

+ 6( a9d + 69e + c9/ + ...)

+ c( a9e + 69/+...)

+ d( adf+...)

+ abd^ + abda

+ (ac + i62)9e +(ac +lb^)de

^{ad + bc)df \-{ad + bc)df,

(= 1, 0, 2, 2), as it should be.

C. XIII. 51
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For the general proof, writing for a moment

C, = fiAo, C, = {n. + v)A„ Ci= (jjL + 2v)A^, &ic.,

and similarly

C = /t'^o', C,' = {^L' + v) A,', C,' = (/ + 2v') A,', &c.,

where the accented symbols refer to the values (/i', v ; m', n), we have

[(fi, v; m', n').(M. "', »". «)]-

+ c/a^.^, +c,a.„^, +c,9„„^, +(7/aa„,

+ c^K'^, +CA^ +c,a.„^, +CA„,

"n'+i

»'+2

+ C7.'9a„+„.

or observing that in the series Cj, Cj, Ca, ..., the first term that contains «„ is 0„',

and the like as regards the series Co', C,', (7j', ..., this is

= Kc.'9«„.)c„' -(Coa«„)c„'}a«„+„.

and it is thus of the form

i.e. the value of »! is = n + «'.

I confine myself to the comparison of the first and second coefficients : substituting

for the G's their expressions in terms of the A's, we ought to have

fl'Ao'da^, (fl + n'v) An' - fl^oda„ in' + nv') An = fliAo",

(fJ-'Ao'dan. + (/"'+ v) A,'da„._^,) {fl + (n' + 1) v} An'+i

- (m^o9«„ + (M + ") ^i9«„+,) {f^' + (n+l) v'} A'n+, = (Ma + v^ A,".

Now assuming mi = m' + 7/1—1, and attending to the values

m . m . m +m— i

A^ = (iJ'^-^a^,

Ai = ao"^'a5 + iao"-=ai'.

m'+wi—

1
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we see at once that in the first equation the terms contain each of them the factor
^m'+m-i^ and in the second equation they contain each of them the factor rto"'"^"^'ffi;

omitting these factors, we find

4 (fi + n'v) -^{fi' + nv') =-^ , ,m ^'^ m^ '
m' + m-l

m'— (/i + nv + v) (m - 1) + (/ + v') {fi + n'v + v)

(/* + nv' + v) (m' - I) —
(fj, + v) (/M + nv +v') = fj^ + Vi-

The first of these gives

/^ = (m' + m - 1) |£, (f, + nv) - ^ (/ + nv')^ ,

which is the value of /ij : substituting this in the second equation, we have

Vi = ^,(fi + n'v + v) (in — 1) - — (u,' + nv' + v)

4- (/i' + v) {fi + n'v + v) —{fi + v) (fM + nv' + v)

I

- (m'fm - 1) ^,(u + n'v) - (m' + m - 1) ^ (a + nv').

In the left-hand column, the terms containing (/i + n'v) are

(/A + n'v) ] ^, (ffi - 1) + / + I/' -A {m + m - 1)1

,

=
(fj. + n'v) v,

and there are besides the terms —, i/(m— 1) + j^(/i'-)- 1/'), hence the left-hand column is

= vv' (»i'+ 1) -I- y^v'^t^v f^^ + 1
)

.

We have therefore

that is.

i/i = w' (n' -t-l) -f- fiv + /iV \"^- + 1
j
- vv (n + 1)- fiv [p — + l) " /"-

y^ = yy'(n'-n) + !^,{m-l)v-f^{m'-l)v'.m

To complete the proof, it would be of course necessary to compare the remaining

terms on the two sides respectively : but in what precedes it is shown that, the form

being assumed, the expression for the alternant must of necessity be {fi, v,m' +m — l, n'+n),

where /a, v have their foregoing values.

51—2
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Resuming the equation

[(/*', I/'; m', n')(fi, v; m, n)] = (/ti, i/f, mj, n,),

where fii, Vi, m,, iii have the before-mentioned values, then if we herein consider

fi, V, m, n; /a,, i/j, to,, n, as given, we can find fi, v', m', n'.

We have nii = TO'-f-w— 1, ivi = n' + n, that is, m' = mi — m + \, n' = ni — n, and sub-

stituting these values in the expressions of — and Vi, we find
TO,

that is,

TO, TO, — »t -I-

i/, = (n, — 2n) w' -t-

jf/^ + («!-«)«'} -£(/+«"').

m — 1 , TO, — TO

TO, — TO-Hl TO

y ("i - ") /t1 , /tn ,

TO, (to, — TO-I-1 7W,— TO-f- 1 ?ftj'* ^'i"'

7W, — TO

m

which are linear equations for the determination of fjf and v'.

i
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944.

ON PFAFF-INVARIANTS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxvi. (1893),

pp. 195—205.]

1. The functions which I propose to call Pfaff-invariants present themselves and
play a leading part in the memoir, Clebsch, "Ueber das PfaffscYie Problem" (Zweite

Abhandlung), Crelle, t. LXi. (1863), pp. 146—179 : but it is interesting to consider them
for their own sake as invariants, and in the notation which I have elsewhere used for

the functions called Pfaffians. The great simplification effected by this notation is,

I think, at once shown by the remark that Clebsch's expression R, which he defines by
the periphrasis " Sei ferner R der rationale Ausdruck dessen Quadrat der Determinant

der aji gleich ist" {I.e. p. 149), is nothing else than the Pfaffian 1234 ... 2w — 1 . 2?i,

AD
and that its differential coefficients Rue= 5— are the Pfaffians obtained from the fore-

oaa

going by the mere omission of any two symbolic numbers i, k.

2. I call to mind that the symbols 12, 13, &c., made use of are throughout such

that 12 = — 21, &c. ; and that the definition of the successive Pfaffians 12, 1234, &c.,

is as follows

:

12 =12,

1234 =12.34 +13.42 +14.23,

123456 = 12. 3456 + 13 . 4562 + 14. 5623 + 15 . 6234 + 16 . 2345,

in which last expression 3456 denotes the Pfaffian 34 . 56 + 35 . 64 + 36 . 45, and similarly

4562, &c. ; and so on for any even number of symbols. Of course, instead of the

symbohc numbers 1, 2, 3, &c., we may have any other numbers (0 is frequently used

in the sequel as a symbolic number), or we may have letters or other symbols.
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3. I use also a function verj- analogous to a Pfaffian, which is expressed in the

same notation, viz. this is

<}>yfrU =<f>->p-12,

(^.^1234 =^^/rl2.34 +<^->/rl3.42 +<^-«/rl4.23

+ </)-^34.12 +^a/^42.13 +<^V'23.14,

<j>fl2S4:56 = <^i/rl2 . 34 . 5G + <t>f^i . 12 . 56 + <^i^56 . 12 . 34 + &c.,

viz. taking any term 12.34.56 of the PfaflBan 123456, ^i/r is connected successively

with each of the binary symbols 12, 34, 56 of the term, so as to give rise to terms

containing the quaternary symbols ^y{rl2, &c. Such function may be called a co-PfaflSan.

4. To avoid suffixes I use different letters (x, y), {x, y, z), &c., as the case may be,

associating these with the numbers (1, 2), (1, 2, 3), &c. In the case of a differential

of an even number 2n of terms, for instance Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + Wdw, I consider the

fiinctions 1234, ^01234, and (^i|rl234, the first and second of which are Pfaffians, the

last a co-Pfaffian, as explained above. To fix in connexion with the differential

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + Wdw the meanings of these expressions, I assume

^^^dX_dY
dy dx

'

.,., dX dZ „

(of course these imply 12 = — 21, &c.),

01 = - 10 = X, 02 = - 20 = F, &c.

;

^ is an arbitrary function of x, y, z, w, and I write

^O=-O0 = O, <f>l

^ is also an arbitrary function of x, y, z, w, and I write

dix. y)'

^'^-dx'
^2 = -2<^ = J^,&c.

^^ dx dy dy dx

'

(this implies (^-\/r21 = — ^T/rl2, &c.).

5. Thus, at full length, the functions are

1234 = 12 . 34 + 13 . 42 + 14 . 23

^/dX_dFwdZ_d]f\ /dX _dZ\fdA
~\dy dx) \dw dz ) \dz dx) \

d

&c.

dW
dy

d7> /dX
dvjj '\dw

dJ/r

dx

\(dY_ dZ\

)[dz dy)'

^01234 = 00 . 1234 + ^1 . 2340 + <l>2
. 3401 + (/>3 . 4012 + ^4 . 0123

= ^(23.40 + 24.03 + 20.34)

+ ^^(34.01 + 30.14+31.40)

+ 2(40.12 + 41.20 + 42.01)

+ ^(01.23 + 02.31 + 03.12)
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dx\ \dz dy J \dw dy J

dZ
dw

dW^
dz

dy\ \dw dz j \dw dx) \dx dz

^d^\_^(dX_d_Y\_Y^dW_d^\^^dW_dX\
dz\ \dy dx j \dx dw J [dy dw J

,.f| x(f-f) + Y(f-f) + z('^-f)dw
{ \dz dy J \dx dz J \dy dx J

<^i/rl234= ^-«|rl2.34 + (^-.^13.24+0>/rl4.23

+ ^^^34 . 12 + <^i/r24 . 13 + <^-f23 . 14

3(0, ^) fdZ dW\ 8(</), -f) /dY dW\ d(^,yfr)/dY dZ\
d {x, y) \dw dz J 9 (x, z) \dw dy ) d (x, w) \ dz dy J

d(<f>, ^)fdX dY\ d{<i), ylr) (dX dZ\ 9(0, yjr) /dX dW\
d(z, w)\dy dx j d (y, w) \dz dx j d (y, z) \dw dx)'

6. The invariantive property of the functions consists herein, viz. if we have

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + Wdw = Pdp + Qdq + Rdr + Sds,

so that p, q, r, s, and thence also P, Q, R, S are functions each of them of x, y, z, w,

then we have
1234 a {X, y, z, w) = (1234)' 9 (p, q, r, s),

001234 9(0;, y, z, w) = (001234)' 9 (j3, q, r, s),

0-fl234 9(a;, y, z, w) = (0i|rl234)'9(p, q, r, s),

where the accented functions refer to (p, q, r, s, P, Q, R, S), and where for greater

symmetry I have separated the symbolical numerator and denominator d(p, q, r, s) and

9 (x, y, z, w) ; each of these equations really contains

9 (p. q, r, s)

d(x, y, z, w)'

which is the functional determinant of (p, q, r, s) in regard to (x, y, z, w) : or, if we

please, it contains the reciprocal hereof

d(x, y, z, w)

9 {p, q, r, s)
'

which is the fimctional determinant of {x, y, z, w) in regard to {p, q, r, s).

7. The equations give

001234 _

(

001234/

1234 ~~(1234)' '

(f)-«H234 _ (0V^1234y
T234r ~ (1234)'
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and then the expressions on the left-hand are absolute invariants in respect to the

titinsformation of

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + Wdw into Pdp + Qdq + Bdr + Sds.

They are, in fact, (for 2« = 4) Clebsch's derivatives (^) and (^, <^).

8. For the Pfaffian reduction

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + Wdw = ^d/+ (?d(7,

we maj' write

P,Q,R,S = F,G,0,fi,

P, q, r, s=f, g, F, 0,

viz. we take /, g, F, G as the new independent variables; we thus have

01' = i^, 02' =G, 03' = 0, 04' = 0,

12' = 0, 13' = 1, 14' = 0, 23' = 0, 24' = 1, 34' = 0,

(1234)' = 12' . 34' + 13'
. 42' + 14'

. 23', = - 1

;

and similarly

(^01234)' = -{^2-| ^G^},

(<}>^^^^^)—\^Jl-F)'-H^G)\'

where, in the equations, the — sign presents itself by reason that 2n, = 4, is the double

of an even number, or say that n is even; in the case of 2n, the double of an odd

number, that is, n odd, the sign would have been +.

9. We thus have

(<!>)
_ ^01234 _jf,d<f> ^d^

1234 dF dG'

(A.^\

-

^±1234 _a(^^) a(.^, Vr)
^'^"^^ 1234 -d{f, Fydig, G)'

and in pjirticular, by giving to ^ and -i/r the values /, g, F, G, we find

(/) = 0, (5r) = 0, (F)=^F, {G) = G,

(/,9) = 0, (f,F)=l, (/, G) = 0,

iF,G) = 0, (g,F) = 0, {g,G) = l,

which are Clebsch's equations ; in the case of 2n terms, the number of them is

n + n \- ^{n"" - n) + I {re - n) Jt ri' = 2n + n' - w + n»,

= n(2n+l), or i2n(2n+l), as it should be.

10. It may be remarked that we have

Fdf^ Gdg = Fd (f+ ^g) -Fgd^.
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or writing this = F'df + G'dg, we have

F' = F, f'=f+^, Cr'=+Fg, g' = ^„
whence conversely

F=F\ f=f' + ^, G = F'g', 9 = -^,, (Gg = -G'g').

The ten equations (/) = 0, {g) = 0, &c., ought then to lead to the corresponding ten

equations (/') = 0, (g') = 0, &c., and it is easy to verify that they do so ; for instance,

we have

where

and thus {f') = 0. And again,

where the last term vanishes; the remaining terms are

=?(/' (^)-yM ^)+yA9. G)-ji(ff. n

There is, of course, the like transformation

Fdf+ Gdg =G(dg + 1/) -G/d^.

11. I have, for better exhibiting the results, taken 2n = 4, but the most simple

case for an even number of terms is 2w = 2. Here we have Xdcc + Ydy = Pdp + Qdq,

and the functions to be considered are

<^012, =^0.12 + <|)1. 20 + 02. 01 =-F^ + Z^,

We have here

and the invariantive properties are easily verified,

12. Thus
d^_dY ^/dPdp_dPdp\(dQdq_dQdqY

~ dy dx ' \dy dx dx dyj \dy dx dx dyj
'

c. XIII 52
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dP^dPdpdPdq
dx dp dx dq dx'

and the like values for -, and for j^ and -^ , we have
oy dx dy

12 = f— -^U^ ^ -^ ^^ = (12)' ^^^•^

.

\ dq dp ) \dx dy dy dx) d{x, yj

'

Similarly, we find

dx ay \ dp dqj \dx ay ay dxl d{x, y)

<Hrl2^^ d^_d4d±^/d<l> dj' _d4 d^\ /dp dq _dp dq\ ^ / . . jgy ^iP'j)^ dx dy dy dx \dp dq dq dp) \dx dy dy dx) ^^ d{x, y)
'

and

We thus have

or say

\ld{x,y)= (12)' d(p,q).

i>012dix. y)= (4,012)' d(p, q),

4»\r\2dix, y)=(4>y{rl2yd(p, q);

(^012 _ (<^012y (pyjtU _((t>irl2y

12 nsV ' 12 ~ :i2Y '12 (12)' '
""" 12 (12)'

The proof is the same in principle for 2n = 4, or any other even value.

13. The theory is very similar in the case of an odd number 2?i + 1 of terms

;

thus 2re + 1 = 3, the forms are

0123, </>123, and </)i/r0123,

the first and second of which are Pfaffians, the third of them co-Pfaffian : the developed

expression of this last is

<f>ylr0l2S= <^i/r01 . 23 + <^-«^02 . 31 + </»i|r03 . 12

+ (f,yjr23 . 01 + ^-f31 . 02 + </)-«/rl2 , 03,

and to fix the meaning hereof \\'e write

(fifOl = 0, <}>yfr02 = 0, <^-<|r03 = 0.

Hence, the differential expression being Xdx + Ydy + Zdz, we have

0123 = 01.23 + 02.31+03.12

V dz dy) \dx dz I \dy dx)

<^123 = <^1 . 23 + <^2 . 31 +<f>S.12

^d^(dY_dZ\ d^^dZ_dX\ d^ (dX _dY\
dx\dz dy) dy \dx dz I dz \dy lix)

'

^V'()123 = ^-f23 . 01 + <i>y]r'i\ . 02 +^^^12 . 03

^ „ d(^, f) d (<b. yjr) d(<f,, f)
3(y, ^) 'd{z,x)'^'^d{x, y)-
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14. For the transformation

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = Pdp + Qdq + Rdr,
we have

01238 (a;, y, z)= (0123)'a(p, q, ,-),

<i>\2Zd{co, y, z)= {<f>12Syd(p, q,r),

4,fOl2Sd{a;, y, z) = (<l)yjr012S)' d {p, q. r),

and consequently

<^12:3 _ (<f)123y

0123" (U123)"

<f)->/r012.3 _ (<f)>fr0123y

U123 ~ (0123)' '

so that the left-hand functions are absolute invariants.

15. If in particular, Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = df+ Gdg, then we may write

P, Q. R = l, G, 0,

P> 9. r =/, ff,
G.

£L6nc6
01' = 1, 02'=G, 03' = 0; 23'=1, 31' = 0, 12' = 0,

and therefore

or say

dig, G) ^a(/, G)'
and we thus have

0123 9 (^, y, z)=^d{f.g, G).

^123 3 (a;, y, z) = ^^d(f. g, G),

^^oi23a(..,..) = {||^>-(?|{^-fa(/ .,(?).

and then

/rf.x_^123_d^
^''^"0123" d/'

.^Vr0123 g(.^, yr) 3(<^, ^)
l<?. r^ - 0123 ~d(g, G) d {/, G) '

viz. we thus have derivatives ((/>) and (<}), yfr) analogous to (but quite different in form

from) those of Clebsch in the case of an even number of terms.

In particular, writing <l>,-^=f, g, G, we obtain

(/) = 1, (g) = 0, (G) = 0; if, g)-0, if,G) = -G, ig,G) = l,

which are the analogues of Clebsch's foi-mula.

52—2
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16. It is interesting to compare the formula for the two cases

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + Wdw = Fdf+ Odg,

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = df+ Odg.

[944

and

In the former case / and g are symmetrically related to each other, and we may
say that (/= const, and (7= const.) is a solution of Xdx+Ydy + Zdz+Wdw=Q; we
have (/)=0 and {g) = 0. In the second case (/= const, and 5'= const.) is still a

solution of Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = 0, but / and g are not symmetrically related to each

other, and we have (/)=1, {g) = 0. Moreover, in the first case {G)=G, but in the

second case (G) = 0, an equation of the same form as (g) = 0; the reason is that we
have here

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = df+ Odg, =d{f+Og)- gdO,

so that, besides the solution (/= const, and g = const.), we have the solution

(/+ ^9 = const, and = const.).

17. The remark just made may be further developed: we have

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = df+ Odg, =d{/+ Gg) - gdO, =df' + G'dg',

suppose, where /' =/+ Gg, G' = — g, g' = 0, and therefore also /=/' + G'g', = g

,

g = — 0' ; the equations

(/) = 1, (sr) = 0, (G) = 0, (/,g) = 0, {f,G)=-G, (g, G)=l,

should lead to

(/') = 1. (ff')
= 0. (G') = 0, if',g') = 0, {f',G') = -G', (g',0') = l.

There is no diflSculty in verifying this; thus the equations (^) = 0, (G)=0, give

at once {g') = 0, (G') = 0; and then the equation (/) = 1 gives (f'+G'g') = '[, that is,

{f') + G'(cf')+g'(G') = l, or if) =1.

So again (g, 0) = 1 gives (g',0') = l; and then (f, g) = gives {f' + G'g', G') = 0,

that is,

(/', G')+G'(g', G') + g'{G', (?') = 0, or (/', G') = -G'.

And finally, (/, G) = -G gives (/' + G'g', g')+g'=0, that is,

(/'. ff') + G'(g', g') + g'iG', g')+g' = 0, or (/', g') = 0.

I stop to give the direct verification of the equations (/) = 1, (g) = 0, {G) = 0. We

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz = df+ Odg,

have

that is.

X =^+G^, Y=¥ + Gf, Z = f+G^-f,dx dx dy dy dz dz
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and thence
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23 = ^- dZ^dGdg_dGdg
dz dy dz dy dy dz

'

^l^dZ_dX^dG dg_dOdg
dx dz dx dz dz dx'

12 =— -— =^ ^ _ ^^ 'k
dy dx dy dx dx dy'

Hence, multiplying first by -^ , -^ , -^ , that is,

and adding, we have

X-G^, Y-of, Z-G^^,
dx dy dz

23 ^+ Sl^ + 12^= X23 + YSI + ZU,
dx dy dz

that is, /123 = 0123, or (/) = 1.

And then multiplying secondly by -^ , -^ , -— and adding, and thirdly by

dG dG dG , ,,.
-J- , -T- , -, and adding, we obtain

and

23^ +31 ^ +12^ =0, that is, (a) =0,
dx dy dz ^

23~ + 31 ^ + 12^ = 0, that is, (G)=0.

To exhibit more clearly the formulae for any odd number of terms, I take 2n + 1 = 5,

Xdx + Ydy + Zdz + Wdw + Tdt = df+ Gdg + Hdh.

We have here

(*) =
_ </>12345_d^

012345 df

^'P'''^~noi234o ^d\g, Gyd{h, H) ^ d{f. G) ^ 3 (/. J?)

'

and in particular.

(/) = 1; (£r) = 0, (;^) = 0; (G) = 0. {ff} = 0;

{/.9) = 0; (/, A,) = 0; (/,(?) = -(?, {f,H) = -H;

{g,h)=0; (G, ir) = 0; (jf, G) = l, {g,H)=0;

(h, G) = 0, {h, H}=1;
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l+2n + 2n+^(n*-n) + ^(n'-n) + n',

= l + *n + n'-n + n\ =2j!' + 3w+1, = i(2« + l)(2n + 2)

414 ON PFAFF-INVARIANTS. [944

in all

equations.

We can, by what precedes, at once express the conditions which must be satisfied

in order that a differential expression Xtdxi + Xida;3+ ... + X,dx^, may be reducible to

one of the special forms df, Fdf, df+F^dfx, &c. ; viz. if we have

Xxdxi-\-Xidxi+ ... + X,dx^ = df, then 12 =0, &c.

= Fdf, „ 0123 =0, &c.

= d/+ F^dfx, „ 1234 = 0, &c.

= Fdf+F^dfu „ 012345 = 0, &c.,

&c., &c.,

where the numbere 12, 1234, 12345, &c., represent any combinations out of the numbers

1, 2, 3, ... , V. Of course, if v is not sufficiently large to furnish such a combination,

then there is no condition to be satisfied ; thus if

Xidx^ + X^dxi + Xsdxi = df+ F^dfi,

there is no condition to be satisfied.
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945.

NOTE ON LACUNARY FUNCTIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxvi. (1893),

pp. 279—281.]

The present note is founded upon Poincar^'s paper "Sur les fonctions a espaces

lacunaires," Amer. Math. Jour., t. xiv. (1892), pp. 201—221.

If the complex variable z = x-^iy is represented as usual by a point the coordi-

nates of which are {x, y), and if JZ,, Ui, U^,... denote an infinite series of given

functions of z, then the equation

fz=U,+ U,+ U,+ ...

defines a function of z, but only for those values of z for which the series is con-

vergent, or say for points within a certain region ; and within this region, it defines

the successive derived functions /'
2,
/"

2,
/"'^,

—

Taking I, =h + ik, as an increment of z, we define the function of z + l, by the

equation

f(z + l)=fi + ^f'z+^^f"z + ...,

but only for values of I for which the series is convergent : it may very well be,

and it is in general the case, that we thereby extend the definition of fz so as to

make it applicable to points within a larger region ©i; and then considering fz as

defined within this larger region ©,, we may pass from it to a still larger region Q^;

and so on indefinitely, or until we cover the whole infinite plane.

For instance, the equation

fz = l+z + z' + z>+ ...
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defines the function l-^{l—z) for values of z for which mod. «<1, that is, for points

within the circle a^ + y'— 1 = 0; and this being so,

extends the definition to the larger region for which this is a convergent series : the

condition of convergency is

mod. < 1, that is, mod. ^ .
< 1, or A* + k^<{l—xy+y-.

\-z 1 —x — iy

The condition is that the distance \/(h? + 1<?) must not exceed the distance

>J[{\—xy + y-] of the point z = x + iy, from the point (a; = l, y—0); the point z is

strictly within the circle a^ + y° = l, but taking it on the circumference, the condition

is that the point z + 1 must lie within a circle having its centre on the circle

ar'+y- — 1=0 and passing through the point {x=\, y = 0). Taking cosO and sin ^ for

the coordinates of the centre, the equation of this circle is

that is,

(X - cos df +{y- sin ey = (1 - cos Oy + sin'' 0,

a^ + y^ -I -2coae(x-l)-2ysine=0;

and the envelope of these circles is

(x" + y- -\y-^{x- ly - 4y' = ;

{x'+ yj - 6 (a;= + y=) + 8a; - 3 = 0,

(«= + 2/= - 3)=+ 4 (2a; - 1) = 0,

y* + 1y-'{a?-Z)-ir{x-\y{x + ^) = Q.

The curve is a cuspidal Cartesian. To put this in evidence, observe that the

equation may be written

-4?/»+ {(«-!)' + 2/'] {(a; - 1)= + y" + 4a; - 4] =0,

or, as this may be written

or again in the form

or in the form

viz. writing

then

or the equation is

A = x + iy — 1,

B = X — iy — \,

Z = -l,

A-B = 2iy,

AB ={x-iy + y',

A + B = 2x-2,

Z'(A - By + AB {AB - 2Z{A + B)}=0,
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that is,

Z'A" + Z'B' + A^B^ - 2Z'-AB - 2ZA^B - 1ZAB' = 0,

which is the equation of a bicuspidal quartic curve, having for cusps the vertices of

the triangle A=Q, B = 0, Z = 0.

The region within which the function is =:; is thus extended to the area
1 — z

within the Cartesian curve, say this is the region ©i: starting from this curve instead

of the circle (viz. by considering the envelope of the circle having its centre on the

curve and passing through the point x=\, y = 0), we obtain a second curve, a closed

curve, which instead of having a cusp on the axis of x cuts this axis at right angles

at a point the distance of which from the origin is greater than 1 ; and we thus

extend the region to the area within this second curve, say this is the region @2- And
proceeding in this way, we ultimately extend the region to the whole of the infinite

plane.

But the functions Uo, U^, 11^,... may be such that for every value whatever of I,

for which the point z + l vs outside the region ©, the series

fz+ [f'z+^^f"z+...

is divergent, and we are in this case unable to define the function fz for points outside

the region ©j: the function then exists only for points inside the region @, and for

points outside this region it is non-existent ; a fiinction such as this, existing only for

points within a certain region and not for the whole of the infinite plane, is said to

be a lacunary function.

C. XIII. ^^
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946.

NOTE ON THE THEORY OF ORTHOMORPHOSIS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxvi. (1893),

pp. 282—288.]

we have

that is,

The equation of any given curve whatever, = 0, may be expressed in the form

<l>(x + ir/)+ ^(x — iy) = 0.

Let X ^ ^^y ^^ function ; then since

(f){x-iy) = -^(x + iy),

x4> (^ - iy) = X {- <^ (« + iy)] = -x'l>(^ + iy)'

X4> (« + iy) + x<^ (« - iy) = 0-

Assuming that is a real function, that is, a function with real coefficients, then

also cf)(x + iy) will be a function with real coefficients, or say a real function of

x + iy ; the function x ™*y be real or imaginary, but if imaginary, then the i of the

coefficients does not change its sign in the passage from X'^^'^'^iy) ^^ Xi* ("' ~ iy)-

In proof of the assumed theorem, imagine the equation = expressed as an

equation between x + iy and x — iy, or, supposing it solved in regard to a; — iy, take

the form of it to be x — iy =f{x +iy) : let Un he a. function of n satisfying the equation

of diflferences «»+!=/«<«; and let <f>(x + iy) be determined as a function of x+iy by

the elimination of n from the equations

we thence have

and consequently

x + iy = Un, ^ {x + iy) = cos UTT
]

X-iy=fUn, =Un+i,

<^{x — iy) = cos {n + 1) tt.
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that is,
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^{x-\- iy)+^(x— iy) = 0,

419

viz. this equation is a transformation of the equation © = 0, and thus it appears that

the equation © = can always be thrown into the last-mentioned form.

As an example, take the equation y — ax + b: which, putting for a moment

^ = x+iy, r)= X — iy, is

1

1i
-{^-'n) = \a{^+v) + h,

that is,

we have therefore

a solution of which is

putting this =
f, we have

and thence

i + a ^ 2b
r} = -. f + .

:

I— a I—

a

_i + a 26

Mn _j
i + ay b_

\i — a) a

'

log -.

d)f =cos r-— log (I + -)

,

log '.

where observe that, writing a + i = Re'" and therefore a — i= Re~^, we have

1
cosa=

'Jia'' + 1)
sma =

VCa^+l)'

or say cot a = a, and then

-.-— = e^'+''", or log ^ = t (2a + tt),

I —a °i—a

whence

<f)f = cos r-^—r log (?+-), = cosh „
'^ log

( ^ + -
^^

I {2a + tt) ^ V aJ 2a + tt " V a,

a real function of f.

In verification of the equation ^^+4>V = 0, we have

"rr , / . b\
'^'' = '=°'7^^°^('' + J'

log .-

53—2
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where
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.,„«;;±_%,og(f.^),

[946

and thence

^==C08-^^{l0gl±| + l0g(^ +
^)

log-:
° t — a

= C08 TT + ^-- log
( ^ + -

Hi
= - cos

log J
-M^l)'

'I —

a

' I —

a

that is, <f>r] = — (j)^, or <^^ + <^ = 0, the equation in question.

I remark, in passing, that the same equation y= ax + b might have been put in

the form <f>x +^ = 0, viz. assuming

TT , / b

then

'^=^^%a^°^(^-r-^)'

^ = "'^l^'^s(a^ + 6-rr„) = coSj^loga(«:-j—-J

= -cos

that is, <f>x+ if>y = 0.

If 6 = 0, then

j^l0g(^^-^=-<^,

IT log X
y=ax and ^ = cos

log a '

in fact, repeating the proof for this particular case,

log CM! /, loga;\ Trloga; ,

d>y = cos TT .—— = cos TT 1 + i-^- = — cos —.—^^
,
=- <px;^^ log a \ log aJ log a

that is,

(j)x + <py= 0.

Considering then (x, y) as the coordinates of a point on the curve = 0, we

have, as above,

where <^ is a real function determined as above, and x i^ ^^y ^^^^ °'' imaginary odd

function. This being so, assume
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then also

and consequently

uc^ + y^ = e"* te+^yi+x* te-iv) = 1

that is, we have the circumference of the circle x^^ + y^^-\=:0 corresponding to the
given curve = 0.

Suppose that the curve = is a closed curve : and then writing

I + «'7 = A;</' («+%).
and therefore

we thence have

2f= x(i>{x+ iy) + x<f> (*• - iy),

a real function of {x, y).

(1) Assume that it is possible to find X' such that f as defined by this last

equation shall be throughout the area of the curve = finite and continuous, except

only that in the neighbourhood of a given point, taken to be the point a; = 0, y = 0,

it is = log VCa^ + 2/^).

(2) At the boundary of the area = 0, ^ is =0.

(3) Throughout the area, ^ satisfies the partial differential equation

da? dy^

These conditions being satisfied, the equation

X\ + iy\ = e^''"''',

that is,

x, + iyi = ex*te+w),

gives an orthomorphosis of the area = into the circle xi' + yi'—l = 0, the point

x = 0, y—O corresponding to the centre of the circle
; (2) and (3) are satisfied as above

:

it remains only to satisfy (1), viz. the function ^ i^ determined not by any equation

—

but only by this condition as to finiteness and continuity; and if it be thus determined,

then the foregoing equation «, +iyi = «''*'*+'"' gives the required orthomorphosis.

For instance, let the curve = be the parabola t/^ = 4 (1 — x), which may be

regarded as a closed curve bounding the infinite parabolic area. We have 2x = ^+ 1],

2iy = ^— 7}, whence the equation is

that is,

f -
2f»7 + 7)'' - 8f - 87; + 16 = 0,

whence Vf+ V'? — 2 = 0, or writing this in the form

(V?-i) + (V'?-i) = o,
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we have ^f = Vf— 1. and assuming that x ^^^ ^ found so that the condition as to

finitcness and continuity is satisfied, then the orthomorphosis is given by

X, + iyi = exp X (Vf - 1), = exp x W(^ + iy) - ^
Assuming

which is obviously an odd function, we have

, , . ,1—1 exp ( ii-rra>)

ivM = — itirco + log , -. 7— ,"•— \

_ 1 1 — iexp( ^tVa))
" '-^ ~ exp ^ itra 1 — t exp (— ^iirm)

'

1 — exp ^iiroi _i(l—i exp ^tVo))

exp ^iira> — 1

'

1 + i exp ^ino}

which is

= tan J7r(a) + 1),

and hence, for w writing \/(x+iy) — 1, we have

a^ + tyi = exp xW{«' + iy)-'i-}, = tan= ^ tt V(« + »»•

This satisfies the required conditions as to finiteness and continuity; and in

particular, we have

^ + if) = log tan' ^ IT >J{x + iy),

BO that, X and y being small,

^+iv = log^ (« + iy), ^-iv = log
7ft

{^^ - iy)'

that is,

16

l = logjgV(*^ + 2/^).

16

Hence we have the known result: the orthomorphosis of the parabola y- = 4(l— x)

into the circle Xi' + yi^ — l = is given by the equation x^ + iyi = t&ii' \ ir ^/(x + iy).

Consider the ellipse, where a^ — b- = l, or say

x^ y

I show, by a less direct process, how to express this equation in the required

form ^^+ (fyr)
= 0. In fact, writing

^=x + iy, T]-x- iy,

the equation of the ellipse is the rationalised form of
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To show that this is so, call for a moment the right-hand side O,, the equation is

hence

or

2iv = n-^ = M^ {if+ v(i - r)} + ii {i^ - V(i - ni,

therefore

that is,

or say

viz. substituting for f, i; their values, this is

-2(a--f)+ (M' + ^-) (^ + ^^) - i (il/^ - ^S = 0,

that is,

or finally, it is

± + ^ 1 = 0,

as it should be.

Starting then from the relation

and writing

0l = cos2|^loglif+V(l-r)),
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we have
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*^ = '*^21^ ^°S ^' ^'^ + ^^^ - ^^i-

=— cos

that is, we have

'MogM log(i?+V(l-r)), =-<^f

as the required transformation of the equation of the ellipse

j(if4J i{M-^J
= 1.

[946

We hence derive the known formula for the orthomorphosis of the ellipse into the

circle Xi' + y,- — 1 = 0.
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947.

ON A SYSTEM OF TWO TETRADS OF CIRCLES; AND OTHER
SYSTEMS OF TWO TETRADS.

[From the Proceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. viii. (1893),

pp. 54—59.]

The investigations of the present paper were suggested to me by Mr Orr's

paper, " The Contacts of certain Systems of Circles," Proc. Cavib. Phil. Soc, vol. Vli.

1. It is possible to find in piano two tetrads of circles, or say four red circles

and four blue circles, such that each red circle touches each blue circle : in fact,

counting the constants, a circle depends upon 3 constants, or say it has a capacity

= 3 ; the capacity of the eight circles is thus = 24 ; and the postulation or number

of conditions to be satisfied is = 16 : the resulting capacity of the system is thus

primd fade, 16 — 24 = 8. It will, however, appear that, in the system considered, the

true value is =9.

2. The primd facie value of the capacity being = 8, we are not at liberty to

assume at pleasure three circles of the system. And, in fact, assuming at pleasure

say 3 red circles, then touching each of these we have 8 circles, forming ^8.7.6.5, =70,

tetrads of circles: taking at random any one of these tetrads for the blue circles,

the remaining red circle has to be determined so as to touch each of the four

blue circles, that is, by four instead of three conditions; and there is not in general

any red circle satisfying these four conditions. But the 8 tangent circles do not

stand to each other in a relation of symmetry, but form in fact four pairs of circles

;

and it is possible out of the 70 tetrads to select (and that in 6 ways) a tetrad of

blue circles, such that there exists a fourth red circle touching each of these four

blue circles. We have thus a system depending upon 3 arbitrary circles, and for

which, therefore, the capacity is =9. It is (as is known) possible, in quite a

C. XIII. 54
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different manner, out of the 70 tetrads to select (and that in 8 ways) a tetrad of

blue circles such that there exists a fourth red circle touching each of these four

blue circles—but the present paper relates exclusively to the first-mentioned 6 tetrads

and not to these 8 tetrads.

3. I consider, in the first instance, a particular case in which the three red

circles are not all of them arbitrary, but have a capacity 9 — 1, = 8 ; and pass from

this to the general case where the capacity is = 9. Calling the red circles 1, 2, 3

and 4; I start with the circles 1, and 2 arbitrary, and 3 a circle equal to 2: the

radical axis, or common chord, of the circles 2 and 3 is thus a line bisecting at

right angles the line joining the centres of the circles 2 and 3, say this is the

line fi. We have then four circles, each having its centre in the line il and

touching the circles 1 and 2 : in fact, the locus of the centre of a circle touching

the circles 1 and 2 is a pair of conies, each of them having for foci the centres of

these circles: the line ft meets each of these conies in two points, and there are

thus on the line fl four points, each of them the centre of a circle touching the

circles 1 and 2. But the equal circles 2 and 3 are symmetrically situate in regard

to the line 12; and if is obvious that the four circles, having their centres on the

line fl, will each of them also touch the circle 3 ; we have thus the four blue

circles, each of them with its centre on the line Q and touching each of the red

circles 1, 2 iand 3. And it is moreover clear that, taking the red circle 4 equal to

1 and situate symmetrically therewith in regard to the line il, then this circle 4

will touch each of the blue circles: so that we have here the four blue circles, each

of them touching the four red circles. As already mentioned, the blue circles have

their centre on the line D,, that is, the line fi is a common orthoton;ic of the

four blue circles.

4. By inverting in regard to an arbitrary circle we pass to the general case;

the line il becomes thus a circle n, orthotomic to each of the blue circles.

Starting ab initio, we have here at pleasure the red circles 1, 2, 3 : the circle

fl is a circle having for centre a centre of symmetry of the circles 2 and 3, and

passing through the points of intersection (real or imaginary) of these two circles;

the circles 2 and 3 are thus the inverses (or say the images) each of the other in

regard to the circle il. We can then find 4 circles each of them orthotomic to il,

and touching the circles 1 and 2: but a circle orthotomic to fl is its own inverse

or image in regard to il ; and it will thus touch the circle 3 which is the image

of 2 in regard to il. We have thus the four blue circles each of them touching

the red circles 1, 2 and 3 ; and then, taking the red circle 4 as the inverse or

image of 1 in regard to il, this circle 4 will also touch each of the blue circles.

Thus starting with the arbitrary red circles 1, 2, 3, we find the four blue circles

and the remaining red circle 4, such that each of the blue circles touches each of

the red circles. Since in the construction we group together at pleasure the two

circles 2, 3 (out of the three circles 1, 2, 3) and use at pleasure either of the two

centres of symmetry, it appears that the number of ways in which the figure might

have been completed is =6.
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5. The blue circles have a common orthotomic circle il, that is, the radical

axis or common chord of each two of the blue circles passes through one and the

same point, the centre of the circle il. The figure is symmetrical in regard to the

red and blue circles respectively, and thus the red circles have a common orthotomic

circle D,', that is, the radical axis or common chord of each two of the red circles

passes through one and the same point, the centre of the circle fl'.

6. Projecting stereographically on a spherical surface, the four red circles and

the four blue circles become circles of the sphere; and then making the general

homographic transformation, they become plane sections of a quadric surface; we have

thus the theorem that on a given quadric surface it is possible to find four red

sections and four blue sections such that each blue section touches each red section;

and moreover the capacity of the system is = 9 ; viz. 3 of the red sections may be

assumed at pleasure. But (as is well known) the theory of the tangency of plane

sections of a quadric surface is far more simple than that of the tangency of circles

:

the condition in order that two sections may touch each other is simply the condition

that the line of intersection of the two planes shall touch the quadric surface. And
we construct, as follows, the sections touching each of three given sections: say the

given sections are 1, 2, 3; through the sections 1 and 2 we have two quadric cones

having for vertices say the points d^^ and z'la (direct and inverse centres of the two

sections): similarly, through the sections 1 and 3 we have two quadric cones vertices

dij and i^ respectively, and through the sections 2 and 3 we have two quadric cones

vertices d^s and i^ respectively; the points di^, ij^, d^s, i^, d^, 4) lie three and three

in four intersecting lines or axes, viz. these are d23<^3iC^2, (^234i*i2. f4i*i2*23. d^^i^aisi

respectively. Through any one of these axes, say d23<^3i<^i2. we may draw to the

quadric surface two tangent planes each touching the three cones which have their

vertices in the points d^, d^i, d^^ respectively ; and the section by either tangent

plane is thus a section touching each of the three given sections 1, 2, 3; we have

thus the eight tangent sections of these three sections.

7. Taking as three of the red sections the arbitrary sections 1, 2, 3 ; and

grouping together two at pleasure of these sections, say 2 and 3; we may take for

the blue sections the two sections through the axis d^d^id^i, and those through the

axis dai^ii^; we have thus the four blue sections touching each of the given red

sections 1, 2, 3; and this being so, there exists a remaining red section 4 touching

each of the blue sections; we have thus the four blue sections touching each of the

red sections 1, 2, 3 and 4. This implies that the vertices or points d^ and d^ lie

on the axis d^d^id^^, and that the vertices or points i^t and iat lie on the axis

d^i^iji; or, what is the same thing, that the four sections 1, 2, 3, 4 have in

common an axis d^d^dad^d^ and also an axis d^iaisihiiu-

8. If the quadric surface be a flat surface {surface aplatie) or conic, then the

red sections become chords of the conic ; the axes are lines in the plane of the

conic, and thus the tangent planes through an axis each coincide with the plane of

the conic, and it would at first sight appear that any theorem as to tangency

becomes nugatory. But this is not so; comparing with the last preceding paragraph,

we still have the theorem: on a given conic, taking at pleasure any three chords

54—2
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1, 2, 3, it is possible to find a fourth chord 4, such that the four chords have in

common an axis dadadsjdndjt and also an axis dahihii^thf And the analytical theory

(although somewhat complex) is extremely inter.esting. Considering the conic xz — y* = 0>

the coordinates of a point on the conic are given by a; : y : z = I : 6 : G', or say

any point of the conic is determined by its parameter 0; and this being so,

considering any three chords 1, 2, 3, I take for the two extremities of 1 the values

e, f; for those of 2 the values a, /3; and for those of 3 the values y, S; the

remaining chord 4 is to be determined as above, and I take for its two extremities the

values E, Z.

9. Starting with the chords 1, 2, 3, we have each of the points d^, &c., as the

intersection of two lines, viz. these are

for da
xah —y{a. + S) + 2 = 0,

\x^y-y{^+y) + Z = 0,

(xa^-y{a + i;) + z = 0,

" '^'\x^e-y(fi+6) + z=0,

for ^3

da
^r-y(7 + ?)+^=o,

aja-y -y(a +<y) + z = 0,

a;^S-y{^+S) + z = 0,

(xae —y{a. + e)-\- z = 0,

V^r-2/(/3 + ?) + ^ = 0,

xye -y(y + e) + z = 0,

xB^ -y{8 + + 2 = 0,xBe -yiB + e) + z = 0, "

and we thence find without difficulty for the axis d^d^d^s the equation

x {a^ (Se - 7?) + yh (?a - e^) + e? {^y - aB)]

+ y {(/3 - a) (7S - e?) + (8 - y) (e? - a^) + (?- e) (a/3 - yB)]

+ z[ - {Be-y^)- (rcc-e/3)- {^y - aB)] = i)
;

the equation of the axis d^i^^iii is obtained herefrom by the interchange of e and f

10. The points ^24 and ^34 will lie upon the first-mentioned axis if only d.^ lies

upon this axis, viz. if we have

{ a/9(S€-7?)+ " 7S(r«-e^)+ e?(/37-a8)j(/3 + ^-a-Z)
+ KyS - a) (78 - 6?) + (8 - 7) (6?- a^) + (?-€) (a/3 - 78)) {^E - aZ)

+ { - (86-7?)- (?a-ey8)- {^y-aB)]{-(iZ{^ + E) + aE{a + Z)\ = Q.

Reducing this equation, the factor a — /3 divides out, and we finally obtain

{y-a){^B+KZ){e-E)
+ ifi-B){0Ly+€E){i;-Z)

+ (a8 - ^7) (e? - EZ)

+ {aa-yB){eZ-^E)=0;

A+BE + CZ + DEZ = 0,

say this is

where
A= . (y-a)aBe + (0-B)ay^+{aB-l3y)eC

5 = -(7-a)/38 . -(a^-78)r+ {fi-B)e^,

C =-(/3-8)a7 + (a;8-78)e . + (7 - «) e?,

i) = -(a8-/37)-(/8-8)6 -(7-a)?

viz. this is the condition for the existence of the axis dosdadiidada.
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We interchange herein e, ^ and also E, Z, and we thus obtain

A'+C'E + B'Z + I)'EZ=0,
where

^'=
• (/3-S)a7e + (7-a)/3Sf+(aS-/37)ef,

B'=-{y-a)^S-(a/3-yS)e
. + (/3 - S) e^,

D' = -{aS-^y)-{y-a)e -{0-S)^
viz. this is the condition for the existence of the axis d^i^ini^^it^.

11. I remark that we have

^' = 4 + a (e - f), 5' = £ + b (6 - ?),

(7' = C+c(6-r), Z»' = i)+d(6-?),
where

a = (/3 - 8) ay - (7 - a) /3S = a/3 (7 + S) - 78 (a + /3),

b = c = 78 — a/3,

d = a+3-7-8,
and further that

£-C=a^(7 + 8)-78(a + /3) + (7S-a/3)(e + r)+(a + ^-7-8)ef,
say this is 11.

12. It thus appears that, for the determination of E, Z, we have

A +BE +CZ + DEZ = 0,

A'-\-G'E^B'Z + D'EZ=0.
Eliminating Z, we find

A + BE G + DE

429

A'-k-G'E B' + D'E'
that is,

{AC - A'C) + (AD'- A'D + BB' - GG') E + {BD' - FD) E' = 0;

upon reducing the coefficients of this equation it appears that they contain each of

them the factor IT, and throwing out this factor, the equation is

e [a/3 (7 - 8) + 7S (^-a) + (aS-^y) ?]

+ [-a^(y-S)-yS{l3-a.) + (a8-^y)e + {^y-0LB)^+(^ + y-a-S)€^]E
+ [^y-a8-(0 + y-a-8)]E^=O;

this contains obviously the factor E— e, or throwing out this factor, we have for E
the simple equation

{afiiy-S) + yB(^-a)} + (aS-^y)(E+^) + {0-a + y-B)^E=O.

In a similar manner it may be shown that the two equations give for Z the like

simple equation

{0/3(7- 8) + 78(/3-o)}+(a8-/37)(Z + e) + (/3-a + 7- 8) 6^ = 0,

viz. starting from the chords 1, 2, 3 which depend on the parameters (e, f), (a, ^),

(7, 8) respectively, these last two equations give the parameters (E, Z) of the chord 4.

«
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948.

REPORT OF A COMMITTEE APPOINTED FOR THE PURPOSE
OF CARRYING ON THE TABLES CONNECTED WITH THE
PELLIAN EQUATION FROM THE POINT WHERE THE WORK
WAS LEFT BY DEGEN IN 1817.

[From the British Association Report, (1893), pp. 73—120.]

We have, on the Pellian Equation, Degen's tables, the title of which is "Canon
Pellianus sive Tabula simplicissimam aequationis celebratissimae y^ = aar" + 1 . solutionem

pro singulis numeri dati valoribus ab 1 usque ad 1000 in numeris rationalibus

iisdemque integris exhibens." Autore Carolo Ferdinando Degen. Hafnias, apud Ger-

hardum Bonnierum, MDCCCXVii., 8vo. Introductio, pp. v—xxiv. Tabula I. Solutionem

aequationis y^ — ax^ — 1 = exhibens, pp. 3—106. Tabula II. Solutionem aequationis

y' — aa^+l=0, quotiescunque valor ipsius a talem admiserit, exhibens, pp. 109

—

112.

The mode of calculation is explained in the Introduction, and illustrated by the

examples of the numbers 209, 173.

As to the first of these, the entry in Table I. is

14, 2, 5, 3, (2)

1, 13, 5, 8, 11

209
3220

46551

where the first line gives the expression of ^209 as a continued fraction, viz. we have1111111 1 1V209 = 14 + 2+ 5+ 3+ 2+ 3+ 5+ 2+ 28+ 2 +
&c..
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the denominators being 2, 5, 3, (2), 3, 5, 2, then 28, which is the double of the integer

part 14, and then again 2, 5, 3, (2), 3, 5, 2, and so on, the parentheses of the (2)

being used to indicate that this is the middle term of the period.

The second row gives auxiliary numbers occurring in the calculation of the first

row and having a meaning, as will presently appear. Observe that the 11 which

comes under the (2) should also be printed in parentheses (11), but this is not done.

The process for the calculation of the x, y is as follows:

209

14 1 + 1

2 14 1 - 13

5 29 2 + 5

3 159 11 - 8

(2) 506 35 + (11)

3 1171 81 - 8

5 4019 278 + 5

2 21266 1471 - 13

28 46551 3220 + 1

viz. writing down as a first column the numbers of the first row, and beginning the

second column with 1, 14 (14 the number at the head of the first column), and the

third column with 0, 1, we calculate the numbers of the second column, 29 = 2 . 14 + 1,

159 = 5.29 + 14, 506 = 3.159 + 29, &c., and the numbers of the third column in like

manner, 2 = 2.1+0, 11 = 5.2 + 1, 35 = 3.11 + 2, &c.; and then writing down as a

fourth column the numbers of the second row with the signs +, - alternately, we have

a series of equations y^—a!i?=±A, viz.

I'' - 209 .
0^ = + 1,

the last of them being

W-209.P =-13,

29^-209.2=' =+5,

(46551)^ - 209 (3220)' = + 1,

this last con-esponding as above to the value + 1, and the numbers 46551 and 3220

being accordingly the y and x given in the fourth and third rows of the table.

i
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As to the second of the foregoing numbers, 173, the only difiference is that the

period htis a double middle term, viz. the entry in the Table I. is

173

13, 6, ( 1, 1)

1, 4, (13, 13)

190060

2499849

The first row gives the expression of Vl73, viz. that is

Vl73 = 13 + i^ (4)+ (T)+ 1+ TG^^-'

the denominators being 6, 1, 1, 6, then 26 (the double of the integer part 13), and

then again 6, 1, 1, 6, and so on. In the second row I remark that Degen prints the

parentheses (13, 13) for the double middle term.

The process for the calculation of the x, y is similai- to that in the former

case, viz. we have

173

13 1 + 1

6 13 1 - 4

(^\
79 6 + 13

U 92 7 -13

6 171 13 + 4

26 1118 85 - 1

where the second and third columns begin 1, 13 and 0, 1 respectively, and the

remaining terms are calculated 79 = 6.13 + 1, 92 = 1.79 + 13, &c., and 6 = 6.1+0,
7=1.6 + 1, &c. ; and then writing down as a fourth column the terms of the second

row with the signs +, — alternately, we have

P- 173.0= =+1,
13="- 173. P =-4,

79»- 173.6= = + 13,

the last equation being

(1118)= -173 (85)= = - 1,
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the term for the last equation being always in a case such as the present one, not

+ 1, but — 1. The final numbers 1118, 85 are consequently entered not in Table I.,

but in Table IL, viz. the entry in this table is

173
85

1118

and thence we calculate the numbers y, x of Table I., viz. these are

2499849 = 2. (11 18)»+1,

190060 = 2 . 1118 . 85.

Generally Table II. gives for each value of a, comprised therein, values of x, y,

such that y^ = aa? — 1, and then writing yi = ly"^ + 1, Xx = ^xy, we have

y^ = {2.aa? - If = 4aV - 4aa^ + 1 = a . 4«= {ax^ - 1^ + 1 = axi^ + 1,

so that Xi, 3/i are for the same value of a the values of x, y in Table I.

It is to be remarked that the heading of Table II. is not perfectly accurate, for

it purports to give for every value of a, for which a solution exists, a solution of the

equation y = aa? — 1. What it really gives is the solution for each value of a for

which the period has a double middle term. But if a = a^ + l, then obviously we have

a solution y = a, x=l, and for any such value of a the period has a single middle

term, viz. the entry in Table I, is

e+\ a, (2a)

1, 1

2a

2a^+l

and we, in fact, have

o2 + l

a 1 + 1

(2a) a 1 -1

2a 2a^ + 1 2a + 1

that is.

P-(a=+l)0^ = + 1,

a»-(o»+l)P =-1,

(2a'' + l)=-(a»+l)(2a)2 = + l.

C. XIII. 55
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The foregoing instances of the calculation of x, y in the case of the numbers 209

and 173 suggest a table which may be regarded as an extended form of Degen's

tables ; viz. such a table, from a = 2 to a = 99, is as follows

:

Specimen of extended Form of Table m regard to the Pellian Equation.

a y X y^-aa? a y X y*-a3?

2 1 1

(2) 1

2 3

1

2

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

13 3 1

1 3

G) *

1 11

6 18

1

1

2

3

5

+ 1

- 4

+ 3

- 3

+ 4

- 1

3 1 1

(1) 1

2 2

1

1

+ 1

- 2

+ 1

14 3 1

1 3

(2) 4

1 11

6 15

1

1

3

4

+ 1

- 5

+ 2

- 5

+ 1

5 2 1

(4) 2

4 9

1

4

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

6 2 1

(2) 2

4 5

1

2

+ 1

- 2

+ 1
15 3 1

(1) 3

6 4

1

1

+ 1

- 6

+ 17 2 1

1 2

(1) 3

1 5

4 8

1

1

2

3

+ 1

- 3

+ 2

- 3

+ 1

17 4 1

(8) 4

8 33

1

8

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

8 2 1

(1) 2

4 3

1

1

+ 1

- 4

+ 1

18 4 1

(4) 4

8 17

1

4

+ 1

— 2

+ 1

10 3 1

(6) 3

6 19

1

6

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

19 4 1

2 4

1 9

(3) 13

1 48

2 61

8 170

1

2

3

11

14

39

+ 1

- 3

+ 5

- 2

+ 5

- 3

+ 1

11 3 1

(3) 3

6 10

1

3

+ 1

— 2

+ 1

12 3 1

(2) 3

6 7

1

2

+ 1

- 3

+ 1

20 4 1

(2) 4

8 9

1

2

+ 1

- 4

+ 1
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Specimen of extended Form of Pellian Equation Table—continued.

a y X y^-ax^ a y X y' - ax«

21 4 1 + 1 29 5 1 + 1

1 4 1 - 5 2 5 1 - 6

1 5 1 + 4
f^\

11 2 + 5

(2) 9 2 - 3 W 16 3 - 3

1 23 5 + 4 2 27 5 + 2

1

8

32

55

7

12

- 5

+ 1

10 70 13 - 1

22 4 1 + 1

30 5

(2)

1

5 1

+ 1

- 5

1 4 1 - 6 10 11 2 + 1

2 5

14

1

3

+ 3

- 2 31 5 1 + 1

2 61 13 + 3 1 6 1 - 6

1 136 29 - 6 1 6 1 + 5

8 197 42 + 1 3

(5)

11

39

2

7

- 3

+ 2
23 4 1 + 1

3 206 37 - 3

1 4 1 - 7
1 657 118 + 5

(3) 5 1 + 2
1 863 155 - 6

1 19 4 - 7 10 1520 273 + 1

8 24 5 + 1

32 5

1

(1)

1

10

1

5

6

11

17

1

1

2

3

+ 1

- 7

+ 4

- 7

+ 1

24 4

(1)

8

1

4

5

1

1

+ 1

- 8

+ 1

26 5

(10)

10

1

5

51

1

10

+ 1

- 1

+ 1
33 5

1

(2)

1

5

6

1

1

+ 1

- 8

+ 3
27 5 1 + 1

(5) 5 1 - 2 1 17 3 - 8

10 26 5 + 1 10 23 4 + 1

28 5 1 + 1 34 5 1 + 1

3 5 1 - 3 1 5 1 - 9

(2) 16 3 + 4 (4) 6 1 + 2

3 37 7 - 3 1 29 5 - 9

10 127 24 + 1 10 35 6 + 1

55—2
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Specimen of extended Form of Pellian Equation Table—continiied.

a V X »"-OJt» a y X y"-<uJ

35 6 1 + 1 44 6 1 + 1

(1) 5 1 -10 1 6 1 - 8

10 6 1 + 1 1

1

(2)

1

1

1

12

7

13

20

53

73

126

199

1

2

3

8

11

19

30

+ 5

- 7

+ 4

- 7

+ 5

- 8

+ 1

37 6

(12)

12

1

6

73

1

12

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

38 6

(6)

12

1

6

37

1

6

+ 1

- 2

+ 1 45 6

1

2

(2)

2

1

12

1

6

7

20

47

114

161

1

1

3

7

17

24

+ 1

- 9

1- 4

- 5

+ 4

- 9

+ 1

39 6

(4)

12

1

6

25

1

4

+ 1

- 3

+ 1

40 6

(3)

12

1

6

19

1

3

+ 1

- 4

+ 1
46 6

1

3

1

6

7

1 ,

1

+ 1

-10
+ 341 6 1 + 1

f^\
6 1 - 5 1 27 4 - 7

w 13 2 + 5 1 34 5 + 6

12 32 5 - 1 2

(6)

2

1

1

3

1

12

61

156

997

2150

3147

5297

19038

24335

9

23

147

317

464

781

2807

3588

- 5

+ 2

- 5

+ 6

- 7

+ 3

-10
+ 1

42 6

(2)

12

1

6

13

1

2

+ 1

- 6

+ 1

43 6

1

1

3

1

(5)

1

3

1

1

6

7

13

46

59

341

400

1541

1

1

2

7

9

52

61

235

+ 1

- 7

+ 6

- 3

+ 9

- 2

+ 9

- 3

+ 6

47 6

1

(5)

1

12

1

6

7

41

48

1

1

6

7

+ 1

- 1

+ 2

- 11

+ 1

48 6 1 + 1

1 1941 296 - 7 (1) 6 1 - 12

12 3482 531 + 1 12 7 1 + 1
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Specimen of extended Form of Pellian Equation Table—continued.

a y X y^-ox'' a y a; y'' - ax'

50 7 1 + 1 57 7 1 + 1

(14) 7 1 - 1 1 7 1 - 8

U 99 14 + 1 1

(4)

8

15

1

2

+ 7

- 3

51 7 1 + 1
1 68 9 + 7

(7) 7 1 - 2
1 83 11 - 8

14 50 7 + 1 14 151 20 + 1

52 7 1 + 1
58 7 1 + 1

4 7 1 - 3
1 7 1 - 9

1 29 4 + 9
1 8 1 + 6

(2) 36 5 - 4
/1\ 15 2 - 7

1 101 14 + 9
(l) 23 3 + 7

4 137 19 - 3
1 38 5 - 6

14 649 90 + 1
1

14

61

99

8

13

+ 9

- 1
53 7

3

1

7 1

+ 1

- 4
59 7 + 1

G)

22

29

3

4

+ 7

- 7
1

2

7

8

1

1

- 10

+ 5
3 51 7 + 4

14 182 25 - 1
(7)

2

1

23

169

361

3

22

47

+ 5

- 1054 7 1 + 1

2

1

7

15

1

2

- 5

+ 9

14 530 69 + 1

(6)

1

22

147

3

20

- 2

+ 9

60 7

1

1

7 1

+ 1

-11

2 169 23 - 5 (2) 8 1 + 4

14 485 66 + 1
1 23 3 - 11

14 31 4 + 1

55 7 1 + 1

2 7 1 - 6
61 7 1 + 1

(2)

2

15

37

2

5

+ 5

- 6

1

4

7

8

1

1

- 12

+ 3

14 89 12 + 1
3

1

39

125

164

5

16

21

- 4

+ 9

- 556 7 1 + 1

(2) 7 1
17 UJ 453 58 + 5

14 15 2 + 1 1 1070 137 - 9
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Specimen of extended Form of Pellian Equation Table—continued.

a y X y'-ai? a y X y3_az>

3 1523 195 + 4 3 25 3 + 4

4 5639 722 - 3 1 83 10 - 11

1 24079 3083 + 12 (4) 108 13 + 3

U 29718 3805 - 1 1

3

3

515

623

2384

62

75

297

- 11

+ 4

- 562 7 1 + 1

1 7 1 -13
16 7775 936 + 1

(6)

1

8

55

1

7

+ 2

-13 70 8 1 + 1

14 63 8 + 1
2

1

(2)

8

17

25

1

2

3

- 6

+ 9

- 563 7 1 + 1

(1) 7 1 - 14 1 67 8 + 9

14 8 1 + 1 2

16

92 11 - 6

65 8

(16)

1

8 1

+ 1

- 1

251 30 + 1

71 8 1 + 1

16 129 16 + 1 2

2

1

8

17

42

1

2

5

- 7

+ 5

-1166 8 1 + 1

(8) 8 1 - 2
(7) 59 T + 2

16 65 8 + 1 1

2

2

16

455

514

1483

3480

54

61

176

413

-11

+ 5

- 7

+ 1

67 8

5

2

1

1

8

41

90

1

5

11

+ 1

- 3

+ 6

- 7 72 8 1 + 1

1 131 16 + 9
(2) 8 1 - 3

(7)

1

1

221

1678

1899

27

205

232

- 2

+ 9

- 7

16 17 2 + 1

73 8 1 + 1

2 3577 437 + 6 1 8 1 - 9

5 9053 1106 - 3 1 9 1 + 8

16 48842 5967 + 1

1

17

94

487

2

11

57

- 3

+ 3

- 868 8 1 + 1

(4) 8 1 - 4 1 581 68 + 9

16 33 4 + 1 16 1068 125 - 1

69 8 1 + 1 74 8 1 + 1

3 8 1 - 5 1 8 1 - 10
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Specimen of extended Form of Pellian Equation Table—cmtinued.

a y X y^-ax^ a y X j/s-ax'

G) .:

1 26

16 43

1

2

3

5

+ 7

- 7

+ 10

- 1

79 8 1

1 8

(7) 9

1 71

16 80

1

1

8

9

+ 1

- 15

+ 2

- 15

+ 1

75 8 1

1 8

(1) 9

1 17

16 26

1

1

2

3

+ 1

- 11

+ 6

-11

+ 1

80 8 1

(1) 8

16 9

1

1

+ 1

- 16

+ 1

82 9 1

(18) 9

18 163

1

18

+ 1

- 1

+ 176 8 1

1 8

2 9

1 26

1 35

5 61

(4) 340

5 1421

1 7445

1 8866

2 16311

1 41488

16 57799

1

1

3

4

7

39

163

854

1017

1871

4759

6630

+ 1

- 12

+ 5

- 8

+ 9

- 3

+ 4

- 3

+ 9

- 8

+ 5

- 12

+ 1

83 9 1

(9) 9

18 82

1

9

+ 1

— 2

+ 1

84 9 1

(6) 9

18 55

1

6

+ 1

- 3

+ 1

85 9 1

4 9

/n 37

\\) 46

4 83

18 378

1

4

5

9

41

+ 1

- 4

+ 9

- 9

+ 4

- 177 8 1

1 8

3 9

(2) 35

3 79

1 272

16 351

1

1

4

9

31

40

+ 1

-13
+ 4

- 7

+ 4

- 13

+ 1

86 9 1

3 9

1 28

1 37

1 65

(8) 102

1 881

1 983

1 1864

3 2847

18 10405

1

3

4

7

11

95

106

201

307

1122

+ 1

- 5

+ 10

- 7

+ 11

- 2

+ 11

- 7

+ 10

- 5

+ 1

78 8 1

1 8

(4) 9

1 44

16 53

1

1

5

6

+ 1

- 14

+ 3

- 14

+ 1
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Specimen of extended Form of Peluan Equation Table—continued.

a y X y'-aiP a y X y^'-ax'

87 9 1 + 1 93 9 1 + 1

(3) 9 I - 6 1 9 1 - 12

18 28 3 + 1 1

1

10

19

1

2

+ 7

-1188 9 1 + 1

2 9 1 - 7
4 29 3 + 4

1 19 2 + 9 (6) 135 14 - 3

(1) 28 3 - 8
4 839 87 + 4

1 47 5 + 9
1 3491 362 -11

2 75 8 - 7
1 4330 449 + 7

18 197 21 + 1
1

18

7821

12151

811

1260

- 12

+ 1

89 9 1 + 1
94 9 1 + 1

2 9 1 - 8
1 9 1 - 13

\3)

19

66

2

7

+ 5

- 5
2

3

10

29

1

3

+ 6

- 5
2 217 23 + 8

1 97 10 + 9
18 500 53 - 1

1

5

126

223

13

23

- 10

+ 390 9 1 + 1

(2) 9 1 - 9 1 1241 128 - 15

18 19 2 + 1 (8)

1

1464

12953

151

1336

+ 2

- 1591 9 1 + 1

1 9 1 -10 5 14417 1487 + 3

1 10 1 + 9 1 85038 8771 -10

5 19 2 - 3 1 99455 10258 + 9

(1) 105 11 + 14 3 1 84493 19029 - 5

5 124 13 - 3 2 6 52934 67345 + 6

1 725 76 + 9 1 14 90361 1 53719 -13

1

18

849

1574

89

165

-10
+ 1

18 21 43295 2 21064 + 1

95 9

1

1

9 1

+ 1

- 14
92 9 1 + 1

1 9 1 - 11 (2) 10 1 + 5

1 10 1 + 3
1 29 3 -14

2

(4)

19

48

2

5

- 7

+ 4

18 39 4 + 1

96 9 1 + 1

2 211 22 - 7 1 9 1 - 15

1 470 49 + 3 (3) 10 1 + 4

1 681 71 - 11 1 39 4 - 15

18 1151 120 + 1 18 49 5 + 1
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Specimen of extended Form of Pellian Equation Table—continued.

a y X j/2 - ax^ a y X y'-a^

97 9 1 + 1 98 9 1 + 1

1 9 1 -16 1 9 1 -17

5 10 1 + 3 (8) 10 1 + 2

59 6 -11 1 89 9 - 17

9

69

128

197

325

522

7

13

20

33

53

+ 8

- 9

+ 9

- 8

+ 11

18 99 10 + 1

99 9

(1)

18

1

9

10

1

1

+ 1

-18

+ 1

5 847 86 - 3

1 4757 483 + 16

18 5604 569 - 1

The meaning hardly requires explanation ; for each number a, we have a series of

pairs of increasing numbers, y, x, satisfying a series of equations y'^ = ax^ ±h ; thus

y X

1

3 1

4 1

11 3

15 4

a = 14

y'^ — aa?

1-14.0 = 1,

9-14.1 =-5,

16-14.1 = + 2,

121-14.9 =-5,

225 -14. 16 = + 1.

The following table, calculated under the superintendence of the Committee, extends

from a =1001 to a = 1500 (square numbers omitted); it is (with slight typographical

variations) nearly but not exactly in the form of Degen's Table I., the chief difference

being that for a number a having a double middle term, or of the form a' + l (such

number being further distinguished by an asterisk), the x, y entered in the table are

the solutions, not of the equation y-^ax'+l, but of the equation y'' = ax'' - 1. As

remarked above, if we have f = aa?-l, then writing yi = 2y^-^\ and Xi = 2xy, we obtain

y,» = cw,»+l.

Moreover, for each value of a, in the first line, the first term, which is the integer

part of Va, is separated from the other by a semicolon, and the 1, which is the corre-

sponding first term of the second line, is omitted.

c. xni. 56
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The calculations were made by C. E. Bickmore, M.A., of New College, Oxfoi-d:

his values for x and y have been revised as presently mentioned, but it has been

assumed that his values for the periods and subsidiary numbers (forming the first and

second lines of each division of the table) are accurate; in fact, any error therein

would cause the resulting values of x and y to be wildly erroneous; but (except in

a single instance which was accounted for) the errors in x and y were in every case

in a single figure or two or three figures only. .

The values of x and y were in every case examined by substitution in the

equation (y' = aic^ + l, or y' = oaf' — 1, as the case may be), which should be satisfied

by them. These verifications were for the most part made by A. Graham, M.A., of

the Observatory, Cambridge. As already mentioned, some errors were detected, and these

have been, of course, corrected. The values of x, y given in the table thus satisfy in

every case the proper equation y^ = oar* + 1, or y^ = cui? — 1 ; on the ground above referred

to, it is believed that the periods and subsidiary numbers are also accurate.

It may be remarked, in regard to the verification of the equation y"^ = ao? + 1 for

large values of x and y, it is in practice easier and safer to calculate cu^ + 1, and

then to compare the square root thereof with the given value of y, than to further

calculate the value of y".
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The Table 1001 to 1500.

443

1001
31 ; I. I. I, 3. 3. 2, (4)

40. 23, 35, 16, 17, 25, (13)

83532

10 60905

1002
3' ; '. 1. I. 8. », I, I, I, 3. (10)

4'. "> 39. 7. 23. 3>. 26, 33, 17, (6)

65 35248

2068 69247

1003
31; I. 2, (31)

42, 21, (2)

285

9026

1004
3'; ». '. 5. 2, 2, I, 7, 4, I, 7, I, ji, I, (14)

43, 10, II, 35, 19, 41, 8, 13, 40, 17, 44, 5, 55, (4)

85 24164 59730

2700 96330 24199

1005
31 ; I, 2. 2, I, 5, 15, I, 2, (12)

44. 19. 20, 39, II, 4, 41, 21, (5)

930 59568

29501 49761

1006
31; I, 1, I, I, 5, I, 3, 2, I, I, I, I, 1,9, 1,20, 4, 5, I, I,

45. 18, 19' 33. lo. 43. 15. 22. 31. 27. 30. 25, 37, 6, 55, 3, 15, 11, 30, 33,

12, 6, I, (30) 4 45346 14025 55749 21748

5, 9. 53, (2) 141 25267 56378 02146 05455

1007
31 ; 1. 2, (r)

46. '7. (38)

15

476

1008
31 ; '. (2)

47. (16)

4

127

1009* 3'; '. (3. 3)

48, (15. 15)

17

540

1010* 3" ; I. 3. (i. ')

49. 14. (3'. 3')

41

1303

1011
3'; '. 3. '. (9)

50, 13, 47. (<5)

265

8426

1012
31 ; I, 4, 3, 6, I, 3, 8, I, (4)

51, 12, 19, 9, 43, 16, 7, 48, (11)

1013 02110

32226 17399

1013* 31 ; ", 4. '. 4. «5. '. 2, (2, 2)

52. ", 44. '3. 4. 43. '9. (23. 23)

123 52986

3931 66618

1014 31 ; I, 5, 2, I, I, 1, I, (20)

53. 10. 23, 30, 29, 25, 38, (3)

1 46266

46 66965

1015 31; I, 6, 10, (2)

54, 9, 6, (29)

11076

3 52871

1016 3' ; '. (6)

55, (8)

8

255

1017 31 ; I, 8, 7, I, 6, 4, I, 3. 5. I. I. (6)

56, 7, 8, 49, 9, 13, 41, 16, II, 31, 32, {9)

9 09655 84992

290 09322 97217

1018* 31; 1, 9, I, I, I, 6, 2, (3, 3)

57. 6, 39, 23, 38, 9, 26, (17, 17)

27 28333

870 50499

1019 31; I, II, 1, 3, I, 1, I. 3. 8. I. 5. 2, (31)

58, 5. 47. 14. 35. 25. 34. 17. 7. 49. ">. 29. (2)

19 07764 36539

608 99233 21730

1020 3' ; «. (»4)

.19. U)

16

611

1021* 31 ; I, 20, 3, 6, I, 3. 2, I, I, 12, 5. 4. 15. I. 2, I, 4. I. 1. 2, I,

60, 3,20,9,44.15,23.27,36. 5. '2, 15. 4.45.17.41.12,33.29.20,33.

I. f. (5. 5) 98 65001 29666 69564 06909

25,36,(11, 11) 3152 17280 37258 48825 15030

56—2
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Table 1001 to 1600

—

continued.

1022 3> ; '. {30)

61, w
32

1023

1023
3>; (I)

{62)

1

82

1025* 3' ; (64)

(>)

1

32

1026 3': (3») 32

1025

1027 31; »i, 1, I, 6. J, (4)

3, 7», 39, 9, 27. (13)

41 54868

1331 50393

1028 3»;('6)

(4)

16

513

1029 31; u, I, 4, 2, 2, I, 3, 15, I, 3, 2, I, (30)

5, 49, II, 15, JO, 37, 17, 4, 47, 15, 20, 43, (3)

303 57068 95884

9737 94964 66615

1030 31; 10, I, I, 6, I, 3, I, 2, I, I, 2, 2, (12)

6, 41, 21, 9, 45, 14, 39, 19, 31, 30, 21, 26, (5)

2 75o3;l 87434

88 43070 11291

1031 35; 9. 6, 3, 4, I, I, I, I, I, 12, 4, I, I, {31)

7, 10, 19, 13, 35, 26, 31, 25, 38, 5, 14, 29, 35, (2)

2029 75370 82877

65173 74486 64200

1032
3J; (8)

(8)

8

257

1033* 32; 7, 7, I, 8, 3, 3, I, 2, 3, 2, 2, I, I, I, 2, (21, 21)

9. 8. 51. 7. J9. 16, 37, 21, 17, 24, 21, 32, 27, 31, 24, (3, 3)

5 81389 80460 24093

186 86036 75961 74196

1034 32 ; 6. 2, (2)

10, 25, (22)

494

15885

1035 3' ; 5. (0
.1, (46)

35

1126

1036 32; 5, 2, I, 6, (2)

12, 21, 40, 9, {28)

26322

8 47226

1037* 32; 4, I. I5> (3. 3)

13. 49. 4. (19. 19)

64805
\

20 86882 '

1038 32; 4, I, I, I, 2, I, 2, (10)

'4. 33. '9. »»> *'> 34. i3. (6)

4 78126

154 04267

1039

32; 4, 3, I, I, 5, 3, 2, 2,21,12, I, s, I, 1,10, 4, 1, 6, 2, I, 3, I, I, j

'5. 17. 30. 33. ". '8, 23, 26, 3, 5,51,10,31.3.!. 6,13,46, 9, 2;, 37, 15, 34, 27, '

1, I, I, I, (31) 1 53006 74275 15667 18643 06921

29, 30, 25, 39, (j) 49 31946 34979 07633 93486 37520

1040 3«; (4)

(16)

4

129

1041 3»; .3. I. 3. ". J. 4. ». «. 7. '. 1. I. 12. 3. '. (20)

«7. 40. '5i 3'> 3». '3. »4. »5, 8, 39, 23, 40, 5, 16, 47, (3)

2389 36879 43492

77091 86499 27575

1042* 3»; 3. («. i)

•8, (31, 3')

25

807
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Table 1001 to 1500-—continued.

1043
i

^^' ^' '' '' '• '' '•
*^*

j

'9. ", 31, 29, 26, 37, (7)

17864

5 76927

1044 ^'' ^' *' '' '' '' ^' ^' '' ''
^^'

20, 13, 36, 25, 35, 16, 23, 28, 35, (9)

59 45940

1921 19201

1045 |^'= ''''• ''^'\
1

^i. 4. 51. (11)

14112

4 56191

1046 ^^' ^' '' "' ^' '' ^' '' '' '' ^' '' *'
'^^^

"> 41. 5. 17. 38. 19. 34. IS. 37. 10, 47. I'. W
12 32778 42162

398 70425 10565

1047 ^'= '• '' ^' '-(r!
23. 37. 14. 49. (3)

4228

1 36807

1048
32 ; 2, I, 2, 6, I, 4, I, 1, (7)

24. 33. 23, 9. 47. ", 31, 33, (8)

32 42859

1049 80517

1049* 32; 2. '. >. 2. I. 4. 3. I. 5. 7> I. (12. 12)

25, 29, 32, 19, 40, 13, 16, 43, II, 8, 53, (5, 5)

4 74354 09493

153 63508 25620

1050
32; J, 2, (10)

26, 25, (6)

270

8749

1051

31; I' ^. '. I. 2, 4, 4,10, I, I, 3,12, I, 2, 6,7,21,

27. 21, 3'. 30. 23. 14. 15. 6. 55. »9. 18, 5,42,21,10,9, 3,

I. (31)

45. U)

2, 8, I, 3, 2, 2,

30, 7, 46, 15, 25, 19,

95 53827 66460 01506 59129 73250

2 94697 22410 66655 86570 865U7

1052 32 ; 2, 3. 3. 7. '. 4. 9. ('6)

28, 17, 19, 8, 47, 13, 7, (4)

11935 79112

3 87132 00767

1053 32; ». (4)

29. (>3)

20

649

1054

1055

32; 2, 6, I, 2, I, I, 4, 2, 2, I, I, I, 3, I, 2

30, 9, 42, 19, 30, 33, 13, 25, 21, 33, 26, 35, 15, 38, 21

3. 4. (32)

18, 15, (2)

10335 86450 05416

3 35557 62560 56895

3»; », (")

3«. (5)

52

1689

1056 32; (2)

(32)

2

65

1057
32; I, I, 21, 5, I, 6, 2, I, I, 3, 2, 7, I, 2, 4,

33. B^. 3. II. 48, 9. 24. 29, 33. i6. ^7. 8, 41, 21, 13,

I. I. I. (8)

37. 24. 39. (7)

7 37084 02001 32992

239 63733 95685 29407

1058
32 ; 1, I, 8, I, 3, I, 3, (32)

34. 31. 7. 47, 14. 41. 17. W
40 53146

1318 36323

1059
3»; I. ". 5. '. ». 2, I, 2, 3, I, (31)

35. 30. 11. *5. 23. *i. 35. 22, 15, 49, (2)

1838 68081

59834 86610

1060 32 ; I. I. 3. I. 5. 7. (16)

36. 29, 15, 44, II, 9, (4)

22 64856

737 38369

1061* 32; I, I, 2, I. 12, 3, 5, I, I. 2, 15, I, 8, 2, I,

37, 28, 19, 44, 5. lo. II. 35. 28, 25, 4. 55. 7. 23. 35.

2, (1, I)

20, (31, 31)

28370 82899 91521

9 24122 86971 11530

1062
32; I, I, 2, 3, (32)

38, 27. 23, 19, (2)

9418

3 06917

!
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Table 1001 to 1500

—

continued.

[948

1063
3»: «. I. ii «i to, 3. '. ». Il <5, I, I, ". 4. I

39> »<5, »7, 37, 6, 17, 39, 18, 43, 9, 31, 34, 3, 13, 51

.(31)

. (»)

5353 15274 12685

I 74532 48310 97224

1064
32; >. ', I, (0

40, »5, 31, (18)

21

685

1065 3»; «. I. I, «. I, 3, »> ', 5. (4)

4«. »4, 35, 19, 39, '6, '•> 40. ". (is)

25 S3160

826 67999

1066* 3' ; I. I. I. 5. I, 6. (». »)

4^. »3, 39. lOi 49, 9. («5. »5)

1 05205

34 34907

1067
3»; I, (>>

43. (2')

3

98

1068
32; I, 2, 7, I, 6, (i6)

44, II, 8, 49, u, (4)

3 53094

116 39207

1069* 32; I, 7, 3, I, I, »i, 4, 3, 5, 7, n, 1,15, 2, I, I, 3,

45,20,17,29,36, 3,15,19,12,9, 5,57, 4.27,^0,39,15,

I, I, I, 4, I, (4, 4)

36, 25, 37, 12, 45, (13, 13)

186 40986 37841 77726 15285

6094 77590 16096 85726 12782

1070 32; I, 2, 2, 5, I, I, (l2)

46, 19, 26, II, 31, 34, (5)

90138

29 48491

1071 3^; I, >, I, I, I, (6)

47, 18, 35, ^5, 38, (9)

880

28799

1072
32 ; I, 2, I, 6, I, I, 8, 1, 4, I, I, (3)

48, 17, 44, 9. 3». 33, 7, 49, ", 33, 31, (16)

1457 20107

47710 81927

1073* 32 ; I, 3, (9, 9)

49> "6> (7, 7)

1385

45368

1074
32; ', 3> 2, I, I, . 2, (32)

50, 15, 23. 3', 30, 25, (2)

1 06476

34 89425

1075
32; I, 3, I, », 3, lo, I, 1, 1, ', >> 6, (i)

51, 14, 39, 21, 19, 6, 39, 25, 34, 21, 26, 9, (50)

51504 12729

IG 88675 74226

1076
32; I, 4, (16)

5 2. 13. (4)

410

13449

1077
32; I, 4, 2, 15, I, (20)

63, 12, 29, 4, 59, {3)

7 16760

235 22399

1078
32; '. (4)

54, (")

6

197

1079
3»; I, 5, >. I, •!. 2, 4, 3, I. (1)

55, 10, 35, 29, 22, 25, 14, 17, 35, (26)

54 97325

1805 76876

1080
3« ; I, 6, (3)

56, 9. (20)

161

5291

1081
3»; '. 7. 4, 3> I. 6, I, I, 5. 7, 3, I, 12, 2, I,

57, 8, 15, 16, 45, 9, 33, 32, II, 27, 15, 48, 5, 24, 33,

I, I, 21, 3. 2, (2)

25, 40, 3, 19- »4. (13)

8918 12221 87280 07648

2 93216 05610 17151 19615

1082*
32 ; I, 8, 2, 2, 2, (i, l)

58, 7. »6, 23, 22, (31, 31)

38369

12 62101

1083
3»; I. (9)

59. (6)

11

362
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Table 1001 to 1500—continued.

U7

1084 32; I, 12, 5, 2, 2, 3, 2, 6, I, 7, 2, I, 2, I,

60, 5, 12, 25, 24, 17, 27, 9, 51, 8, 23, 36, 19, 40,

3. I. I, I, 21, 3, 4

15. 37. 24, 41, 3, 20, 15

(16) 8 17041 27029 09269 93200

(4) •2fi9 00393 64204 05379 19999

1085 32; I. 15. (2)

6'. 4. (31)

544

17919

1^^^
1 6,, (3)

22

725

1087
32; I, (31)

63, (2)

33

1088

1088 32; (I)

(64) '

1

83

1090* 33; (66)

{>)

1

33

1091 33; (33)

(2)

33

1090

1092 33; (22)

(3)

22

727

1093* 33; 16, (I, i)

4, (33. 33)

545

18018

1094
33; 13. 4. '. I. I. 5. 2, I, 2, 3, 9, 6, I,

S, 14. 37. 25, 38, I J, 23, 35, 22, 19, 7, 10, 31,

I, (32)

35. (2)

45043 80i74 67914

14 89854 05815 38085

1095 33; (11)

(6)

H
364

1096 33; 9. ». 3. I. ('S)

7, i8, 15, 49, (4)

1 19595

39 59299

1097* 33; 8. 3. ". 3. 2, I, (i, i)

8, 17, 41, 16, 13, 32, (29, 29)

6 34621

210 19276

1098 33: 7. 2. I. (6)

9. 2». 4'. (9)

3564

1 18097

1099 33; 6, I, I, I, I, 2, 21, I, 2, I, I, 6, I,

10. 37. «7. 30. 31. 15, 3. 46. >9. 30. 35. 9. 47.

(3)

(14)

4 80575 45715

159 31638 15326

1100 33; (6)

(")

6

199

1101
33; 5. '. I. 16, (22)

12. 31. 35. 4. (3)

7 32732

243 13015

1102 33; 5. «o. '. 6. (2)

«3. <5, 53, 9, (29)

3 42882

113 82443

1103 33; 4. '. 2, I, 2, 3, I, I, 5, 2, 9, {33)

14. 41. 19. 37. 22, 17, 31, 34, II, 29, 7, (2)

7 06456 11145

234 62427 45024

1104 33; 4. 2. (2)

•5. 25. (23)

234

7775

1105* 33; 4. (7. 7)

16. (9. 9)

857

28488
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1106 33; 3. I. (8)

17. 46. (7)

152

5056

1107 33 ; 3. I. », 7. (33)

18, 37. »3. 9. (»)

2 18295

72 63026

1108
33; 3. «. »". I. 3. 4. I. 6, I, I, 1, 2, I, 3. t, 5. 9. 3. ('6)

19. »8, 3, 49, 16, 13, 48, 9, 36, »9, 13, »i, 39, 16, »7, 12, 7, 21, (4)

4781 20058 69390 13510

1 59150 07379 89804 75849

1109* 33; 3. 3. 5. I. 3. «3. «6, I, 1, 2, I, 4, (2, 2)

JO, 19, II, 44, 17, 5, 4, 37, 19, 20, 41. 13, (25, 25)

1832 35957 38617

61020 60015 42610

1110 33; 3. (6)

21, (10)

60

1999

1111 33; (3)

(22)

3

100

1112 33; 2. «. (7)

»3. 4'. (8)

75

2501

1113 33 ; ^. 1. 3. 3. I. (8)

24. 37. 17. 16, 47. (7)

21056

7 02463

1114* 33; 2, I, I, I, 8, I, 10, 4, 2, I, 3, I, 3, 7, 6, (i, i)

25. 33. 26, 39, 7, 55, 6, 15, 22, 39, 15, 42, 17, 9, 10, (33, 33)

18311 57471 56745

6 11178 81032 02293

1115 33; 2, I, 1, 4, 5, I, (5)

26, 29, 35, 14, II, 49, (10)

1 36565

45 60126

1116 33 ; 2. 2, 5, I, 2, (16)

27. 25, II, 40, 23, (4)

1 38320

46 20799

1117* 33; 2, 2, I, 2, s, 4, I, 21, 2, 9, 16, I, I, I, I, 6, I, 4, I, (2, 2)

j8, 21, 36, 23, 12, 13, 52, 3, 31, 7, 4, 39, 27, 28, 37, 9, 49, 12, 41, (21, 21)

6272 59559 53855 43646

2 00G39 80690 78245 41118

1118 33 ; 2. 3. (2)

29, 17, {26)

126

4213

1119 33; 2, 4, I, I, I, 6, (22)

30, 13. 38, 25, 39, 10, (3)

9 46364

316 57255

1120 33 i 2, 6, I, {15)

31. 9. 55. (4)

3765

1 26001

1121 33; 2, 12, I, 8, I, 1, I, 3, I, I, 7, 1, 4, 3, I, (2)

3^. 5. 5<5. 7. 40. 25, 37, 16, 31, 35, 8, 49, 13, 17, 40, (19)

453 93975 58620

1S198 51043 64951

1122 33 ;
{')

(33)

2

67

1123 33; '. I. 21, I, 5, 7, 3, I, I, 2, 2, 10, I, 3, (33)

34. 33. 3. 54. 'I. 9. '8, 33, 31, n, 17, 6, 47, 17, (2)

49257 11232 14799

16 50664 55626 32482

1124 33; 1. I. 9. 13. 3. 3. I. I. I. I. I. 2, (16)

35. 32. 7. 5. 20, 17, 35, 28, 31, 29, 32, 25, (4)

6 74757 87740

226 22006 30049

1125 33 ; 1. 1. 5. 1. 1. •>. 7. 16, I, I, I, 2, I, (6)

36. 3'. ". 36. 29, 25, 9, 4, 41, 15, 36, 19, 44, (9)

5 16002 91864

173 07264 04001

1126 33; 1. 1. 3. '. (3')

37. 30. 15. 5'. (')

2718

91205
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1127 33; I. I. 3. (33)

38, 29, 19, (2)

1645

65224

1128 33; I. I. 2. (2)

39, 28, 23, (24)

70

2351

1129* 33; I. (I. 1)

40, (27, 27)

5

168

1130* 33; '. I. (i. )
41. 26, (31, 31)

13

437

1131
33; I, I, I, 2, 2, I I, (4)

42. 25. 35. 22, 23, 30, 35, (13)

10948

3 68185

1132
33; I. I. '. 4. I. I. 2'. I. 7. 2,

43. 24. 39. '3. 31, 36. 3. 57. 8. ^9.

5. 7. 3. 2, 2,

12, 9, 19, 24, 27,

(16)

(4)

1 13654 94862 36362

38 23944 35058 85447

1133 33; I, I, I, 16, (6)

44. 23. 43. 4. (11)

15300

5 14999

1134 33; I. I. 13. 7. 2, 2, (4)

45. "> 5. 9. '»6, 25. (14)

107 52U4U

3620 74049

1135
33; I, 2, 4, 2, 10, I, 3, I, I, 2

46, 21, 14, 29, 6, 49, 15, 34, 31, 21

, i. '. 1, 6, I

. 35. 26, 39, 9, 51

(5)

(10)

31 50736 19505

1061 47549 56124

113« 33; I, 2, 2, I, I, 2, 9, (4)

47. 20. 23. 32. 3'. 25. 7. (16)

7 18620

242 20799

1137 33; I. 2, I, I, 3, 2, I, I, 7, I,

48. 19. 32. 33. '7. 24. 29, 37, 8, 51,

5. 4. (22)

". '6, (3)

1 92U06 26292

65 04689 34487

1138* 33; >. 2. I. 3. 4. ('. i)

49. «8, 41, 17, 14, (33, 33)

10337

3 48711

1139 33 ;
I. (2)

50. ('7)

4

135

1140 33: I. 3. (4)

5'. >6, (15)

72

2431

1141

33; '. 3. I. '. 12, 1,21, I, I, 2, «,

52.15.31.36, 5.60, 3,39.28,25,12,

I, 2, I, 4, I, (8)

39. '9.43. '2.5'. (7)

4, 3. 7. 5. 16, I,

15, 20, 9, 13, 4, 45,

2, 3. '. '. '. 2,

21, 17, 36, 27, 35, 20,

3 06933 85322 76565 71973 97208

103 67823 94157 22396 32371 25215

1142 33: '. 3. '. 5. 2, I, 8, I, (32)

53, 14, 47, II, 22, 43, 7, 59, (2)

" 268 28010

9066 12101

1143 33; '. 4. 4. '. '. '. 2, (3)

54. '3. 14. 37' 27. 34- 23, (18)

1 39925

47 30624

1144 33; 1, 4, I, 1, 1, 6, (1)

55. 12, 39. 25. 40. 9" (52)

16611

5 61835

1145* 33; '. (5. 5)

56. (". ")

37

1252

1146 33; '. 5. I. 3. '. '- '. Co)

57, 10, 47, 15, 38, 25, 41, (6)

1 01840

34 47551

C. XIII. 57
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1147 33; '. 6, 1, I, 5, 1, I, I, I, I, II, (i)

58. 9. 34. 33. ". 38. 27. 33. ^6, 41, 3, (6j)

2789 45403

94471 52318

1148 a; I, 7. 1. ("6)

59. 8, 31, (4)

4896

1 65887

1149 33 ; '. 8, I, 7, 3, (u)

60, 7, 44, it, ao, (3)

2 12624

72 07295

1150 33; '. '0. 3. 7. 4. '. ». W
61, 6, 21, 9, 14, 41, 21, (»5)

349 25592

11843 84449

1151
33; I, II, I, I, I, I, 3, 6, I, (33)

61. 5. 38. 19. 23. 25, 19, 10, 31, (2)

19426 07807

6 59056 71840

1152 33; '. ('5)

63. (4)

17

677

1153* 33; I, 21, I, 1, I, 6, I, 7, I, 1, 1, I, I, 2, 4, I, 5, 3, 1, 3, (i,

64, 3, 43, 24, 41, 9, 53, 8, 39, 27, 31, 29, 33, 24, 13, 48, n, 13, 39, 16, (33, .

i) 3 01789 02568 75073

53) 102 47504 00230 72686

1154 33: '. (32)

65. (2)

34

1156

1155 33; ()

. (66)

1

.34

1157* 34; (68)

(I)

1

34

1158
34; (34)

(2)

84

1157

1159
34; M, I, 2, 7, 4, 2, 2, 13, 4, I, 3, I, (2)

3. 4S. 22, 9, IS, 25, 27, s, 14, 45, IS, 41, (19)

'

4902 89385 75180

1 66914 55514 24551

1160
34; (17)

(4)

17

679

1161
34; 13, I, I, I, I, 2, 8, 7, 2, 4, I, 3, (2)

S, 40- 27, 31, 32, 25, 8, 9, 29, 13, 45, 16, (27)

56 21214 40972

1915 34168 54935

1162
34; u, 2, I, 6, I, (8)

6, 23, 42, 9, S4. (7)

6 63462

226 16173

1163 34; 9, I, I, I, I, 4, I, I, (33)

7, 46, 19, 38, 23, 14, 31, 37, (2)

369 56541

12603 21002

1164
34; 8, I, I, (16)

8, 33. 35. (4)

4930

1 68199

1165* 34; 7. «. '. 3. 16, 1, 3, I, (i, i)

9. 36, 3". '9> 4. 5', "5. 36. (29- 29>

867 20773

29599 61778

1166 34; .6, I, 4. I. ', I, 9. (6)

10, 49, 13, IS. 29. 38. 7. (n)

193 40870

6604 27701

1167 34; 6, s. (")
M. .3. (6)

10943

3 73828

1168 34; 5. '. 2. 7. (4)

II, 41, 13, 9, (16)

66750

22 81249
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1169 34; 5. 4. 13. 2. 3. I. I. 5. >, I. I. 7. I. (8)

13. '6. 5. ip. 17. 3». 35. ". 40. 25, 41, 8, 55, {7)

538 84918 28064

18423 69949 83935

1170 34 ; 4. I. (<5)

14. 49> (9)

190

6499

1171
34; 4. I. >. 4. •. ^. 2. 3. '. . '. I. (33)

15. 33. 34. 13. 42. 21, 26, 17, 35, 30, 27, 41, (2)

15274 30263

5 22684 76130

1172 34; 4. 3. 1. 3. '. I. (16)

16, 17, 43, 16, 31, 37, (4)

3 59890

123 20649

1173
34; (4)

(17)

4

137

1174 34; 3. I. 3. I. 4. 2.13. 3. 1.22. II. 2, I, I, I, 6, 4, 2, 2, I, 1,7,(34)

18, 43, 15, 46, 13, 30, 5, 17, 50, 3, 6, 25, 34, 27, 39, 10, 15, 26, 23, 30, 37, 9, (2)

1363 67209 12136 61406 74774

46724 42879 20656 93035 91365

1175 34; 3. I. I. 2, 5, (i)

19. 34. 3'. 2J, II, (50)

12901

4 42224

1176
34; 3. 2, (2)

20, 25, (24)

140

4801

1177
34; 3, 3, I, 22, 9, I, 3, 7, 2, I, 2, I, I, 2, 2, 2, 8, (6)

21, 16, 51, 3, 7, 48, 17, 9, 24, 37, 21, 33, 32, 23, 24, 27, 8, (11)

276 38354 60657 78460

9482 01015 39044 75351

1178
34 ; 3. 9. (2)

22, 7, (31)

1736

59583

1179 34; 2. I. (33)

23. 45. (2)

309

10610

1180 34; 2, I, 5, I, I, 2, I, (2)

24, 41, II, 36, 31, 21, 39, (20)

58950

20 24999

1181* 34; 2, I, 2, I, 3, 3, 5, I, 16, 2, I, (13, 13)

25. 37. 20, 41, 17. 20, 1 1, 55, 4, 23, 44, (5, 5)

35 62788 38045

1224 37647 36718

1182 34; 2, 1, I, I, 2, 2, 1, 2, I, (10)

26, 33. 29, 34. 23, 22, 39, 19, 47, (6)

7 92682

272 52587

1183 34; 2, I, I, 7, 22, I, (3)

27. 29, 38, 9, 3, S3, (14)

37 96401

1305 76328

1184
34; 2, 2, 3, I, 9, {17)

28, 25, 16. 49. 7. (4)

7 95285

273 65201

1185
34; 2, 2, 1, 3, I, I, 2, 3, (4)

29. 21, 41, 16, 35, 31, 24, 19, (15)

12 03200

414 18751

1186
34; 2, 3, I, 1, 4, (34)

30. »7. 33. 34. »5. (2)

1 83522

63 20195

1187
34; 2, 4, I, 4, 9, I, I. I. 2, I, (33)

31, 13, 47, 14, 7, 41. 26, 37, 19, 49, (2)

11347 43775

3 90951 75626

118S 34; 2. 7. (6)

32. 9. (II)

1410

48599

1189* 34; 2, 13, 3, 2, I, 2, 16, I, 6, I, 2, (i, i)

33. 5. 20. 23. 3<5. 2j, 4- 57. 9. 4?. 20, {33. 33)

24 58219 58945

847 64031 17418

57—2
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1190 34 5 (»)

(34)

2

69

1191 34; I. I. (m)

35. 34* (3)

92

8176

1192
34; I, I, 9, 1, I, 3, I, I, I, I, I, 7, (17)

36.33. 7. «4. 39. '7. »4. 33. 3'. «8, 39, 9, (4)

97167 39825

33 54738 72499

1193* 34; I, I, 5, t, 3, 2, 8, (5, 5)

37. 3^. ". 47. '6, 29, 8, (13, 13)

247 68806

8549 92268

1194 34; I, I, 4, 9, I, I, I, 6, 3, 1, (10)

38. 3'. '5. 7. 4». »5. 41. 'o. '7. 49. (6)

6264 76750

2 16474 68749

1195 34; I, 1, 3, 7, i, I, 1, 10, I, (n)

39. 30. 19. 9. »<5, 19, 39, 6, 59, (5)

1345 16232

46500 60969

1196 34; 1. 1. (J)

40. ^9. (23)

12

416

1197
34; I, I, 1, i6, I, (8)

41, 28, J7, 4, 59, (7)

74820

25 88599

1198
34; I. I. '. •> ». «. »• 3. »> ". 9. '. 4. 2». '. 6, I, 2, I,

42. ^7. 3'. 34. 'I. 38. 23, 18, 29, 6, 7. 51, 14, 3, 58, 9, 46, 19, 42,

3, 3, (34) 1 21525 49298 36463 16460

17, 21, (2) 42 06250 96350 23592 61599

1199
34; I, I, I, 2, 9, I, I, 13, (3)

43. '6, 35, IS, 7, 34, 35, 5, (21)

143 75599

4977 77820

1200
34! '. I. '. (3)

44. '5. 39' ("6)

39

1351

1201*

34; I, I, I, 9, 4, 4, 2, I, I, I, 7, 13, I, 2, I, 2, I, 1, 4,

45. H. 43. 7. '6, IS, 24, 35, 27, 40, 9, 5, 48, 19, 40, 21, 32, 35, IS,

2, (2. 2)

21. (2s. 2S)

22, I, 7, I,

3. 59. 8, 45.

71 85416 85609 44230 77386

2490 13832 32740 50571 44832

1202 34 ; '. ». (34)

46. »3. (»)

312

10817

1203 34; I. ». s. I. (33)

47, 22, II, 57, (2)

12521

4 34282

1204 34; ». 2. 3. 7. »i 2. 3. 4. ii, ', (8)

48, 11, to, 9, 47, as, 19, 16, 3, 60, (7)

16 95565 54116

588 33925 37696

1205
34; I, 2, 2, 16, I, (12)

49, 20, 29, 4, 61, (s)

2 06668

71 74089

1206
34; I. ». I. ». (34)

SO, 19, 38, 25, (2)

4202

1 45925

1207
34; I, 2, 1, 6, I, (33)

SI. 18, 47, 9, S9. (»)

33387

11 59928

1208 34; '. 3. 9. '> *• (8)

52, 17. 7. 44. «3. (8)

1 23046

42 76623

1209 34: '. 3. ». >. 3. ». I. I. (")

53. 16, 23, 40, 17, 2s, 29, 40, (3)

16 40166

570 29336
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1210 34; I. 3- I. I. I. 7. II. 2, (6)

54. 15. 39' 26, 41. 9' 6, 31, (lo)

430 99S24

14992 19281

1211 34 ;
I. (3)

55. (14)

6

174

1212 34; I, 4, 2, I, 2, 2, I, (16)

56, 13, 24, 37, 23, 21, 47, (4)

3 65980

127 41151

1213* 34; I, 4, I, 4, I, I, 9, (2, 2)

57, 12, 49, 13, 33, 36, 7, (27, 27)

20 27117

706 00734

1214
34; I, 5, 2, I, 6, 3, I, I, 13, 2, I, 2, 2, (34)

S8, II, 73, 43, 10, 19, 31, 38, 5, 25, 37, 22, 29, (2)

209 94702 60104

7315 07983 74975

1215
34; I. (5)

59. (lo)

7

244

1216
34; I, 6, I, 3, 4, 2, I, I, 4, (17)

60, 9, 48, 17, 15, 25, 31, 36, IS, (4)

1916 03685

66814 48801

1217* 34; I, 7. I. ^. I. 3. I. I. I. (i. I)

61, 8, 47, 19, 43, 16, 37, 29, 32, (31, 31)

7 91969

276 28256

1218 34; I. (8)

6», (7)

10

349

1219
34; I, 10, I, I, I, 7, 9, I, 5, 2, 4, 5, 6, 1, 3, (i)

63. 6. 43. ^5. 42, 9' 7. 54. II. 29. 15. 13. 10. 49. 15. (46)

76791 47002 95135

26 81111 24548 55326

1220
34; I. (11)

64, (5)

14

489

1221
34; I. 16, (2)

65. 4. (33)

612

21385

1222 34: 1. »2. 3. 7. 2. 3. I. I' I. 4. 2. I. (4)

66, 3, 22, 9, 29, 17, 38, 27, 39, 14, 23, 42, {13)

22 12495 24122

773 42454 09307

1223
34; I. (33)

67. (2)

35

1224

1224
34; (.)

(68)

1

35

1226* 35 ; (70)

(l)

1

35

1227 35; (35)

(2)

35

1226

1228 3s;n< «• 1.7.8, I, I, I, 2, 2, I, I, 5, 3, 1,(16)

3, 24, 43, 9, 8, 41. ^7. 36. 13. 24. 3'. 37. ". 17. 51. (4)

44730 59716 99506

15 67486 75428 71047

1229* 35; '7. ('. 1)

4, (35. 35)

613

21490

1230 3S ; («4)

(5)

14

491

1231 35; "1 i> ». 7. ». 4. I. 13. 4. I. I. I. I. 6, 2, 2, 4, 3, I, 2,23, (35)

6, 45, 23, 9, 30, 13, 54, 5, IS. 37' 30. 29. 39. 1°' 27. 26, 15. 18, 39, 25, 3, (2)

584 79034 52350 16227 51177

20517 72574 24010 98134 87200
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1232 35 ; (to)

(7)

10

861

1233 35 ; 8, I, 3, 4, 7, I, I, 9, 6, 9, i, (6)

8, 49, 17, 16, 9, 37, 31, 19, II, 7, 56, (9)

210 76306 89984

7400 75542 46657

1234 35; 7> (> 3> i> 4. 4> i> 9> i> h 1, 3> i> i> (34)

9. 50, 15. 47. 14, 15. 30. 7. 39. 30. «5. >8, 31, 39. (»)

1669 10230 73856

68632 78690 67265

1235 35: (7)

(10)

7

246

1236 35; 6, 1, 1, I, I, 4, I, 3, I, I, I, I, (n)

J I. »5. 35. «8, 39, 13, 47, 16, 35, 33, 20, 49, (3)

18261 82722

6 42027 25495

1237* 35; 5. I. 6. I. '. 3. I. I. '. 23, 17, I, I, 5, 2, I

II, SI, II, 36, 33, 17, 36, 31, 27. 3. 4. 37. 33. ", 23. 44.

(7. 7)

(9. 9)

30 80599 95913 30265

1083 47814 40276 61982

1238 35; 5. », I. .1, (34)

13. »6. «9. 41. (»)

26650

9 02501

1239 35; (5)

(14)

6

176

1240 35; 4. I. 3. 7. W
15. 4'. '4. 9. (3O

24102

8 48719

1241* 35; 4. 2. I. I. 3. 8, (i, i)

i6. 25. 32. 35. 19. 8, (35, 3S)

9 65005

339 95032

1242 35; 4. 7. '. I. (2)

17. 9. 38, 31. (23)

11780

4 15151

1243 35 ; 3. >. 9. (3)

18, 49, 7, (12)

4876

1 71874

1244 35; 3. >. 2, 3, 6, 8, I, I, I, 13, 2, 4, I, (16)

19. 40. 23, 20, II, 8, 43, 25, 44, 5, 31, 13, 55, (4)

1616 45760 60360

57013 08077 08799

1245 35; 3. I. I. 17. ('4)

20, 31, 39, 4, (5)

2 13528

76 34241

124G 35; 3. 2, 1, 7, 6, I, 13, 3, 1, 5, I, I, I, (34)

21, 22, 45, 9, 10, 57, 5, 18, 47, II, 42, 25, 45, (2)

1257 54312 87288

44389 66931 48735

1247 3S; 3. 5. 9. (0
22, 13. 7. (58)

26313

9 29188

. 1248 35; 3. {'7)

23. (4)

159

6617

1249* 35 ; 2, 1,13, 2,7, 2, I, 2, 3, I, 3, I, I, I, 4, I, 3, I

14. 45. 5. 3». 9. 25. 37. 24, 17. 45. 16. 39. 27, 40, 13. 48. 15. 57

. 8, 23, 2, (4, 4)

. 8, 3, 31, (15, 15)

2 01326 40028 30963 92593

92 35587 03432 90290 88240

1250* 35; 2, I, 4, 2, I, (i, i)

25. 41. 14. »5. 34. (3«. 3«)

7801

2 75807

1251
35; 2, I, 2, 2, 2, 5, (35)

36, 37, 23, 15, 27, 13, (2)

21 92943

775 63250

1252 35; 2, I, I, I, I, s, 3, I, I, 4, I, 7, 23, 2, 5, I,

27. 33. 31. 29, 39, 12, 19, 33, 36, 13, 52, 9, 3, 32, II, 57,

(16)

(4)

90969 00792 82080

32 18812 08291 34849
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Table 1001 to 1500—continued.

1253 35; 2. I. I, '7. ('o)

i8, 19, 41, 4, (7)

78320

27 72351

1254 35 ; 2. 2. 2. I, (34)

19, -ii, II, 49, {2)

10284

3 62405

1255 35; 5. ». I. 7. 6, 3, 4, I, 2, I, II, (14)

30, 11, 46, 9, II, 21, 14, 45, 19, 49, 6, (s)

87 88466 34708

3113 40025 72889

1256 35 ; ». 3. I. 2. (17)

31, 17, 40, 25, (4)

11076

3 92499

1257 35; 2, 4, I, (22)

3J. 13. 56. (3)

2860

1 01399

1258* 35; 2, 7. 2, (i, i)

33. 9. 26. (33. 33)

3233

1 14669

1259 35; ». 13. '. «. 3. 2. I. '. 5. I. 6. 4. (35)

34, 5, 47. 21. »9. 25. 31. 38. II. 53. 10. 17. (2)

313 98432 81069

11140 91438 32810

1260 35; (2)

(35)

2

71

1261* 35; I. I. 23, 5, I, 7, 17, I, I, I, 2, s, (I, i)

3<5. 35. 3. 12. 53. 9. 4. 43. 27, 36, 25, 12, (35, 35)

694 50461 60725

24662 24909 57682

1262
35; I. I. 9. I. I. '. 4. I. 4. 3. I. (34)

37. 34. 7. 43. 26, 41, 13, 49, I4, 17, 53, (2)

17412 04708

6 18556 69263

1263
35 ; I. I. 5. • I. (22)

38. 33. II. 58. (3)

4004

1 42297

1264 35 ; I. I. 4. (4)

39. 32, IS. (16)

360

12799

1265 35; I. I. 3. 4> (6)

40, 31, 19, r6, (11)

5820

2 06999

1266 35 ; t, I, 2, I, I, 2, 3, I, 3, I, (34)

4'. 30. 23. 34. 33. 25, 17. 46. 15. 55. (2)

149 86708

5332 40465

1267 35 ; I. t. 2, 7, I, I, 23, (5)

42. 29, 27, 9, 34, 37, 3, (14)

175 73127

6255 14462

1268 35; I. '. I. I. 3. I. 5. '. 2, 4. 9. I. (16)

43. 28, 31, 37, 16, 49, II, 44, 23, 16, 7, 61, {4)

69835 99490

24 86789 07849

1269

1270

35 ; I. I. I. I. ' 7. 3. (2)

44. 27, 35. 28, 41, 9, 20, (27)

96264

34 29215

35; 1. I. I. 3. II. I. ' '. '' 5. I. 7. (14)

45. 26, 39, 69, 6, 41. 29, 30. 39. 11. 54. 9. (5)

1 63267 43118

58 18371 13691

1271
35; I. I. I. <5, {2)

46. 2,'i, 43. 1°. ^31)

920

32799

1272 35; I. (i)

47. (24)

3

107

1273 35; I, 2, 8, 1, I, 2, 2, 4, 23, I, I, 3, I, 2, 5, 7, I, (2)

48, 23, 8, 39, 31, 24, 27. 16, 3. 39. 32. 17. 41. 24, 13. 9. 48. {19)

5 14164 62158 51476

183 44944 08681 34807
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Table 1001 to 1500—continued.

1274 35: '. ». 3. '• 6, 7, I, 7, (i)

49, ji, 17, 49, 10, jj, 38, 13, (i6)

15

541

15720

00801

1275 35; '.

50.

». »• it)

71, 16, (as)

140

4999

1276 35; '. ». I. •• a. »i »i 7. '• '. 9> '• t, 13, t, (16)

S". «>. 35. 33. «4. «5. »8, 9, 35, 36, 7, 45, a4, j, 63, (4)

931 97427

33291 18543

02580

36799

1277^ 35; '. ». I. 3> ». 5. »7. I. »> (<5. 6)

Sa, 19, 44, 17, 19, 13, 4, 47, 13, (11, II)

40427

14 44679

42285

48482

1278 35; «.

53. (18)

4

143

1279

35; I.

54.

3. 4. I. '.13. '. 3.^3. I. '. t, 7, I, s, I, 3, 1,11,7, '. 6, 3,

17. 'J. 33. 38. 5. 51. '8. 3. 41. 30. »5. ". 45. ". 50. «5. 53. 6. 9. 55. 'o. '9.

I. I, I. I. I. 2. (35)

37. 3°. 33. 31. 34. 27. (i)

7 89404 78828 27788 39935

282 31569 87094 18598 91612

75041

56000

1280 35; h

55.

3. t, (17)

16. 3'. (4)

1449

51841

1281

1282

1283

35; '. 3. I. 3. 1. 2. 13. I. M
56, 15, 47, 16, 41, 25, 5, 64, (3)

220 81748

7903 29175

35; I. 4. 7. I. 3. 9. I. (34)

57. '4. 9. 49- '8, 7, 6i, {7)

952 47138

34103 26403

35; I, 4, I, I, 9, I, 7, 4, I, 3, 7, 7, (35)

58. 13. 34. 37. 7. 4<5. a3. '4. 47- '7. ^6, 29, (a)

5 15512 61505

184 65140 88226

1284
35 ; I.

59-

(4)

(n)

6

215

1285^ 35 ; «. S' I' I. 7. ». 2' I. 17. 4. I. ». I. ('. i)

60. II, 35, 36, 9, 7g, ai, 49, 4, 15, 44. »'. 36. (3'. 3')

24 48426

877 68507

94225

57318

1286

1287

1288

35; I, 6, 5, a, I, a, 13, I, (34)

61, 10, 13, aj, 37, a6, 5, 65, (a)

7072 64778

2 53631 10565

35 I. (6)

6a, (9)

8

287

35. 1.(7)

63. (8)

9

323

35 I. 9. 3. I. t, 8, I. I, I, I.

64. 7, 19, 40, as, 8,- 41, ag, 3a, 35,

a. I, I. 13. '. 3. ('• ')

n> 3». 40. 5. 53. '6. (35. 35)

835 94139 33863

30012 50804 21900

35 I, do)

65. (6)

12

431

1291

35 ; li

66,

13, a, I, I, a, 3, I, I, I, I, 4, 1,11, 6, a, 4, 3, a3, i, i, i,

5' »7. 33. 34. »5. 18. 37' 3'> 30. 39' "3' 55- 6' ". 3°. '5. ", 3, 45, a6, 41,

4. 7. •' 3. 2, I, 6, 2, (3s)

'5- 9' 50' 17. 23' 45' 10, 33' W
1974 27745 80291 79860 94899 51267

70936 76339 57910 18687 74466 08410

1292 35! I.

671

uo)

(4)

18

647
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—

continued.

457

1293 35; I. (")

68, (3)

24

863

1294 35 ; I. (34)

69. (^)

86

1295

1295
35; (I)

(70)

1

36

1297*
36; (12)

(1)

1

36

1298 36; (36)

(2)

36

1297

1299
36 ; (24)

(3)

24

865

1300
36; (.8)

(4)

18

649

1301* 36; 14. 2, (2, 2)

5. ^9. (25. 25)

6025

2 17318

1302
36: (12)

(6)

12

433

1303

36; 10, 3, 2, 1,23, 2, I, 2, I, 3, 3, I, I, 7, 2, 5,11, I, 5, I,

7, 21, 22, 49, 3, 26, 39, 21, 43, 18, 19, 33, 38, 9, 31, 13, 6, 57, II, 42,

I. '. (35)

33. 39. (i)

I. I, 4,

27. 41. 14.

10127 26314 51893 46887 71461

3 65564 74232 60608 71132 28808

1304 36; (9)

(8)

9

326

1305 36; (8)

(9)

8

289

1306* 36; 7, 4, I, 2, II, I, 2, 4, 2, 9, I, (7, 7)

10, 15, 42, 25, 6, 47, 23, 15, 31, 7, 58, (9, 9)

862 68151 05389

31176 12101 50515

1307
36; 6, I, I, 3, I, 2, I, I, (35)

". 37. 34. '7. 43. '«. 3«. 4'. W
54 14517

1957 48082

1308
36; (6)

(12)

6

217

1309
36; 5. I. '. 4. 3. I. I. 2. 3. >7. >. 3. '. 7, (4)

«3. 36, 35. '5. 19. 36, 33. 25. 21, 4. 55. '5. 5^. 9. ('7)

2219 92217 38044

80317 01740 72265

1310 36; 5. 6, 2, I, I, I, I, I, (6)

14, II, 26, 35, 31, 34, 29, 41, (10)

34 56382

1251 00021

1311
36; 4, I, 4, 2, (i)

15, 49, 14, 25, (38)

5353

1 93820

1312
36; 4. I. 1. ('7)

16, 33. 39. (4)

1467

53137

1313* 36 ; (4. 4)

(•7. "7)

17

616

c. xni. 58
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Table 1001 to 1500—continued.

1S14

1315

1316

1317

1318

1319

1320

1321^

1322^

36; (4)

(18)

4

145

36; 3. «. 4. ". «. 7. (7)

«9. 46. 15. 6. 59. 9. (10)

244 74351

8875 11646

36: 3. «. I. «. I. ». 3. (»)

«o, 37. 31. 3». 35. »5. 19. (>8)

65508

23 76415

36; 3. ». 3. «. 5. 3. >. '. «.

»i, a8, 17, 49, ij, 19, 39, 18, 41.

4. '.

•3. 57.

17. 3. «o. (»4)

4. »3. 7. (3)

1 08460 99806 81500

87 54S87 70770 98751

36; 3. 3. ». 13. «. 3. 3. 4. '.7. 3. '.9> '• '• " '• »• "' '• *• '
»i. 19. 3'. 3. 54. «7. »'. '4. 53> 9- '8, 51, 7, 41, 19, 33, 34, 27, 6, 49, 21, 33,

I. 6, (36)

38, M, (2)

3138 36679 69954

1 13936 1U68 26270

08957 94554

81762 76517

36; 3. 6, I, 13, I, I, I, (35)

»3. '0. 59. 5. 46. «5. 47. (i)

334 01011

12130 59240

36; (3)

(«4)

3

109

36; «, 1,8, 3, 7, I, I, 3, 1,23, 2, 4, 2, I, 4, 6, 2, I, 1,7, 2,(14,14)

25. 45. 8, 29, 24, 33, 37, 16, 55, 3. 3'. IS. 24. 43. 15. ". ^7. 31. 40, 9. 33. (5. 5)

14 70631 38627 19611 69925

534 50926 71539 66127 96432

36; 2. ". 3. • (l. •)

26, 41, 17, 38, (31, 31)

821

29851

1323 36; 2, I, 2, 7, I, 2, (2)

27. 37. 26, 9, 47, 22, (27)

1 00360

36 50401

36:

1324

2, I, I, 2, 2, 3, 4, I, I, 3, I, 2, I, 2, 5, I, 2, 3,8, 1, 3, I,

J8, 33, 35, 24, 27, 20, 15, 36, 35, 17, 44, 21, 40, 25, 12, 45, 23, 21, 8, 53, 15, 56,

23. 2> 6. 7. I. '3. '. 2' 'o. ('8)

3. 33, II, 9,60, 5, 47, 24, 7, (4)

42650 12718 55353 72450

15 51902 10838 17312 41819

38443 74810

40987 21799

1325^

1326

36: (2, 2)

(29, 29)

5

182

36; 2. 2, (2)

30, 25, (26)

70

2549

1327

1328

36; 2, 2, I, (35)

31, 21, 51, (2)

1785

65024

36: ». 3. '. (3)

3». '7. 47. (16)

369

13447

1329
36; 2, 5, 8, I, 13, I, 2, 4, 4, I, I, I, 2, 2, I, I, 6, (24)

33, 13, 8, 61, 5, 48, 23, 16, 15, 40, 29, 37, 24, 25, 32, 39, II, (3)

19 32883

704 64145

59509 34116

63882 01495

1330 3(5; 2, 7, I, I, I, I, (4)

34. 9. 4'. 30. 3'- 39. ("4)

34182

12 46589

1331

1332

36; 2, 14, 10, 2, I, 4, I, I, 6, I, 2, 1, (35)

35. 5. 7. «5. 43. '4. 35. 37. 'o. 49. '9. 53- («)

36; W
(36)

273

9961

03781 10727

20370 19890

2

73
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459

1333 36; I. I, n, ". s. 7. I. 17. 1, I, I, I, 5.

37. 36, 3. 59. ". 9> 6'. 4. 27. 36, ^9. +1, 13,

(3)

(3')

904 20166 84140

33012 64933 32151

1334
36; I, I, 9, I, 13, I, 2, 7, I, 1, (2)

38, 35. 7. 62, s, 49, 23, 25, 34, 35, (23)

864 082S6

81659 72095

1335
36; I, I, 6, (7)

39. 34. ". (10)

1235

46124

1336 36; r, r, 4, 2, I, 2, 2, r, 4, 5, 1, 7, 3,

40. 33. '5. •25. 39. 34. 23. 44, 15. ", 55, 9, 20,

I. I. (8)

33. 39. (8)

174 56099 99622

6380 43737 19695

1337
36 ; I, I, 3, 2, I, 8, 2, 4, (10)

41. 3^. 19. n. 47. 8, 31, 16, (7)

373 97272

13674 31647

1338 36; I. I. 1, I. 3, 10, (12)

4». 31. 13, 39. »6, 7, (6)

4 73194

173 08813

1339 36; 1, I, 2, 4, I, (4)

43. 30, tr. 14. SI. (13)

4104

1 50175

1340 36; 1. I. I. I. 6, (18)

44. 29. 31. 40. >'. (4)

19932

7 29631

1341
36; I, I, I, I, I, 2, 3, 3, r, I, 3, I, 2, I,

45. '8, 35, 31, 36, 25, 20, 19, 35. 36, 17, 45, 20, 49,

7. 3. 3, 17, I, 9, I, I, 14, (8)

9, 38, 29, 4, 63, 7, 36, 37, 5, (9)

36359 14354 86763 45320

13 31459 72360 20892 39201

1342 36; I, I, I, (2)

46. 27. 39. (22)

30

1099

1343 36; I, I, I, 4, I, (3j)

47, 26, 43, 13, 59, (2)

10591

3 88128

1344
36; I, I, I, (17)

•

48. 25, 47, (4)

165

6049

1345 36; I, 2, (14)

49. 24. (5)

132

4841

134G 36; X, 2, 4, I, 9, I, 2, (36)

SO. »3. 14. 55. 7. 46. 35. (3)

92 82363

3405 50115

1347 36; I, 2, 2, I, 5, I, (35)

51, 22, 23, 46, II, 61, (2)

1 64753

60 46682

1348 36; I, 2, I, I, 23, I, 9, I, I, 7, I, I, I, 2, I, 5, 2, I, I, 5, (18)

52, 21, 32, 41, 3, 64, 7, 37, 36, 9, 43, 28, 39, 21, 47, 12, 27, 33. 39. '3. (4)

56 2U45 67828 82376

2063 81035 31297 13793

1349 36; I, 2, I, 2, 5, 3, 2, 17, I, 13, I, (2)

53. 30, 41, 25, 13, 20, 31, 4, 65, 5, 52, (19)

5 55200 34840

203 91806 65951

1350 36; I, 2, I, 7, 2, (2)

54, 19. 50. 9, 39, (35)

12804

4 70449

1351 36; '. 3, ('o)

S5. '8, (7)

168

6175

1352 36; I, 3, 3, I, (17)

56. 17. 33. 49. (4)

3107

1 14243

1353 36; I. 3. '. '. '. '. 2. '. 8. (3)

S7, i6, 39, 31, 33, 37, 3 1, 49, 8, (33)

11 68536

429 82433

58—2
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—

continued.

1354* 36; I, 3. «. ". t, 6, I, 7, 3, 4, 1, I, (1, »)

58, 15. 55. 6. 33. '0. 57. 9. 5». 15. 38. 33. (^5. «5)

35 75033 94613

1315 49590 98165

1355 365 '. 4. 3. I. ». ('4)

59. "4. 19. 4«. »6. (5)

49532

18 23289

1356
36; I, 4, I, I, 8, I, 5, I, 4, (18)

60, 13, 44, 25, 8, 57, II, 51, 15, (4)

5212 98370

1 91962 41799

1357
36; I, 5, 6, 1, I, 7, I, I, 1, 5, 2, 17, I, 23, I, I, I,

61, n, II, 36, 37, 9, 44, »7, 43. ". 33. 4. 67. 3. 44. »9. 33.

I. (2)

36, (23)

9 65303 46430 64640

365 59347 94143 7-2351

1358 3<5; «. 5. '. >. 2. (36)

61, 11, 47, 32, 31, (l)

81404

29 99823

1359
36; I, 6, 2, 1, I, 2, 2, I, 4, I, I, (3)

63. 'o, 27, 34, 35, 25, 23, 45, 14, 37, 35, (18)

468 78231

17281 48040

1360
36; I, 7, 4, I, (3)

64. 9. »5. 49. ('<5)

7749

2 86769

1361* 36; I, 8, 4, 4, 2, I, 1, 1, I, 14, 5, I, (i, i)

65, 8, 17, 16, 25, 40, 23, 32, 41, 5, 13, 40, (31, 31)

35 93384 58529

1325 66186 43260

1362 36; I, 9, I, I, 3, 1, 4, 2, (36)

66, 7. 39. 34. "7. 49. '4. 33. (2)

371 27048

13701 84257

1363 36; I. 'I. 3. 7. (')

67. 6, 23, 9, (58)

93495

34 51726

1364 36; I, 13. I. 3. '. «. (6)

68, 5, 55, 16, 43, 25, (11)

2 87730

106 26551

1365
36; I. >7. (2)

69. 4. (35)

684

25271

1366

36; 1,23, I, I, 1,7, I, I, 4, 2, I, 1,14, 5, 4, I, 2, I, 2, 2,

70, 3,47.26,45,9,38,35.15.27,31.42. 5,14,15,46,21,42,23,30,

10, 7, 3, 2, I, I, I, 3, 3, I, 4, I, II, 2,(36)

7,10,21,25,37,30,39,19,18,49,13,57, 6,35, (2)

61 98787 91120 98468 23128 64853 64042

2291 03705 28461 89335 14238 95408 99525

1367 36; I, (35)

71. (2)

37

1368

1368
36; (I)

(72)

1

37

1370* 37 : (74)

(0

1

87

1371 37; (37)

(2)

37

1370

1372
37; 24, I, 1, 7, I, 8, 2, 1, I, I, 2, 2, 5, 1, 3, (18)

3, 49, 14, 9, 59, 8, 27, 36, 31, 37, 24, 29, 12, 49, 19, (4)

92062 30469 31552

34 10036 48679 27167

1373* 37 ; J8, (i, 1)

4, (37, 37)

685

25382

1374 37; '4, I. 4, 2. I. 3. 4. '. 2, (24)

5. 57. "4. 25, 42, «9. 15. 43. 26, (3)

41422 89074

15 35443 25046

II
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1375 37; 12, 2, I, 7, I, I, 3, 2, I, 2, (6)

6, 25. 46. 9. 39. 34. 19' 25. 39. 26, (11)

24090 73932

8 93308 52249

1376
j

37 ; 'O, I, I, 2, 2, 3, I, (17)

7. 41. 32. »5. 28, 17, 55, (4)

58 37205

2165 28049

1377
37; 9. 3. I, 3. '. 7, 2, 5, (4)

8, 19, 47, 16, 53, 9, 32, 13, (17)

11121 62480

4 12700 70401

1378*

1379

37 ; 8, (4, 4)

9. (17. '7)

1153

42801

37; 7, 2, 2, 2, I, I, 3, 3, (10)

10, 29, 26, 25, 34, 37, 19, 22, (7)

678 06016

25179 68895

1380
37; 6, I, (2)

II, 49, (20)

182

6761

1381*

37; 6. 5. '. I. 4. 2, 2, 3, .3, 4,14, I, I, I, 2, I, 1, 2, 1,24,

12. '3. 37. 36. IS. 28, 27, 20, 21, 17, 5.45.28,39,23,35,36,21,52, 3,

18, I, I, 5, I, 2, 7, I, 9, I, 2, I, (4, 4)

4. 39. 35. 12. 45. 25. 9. 60, 7, 51, 20, 47, (15, 15)

5 76794 95050 76394 67609 26124 87905

214 34743 40923 77992 50381 97708 76282

1382 37; 5. I. 2, 2, I, I, (36)

13. 46, 23, 26, 31, 43, (2)

3 49782

130 03237

1383 37; 5. 3. 2, I, (11)

14, 21, 23, 49, (6)

34821

12 94948

1384 37; 4. I. (17)

>5. 57. (4)

465

17299

1385* 37 ; 4. I. I. 1. (3. 3)

16, 41, 29, 40, (19, 19)

2797

1 04092

1386 37; 4, 2, I, (2)

17, ^5, 41, (22)

572

21295

1387
37; 4. 8, (37)

18, 9, (2)

40557

15 10442

1388
37; 3. '. 9. '. 8, 2, 2, 5, 3, (18;

19. SI. 7. 61, 8, 29, 28, 13, 13, (4)

2 20986 97686

82 33062 52807

1389 37; 3. '. 2, 2, (24)

20, 43, 23, 31, (3)

16796

6 25975

1390 37; 3. '. '. 6, 4, I, 4, I, I, II, I, 7, 2, I, 2, I, (6)

21, 34. 39. ". IS. 51. 14. 35. 39. 6. 61. 9. 26, 41, 21, 49, (lo)

6165 38516 07582

2 29862 22854 32981

1391 37 ; 3. 2, I, I, I, 6, I, (4)

22, 25, 38, 29, 43, 10, 55, (13)

2 43492

90 81305

1392 37; 3. (4)

23. (16)

42

1567

1393 37; 3. (10)

24, (7)

96

3583

1394 37; 2, I, (36)

25. 49. (2)

336

12545
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1395 37; 1, 1, 6, (8)

»<S. 45. ". (9)

8820

1 24001

1396 37 ; ». «, 3. «4. '. 2. ('8)

«7. 41. »o, J, 48, 75, (4)

45 40530

1696 48201

1397 37; », 1, I, I, 10, 18, I, I, », (6)

»8, 37, »9, 44, 7, 4, 43, 31, iS, (11)

4289 66440

1 60332 48351

1398 37; V I. I. 3. ». '. (36)

'9. 33. 38. '9. «3. 5'. (2)

1 30154

48 66437

1399
37; I, », u, 14, I, 7, 1, I, I, I, 4, t, I, 3, i, 7, »4, I, 4,

30, 19, 6, 5, 6j, 9, »7, 37, 30, 41, 15, 2$, 43, 18, 31, 10, 3, 58, 15,

(37) 19 82130 14430 04420 15349

722 67866 47899 40453 09640

1400 37; ». (')

3'. (^5)

12

449

1401 37; ». 3. '4. I. ». 5. '. «. I. I. 6, 4, I, I, 8, I, 4, 10, 7,

31, ii, 5. 49. «4. 13. 19. '5, 33. 40. ". '6, 35, 39, 8, 55, 15, 7, 35,

iH)

(3)

44183 34363 33784 97932

16 53779 66015 12296 85015

1402* 37; ». 3. I. 9. '. ". «. '. 2. '. 7. I. (•>

33. 17. 54. 7. 63. 6, 41, 33, 17, 49, 9, 41, (31, 31)

2 48379 80029

93 00157 00509

1403 37; 2. 5. 3. (')

34. 13. '9. (46)

1995

74726

1404 37 ; ». 7. I. (4)

35. 9. 56. (13)

1666

62425

1405 37! «. (14)

36. (5)

60

2249

1406 37; W
(37)

2

75

1407 37; '. 1. {24)

38. 37, (3)

100

8761

1408
37; I, I, 10, 4, I, I, i, 7, I, (17)

39. 36. 7. 16. 39. 33. '8, 9, 63, (4)

3211 01529

1 20487 97377

1409* 37; I. '. 6, 3, 9, 14, I, 9, I, 3, I, 3, I, 1, I, I, I, (i, 2)

40. 35. 'I. »3. 8, 5, 64, 7, 55, 16, 49, 17, 40, 3r, 35, 32, 37, (15, 25)

94474 40193 46217

35 46252 44206 53380

1410 37; '. . (4)

41. 34. (15)

20

761

1411 37; ". I. 3. 2. 4. I. >, 3. (37)

4'. 33. "9. 30. 15. 38, 35. ". (»)

118 21953

4440 71330

1412 37 ; I. '. 1, I, 3, 4, 6, I, I, 2, (18)

43. 3*. »3. 44. 19. 17. 11, 41, 31, 19, (4)

2703 04352

1 01571 15393

1413 37; '. «. «. 3. «. '. 3. '. 6, 18, 1, I, I, 5, (8)

44. 3'. 27. 19. 3<5. 37. 17. 5». 11. 4. 47. 17. 44. 13. (9)

124 23214 30740

4669 87287 31849

1414 37; . '. . '. ". '. 14. 8. 3. 1, 5. 2. I. (4)

45. 30. 3'. 43. 6. 65. 5> 9. ", 30. 3. 25, 45. ('4)

485 26483 11810

18247 50630 42299

1415 37; 1. '. I. 1. '. '. 4. '. 3. (7)

46. *9. 35. 34. 31. 41. J4. 49. '9. ('o)

5 85621

220 29004
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468

14.1fi
37; . I. I. 2, 2, 1, (8)

47, 2S, 39, 25, 23, 49, (8)

6868

2 58065

1417* ^'' '' '' '' *' ^*' '' '' ''' ^'

'1 48, 27, 43, 16, 3, 64, 9, (29, 29)

435 72829

16102 14636

1 .,Q# 37; I. '. I, (10, 10)
1418* ,9,,6,,:, (7, 7)

1083

38899

1419
37 ; I, 2, (37)

50, ii, {2)

339

12770

1420

1421

37; '. 2, 6, I, 1, (14)

51, 24, II, 36, 39, (5)

25338

9 61809

37; i> 2, 3> (2)

52, 23, 20, (29)

260

9801

1422 37 ; '. 2, 2, 3, I, 3, 5, (8)

53, 22, 29, 18, 47, 19, 14, (9)

31 79792

1199 08097

1423 37; I, 2, I, I, I, I, 6, 4,24, 1,9, I, 4, 2,12,8, 3, 3, 3, I, 2, (37)

54, ^>. 38, 33, 3', 42, II, 18, 3, 66, 7, 57, 14, 33, 6, 9, 22, 21, ig, 42, 27, (2)

127 24746 01715 56263 96759

4800 11428 18614 76037 04208

1424 37; I, 2, I, 3, I, 2, (4)

55. 20, 47, 17, 44, 25, (16)

13250

5 00001

1425 37; '. W
56. ('9)

4

151

1426
37; I. 3. 4> ', 3> I, 1, ', W

57, «8, 15, 50, 17, 41. 30, 39. (23)

2 61132

98 60976

1427
37 ; ', 3. '. 5. ''< I. 2. '. I. ». (37)

58, 17, 3'. '3. 26. 41. 23, 37, 34, 19, (2)

2481 47097

93739 18762

1428
37: '. 3. I. (2)

59, 16, 47, (21)

90

3401

1429* 37; I, 4. 18, I, (i, -i)

60, 15, 4. 5'. ('3. 23)

89305

33 75918

1430 37; I, 4, 2, (2)

61, 14, 29, (26)

352

13311

1431 37; ', 4, (l)

61. 13. (54)

35

1324

1432 37; '. 5. 3. 8, 10, I, 2, 4, (9)

63. «*. 13. 9. 7. 49. 24. 17. (8)

46662 66363

17 65798 05797

1433* 37; '. 5, I, 8, J, I, I, I, 5, 4, (i, i)

64, II, 59. 8, 43, 31. 3V 4>, '3. 16. (37. 37)

1523 53237

57673 29724

1434 37; >. 6, I, I, 2, 2, I, I, I, 2, I, 4, 3, (12)

65. 10. 41. 33. 'fi. ^5. 38. 31. 39' ^'' 47, '6, 23, (6)

46653 69200

17 66690 98751

1435 37; I. 7. •2. 3. (7)

66, 9, 31, 21, (10)

26373

9 99046

1436 37; I, 8, 2, (18)

67. 8, 35. (4)

6840

2 59199
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1437

1438

1439

1440

1445^

37 ; I. 9« • 5> *> '• 4. i8, I, 2, I, I, I, (14)

68, 7, 59, n, 19, s8, 17, 4, 53, 21, 41, 78, 47, (3)

256 83205 64040

9785 93382 10399

37; I, II, I, I, 1, 7, I, 3, 3, «4, i, (36)

69. 6. 47. »7. 46, 9. S3. 18. »3. 3. 71. («)

42 08945 06064

1596 07281 27743

37; '. 14. 5. 2. >. 5. 6, I, 2, I, I, 7, », I, 10, 7, 2, (37)

70, J, 14, IS, 46, 13, II, 49, »J, 37, 35, 26, 13, 50, 7, 10, 35, {2)

338 95537 37610 21521

12857 98517 00303 64960

37 «. (17)

71, (4)

19

721

1441 37 : ». »4. 3. 8, 9, 2, I, 2, 2, I, 3, I, 3, 4, I, 3, I, 14, 2, I, I, 4, 1, (6)

71. 3. n, 9. 8, 2T, 40, 2i, 14, 45, 17, 48, 19, 15, SI, 16, 57. 5. 29. 33. 40. 15. 3». («0

221 54985 95953 31104 82700

8410 14472 84306 85240 54999

1442 37; 1. (36)

73. (»)

88

1443

1443 37; (0

(74)

1

38

38; (76)

()

1

88

1446 38; (38)

(2)

38

144S

1447
38; ^5. 2, I, 7, I, 3, I, I, 2, 3, I, 5, 12, I, I, (37)

3. 26. 47. 9. 54. '7. 39. 34. ^7. 18. 5'. 13. 6, 37, 39, (a)

3 42829 14389 10093

130 41033 17574 21848

1448
38; (19)

(4)

19

723

1449 38; IS, 4, I. 2, 4, (8)

S, 16, 4S, 25, 17, (9)

72 84800

2773 01249

1450* 38; u, I, 2, (8, 8)

6, 49. *5. (9. 9)

1 01933

38 81493

1451 38; 10, I, 6, I, 2, 2, 3, I, I, 2, 2, 14, 1, 4, I, I, (37)

7. 61, 10, 49, 23, 29, 19, 38, 35, 2s, 31, s, 59, 14, 35, 41, (2)

85340 31566 20707

32 50782 78443 28530

1452 38; 9. . I. ('8)

8, 37. 39. (4)

6878

2 62087

1453^

38; 8, 2, 5, 2, I, I, 5, I, 3, 6,10, I, 2, I, 2, I, I, 3,18, I, 3, I,

9. 33. '3. ^8, 33,41, 12, 51, 19, 12, 7, S2, 21, 44, 23, 36, 37, 21, 4, 57, 17, 36,

I, 6, 2, I, 2, (25, 25)

39. ". »7. 39. ^8, (3, 3)

37 58165 73334 54563 77143 54805

1432 54652 50389 34442 96990 99982

1454 38; 7, I, I, I, I, 2, 2, 4, 15, {38)

•o, 43. 31. 34. 37. »5. »9. •?. 5. {2)

96169 61884

86 67077 58095

1455
38; 6, I, (11)

II. 61, (6)

623

23764

1456 38; 6, 2, I, 7, I, (3)

12, 2S, 48, 9, SS. («6)

1 29855

49 54951

1457 38; S. «. 6, 9, 2, I, I, 10, 3, 4, (2)

13. 56. ". 8, 29, 32, 43, 7, 23, 16, (31)

18 94953 10312

723 31628 36703
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465

1458 38; 5. 3, 3, I, 3, I, 2, I, I, 7, I, 10 (38)

14, 31, 18, 49, 17, 46, 23, 34, 41, 9, 62, 7, (2)

78 88890 25640

3012 27540 96401

1459 38; 5,12, I, I, 7,8, 2, I, 4, 2, 2, 2, I, I, I, 5, 4,15,25, 2, 1, 1,(37)

5. 6. 39. 37. 'o, 9, 26, 45, 15, 29, 27, 25, 39, 30, 43, 13, 18, 5, 3, 30, 31, 45, (2)

25694 24820 98124 22872 52281

9 81439 56337 99403 45032 81010

1460
38; 4. I. 3. 4. I. I. (18)

16, 49, 19, 16, 35, 41, (4)

6 25898

239 15529

1461 38; 4, 2, 14, I, 5, 2, 3, 2, I, 3, 3, 18, I, 4, 6, I, 2, I, (24)

17. 33. 5. 61, 12, 31, 20, 25, 44, 19, 23, 4, 59, 15, II, 51, 20, 55, {3)

10897 33506 65845 02228

4 16529 16197 97289 87575

1462 38; 4. (4)

18, (.7)

72

2753

1463 38; (4)

(19)

4

153

1464
38; 3, I, 4, 2, I, (5)

20, 49, 15, 25, 47, (12)

23729

9 07925

1465* 38; 3, I, I, I, 2, I, I, 4, 4, I, 7, I, 2, (3, 3)

21, 40, 31, 39, 24, 35, 39, 16, 15, 56, 9, 49, 24, (21, 21)

2 14427 21285

82 07269 84932

1466* 38; 3. 2. 7. 4. ^. I. (2. 2)

12, 31, 10, 17, 26, 41, (25, 25)

40 05185

1533 52043

1467
38; 3. 3. 6, I, 1, I, (37)

23, 22, II, 46, 27, 49, (2)

16 73045

640 80026

1468
38; 3. 5. 1. •. 3. 2, 25, 9, I, I, 5, I, 6, 8, 2, I, 2, I, I, (18)

24. 13. 39. 36. 19- 33. 3. 8, 39. 37. 12. 67. II. 9. 27, 41. 24, 33, 43, (4)

18883 73036 64922 35216

7 23520 46281 34792 85247

1469 38; 3. '8, I, (4)

»5. 4. 61, {13)

19836

7 60265

1470 38; ». I. (14)

»6, 49. (5)

138

5291

1471

38 ; 1, 1, 4, I, 4, 3, 2, 4, 12, I, I, 3, I, 2, I, 6, I, 14, 2, 8, 25,

27. 45> '4. 53. 15. 21. 30, 17. 6. 41. 35. i8, 47. ^i, 51. 10. 63. 5. 35. 9. 3.

2, 4, I, I, I, I, I, 10, 2, I, (37) 1 01712 89163 97276 23871 56715 36737

34.15.42,31.37.30.45. 7.25.51. W 39 01057 37347 28288 54875 60183 66160

1472 38; 2, I, (2)

iS, 4". (J3)

30

1151

1473 38! 2, I, I, I, 2, I. 2, 2, 9, 5, I, 3, I, (24)

29. 37. 32. 39' 23. 43. 24. 3'. 8, 13. 53. '6. 59- (3)

6 92736 14220

265 86992 93399

1474
38; 2, I, 1, 4, 1,7, I, 2, 2, 4, I, 2, 3, 1,10, 5,(38)

30, 33, 41, 14. 57. 9. SO. 23, 30, 15, 46, 25, 18, 55, 7, 15, (2)

1 43151 08109 79476

54 95957 60507 29745

1475
38; 2, 2, 6, I, I, (2)

31, 29, II, 41, 34. (25)

14628

5 61799

1476
38; 2, 2, I, I, 2, 1, 3, (8)

32. 25, 36, 37, 23, 45, 20, (9)

2 18560

88 96801

1477
38; I, 3, 6,8, 2, I, I, I, I, I, 5, 1, 3, I, 2, 18, I, 6,25, 2,(10)

33, 21, 12, 9, 28, 37, 33, 36, 31, 43, 12, S3, 17, 44, 27, 4, 63, II, 3, 36, (7)

2 61633 72121 47062 22240

100 55043 78017 41504 36351

1478 38; 2, 4. (38)

34, '7. (2)

3114

1 19717

C. XIII. 59
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1479 38; 7, 5, 7, 7, I, I, I, (l)

35. «3. 30. «S. 38. 33. 35. (34)

1 14525

44 04876

1480 38 ; «. 8, (19)

36. 9. (4)

5559

2 18859

1481* 38; 7, 14, 1, 8, I, 1, 5, 1, 1, 1, t. 4> 10, 1, 3, I, t, (i, i)

37. 5. 6S. 8, 49, »s. '3. 40. 35. »3. 47. i". 7> 56, 17. 4". 3»> (35. 35)

1 01946 97513 61406

39 23264 72655 17468

1482
38; W

(38)

2

77

1483
38; I, 1, »5, 5, 1,7' >. «. '. '» '• '• *' 4. 6, I, 3, 7, 7, I, I, n, 3, 1,(37)

39.38. 3, 13, 58,9. 5'. >». 39. 33. 34.37. »7. '7. ".53.18,59, 16,33,43, 6,19,57, (2)

41 20928 70670 44632 38046

1586 95889 00942 30191 81236

1484
38; 1, I. (10)

40. 37. (7)

44

1695

1485 38; I, I. (6)

4«. 36. (n)

28

1079

1486 38; 1, I, 4, I. «. '. 3. (38)

4». 35. «5. 43. 30. 4«. »». (»)

4 92228

189 74736

1487
38; I, I, 3. I. «. 3. ». (37)

43. 34. «9. 37. 38. 17. 59. (»)

2 05495

79 24224

1488 38; I, I, 7, I, (i)

44. 33. «3. 49. (")

316

12161

1489* 38; I, I, 1, 1, I, 4, 1, 3, I, (I, i)

45, 3^. '7. 24. 47. 15. 3>. '9- 40, {33. 33)

25 78145

994 S4332

1490* 38; I, (i, i)

46. (3«. 30

6

193

1491
38; I. t, I, I, 1, 7, (i)

47. 30. 35. 37. 26, J5. (4»)

1767

68230

1492
38; I, 1, I, I, 10, I, I, I, (18)

48, 29, 39, 78, 7, 48, J7, 49, (4)

13 56270

523 87849

1493*

1494

38; >, I, I, 3. ». »> '8, I, (10, 10)

49, j8, 43, 19, 78, 31, 4, 67, (7, 7)

1694 41226

65471 00182

38; I, ., I, 7, 15, 5, (38)

50, 17, 47. 10, s, 15, (2)

440 05214

17009 02566

1495 38; t, (I)

51. (^6)

3

116

1496 38 ; I, 7, (9)

5». 25. (8)

87

3365

1497 38; I, 7, 4, 4. •, ' '. '. 6, 7, 7, I, 8, I, (24)

S3, »4, 17, 16, 41, 33, 31, 43, II, 31, 73, 51, 8, 67, (3)

58 19614 30932

2251 67187 51127

1498 38; I, 7, 7, I, I, I, 3, I, li, 8, I, I, (10)

54. •'S. ^6, 39, 31, 4». "7. 57. 6, 9, 38, 39, (7)

83118 18384

32 17006 59967

1499 38; I, 7, I, J, 7, s. J. 4. ". 2. 3. I. 7, I, 1, 2,10, I, 2,15, 6, 1,(37)

55. »«. 35. 41. 'o. '3. 55. 14. 47. IS. 19. 46. ^3. 38, 35. »9. 7. 49. «6, 5. ".65. (2)

77552 05839 43067 80299

30 02576 94656 26953 60610

1500 38 ; I, 7, I, 2, 7, I, 6, 2, I, (18)

56, 21, 44, 25, 24, 49, II, 25, 51, (4)

118 11844

4574 70751
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In connexion with the subject we have a paper, "A Table of the Square Roots

of Prime Numbers of the form 4m + 1 less than 10000 expanded as Periodic Continued

Fractions," by C. A. Roberts, with Introduction and Explanation by Artemas Martin,

the Mathematical Magazine, vol. ii. (No. 7, for October, 1892), pp. 105—120. This

extends, in fact, to numbers up to 10501, but only the denominators of the continued

fractions (that is, the first lines of Degen's and the present table) are given : thus

the entry for 1009 is 31 ; 1, (3, 3).

The paper just referred to notices errors in Degen's tables for the numbers 853

and 929. For 853 the first line should be

29, 4, 1, 5, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 15, 19, (2, 2),

(15 instead of Degen's 14). For 929 the first and second lines should be

30, 2, 11, 1, 2, 3, 2, 7, 5, (2, 2)

1, 29, 5, 40, 19, 16, 25, 8, 11, (23, 23).

The values of x, y in Table I. and those in Table II. (for the solution of

y' = ax^— 1) are correct for each of the numbers 853 and 929.

59—2
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949.

ON HALPHEN'S CHAEACTERISTIC n, IN THE THEORY OF
CURVES IN SPACE.

[From Crelle's Journal d. Mathematik, t. cxi. (1893), pp. 347—352.]

If we consider a curve in space without actual singularities, of the order (or

degree) d, then this has a number h of apparent double points (adps.), viz. taking

as vertex an arbitrary point in space, we have through the curve a cone of the

order d, with h nodal lines; and Halphen denotes by n the order of the cone of

lowest order which passes through these h lines. For a given value of d, h is at

most —^(d — l){d—2), and as shown by Halphen it is at least =[i(d—iy], if we

denote in this manner the integer part of ^{d — ly. For given values of d, h, it

is easy to see that n must lie within certain limits, viz. if v be the smallest number

such that \v{v+Z) equal to or greater than h, then n is at most =v; and moreover

n must have a value such that nd is at least = 2A, or say we must have nd = 2A + 6,

where ^ is = or positive. For any given value of d, we thus have a finite number

of forms {d, h, v), and we have thus primxi facie curves in space of the several

forms {d, h, n): but it may very well be, and in fact Halphen finds, that when

d = 9 or upwards, then for certain values of h, n as above, there is not any curve

{d, h, n); thus d = 9, A =17 the values of n are w = 4, n = 5, but there is not any

curve d = 9, h = n for either of these values of n; or say the curves (9, 17, 4)

and (9, 17, 5) are non-existent. And in the Notes and References to the papers

302, 305 in vol. v. of my Collected Mathematical Papers, 4to. Cambridge, 1892, see

p. 615, I remarked that, in certain cases for which Halphen finds a curve (d, h, n),

such curve does not exist except for special configurations of the h nodal lines not

determined by the mere definition of n as the order of the cone of lowest order

which pa.sses through the h nodal lines; for instance d = 9, A = 16, w = 4, for which

Halphen gives a curve, I find that for the existence of the curve it is not enough

that the 16 lines are situate upon a quartic cone, but they must be the 16 lines

of intersection of two quartic cones.
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In fact, starting from an existing curve, say the complete intersection of two
given surfaces of the orders /i, v respectively, we have, as is known,

d = fiv, 2h = fill (fi — 1) (v — 1)

:

we find also, as will appear, n = (fj,
— 1) (v — 1) : hence also nd=2h, viz. the cone of

the order n through the h nodal lines meets the cone of the order d in these lines

counting each twice, and in no other lines. I remark also that h is =^n{n + S) if

^ + 1; = 4 ; viz. we have here two nodal lines lying in a plane ; but if /j, + v>4!, then

h is greater than ^n (n + 3), viz. in this case the nodal lines are not h lines taken

at pleasure, but they are lines subject to the condition of lying in a cone of the

order n. But this is not all ; the h nodal lines lie not only in this cone of lowest

order n, but also in cones of the orders n+1, n+2, ..., n + (iM + v — 2) respectively:

I do not for the moment attempt to determine the number of independent conditions

which are hereby imposed upon the h lines.

The last-mentioned theorem constitutes in fact the geometrical interpretation of

results contained in Jacobi's paper "De eliminatione variabilis e duabus aequationibus

algebraicis," Crelle, t. xv. (1836), pp. 101—124, [Ges. Werke, t. in. pp. 295—320].

Consider the two equations

U-{*\x, y, z, wy- = 0; V={*'$^sc, y, z, w)'' = 0;

representing surfaces of the orders fi, v respectively; since the form of the equations

is quite arbitrary, we may without loss of generality assume that the point

{x, y, z)={0, 0, 0)

is an arbitrary point in space ; and this being so, we find the equation of the cone,

vertex this point, which passes through the curve of intersection of the two surfaces

by the mere elimination of w between the two equations. As the reasoning is exactly

the same for a particular case, I write for convenience /a = 3, i/ = 4, and consider the

two equations
A^iif + A-^w^ + A^w + .43 = 0,

B^w" + B^vf + B^vf + B^w + ^4 = 0,

where the suflBxes show the degrees in regard to {x, y, z), viz. A^, B^ are mere

constants, A^, B^ are linear functions {*\x, y, zy, A^, B^ quadric functions {*\x, y, zf,

and so on. Multiplying the first equation successively by 1, w, vf, vf, and the second

equation successively by 1, w, w^, we have 7

w, m', w', vj*, Mi°, w", and the result is

equations from which to eliminate 1,

Bo,

Ao, A, A,,

A, A, A2, A,,

Aq, A,, A,, A3,

A„ A^, A,,

5„, 5„ B,, B,,

5„, A, B,, B,, B,,

5i, A. B,, Bu

A,

B,

= 0,
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viz. this is an equation
(•$T, y, ^)" = 0,

of the cone of the order d=12, through the curve of intersection of the two surfaces:

say this equation is H = 0.

But if we only multiply the first equation by 1, w, w' successively and the

second equation by 1, w successively, then we have 5 equations serving to determine

the ratios of m', w*, w', w", w, 1, viz. we have these quantities proportional to the

six determinants which can be formed out of the matrix

-^0. -4i> -^SJ -o-s

o^o. -"!> -^ai -^ii

An, Ai, A^, A3,

say we have

Bo, -Bi, B,, B3, Bi

Bo, Bi, B2, -B3, Bi,

w^ : w* : iv' : w' : w : 1

^L : M : N : P : Q : R,

where L, M, N, P, Q, R represent homogeneous functions {*\x, y, zf, of the

11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6 respectively. We may if we please write

_]±_M_N_p__q^~ M~'N~P~q~ R'

or eliminating w, we have the series of equations which may be written

L, M, N, P, Q
M, N, P, Q, R 1

= 0,

viz. we thus denote that the determinants formed with any two columns of this

matrix are severally =0. This of course implies that each of the determinants in

question is the product of il and a factor which is a homogeneous function of the

proper degree in (x, y, z), so that the several equations are all of them satisfied if

only n = 0. We have for instance PR — Q" = A^, where J. is a quadric function

(«][«, y, zf; similarly NR — PQ = BQ,. where B ia a. cubic function (*][«, y, zf; and

the like as regards the other determinants.

If the ratios x : y : z have any given values such that we have for these 12 = 0,

then w has a determinate value, that is, on each line of the cone fl = 0, there is

a single point of the curve of intersection of the two surfaces : the only exceptions

are when, for the given values of x : y : z, the expressions for w assume an inde-

terminate form, viz. w has then two values, and there are upon the line two points

of the curve, or what is the same thing, the line is a nodal line of the cone : the

conditions for a nodal line thus are Z = 0, if=0, N = 0, P=0, Q = 0, R = 0, viz.

each of these equations is that of a cone passing through the nodal lines of the

cone n = ; the cone of lowest order is R = 0, a cone of the order 6 meeting the
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cone n=0 of the order 12 in 36 lines each twice, which lines are consequently the
nodal lines of the cone 11 = 0. The mere condition of the 36 lines lying upon a
cone of the order 6 shows that the 36 lines are not arbitrary; and we have moreover,
through the 36 lines, cones of the orders 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 respectively. Obviously
the foregoing reasoning is quite general, and for the surfaces of the orders m, v we
have (as stated above) the cone CI of the order ,iv, with h = ^tiv{jj.-l){v-l) nodal
lines, the intersections (each counting twice) of this cone with a cone of the order
n = (^-l)(i'-l); and moreover the h nodal lines lie also in cones of the orders
n + l, n + 2, ..., n+ix+v — 2 respectively.

To examine the meaning of the theorem, I form the table

fl, V d h «, . .
. , n + ytt + 1/ - 2

2, 2 4 •2 1, 2, 3

2, 3 6 6 2, 3, 4, 5

2, 4 8 12 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

2, 5 10 20 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

3,3 9 18 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

3, 4 12 36 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

3, 5 15 60 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

4, 4 16 72 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

4, 5 20 120 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17. 18, 19

Here fi, v = 2, 2, there are 2 nodal lines, which are arbitrary, and of course lie on

cones of the orders 1, 2, 3 respectively. So fi, v = 2, 3 ; there are 6 nodal lines,

which are not arbitrary, inasmuch as they lie on a cone of the order 2 ; but regarding

them as arbitrary- lines on such a cone, we can through them draw a cone of the

order 3 or any higher order, and it is thus no specialisation to say that they lie

upon cones of the orders 3, 4, and 5. But going a step further /u.= 2, i' = 4: here we
have 12 nodal lines which, inasmuch as they lie on a cone of the order 3, are not

arbitrary: and they are not arbitrary lines upon this cone, for they lie on a cone

of the order 4, and such a cone can be drawn through at most 11 arbitrary lines

on a cubic cone. In fact, upon a cone of the order 0, taking at pleasure N lines,

the condition that it may be possible through these to draw a cone of the order

+ 1 is ^(^+1)(^+ 4) = iV + 3 at least; for if this number were =N+2, then through

the N points we have only the improper cone (x + 0y + yz) Ue =0, if Ug=0 is the

cone of the order 6. It thus appears that the 12 nodal lines are not arbitrary lines

on a cubic cone, but that they constitute the complete intersection of a cubic cone and
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a quartic cone. But through such 12 lines we may draw cones of the 5th and higher

orders, and it is thus no further condition that the 12 lines lie on cones of the

orders 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

So again ^1 = 3, i' = 3; we have here 18 nodal lines which, inasmuch as they lie

on a cone of the order 4, are not arbitrary : and they are not arbitrary lines on

this cone inasmuch as they lie also on a cone of the order 5, and such a cone can

be dra^vn through at most 17 arbitrary lines on the quartic cone : it thus appears

that the 18 nodal lines are 18 out of the 20 lines of intersection of a quartic

cone and a quintic cone. But there is no further condition, for through such lines

we can draw a cone of the order 6 or any higher order and thus the lines lie

on cones of the orders 6, 7 and 8 respectively. It appears probable however that,

for higher values of fi, v, it would be necessaiy to take account not only (as in

these examples) of the cones of the orders n and n + 1, but of those of higher orders

n + 2, &c. ; and thus that it is 7wt the true form of the theorem to say that the

h nodal lines must be h out of the n(n + l) lines of intersection of two cones of the

orders n and n + 1 respectively.

It appears, by what precedes, that the h, = l^fiv (fi — 1) (r — 1), lines which are the

nodal lines of the cone of arbitrary vertex which passes through the curve ot inter-

section of two surfaces of the orders /i, v respectively, form a remarkable special

system of lines, which well deserve further study. I remark also that, without having

proved the negative, it seems to me clear that given the values of d, h, n it is

only in the cases where the h lines form some such special system (and not in the

general case where the h nodal lines are any lines whatever on a cone of the order

n) that there exists a curve (d, h, n); and thus that the question for further

investigation is, for given values of {d, h, n) to determine the conditions necessary for

the existence of a curve in space with these characteristics (d, h, n).
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950.

ON THE SEXTIC RESOLVENT EQUATIONS OF JACOBI
AND KRONECKER.

[From Crelle's Journal d, Mathematik, t. cxiii. (1894), pp. 42—49.]

The equations referred to are : the first of them, that given by Jacobi in the

paper " Observatinnculae ad theoriam aequationum pertinentes," Crelle, t. xiii. (1835),

pp. 340—352, [Ges. Werke, t. iii., pp. 269—284], under the heading "Observatio de

aequatione sexti gradus ad quam aequationes sexti gradus revocari possunt," and the

second, that of Kronecker in the note " Sur la resolution de I'^quation du cinquifeme

degr^," Comptes Rendus, t. XLVi. (1858), pp. 1150—1152. Jacobi's equation is closely

connected with that obtained by Malfatti in 1771, see Brioschi's paper " Sulla resol-

vents di Malfatti per I'equazione del quinto grado," Mem. R. 1st. Lomh., t. ix. (1863)

;

but the characteristic property first presents itself in Jacobi's form, and I think the

equation is properly described as Jacobi's resolvent equation. The other equation has

been always known as Kronecker's resolvent equation ; it belongs to the class of

equations for the multiplier of an elliptic function considered by Jacobi in the paper

"Suite des notices sur les fonctions elliptiques," Crelle, t. in. (1828), pp. 303—310, see

p. 308, [Oes. Werke, t. i., pp. 255—263, see p. 261]: say Kronecker's equation belongs

to the class of Jacobi's Multiplier Equations. We have in regard to it the paper by

Brioschi, "Sul metodo di Kronecker per la resoluzione delle equazioni di quinto grado,"

Atti 1st. Lamb., t. i. (1858), pp. 275—282, and see also the "Appendice terza" to

his translation of my Elliptic Functions (Milan, 1880) : it seems to me however that

the theory of Kronecker's equation has not hitherto been exhibited in the clearest

form.

I consider the forms
12345 13524

13254 12435

24315 23541

35421 34152

41532 45213

52143 51324

c. XIII. 60
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which, if in the first instance the figures are regarded as points, represent the twelve

pentagons which can be formed with the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; each form in the right-

hand column is derived from the corresponding form in the left-hand column by

stellation, say we have 13524 = /SI 2345, and so in other cases.

A pentagon is in general reversible, but we sometimes consider it as irreversible

(viz. we distinguish between the pentagons 12345 and 15432); when this is so, we

write 15432 = iil2345, and we have thus twelve new forms, in all twenty-four forms.

The symbols R, S are such that ii»=l, S^ = R, RS = SR, S*=l. But for a reversible

pentagon, there is no occasion to use the symbol R, and we have simply S' = 1.

In a somewhat different point of view, we may for an irreversible pentagon write

12345 to denote any one of the forms 12345, 23451, 34512, 45123, 51234,

iJ12345 „ „ „ „ 15432, 54321, 43215, 32154, 21543,

and for a reversible pentagon 12345 to denote any one of these same ten forms.

Each pentagon gives thus ten forms, viz. we have in all 120 forms which all

are the different arrangements of the five figures. But further regarding the an-ange-

ment 12345 as positive, then the forms in the left-hand column are each of them

positive, and the ten forms derived from any one of these are each of them positive,

that is, the forms in the left-hand column give all the 60 positive arrangements of the

five figures : and similarly the forms in the right-hand column give all the 60 negative

arrangements of the five figures.

Taking 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 to denote any quantities, or say the five roots x^, x^, x,,

Xt, Xi of a quintic equation, we regard 12345, ..., as denoting functions of these roots:

in particular, 12345 may denote a cyclic reversible function, the analogue of the

reversible pentagon, or it may denote a cyclic irreversible function, the analogue of

the irreversible pentagon.

Jacobus resolvent equation.

The most simple course is to take 12345 a cyclic reversible function of the

roots x; a root of the resolvent equation is then 12345 — 13524, = (1 — /S) 12345, and

the six roots are

^, = (l-,Sf) 12345,

2„ = (1 - .Sf) 13254,

^3 = (1-/8)24315,

z, = a- S) 35421,

^, = (l_,Sf) 41532,

^, = (1 - S) 52143.

Here effecting on the roots x any positive substitution whatever, we permute inter

se the roots z; but effecting on the roots x any negative substitution whatever, then
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reversing the signs of all the roots z, we permute inter se these reversed values.

Thus effecting on the root z^ the negative substitution 12, it becomes (l — jS) 21345,

which is

= (1-<S)S23514 = (S-S0 (that is, S-1 or -(1--Sf)) 23514 = -(1 -S) 41532 = - ^,;

and similarly for the effect of the same substitution 12 upon any other of the roots z.

It follows that any rational symmetrical function of the roots ^ is a two-valued

function of the coefficients of the quintic equation, viz. it is a function of the form

P + Q Va, where A is the discriminant and P, Q are rational functions of the

coefficients of the quintic equation.

In particular, if 12345, ..., are rational and integral functions of the roots x, then

for any rational and integral function of the roots z, we have P and Q rational and

integral functions of the coefficients, and any rational and integral homogeneous function

of the roots z, according as it is of an even or an odd degree in these roots, will

be of the form P or of the form Q VA ; the resolvent equation is thus of the form

(1, 5Va, g, dVa, e, fs/a, g\z, ir = o,

where A is the discriminant, and B, C, D, E, F, G are rational and integral functions

of the coefficients of the quintic equation.

The most simple form of the function 12345 is that employed by Jacobi and

for which 12345 = 12+23 + 34 + 45 + 51, where 12, ..., denote x^x^, ..., respectively.

For comparison with Kronecker's equation, it is proper to take 12345 a cyclic

irreversible function of the roots x\ we have then

12345 + 15432 = (1 + E) 12345,

a cyclic reversible function, and the roots of Jacobi's equation will be in the first

(or since Kronecker writes x^, x^, x^, x^, x^ instead of Xi, x^, x^, x^, x^, in the

second) of the following two forms, say

^, = (1 + R) (1 - S) 12345,

^, = (1+E) (1-5)13254,

Z3 = (l+ii) (I --8)24315,

^,= (l+ii)(l-S) 35421,

^, = (1+E) (1-5)41532,

^e = (l+ii) (1-5) 52143;

01234,

02143,

13204,

24310,

30421,

41032,

viz. in the first form the terms are 12345, ..., and in the second they are 01234, ...,

but the theory is in no wise altered by this change of form.

60—2
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Kronecker's resolvent equation.

Kronecker writes a;„ to denote x^, a;,, x^, x^, x^ according as the residue of

m (mod. 5) is =0, 1, 2, 3 or 4: then putting

a root is

/= (012 + 123 + 234 + 340 + 412) sin y
4f7r

+ (024 + 130 + 241 + 302 + 413) sin -.-

o

+ (031 + 142 + 203 + 314 + 420) sm^
+ (043 + 104 + 210 + 321 + 432) sin^

,

and the other roots are deduced from this by changing 01234 into 03412, 14023,

20134, 31240, 42301 respectively.

Taking e an imaginary fifth root of unity, say e = cos -^^ + i sin -^ , so that

sin -=- , sin ,- , sin -^ , sin -=- are as e — 6^ e^ - e*, e^ — e', €* — e; also writing
o O o

01234 = 012 + 123 + 234 + 340 + 412, ...,

so that 01234 are cyclic irreversible functions of the roots x, then the expression

for the root / is

/= (e - €>) 01234 + (e^ - e^) 02413

_ (e _ c*) 04321 - (e' - e') 03142,

or, as this may be written,

/= {(e - «*) (l-R) + (€'- €>) (1 - R) S] 01234,

and the expressions for the six roots are

/ = {{€- e*) (1 - iZ) + (e= - e^) (1 - R) S} 01234,

/« = Re -^)(l-R) + (€= -^)(l- R) S} 03412,

/, = {(e -e*)(l-R) + (e' - e^) (1 - R) S] 14023,

/, = {(e _ e*) (1 - i?) + (e=^ - e») (1 - R) S} 20134,

f, = {(e - £*) (1 - iJ) + (e^ - £») (1 - R) S} 31240,

/ = {(e -e*)(l-R) + (e'-^){l-R)S] 42301.

I write down the analogous functions

F ={{€- 6*) (1 - -R) + (€» - e") (1 - R) S} 03142, (= iiS01234),

F„ = {(e - e*) (1 - iJ) + (e» - e^) (1 - R) S] 01324, (= i?,S03412),

F, = [ie-e')(l-R) + {€'-^){l-R)S]124>30, {=RSU023),

F^ = {(e - 6*) il-R) + (e' - €») (1 - R) S} 23041, (= RS201M),

F, = {(« -e*)(l-R)-^- (e= -^){1- R) S} 34102, (= iiS31240),

F, = [(e -€*)(1-R) + (e- - e') (1 - R) S} 40213, (= RS4,2S0l).
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This being so, I say that any positive substitution on the roots x permutes inter se

the roots /, reversing in some cases the signs ; and that any negative substitution on

the roots x changes the roots / into the roots F, permuting these roots inter se and

reversing in some cases the signs. And similarly as to the effect on the roots F
of a positive substitution and a negative substitution respectively.

Thus the positive substitution 123 changes

/ into {{e-^){\-R) + {^-e'){\-R)S]02^U = f„

/„ „ {(e-e^)(l-ii;) + (6^-60(l-ii)S}01423 = /„

viz. /, /o, /,, f.

{(e-e^)(l-E) + (e^-6=)(l-if)S)30214 = E03412 = -/„,

{(e-e^)(l-J?)4-(e^-e=)(l-^),S)12340 = /,

{(e - 6^) (1 - i?) + (e= - eO (1 - -R) -Sf } 43102 = i220134 = -/,;

/s, f, are changed into f„ J\, f„ -/„, / -f^.

And similarly the negative substitution 12 changes

/ into {(e-e*){\-R) + {e^-^){\-R)S]02\M = F^,

/o „ {(e - e*) (l-i?) + (6^-e=)(l-jS)/S) 03421 =iil2430 = -f'i,

/ „ [{e-^){l-R) + {e'-e'){\-R)S]U0\2, = F,, .

f, „ {(e - 6^) (1-E) + (6^-6^) (1-72)^)10234 = F„

A » {{e-e*)(l-R) + {e^-e'){l-R)S}S2U0 = R2S0il = -F,,

fi „ {(e-€*)il-R)+ie'-^)(l-R)S}4!l302 = R0SU2 = -F,

viz. /, /o, /,, /„ /s, /, are changed into F„ -F„ F„ F^, -F„, - F.

Hence considering the equation the roots of which are /-, /o^, fi', fi, f^, /,-,

this is an equation of the form

(1, h, c, d, e,f,g\f\ 1)« = 0,

and similarly the equation the roots of which are F'^, F,,-, F^', F.?, F;\ F^- is an

equation of the form

(1, B, G, D, E, F, GfF\ 1)« = 0,

where b and B are conjugate values z^ + ySWA, /9 — /3'Va, c and C are conjugate

values 7 + 7' VA, 7 — 7' VA, . .
. , of two-valued functions of the form P ±Q ^^A, A being

the discriminant equation, and P and Q rational functions of the coefficients of the

quintic equation.

Each term x^x^x^ and x^x^x^ of Kronecker's function x^x-^x-f + vx^x^x^ is of the form

0.12 (=0.21), a function of x^ multiplied by a symmetrical function of x^ x^; and

it is by reason hereof that the roots /, /„, /i, /a, /s, /4 are connected by linear relations
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such that the equation belongs to the class of Jacobi's multiplier equations. Thus in

the expressions for these roots, attending first to the terms multiplied by e — f*, we have

/ =(€-€*). 0(12-34) + l(23-04) + 2(34-01) + 3(04-12) + 4(01-23),

/« = (€-e«).0(34-12) + l(02~34) + 2(03-14) + 3(14i-02) + 4(12-03),

/, = («-««). 0(23 -14) + 1(04 -23) + 2 (13 -04) + 3(14 -02) + 4(02 -13),

/, = (e_e*). 0(13 -24) + 1(34 -02) + 2 (01 -34) + 3 (24-01) + 4(02 -13),

/, = (e-e*). 0(13 -24) + 1(24- 03) + 2(04- 13) + 3 (12 -04) + 4 (03 -12),

/^ = (e_«4). 0(14- 23) + 1(24 -03) + 2 (03 -14) + 3 (01 -24) + 4(23 -01);

and next to the terms multiplied by e" — ^, we have

/ = (6» - e») . (24 - 13) + 1 (03 - 24) + 2 (14 - 03) + 3 (02 - 14) + 4(13-02),

/, = (€»-€»). 0(24 -13) + 1(04 -23) + 2 (13 -04) + 3(01 - 24) + 4 (23 - 01),

/, = (e»-e»).0(34-12) + l(03-24) + 2(01-34) + 3(24-01) + 4(12-03),

/. = (£» - 6^) . (23 - 14) + 1 (04 - 23) + 2 (14 - 03) + 3 (12 - 04) + 4 (03 - 12),

/, = (e'-e').0(14-23)+l(34-02)+2(01-34) + 3(02-14) + 4(23-01),

/, = (e»_«s).0(34-12) + l(02-34) + 2(04-13) + 3(12-04) + 4(l:i-02);

we have thus

/.+/i+/.+/3+/4 = (e-e*).0{34-12 + 2(13-24)}+(e»-e»).0{24-13 + 2(34-12)}

+ 1 {04 - 23 + 2 (24 - 03)} + 1 {03 - 24 + 2 (04 - 23)}

+ 2 {01 - 34 + 2 (03 - 14)} + 2 {14 - 03 + 2 (10 - 24)}

+ 3 {12 - 04 + 2 (14 - 02)} + 3 {20 - 14 + 2 (12 - 04)}

+ 4 {23 - 01 + 2 (02 - 13)} + 4 {13 - 02 + 2 (23 - 01)}

= - {(e - 6^) + 2 (e= - e»)} (/)> - {2 (e - e') - (e» - e»)} (/)„

if for a moment (/)i denotes the terms of / which are multiplied by e — e* and

(f% the terms of / which are multiplied by e" — e*.

But we have

V5 = e + 6*-e^-e^
whence _

VS (6 -€*) = e-e* + 2{e'- 6»),

^5 (e^ - £») = 2 (e - 6*) + €= - e'

;

and hence the equation just obtained is /o +/, +/; +/, +/< = — VH/, viz. this equation,

being satisfied separately by the terms such as x^x-^x^ and x^x^x^, will be satisfied

for x^x^x^ + vx^XiX^: and so for the like equations which follow. (I notice that Brioschi

has +'/5f; the difference is quite immaterial, since the formulae would coincide by

reversing the sign of /, or those of /<,, /i, /j, /„ /,.)

We show further that /„ + ^f^, + e*/, + e/j + e'ft = ; to verify this, observe that in

this expression the terms multiplied by (=Xo) are

(e - «*) {34 - 12 + e'^ (23 - 14) + e* (13 - 24) + e (13 - 24) + e' (14 - 23)}

+ (e= - 6») {24 - 13 + e» (34 - 12) + e* (23 - 14) + e (14 - 23) + e» (34 - 12)},
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where the terms containing 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34 respectively are each =0, viz. the

coefficient of 12 is (- e + e^) + (-£' + l) + (- 1 +e) = 0: that of 13 is

1 - e^ + (e= - 1) + (- 6= + e^ = :

and so for the other coefficients. In like manner it appears that the terms multiplied

by 1, 2, 3, 4 (=«i, «2, X3, x^) respectively are each =0, and thus the equation in

question is verified. And in like manner it is shown that

/o + </": + 6/3 + ey3 + e^/4 = 0.

The roots / thus satisfy the relations

/o+ /l+ /.+ A+ /4 = -/V5,

or the equation for /'' belongs to the class of Jacobi's multiplier equations. Hence

(see Brioschi's "Appendice terza" before referred to) the form of the equation is

(p - a)' - 4a (/» - ay + 106 (p -af-^c {p - a) + 56" - 4ac = 0,

or determining the arbitrary coefficient v so that a may be =0, the form is

f^ + lObp - ^cp + b¥ = 0,

which is Kronecker's equation

f^-\o<^p+or-=tp.

As to the meaning of the coefficients a, b, c, I recall that, in virtue of the foregoing

linear relations between the roots, these may be expressed in terms of three arbitrary

quantities a^, a^, a^ as follows:

/ =aoV5,

/o = tto + «1 + «2.

/, = tto + eoi + e*ch,

P = ao + e'aj + ^ai,

/a = Bo + e'a, + e^(h,

fi = ao + e*(h+ ea^,

and a, b, c are then determinate functions of ao, Oi, a^, viz. we have

a= ao' + ttittj.

b = SUo'diO^ - ittaWai" + tti'da' — Ho (On." + af),

c = SOao'oiV - 40a„%iV + oa^^OiW + Oiaz

- a„ (32a„* - lOa^^a^a^ + 0(hW) (ai" + as")

80 that, for a = and therefore ao = V— ttiOs, we have

b = lloi'ds' - Oo (ai° + as'),

c = - 44a,V - 57a,aM^ (ch' + a„') + l(ch' + a./y,

but I do not know that for Kronecker's form the actual values of cio, «], a, in terms

of the coefficients of the quintic equation have been calculated.
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951.

NON-EUCLIDIAN GEOMETRY.

[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. xv. (1894),

pp. 37—61. Read January 27, 1890.]

I CONSIDER ordinary three-dimensional space, and use the words point, line, plane,

&c., in their ordinary acceptations; only the notion of distance is altered, viz. instead

of taking the Absolute to be the circle at infinity, I take it to be a quadric

surface : in the analytical developments this is taken to be the imaginary surface

a^ + y'' + z^ + w-=0, and the formulas arrived at are those belonging to the so-called

Elliptic Space. The object of the Memoir is to set out, in a somewhat more

systematic form than has been hitherto done, the general theory ; and in particular,

to further develop the analytical formulaj in regard to the perpendiculars of two

given lines. It is to be remarked that not only all purely descriptive theorems of

Euclidian geometry hold good in the new theory; but that this is the case also

(only we in nowise attend to them) with theorems relating to parallelism and

perpendicularity, in the Euclidian sense of the words. In Euclidian geometry, infinity

is a special plane, the plane of the circle at infinity, and we consider (for instance)

parallel lines, that is, lines which meet in a point of this plane: in the new theory,

infinity is a plane in nowise distinguishable from any other plane, and there is no

occasion to consider (although they exist) lines meeting in a point of this plane,

that is, parallel lines in the Euclidian sense. So again, given any two lines, there

exists always, in the Euclidian sense, a single line perpendicular to each of the

given lines, but this is not in the new sense a perpendicular line; there is nothing

to distinguish it from any other line cutting the two given lines, and consequently

no occasion to consider it: we do consider the lines—there are, in fact, two such

lines—which in the new sense of the word are perpendicular to each of the given lines.

It should be observed that the term distance is used to include inclination: we

have, say, a linear distance between two points ; an angular distance between two

lines which meet; and a dihedral distance between two planes. But all these are
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distances of the same kind, having a common unit, the quadrant, represented by ^tt;

and in fact, any distance may be considered indifferently as a linear, an angular, or

a dihedral distance : the word, perpendicular, usually represented by x , refers of course

to a distance =^7r. We have moreover the distance of a point from a plane, that

of a point from a line, and that of a plane from a line. Two lines which do not

meet may be ± , and in particular they may be reciprocal : in general, they have

two distances ; and they have also a " moment " and " comoment," the values of

which serve to express those of the two distances. Lines may be, in several distinct

senses, as will be explained, parallel ; and for this reason the word parallel is never

used simpliciter; the notion of parallelism does not apply to planes, nor to points.

Elliptic space has been considered and the theory developed in connexion with

the imaginaries called by Clifford biquaternions, and as applied to Mechanics : I refer

to the names. Ball, Buchheim, Clifford, Cox, Gravelius, Heath, Klein, and Lindemann:

in particular, much of the purely geometrical theory is due to Clifford. Memoirs by

Buchheim and Heath are referred to further on.

Geometrical Notions. Art. Nos. 1 to 16.

1. The Absolute is a general quadric surface: it has therefore lines of two

kinds, which it is convenient to distinguish as directrices and genei-atrices : thi'ough

each point of the surface there is a directrix and a generatrix, and the plane

through these two lines is the tangent plane at the point. A line meets the surface

in two points, say A, C; the generatrix at A meets the directrix at C; and the

directrix at A meets the generatrix at C; and we have thus on the surface two new

points B, D; joining these we have a line BD, which is the reciprocal of AC; viz.

BD is the intersection of the planes BAD, BCD which are the tangent planes at

A, C respectively, and similarly AG is the intersection of the planes ABC, ADC
which are the tangent planes at B, D respectively.

Accordin" to what follows, reciprocal lines are -l, but x lines are not in general

reciprocal ; thus the two epithets are not convertible, and there will be occasion

throughout to speak of reciprocal lines.

C. XIII. 61
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2. Two points may be harmonic; that is, the two points and the intersections

of their line of junction with the Absolute may form a haimonic range: the two

points are in this case said to be x.

Two planes may be harmonic: that is, the two planes and the tangent planes

of the Absolute through their line of intersection may form a harmonic plane-pencil:

the two planes ai-e said to be x.

Two lines which meet may be harmonic: that is, the two lines and the tangents

from their point of intersection to the section of the Absolute by their common

plane may form a harmonic pencil: the two lines are said to be -:..

The locus of all the points ± to a given point is a plane, the reciprocal or

polar plane of the given point; and similarly the envelope of all the planes x to a

given plane is a point, the pole of the given plane : a point and plane reciprocal

to each other, or say a pole and polar plane, are said to be x.

3. If a point is situate anywhere in a given line, the x plane passes always

through the i-eciprocal line : each point of the reciprocal line is thus a point of

the X plane, i.e. it is x to the given point: that is, considering two reciprocal

lines, any point on the one line and any point on the other line are x. Similarly

any plane through the one line and any plane through the other line are x.

A line and plane may be harmonic; that is, they may be reciprocal in regard

to the cone, vertex their point of intersection, circumscribed to the Absolute; the

line and plane are said to be x. The x plane passes through the reciprocal line,

and conversely every plane through the reciprocal line is a x plane. It may be

added that the line passes through the x point of the plane ; and convei-sely, that

every line through the x point of a plane is x to the plane. Moreover if a line

and plane be x , the line is x to every line in the plane and through the point of

intersection.

A line and point may be harmonic ; that is, they may be reciprocal in regard

to the section of the Absolute by their common plane : the line and point are said

to be X. The j. point lies in the reciprocal line, and conversely every point of the

reciprocal line is a x point. It may be added that the line lies in the x plane of

the point: and conversely that every line in the x plane of a point is x to the

point. Moreover if a line and point be x, the line is x to every line through the

point and in the plane of junction.

4. We may have a triangle ABC composed of three lines BG, CA, AB in the

same plane: the six parts hereof are the linear distances B, C; C, A; A, B of the

angular points, and the angular distances of the sides CA, AB; AB, BC; BC, CA.

Similarly we may have a trihedral composed of three lines meeting in a point, say

the planes through the several pairs of lines are A, B, C respectively: the six parts

hereof are the angular distances CA, AB; AB, BC; BC, CA of the three lines, and

the dihedral distances B, C; C, A; A, B oi the three planes. According to the

definitions of distance hereinafter adopted, the relation of the six parts is that of

the sides and angles of a spherical triangle : in particular, if two sides are each
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= ^TT, then the opposite angles are each = ^tt, and the included angle and the
opposite side have a common value; and so also if two angles are each =^7r, then
the opposite sides are each =i^w, and the included side and the opposite angle
have a common value.

5. Let A, C be points on a line, and B, D points on the reciprocal line; by
what precedes, each of the lines AB, AD, CB, CD is =^ir: also each of the angles

ACD, ACB, CAB, CAD is =^Tr. The line AC is x to the plane BCD and to the

lines BC, CD, in that plane; it is also -l to the plane BAD and to the lines BA,
AD in that plane; and similarly for the line BD. From the trihedral of the planes

which meet in C, distance of planes ACB, ACD = distance of lines BC, CD, viz. the

dihedral distance of two planes through the line AC is equal to the angular distance

of their intersections with the x plane BCD; and it is therefore equal also to the

Fig. 2.

linear distance of their intersections with the other x plane BAD : and so from the

triangle BCD, where BC, CD are each =^7r, the angular distance BCD is equal to

the linear distance BD; that is, the distance of the planes ACB, ACD, that of the

lines BC, CD, that of the lines BA, AD, and that of the points B, D, are all of

them equal ; say the value of each of them is = 0. And in like manner the

distance of the planes ABD, CBD, that of the lines AB, BC, that of the lines AD,
DC, and that of the points A, C, are all of them equal: say the value of each of

them is =S.

The theorem may be stated as follows : all the planes x to a given line intersect

in the reciprocal line : and if we have through the given line any two planes, the

distance of these two planes, the distance between their lines of intersection with

any one of the x planes, and the distance between their points of intersection with

the reciprocal line, are all of them equal.

And it thus appears also that a distance may be represented indifferently as a

linear distance, an angular distance, or a dihedral distance.

6. Consider a point and a plane: we may through the point draw a line x to

the plane, and intersecting it in a point called the "foot": the distance of the point

and plane is then (as a definition) taken to be equal to that of the point and foot.

It may be added that the x line is, in fact, the line joining the point with the x

61—2
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point of the plane; and that the distance of the point and plane is equal to the

complement of the distance of the point and the x point. Or again, we may in the

plane draw a line x to the point, and determining with it a plane called the roof:

and then (as an equivalent definition) the distance of the plane and point is equal

to the distance of the plane and roof. It may be added that the x line is, in fact,

the intersection of the plane with the x plane of the point, and that the distance

of the point and plane is also equal to the complement of the distance of the plane

and the x plane of the point.

7. Consider a point and line : we have through the point a line x to the line

and cutting it in a point called the foot; the distance of the point and line is then

(as a definition) equal to the distance of the point and foot. It may be added that

the foot is the intersection with the line of a plane x thereto through the point.

Again, consider a plane and line : we have in the plane a line x to the line

and determining with it a plane called the roof: the distance of the plane and line

is then (as a definition) equal to the distance of the plane and roof. It may be

added that the roof is the plane determined by the line and a point x thereto in

the plane.

8. If two lines intersect, then their reciprocals also intereect. Say the inter-

secting lines are X, Y; and their reciprocals X', Y' respectively; then K, the point

of intersection of X, Y, has for its reciprocal the plane of the lines X', Y' ; and

similarly K', the point of intersection of the lines X', Y', has for its reciprocal the

plane of the lines X, Y: hence KK' has for its reciprocal the line of intersection

of the planes XY and X'Y' ; say this is the line A, meeting X, Y, X', Y', in the

Fig. 3.

points a, fi, a', /9' respectively. Since K, K' are points in the reciprocal lines X, X'

(or in the reciprocal lines Y, Y'), the distance KK' is ^^ir; and since the plane

XY passes through the line A which is the reciprocal of KK', the line KK' is x to

the plane XY and also to each of the lines X, Y: (it is also x to the plane X'Y'
and to each of the lines X', Y'). Again, since the lines KK' and A are reciprocal,

each of the distances Ka, Kfi is =i7r; that is, the line A is x to each of the lines

X and Y, (and similarly it is x to each of the lines X' and Y'). Moreover the
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angle at K or distance of the lines X and Y (which is equal to the distance of

the planes K'KX and K'KY) is equal to the distance a/S of the intersections of A
with the lines X and Y respectively. We have thus for the two intersecting lines

X and Y, the two lines KK' and A each of them j. to the two lines: where

observe that KK' is the line of junction of the point of intersection of the two

given lines with the point of intersection of the reciprocal lines; and that A is the

line of intersection of the plane of the two given lines with the plane of the

reciprocal lines. The linear distance along KK' between the two lines is = ; the

dihedral distance between the planes, which KK' determines with the two lines

respectively, is equal to the angular distance between the two lines. The linear

distance along A is equal to the angular distance between the two lines ; the

dihedral distance between the two planes, which A determines with the two lines

respectively, is = 0.

9. If two lines are such that the first of them intersects the reciprocal of the

second of them, then also the second will intersect the reciprocal of the first; the

two lines are in this case said to be contrasecting lines; or more simply, to

contrasect: and contrasecting lines are said to be x. Supposing that the two lines

are X, Y and their reciprocals X', Y' respectively, we have here X, Y' intersecting

in a point K, and X', Y intersecting in a point K' : and the planes XY', X'Y
intersect in a line A which meets the lines X, Y, X', Y' in the points a, /3, a, /3'

respectively. As before, the lines KK' and A are reciprocal : the distance KK' is

= ^7r; and KK' is i. to the plane XY', that is, to each of the lines X, F'; and

also to the plane X'Y, that is, to each of the lines X', Y; it is thus x to each

of the lines X and Y. Again each of the angles at a, i3, a', /3' is =^-7r; that is.

Fig. 4.

A" r

the line A is x to each of the lines X, Y', X', Y, or say to each of the lines X
and F. Moreover the angle at K, or say the angular distance of the intersecting

lines X and F', is equal to the distance a^ ; and similarly the angle at K', or say

the angular distance of the intersecting lines X' and Y, is equal to the distance

a'j8: but the distances aa', jS/3' are each equal to ^tt; and hence the distances

a/3', a'/3 are equal to each other and each of them is equal to the complement of

the distance a/3. Thus in the case of two contrasecting lines we have the lines

KK' and A each of them x to the two given lines; where observe that KK' is

the line joining the point of intersection of X with the reciprocal of F and the
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point of intersection of F with the reciprocal of X; and that A is the line of

intersection of the plane through X and the reciprocal of Y with the plane through

T and the reciprocal of X. The linear distance KK' between the two lines along

the first of these lines is thus = hir.

10. We have KK' and A reciprocal lines; on the first of these, we have the

points K, K' which are x points: hence also the planes AK and AK' are x; but

the plane A^ is the plane AXY' or say the plane AX, and the plane AK' is the

plane AX'Y or say the plane AY; hence the planes AX and AY are x. Similarly

the line A cuts the two lines in the points a, )8; and the line KK' determines

with these two points respectively the plane KK'a, that is KK'X, and KK'0, that

is KK'Y; and thus the linear distance between the two points a, ^ is equal to the

dihedral distance between the two planes KK'X and KK'Y. Thus the x line A
cuts the two lines in two points a, /3 the linear distance of which is, say, 8: and

it determines with them two planes the dihedral distance of which is =-^ir. And

the other x line KK' cuts the two lines in the points K, K' the linear distance

of which is = ^tt, and it determines with them two planes the dihedral distance of

which is = S.

11. Consider a line X and its reciprocal X' : a line intersecting each of these

also contrasects each of them and is thus x to each of them: and similarly if 1'

be any other line and Y' its reciprocal, a line intersecting Y and Y' also contrasects

each of them and is thus x to each of them. Hence a line which meets each of

the four lines X, X', Y, Y' is also x to each of them, or attending only to the

lines X, Y, say it is a x of these lines : there are two x s ; and clearly these are

reciprocal to each other, for if a line meets X, Y, X', Y', then its reciprocal meets

X', Y', X, Y, that is, the same four lines. Looking back to figure 2, we may take

AB, CD for the given lines, and AC, BD for the two xs; as just remarked, these

are reciprocal to each other. The x AG cuts the two lines respectively in the two

points A and C the linear distance of which is say = 8 ; and it determines with them

two planes ACB, ACD, the dihedral distance of which is say =6. Similai-ly the

other X BD meets the two lines respectively in the two points B and D the linear

distance of which is = 0, and it determines with them two planes BDA, BDC the

dihedral distance of which is =S. In the plane triangles which ai-e the faces of the

tetrahedron ABCD, there is in each triangle an angle opposite to AC or BD and

which, or say the angular distance of the two including sides, is thus =S or 0.

Except as aforesaid, the sides, angles, and dihedral angles, or say the linear, angular,

and dihedral distances, of the tetrahedron are each of them =^7r.

12. Considering the lines X and Y as given, the distances S and depend

upon two functions called the Moment and the Comoment : viz. moment = is the

condition in order that the two lines may intersect (or, what is the same thing, in

order that their reciprocals may intersect) : comoment = is the condition in order

that the two lines may contrasect, that is, each line meet the reciprocal of the other

one. It may be convenient to mention here that the actual relations are

sin Bsin0 = Moment, cos 8 cos = Comoment.
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In particular, if moment = 0, then the lines intersect; we have, say S = 0, and there-

fore cos 6 = comoment ; if comoment = 0, then the lines contrasect, that is they are -l :

we have, say 6 = \tr, that is, sin S= moment. These are the two particular cases

which have been considered above.

13. Consider as above the two lines X, Y met by the x S in the two points

A and C respectively. Consider at ^ a line / x to the lines X, S; and take 11

the plane of the lines {X, h) and XI the plane of the lines (Z, /). Similarly

consider at C a line £" ± to the lines Y, B, and take IIi the plane of the lines

(7, S) and il^ the plane of the lines (Y, K): we have thus through A two planes

n, fl meeting in the line Z; and through G two planes 11,, fij, meeting in the
line Y. It requires only a little reilection to see that the distances of these planes are

(n, n,) = ^, (n, fi,) =S;

(n, n) =i7r, (Hi, no = i'r; (n, no^i^r, (n,, n)=|,r.

Fig. 5.

In fact, n, n, are the before-mentioned planes ACB, ACD the distance of

which was =6: 12, fij are planes having the common ± AG, which is the line

through the poles of these planes, and such that the distance AG is equal to the

distance of the two poles, that is, the distance of the two planes. Moreover from

the definitions, the distances (11, fi) and (111, fi,) are each =^7r: the plane 11

passes through the x at (7 to the plane fl, that is, (11, r2i) = ^7r; and similarly the

plane 11, passes through the x at .4 to the plane D., that is, (II,, D^^^ir; and we
have thus the relations in question.

The consideration of these planes leads, (see post 31 and 32), to the before-

mentioned equation, cos S cos 6 = comoment ; if instead of one of the lines, say Y, we

consider the reciprocal line Y', then the angles h, 6 are changed each of them into

its complement, and we deduce immediately the other equation, sin S sin ^ = Moment.

14. It may happen that, instead of the determinate number 2, we have a singly

infinite system of xs: viz. this will be so if the lines Z, Z', Y, Y' are generating

lines (of the same kind) of a hyperboloid. They will be so if the lines Z and Y
each of them meet the same two lines (of the same kind) of the Absolute, say if

Z, Y each meet two directrices D,. A. or two generatrices G,, O.; but it seems
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less easy to prove conversely that the lines X and Y must satisfy one of these two

conditions. Suppose first that X, F each meet the two directrices Z),, D^; say X
meets them in Oj, a„, and F in /9i, ySj respectively. We have at Oj a generatrix

which meets D^, suppose in a/, and at o, a generatrix which meets i),, suppose in

a/; joining o,', flj', we have the line X' which is the reciprocal of X ; viz. X' meets

each of the lines JDi, D.^: similarly the generatrices at /9,, /9j meet Dj, D, in the

points /S/, /9i' respectively, and joining these, we have the line F' which is the

reciprocal of F: thus Y' meets each of the lines D, and D^: the line Dj meets the

four generatrices in the points Oj, a/, /3i, /S/ respectively, and the line D.^ meets the

same four generatrices in the points a./, a^, ySj', ySj: thus

AH(<x„ a/, /9„ /30 = ^J?(a.', «„ A', /9.).

AH denoting anharmonic ratio as usual. But

AH (a,; a,, 0,: ^,) = AH(ci„ a,', /9„ A'),

and thus the equation may be written

AH{a„ «.', A, A') = ^^(«.. «/. /S„ /S/);

viz. the lines X, X', Y, Y\ cut A. A homographically ; and there is thus a singly

infinite system of lines cutting Z),, D.^ homographically: that is, X, X', Y, Y', are

lines (of the same kind) of a hyperboloid. And similarly if X, Y each cut the

same two generating lines G,, G^, then will X', Y' also cut these lines and X, X',

F, F' will cut them homographically, that is, X, X', Y, Y' will be lines (of the

same kind) of a hyperboloid.
Fig. 6.

X X' T T'

The condition may be otherwise stated ; if the lines X, Y have for -l s any two

directrices 2),, Dj or any two generatrices Gi, G^ of the Absolute, then in either

case there will be a singly infinite series of j-s: the ± distances are all of them

equal ; say we have = B, and therefore sin- 8 — moment, cos^ B = comoment ; and

therefore moment + comoment = 1 ; or as the equation is more properly written,

+ moment + comoment = 1.

15. Two lines X, Y, each of them meeting the same two directrices Z>,, B.j, are

said to be "right parallels"; and similarly two lines X, Y each meeting the same

two generatrices 6i, Gt, are said to be "left parallels": the selection as to which set
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of lines of the Absolute shall be called directrices and which shall be called genera-

trices will be made further on, (see post 35). We have just seen that, if two lines

are right parallels, or are left parallels, then in either case there is a singly infinite

series of x s. It may be remarked that reciprocal lines are at once right parallels

and left parallels; and that in this case there is a doubly infinite series of J-s, viz.

every line cutting the two lines is a i

.

Observe that right parallels do not meet, and left parallels do not meet: their

doing so would imply in the one case the meeting of two directrices, and in the

other case the meeting of two generatrices.

16. If instead of the foregoing definitions by means of two directrices or two

generatrices, we consider a directrix and a generatrix of the Absolute, and define

parallel lines by reference thereto, then it is at once seen that there are 3 chief

forms, and several subforms ; the directrix and generatrix meet in a point, or say an

ineunt, of the Absolute, and lie in a plane which is a tangent plane of the Absolute

:

we may have two lines X, Y which

1°. Each pass through the ineunt, neither of them lying in the tangent plane;

2°. Each lie in the tangent plane, neither of them passing through the ineunt;

3°. One passes through the ineunt, but does not lie in the tangent plane : the

other lies in the tangent plane, but does not pass through the ineunt.

Observe that in the cases 1° and 2° the lines X and F intersect, but in the

case 3° they do not intersect. The lines in the case 3° are I believe what Buchheim

has termed /8-parallels, his a-parallels being the foregoing right or left parallels*.

The subforms arise by omitting in 1°, 2°, or 3°, as the case may be, the negative

condition in regard to the two lines or to one of them ; as the question is not here

further pursued, I do not attempt to give names to these several kinds of parallel lines.

Paint-, line-, and plane-coordinates : General forinuke. Art. Nos. 17 to 20.

17. We consider point-coordinates («, y, z, w): line-coordinates (a, b, c, f, g, h),

where a/+ bg + ch=0: and plane-coordinates (^, t], f, &>) ; if we have a line which is

at once through two points and in two planes, then the line-coordinates are given by

a : b : c : f : g h

Zi'W2 — ZiWi

= ^iO>i - ^'iO)i : 7?i<»2-i72'»i : ?i«2-?'2««i : 'Jifa -V^^i ' Kiti — ^s^i

Similarly, if a plane be determined by three points thereof, then the coordinates

of the plane are given by

1
f : 7/ : ? : 0) = 1

«i, 2/i. -^1, Wi

«!2, 3/2. •2'2. W2

a-a, 2/3, ^i, W3

a-,, 2/1, Zi, Wi

«2. 2/2, ^2, W2

aJs, 2/3. ^3. ^3

• See Buchheim, " A Memoir on Biquatemions," Amer. Math. Jour. t. vii. (1885), pp. 293—326.

C. XIII.
62

1 :

«1, yi. ^1, Wl

^2. J'2, ^2, W'2

*^3j 2/3, Z-3, W3

1

a-1, yi, 2u wi

a^2, 2/2> ^^' "^2

«3, 2/3' ^3> '"3
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and if u, point be given as the intersection of three planes, the coordinates of the

point are

X : y : z : w =

fi. Vi, fi. «i

fj, Vi. Cj, «a

fj. Vs, ?3. (»3

fit Vl> fl' <»1

?!. Vi, ?1>. W.^

?3) '/Si ?3) el's

1^1, '7l. fl.

f,, »7„, ?,, ojj

i fj. »;3. fa. <»3

fi. Vu fi. Wi

fs, %, fs, W»

^3, ^73, ?3. «3

18. The conditions in order that a point (x, y, z, w) may be situate on a line

(a. h, c, /, g, h) are

hy — gz + aw = 0,

— hx . +fz +bw = 0,

9^' ~.fy • + cw = 0,

— ax—hy — cz . = 0,

viz. these constitute a twofold relation.

Similarly, the conditions in order that the plane (f, rj, f, w) may contain the

line (a, b, c, f, g, h) are

Crj —b^+foi = 0,

— c^ . + a^ + go) = 0,

b^ — ar) . +ha) = 0,

-f^-9v-H =0,

viz. these constitute a twofold relation.

19. The condition in order that two lines {a, b, c, /, g, h), {A, B, C, F, G, H)
may meet is

Af+ Bg+Ch + Fa + Gb + Hc = 0.

Supposing that the two lines meet, we have at the point of intersection

hy — gz + aw = 0, . Hy — Qz + Aw = 0,

- hx . +fz + bw = 0, -Hx . + Fz + Bw = 0,

ff^ —fy . + cw = 0, Gx — Fy . +Cw =0,

— ax — by — cz . =0, — Ax — By — Cz . =
;

and from these equations we can find the coordinates x, y, z, w of the point of

intersection in a fourfold form, viz. we may write

X : y : z : w=/A + bG + cH
= /B-bF
= fC-cF
= bC-cB

gA — aG

gB + cH + aF
gC-cG
cA — aC

hA - aH
hB - bH

kC + aF+bG
aB-bA

liG-gH

fH-hF
gF-fG

/A+gB + hC.

There is no real advantage in any one over any other of these forms, but it is

convenient to work mth the last of them

X : y : z : w= bC — cB cA — ciG aB-bA -./A+gB + hC.
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20. In like manner if two lines intersect, the plane which contains each of

them is given by

= aG — gA

= aH-hA
= gH-hG

or say we have

gH-hG

hF-fB
bG + hG+/A
hH-hB

hF-fH

hF-fH

cF-fC

cG-gC

cH+fA+gB
fG-gF

cB-bC

aC — cA

bA-aB
aF+bG + cH;

fG-qF : aF+bG + cH.

The Absolute. Art. Nos. 21 to 27.

21. The equation is

in point coordinates 0:^+ y' + z- + w'' = 0,

in plane coordinates ^^ + tj- + ^'^ + w- = 0,

in line coordinates a''+b- + c" +f^ +g'' + h- = 0.

Hence
X of plane (^, rj, ^, o)) is point (f, t), f, to),

X of point (x, y, z, w) is plane {x, y, z, w).

Reciprocal of line (a, b, c, f, g, h) is line (/, g, h, a, b, c);

Points (x, y, z, w), («', y', z', w') are x if xx' + yy' + zz + ww' = ;

Planes (f, i], f, «), (f, v', K', <^') are x if f
^' + ,,,,' + ??' + ««' = 0.

22. A line (a, b, c, /, g, h) and plane (f, r), f, m) are x when the line passes

through the x point of the plane, that is, the point (^, 77, f, a) : the conditions

(equivalent to two equations) are

hi) - g^+ ao) = 0,

->i^ +f^ + b(o=0,

g^ -fv +ceo =0,

— a^—br) — c^. =0.

A line (a, b, c, f, g, h) and point (x, y, z, w) are x when the line lies in

the X plane of the point, that is, in the plane {x, y, z, w): the conditions (equivalent

to two equations) are

cy — bz +f'w = 0,

— ex . + a^ + gw = 0,

bx — ay . + Jiu' = 0,

-fa -gy- 1'^ = 0-

Two lines (a, b, c, f, g, h), (a', b', c', /', /, /(') which meet, that is, for which

af + bg' + cK + a'f+ b'g + c'h = 0, are x if

aa' + bU + cc' +ff' + gg' + hh' = 0.

62—2
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23. There will be occasion to consider the pair of tangent planes drawn through

the line (a, b, c, /, g, h) to the Absolute. Writing for shortness

P= . hy — gz + aw,

Q = - hx . +fz + bw,

Ji= 9^ -fy + c^'".

S = — aa: — by — cz . ,

it. may be shown that the equation of the pair of planes is

P' + ^ + B' + S'^O.

In fact, writing for a moment (^, ?;, f, (u) and (f, rj', f, w') to denote the

coefficients of {x, y, z, w) in P and Q respectively, so that

ilv, ?,'^) = iO,h, -g, a), (f, V, r. '-') = (-/', 0,/, 6),

then the equation of the planes is

(fP - ^QY + (v'P - vQY + (?T - ^QY + (<^'P - «<3y = o,

that is,

(f^ + v' + ?'' + «'')^ - 2 (^f ' + vv' + ??' + o>(o') PQ + (f^ + rr + ^ + a)')Q' = 0,

viz. this equation is

{b' + h''+f')P' + 2(fg-ab)PQ + {a' + g' + h^)Q' = 0.

But P, Q, R, S are connected by the identical equations

cQ - bR +fS = 0,

-cP . +aR + gS = 0,

bP-aQ . +h8 = 0,

-fP-gQ-hR . =0;

using these equations to express R, S in terms of P, Q, viz. writing

R=-l(fP + gQ), S = -l(bP-aQ).

we see that the last preceding equation is equivalent to P^+^+ R- + S- = 0.

24. Similarly, if

Pi = . cy —bz \-f'W,

Qi = — ex . + az + gw,

Ri= bx — ay . + hw,

Sj = -fx -gy-hz . ,

functions which are connected by the identical relations

hQ,-gR, + aS, = 0,

- hP, . +fR, + bS, = 0,

gP, -fQ, . + cS: = 0,

- aP^ -bQ^-cR, . =
;
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then in like manner we have

for the equation of the pair of tangent planes from the reciprocal line (/, </, A, a, l>, c)

to the Absolute. And we may remark the identity

(P' + Q"- + R^ + S-') + (P-' + Q-^ + E^^ + SiO = (a= + 6^ + c^ +p + f + A=) (x^ + y^ + z^ + w%

We, in fact, have

and in like manner

X y z w

X 0^ + ^" + h^ ab-fy ac — hf eg - bh

y oh-fg 6= + A^ +y^ be- gh ah-cf

z ac-hf be - yk c^ +r

+

^' hf-ag

w eg — hh ah-cf ¥-aff d' + b' + c=

y

b^ + c" +/"- - ab +fg — ae + hf — eg + bh

- ab +fg (? + a' + g' — be + gh — ah + ef

— ae + hf — be + gh a" +b^ + K" -hf + ag

— eg + bh — ah + cf -bf+ag f' + f + h"

25. For the distance of two points (x, y, z, iv) and {x, y', /, w'), we have

cos S =
xx' + yy' + zz' 4- ww'

\/a? + y^-{-z^ + w' 's/x'- + y'^ + /" + v/^

'

whence also

sin B
Vg"+ 6' + c' +/' + ff' + fe'

\/x^ + y'' + z' + w' Vx'" + y'"" + z'^ + w'""

'

where, in the numerator, (a, b, c, f, g, h) stand for the coordinates of the line of

junction of the two points, taken to be equal to

yz' — y'z, zx — z'x, xy' — x'y, ocw' — x'w, ytu' — y'w, zw — z'w

respectively.

Similarly, for the distance of two planes (f, nj, f, &>) and (^', »;', ?", as'), we have

cos 8 =
\/f + 7?' + ?' + &>' Vf'' + 7)'"- + ^'2 + w""

'

whence also

Vo' + b^ + d' + f'+g''+h^
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where, in the numerator, (a, b, c, /, g, h) stand for the coordinates of the line of

intersection of the two planes, taken to be equal to

respectively.

The distance of a point (a:, y, z, w) and plane (f, V. ?". <"') is the complement

of the distance of the point {x, y, z, w) and the point (f, »?', f', m) which is

the X point of the plane ; viz. we have

. ,rf ' + yrf + zH' + wm

cos S =
Vo' + 6* + C +/' + gr' + A'

^/af+f+ ^Tv^ Vf*+ 17'*+ ?'* + «»''

'

where, in the numerator, (a, 6, c, /, ^r. A) stand for the coordinates of the line of

junction of the two points. Of course the same result might have been equally

well derived from the formula for the distance of two planes.

26. If we now consider a plane triangle ABC, and write

{xi, y,, ^1, Wi) for the coordinates oi A,

{x-i, 3/2 , 2-2. w,,)

(«3, 3/3. ^3, W3)

B,

C,

/. 9' h,

then the coordinates

a, b, c,

of the line BC will be

y^Zi-y^Zi, ZsX^-z^Xs, Xiy^-x^y.,, x^w^- x^w^, yiW-i-yiW.,, z^w,- z^w^,

and similarly for the coordinates of the lines AB, CA ; the equations

ch/2 + big.2 + cJh + «a/i + hgi + cX = 0, &c.,

which express that these lines meet in pairs in the points A, B, C respectively, are

of course satisfied identically ; and we then have for the sides and angles (linear and

angulai- distances) of the triangle

cosa =

sin a =

cos A =

iXi^^Z "t* 2/2^3 + ZiZt + WjW,

V^r," +yi+z-^ + W2" Va;/+ 2/3» + ir/ + w,»

'

Va,» + 6.='+c,"+./? + .<7,»-l-A,^

•Jx^ + yi' + z.^ + w^ Va;/ + jr,» + ^3' + W3'

'

Osfla + iafes + CiCi +Afs + gaga + fhK

Va,» + 6/ + c/ +/,^ + if/ + h^ Va7+ 6/ + c^^ +/? + g," + /is'

=-, &c.;
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and this being so, if with the values of cos a, cos b, cos c, we form the expression

for cos a — cos 6 cos c, then reducing to a common denominator, the expression for the

luimerator is at once found to be

= ttjas + ^263 + C2C3 +/i/3 + 5fi.i/.i + >hhs,

and thence easily

cos a — cos b cos c
cos A =

sin b siu c

viz. the expressions for the angles in terms of the sides are those of ordinary

spherical trigonometry.

27. Hence also

. Vl — cos^ a — cos" b — cos^ c + 2 cos a cos b cos c
sin A = ,---.

;

sm 6 sin c

whence
sin .4 : sinjB : sin(?=sina : sin 6 : sine,

and

,
„ _, cos a (1 — cos" a — cos" b — cos" c + 2 cos a cos b cos c)

cos A + cos if cos C= r——:—i—

;

,

sin" a sin sin c

and consequently

_ cos A + cos jB cos G
COS Ct — ^~ ~i f^ I "pz .

sin B sin 6

which completes the system of fonnulse.

And similarly for a tiihedral, that is, if we have three planes A, B, G (meeting

of course in a point, 0) then the dihedral distances BG, CA, AB and the angular

distances GA, AB; AB, BG; BG, GA are related to each other in the same way

as the angles and sides of an ordinary spherical triangle.

Distance of a point and line. Art. Nos. 28, 29.

28. The point is taken to be {x^, y^, z^, w^, the line (a, b, c, f, g, h). Drawing

through the point a x plane, say (f, rj, f, a>) meeting the line in the foot, and

taking the coordinates hereof to be {x^, y^, ^-i, ^2), then ^jr, + r^y^ + i^z^ + a)i«i = and

-h^ . +f^ + ba) = Q,

9^-fv • +cco=0,

— a^—br] — c^ . = 0,

giving, say,

^ = • c?/i - bz, +fw„

rj = — cxj . \-aZi + gwi,

^ = bxj — ayi . + hwi,

(o = -fx, - gy, -hzi . .
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^ + T)'' + ^ + 'o' = {b' + (^ +/')a;,» + &c.,
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where (6' + c' +/') a^' + &c. denotes the before-mentioned quadric function of (a^, y„ Zj, w,),

which, equated to zero and regarding therein (xj, y^, z^, w^ as current coordinates,

represents the pair of tangent-planes from the reciprocal line (/, g, h, a, b, c) to the

Absolute.

which, with

gives, say.

that is,

Resuming the question in hand, we have then

^x, + 7/2/2 + ?Jj + mWi = 0,

%a - 9^i + «Wa = 0,

— hx^ . +fz2 + hw^ = 0,

giUi -fy-i + cw., = 0,

— 0X2 — %2 —cZi = 0,

— x^ = . C7) — b^ + fa>,

-y^ =-c^ +a^ + gco,

— z^ = — h^ — ar) . -f- /n»,

— "^2 = -y? -gv-K • .

Xi = {¥ + d'-\-p)x,+ (-ab+fg)yi+ {-ac+hf)z,+ (-cg + bh)wu

y,= (-ab + fg)x, + {d' + a' + g^)y,+ (-bc+gh)z,+ (-ah + cf)w^,

z„= {-ca+hf)x^+ {-bc + gh)y, + {a'+b^ + h'')z,+ {-bf + ag)wy,'

w,= {-cg + bh)Xi+ (-ah+cf)yi+ (-bf + ag) Zi + (p + g-+ h-yw^.

We have therefore

XiX., + 2/,2/.j -I- ZiZ^ + WiW« = (6^ -I- d' +/") x^^ + &c.,

x," +y.? ^z„J +m/ =(a=+6=' + c--F/=+5r=-t-A^){(6^-(-c-''+/0a;,= -|-&c.},

where (t^'-f c" -f/^)a^i"-l- &c. denotes in each case the above-mentioned quadric function

of («!, 2/,, ^1, w,).

In verification of the expression for x} -1- yi -j- z.? -I- w.?, it is to be remarked that

we have identically

?» -I- 1;= + r -1- 0)= -I- («/-!- bg + clif (x," + y,- + z,^ + w,')

= (a^ + b' + c^ +p + g"- + h') {(b- + c- +/-) x,' + Sec.}
;

here on the left-hand side the whole coefficient of a;,^ is

{b- + C-" +/")> + {ah -fgf + (ca - h/y + {eg - bKf + {af+ bg + chf,

where the last four terms are together = {b^ + c" + /^) {a'+ g^ + h% and thus the whole

coefficient is (as it should be) ={b' + c'+f''){a''+b'' + (f+p + g^ + h-): and similarly

for the coefficients of the remaining terms.

and

»
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29. Writing then S for the required distance, we have
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cos 8 = a^A + yiy2 + gi^'a + w^w^

that is,

cos 8 =
Va;.^ + yi' + 0i'+ Wi"'' Va= + 6'' + c= +/» + 5?" + h}

'

where (6= + c*+/2)a;i» + &c. is the above-mentioned quadric function

*1 2/l 2l Wi

x, 6= + c^ +/= - ab +fg -ac + hf -cg+bh

yi -ab+fg c' + a^ + g^ -bc+gh — ah + cf

«! -ac +hf — bc + gh a^ + b' + h' -bf + ag

rci — cg+bh -ah + cf - b/+ ag r + g' + h'

Distance of a plane and line. Art. No. 30.

30. This may be deduced from the last preceding result : the formula, as written

down, gives the distance of the ± plane (w^, y^, z^, Wi) from the reciprocal line

(/ g, h, a, b, c): hence writing (^, rj, f, «) for (x^, y^, z^, w,) and (a, h, c, f, g, h)

for (/, g, k, a, b, c), we have for the distance of plane (f, tj, f, w) and line

(a, b, c, f, g, h) the expression

cos 8 = V(aM^g' + /i')|l+&c.

Vf ' + »?'' + f* + &)" Va''' + 6' + C +/^ + 5r» + A^

'

where {a? + jr' + A'') ^' + &c. denotes the quadric function

i ri i ta

V

The theory of two lines. Art. Nos. 31 to 38.

31. Considering any two lines X, F, it has been seen that these have two xs,

viz. each x is a line cutting as well the two lines X, Y as the reciprocal lines

X', Y', say that one of them cuts the lines X, Y in the points A, C respectively,

and the other of them cuts the two lines in the points B, D respectively: and take,

as before, the distances AC and BD to be =8 and 6 respectively.

C. XIII. 63

a» + / + A» ab~fg ac —hf eg —bh

ab-fg P + h'+f be —gh ah — cf

ac - hf be — gh c'+r+f ¥-a9

eg — bh ah — cf hf-ag a" + 6« + c'
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The coordinates of the lines X, Y are

(a, b, c, /, g, h) and {a,, b^, c,, /,, g„ A,)

respectively; and if we consider, as before, the planes 11, 11, IT,, D, the coordinates

of which ai-e {I, m, n, p), (\, fi, v, sr), (i,, m,, nj, p,), {\, /j^, i/,, ta-j) respectively, then

X is the intersection of the planes 11, il, and we have

a : b : c : f : g : h

= lrtr — \p : mw — /^p : nor — vp : mv — n/i : nX— Iv : Ifi — m\ ;

and similarly Y is the intersection of the planes IIi, fij, and we have

Ui : bi : d • fi : gi : h,

= Z,Wi— Xi^i : TOiWi — /iip, : «,CT, — i/,p, : niiVi — nifii : ni\—liVi : ^iMi — wi,\,.

Also the planes (11, ft), (11,, ft,), (IT, ft,), (11,, ft) being naturally x, we have

l\ + nifjL + UP + pnr = 0,

; li\ + itiifii + rhvi + Pi'^1 = 0,

IXi + m/t, + rai/, + p^i = 0,

^i\ + m,/i -hrhv +pi«r =0;

and for the inclinations to each other of the planes (IT, 11,) and (ft, ft,), we have

cos

cos

p _ \Xi + fJ-fli + VVi + CTCT,

^/yJV&c- Vx,» + &c.
'

~
Vi» + &c. Vi," + aicT

3*2. The expressions for the coordinates of the two lines give

aoi + bbi + cci ->rff\ + ggi + AA, = (11^ + mm^ + nre, + /ip,) (XXj + /^/i, + j/v, + CTtn-,)

— (iX, + «i/Xi 4- nvi +_piD-i) (/[X + ?M,/i + n^v + ^Jiw)

= (Wj -4- mm, + nn, + pp,) (XX, + /i/t, + w^ + otcti)

= VPT&a VZ,3 + &c. Vx» + &c. VXoM^ &c! cos S cos ft

But we have

a"- \-¥ ^& ^p -\-g'' +h? ^{1^ + m^ + v?+p''){\?-^iJ.''-\-v' + -s!')-{JX + mii + nv + p-<sY

= {V + &c.) (X^ + &c.)

;

and similarly

= (Z,^ + &c.)(V + &c.).

Hence the last result gives

aa^bW + cc^JAjjg^k ^ ^^^ g ^^^ ^ .

Va» + &c. Va,' + &c.
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or calling the expression on the left-hand side the comoment of the two lines, and

denoting it by if,, the equation just obtained is

cos 8 cos 6 — comoment, = 3f,.

And if for either of the lines we substitute its reciprocal, then for 8, 6 we have

\iT — Z, ^TT— 6 respectively, and consequently

V a^ + &c. Wui' + &c.

or calling the expression on the left-hand side the moment of the two lines and

denoting it by M, the equation is

sin S sin = moment, = M,

where observe that M=0 is the condition for the intersection of the two lines,

Mj=0 the condition for their contrasection*.

33. But to determine the coordinates (A, B, C, F, G, H) of the -l line AC
or BD, and the coordinates of the points A and G or B and D of the points in

which it meets the lines X and Y respectively, I employ a different method.

We consider the lines

(a, h, c, f. g, h), {a-,, h^, Cu fi, 9i, ^i),

and their reciprocals

(/, g, h, a, b, c), (/i, gi, A,, a,, b„ c^).

A line (A, B, C, F, G, H) meeting each of these four lines is said to be a

perpendicular. We have

{A, B. G, F, G, H){a, b, c, f, g, h) = 0,

„ (/, g, h, a, b, c) = 0,

» (oi. h, Ci, /i, gi, hi) = 0,

,, (fi, 9u k, ttu 6i, Ci) = 0,

equations which determine say A, B, G, F in terms of G, H, and then substituting

in AF+BG + GH = we have two values of G : H; i.e. there are two systems of

values (.4, B, G, F, G, H), that is, two perpendiculars.

The equations may be written

{A^F){a +f) + iB + G){b +g) + (G+H){c +h) = 0,

(A + F) (a, +/,) + {B + G) {b, + g,) + (C + H) (c. + A,) = 0,

(A-F){a -/) + (B-G){b -g) + {G-H){c -A) = 0,

{A - F) (a, -/O + {B-G) (6, - g,) + {G-H) (c, - h) = 0.

* The foregoing demonstration of the fundamental formulos coa d cos $= 31^, sin5sin9= Af, is, in effect,

that given by Heath in his Memoir "On the Dynamics of a Rigid Body in Elliptic Space," Fhil. Tram.

t. 175 (for 1884), pp. 281—324.

63—2
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Hence we have

A^F

2l + a

A-F
{b-9)(<h-K)-(h-9i)(.c-h)

2l-a

B + G

(c+h)(a,+f,)-ia+f)(c+h,)

S3 + /3

B-G
(c-h)(ch-fr)-(a-/)(c,- h^)

33-/3

C+H, =

(a+/){b,+g,)-(a,+f,)(b+g). =

S + 7;

C-H, =

(a-/)(b,-g,)-(a,-AKb-g),=

e-7;

equations which may be written

A+F, B + G, C + H = 2\(^ + a, ^ + ^, (E + y),

A-F, B-G, C-H=2fi{%-a, 33-A S-7),
where

21 = 6c, - 6,c + 5^^, - gji, a=bh,- hji - {cg^ - <hg),

SB = ca^ -(ha + hf, -h^f, /3 = c/, - c,/- {aJh - aji),

e = a6i - a,6 + fg^ -f^g, y = ag,- a^g - (bf, - bj).

34. We have

(21 + of + (58 + /3)» + (S + 7)' = {(a +/)= + (6 + fir)' + (c + A)') {(a, +/,)= + (6, + g.f + (c, + h.y]

- {(a +/) (a. +/,) + {b+g) (b, +g,) + {c + h) (c, + k)Y,

(21 - a)' + (33 - /3)^ + (e - 7)= = {(a -fT + ib-gy + (c- hy} {(a, -f,y + (b,-g,y + (c, - h,y}

-{(a-f){a,-/,) + ib-g)(b,-g,) + {c-h){c,-h,)Y;
or putting

p2 =a= +?»'' +c' +/' +9" +h\

p,' = tti' + h' + c' + /,' + g,' + h,\

a-i = aaT, + bb^ + cc^ + ffi+ ggi + hh^,

a- =afj + bg, + ch^ + ai/+ b^g + cji,

the foregoing values are

= P'Pi - (o" + o-i)'. P'Pi - (o- - o-i)'.

Hence

^2 + 53 + C"+ 2?" + (?» + ir» = 4v (pVi' - (o- + o-i)'} =V IpVi' - ('^ - '^.)'}

;

or we may write

\' = pVi' - (<7 - o-,)', or say \ = Vp^,' - (<r - o-.y,

M' = p'Pi' - (o- + t^iy, /i = - 'JpW - (o- + <^.)'-

Making a slight change of notation, if we put

M = "/> + ^9\ + chi + ai/+ 6iff + c.^ ^ <r

Va= + &c. Va,2 + &c.
~

pp,

'

M, _ aa^+bbi + cCi+ff, + gg^ + hh^ o-,

Va» + i&c. Va,= + &c. PPi
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then the values are

X = ?Ti Vn^X/)/^-^Mi)^, /i = - rr, Vl - (if+ M^y.

And, this being so, the two systems of values of ^, B, C, F, G, H, are

X(2l + a)-/i(2l-a),

X(23 + /3)-^(g3-;8),

\(2t + a) + /i(2l- a),

X (33 + /3) + M (33-/8),

X (6 + 7) + /. ((5-7);

X(2I+ a) + M(2l- a),

X (33 + /3) + ^ (33-/9),

X(S+7) + /.(S-7),

X (21 + a) - ^ (21 - o),

X(33 + /3)-M(S3-/3),

X(S+7)-^(S-7),

viz. the two perpendiculars are reciprocals each of the other.

35. Before going further I notice that, if

Oi + A ^ hi + ffi _ Ci + fe] gi-/i ^ 6i-ffi _ Ci-^i
a +/ h+g c + h a —f b—g c — h'

then the four equations for (A, B, C, F, G, H) reduce themselves to three equations

only: and thus instead of two perpendiculars we have a singly infinite series of

perpendiculars (see ante 15).

To explain the meaning of the equations, I observe that a line (a, h, c, /, g, h)

will be a generating line of the one kind, or say a " generatrix," of the Absolute if

o+/=0, h-\-g = 0, c + A = 0:

and it will be a generating line of the other kind, or say a "directrix," of the

Absolute if a—f=0, b—g = 0,c — h = 0. Or what is the same thing, we have

(a, b, c, —a, — b, — c), where a' + b^ + c^ = for a generatrix,

and
(a, b, c, a, b, c), where a^ + b^ + c'' = for a directrix, of the Absolute.

Consider now two directrices (a, b, c, a, b, c) and (a,, bj, Cj, ai, bj, Cj): if a

line (a, b, c, f, g, h) meets each of these, then

(a +/) a +{b + g)h +{c + h)c =0,

(a + /) ai + (6 + g) b, + (c + h) c^ = 0,

and consequently
a +f : b + g : c + A = bci — bjC : cai — Cja : abj - a,b

;

and similarly if (a,, bi, Cu fi, 9i, h) meets each of the two directrices, then

Oy +/, : bi + gt : d + ^i = bci - b,c : ca, - Cja : ab, - ajb,

that is, if the lines each of them meet the same two directrices of the Absolute, then

(h+fi ^ h+gi ^ Ci + K
a +/ b+g c + h'

Conversely, if these relations are satisfied, then the lines each of them meet two

directrices of the Absolute.
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In like manner, if the lines each meet two generatrices of the Absolute, then

gi-/i _ h-gi _ Ci — hi .

d—f b—g c — h'

and conversely, if these relations are satisfied, then the lines each of them meet the

same two generatrices of the Absolute. In the former case, the lines are said to be
" right parallels "

: in the latter case, " left parallels."

A line (a, b, c, f, g, h) meets the Absolute in two points, and through each of

these we have a directrix and a generatrix : that is, the line meets two directrices

and two generatrices.

Through a given point we may draw, meeting the two directrices, or meeting

the two generatrices, a line : that is, through a given point we may draw a line

{<h, bi, c,,/i, <7i, Jh)

which is a right parallel, and a line which is a left parallel, to a given line. That

is, regarding as given the first line, and also a point of the second line, there are

two positions of the second line such that for each of them, the xs of the pair of

lines, instead of being two determinate lines, are a singly infinite series of lines.

36. Reverting to the general case, we have found (A, B, C, F, G, H) the

coordinates of either of the lines x to the given lines (a, b, c, f, g, h) and

(a,, 6i, Ci, fi, ffi, hi): supposing that the -l intersects the first of these lines in the

point the coordinates of which are («, y, z, w), and the second in the point the

coordinates of which are

(aji, 2/,, 2,, Wi),

then we have for each set of coordinates a fourfold expression ; the choice of the

form is indifferent, and I write

X : y : z : iv=cB-bC: aC-cA: bA-aB: /A+gB + hC,

aji : y, : Zi : Wi = CiB - bfi : afi — CiA : b^A — a^B : f^A + g^B + hfi.

We have then, for the distance of these two points,

xXi-^-yyi + zZi + wWy, . , "^iyz^- y^zf \- ha.
cos<t)= -. =:^^z^ . , smd)=:-7- -

^^ " =;
Va;2 + 2/=' + 0" + wWa;i' + yi= + ^i»+ Wi» Var' + y« + ^^ + ^^,2 Va;,^ + yi' + z,* + «;,»

where ^ = 8 or Q, according to the sign of the radical \ : ^L contained in the expressions

for A, B, C, F, 0, H.

I have not succeeded in obtaining in this manner the final formulae for the

determination of the distances : these in fact are, by what precedes, given by the

equations
sin 8 sin ^ = JIf, cosScos^ = ilfi.

For then, writing
<f>

to denote either of the distances S, 6, at pleasure, we have

"I 1 j.~ 't
sin' <^ cos' (^
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that is,

COS*
(f>
+ cos= 4> (Mi' - ilf« + 1) + il/,2 = 0,

or

cos= <j> = ^ jilf,2 _ if 2 + 1 + Vif,* + M*- 2J/,W2 - 2Mi^ - 2M^ + 1),

which is the expression for the cosine of the distance.

In the case where the two lines intersect M=0, and if S be the ± distance

which vanishes, then S = 0, and consequently cos 6 = Mii the last-mentioned formula,

putting therein iJ/=0 and taking the radical to be ^Mi'-l, gives cos" <^ = 3/i', that

is, (f)=^9, and cos^* 6 = Mj', as it should be.

37. I verify as follows, in the case in question of two intersecting lines,

(a/i + igi + c}h + (hf+ biff + cji = 0),

the formula

» xxi + yvi + zzi + wwi
cos 8 = '^ —

,

's/a^+f + z^ + vfi Va;," -t-yi" -f- Zi^ -I- w^

'

We have here

il = 21 = 6ci — 6iC -f ghi — gji,

-B = 35 = Ctti — Ciffl -F A/i - Ai/,

G=(E = ahi-afi-hfgi-f,g,

F= a =bhi — hji — cg^ + c^g,

G = ^ = cfi — Cif— ahi + aji,

H=r^ =agi-aig- hf^ + h^f.

I stop to notice that these formulae may be obtained in a different and somewhat

more simple manner: the two lines (a, h, c, f, g, h) and (a^, bi, Cj, /i, gi, hy) intersect;

hence their reciprocals also intersect : the equation of the plane through the two

lines and that of the plane through the two reciprocal lines are respectively

(gfh - 9iK) « + (Vi - ^if) y + ifoi - Ag) ^ + (qA + bg^ -\- ch,) w = o,

(6c, — hiC) X + {ctti — Ciffl) y + (abi — aj)) z + (/Oi 4- gb^ + hci) w = :

the line (A, B, C, F, G, H) is thus the line of intersection of these two planes, and

it is thence easy to obtain the foregoing values.

From the values of A, B, C, F, G, H, we have to find x, y, z, w and a;,, y,,

^11 '"i by the formula given above. We have

x = cB — bC= c^tti — cCjCb + chfi — ch^f

- abbi + afi' - bfg^ + bgf,

= (bg + ch)fi + a, (b' + c") — biab — Ciac — bfg^ — c/'/t,

= —f{afi + bgi + cAj) + Oj (6" -t- c^) — h^ab — c^ac
;

or writing here Ojf+big + Cih in place of — (afi + bgi + cfh), this is a linear function

of Oi, 6,, Cj; and similarly finding the values of y, z, w, we have

x = ai (b- + c- +p) + b, (fg - ab) + c, (hf - ca),

2/ = «! (fg - «&) + ^1 (c' + a' + g") + Ci igh - be),

z = a^ {hf — ca) + b^ (gh — be) + c, (a" + b- + h-),

w = ai{bh - eg) + 6, (cf — ah) + c, (ag - bf).
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And in like manner, (I introduce for convenience the sign — , as is allowable),

-Xi=a (6i» + ci» + /,') + b (f^gi - aA) + c (k/i - CjOi),

- y. = a (f^i - (hbi) +b{ci' + (h'+ ffi') + c (gJh - b^c).

- Zr=a Qhfi - c,a,) +6 (,gA - ^iCi) + c (a,» + 6,» + K*),

-Wi = a (bA - Cigi) + b (c,/, - Oifh) + c {a^gi - 6i/i).

38. Write for shortness

p=a'' + 6' + c», Pi=P +g'' + h\ (o = aJ+b,g-\-c^h,

5 = oai + 66i + cCi, qi=/fi+ggi + hhu -m = afi + bgi + chi,

r=ai' + bi' + ci', n=fi' + gi'+K\

and therefore

We have
a;= OijO — aq + fco,

y = biP-bq + gw,

z=Cip — cq+ ha,

Xi = — ar + aiq +/i<i>,

y, = -br + biq+gim,

Zi = — cr + Ciq + hico.

w = — , «;, = /.. 9i> h
a, b, c

«!, h. Ci

a, b , c

a,, 6,, c,

from which we easily obtain

a;3 + 2/= + 2= = |) (j3r
- g") + (^1 + 2^) ©^

and by expressing w^ in the form of a determinant

w- = pi (pr — q'') — pafl,

a? + y'^ + z'' + w'' = {p +pi) {pr-q^ + «')

;

«i' + 2/i' + Zi + M'l' = (»- + n) {pr - 9' + <B=).

a^a^i + yyi + zzi = q {pr - q') + {qi + 2q) «»,

and by expressing wWi in the form of a determinant

wtUi = qi {pr — q^) — qco',

xxi + yy^ + zZi + ww^ = {q+ q^) {pr -q-+ w").

^ ooxi + yy^ + zzi + ww^
cos tr = ,— '

- ,

—

=.
,

Va;' + y" + «' + w= V iCi" + y,= + z^^ + Wj"

the factor pr—q^-\- w^ disappears, and we have

we obtain

and in like manner

And again

we find

Hence substituting in

cos 6 — g + gi

the required result.

'Jp + ^i V'r + Ti

= M„
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952.

ON THE KINEMATICS OF A PLANE, AND IN PARTICULAR ON
THREE-BAR MOTION : AND ON A CURVE-TRACING MECHANISM.

[From the Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical Society, vol. xv. (1894),

pp. 391—402.]

The first part of the present paper, On the Kinematics of a Plane, and on Three-

bar Motion, is purely theoretical : the second part contains a brief description of a

Curve-tracing Mechanism, which at mj^ suggestion has been constructed by Prof. Ewing

in the workshops of the Engineering Laboratory, Cambridge.

Part I.

1. The theory of the motion of a plane, when two given points thereof describe given

curves, has been considered by Mr S. Roberts in his paper, " On the motion of a plane

under given conditions," Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. t. iii. (1871), pp. 286—318, and he has

shown that, if for the given curves the order, class, number of nodes, and of cusps, are

{m, n, S, k) and (vi, n, B', k) respectively (w = m'' — m — 28 — 3/ic, n' — m!" — m' — 28' — 3k'),

then for the curve described by any fixed point of the plane

:

order = 2mm',

class = 2 {mm! + mn' + nm'),

number of nodes = mm' (2mm' — m — m') + 2 (mS' -I- vi'B),

number of cusps = 2 (mx + hi'k)
;

but he remarks that these formulas require modification when the directrices or either

of them pass through the circular points at infinity. And he has considered the case

where the two directrices become one and the same curve.

C. XITI. 64
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2. It will be convenient to speak of the line joining the two given points as

the link ; the two given points, say B and D, are then the extremities of the link

;

and I take the length of the link to be = c, and the two directrices to be b and d
;

we have thus the link c = BD moving in suchwise that its extremity B describes the

curve h of the order m, and its extremity D the curve d of the order m': in Mr Roberts'

problem, the locus is that described by a point P rigidly connected with the link, or

say by a point P the vertex of the triangle PBD.

3. The points B, D describe of course the directrices h, d respectively: taking

on 6 a point 5, at pleasure, then if B be at Bi, the corresponding positions of D are

the intersections of d by the circle centre B^ and radius c, viz. there are thus 2m'

positions of D: and similarly taking on d a point D^ at pleasure, then if D be at Dj,

the corresponding positions of B are the intersections of b by the circle centre A and

radius c, viz. there are thus 2wi positions of B. The motion thus establishes a

(2m, 2m') correspondence between the points of the directrices b and d, viz. to a

given point on b there correspond 2m' points on d, and to a given point on d there

correspond 2m points on b. Of course, for a given point on either directrix, the corre-

sponding points on the other directrix may be any or all of them imaginary ; and

thus it may very well be that for either directrix not the whole curve but only a

part or detached parts thereof will be actually described in the course of the motion.

In saying that a part is described, we mean described by a continuous motion ; say

that the point B (the point D remaining always on a part of d) is capable of

describing continuously a part of 6 ; it may very well happen that the point B (the

point D remaining always on a different part of d) is capable of describing con-

tinuously a different part of b, but that it is not possible for B to pass from the

one to the other of these parts of b without removing D from the one part and

placing it on the other part of d, and thus that we have on b detached parts each of

them continuously described by B; and similarly, we may have on d detached parts

each of them continuously described by D.

4. But dropping for the moment the question of reality, to a given position of B
on h there correspond as was mentioned 2m' positions of D on d, or say 2m' positions

of the link c: in the entire motion of the link it must assume each of these 2m'

positions, and for each of them the point B comes to assume the position in question

on b ; the directrix b is thus described 2m,' times, that is, the locus described by B
will be the directrix b repeated 2m' times, or say a curve of the order m x 2m', = 2mm'.

Similarly, the locus described by D will be the directrix d repeated 2m times, or

say a curve of the order m' x 2m, = 2mm'.

5. In general, if JSiA be any position of the link and if B moves from B^ along

6 in a determinate sense, then D will move from Di along ci! in a determinate sense

;

and if B moves from Bi along b in the opposite sense, then also D will move from

A along d in the opposite sense. Or what is the same thing, we may have B moving

in a determinate sense through iJj, and D moving in a determinate sense through A;
and reversing the sense of Bs motion, we reverse also the sense of D'a motion. But

there are certain critical positions of the link, viz. we have a critical position when
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the link is a normal at 5, to the directrix b, or a normal at A to the directrix d.

Say first the link is a normal at B^ to the directrix b. The infinitesimal element

at Bi may be regarded as a straight line at right angles to the link; hence if for a

moment Di is regarded as a fixed point, the link may rotate in either direction round

Bi, that is, B may move from B^ along b in either of the two opposite senses, say 5,

is a "two-way point." But if on d we take on opposite sides of Di the consecutive

points Di and D", say D^'Di cuts A^i at an acute angle and -D/'-Di cuts it at an

B.

obtuse angle, then Z)/ will be nearer to b than was Di, and thus the circle centre

Di and radius c will cut b in two real points Bi and B" near to and on opposite

sides of £i ; or as Z) moves to D,', B will move from Bi indifferently to Bi or B".

Contrariwise, D" is further from b than was D^, and thus the circle centre D," and

radius c, will not meet b in any real point near to Bi, and hence D is incapable of

moving from A in the sense D^D^'. Or what is the same thing, the described portion

of d, which includes a point i)/, will terminate at Dj, or say Dj is a "summit" on

the directrix d. We have thus a summit on d, corresponding to the two-way point

on b. And of course in like manner, if the link is a normal at D^ to the directrix

d, then -D, is a two-way point on d, and the corresponding point B^ is a summit on b.

6. If the link is at the same time a normal at B^ to b and at A to d, then

each of the points jB,, A is a two-way point and also a summit; or more accurately,

each of them is a two-way point and also a pair of coincident summits.

But the case requires further investigation. Considering the position i?iA as given,

we may take the axis of x coincident with this line, and the origin in suchwise

B, D,

that 05,, ODi are each positive and ODi>OB^; say we have ODi = B, 05i = /8, and there-

fore S — /3 = c. The equation of the curve b in the neighbourhood of B^ is y^ =2p(x — /3),

where p is the radius of curvature at B^, assumed to be positive when the curve

is convex to 0, or what is the same thing when the centre of curvature R lies to

the right of B^ (OR — OBi = +) ; and similarly the equation of cZ in the neighbourhood

of Di is y' =2a (x — B), where cr is the radius of curvature at Dj assumed to be positive

when the curve is convex to 0, or what is the same thing when the centre of curvature

S lies to the right of A {OS - OD, = -I-).

Consider now (a-^, y,) the coordinates of a point on b in the neighbourhood of A,
yi^ = 2p (xi — /3), and taking B at this point, let (x^, y«) be the coordinates of the corre-

sponding point Z) on d in the neighbourhood of D,
, y.J' = 2a- (x^ — B). We have

c= = («i - x„)- + (y, - y,y,

64—2
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and here

whence

.. = ;9 + |', ., = S + g.

a^» = /3» + ^' , a;,a,'3

p <T a

The equation thus becomes

that is,

(S _ y9)» + ^\^ - S) + ^' (S - /3) + (y, - y,)« = c».

8-/8\
y' i} -^ -t) ~ '^-^^ "• ^'" (' -^^ ) = '•

a quadric equation between y^ and y^. Evidently if we had taken D a point on d,

coordinates (a;,, y,), in the neighbourhood of A and had sought for the coordinates

C'^. y\) of the corresponding point 5 on 6 in the neighbourhood of B^, we should

have found the same equation between y, and y^.

7. The equation will have real roots if

1> 1 +
/3-S'

)(-^^)^
viz. p, a having the same sign, this is

pcr>(p + /3-8)(o- + S-/3):

but p, <T having opposite signs, then

pa < (p + ^ - S) (o- + S - /3).

These conditions may be written

{OR - OB^) (OS - OD,) - {OS - OB,) {OR - OD,) > or < 0,

that is,

{OS - OR) {OD, - OB,) > or < 0.

But we have OD, — OB, = +, and therefore, p, a having the same sign, the condition of

reality is OS > OR, i.e. S to the right of R ; but p, a having opposite signs, the condition

of reality is OS < OR, i.e. S to the left of R. Observe that, S lying to the left of R,

we cannot have p = —, o' = +, and that the second alternative thus is p = +, o- = —

,

then OS < OR, or S lies to the left of R.

The condition was investigated as above in order to exhibit more clearly the

geometrical signification : but of course the original form, or say the equation

/8-S\
-(-^^')(\-

S-/3
>0,

gives at once

pa
(8 + <7 - /3 - p) > 0.
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8. Writing the quadric equation in the form

the two values of y^ : y.^ will have the same sign or opposite signs according as

c c
1 - - and 1 -I- - have the same sign or opposite signs, and in the case where these

have the same sign, then this is also the sign of each of the two values of y^ : y,.

Or what is the same thing, if 1 - - and 1 + - are each of them positive, then thepa
two values of y^ : y.^ are each of them positive ; if 1 - - and 1 -(- - are each of them

P
«

negative, then the two values of y-^ : y^ are each of them negative; and if 1-- and

1 -h - have opposite signs, then the two values of y^ : y^ have opposite signs. Considering

the different cases p, a = + +, + — ,
, we find

p, ff = 4- +, then values of yi : y^ are -t- -f or , according as DR, BS are -H- or
,

/> o" = + —
» » .. J. „ I>R, SB „ „

p. " = » » ). » ,, -BZ), SB „ „

and in each case the values of y^ : y^ are H— , if the two distances referred to have

opposite signs : DR = + means that R is to the right of, or beyond, D, and so in other

cases.

9. The different cases, two real roots as above, are

p, <r = + +

p, a = +

B 8

8 R

8 R

8 R

S B

B 8

n 8

Ui y^. = + +

)> ±

2/1 = 2/2

a

= + + \

±

±

jj
— /

2/1 y^. = + +

» +
p, a = --

Obviously the cases p, a = , correspond exactly to the cases p, cr = -f, + ; the

only difference is that the concavities, instead of the convexities, of the two curves are

turned towards the point 0.
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10. If the two roots of the quadratic equation are imaginary, then BiDi is a

conjugate or isolated position of the link, and 2?,, i), are isolated points on the

curves b and d respectively.

11. If the roots are real, then the three cases yi : yg = + +, and +—, may

be delineated as in the annexed figures, viz. taking in each case y, as positive, that

is, imagining B to move upwards from 5, through an infinitesimal arc of b, then D
moves from Dj through either of two infinitesimal arcs of d, both upwards, both down-

wards, or the one upwards and the other downwards, as shown in the figures

Vi yi = + + Vi • y^ = -- vi yi = ±

\

D"

D'

2>i i*.

jy

and where it is to be observed that, reversing the sense of the motion of B from JSj,

we reverse also the senses of the motion of D from A : moreover that, considering D
as moving through an infinitesimal arc of d from B-^, we have the like relations thereto

of the two infinitesimal arcs of b described by B from B^. Thus the points ^i and D,

are singular points of like character.

If y, : ys = + +, we may say that B^ (or Z),) is a for-forwards point ; if y, : y^ = >

then that B^ (or i),) is a back-backwards point ; and if yi : y. = +, then that B^ (or Dj)

is a back-forwards point.

12. The separating case between two imaginary roots and two real roots is that

of two equal real roots : the condition for this is S + cr = y8 + p, that is, OS = OR, or

the two centres of curvature are coincident ; the characters of the points B^ and Z),

would in this case depend on the aberrancies of curvature of the curves b and d at

these points respectively. If each of the curves is a circle, then the curves are con-

centric circles, and the link BJ) moves in suchwise that its direction passes always

through the common centre of the two circles—or say so that BD is always a radius

of the annulus formed by the two circles—and for any position of BB, the two

extremities B, D are related to each other in like manner with the points B^ and D^.

Thus, in this case, there are no singular points B^ and A to be considered.

13. In the case where the curves h, d are circles, we have three-bar motion: say

the figure is as here shown; I take in it b, d for the radii of the two circles respectively

and a for the distance of their centres ; viz. we have the link BD — c, pivoted at its
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extremities to the arms or radii AB = b, and ED = d, which rotate about the fixed

centres A, E at a, distance from each other = a. Here a, b, c, d are each of them
positive ; a, b, d may have any values, but then c is at most = a + b + d, and if

a > b + d then c is at least = a — b — d; but if a = or < b + d, then c may be = 0,

viz. it may have any value from to a+ b + d. And in either case there will be

critical values of c. The cases are very numerous. To make an exhaustive enumeration,

we may assume d at most = b, and in each of the two cases d<b and d = b, con-

sidering the centre of the circle d as moving from the right of the centre of the

cu'cle b towards this centre, we may in the first instance divide as follows:

d<b

d exterior to © b,

touches it externally,

cuts it,

touches it internally,

lies within it,

is concentric with it,

in each of these cases, give to the length c of the link its different admissible

d = b

© d exterior to © b,

„ touches it externally,

„ cuts it,

„ is concentric and thus coinci-

dent with it;

and then

values.

14. Considering the case d<b, then we have (see Plate I., at p. 516), exterior

series, the figures 1, 1—2, 2, 2—3, 3, .3—4, 4, viz.

fig. 1, c = a-b — d,

1—2, „ intermediate,

2, c = a — b + d,

2—3, „ intermediate,

3, c = a + b-d,

3—4, ,,
intermediate,

4, c = a + b + d.

15. In figure 1, the curves described by the extremities B and D respectively

are each of them a mere point.

In figure 1—2, we have a + d>b + c and a + b>d + c. Hence in the course of

the motion the arms b, c come into a right line, giving a position B,D,' of the link,

Tvhere .B, is a two-way point on b and D/ a summit on d; or rather, there are two
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such positions symmetrically situate on opposite sides of the axis Ax. And again, in the

course of the motion, the arms d, c come into a right line, giving a position B^D^,

where Z), is a two-way point on d and B( a summit on h ; or rather, there are two

such positions symmetrically situate on opposite sides of the axis Ax. Only an arc

of the circle 6 is described, viz. the arc adjacent to d included between the two

summits fi,' on 6; and in like manner, only an arc of the cii-cle d is described,

viz. the arc adjacent to h included between the two summits Z),' on d. The described

portions on h and d respectively are to be regarded each of them as a double line

or indefinitely thin bent oval : and it is to be observed that for a given position

of B (or D) there are two positions of the link BD, each of these positions being

assumed by the link in the course of its motion.

10. In figure 2, the two positions BJ)( of the link come to coincide together in

a single axial position BB, but we still have the other two positions B^D^ of the

link, where Bl is a summit on 6, and Dj a two-way point on d. As regards BD,

this is the configuration p, cr = , R, B, S, D
; y^ : yi= ±, and thus each of the

axial points B, D \s, & back-and-forwards point. Thus only the arc B'B^ of the circle

h is desciibed by the point B, but the whole circumference of the circle d is described

by the point D. If we further examine the motion it will appear that, as B moves

from the axial point B say to the upper summit jS/ and returns to B, then D starting

from the axial point D may describe {and that in either sense, viz. y^ = +, then we

have y^ = +) the entire circumference of d, returning to the axial point D ; and

similarly, as B moves from the axial point B to the lower summit £/ and returns

to B, then D starting as before from the axial point jD may describe {and that in

either sense, viz. yi = — , then we have y^ = +) the entire circumference of d,- returning

to the axial point D. It is thus not the entire arc Bi'Bi but each of the half-arcs

BBi which corresponds, and that in either of two ways, to the circumference of d.

17. In figure 2—3, there are four critical positions 5,'Di (forming two pairs, those

of the same pair situate symmetrically on opposite sides of the axis Ax) where, as

before, B^' is a summit on b, and Dj a two-way point on d. The described portions

of 6 are the detached arcs B^'Bi between the two upper summits, and -B/jS/ between

the two lower summits: the described portion of d is the whole circumference. In fact,

attending to one of the arcs on b, say the upper arc B^Bi, as B moves from one of

the summits, say the left-hand summit i?/, and then returns to the left-hand summit £/,

then D, starting from the corresponding two-way point A, may describe, and that in

either sense, the entire circumference of d, returning to the same point Z), ; and similarly,

as B describes the lower arc B^B-^, starting from and returning to a summit, then D,

starting from the corresponding two-way point Di, may describe, and that in either sense,

the entire circumference of d, returning to the same two-way point Dj.

18. In figure 3, two of the positions B^D^ have come to coincide together in

the axial position BD: but we still have the other two positions B/Dj, where 2?,' is a

summit on b, and Di a two-way point on d. As regards the axial points B, D, this

is the configuration p, a = + + ; B, R, D, S; yi : yn= ±, viz. each of the points B, D
is a back-and-forwards point. The two detached arcs B^B^ of b have united themselves

into a single arc 5/5/, which is the described portion of b; the described portion of

\\
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d is, as before, the entire circumference. It is to be observed (as in fig. 2) that

properly it is not the entire arc B^'B^', but each of the half-arcs BB^', which corresponds

to the entire circumference of d.

19. The figure 3—4 closely corresponds to fig. 1—2, the only difference being that

the arcs B^'Bi and D^D^, which are the described portions of h and d respectively^

(instead of being the nearer portions, or those with their convexities facing each other)

are the further portions, or those with their concavities facing each other, of the two
circles respectively.

Finally, in fig. 4, the described portions of the two circles reduce themselves to

the axial points B and D respectively.

20. Still assuming d <b, and passing over the case of external contact, we come

to that in which the circles intersect each other; but this case has to be subdivided.

Since the circles intersect, we have b + d>a, consistently herewith we may have :

—

b, d each < a, A, E each outside the lens common to the two circles,

b = a, d< a, A outside, E on boundary of the lens,

b > a, d < a, A outside, E inside the lens,

b>a, d = a, A on boundary of, E inside the lens,

b, d each > a, A, E, each inside the lens

;

and in each case we have to consider the different admissible values of c. I omit

the discu.ssion of all these cases.

21. Still assuming d<b, and passing over the case of internal contact, we come

to that of the circle d included within the circle b: we have here again a subdivision

of cases ; viz. we may have d> a, that is, A inside d: d = a, that is, A on the circum-

ference of d ; or d<a, that is, A outside d. The critical values of c, arranged in order

of increasing magnitude in these three cases respectively, are :

—

d > a I d = a d< a

b — d — a, b-2d, b-d — a,

b- d + a, b, b + d-a,

b + d-a, b, b -d + a,

b + d+ a, b + 2d, b + d + a.

I attend only to the first case; we have here (see Plate II., at p. 516), interior

series, the figures 1, 1-2, 2, 2—3, 3, 3—4, 4, viz.

fig. 1 c = b — d — a,

1—2 „ intermediate,

2 c = b — d + a,

2—3 „ intermediate,

3 c = b + d-a,

3—4 „ intermediate,

4 c = b + d + a.

C. Xlll.
65
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22. In figure 1, the curves described by the points J5,i) are each of them a mere

point. In figure 1—2, we have two critical positions ^/Z), situate symmetrically on

opposite sides of the axis, B{ being a summit on 6, and D, a two-way point on d,

and moreover two critical positions B^Di situate symmetrically on opposite sides of the

axis, £, being a two-way point on h, and A' a summit on d. The described portion

of 6 is the arc -B/S,', and the described portion of d is the arc A'-D/, these two arcs

being thus the nearer portions of the two circles respectively.

23. In figure 2, the four critical positions coalesce all of them in the axial

position BD; the described portions are thus the entire circumferences of the two circles

respectively. This is a remarkable case. The configuration {& p, tr = + + ; B, D, R, S;

Vi ' yi = + + Imagine D to move from the axial point D in a given sense round the

circle d, say with uniform velocity, then B moves from the axial point B in the same

sense btii with either of two velocities round the circle b; one of these velocities is at

first small but ultimately increases rapidly, the other is at first large but ultimately

decreases rapidly, so that the two revolutions of B from the axial point B round the

entire circumference to the axial point B correspond each of them to the revolution

of B from the axial point D round the entire circumference to the axial point D.

And similarly, if we imagine B to move in a given sense from the axial point B
round the circle b, say with uniform velocity, then D moves from the axial point D
in the same sense but with either of two velocities round the circle d: one of these

velocities is at first small but ultimately increases rapidly, the other is at first large

but ultimately decreases rapidly, so that the two revolutions from the axial point D
round the entire circumference of d to the axial point D correspond each of them to

the revolution from the axial point B round the entire circumference of b to the axial

point B.

24. In figure 2—3, there are no critical positions; the described portions of the

circles b, d are the entire circumferences of the two circles respectively, these being

described in the same sense, by the points B and i> respectively. It is to be observed

that, to a given position of B on b, there correspond two positions of D on d, or say

two positions of the link, but the link does not in the course of its motion pass

from one of these positions to the other; the motions are separate from each other,

and may be regai'ded as belonging to dififerent configurations of the system. And of

course in like manner, to a given position of D on d, there correspond two positions of

B on b, or say two positions of the link : we have thus the same two separate motions.

25. In figure 3, the critical axial position BD of the link makes its appearance

:

the described portions are still the entire circumferences of the two circles respectively.

As the point J) is here to the left of the point B, we must take the origin to the

right of B, and reverse the direction of the axis Ow; the configuration is thus

p, a = -\—, B, S, B, D; yx : y^ = . Everything is the same as in fig. 2 except (the

signs of y, : yj being, as just mentioned, ) that the motions in the circles b and d

instead of being in the same sense are in opposite sense, viz. as D moves from the

axial point Z) in a given sense round the circle d to the axial point D say with

uniform velocity, then B moves from the axial point B round the circle b in the

opposite sense, and with either of two velocities; and similarly, as B moves from the
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axial point JS in a given sense round the circle b say with uniform velocity, then D
moves from the axial point D round the circle d in the opposite sense, and with eithei'

of two velocities.

26. In figure 3—4, we have again the two critical positions -Bi'A symmetrically

situate on opposite sides of the axis, Bi a summit on b, D^ a two-way point on d

:

and also the two critical positions B^Di symmetrically situate on opposite sides of the

axis, Bi a two-way point on b, A' a summit on d. The described portion of b is the

arc Bi'B/, and the desciibed portion of d the arc D^D^', these arcs being thus the

further portions of the two circles respectively.

Finally, in figure 4, the described portions reduce themselves to the two points B, D
respectively.

27. The several forms for d = b can be at once obtained from those for d<b;
the only difference is that several intermediate forms disappear, and the entire series of

divisions is thus not quite so numerous.

Pabt II.

1. The curve-tracing mechanism was devised with special reference to the curves

of three-bar motion, viz. the object proposed was that of tracing the curve described

by a point K of the link BD, the extremities whereof B and D describe given circles

respectively, or more generally by a point K, the vertex of a triangle KBD, whereof

the other vertices B and D describe given circles respectively, and that in suchwise

that the points B and D might be free to describe the two entire circumferences

respectively: but the principle applies to other motions, and I explain it in a general

way as follows.

2. Imagine the cranked link BD, composed of the bars B^ and Dh, rigidly

attached B^ to the top and Dh to the bottom of the cylindrical disk K (this same

letter K is used to denote the axis of the disk), and where 5/3 and Dh may be either

parallel or inclined to each other at any given angle, so that, referring the points

B, K, D to & horizontal plane, BKD is either a right line, or else K is the vertex of

a triangle the other vertices whereof are B and D. The disk K, with the attached

B m
D

B D

^

Cranked link with disk: elevation.

Arm of Pentagraph: plan.

bars B^ and D3, moves in a horizontal plane: and if the motion of the point B be

regulated in any manner by a mechanism lying wholly below B and supported by the

bed of the entire mechanism, and similarly if the motion of the point D be regulated

65—2 '
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in any manner by a mechanism lying wholly above D and supported by a bridge of

sufficient length (resting on the bed of the entire mechanism), then the disk K moves

in its own horizontal plane unimpeded by other parts of the mechanism: and if we
fit the disk /f so as to move smoothly within a circular aperture in the arm of a

pentagraph, then the pencil of the pentagraph will trace out on a sheet of paper the

curve described by the point K on the axis of the disk, or say by the point K of

the beam BKD. Of course for the three-bar motion, all that is required is that the

point B shall describe a circle, viz. it must be pivoted on to an arm AB, which is

itself pivoted at A to the bed : and that the point D shall describe a circle, viz. it

must be pivoted on to an arm BE, which is itself pivoted at E to the bridge.

Special arrangements are required to enable the variation of the several lengths

AB, BK, KD, DE and ED, and the mechanism thus unavoidably assumes a form which

appears complicated for the object intended to be thereby effected.

3. The form of Pentagraph which I use consists of a parallelogram ABCD, pivoted

together at the points A, B, G, D, the bars AB and DC being above AD and BG.

There is a cradle G, rotating about a fixed centre, and which carries between guides

the arm AD, which has a sliding motion, so that the lengths GD and GA may be

K L c L
1 G-... : --TT..

1

"

i
G

-
^----.

-....

1 ^ ^ ---

1

made to have any given ratio to each other. Above the bar DC and sliding along it,

we have the arm KL (where K is the circular aperture which fits on to the disk K
of the cranked link): and above AB and sliding along it, we have the arm MF which

carries the pencil P : of course, in order that the pentagraph may be in adjustment, the

points K, G, P must be in lined.
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953.

ON THE NINE-POINTS CIKCLE.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiii. (1894), pp. 2;3—25.]

If from the angles A, B, G oi a, triangle we draw tangents to a conic ii,

meeting the opposite sides in the points a, a!
; /3, /8'

; 7, 7' respectively, then it is

known that these six points lie in a conic. In particular, if the conic O reduce

itself to a point-pair 00', then we have the theorem that, if from the angles

A, B, G, we draw to the point lines meeting the opposite sides in the points

a, /8, 7 respectively; and to the point 0' lines meeting the opposite sides in the

points o', /3', 7' respectively, then the six points a, a' ; /3, /3'
; 7, 7' lie in a conic.

We may enquire the conditions under which this conic becomes a circle. It may be

remarked that one of the points say 0' remains arbitrary: for if through the points

a', ^', 7', we draw a conic (or in particular a circle) meeting the three sides

respectively in the remaining points a, /3, 7, then (by a converse of the general

theorem) the lines Aa, BB, Gy will meet in a point 0.
. . ,

... -a •% c •

Using trilinear coordinates {x, y, z) and writmg x : y : z = o 1 » » for the point 0,

and X : y : z = af i fe^ ; c' for the point 0'. it is at once seen that the equation of

the conic through the six points is ^"gj ' y ' ^'

aa'a? + Wy^ + cc'z'^ - (be' + b'c) yz — (ca' + c'a) zx — {ah' + a'b) xy = 0;

in feet, writing herein successively x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, we see that the equation is

satisfied by x — 0, (by — cz) {b'y — c'z) = ; by y = 0, (cz — ax) (c'z — a'x) = ; and by

z = 0, (ax — by) (a'x — b'y) = respectively. And it is to be observed that the equation

may also be written

(aa'x + hb'y + cc'z) (x + y + z)-(b + c) (b' + c') yz-(c-ir a) (c' + a') zx - (a + b) (a' + b') xy = 0.

Suppose now that x, y, z represent areal coordinates, viz. that (x, y, z) are proportional

to the perpendicular distances of the point from the sides, each divided by the
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perpendicular distance of the opposite angle from the same side; or, what is the

same thing, coordinates such that the equation of the line infinity is x + y + z = 0.

Then i{ A, B, G denote the angles of the triangle, the general equation of a circle is

(yz sin' A+zx sin*B + xy sin' C) + (\x + fj,y + vz){x + y + z) = 0,

where \, fi, v are arbitrary coefiicients.

Hence, putting this

= e {-(6 + c)(6' + c')yz - (c + a)(c' + a')zx

-(a + b) (a' + b') xy + {aa'x + bb'y + cc'z) {x + y-\-z)],

-we must have
0(6+c)(6'+c') = -sinM,

%{c + a) (c' + «') = - sin' B,

e(a + 6)(a' + 6') = -sin'G;

and then
®aa' = X, %hb' = fi, %cc' = v,

which last equations determine the values of \, n, v.

Taking a', b', c' at pleasure, we have

1 / sinM sin' B sin'
2a = :

0V b' + c' c'-\-a' a' \-b'

1 ( sinM sin' 5 sin' O

2c

©V 6' + c'^c' + a' a'+ b')'

1 (- ^i^ _ ^"^'^
4.

si"-' ^^

'0V &N^' c' + a'"^a'-|-W'

viz. ra, 6, c having these values, the conic through the six points a, ;8, 7, a, ^', 7' is

the circle having for its equation

yz sin' A+zx sin' B+xy sin' (7 + @ (aa'a; + bb'y + cc'z) (x + y + z) = 0;

and we may obviously without loss of generality give to any specific value, say = 1.

If a' = b' = c, =1, then we have

- 4a = ^ (- sin' il + sin' 5 + sin' G),

- 4^ = c; ( sin' J. - sin' B + sin^ C),

- 4c = ^ ( sin' A + sin' 5 - sin' C),

or writing for convenience = — ^, the values of a, b, c are

J (- sin' 4 + sin' jB + sin' G), i (sin' il - sin'B + sin' G), \ (sin' J. + sin' B - sin' 0)

respectively. But we have
A+B+G = tr,
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and thence

sin'' -4 + sin= i? - sin" C,

= sin'' A + sin= B - sin" {A + B)

= 2 sin J. sin B (sin ^ sin jB — cos A cos B),

= - 2 sin A sin B cos {A + B),

= 2 sin ^ sin 5 cos G,

and we thus have

a, b, c = sin 5 sin (7 cos ^, sin C sin 4 cos £, sin ^ sin i? cos (7,

(or, what is the same thing, a : b : c = cotA : cot S : cot C), and the equation of the

circle is

yz sin"A+zx sin"B + xy sin" G

— ^ (a; sin B sin cos A+ysinG sin J. cos 5 + 3 sin il sin B cos 0) (a; + y + ^) = 0.

We thus have x : y : z =1 : 1 : 1 for the point 0', and x : y : z = cot 4 : cot £ : cot G

for the point ; viz. 0' is the point of intersection of the lines from the angles to

the mid-points of the opposite sides respectively ; and is the point of intersection

of the perpendiculars from the angles on the opposite sides respectively : and the

foregoing equation is consequently that of the Nine-points Circle.
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954.

ON THE NINE-POINTS CIRCLE OF A PLANE TRIANGLE.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiii. (1894), pp. 25—27.]

I CONSIDER the circle which meets the sides of a triangle ABC in the points

F, L; G, M; H, N respectively, where ultimately F, 0, H are the feet of the per-

pendiculars let fall from the angles on the opposite sides, and L, M, N are the mid-

points of the sides : but in the first instance, they are taken to be arbitrary points.

Taking the radius of the circle to be unity, the coordinates of the point F may be

taken to be cos F, sin F, and these may be expressed rationally in terms of the tangent

of the half-angle, /= tan 1^ J''; and similarly for the other points, viz. we may determine

the six points by the parameters /, g, h, I, m, n respectively. The sides of the triangle

are the lines joining the points L, F; M, G; N, H respectively: thus the equations

of the sides are

for^C: x{-\-lf)^y{l +/) - (1 + // ) = 0, say U =Q,

„ CA: x(l-mg) + y{in + g)-(l+mg) = 0, „ F = 0,

„ AB: x{l-nh) + y{n +h)-(l + nh) = 0, „ W = 0.

We have AF, a line through the intersections of LC and GA ; its equation is

therefore of the fomi BV— CW= 0, and to determine B, C we have BV^ — CWo = 0,

if Fj, Wo are the values of V, W belonging to the point F, the coordinates of which are

1-/' 2/

r+/» ' 1 +/»

'

we find

V„=-2{f-g)(f-m)^(l+r);
Tn= 2(A-/)(/-'0-(l+/^),

and then B-i-C = W„^ Vo: wc thus find the following equations

:

that of AF is BV -CW =0,

„ BG „ C'W-A'U = 0,

„ CH „ A"U-E'V=id,
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{f-9)if-m),
{9-h){g-n),

(h-f){h-l).

B : C =-{h-f){f-n)
C .A'=-{f-g)ig-l)
A" : B" = -{g-h){h-m)

The condition in order that the three lines may meet in a point is BC'A" = CA'B",
viz. this is

(/- n)(g-l)ih~m) + (/- m) (g - n) (h -0 = 0,

or, as this may also be written,

2/5''* -gh(m + n)- hf(n + 1) -fg (i + m) + mn {g + h) + nl(h+f) + hn(f+g)- 2lmn = 0.

Similarly, the equation of

AL is S3F -gF = 0,

BM „ ^'W-WU = 0,

CN „ 2l"f^-33"F=0,
where

33 :
(S =-{n -I ){h-l ) : {I -m){g-l),

g'
: 21' =-(Z -m){f-m) : (m-n){h -m),

21" : W = -(m-n ){g-n) : (n -I ){f-n).

The condition in order that the three lines may meet in a point is 33S'2t" = S21'33",

viz. this is the same condition as before ; that is, if the lines AF, BG, CH meet in

a point, then also the lines AL, BM, GN will meet in a point.

In the case of the nine-points circle, we have MN, NL, LM parallel to LF, MG, NH,
respectively : the equation of MN is

x{l— mn) + y(m + n) — {l + mn) = 0,

and this is parallel to LF, if

^^t!?_ =^ that is, L + F=M+N.
1 — mn 1 — ij

Hence, for the nine-points circle, we have

L + F =M+ N, M+G = N+L, N+H = L + M,

or, as these equations may be written,

2L = G + H, 2M=H+F, 2N = F+G,

viz. it thus appears that the radii to the points L, M, N respectively, or say the

radii L, M, N, bisect the angles made by the radii G and H, H and F, F and G
respectively.

It may be added that we have

m + n —I +lmn=f{l—mn + l (m + n)],

n +1 —m + lmn = g [1 —nl +m{n + I )],

I +m — n + l7nn = h\l —Im + n (I +m)],

viz. /, g, h are expressible each of them as a rational function of I, m, n.

c. xin. 66
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955.

THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF m", =r(l+i).

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiii. (1894), pp. 36—38.]

I DO not know whether the numerical value of Ux for an imaginary value of x

has ever been calculated ; and I wish to calculate it for a simple case x = i.

We have

(l + !)«".

where' hi denotes the hyperbolic logarithm. Hence, in particular, when z = i, we have

4

1 + s • cos hi i + 1 sin hi ^

.

1 + ^ . COS hi § + i sin hi §.

1 + -J . COS hi 3 + i sin hi J.

= v'(l + 1 ) . cos ^1 + i sin ^, . cos ^^ — i sin <^,.

V(l + \) cos d.i+ i sin 0,, . cos 0j — i sin c^j.

\/(l + i) . cos ^3 + i sin 0-,, . cos
<f>3
— i sin i^j.
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((^] = 0, and in the subsequent tei-ms the imaginai-y part is taken with a negative

sign in order to obtain positive values for (p^, <f>3,
&c.), =I2(cosB + isin 0), if il be

the modulus and the sum

We have
n. = V(i + i).V(i + i).V(i + i)....

which may be calculated directly. The value of fl admits, however, of a finite expression,

viz. we have

_ 1 _ sin 7rt _ e" — e"'

the approximate numerical value is fl=19l73, viz. we have

e''-e-' = 23141 --043 = 23098: log = 1-3635744, - log 27r = T-201819,

whence

We have

also

log n« = -5653935, logfl = -2826967, or n = 1-9173.

tan0i = l, tan ^2 = ^, tan^j = J, &c.,

, ^ , 180°,
, ^ 180°, , .

"^i = 0' ^= = itf^ '''Si </>3 = -jj— log §, &c..

where M is the modulus for the Briggian logarithms,

M= -4342944 log =1-6377843,

TT = 31415926 „ = -4971499,

180 „ = 2-2552755,

whence

log^ = 2-1203383, ^n— = 131°-9284.
Mt -—"'

Mir

We hence calculate the succession of values of 6 and <j) as follows:

tau arc

I 1 45°

t -5 26 34'

3 -3333333 18 26

4 •25 14 2

5
•2 11 19

6 •1666666 9 28

7 •1428571 8 8

8 •125 7 8

9 -1111111 6 20

10 •1 5 43

66—2
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e-<j> =

1 45°

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The sum of all the negative arcs Oi — ^-i, 63 — ^3,... as far as calculated, that is,

up to ^,0 — 4>v, is = 24° 46', or, writing x for the sum of the remaining arcs ^„ — (^n

to infinity, we have

1

«/» 13r-93 X

I

« log 1/1 == -3010300 = 39° 43

3 «/3 •1760913 23 14

4 3/4 •1249387 16 29

5 4/5 0969100 12 47

6 5/6 0791813 10 26

7 6/7 •0669467 8 50

8 7/8 •0579920 7 39

9 8/9 •0511525 6 44

9/10 0457575 6 2

-13° 9'

4 48

2 27

1 28

58

42

31

24

19

m. = 1-9173 (cos %+i sin 0),

where
= 45° - 24° 46' - ar, =20°14'-a;.

It would not be difficult to calculate a limit to the value of x.
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956.

ON EICHELOT'S INTEGRAL OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiil. (1894), pp. 42—47.]

In the Memoir " Einige neue Integralgleichungen des Jacobisehen Systems DifFer-

entialgleichungen," Crelle, t. xxv. (1843), pp. 97—118, Richelot, working with the more

general problem of a system of w — 1 differential equations between n variables, obtains

a result which in the particular case n = 2 (that is, for the differential equation

— + -^=0, X = a + b.x + cay' + daP + eaf,

and Y the same function of y), is in effect as follows : an integral is

\'mt:y}^.^lI^l^'>y = a(0-x)(d-y) + @ + eie-a;yi0-yy-,

where D, ^ are arbitrary constants, and @ denotes the quartic function

a+be+ce' + de^ + ee* -,

viz. this is theorem 3, p. 107 (/. c), taking therein ?i=2, and writing 0, O for Richelot s

o and const.

The peculiarity is that the integral contains apparently two arbitrary constants,

and it is very interesting to show how these really reduce themselves to a single

arbitrary constant.

Observe that, on the right-hand side, there are terms in 0*, 0" whereas no such

terms present themselves on the left-hand side. But by changing the constant D,
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ve can get rid of these terms, and so bring each side to contain only terms in

ff', 6, I; viz. writing
D=-2ee'-de-c + C,

where C is a new arbitrary constant, the equation becomes

{
oo-y )

+ [-2ea;y{x + y)- dxy -{C-c)(x -^ y)+ b]

+ [ ex'y' +(G-c)xy +a],

which still contains the two arbitrary constants 6, 0.

But this gives the three equations

(a; - yy

The first of these is Lagrange's integral containing the arbitrary constant G; and

it is necessary that the three equations shall be one and the same equation ; viz.

the second and third equations must be each of them a mere transformatiQn of the

first, equation.

It is easy to verify that this is so. Starting from the first equation, we require,

first the value of

for a moment.

We form a rational combination, or combination without any term in "JXY; this is

where the left-hand side is

{x-y){X-Y) ^X-Y
{x-yf ' x-y '

which is

* = e (a;' + x^y + xy- + y') + d {x^ + xy + y'') + c{x+i/) + b,

and we thence have for

o WX-^Y){y >^X-x^Y)
{x-yf

the value given by the second equation.
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Secondly, starting again from the first equation, and proceeding in like manner to
find the value of

,2 ) — i^.
(x - yj

for a moment, we form a rational combination

where the left-hand side is

exy {x + yf -dxy(x + y)- Cxy + fl,

which is

and we thence have for

{'>o-y){-yX+xY) _ -yX + xY
{x-yf ' x-y '

: - exy (a'2 + xy + y^) - dxy (x + y) — cxy + a

;

Jy.JX-x^YY
{x-yy •

the value given by the third equation.

In conclusion, I give what is in effect the process by which Richelot obtained

his integral. The integral is v=\I\, where

v =
-©

e-x.e-y - e{e - X . e -y) + {6 - X . - y) Q.\

if, for shortness.

fl =^^^+ ^^
0— X . X — y — y . y — x'

and it is required thence to show that

^
.
^y _n

or, what is the same thing, to show that v satisfies the partial differential equation

ax ay

We have

dv -e
dx (0-xy(0-y)

dy (0-x)(0-yy

+ e(0-y)-(0-y)n'+2i0-x){0-y)a
da
dx

'

'"=r.^1-vy + ^<^-^>-(^-*'^"^^'^'-^^^'-^^"'y'
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and thence, attending to the value of n,

+ 2(^-.)(^-,)n(vzf-VF'^|),

V-^Tx~'^^'dy) e „,_ 2_/ dn_ dm
(0-x){e-y)(x-y)il~(e-a;y{d-yy ^^ x-yV^dx '^ dyj'

and it is consequently to be shown that the function on the right-hand side is = 0.

We have
dn_ isX'

,
^ _ X v(XF)

"^"^ d^~(e-x)(x-y)^(e-xnx-y) (0 -x)(x -yf^ (6 -yj(x-yy'

dil_ ^7' T T ^(XY)
"' dy (e-y)(i,-xy(e-yy(y-x) (d-y)(x-yy^ (0 - x)(x - yy

and thence

^X— -VF—

=

i^' iY'
dx ^ dy (0-x)(x-y) {0-y){y-x)

^\{0-xy^{0-yy]x-y

\0-x 0-y){x-yy

V(^F)
{0-!c){0-y){x-yy

2
Multiplying by , we may put the result in the form

X — y

2 (j-ydP. -^^rffl^ \ d X 1 d Y
x — y\ dx dy) — xdx(x — yy — y dy{x — yy

2X 2F 2v'(XF)
(0-xy(x-yy^(0-xy{x-yy {0-x){0-y){x-yy'

and the equation to be verified thus is

(0-xy{0-yy " + "

\ d X 2Z

+

0-x dx {x-yy (0-xy{x-yy

1 d Y 2F
0-ydy(x-yy (0-xy{x-yy

2V(XF)
(0-x){0-y){x-yr
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION -pr? + --,\^ = 0.

But decomposing the first term into simple fractions, we have

@
{e-xfie-yf

= + e

1 d X X
'^ e-x dx {x-yf'^ {d-xfix-yf

1 d Y Y
+ e-y dy {x-yy^id-yYix-yf

Also for the third term, we have

{d-xfix-yy

+ (e-yy{x-yy

2V(ZF)
(d-x){0-y)(x-yy'

529

and substituting these values the several terms destroy each other, so that the right-

hand side is =0, as it should be.

C. XIII.
67
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957.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF SYLOW'S THEOREMS ON GROUPS.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiii. (1894), pp. .59—62.]

The theorems 1, 2, and 3 in the paper Sylow, "Th^oremes sur les groupes de

Substitutions," Math. Ann. t. v. (1872), pp. 584—594, apply to groups in general, and

not only to groups of substitutions. They are as follows

:

Theorem 1. If n" be the highest power of the prime number n which divides

the order of a group 0, this group contains a group g of the order w": if, moreover,

n'^v is the order of the highest group contained in 0, the operations whereof are

permutable with the group g, then the order of G is of the form n'v{nk+\).

(I write k for Sylow's p, since it is convenient to have p to denote a prime number;

and for Sylow's " Substitutions " I write " Operations.")

Theorem 2. Everything being as in the preceding theorem, the group contains

precisely nk + Y distinct groups of the order n* ; and these are obtained by trans-

forming any one of them by the operations of 0, each group being given by n*v

distinct transformations.

Theorem 3. If the order of a group is «", n being prime, then any operation &
whatever of the group may be expressed by the formula

where
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and where
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^-%^ = 1,

But at present I attend only to the theorems 1 and 2.

For instance, consider the group G of the order n = 6,

1, /S, ^, a, a/3, a.^ {oe=\, /3' = 1, a^= /3a. a/9 = /3»a).

Here n = 2 or 3: if ?i = 2, we have JV= n»j/(nA:+ 1) = 2. 1 (2 + 1); if n = 3, we have

i\^ = n»i'(n/t + l) = 3.2.1.

First, ?)=2; we should have a group g of the order 2; one such group is (1, a),

and the only group the substitutions whereof are permutable with (1, a) is the group

(1, a) itself: for, taking any other operation of the group, for instance /3, it is not

true that /3(7, a) = (l, a)^; in fact, the left-hand is (/8, /3a) and the right-hand is

(iS, 0/3) or (y8, /3^a) : hence ?i*i/, = 2v, = 2, or k is = 1.

Hence also, by theorem 2, there should be 3 groups of the order 2 such as

(1, a), viz. these are (1, a), (1, a/8), (1, o/3^), derived from (1, a) as follows

:

1 (1, a)l- =(1, a).

a (1, a)a-' =(1, a).

/3 (1, a);8- =(1, a/8),

/8=(1, «)/3- ={l,cL^%

a/3(l, a)(a,S)-' =(1, a^%

a^-{\, a)(a/3-r= = (l, a/3).

since /S"' = /3', and therefore the second term is /9a/&^

„ ^ = /3, /3»a/3

„ (a/3)-' = a/3, „ ,) aySaa

„ (a^)- ' = «^, a/3=aa

= a;3=./8» = aA

= a/3 . /3 = a^,

ajSaaiS = a/3 . jS = a/3=,

a/3=aa/8^=a/8^./8' = a/3;

viz. the derivatives are (1, a), (1, a/3), (1, a/S'), each twice.

Secondly, n = 3 ; there should be here a group of the order 3, viz. this is (1, /3, /S").

The group, the substitutions whereof are permutable with (1, /3, y3^), is the entire

group (1, /8, Q*, a, a/8, a.^); in fact, taking any substitution hereof, for instance a, we

have a(l, /3, /3=) = (1, /3, y8')a, viz. the left-hand side is (a, a/3, a^S^), and the right-hand

side is (a, ySa, /S'-a), =(«, a/?-, ay3), which is the left-hand side, tlie change of order

being imirMterial ; this is the meaning of the expression used, "the operations whereof

are permutable with the group g." Hence, we have n'-j, =Sv, =6, or v=2; and

67—2
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thence also nk+1, =3A; + 1, =1, viz. k=0. There is thus only a single group of the

order 3, viz. the group (1, /8, yS*).

As another instance, I take the group of the order 12 formed by the positive

substitutions of four letters, viz. these are

1, ah . cd, abc,

ac . bd, acb,

ad .be , abd,

adb,

acd,

adc,

bed,

bdc.

Here, taking n = 2, we have N'=n'v(nk + l) = 2^.S.l; there is a group g of the

order 4, viz. this is

(1, ab.cd, ac.bd, ad. be),

and the greatest group, the substitutions whereof are permutable with this group g,

is the entire group of the order 12; thus, considering any substitution thereof, for

instance abc, we have

abc.ll

ab .cd

ac .bd

ad be

viz. the left-hand is iahc\ , the right-hand is

acd

\bdc

(adh)

abe\
;

bde
-

adb

acd

2k + 1, =1: and thus the fore-hence n'v, = 4i/, =12 or i/=3; whence also nk+1,

going group g is the only group of the order 4.

Similarly, taking v = S, we have N = n'^p (nk + 1), =3.1.4. There is a group g of

the order 3, say (1, abc, acb) ; the greatest group, the substitutions whereof are per-

muta,ble with g, is the group g itself, viz. we have n'v, =Sv, =3, or v = l; and then

nk+1, =3it-l-l, =4: there are thus 4 groups of the order 3, viz. these are

(1, ahc, ad)), (1, abd, adb), (1, aed, ode), (1, bed, bdc).

Reverting to the before-mentioned group of the order 6, this not only contains

each of the groups (1, a), (1, oyS), (1, oyS^) of order 2, and the group (1, /3, yS") of
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order 3 ; but it is the permutable product of a group of order 2 by a group of

order 3, say it is

G=(l, a)(l, ^, ^), =(1, 0, ^-)(1, a).

A group, which is thus a permutable product of two factors, is said to be a true

product; and when it cannot be thus expressed as a permutable product of two
factors, it is prime or simple. A group, the order of which is equal to a prime

number p (the cyclical group of the order p) is simple ; but the order may be a

composite number and yet the group be simple—it was remarked by Galois,

Liouville, t. xi. (1865), p. 409, that the order of the lowest simple group of com-

posite order is 60, =2-. 3. 5, and it has been recently shown. Holder, "Die einfachen

Gruppen im ersten und zweiten Hundert der Ordnungszahlen," Math. Ann. t. XL. (1892),

pp. .5.5^88, that the only other composite order of a simple group in the first 200

numbers is 168. Moreover, in the paper Cole, " Simple groups from order 201 to

order .500," Amer. Math. Jour. t. xiv. (1892), pp. 378—388, it is shown that within

these limits the only numbers which can give a simple group or groups are 360

and 432. I take the opportunity of referring to two other important papers. Young,
" On the determination of gi-oups whose order is a power of a prime," Amer. Math.

Jour. t. XV. (1893), pp. 124—178, and Cole and Glover, " On groups whose orders

are products of three prime factors," ih. pp. 191—220.
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958.

ON THE SURFACE OF THE ORDER n WHICH PASSES THROUGH
A GIVEN CUBIC CURVE.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiil. (1894), pp. 79, 80.]

It is natural to assume that, taking A, B, G to denote the general functions

(x, y, z, w)"~'- of the order n — 2, the general surface of the order n which passes

through the curve

= 0,
z, w)

(or, what is the same thing, the curve w : y : z : w=l : 9 : & : d'), has for its

equation

A, B, C =0;

y , z , w

but the formal proof is not immediate. Writing the equation in the form

U= Sax^y^zytv^, =0, a + ^ + y + S = ii,

then U must vanish on writing therein x : y : z : w=l : 6 : 6^ : &^; a term aaf^'jfzivtf

becomes = aO^, where j» = /8 + 27 + 3S is the weight of the term reckoning the weights

of X, y, z, w as 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively; and hence the condition is that, for each given

weight p, the sum Sa of the coefficients of the several terms of this weight shall

be = 0. Using any such equation to determine one of the coefficients thereof in terms

of the others, the function U is reduced to a sum of duads a {x^y^z'^w^ — af^'y^'zy'v^),

where in each duad the two terms are of the same degree and of the same weight,

and where a is an arbitrary coefficient ; it ought therefore to be true that each such

duad af^zivf' — x^'y^ zi'vf has the property in question—or writing P, Q, R = ytv — z',

zy — xm, xz — y\ say that each such duad is of the form AP + B(^ + GR.

Suppose for a moment that o' is greater than a, but that /8', 7', h' are each less

than /9, 7, h respectively : the duad is af-'y^z'<v^ {x^ — y>^z'vfi), where \, ^, v, p are each
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positive, and hence a^ — y^z'uf is a duad having the property in question, or changing

the notation say a^ — xfzyiv^ has the property in question ; and in like manner, by

considering the several cases that may happen, we have to show that each of the duads

a^ — y^z^v^, if — ix'zyii/, z^ — afifiifi, v^ — X^y^zy,

af^^ — zyy^, x'zy — 1/^it/, x'w^ — ifzy,

has the property in question; it being of course understood that, in each of these

duads, the two terms have the same degree and the same weight. The first form

cannot exist; for we must have therein a = /S + 7+S and = /S + 27 + 3S, which is

inconsistent with a, 0, y, 8 each of them positive. For the second form ;8 = a + 7 + S,

^ = 27+38: this is a=7 + 2S or the duad is fy*-^ -xy+'^sytv', =(f)y f-(xz)y {a^y.

Writing y' = xz — R, we have terms containing the factor R, and a residual term

{xz)y {y^ — (x'tvY], and writing herein

xw = yz—Q or a^ = xyz — Q,

we have terms containing Q as a factor and a residual term

(xz)y {y^ - {xyz)% = {xz)yf {{fy - {xzf},

and again writing herein y'^=xz — R, we see that this term contains the factor R

:

hence the duad in question consists of terms having the factor R or the factor Q.

Similarly for the other cases : either a, 0, 7, 8 can be expressed as positive numbers,

and then the duad consists of terms each divisible by P, Q, or R; or else a, /S, 7, S

cannot be expressed as positive numbers, and then the duad does not exist: thus for

the third form zy - af^y^vi^, here 7 = a + y8 + S, 27 = /3 + 38, or say 7 = 3a + 2/3, 8 = 2a + y8,

and the duad is ^*^ — af^ifvP^^^, = 2*"
{f')^

— {xtiff (yivf, which can be reduced to

the required form. But for the duad afy^ — zyw^, we have o + /8 = 7 + 8, /8 = 27 + 38,

which cannot be satisfied by positive values of o, /3, 7, 8, and thus the duad does

not exist.

A surface of the order n which passes through 3n + 1 points of a cubic curve

contains the curve: hence the number of constants, or say the capacity of a surface

of the order n, through the curve P = 0, Q = 0, P = 0, is

^(re+l)(« + 2)(rH-3)-l-(3w + l), =^(w»+ 6«^-7»i- 6).

Frirad facie the capacity of the surface ^P + PQ + OP = 0, A, B, C being general

functions of the oi-der n — 2, is

S.^{n-l)n(n + l)-l, =i(«»-n-2),

but there is a reduction on account of the identical equations

xP+yQ + zR = 0, yP+zQ + wR = 0,

which connect the functions P, Q, R: for h = 2, the formulae give each of them as

it should do. Capacity = 2; viz. the quadric surface through the curve is

aP + bQ + cR = 0.
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959.

NOTE ON PLUCKER'S EQUATIONS.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiv. (1895), pp. 23, 24.]

It is well known that if

then the equations

A, B, C, Z) = 2, 3, 6, 8,

n= m- — m — Ah — Bk,

I — 3m- — 6m — CS — Dk,

m= n'— n — Ar—Bi,
K= 3n'- 6n- Ct -Di,

are equivalent to three independent equations giving n, t, t in terms of m, 8, k.

It is easy to show that the necessary conditions in order that this may be so, are

C= 34, and D=^B-\,
that is,

A, B, C. D = A, B, 3A. 35 - 1,

where A and B are arbitrary.

In fact, from the last two equations eliminating t, and for «, i substituting their

values, we have
Cm -Ak= {C- SA) (m= - m - AB - Bk)',

-(G-QA) (m' -m-AS- Bk),

+ {AD - BC) (3m= - 6m -OS- Dk),

which must therefore be an identity. In order that the term in m* may vanish we

must have C = SA ; and then substituting this value for 0, we must have

SAm -Ak = SA (m- - m-AB- Bk) + (AD - BAD) (3m= - 6m - SAB - Dk).

Here the coefficient of m- must vanish, that is,

= 3A + SAD-9AB, or D = 3B-1,

and, substituting this value, the equation is

SAm-AK= 3A(-m-AB-BK)
-A{-6m-3AB-{3B-l)K},

that is,

Sm-K = -Sm- SAB - SBk

+ 6m + SAB + {SB-l)K,
an identity.
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960.

ON THE CIKCLE OF CUKVATURE AT ANY POINT OF
AN ELLIPSE.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiv. (1895), pp. 47, 48.]

Let
M = -

, I) = r , ll' + V^ = \.
a b

X' y-
The equation of the circle of curvature at the point {x, y) of the ellipse -^ + 73 = 1

Z» + F» + 2 "'^^' (- b Xu' + a Yv') + u' (a' - 2b') + if{b'- 2a') = 0.

Write X = a^, Y=br], then this becomes

o'f' + 6Y + 2 (a'- ¥) (- ^u' + 'ni^) + u' {a'

-

26=) + ^ (b' - 2a') = 0.

To find where this meets the ellipse, we must write ^' + 7]'=1; eliminating rj,

we have

a'^ + b'il-^)-2{a'-¥)^u'+u'{a'-2b') + v'ib'-2a') + 2(a'-b')v''J{l-^) = 0,

or putting for shortness

a'-b' = A, V? ia? - 2}f) + v' (¥ - 2a') = B,

A^ -2A^u' + b' + B + iAif ^/{l - ^ - 0,

the equation for f is

but

¥ + B=b' (u' + v') + u' {a' - 2b') + v' (b' - 2a') = u' {a' - b') + v' {2b' - 2a') = A(u'- 2v'),

viz. ^-2^u^ + u'-2if+2if^(l-^') = 0,

that is, {^ - 2v?i -yu'- 2v')' - 4^ (1 - f») = 0,

which is without difficulty reduced to the form

{^-uy{^-{u^-Uv')] = 0,

that is, ^ = v?-Zuv\

and hence q^'tf- 3^;M^

viz. writing u, v = cos 6, sin 6, then we have

f = cos» ^ - 3 cos e sm' 6 = cos 30,

7; = sin' - 3 sin cos^ = - sin W,

or the circle of curvature at (a cos 6, b sin 6) cuts the ellipse in (a cos Z6, - b sin 30), as

is known.

C. XIII. 68
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961.

A TRIGONOMETRICAL IDENTITY.

[From the Messenger of Mathematics, vol. xxiv, (1895), pp. 49

—

51.]

The following was proposed as a Senate House Problem: Given the equations

a cos (/9 + 7) + 6 cos (yS — 7) + c = 0,

a cos (7 + a) + h cos (7 - a) + c = 0,

a cos (a + yS) + 6 cos (a — /3) + c = 0,

it is to be shown that a^ + 26c — 1)^ = 0.

Assume
cos a + i sin a, cos ^ + i sin /9, cos 7 + i sin 7 = 3;, y, z,

then the equations are

a{zx + —]+b {- + -] + 2c = 0,
\ zxl \x zl

that is,

a{l-^fz^) + b{y^+z^) + 2cyz=0,

a (1 + z'af) + b (2^ -i- oe') + 2czx = 0,

a (1 + ai'i/-) + b {iv' + y'') + 2cxy = 0,

the second and third equations give

a : b : 2c = x{x^-yz) : x{-\+x''yz) : (1 - a;*) (y + 2)

;
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or, say a, b, 2c are equal to these values; and then, substituting in the first equation,

we have
x(l+ fz'') {a^ -yz) + x (f + z'-) (- 1 + x'^yz) + {l-x*) (y°-z + yz'^) = 0,

which is

{x — y){x — z){x + y + z— (yz + zx + xy) {x + y + ^)j = 0,

viz. our relation between x, y, z is

x+ y + z — (yz + ZX + xy) xyz = 0,

or, what is the same thing,

Then

111/ X .^
1 1 (yz + zx +xy) = 0.

yz zx xy " "

a + 6 = a; (- 1 + a;^ (1 + V^)'

a-b = x{ 1 + «") (1 - yz),

2c = ( l-x')(y + z),

a?-h^ = x^ (1 - ar") (3/V - 1), 26c = a; (- 1 + x-'yz) (1 - a:^) (y + z).

The equation to be verified is

x{f-z''-\) = {\-xhjz){y + z),

that is,

x ^y + z — {yz + zx + xy) xyz = 0,

as it should be.

A somewhat different form of the proof is as follows :—We have identically

cos (j8 + 7), cos (;8 - 7), 1

cos (7 + a), cos (7 — a), 1

cos (a + y8), cos (a — y3), 1

= 4 sin J (/3 - 7) sin i (7 - «) sin ^{d-^) {sin (/3 + 7) + sin (7 + a) + sin (a + ^)\,

and therefore the relation between the angles is

sin (/3 + 7) + sin (7 + a) + sin (a + /3) = 0.

From the second and third equations,

a : b : c = sin (^ (y3 + 7) - a) : - sin {^ (/3 + 7) + a} : 2 sin a cos a cos i (/3 - 7),

or say
a= sin^(/3 + 7)cosa-cos J(/3 + 7)sina,

6 = - sin J (^ + 7) cos a - cos |(/8 + 7) sin a,

c = 2 sin a cos a cos ^ (/8 — 7),

therefore

a» - 6=* = - 4 sin a cos o sin ^(/S + 7)cos(y3 + 7) = - 2 sin a cos a sin (/3 + 7),

6c = 2 sin a cos a {- cos i(0-y) sin i (,8 + 7) cos a - cos H/3 - 7) cos H/3 + 7) sin «},

= 2 . i sin a cos a {- (sin y3 + sin 7) cos a - (cos ^ + cos 7) sin a],

= sin a cos o {- sin (7 + a) - sin (a + /3)] = sin a cos a sin (/3 + 7),

68—2
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which is the required relation.

The equation to be proved may also be written

cos(/8+7), C08(/3-7),

cos (7 + a), cos (7 — a),

cos (o + y3), cos (a — /8),

= 4 sin i (/8 - 7) sin ^ (7 " «) sin i («- /S) [sin (/S + 7) + sin (7 + ") + sin (« + ^)\'

or putting

this becomes

s

/9+7 = a, 6-c=7-/3,

y + a= b, c — a = a — y,

a +0 = c, a— 6 = /S— a,

cos a, cos (6 — c), 1

cos 6, cos (c — a), 1

cos c, cos (a — 6), 1

= — 4 sin ^ (6 — c) sin ^(c — a) sin ^(a — b) (sin a + sin 6 + sin c),

an identity which may be proved without difficulty.
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962.

COORDINATES VERSUS QUATERNIONS.

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. XX. (1895), pp. 271—275.

Read July 2, 1894.]

It is contended that Quaternions (as a method) are more comprehensive and less

artificial than—and, in fact, in every way far superior to—Coordinates. Thus Professor

Tait, in the Preface to his Elementary Treatise on Quaternions (1867), reproduced in

the second and third editions (1873 and 1890), writes—"It must always be remembered
that Cartesian methods are mere particular cases of quaternions where most of the

distinctive features have disappeared; and that when, in the treatment of any

particular question, scalars have to be adopted, the quaternion solution becomes

identical with the Cartesian one. Nothing, therefore, is ever lost, though much is

generally gained, by employing quaternions in place of ordinary methods. In fact,

even when quaternions degrade to scalars, they give the solution of the most general

statement of the problem they are applied to, quite independent of any limitations

as to choice of particular coordinate axes." And he goes on to speak of "such

elegant trifles as trilinear coordinates," and would, I presume, think as lightly of

quadriplanar coordinates. It is right to notice that the claims of quaternions are

chiefly insisted upon in regard to their applications to the physical sciences; and I

would here refer to his paper, " On the Importance of Quaternions in Physics

"

(Phil. Mag., Jan. 1890), being an abstract of an address to the Physical Society of

the University of Edinburgh, Nov. 1889 ; but these claims certainly extend to and

include the science of geometry.

I wish to examine into these claims on behalf of quaternions. My own view is

that quaternions are merely a particular method, or say a theory, in coordinates. I

have the highest admiration for the notion of a quaternion; but (I am not sure

whether I did or did not use the illustration many years ago in conversation with

Professor Tait), as I consider the full moon far more beautiful than any moonlit
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view, so I regard the notion of a quaternion as far more beautiful than any of its

applications. As another illustration which I gave him, I compare a quaternion

formula to a pocket-map—a capital thing to put in one's pocket, but which for use

must be unfolded: the formula, to be understood, must be translated into coordinates.

I remark that the imaginary of ordinary algebra—for distinction call this 6—
h£is no relation whatever to the quaternion symbols i, j, k; in fact, in the general

point of view, all the quantities which present themselves are, or may be, complex

values a + 6b, or, in other words, say that a scalar quantity is in general of the

form a + 6b. Thus quaternions do not properly present themselves in plane or two-

dimensional geometry at all—although, as will presently appear, we may use them

in plane geometry ; but they belong essentially to solid or three-dimensional geometry,

and they are most naturally applicable to the class of problems which in coordinates

are dealt with by means of the three rectangular coordinates x, y, z.

In plane geometry, considering an origin 0, and through it two rectangulai-

axes Ox, Oy, then in coordinates we determine the position of a point by means of

its coordinates x, y; or, writing x, y, z to denote given linear functions of the

original rectangular coordinates x, y, we may, if we please, determine it by trilinear

coordinates, or say by the ratios x : y : z. The advantage is, that we thereby deal

with the line infinity as with any other line, whereas with the rectangular coordinates

x, y the line infinity presents itself as a line sui generis, and that we thereby bring

the theory into connexion with that of the homogeneous functions (*^x, y, zy\

In quaternions, the position of a point is determined in reference to the fixed

point 0, by its vector a, which is in fact = ix +jy, where i, j are the quaternion

imaginaries (z'* = — 1,
j'' = — l, ij = —ji), but the idea is to use as little as possible

the foregoing equation a = ix+jy, and thus to conduct the investigations independently,

as far as may be, of the particular positions of the axes Ox, Oy.

As the most simple example, take the theorem that the lines joining the extremities

of equal and parallel lines in a plane are themselves equal and parallel, viz. (writing

- to denote equal and parallel), if AB ~ CD, then AG ~ BD.

Coordinates.

A, B, C, D are determined by their

coordinates

(«1, 2/l). («2, 2/2), («3, Vz), («4, Vi)-

AB~CD
gives

whence

that is,

OC^ ^ 3j\ — SC^ tt'3 I

yi-yx = yi- 2/3/

fl/g ^~ itj —^ SC^ ^~ iCg I

2/» -yi = yi- yJ

AC ~ BD.

Quaternions.

AB, CD are determined by their vectors

a, /3, and then writing 7 for the vector AD,

AB-CD
gives

a = ^,
whence

that is,

AC - BD.
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And for the comparison of the two solutions, we have

« = i («2 - «i) +j (2/2 - 2/i). B = i {x, - X,) +j (y, - y,).

But this example of a plane theorem is a trivial one, given only for the sake of

completeness.

Passing to solid geometry, we have

—

Coordinates.—Considering a fixed point 0, and through it the rectangular axes

Ox, Oy, Oz, the position of a point is determined by its coordinates x, y, z. But
we may, in place of these, consider the quadriplanar coordinates {x, y, z, w) linear

functions of the original rectangular coordinates x, y, z.

Quaternions.—The position of a point in reference to the fixed origin is

determined by its vector a, which is in fact =ix+jy+kz, where i, j, k are the

Hamiltonian symbols (i'^=f = k^ = — l,jk = — kj = i, ki = — ik=j, i = —ji = k}; but the

idea is to use as little as possible the foregoing equation a = ix+jy+ kz, and thus

to conduct the investigations independently, as far as may be, of the particular

positions of the axes Ox, Oy, Oz.

I consider the problem to determine the line OC at right angles to the plane

of the lines OA, OB.

Quaternions.

Points A, B, G are determined by their

vectors a, /3, 7. Then

Say = 0, S^y = 0;
whence

my= Va^,

m being an arbitrary scalar.

Coordinates.

Taking as origin, the coordinates of

A, B, C are taken to be

(xi, yi, Zi), (x^, y^, Z2), (x, y, z)

respectively. Then

asci + yy^ + zzi = 0,

xXi + yy^ + 2^2 = ;

whence

X : y .z = y^z.,-y^z^ : z.x^-z^x^ : x^y-^-x^y^.

Here to compare the two solutions, observe that the two equations Say = 0, S^y =
are in fact the equations xx^+yy-^-^ zz^=-^, xx3 + yy2 + zz2=0; and so also m-y= Fa/3

denotes the relations x : y : z = yiZ2 — y,Zi : ZiX^ — z^Xi : x^y^ — x^yi. But a quaternionist

says that my = Fa/3 is the compendious and elegant solution of the problem as

opposed to the artificial and clumsy one x : y : z^yiZ^—yiZi : ZiX^ — z.^x, : Xiy-i — x^y^.

And it is upon this that I join issue ; my = Fa^S is a very pretty formula, like the

folded-up pocket-map, but, to be intelligible, I consider that it requires to be developed

into the other form. Of course, the example is as simple a one as could have been

selected; and, in the case of a more complicated example, the mere abbreviation of

the quaternion formula would be very much greater, but just for this reason there

is the more occasion for the developed coordinate formula. To take another example.
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the condition, in order that the vectors a, j8, 7 may be coplanar, is Saffy = 0, and

Professor Tait contrasts this with the prolixity of the corresponding coordinate formula

X , y , z =0.

«!. 2/1. z

^2) 2/21 ^

I remark that, when all the components of a determinant have to be expressed,

nothing can be shorter than this, the ordinary determinant notation, which simply

expresses the several components in their line-and-column relation to each other. But

as a mere abbreviation, it would be allowable to write A, ={ABC), to denote the

determinant formed by the coordinates of the three points.

In conclusion, I would say that while coordinates are applicable to the whole

science of geometry, and are the natural and appropriate basis and method in the

science, quaternions seem to me a particular and very artificial method for treating

such parts of the science of three-dimensional geometry as are most naturally discussed

by means of the rectangular coordinates x, y, z.
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963.

NOTE ON DR MUIR'S PAPER, "A PROBLEM OF SYLVESTER'S
IN ELIMINATION."

[From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. xx. (1895), pp. 306—308.

Received November 6, 1894.]

I IN part reproduce this very interesting paper for the sake of a remark which

appears to me important. I write {a, b, c, f g, h) in place of Muir's {A, B, C, A', B', C),

and take as usual (A, B, C, F, G, H) and K to denote

(be -p, ca - g\ ab - h\ gh - uf hf- bg, fg - ch)

and the discriminant abc — af — bg^ — ch' + 2fgh

I then write

U = bz- — 2fy2 + cy", P =fx' + ayz — hzx — gxy, L = bac" + afyz — bgzx — chosy,

V =caf' — 2gzx + az', Q = gy' — hyz + bzx — fxy, M= cay'^ — afyz + bgzx — chxy,

W = ay' - 2hxy + bx-, R = hz' — gyz — fzx + cxy, N = abz' — afyz - bgzx + chxy.

The equations (7 = 0, F= 0, W=0, imply P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0, but observe that

P, Q, R are not the sums of mere numerical multiples of U, V, W; we, in fact, have

identically

2yzP = - x'U+y'V+z'W,

2zxQ ^ x'U - y'V+ z'W,

2xyR= x'U + y'V - z-W.

If then U = 0, V=0, W = 0, we have also P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0, and we can from

the six equations dialytically eliminate x', y', z', yz, zx, xy, thus obtaining a result.

Determinant = 0, which is K' = 0; this is, in fact, Sylvester's process for the elimination.

c. XIII. 69
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But L, M, N are sums of mere numerical multiples of U, V, W, viz. we have

2X =-aU+bV+cW,
2if= aU-bV+cW,

2N= aU+bV-cW,

so that the original equations U=0, V=0, W=0 are equivalent to and may be

replaced by L = 0, M = 0, N = 0.

Muir shows that we have identically

L -fP=x(Aa)+Hy + Gz),

M-gQ=y{Ha!+By + Fz),

N -hR = z (Gx +Fy + Cz),

where observe that the first of these equations is

(>» - ayz) (bz' - 2fyz + cy')

- (ff - h^) (c«° - ^^r^ra; + az^) = 2xyz (Ax + Hy + Gz)
;

- {fz"^ - cyz) {ay'' - 2hxy + ba?)

jvnd similarly for the second and third equations.

He thence infers that the elimination may be performed by eliminating x, y, z

from the equations

Ax + Hy + Gz = 0,

Hx + By +Fz = 0,

Gx + Fy + Cz= 0,

= 0,

viz. that the result is

A, H, G

H, B, F
G, F, G

that is, K^ = as before.

The natural inference is that K being =0, the three linear equations in (x, y, z)

are equivalent to two equations giving for the ratios x : y : z rational values which

should satisfy the original equations U=0, F=0, ^"=0: the fact is that there are

no such values, but that, K being =0, the three equations are equivalent to a single

equation : for observe that, combining for instance the first and second equations,

these will be equivalent to each other if only

A
h'
HO
B~F'

that is,

AB-H' = 0, GH-AF= 0, HF-BG = 0,
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which are cK = 0,/K = 0, gK=0, all satisfied by Z = 0; and similarly for the first

and third, and the second and third equations. It will be remembered that the
true form of the result is not K=0 but ^^ = 0, and this seems to be an indication

that the three equations should be, as they have been found to be, equivalent to a
single equation.

The problem may be further illustrated as follows: instead of the original

equations U=0, F=0, W=0, consider the like equations with the inverse coefficients

{A, B, G, F, G, H), viz.

Bz' - 2Fyz + Cf- = 0,

Cx' - IGzx + Az'' = 0,

Ay'^ - 2Exy + Ba? = 0,

so that the result of the elimination should be

{ABC-AF^- BO'' - CH'' + 2FGHy = 0.

Here considering in connexion with the triangle x = 0, y = 0, z = (say the vertices

hereof are the points A, B, G) the conic

(a, 6, c, f, g, h) (»•, y, zf = 0,

the first equation represents the pair of tangents from the point A to the conic,

the second the pair of tangents from the point B to the conic, and the third the

pair of tangents from the point C to the conic. The first and second pairs of

tangents intersect in four points, and if one of the third pair of tangents passes

through one of the four points, then it is at once seen that the conic must touch

one of the sides x = 0, y = Q, z = of the triangle, viz. we must have he —f = 0,

ca—g^ = 0, or ab — h^ = 0. But we have a = BG — F^, &c., or writing

K, = ABC - AF' - BG' - GH" + 2FGH,

then these equations are KiA=0, KiB = 0, KiG=0, all satisfied by Ki = 0. We may

regard ^i = as the condition in order that the conic (a, h, c, /, g, h) {x, y, z)' =
may be a point-pair: the analytical reason for this is not clear, but we see at once

that, if the conic be a point-pair, then the three pairs of tangents are the lines

drawn from the points A, B, G respectively to the two points of the point-pair, so

that the three pairs of tangents have in common these two points. Regarding

Ki=0 as the condition in order to the existence of a single common point, and

recollecting that the true result of the elimination is ifi^=0, the form perhaps

indicates what we have just seen is the case, that there are in fact two common

points of intersection: but at any rate the foregoing geometrical considerations lead

to Ki = 0, as the condition for the coexistence of the three equations.

I remark in conclusion that I do not know that there is any general theory of

the ca.se where a result of elimination presents itself in the form H^ = 0, as distinguished

from the ordinary form f2 = 0.

69—2
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964.

ON THE NINE-POINTS CIRCLE OF A SPHERICAL TRIANGLE.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. XXVII. (1895),

pp. 35—39.]

The definition is in effect given in Hart's paper, " Extension of Terquem's theorem

respecting the circle which bisects three sides of a triangle," Quarterly Mathematical

Journal, t. iv. (1861), pp. 260, 261, viz. if we have a spherical triangle ABG^ then we

have a circle (i.e. a small circle of the sphere), say the nine-points circle, meeting the

sides BC, GA, AB in the points F, L; 0, M ; H, N respectively, where

1 Tin cosAfc — cos AccosAa
* cos ^c sin ^a

, „_ cos Ac - cos Aa cos 46
tan \GF= ^—ri—• —

i

—
cos Jo sin Ja

(which equations agree with BF+FG=BG), and

cos Jc sin Ja
tan ^BL =

tan \GL =

cos J6 -I- cos Jc cos Ja

'

cos J6sin Ja
cos ^c -t- cos Ja cos J6

'

(which equations agree with BL + GL = BG) ; and with the like formulae for the points

G, M: and H, N : respectively.

If, as usual, the sides of the triangle are called a, h, c, and for shortness we

widte

(cosja, coa^b, cosjc; sinja, sinjt, sm ^c) = {p, q, r; pi, q^, r,).
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then the formulae are

tani£^=?^^, tan^aJ'^^^^H,

pqr
^

rq,

UnUH =P^^, tani£^=2^:^,
qr, '

^
pr^ '

and

W
g' + rp * r + pq

tan^CM=^2^, tani^if=-^
qr

ta.niAN=-3^ , tan|5iV= i"*,

p + qr '
q + rp

Before going further, it may be remarked that for a, b, c, each of them small, we
have

IBF = (l-W-a-ic^)(l-i^')

(j2
_J.

g2 J^
that is, BF= ^ =ccos5, and similarly CF = a cos C, i{ A, B, C are the angles

of the plane triangle ; that is, in the plane triangle F, G, H are the feet of the perpen-

diculars let fall from the angles on the opposite sides. Moreover, tan ^BL =
;j

—- —-

,

that is, BL = ^a, and similarly GL = ^a ; that is, L, M, N are the median points of

the three sides respectively.

In the general case of the spherical triangle ABC, the construction is effected

by means of a triangle A'B'G', the sides whereof are respectively the halves of those

of the original triangle : viz. for this triangle A'B'G', we construct the points F', G', H'

and L', M', N', and then on the sides of the triangle ABC taking BF= 2BF',

BL = 2BL', &c., we have the points F, G, H, L, M, N.
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Thus p, q, r, pi, q^, r, denoting as above the cosines and sines of the half-sides

of the triangle ABC, that is, the cosines and sines of the sides of the triangle

A'EC, we have

tauBF' = ^—''P. tan(7T' = '^^i^,
. rpi 9Pi

tanFZ' = —̂ ^, tanC"Z' = -2^.
q + rp r+pq

First, for the points F', G', H', we have A'F', B'O', C'H', the pei-pendiculars from

the angles on the opposite sides, meeting in a point 0', the orthocentre of the

triangle A'EC: in fact, from the triangle A'B'F', right-angled at F', we have

tan B'F' = tan A'B' cos £' = tan ^c
cos ^6 — cos Jc cos ^o

sin ^csin^a

_ ri q — rp_q — rp
~ r npi ~ rp, '

as above, and similarly for the points G' and H'.

I notice that we have

sin B'F' = q — rp q-rp
V{(? - rpy + r^,^] '

V(?' + r'- 2pqr)

'

and thus

hence

Q — 7*7) . , T — TiQ
sm Fi?" = ^^^^-j-^j—2^ , sin Ci"=--^^^^-j-^;^—2^,

sin C'G' = „^
"""^^^

=
, sin A'G' = ,,^ ^ "/-«—x

. jiTji _ p — qr . jvTT, _ q — rp
sm ^ ii -

^^^, ^ ^, _ 2^^^^
, smjfn -

^^^, _^^^_ ^^^^

,

sin B'F' . sin C'G' . sin A'H' = sin C'F' . sin A'G' . sin B'H',

which (as is well known) is the condition for the intersection of the arcs A'F', B'G', C'H'

in the orthocentre 0'.

But I say further that we have

sin2£T'(=sin£^=4§^i4^.
^

g' + r* — 2pqr

sm2G'F'(=^nCF)= l^''-P'^pPi
,V / (^2 + r^ - 2^7-

and thence

sin BF . sin GG. Bin AH= sin CF.ainAG. sin BH,

and thus the arcs AF, BG, GH meet in a point which is obviously not the orthocentre

of the triangle ABC.
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Secondly, for the points L', M', N', we have

that is,

and similarly

sin B'L' = -,
"^Pi

sin G'L' = gP'

\/(3' + ^ + 2pqr)
'

^/{q' + r'+ 2pqr)

'

sin B'L' : sin C'L' = r : q, = cos RA' : cos C'A'
;

sin C'if': sin A'M' = p : r, = cos C'B' : cos ^'5',

sin^'iV^' : sin B'N' = q : p, = cos A'C : cos FC,

viz. the sides B'C, C'A', A'B' are by the points L', M', N' divided each into two
parts such that for any side the sines of the two parts are proportional to the cosines
of the other two sides. We have

sin B'L' . sin CM' . sin A'N' = sin G'L' . sin A'M' . sin B'N',

viz. the arcs A'L', B'M', C'N' meet in a point K' which may be called the cos-centre

of the triangle A'B'C (where observe that, for a, b, c indefinitely small, i.e. for a plane
triangle, the points L', M', N' are the mid-points of the sides, and the centre K' is

the c. G. or median point of the triangle).

But further, we have

and thence

sin WL' (= sin BL) = ^pA3+ZP1
,

. ^ ' q^ + r'' + 2pqr'

^n2CL'(=smCL)=^aPl(L+M.,
.

^ q'' + r'+ 2pqr

'

sin BL . sin CM.smAN= sin GL.sinAM . sin BN,

viz. the arcs AL, BM, GN meet in a point, which is obviously not the cos-centre of

the triangle ABG.

We have thus the construction of the nine-points circle as a six-points circle, by

means of the points F, G, H, L, M, N ; and by way of recapitulation we may say that

the nine-points circle meets the sides BG, GA, AB in the points F, L; G, M ; H, N
respectively, where the points F, G, H depend on the ortho-centre of the semi-triangle,

and the pioints L, M, N depend on the cos-centre of the semi-triangle.

The triangle ABG has an inscribed circle and three escribed circles, and we have

(as is known) the theorem that the nine-points circle touches each of these four circles.

The circles BG, GA, AB and the nine-points circle form a tetrad of circles, and the

inscribed circle and the three escribed circles a tetrad of circles, or say the eight

circles form a bitetrad, such that each circle of the one tetrad touches each circle of

the other tetrad.
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965.

ON THE SIXTY ICOSAHEDRAL SUBSTITUTIONS.

[From the Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied Mathematics, vol. xxvii. (1895),

pp. 236—242.]

The Sixty Icosahedral Substitutions were obtained in an elegant form by Gordan

in the paper " Ueber endliche Gruppen linearer Transformationen einer Verauderlichen,"

Math. Ann. t. Xll. (1877), pp. 23—46, see p. 45, where the group is exhibited in the

canonical form

€"7;,
1

V

(6^ + e*) 1? + 6" ^-6-''7?+(e+6»)
6"-

e-*"!? - (e + e*)
'

(e^ + e*)7;+6'

(e an imaginary fifth root of unity), agreeing with the developed form given in my
paper, " On the Schwarzian Derivative and the Polyhedral Functions," Gamb. Phil.

Trans., t. Xlil. Part 1 (1881), [745], pp. 6—68, see pp. 55—56, [this Collection, vol. XL,

pp. 204—205].

matrix

But a slight change of form is desirable. I write -I
'

^ to denote the unimodular

\/{ad — be) ' i\/{ad — be)

c d

,
\f(ad — be)' \/{ad — be)

so that the value is independent of the absolute magnitudes of a, b, c, d, but depends

only on their ratios ; and observe that m\ ' S denotes < ' ^ [
> *^® factor m

applying to the top-line only. As before, e denotes an imaginary fifth root of unity,

and I write A = e+e*, £ = €" + e*, A' = e — e*, B' = e^ — e', but, in fact, I scarcely need

more than the first of these symbols.
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The substitutions are

(a^i, yi) = ( a, b 5a;, y),

I

c, d
I

that is, a-, =cw; + 6j/, y^ = cx + dy; and we then have sixty matrices ]"' [, forming the

group in question.

Giving to p the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, I write

so that K^ is the matrix unity
]

'
>

,

h , -eo\

e-f, Of
•

M,

N.

e"
mod.

.6-^ -A\

'

= j-^"; ^ I . mod.

^

,

e"

e-", 4

-e", A
A, e-"

is = - ^- - 1, = F\

is =-^=-1, =B'';

then the matrices are

Ko, -ST], ^^21 -S^a. -^4

i/„, il/„ ilfj, M„ M,

1

6

1

e

read if,,, il/,,

JV„, i\^„ i\r^, iV,, N,

VIZ. 5+5 + 25 + 25, = 60 matrices in all, including the matrix unity.

It is to be observed that the system must remain unaltered if we change e into

e", e*, or e*: this is at once obvious for the change e into e*, but less immediately so

for the other two changes. Suppose e changed into e^ then M'l becomes

[B , €'"] (AB , AM ( 1 , Ae'"] ,. . „ ., 4.1-^"'"'. ^l

C. XIII. 70
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VIZ.or changing p into —^p, which has the same values, this is =€"=''
-j

.' _\

,

ifp is equal to a power of e multiplied by N^: and similarly N,, becomes equal to a

power of 6 multiplied by M^. And the like as regards the change e into e*.

I find that the sixty matrices may be coordinated with the sixty positive sub-

stitutions of the letters abcde as follows

:

t

1 K P' °l 1 17

18 Mil)

ced

adc
2 m;:-J} ad . he

3 ^'t:i]
ab . de

19 «W„ • ll'l)
adb

4
ir-, 0/

ac . be 20 ^M„ •{13 acb

5 ^.
{!•;

-
o)

hd.ce 21 ^M„
•Ml':) bee

6 '• 1 1} ae. cd

22 ^M„ -{I'J

-111)

abc

7 <-\] ac .bd
23 e'M,, bee

_

8 *.(!:} ae .bd
24 eM„ cde

9

10

11

-(11) ae . be

be . de

ac . de

25

26

U-Aj

U-Aj

acd

abd

27 ciV^o, ' [-1 i)
aec

12 "'{-Xt} ah . cd

13 '' {-\;. t) ad . be
28 ^^„ '•

I'l: :-}
bed

14 "'[-U'f] ab . ce
29 ^^,, -rr.) abe

15 H~k\'} be . cd 30 iV., n 1-]
aed

16 ^•ri;1"} ad. ce 31 cW„
H-l:1] bed
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32

33

34

35

36

°' M A, 1/
6c^e

ach

ode

hde

ace

46

47

48

49

50

••"'••{fA}

-'=.-{1:;')

•*..-{ll}

aebcd

abced

abedc

adhec

aecdb

51

52

53

54

55

acbed

abcde

aecbd

acdbe

abdec

37

38

39

40

^"
io, c»l

aedbc

adceb

abecd

acbde

41

42

43

44

45

-.. • itl}

'"' • {11}

adecb

acdeb

acebd

abdce

adcbe

56

57

58

59

60

'"-'•{''aA)

'"''{"aA^

•**.. ••{";"; i}

•*• <=("!; i}

adbce

aebdc

acedb

adebc

aedcb

As an example of the composition of the forms, take 56, 57 : we have

56 = adbce . abdec,

57 = aebdc . edacb,

abcde,

whence
56.57=cde, =24,

k
70—2
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(-€>, A), (eA, e*)

56 . 57 = - e*. Ae>

A, 1

1+A'e', -Ae' + Ae'l; 24> = A^, 1,

-^€» + ^, ^^e + e* I e\ -A,

viz. taking out the factor A (e' — e*), we ought to have

A{e-e*)1 +^V, il(e»-e*) 1= ^e^, 1

^(l-e*), ^(e— 6^)
I

€>
, -A

a relation which will be identically true if only

These are

\ =:A^{ 1 - e^ - e'),

e*=A^{-e-e'-¥ e%

the second of which i.s obviously equivalent to the first: and this first equation is

\ = AHA + 2),

that is,

^3+24--l = 0, or {A + \){A^ + A-\) = 0,

which is true in virtue of ^'^ + ^ — 1 = ; we have thus the required equation

56 . 57 = 24,

or say
{-€>, A^\ f-e^, M^iA, e'l

\ A,l \ \ A, e^\ \f,-A]-

In like manner it may be shown that the product of any two of the sixty matrices

is a matrix of the group.

There is an interesting case of linear transformation in Gordan's paper " Ueber die

Auflosung der Gleichungen vom funften Grade," Math. Ann., t. xiii. (1878), pp. 375—404,

see p. 379. Writing as before A = e+^, £ = 6" +6^, -4' = 6-e^ E = e--^, then for

yi> Vi we substitute Ay^ + y^, y^—Ay^, each divided by B'; and for x^, x^ we make

the like substitution, e'* instead of e, viz. this is for x^, x^, Bxi + x.2, x^— Bx„, each

divided by —A'.

This being so, the bipartite function

or, what is the same thing,
.3

yi

1

1

1

-1
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remains unaltered by the substitutions. Observe that we have AB=-l, so that,

omitting common factors, the substitutions are

2/1, 2/2 multiplied by Ay, + y„ y, - Ay^,

Xi, x-i multiplied by —{x-^ — Ax^, Ax^ + x.,

where it is to be noticed that («,, x^) are neither cogredient nor contragredlent with

(2/1 > 2/2); but they are what may be termed socio-gredient, viz. the substitution for

(yi. ya) determines uniquely that for (x^, x^).

The verification of the invariance of f might be effected rather more simply by

means of the last-mentioned forms, but it is interesting to use the original forms

2/1, 2/2 multiplied by Ay, + y^, y^-Ay^,

x-i, x-i multiplied by Bx-^ +«2> ''^i
~ Bx.,.

Making the substitution, the whole coefficient of y^ is found to be

{A'^& + A^-\-AB?-B)x^

+ (24«5 -A^'B?- .3^=5 + 345^ + 252 - 1 ) x;'x.^

+ (4' - 24»£^+ ZA^& 4 34fi - £3 + 25) x^x}

+ (- A^B - A^B^ + ^ - 5=) x{,

where, reducing by AB = — \, the several coefficients are

A +A''-&-B, =0,

-2A' + 2A + 2B'-SB, =5(A-B),

A'-2A-B'+2B, =0,

A---B + A-&, =0.

in virtue of the relations ^=+^ = 1, B' + B^l. There are similar reductions for the

coefficients of yi'yi, y^y^^ and yi ; and the whole thus becomes =o{A- B), multiplied by

yi

but there is a denominator - A''B'\ and we have A'F=B-A, or this denominator

is (A - By, =(A-B){A- By, where

{A-Bf = A"--2AB + B% =l-A + 2 + l-B, =4:-A-B, =5,

viz. the denominator is =5{A-B). Thus the new value of / is equal to its original

value, which is the theorem in question.

1

1

1

-

1
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966.

NOTE ON A MEMOIR IN SMITH'S COLLECTED PAPERS.

[From the BuUetin of the American Mathematical Society, Ser. 2, vol. i. (1895),

pp. 94—96.]

Among the most noticeable papers in the Collected Mathematical Papers of

H. J. S. Smith we have the hitherto unpublished "Memoir on the Theta and Omega
Functions," XLiii. (vol. ii. pp. 415—623), written in connexion with Dr Glaisher's

Tables of the Theta-Functions and originally intended as an Introduction thereto. It

appears that in 1873 or 1874 Dr Glaisher asked him, as a member of the British

Association committee for the calculation of the Tables, whether he would contribute

an Introduction. His reply was that he did not see his way to writing anything

appropriate to the tables themselves, but that he " could say something with respect

to the constants at the bead of the pages." These constants were K, K', E, /, J', &c.,

the numerical values whereof were given for every minute of the modular angle. The

memoii- grew in extent, and it was finally decided that it should follow these yet

unpublished tables with the before-mentioned title, "Memoir on the Theta and Omega
Functions," but fortunately it has at length appeared in the Collected Papers as above.

In explanation of the title and scope of the memoir, it will be remembered that

the Theta-Functions are functions of two arguments, x and q ; so that giving to x

the value zero or any numerical value, or any value depending on that of q, we

obtain a series of functions containing the single argument q, or writing as usual

q = e'™, say the single argument w ; and in the memoir, the attention is directed

chiefly but not exclusively to these functions of a single argument which are termed

Omega Functions. The functions chiefly considered under this designation are Hermite's

functions <f>(o, yfrco, j^a>, which represent the values of Vk, \/k\ and \/kk' considered

as functions of q = e"''. To fix the ideas, it may be mentioned that the actual values

(in one of their very numerous forms) are

/- "1-1- o™

y!ra> =11, .„ ,^
1 1 -h

q^-^

'

,2m—1

'
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each of them a one-valued function of o) : any rational and integral function of

cj>o), yjrw, )(a) is termed a Modular Function. It is right to add
,
that the definitions

extend only to those values of q "for which the series are convergent, or (what is the

same thing) ta regarded as a point must be situate within a certain region of the

upper infinite half-plane (/ = +.

The requisite formulae for the Tbeta-Functions are obtained from Jacobi's funda-

mental formula for the multiplication of four Theta-Functions ; and the Elliptic

Functions are introduced by means of their definitions in terms of the Theta-Functions:

and the whole theory of Elliptic Functions is thus brought into connexion with the

Theta and Omega Functions. The theory of Transformation depends in a great

measure on the arithmetical and geometrical theory of binary matrices, of which the

constituents are integral numbers ; this theory plays an extensive part throughout the

memoir.

An abstract of the contents of the memoir is as follows

:

Arts. 1—14. Definitions and Elementary Properties of the Theta, Omega, and

Elliptic Functions.

15—23. Arithmetical Theory of Binary Matrices.

24—.34. The Transformation of the Theta and Omega Functions.

3.5—45. Geometrical Representation of Binary Quadratic Forms.

46—51. Geometrical Representation of the Modular Functions

$0) and ^a) (= ^'ea, i/f^w).

52—58. The Modular Equation.

59—62. The Equation of the Multiplier.

68—73. The Modular Curves.

74—82. Theory of the Modular Functions ^w and t^w.

83—88. Theory of the Modular Function

T(o={l-T^u,y^'X^w.

89—90. The Differential Equation of the Modular Equations and Curves

(this last section somewhat incomplete).

A good deal of the same ground is gone over in Weber's Elliptische Functionen

und Algebraische Zahlen (8vo. Brunswick, 1891), a work which exhibits in a very com-

pendious form the higher parts of the theory of Elliptic Functions, and which well

deserves to be carefully studied.
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967.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.

Tbs first edition was published in 1876 ; the second edition was in the press at the time of

Professor Cayley's death in 1895, and it was published in the course of that year.

END OF VOL. XIII.
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